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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: MBCAC
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:19:00 AM


Thanks, Adam.  Corinne sent Lila and me a list of good topics to cover in February. 


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII)
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


-----Original Message-----
From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2015 2:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser
Subject: MBCAC


I talked to Corinne for a minute after this morning's Ballpark Transp Coordinating Cmte.  She wants to
have a dedicated meeting on Warriors most likely March 12 and move other pending items (the Giants
"Yard" in lot A, street improvements, (if ready) introducing the POC for Warriors construction, etc) in
February.  While we didn't confirm anything I'm hopeful that the various conversations we discussed this
morning (fiscal feasibility, transportation funding, dual event strategy) will start coming together soon
and be ready for prime time by then. At least that's the current goal.


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625



mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org
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From: Roche, Anna
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reel, Steven (PRT)
Subject: FW: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 11:30:05 AM
Attachments: 5-9_Hydrology and Water Quality_GSW MB ADSEIR 1A+ck.doc


Hi Chris,
 
I thought you might want to talk to Steve at the Port who is working on the Sea Wall condition
assessment.  He may or may not want to work with you on the language you are incorporating into
the EIR – especially since it’s coming from a very old write up on SFE’s website.
 
Cheers,
Anna
 
 
________________________________
Anna M. Roche
Climate Change and Special Projects Manager
SFPUC – Wastewater Enterprise
Direct: 415.551.4560 | aroche@sfwater.org


 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 8:49 AM
To: Roche, Anna
Subject: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
 
Hi Anna,
Thanks for your message yesterday. The section you’re reviewing is the first admin draft prepared
by ESA. I’ve already made extensive comments and revision to this section (see attached version),
and I’ll incorporate comments from SFPUC and other reviewers before returning the section to ESA.
Comments are due to EP by 2/17.
 
With respect to your comment about seawalls, this is taken from the SF Environment website here:
http://www.sfenvironment.org/article/climate-change/adaptation
 
I think it’s appropriate to include this b/c improvements to the City’s existing seawalls and likely new
seawalls will certainly be needed. Other adaptation strategies are also discussed in the setting
section.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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5.9 Hydrology and Water Quality


5.1.1 Introduction



This section describes the potential effects of the project on the existing hydrology and water quality in the project area, with a focus on operational impacts associated with changes in stormwater and wastewater flows. The potential for future flooding as a result of sea level rise is also addressed.


The impact evaluation in the Hydrology and Water Quality section of the Initial Study (see Appendix NOP-IS, pp. 86 through 98) explains why the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially increase the severity of impacts on hydrology and water quality with respect to depletion of groundwater and interference with groundwater recharge; alteration of drainage patterns; degradation of water quality; placement of housing within a 100‑year flood zone; placement of structures within a 100-year flood zone; flooding as a result of failure of a levee or dam; and inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Similarly, all of the construction-related effects of the project are addressed in the Initial Study.


Project effects on the capacity of wastewater and stormwater systems are address in Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems, of this SEIR.



5.1.2 Summary of Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality Analysis


Hydrology and water quality setting information and impact analyses were addressed in the Mission Bay FSEIR in the Hydrology/Water Quality and Community Services/Utilities sections as well as the Mission Bay Initial Study Water and Geology/Topography sections. The selected mitigation approach to address potential effects on combined sewer discharges is described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (Volume III). Information from these sections relevant to the analysis of changes in stormwater and wastewater flows is summarized below.



5.9.2.1 Mission Bay FSEIR Setting



Mission Bay Plan Stormwater Drainage Setting


The Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology/ Water Quality setting section characterized existing drainage patterns and municipal sewer treatment facilities serving the Mission Bay plan area at the time of FSEIR publication. As presented in that description, the Mission Bay plan area is located in the City’s Bayside drainage basin, in which combined stormwater and sanitary sewage are collected, then conveyed to and treated at the Southeast Water Pollution Control Plant (SEWPCP) near Islais Creek. At that time, the Mission Bay plan area was located in four sub-basins, with the project site draining to two of the sub-basins. The north and east portions of the Blocks 29-32 site drained to the Bay sub-basin which drained directly to the Bay, and the balance of Blocks 29-32 drained to the Mariposa sub-basin portion of the Bayside drainage basin. Stormwater collected in the Mariposa sub-basin was directed to the Mariposa pump station, and from there, to the SEWPCP. Stormwater occurring within the Bay sub-basin at that time drained directly to the Bay, and not the combined sewer system. 



As reported in the Mission Bay FSEIR, the annual average dry weather flows at the SEWPCP at that time were estimated at 67 million gallons per day (mgd). During wet weather, the SEWPCP could treat up to 150 mgd to a secondary level, and an additional 100 mgd to a primary level.
 In addition, up to an additional 150 mgd of wet weather flows received primary treatment at the North Point Water Pollution Control Plant, increasing total wet weather treatment capacity for the Bayside drainage basin to 400 mgd. As also reported in the Mission Bay FSEIR, if rainfall exceeded the total capacity of the SEWPCP, the North Point facility, and storage/transport facilities, then excess flows are directed to sewer discharge structures located along the City’s bayside. These flows receive flow-through treatment (similar to primary treatment) and discharged to the Bay in compliance with the City's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). 



Mission Bay Plan Flooding Setting


The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study Water section summarized relevant information from the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR regarding the issue of potential flooding. The 1990 Mission Bay FEIR indicated that the existing elevation of the Mission Bay plan area ranged from approximately +6.0 to -2.0 feet San Francisco City Datum (SFD).
 Groundwater in the Mission Bay plan area was reported at 3.5 to 9 feet below ground surface, and contiguous with the mean sea level in the adjacent Bay. As referenced in the Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study, the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR determined that proposed structures or roadways in Mission Bay placed at elevations at or below ‑2.0 feet SFD, after settling on the site, could be subject to tidal flooding during the 100-year flood event, and that if sea levels were to rise, groundwater levels in Mission Bay could also rise. 



5.9.2.2 Mission Bay FSEIR Impacts and Mitigation Measures



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Stormwater Drainage



The Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality impacts section described the proposed Mission Bay plan’s drainage plan, which included reconfiguring the drainage basins of the combined sewer as shown on Figure 5.7-1. The reconfiguration included a proposed new separate stormwater system in the reconfigured Central sub-basin. Under the Mission Bay plan, stormwater that occurred within the Bay sub-basin (which included the north and east portions of Blocks 29-32 under 1998 conditions) would drain into the new separate stormwater infrastructure and no longer directly to the Bay. As analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality Section, this separate storm drainage system proposed within the reconfigured Central sub-basin would divert an initial portion of the stormwater flow (approximately 80 percent of the average annual flow) to the City’s combined system for treatment. Stormwater volumes greater than the initial flows and up to a 5-year storm would be discharged directly to four new storm outfalls (two to China Basin Channel/Mission Creek and two to the Bay). Volumes greater than a 5-year event would pond or would flow overland. The reconfigured Central sub-basin of the combined sewer system would convey wastewater from this basin to the SEWPCP for treatment. The Mission Bay plan also proposed a reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin (which would include the southern portion Blocks 29-32), that would convey both wastewater and stormwater in the City’s combined sewer system.


The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that implementation of the Mission Bay plan would contribute pollutants to the Bay through: (1) the discharge to municipal wastewater effluent from the SEWPCP; (2) the discharge of treated combined sewer overflows (CSOs) (these events are now referred to as combined sewer discharges or CSDs); and (3) the discharge of untreated stormwater. However, as described below, the Mission Bay FSEIR found that the associated impacts would be less than significant. As also discussed below, the Mission Bay FSEIR included mitigation measures K.3 and K.4 to address cumulative effects related to an increase in CSDs and water quality effects of untreated stormwater discharges.


Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Municipal Wastewater Effluent



The Mission Bay FSEIR estimated that the Mission Bay plan would generate municipal wastewater and increase the total effluent from the SEWPCP by about 3 percent, and result in an approximate 3 percent increase in the pollutant loading to the Bay from the City's municipal wastewater effluent discharges. The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that for the most part, the quality of municipal wastewater from the Mission Bay plan area would not differ substantially from the quality of other City wastewater conveyed to the SEWPCP, and would not materially change the concentrations of pollutants in the effluent. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the effluent increases would be well within the City’s treatment plant capacity, and would not cause a violation of the City’s NPDES permit requirements for its discharge from the SEWPCP. The Mission Bay FSEIR also determined that the pollutant concentrations would be within water quality screening values, including water quality objectives adopted by the RWQCB. 



However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) and some commercial or industrial operations may involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges, which could discharge chemicals, radioactive materials, and biohazardous materials to the SEWPCP if improperly handled, and potentially result in a violation of the NDPES permit. The FSEIR identified Mitigation Measure K.2 in the Hydrology and Water Quality section requiring facilities with these discharges to install sampling ports to facilitate demonstration of compliance with discharge limitations.


Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Combined Sewer Discharges



The Mission Bay FSEIR estimated that the Mission Bay plan as described in the Mission Bay FSEIR would increase the average annual volume of CSDs (formerly referred to as combined sewer overflows, or CSOs) by approximately 0.2 percent, and increase the duration of each overflow event by a few minutes. The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would not change the concentrations of pollutants in the treated CSDs. In addition, this slight increase in CSD volumes and duration would not cause a violation of the City’s NPDES permit requirements for the CSDs, and thus, would not adversely affect existing near-shore aquatic biota or water-contact recreation in the Bay. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects of CSDs on water quality would be less than significant.



Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Direct Stormwater Discharge



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would increase the volume of stormwater directly discharged to the Bay by approximately 2 percent and would also change the concentration of pollutants in the stormwater discharge due to the intensification of land uses proposed in the Mission Bay plan area. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that any potential increase in pollutants would be very small relative to those associated with municipal wastewater and treated CSDs. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that this increase in volumes and change in pollutant concentrations would not adversely affect existing aquatic biota in the Bay. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects of direct stormwater discharge on water quality would be less than significant.


Mission Bay Plan Effects on Sediment Quality



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the RWQCB identified China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) and Islais Creek as candidate toxic hot spots for sediment quality. The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated the Mission Bay plan would increase the volume of CSDs from the combined sewer system to Islais Creek and the volume of direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that increased discharges would cause a corresponding increase in sediment deposition at these locations. However, the discharges would not measurably change the physical or chemical composition of the sediment layer, nor affect any determination by the RWQCB to designate China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) or Islais Creek as toxic hot spots. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects on sediment quality in Islais Creek and China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) would be less than significant.



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Water Contact Recreation



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would increase CSDs from both the Mariposa and Islais Creek sub-basins of the City’s combined sewer system which could affect water quality, and the use of these areas for water contact recreation. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that water contact recreation occurs infrequently on the Bayside, and there would be no impact related to water contact recreation.


Mission Bay Plan Contribution to Cumulative Effects



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that there were no significant cumulative impacts identified from the estimated increased volume and pollutant load of treated municipal wastewater effluent, treated CSDs, and direct stormwater discharges, because there would not be substantial degradation in water quality of the Bay or near-shore waters, no toxic effect on aquatic biota, and no substantial change in sediment quality or beneficial uses.



However, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that due to the lack of conclusive evidence refuting a causal relationship between treated CSDs, stormwater discharges, and sediment quality, the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on near-shore waters of the Bay from multiple sources of CSDs and direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that the estimated plan contribution (0.2 percent) to the potential cumulative increase (11 percent) in Bayside CSD volumes, and the contribution of plan-related stormwater discharges to possible cumulative impacts would be reduced to less than significant with the implementation of Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4 regarding CSD volumes and alternative treatment technologies for treatment of direct stormwater discharges (described below).



Mission Bay Plan Phased Development Effects on Water Quality from Stormwater



The Mission Bay FSEIR discussed U.S. EPA Phase II stormwater regulations that had been proposed but not finalized at the time of publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR. These proposed regulations would require the City to develop and implement a stormwater management program to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable and to protect water quality. The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that the absence of adopted regulatory requirements for a stormwater management program that addressed Mission Bay stormwater quality, and a failure to implement other best management practices (BMPs) to minimize stormwater pollution, could potentially conflict with the intent of the proposed stormwater permit requirements and result in a significant impact.



Mitigation Measure M.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities section (see Section 5.7 of this SEIR, Utilities and Services) required conveying all stormwater runoff from newly developed areas in the Bay drainage basin to the combined sewer system prior to completion of the initial-flow diversion system. Mitigation Measure K.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality section identified implementation of an individual stormwater management program that utilizes BMPs for Mission Bay until the Phase II regulations become final and Mission Bay is included in the City’s stormwater management program. 



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Flooding



The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study included Mitigation Measures K.6a through K.6f, adapted from the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR that required structures in the Mission Bay area to be designed and located in a way to protect low-lying shoreline areas from the dangers of tidal flooding, including consideration of a rise in relative sea level. The mitigation specified that to address effects of sea level rise, specific flood protection and engineering and building analyses must be conducted by a licensed engineer where structures are proposed below an elevation of ‑1.0 foot SFD. Potential measures identified by the mitigation included setback from the water’s edge, installation of seawalls, dikes and/or berms during construction of infrastructure; reducing the amount of excavation for utilities or basements; and use of topsoil to raise the level of public open spaces. With implementation of this mitigation, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that plan effects related to flooding and sea level rise would be less than significant. 



5.9.2.3 FSEIR Mitigation Approach



As discussed above, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay as a result of combined sewer discharges and direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4 requiring the master developer and the City to design and construct sewer improvements and implement alternative technologies to avoid increases in CSD volumes and to reduce settleable solids and floatable materials in stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). As written in the FSEIR, Measure K.3 applies to the entire project area and Measure K.4 applies only to the planned separate stormwater system that would discharge stormwater flows directly to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) and the Bay. 



The master developer has proceeded with implementation of Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253) and the Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin as well as in the reconfigured Central sub-basin as originally planned in the FSEIR. All stormwater runoff from Mission Bay South would flow to one of five pump stations shown on Figure 5.7-2 via gravity and would be pumped to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) or the Bay after vortex treatment to reduce the total settleable solid concentrations in the runoff. Other methods implemented to reduce particulate matter in the stormwater discharges include street sweeping to remove particulates from streets and parking lots as provided for in the approved Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. The separate stormwater systems would no longer divert 80 percent of the initial stormwater flows to the combined sewer system. 


By diverting all stormwater runoff from the combined sewer system, implementation of Mitigation Scenario B would increase direct stormwater discharges from Mission Bay South to the Bay by 107.2 million gallons per year. Because none of the stormwater from Mission Bay South would be discharged to the combined sewer system, this mitigation approach would reduce the total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year relative to baseline conditions at the time of Mission Bay FSEIR publication. Implementation of this mitigation approach satisfies the requirements of Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4.


Mitigation Measure M.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities section requires conveying all stormwater runoff from newly developed areas in the Bay drainage basin to the combined sewer system prior to completion of the initial-flow diversion system. However, as discussed in Section 5.7, Utilities, this mitigation measure is not applicable to the proposed project because the project will discharge stormwater to the separate stormwater system being constructed in accordance with the approved Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan as described above for Mitigation Scenario B.



5.1.3 Setting



5.9.3.1 Combined Sewer System


The Bayside Drainage Basin currently consists of three distinct regulatory receiving water CSD basins and their watershed associations: North Shore (North Shore watershed), Central (Channel watershed in its entirety and a portion of Islais Creek watershed), and South (remainder of the Islais Creek Watershed and the entirety of Yosemite and Sunnydale watersheds). 
As also described in the Mission Bay FSEIR, the SEWPCP continues to treat up to 150 mgd of wastewater from each of these CSD basins to a secondary level.
 During dry weather, wastewater flows consist mainly of municipal and industrial sanitary sewage, and the annual average wastewater flow during dry weather is 60 mgd
 (reduced by 7 mgd from the 67 mgd reported by the Mission Bay FSEIR in 1998). The average dry weather design flow capacity of the SEWPCP is 84.5 mgd; therefore the existing flows are about 71 percent of the treatment capacity, and all dry weather wastewater flow is treated to a secondary level at the SEWPCP. The treated wastewater is then discharged to the Bay through the deep water outfall at Pier 80, located immediately to the north of the Islais Creek Channel in compliance with the current NPDES permit. 


During wet weather (generally October through April), the combined sewer system collects large volumes of stormwater runoff in addition to municipal and industrial sanitary sewage, and the combined wastewater and stormwater flow is conveyed to treatment facilities, including the SEWPCP and North Point Wet Weather Facility, before eventual discharge to the Bay. The combined flows that exceed the total 400 mgd capacity of the SEWPCP and the North Point Wet Weather Facility and the capacity of the transport and storage structures receive the equivalent of primary treatment in the structures; excess flows are directed to combined sewer discharge (CSD) structures located along the shoreline in compliance with the City's NPDES permit issued by the RWQCB. 


The CSD structure for the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin discharges to the Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay at Mariposa Street when the 11.2 mgd wet weather capacity of the Mariposa pump station and 0.7 million gallon capacity of the Mariposa storage and transport box is exceeded (see Section 5.7, Utilities, for a description of these facilities). The Mariposa sub-basin is designed for a long-term average of 10 CSDs per year.
 Although the system was designed and constructed based on meeting this long-term average, it is understood that some years are wetter than others. Therefore, the NPDES permit allows the 10-discharge annual average to be exceeded in any particular year. Historically, the Mariposa sub-basin has exceeded an average of 10 overflows per year.



CSDs from the reconfigured Central sub-basin discharge to Mission Creek via six discharge structures when flows at the Channel Pump Station exceed 80 mgd, or when total flows to the SEWPCP from the Channel and Bruce Flynn Pump Stations and SEWPCP lift station exceed 250 mgd. This basin is also designed for a long-term average of 10 overflows per year and has historically reported an average of 10 overflows per year.



5.9.3.2 Flooding


Although relatively rare in comparison to communities in areas prone to hurricanes or other major coastal storms or with developed areas near or below sea level, some low lying areas along San Francisco’s Bay shoreline are subject to flooding during periods of extreme high tides, storm surge and waves. In 1998, the CCSF adopted interim flood maps depicting the 100-year flood zone along the City’s Bay shoreline
. The 100-year flood zone represents areas that are subject to flooding once every 100 years on average or that have a 1-percent chance of flooding in any single year. Flooding in these areas has the potential to damage buildings and infrastructure. This section discusses the factors contributing to coastal flooding and the potential for increased flooding in the future as a result of sea level rise. 


Factors Contributing to Coastal Flooding


Coastal areas are vulnerable to periodic flooding due to storm surge, extreme tides, and waves. Rising sea level due to climate change has the potential to increase the frequency, severity, and extent of flooding in coastal areas.. These factors are described below.












			


			





			


			





			


			





			


			





			

















Storm Surge. Storm surge occurs when persistent high winds and changes in air pressure push water towards the shore, which can raise the water level near the shoreline by several feet and may persist for several days. Along San Francisco’s bay shoreline, storm surge typically raises the surface water elevation 2 to 3 feet during major winter storms several times a year. Extreme high tides in combination with storm surge can cause inundation of low-lying roads, boardwalks, and promenades; can exacerbate coastal flooding and can interfere with stormwater and sewer outfalls. 



The degree of storm surge depends on the severity of the storm as well as tidal levels at the time of the storm and is characterized using a return period which represents the expected frequency of a storm event occurring based on historical information. One-year storm surge is expected to occur each year while 100-year storm surge (which represents more extreme conditions) has a one percent chance of occurring in any year.


Tides. Diurnal (twice daily) high tides along San Francisco’s bay shoreline typically range from approximately 5 to 7 feet above mean sea level (MSL), though annual maximum tides may exceed 7 feet. The twice yearly extreme high and low tides are called “king tides”. These occur each year during the winter and summer when the earth, moon and sun are aligned, and may be amplified by winter weather. King tides and other high tides can result in temporary inundation of low-lying roads, boardwalks, and waterfront promenades. The Embarcadero waterfront (Pier 14) and the Marina area in San Francisco experience inundation under current king tide conditions.



Waves. Waves and wave run-up primarily affect a narrow band along the shoreline where wave energy can damage structures and overtop both natural embankments and shoreline protection structures such as seawalls and levees. The influence of waves diminishes inland as wave energy dissipates. In addition, the Pacific Ocean waves which are generally larger than those originating in the Bay are substantially dampened along the Bay shoreline due to transformation processes within San Francisco Bay.


Sea Level Rise. Seas are rising globally due to climate change, and are expected to continue to rise at an accelerating rate for the foreseeable future. The sea level at the San Francisco tidal gauge has risen 8 inches over the past century. 



The National Research Council’s (NRC’s) 2012 report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and Future (the NRC Report) provides a scientific review of sea level rise for the West Coast and provides the most recent regional sea level rise predictions for 2030, 2050, and 2100, relative to the year 2000 sea level.
 In this report, the NRC projects that sea levels in the San Francisco Bay area will rise 11 inches by 2050 and 36 inches by 2100 as presented in Table 5.9-1. As presented in the NRC Report, these sea level rise projections represent likely sea level rise values based on the current understanding of global climate change and assuming a moderate level of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
 and extrapolation of continued accelerating land ice melt patterns, plus or minus one standard deviation.



Table 5.9-1
Sea Level Rise Estimates for 
San Francisco BAY Relative to the Year 2000



			Year


			Projection





			2030


			6 ± 2 inches





			2050


			11 ± 4 inches





			2100


			36 ± 10 inches





			SOURCE: National Research Council, 2012








The estimates represent the permanent increase in Mean Higher High Water (MHHW)
 that could result from sea level rise with average daily high tide conditions; they do not take into account storm surge, extreme tides, or waves which can result in water levels that are temporarily higher than MHHW as discussed above.



In March 2013, the California Ocean Protection Council updated its 2010 statewide sea level rise guidance to adopt the NRC Report as the current, best available science on sea level rise for California.
 The California Coastal Commission supports the use of the NRC Report as the best science currently available in its 2013 Draft Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance, which also emphasizes the importance of regularly updating sea level rise projections as the science continues to advance.
 The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) also considers the NRC Report to be the best available science-based prediction of sea level rise for San Francisco Bay. Accordingly, this SEIR considers the NRC Report to be the best science currently available on sea level rise affecting San Francisco for both CEQA and planning purposes.



Although the NRC Report provides the best available sea level rise projections for San Francisco Bay at this time, scientific uncertainty remains regarding the rate and magnitude of sea level rise. Sea level rise projections beyond 2050 are highly dependent on assumptions regarding future global GHG emissions and future changes in the rate of land ice melting. As a result of the uncertainties inherent in these assumptions, the range of sea level rise predictions becomes substantially broader beyond 2050 (see Table 5.9-1). In recognition of this uncertainty, the State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance recommends an adaptive management approach for development in areas that may be subject to sea level rise beyond 2050.



Sea Level Rise Inundation Mapping



The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), as part of the planning for its Sewer System Improvement Project, has developed a series of maps representing areas of inundation along both the Bay and Ocean shoreline of San Francisco. These maps use a 1-meter horizontal grid resolution
 based on the 2010/2011 California Coastal Mapping Program LiDAR.
 The inundation maps leverage data from the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA’s) California Coastal Mapping and Analysis Project, which includes detailed coastal engineering analyses and mapping of the San Francisco Bay shoreline. 


The SFPUC inundation maps evaluate scenarios that represent the NRC projections of sea level rise in combination with the effects of storm surge. They represent permanent inundation that could occur as a result of total water level rises (over and above year 2000 MHHW) based on daily tidal fluctuations. Each scenario also addresses temporary inundation that could occur from extreme tides and 1-year, 2-year, 5-year, 25-year, 50-year, and 100-year storm surge. Flooding as a result of storm surge would occur on a temporary basis, during and immediately after a storm event or extreme tide. 



The scenarios used in this SEIR analysis are representative of inundation that could occur by the year 2050 and the year 2100 based on the NRC’s projected level of sea level rise and considering 100-year storm surge:



· MHHW plus 12 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by 2050); 


· MHHW plus 36 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by 2100);


· MHHW plus 52 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by the year 2050 in combination with 100-year storm surge); and


· MHHW plus 77 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by the year 2100 in combination with 100-year storm surge).



The SFPUC cautions that its maps represent a “do nothing” scenario, in which no measures are taken to prevent future flooding and no area-wide measures such as waterfront protection structures are constructed. In the event that the City undertakes area-wide measures to protect against inundation in the future, the mapping would need to be revised to reflect the modified inundation areas with construction of these measures. In addition, because the SFPUC sea level rise maps are based on 2010/2011 topographic mapping, they do not account for planned increases in the base elevation of sites within Mission Bay that are provided in the 1998 Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan to prevent future flooding due to sea level rise.


As shown on Figure 5.9-1, the SFPUC inundation maps indicate that the project site would not be inundated with water level rises of 12 inches, which is expected by 2050, even when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered.
 In addition, the project site would not be inundated with 


Insert Figure 5.9-1



36 inches of water level rise which is expected by 2100; however, when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered under this scenario, the site could be temporarily inundated at depths of between 2 and 4 feet as shown on Figure 5.9-2.



Planning for Sea Level Rise in San Francisco


The City has convened an inter-agency Climate Adaptation Working Group to identify ways to make sure that the City is prepared to adapt to effects of sea level rise.
 Participating agencies include the City Administrator’s office, Port of San Francisco (Port), San Francisco International Airport (SFO), Department of Public Works (DPW), Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA), Department of Public Health, and Department of Recreation and Parks. The working group is focusing its effort on the City’s most imminent adaptation concerns including sea level rise along Ocean Beach and shores, flooding from storm surge and extreme rain events, an increased likelihood of extreme heat, and decreased fog that supports redwoods and local ecosystems. To address sea level rise and flooding, the working group is focusing on efforts to strengthen the City’s seawalls which act as barriers to prevent sea level rise from reaching the land. The working group will also establish requirements addressing proper flood insurance for structures in low lying areas, flood-resilient construction of new developments within inundation areas, and a low-carbon foot print for new developments. The working group is also assessing the use of natural solutions such as wetlands to protect the shoreline. 



On September 22, 2014, the City’s Capital Planning Committee (CPC) adopted the Guidance for Incorporating Sea Level Rise into Capital Planning in San Francisco: Assessing Vulnerability and Risk to Support Adaptation, which was prepared by an inter-agency committee including the CPC, SFPUC, Port, SFO, DPW, MTA, and the Planning Department.

 Accordingly, the City’s capital Planning program now requires the preparation of project-level sea level rise vulnerability and risk assessments for all City capital projects with a cost of $5 million or more that are located in areas potentially vulnerable to future flooding due to sea level rise.


The SFPUC is addressing sea level rise as part of its Sewer System Improvement Program (SSIP), and is conducting a detailed analysis of the potential for new and existing combined sewer infrastructure to be affected by sea level rise. 
 Accordingly, all new facilities will be built using a climate change criterion so the combined sewer system will be better able to respond to rising sea levels. Because rising sea levels and storm surge could potentially inundate the combined sewer system and exacerbate existing flooding from the sewer system, or cause new flooding, the SFPUC is also evaluating alternatives such as the installation of backflow preventers on the combined sewer discharge structures to restrict the intrusion of Bay water into the combined sewer system.


5.9.3.3 Trash in Waterways 



Trash is of concern for San Francisco Bay because Lower San Francisco Bay is listed as an impaired water body under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act for trash. Plastic in the marine environment breaks into smaller and smaller pieces and it is eaten—often with fatal consequences—by fish, turtles, birds, and whales.
 Aquatic debris threatens sensitive ecosystems and has been documented 
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to kill or harm nearly 700 wildlife species. The debris also interferes with navigation, degrades natural habitats, costs millions of dollars in lost revenue, and is a threat to human health and safety. Most aquatic debris comes from land-based sources including littering, legal and illegal dumping, a lack of or poor waste management practices and recycling capacity, stormwater discharges, animal interference with garbage, and extreme natural events. The growing quantity of single-use plastic packaging contributes substantially to the amount of trash transported to waterways. 



5.1.4 Regulatory Framework



5.9.4.1 Federal Regulations



Clean Water Act – Water Quality



In 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) established the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters of the U.S. and gave the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) the authority to implement pollution control programs. The CWA sets water quality standards for contaminants in surface waters. The statute employs a variety of regulatory and non-regulatory tools to reduce direct pollutant discharges into waterways, to finance municipal wastewater treatment facilities, and to manage polluted runoff. The U.S. EPA has delegated responsibility for implementation of portions of the CWA, including water quality control planning and programs in California to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the nine RWQCBs. Water quality standards applicable to the project are listed in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin (Basin Plan), discussed further below under State Regulations.


Section 303(d) and Total Maximum Daily Loads



In accordance with Section 303(d) of the CWA, states must present the U.S. EPA with a list of “impaired water bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet water quality standards. The CWA requires the development of total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) to improve water quality of impaired water bodies. Implementation of this program in the project area is conducted by the RWQCB and is discussed below in Section 5.9.4.2, State Regulations, below.



Section 402



Section 402 of the CWA authorizes the U.S.EPA to establish a nationwide surface water discharge permit program for municipal and industrial point sources known as the NPDES program. Under Section 402, the San Francisco Bay RWQCB has set standard conditions for each permittee in the Bay Area, including effluent limitation and monitoring programs. The proposed project would be subject to NPDES permits listed in Section 5.9.4.2, State Regulations, below.



Federal Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy



In 1994, the U.S. EPA adopted the Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy (CSO Control Policy), which became part of the CWA in December 2000. This policy establishes a consistent national approach for controlling discharges from combined sewers to the nation’s waters. Using the NPDES permit program, the permittee is required to implement the following nine minimum controls that constitute the technology-based requirements of the CWA and can reduce the frequency of CSDs and their effects on receiving water quality:



1. Conduct proper operation and regular maintenance programs for the combined sewer system and CSD outfalls;



2. Maximize the use of the collection system for storage; 



3. Review and modify pretreatment programs to minimize the effect of non-domestic discharges to the collection system;



4. Maximize flow to the SEWPC and North Point Facility for treatment;



5. Prohibit CSDs during dry weather;



6. Control solids and floatable materials in CSDs;



7. Develop and implement a pollution prevention program focused on reducing the effect of CSDs on receiving waters;



8. Notify the public of CSDs; and 



9. Monitor to effectively characterize CSD effects and the efficacy of CSD controls.



The City is currently implementing these controls as required by the CSO Control Policy and has also developed a long-term control plan to optimize operations of the wastewater collection and treatment system and maximize pollutant removal during wet weather. 



Consistent with the CSO Control Policy and the Long-Term Control Plan, the City captures and treats 100 percent of the combined sewage flow collected in the combined sewer system during precipitation events. Captured flows are directed first to the SEWPCP and North Point Facility for primary or secondary treatment. Flows in excess of the capacity of these facilities are diverted to storage and transport boxes constructed around much of the City, and receive the equivalent to primary treatment prior to discharge to San Francisco Bay. The Long-Term Control Plan specifies operational parameters that must be met in each drainage basin before a CSD can occur, and includes the following long-term average annual design goals for CSDs:



· Four CSD events along the North Shore



· Ten CSD events from the Central Basin



· One CSD event along the Southeast Sector



Although the Mariposa sub-basin has historically exceeded the long-term goal of 10 CSDs per year as discussed above, the City is currently meeting these long-term average design goals for the overall Bayside drainage basin.



5.9.4.2 State Regulations



California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act



The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Division 7 of the California Water Code) provides for protection of the quality of waters of the State of California for use and enjoyment by the people of California. The act also establishes provisions for a statewide program for the control of water quality, recognizing that waters of the state are increasingly influenced by interbasin water development projects and other statewide considerations, and that factors such as precipitation, topography, population, recreation, agriculture, industry, and economic development vary regionally within the state. The statewide program for water quality control is therefore administered most effectively on a local level with statewide oversight. Within this framework, the act authorizes the SWRCB and RWQCBs to oversee the coordination and control of water quality within California.



San Francisco Bay Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan)



San Francisco Bay waters are under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB which established regulatory standards and objectives for water quality in the Bay in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin, commonly referred to as the Basin Plan.
 The Basin Plan identifies existing and potential beneficial uses for surface waters and provides numerical and narrative water quality objectives designed to protect those uses. The preparation and adoption of water quality control plans is required by the California Water Code (Section 13240) and supported by the federal CWA. Because beneficial uses, together with their corresponding water quality objectives, can be defined per federal regulations as water quality standards, the Basin Plan is a regulatory reference for meeting the state and federal requirements for water quality control. Adoption or revision of surface water standards is subject to the approval of the U.S. EPA. 


Identified beneficial uses for Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay and Mission Creek include commercial and sport fishing, estuarine habitat, wildlife habitat, water contact recreation, noncontact water recreation, and navigation. Identified beneficial uses for Lower San Francisco Bay include industrial service supply, commercial and sport fishing, shellfish harvesting, estuarine habitat, fish migration, preservation of rare and endangered species, fish spawning, wildlife habitat, water contact recreation, noncontact water recreation, and navigation.



Impaired Water Bodies and Total Maximum Daily Loads



As described above under Section 303(d) of the CWA, states must present the U.S. EPA with a list of “impaired water bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet water quality standards. The proposed project is located approximately 230 feet inland from Lower San Francisco Bay. The RWQCB has listed Lower San Francisco Bay as an impaired water body for chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, dioxins, furan compounds, mercury, PCBs, invasive species, and trash.



The Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay, where the CSD structure for the Mariposa sub-basin discharges, is listed as an impaired water body for the chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, dioxin compounds, furan compounds, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, mercury, selenium, and invasive species. The sediments of the Central Basin are listed for mercury and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.



Mission Creek, where the CSD structures for the reconfigured Central sub-basin of the combined sewer system discharge, is listed as an impaired water body for ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The sediment of Mission Creek is listed for chlordane, dieldrin, lead, mercury, PCBs, silver, and zinc.


As required by the CWA, the U.S. EPA requires the development of TMDLs to improve water quality of impaired water bodies. The first step of the TMDL process is development of a TMDL report describing the water quality problem, detailing the pollutant sources, and outlining the solutions. An implementation plan, included in the TMDL report, describes how and when pollution prevention, control, or restoration activities will be accomplished and who will be responsible for these actions. The final step of the TMDL process is adopting and amending the Basin Plan to legally establish the TMDL and to specify regulatory requirements for compliance. As part of a Basin Plan amendment, waste load allocations are specified for entities that have permitted discharges.



TMDLs for polychlorinated biphenyls and mercury in San Francisco Bay have been approved by the U.S. EPA and officially incorporated into the Basin Plan. The RWQCB also adopted the San Francisco Bay Watershed Permit (Order No. R2-2012-0096) which addresses mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in municipal and industrial wastewater discharges.



NPDES Waste Discharge Regulations



As discussed above in Section 5.9.4.1, Federal Regulations, Section 402 of the federal CWA established the NPDES program to protect water quality of receiving waters. The NPDES program requires all facilities that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States to obtain a permit. The permit provides two levels of control – technology-based limits and water-quality-based limits – to control discharge of pollutants for the protection of water quality. Technology-based limits are based on the ability of dischargers in the same category to treat wastewater, while water quality-based limits are required if technology-based limits are not sufficient to protect the water body. Water quality-based effluent limitations required to meet water quality criteria in the receiving water are based on criteria specified in the National Toxics Rule, the California Toxics Rule, and the Basin Plan. NPDES permits must also incorporate TMDL wasteload allocations when they are developed. In California, the SWRCB and the RWQCBs implement and enforce the NPDES program.



Small MS4 General Stormwater Permit



In 2003, the SWRCB adopted the General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4s), SWRCB Order No. 2003‐0005‐DWQ. An updated permit, Order No. 2013-001-DWQ, was adopted by the SWRCB on February 5, 2013 and became effective on July 1, 2013 (the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit). Areas that drain to separate stormwater collection systems in San Francisco are subject to this permit. The Mission Bay FSEIR was published in 1998, prior to passage of the first Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit.


The updated Phase II General MS4 Permit identifies specific BMPs and management measures to be addressed and requires permittees to submit a guidance document to the SWRCB documenting their strategies for complying with permit requirements. The required program includes specific elements related to program management, education and outreach on storm water impacts, public involvement/participation, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction site stormwater runoff and control, pollution prevention/good housekeeping for permittee operations, post-construction storm water management for new development and re-development, water quality monitoring requirements, program effectiveness assessment, and annual reporting. For renewal permittees such as the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), the guidance document must identify and describe BMPs included in their previous Stormwater Management Plan that may be more protective of water quality than the minimum requirements of the updated permit, and identify whether the permittee proposes to maintain, reduce, or cease implementation of the BMP. 


Southeast Plant, North Point, and Bayside Facilities NPDES Permit


The City currently holds an NPDES permit (RWQCB Order No.R2-2013-0029) adopted by the RWQCB in August 2013, that covers the SEWPCP, the North Point Wet Weather Facility, and all of the bayside wet-weather facilities, including CSDs to the Bay.
 The permit specifies discharge prohibitions, dry-weather effluent limitations, wet-weather effluent performance criteria, receiving water limitations, sludge management practices, and monitoring and reporting requirements. The permit prohibits overflows from the combined sewer discharge structures during dry weather, and requires wet-weather overflows to comply with the nine minimum controls specified in the federal Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy, described above, and the City’s Long Term Control Plan. Areas that drain to the City’s combined sewer system are subject to this permit.



5.9.4.3 Local and Regional Regulations and Plans



Stormwater and Wastewater Management



SFPUC Storm Water Management Plan



San Francisco has obtained coverage under the updated Phase II General MS4 Permit described above for separate storm sewer systems under its jurisdiction. In accordance with this permit, the SFPUC is required to submit a guidance document to the SWRCB documenting its strategies for complying with permit requirements. San Francisco’s Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP), prepared under the previous General MS4 Permit,
 will remain in effect until the guidance document is completed. The SWMP is comprised of six program areas meant to address water quality: public education and outreach, public involvement/participation, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction site stormwater runoff control, post-construction stormwater management in new development and redevelopment, and pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations. The SWMP thereby requires implementation of a variety of stormwater pollution reduction measures that mirror these six program areas, including the implementation of stormwater BMPs (such as construction period BMPs and post-construction BMPs). 


The project area would drain to the new separate stormwater system and would be subject to all provisions and regulatory requirements set forth by the SFPUC, including compliance with the SWMP and the guidance document, once the SFPUC assumes jurisdiction over the storm sewer system. 


Stormwater Design Guidelines 



Development projects that discharge stormwater to either the combined sewer system or a separate stormwater system must comply with Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, Section 147, which was adopted in 2010 (subsequent to publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR). The SFPUC and the Port of San Francisco have developed San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines in accordance with the requirements of the Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit and Article 4.2, Section 147. 
 The SFPUC is currently updating the guidelines to reflect changes in the updated Phase II General MS4 Permit.



The Stormwater Design Guidelines require compliance with specified stormwater management requirements and provide five tools to help project developers achieve compliance with stormwater management requirements:


· A step-by-step guide describing how to manage stormwater onsite



· A set of stormwater BMP fact sheets



· A vegetation palette to assist in BMP-appropriate plant selection



· Sizing calculators to determine the required size of each BMP



· Maintenance checklists explaining the types and frequencies of the maintenance activities associated with each BMP



In accordance with the San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines, developers of projects that disturb more than 5,000 square feet of ground and discharge to a separate stormwater system must implement BMPs to reduce the flow rate and volume and improve the quality of stormwater going into the separate stormwater system. For covered projects, the stormwater management approach must capture and treat rainfall from the design storm of 0.75 inches. These projects would reduce or eliminate downstream water pollution by reducing impervious cover, eliminating sources of contaminants, treating pollutants in stormwater runoff, or increasing onsite infiltration.



The SFPUC inspects stormwater BMPs once they are constructed, and any issues noted by the inspection must be corrected. The owner is responsible for completing an annual self-certification inspection, and must submit completed checklists and maintenance logs for the year to the SFPUC. In addition, the SFPUC inspects all stormwater BMPs every third year. Any issues identified by either inspection must be resolved before the SFPUC can renew the certificate of compliance. 


Projects that are required to implement the San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines are also subject to review by the San Francisco Building Inspection Commission, and are subject to building codes that include provisions for managing drainage for new construction. Specifically, Section 1101.1.1 of the San Francisco Plumbing Code and Section 1503.4 of the San Francisco Building Code allow roofs and other building areas to drain to locations other than the combined sewer.


Wastewater Discharges to the Combined Sewer System


Discharges of non-sewage wastewater to the combined sewer system are subject to the permit requirements specified in Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Public Works Code and supplemented by Department of Public Works Order No. 158170. The permit requires development and implementation of a pollution prevention program and specifies discharge limitations for specific chemical constituents as well as general conditions for the discharge. In addition, the discharge must meet the pretreatment standards specified in Article 4.1 and the discharger must monitor the discharge quality for compliance with permit limitations. The discharger must also submit periodic reports to the SFPUC and the CCSF conducts periodic inspections to ensure compliance.



San Francisco Sea Level Rise Guidance



As noted above, the CCSF has developed guidance for incorporating sea level rise into the planning of capital projects in San Francisco.
 The guidance presents a framework for considering the effects of sea level rise on capital projects implemented by the CCSF and selecting appropriate adaptation measures based on site-specific information. The planning process described in the draft guidance includes six primary steps:


· Review sea level rise science



· Assess vulnerability



· Assess risk



· Plan for adaptation



· Implement adaptation measures



· Monitor


As of September 2014, the CCSF considers the NRC report as the best available science on sea level rise in California. However, the guidance acknowledges that the science of sea level rise is continually advancing and projections of sea level rise may need to be updated at some point to reflect the most updated science. Sea level rise inundation maps prepared by the SFPUC, described above in Section 5.9.3.2, Future Flooding, are considered the most up-to-date maps and take into account both water level rises and the temporary effects of storm surge along the shoreline. The guidance states that the review of available sea level science should determine whether the project site could be subject to inundation during the lifespan of the project. 


For those projects that cost $5 million or more that could be inundated during their lifespan, the guidance requires a vulnerability assessment based on the degree of inundation that could occur, the sensitivity of the project to sea level rise, and the adaptive capacity of the project site and design (the ability to adjust to sea level rise impacts without the need for substantial intervention or modification). The risk assessment takes into consideration the likelihood that the project could be adversely affected by sea level rise and the related consequences of inundation. An adaptation plan is required for projects that are found to be vulnerable to sea level rise and have a potential for substantial consequences. The plan should focus on those aspects of the project that have the greatest consequences if inundated. It should include clear accountability and trigger points for bringing adaptation strategies online as well as a well-defined process to ensure that milestones are being met and the latest science is being considered.


The CCSF sea level rise guidance document also acknowledges that there is some flexibility in how to plan for adaptations, and it may not always be feasible or cost effective to design and build for long-term potential sea level rise scenarios that are of a highly uncertain nature, such as the upper end of the NRC report range for the year 2100 (66-inches of sea level rise). In this case, the project could be designed and constructed to be resilient to the likely mid-century sea level rise (11± 4 inches by 2050). An alternative approach would be to build the project to be resilient to the likely sea level rise by 2100 (36 inches), while including adaptive capacity to be resilient to the upper range of sea level rise estimates for 2100 (66 inches).


Under CEQA, the CCSF considers city projects that could be vulnerable to 100-year flooding in combination with sea level rise during their lifespan to have a significant risk related to flooding.



San Francisco Floodplain Management 



San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements are specified in the San Francisco Administrative Code, Sections 2A.280 through 2A.285. For buildings located within a flood-prone area, this code requires the following:



· The building must be adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement.



· The building must be constructed with materials and utility equipment that is resistant to flood damage, and with methods and practices that minimize flood damage.



· Electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment must be designed or located to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during flooding.



· All water supply and sanitary sewage systems must be designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system as well as discharges from the systems into floodwaters. 



For projects located in areas that could be prone to flooding from the combined sewer system during wet weather, the SFPUC may require additional actions such as provision of a pump station for sewage flows, raised elevation of entryways, special sidewalk construction, and deep gutters.



Trash Management



Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code, Garbage and Refuse, requires that properties have appropriate containers placed in appropriate locations for the collection of refuse. In accordance with this article, the refuse containers must be constructed with tight fitting lids or sealed enclosures, and the contents of the container may not extend above the top of the rim. The property owner must also have adequate refuse collection service. Article 6 also prohibits the dumping of refuse onto any streets or lands within San Francisco.


5.1.5 Impacts and Mitigation Measures


5.9.5.1 Significance Thresholds


Significance Thresholds



For the impacts analyzed in this section, the project would have a significant impact related to hydrology and water quality if it were to:



· Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements;



· Create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff;



· Otherwise substantially degrade water quality; or



· Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.


The analysis of violation of water quality standards or waste discharge requirements provided in Impact HY-6 also addresses the following significance criterion from Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems: 



· Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board.


The complete list of CEQA significance criteria used in the hydrology and water quality analysis is included in the Initial Study (see Appendix NOP-IS, pp. 86 through 98), which also explains why the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially increase the severity of impacts previously identified in the 1998 FSEIR on hydrology and water quality with respect to degradation of water quality during construction (Impact HY-1); depletion of groundwater and interference with groundwater recharge (Impact HY-2); alteration of drainage patterns (Impact HY-3); placement of housing within a 100-year flood zone; placement of structures within a 100-year flood zone (Impact HY-4); and flooding as a result of failure of a levee or dam; and inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow (Impact HY-5). Therefore, no further analysis of these subjects is presented in this section. The hydrology and water quality section of the Initial Study determined that all construction-related hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant. Therefore, this SEIR analysis does not address construction-related impacts.



5.9.5.2 Approach to Analysis



Methodology for Analysis of Direct Impacts



Due to the inter-related nature of the City's drainage basins and combined sewer system, as described above in the Setting, the hydrology and water quality impacts related to changes in stormwater and wastewater flows are combined under one impact statement. This analysis is related to the analysis presented in Section 5.7, Utilities, which evaluates impacts related to the capacity of wastewater or stormwater facilities, but focuses primarily on the water quality aspects of the potential impacts. The impact analysis is broken down as described below.


Exceed wastewater treatment requirements, violate water quality standard or waste discharge requirement, exceed the capacity of a storm drainage system, provide a substantial source of stormwater pollutants, or substantially degrade water quality:


· Dry weather flows to combined sewer system: The analysis considers whether the project would contribute additional wastewater to the City’s combined sewer system to the extent that the contribution would cause the system to exceed the treatment requirements (with respect to volume and treatment level) of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB NPDES permit for the SFPUC's Bayside wastewater facilities. The impact is considered less than significant if the increase in flows remains within the treatment capacity of the SEWPCP.


· Wet weather flows to combined sewer system: The impact analysis examines whether project-related increases in wastewater flows would contribute to combined sewer discharges during wet weather. The impact is considered less than significant if the increased flows would not substantially increase the frequency, duration, or volume of combined sewer discharges.


· Effluent discharges from SEWPCP: For the analysis of impacts related to changes in the quality of effluent discharges from the SEWPCP, the analysis considers whether discharges of wastewater to the combined sewer system would cause effluent quality to exceed the discharge limitations of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP. If not, the impact is considered less than significant. Mitigation is identified for discharges that could potentially result in exceedances.



· Direct discharges of stormwater runoff and storm drainage capacity: The analysis considers whether the post-construction flows would be within the capacity of the newly constructed separate stormwater system in Mission Bay South or provide an additional source of stormwater pollutants that could degrade water quality. The impact is considered less than significant if the flows would be within the flow capacity of the stormwater system, and would not result in an additional source of stormwater pollutants.



· Litter: The analysis considers whether compliance with regulatory requirements for trash management would prevent substantial water quality degradation from litter that could be transported to the Bay via stormwater runoff or wind. If so, the impact is considered less than significant.


Expose people or structures to a significant risk from future flooding: The analysis considers whether people or structures on the project site could be exposed to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding as a result of sea level rise in combination with storm surge and extreme tides. The impact is considered significant if the project site could be inundated during a 100-year coastal flood within the life of the project, and the project would neither conform to flood resistant building standards nor be capable of adapting to future flood hazard conditions. 



Methodology for Analysis of Cumulative Impacts



Cumulative impacts related to combined sewer discharges and stormwater system shortfalls could affect Lower San Francisco Bay as well as the Bayside drainage basin of San Francisco’s combined sewer system, particularly the reconfigured Mariposa and Central sub-basins. Accordingly, the geographic scope of these cumulative water quality impacts includes Lower San Francisco Bay and the geographical area that drains to the Bayside drainage basin. The cumulative analysis utilizes a list-based approach to analyze the effects of the project in combination with past, present, and probable future projects in the Bayside drainage basin, including full build-out of the Mission Bay South area and the UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), and assumes that construction and operations of other projects in the geographical area would have to comply with the same regulatory requirements as the project. The analysis then considers whether or not there would be a significant, adverse cumulative impact associated with project implementation in combination with past, present, and probable future projects in the geographical area, and if so, whether or not the project's contribution to the cumulative impact would be significant (i.e., cumulatively considerable).



5.9.5.3 Impact Evaluation


Impacts HY-1 to HY-5: See Initial Study (Appendix NOP-IS), which includes all construction-related impacts of the proposed project.


_________________________



Project Impacts: Operation


Impact HY-6: Operation of the proposed project would not exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP; violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements, otherwise substantially degrade water quality as a result of changes in wastewater and stormwater discharges to the Bay; or exceed the capacity of the separate stormwater system constructed in Mission Bay, or provide a substantial source of polluted runoff. Operation of the proposed project would/would not contribute to a substantial increase in combined sewer discharges. (Significance to be determined)


Dry Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


The sewer analysis for the proposed project estimates that the total average wastewater flow would be 0.164 mgd and the peak wastewater flows would be 1.074 mgd.
 During dry weather (typically, May 1 to October 15), all wastewater generated from the proposed project would be conveyed to and treated at the SEWPCP, which currently has a remaining dry-weather capacity of about 24.5 mgd, as described above in Section 5.7.3.1, Combined Sewer System. The average flow from the project would be less than 0.7 percent of the remaining dry-weather capacity of the SEWPCP, and the peak flow daily flow would be approximately 4.4 percent. Therefore, during dry weather, impacts related to exceeding the wastewater treatment requirements of the San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board would be less than significant.


Wet Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


During wet weather (typically October 15 to April 30), there is a wide variation in volume of wastewater flow to the combined sewer system due to the addition of stormwater to the sanitary sewage flows. During severe rainstorms, the increased wet weather flows can exceed the combined 400 mgd treatment capacity of the Bayside wet weather facilities and the capacity of the transport and storage boxes. Under the proposed project, stormwater at the project site would be diverted to the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system and would decrease wet-weather flows to the combined sewer system. Sanitary sewage, would be conveyed to the combined sewer system during both wet and dry weather, which would represent an incremental increase in wastewater volume from the project site that could affect the overall combined sewer system’s wet weather operations in the reconfigured Central and Mariposa sub-basins. While the combined sewer system is currently in overall compliance with current regulations and permits for discharges to the Bay, the Mariposa sub-basin has historically exceeded the long-term average design goal for CSDs (see Section 5.9.3.1, above, regarding the existing conditions of the City's combined sewer system).


To determine the project's effects on CSDs to the Bay, Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc. conducted modeling to determine the annual average frequency, volume and duration of CSDs under existing, project and cumulative conditions. [Analysis of effects on CSDs and associated effects related to water quality, sediment quality, and water contact recreation to be completed when modeling is completed.] 


Mitigation: To be determined.



Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP


Consistent with what was identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR, some wastewater discharges associated with future uses at the project site could involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges. If improperly handled, discharges of unusual chemicals such as radioactive materials and biohazardous materials to the SEWPCP could result in violation of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP which is a potentially significant impact. While these discharges would be regulated under Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, the Mission Bay FSEIR included Mitigation Measure K.2 requiring these facilities 
to install sampling ports to facilitate sampling to monitor discharge quality. At this time, it is not known specifically what uses might occupy the proposed office development at Blocks 29-32, and the possibility of uses that would handle radioactive or biohazardous materials cannot be precluded. Thus, as identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR, in the event that there could be future activities that handle radioactive or biohazardous materials, implementation of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.2 (same as Mitigation Measure M-HY-6) would reduce this impact to less than significant.



Mitigation Measure M-HY-6. Wastewater Sampling Ports



Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measures K.2. Participate in the City’s existing Water Pollution Prevention Program. Facilitate implementation of the City’s Water Pollution Prevention Program by providing and installing wastewater sampling ports in any building anticipated to have a potentially significant discharge of pollutants to the sanitary sewer, as determined by the Water Pollution Prevention Program of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s Bureau of Environmental Regulation and Management, and in locations as determined.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity 


Currently, approximately half of the project site is paved, and the rest is undeveloped. Runoff from portions of the paved and unpaved areas drain to perimeter streets, but a majority of runoff is contained in a low lying area within the site. There are no storm drains on the site. The runoff that drains to the perimeter streets currently flows to the combined sewer system. 


Under the proposed project, all stormwater would be diverted to the separate stormwater system constructed by the master developer for Mission Bay South. Discharges of stormwater from the project site to the separate stormwater system would be subject to the regulatory requirements of the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit, Section 147 of Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, and the City’s Stormwater Design Guidelines, all of which were adopted since publication of the FSEIR and are described in Section 5.9.4, Regulatory Framework. Accordingly, the project sponsor would be required to implement BMPs to improve the quality of stormwater entering the stormwater system The stormwater management approach must capture and treat rainfall from the design storm of 0.75 inches and include measures to reduce or eliminate downstream water pollution by reducing impervious cover, eliminating sources of contaminants, treating pollutants in stormwater runoff, or increasing onsite infiltration. The project would primarily utilize two Low Impact Development (LID) strategies to achieve the requirements for capture and treatment of stormwater: green roofs on several buildings and flow-through biotreatment planters. Treated water from these facilities would be directed to proposed on-site storm drains, which would connect to the separate stormwater collection system in the adjacent streets. 


Implementation of stormwater control measures as required by the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit; Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, Section 147; and the City's Stormwater Design Guidelines would ensure that the project does not contribute to an increase in discharge of stormwater pollutants to the Bay in discharges from the separate stormwater system. Therefore, impacts related to degradation of water quality and providing an additional source of stormwater pollutants are less than significant in relation to direct stormwater discharges. 


As described in Impact UT-6 in Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems, the Mission Bay South stormwater system is designed to convey runoff from a 5-year storm event under build-out conditions. While the project would increase runoff relative to existing conditions because the amount of impervious surfaces would be increased, the volume of offsite stormwater discharges would be consistent with the projected build-out condition that the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system was designed to serve. Therefore, stormwater runoff from the project would not exceed the capacity of the stormwater system and this impact would be less than significant.



Litter


The proposed public use of the project site as an arena and event center would increase the potential for litter. In accordance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code, Garbage and Refuse, the project sponsor would be required to place containers in appropriate locations for the collection of refuse. In accordance with this article, the refuse containers must be constructed with tight fitting lids or sealed enclosures, and the contents of the container may not extend above the top of the rim. The project sponsor must also have adequate refuse collection service. Further, Article 6 prohibits the dumping of refuse onto any streets or lands within San Francisco. 



The project would also be required to comply with several City ordinances which would decrease the amount of non-degradable trash generated under the proposed project, as discussed in Section 11 of the Initial Study, Utilities and Service Systems (see Appendix NOP-IS). The San Francisco Mandatory Recycling and Composting Ordinance requires facilities to separate their refuse into recyclables, compostables, and trash, and the Food Service Waste Reduction Ordinance prohibits any establishment that serves food prepared in San Francisco from using polystyrene foam (Styrofoam) to-go containers. This ordinance also requires that any containers used in the City’s programs be either recyclable or compostable. 



Compliance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code and the City ordinances described above would reduce the amount of non-recyclable and non-compostable wastes produced during events, and would ensure that adequate containers and refuse service are provided. This would reduce the potential for transport of litter to the Bay via wind or stormwater runoff. Therefore, water quality impacts related to littering would be less than significant.



Summary of Impact HY-6, Water Quality Impact Analysis


Impact HY-6 describes potential water quality impacts of the proposed project related to dry weather wastewater flows and compliance with the wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board; wet weather wastewater flows; effluent discharges from the SEWPCP; direct discharges of stormwater; and litter. The analysis determined that project-related effects on dry weather wastewater flows would be less than significant because the wastewater flows would be within the remaining capacity of the SEWPCP. Impacts related to direct discharges of stormwater and litter would be less than significant due to compliance with existing regulations. Potential impacts related to effluent discharges from the SEWPCP would be less than significant with implementation of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.2 which requires implementation of measures to ensure that businesses that discharge pollutants that are not typically associated with most wastewater discharges to the City’s combined sewer system do not cause a violation of the NDPES permit for the SEWPCP. 


Impacts related to wet weather flows and CSDs were determined to be [To be completed pending outcome of modeling].


Comparison of Impact HY-6 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis


Dry-Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System. The FSEIR anticipated that, based on anticipated land uses as offices, the estimated total wastewater flow from the project site would be an average of 0.192 mgd and a peak of 0.578 mgd. The average flows for the proposed project would be less than analyzed in the FSEIR, but the peak flows would be almost two times greater than anticipated. Although the project would result in a somewhat more severe impact than analyzed in the FSEIR, the impact would remain less than significant because the dry-weather flows would be within the capacity of the SEWPCP. Therefore, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe impacts related to dry weather flows to the combined sewer system than was previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. 


Wet Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR anticipated that stormwater within the reconfigured Central sub-basin would be collected in a separate stormwater system and wastewater flows generated within this basin would be conveyed in the SFPUC combined sewer system. The FSEIR also anticipated that both stormwater and wastewater flows generated in the Mariposa sub-basin would be conveyed to the combined sewer system. With this configuration, the Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that increases in combined sewer discharges and associated pollutants were anticipated in the Mariposa and Islais Creek discharge locations. The Mission Bay Plan’s contribution to an increase in the frequency, volume, or duration of combined sewer discharges would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.3 requiring the master developer and SFPUC to consider sewer improvements to avoid increases in CSD volumes. 


The master developer has proceeded with implementation of Mitigation Scenario B described in the FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253). This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin as well as in the reconfigured Central sub-basin as originally planned in the FSEIR. Because none of the stormwater from Mission Bay South would be discharged to the combined sewer system, the FSEIR estimated that this mitigation approach would reduce the total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year. 


[Comparison to proposed project to be provided when modeling is completed.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP. The FSEIR concluded that UCSF and some commercial or industrial operations may involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges and discharges from these businesses could potentially result in a violation of the NDPES permit. The FSEIR identified Mitigation Measure K.2 in the Hydrology and Water Quality section requiring facilities with these discharges to install sampling ports to facilitate demonstration of compliance with discharge limitations. The proposed project could involve some of the same land uses, but as discussed above would require implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the FSEIR. Therefore, the project would not result in new or substantially more severe impacts related to effluent discharges from the SEWPCP than was previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity. The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that with the sewer system improvements proposed as part of the plan, including reconfiguration of the Central and Mariposa sub-basins and construction of a separate stormwater system in the reconfigured Central sub-basin, the Mission Bay plan would accommodate the projected changes to stormwater flows and impacts related to exceeding the capacity of the stormwater system would be less than significant. 



The Mission Bay FSEIR also determined that the direct stormwater discharges under the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay and Mission Creek. The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.4 requiring treatment of all separate stormwater discharges. 



As described above, stormwater discharges from the project would discharge to the Mission Bay South stormwater system constructed in accordance with Mitigation Scenario B described in the FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253). This separate stormwater system provides treatment of stormwater discharges at each of the five outfalls. Further, stormwater discharges from the project site would be subject to the regulatory requirements of the SWRCB and City which require treatment of stormwater before it is discharged to a separate stormwater system. Therefore, the project would result in less severe water quality impacts than analyzed in the FSEIR related to direct stormwater discharges and there would be no new or substantially more severe impacts related to stormwater runoff and discharges than was previously identified. 



FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.5 requires implementation of an individual stormwater management program that utilizes BMPs for Mission Bay until the Phase II regulations become final and Mission Bay is included in the City’s stormwater management program. However, subsequent to publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR, the SWRCB adopted the General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems. The CCSF also adopted Section 147 of Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code in 2010 and published the associated Stormwater Design Guidelines. Discharges of stormwater from the project site to the separate storm sewer would be subject to these regulatory requirements as further described above. Therefore, implementation of Mitigation Measure K.5 is no longer applicable to the proposed project.



_________________________



Impact HY-7: Operation of the proposed project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. (Less than Significant)


Existing grades at the project site range from -1’ to +3’ SFD (#-# NAVD
88), which is above the current base flood elevation of # NAVD88 as depicted on San Francisco’s 1998 interim flood maps. The project site is also above the 2050 projected base flood elevation in the project area of #### NAVD88 (100-year storm surge plus 12 inches of sea level rise). Thus, as shown on Figure 5.9-1 and described in the Setting, the project site would not be subject to flooding in 2050 with projected sea level rise.
 In addition, the project site would not be inundated during daily high tide conditions (MHHW) with 36 inches of sea level rise which is expected by 2100. However, when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered in combination with 36 inches of sea level rise, the site at its existing grade could be temporarily inundated at depths of between 2 and 4 feet as shown on Figure 5.9-2.
As discussed above, this scenario is based on 2010/2011 topographic conditions and assumes that no site-specific or area-wide flood protection measures such as filling to raise the grade of low lying areas or construction of berms, levees or seawalls would be implemented to protect the project site or surrounding area during the intervening period. Under these assumptions, the project site could be subject to a 1-percent annual chance flood risk (i.e. 100 year flood) by 2100. Thus, the project site could be prone to flooding within the project’s lifetime.


Development in flood prone areas could expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death unless designed and constructed in accordance with flood resistant building standards. San Francisco’s Floodplain Management Ordinance (Chapter 2A, Article XX, Sections 2A.280-2A.285 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) provides that Section 2A.282(b)(1) of the Floodplain Management Ordinance specifies standards for building in flood prone areas including (in relevant part):


· Be designed and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy.


· Be constructed:



· With materials and utility equipment resistant to flood damage;



· Using methods and practices that minimize flood damage;



· With electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and air conditioning equipment and other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of flooding.


The Floodplain Management Ordinance is applicable only in areas that are designated by the City Administrator as susceptible to being inundated by a 100-year flood. At present, the City’s designated 100-year flood zone is that shown on the 1998 interim flood map, which does not consider projected sea level rise and does not therefore include the project site. As such, the Floodplain Management Ordinance does not apply to the project site.


Although it is not subject to the San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance, the project would be designed and constructed consistent with the flood resistant building standards or, in some cases, to be capable of adapting to meet these standards when needed in the future in recognition of the future flood hazard due to sea level rise. These include:


· Locating the base of the main arena entry at an elevation of 10 feet
, which would be a minimum of 7 feet above the projected 100-year base flood elevation in 2100. Access to office and retail uses from the main plaza would be provided at this elevation.


· Providing a setback between the arena entry and the eastern property boundary with the 1,250 square-foot plaza area.



· Raising pedestrian access and outdoor areas to an elevation of 10 feet, which would be a minimum of 7 feet above the projected level of flooding
. These areas include the main plaza, pedestrian path at the plaza, Bayfront Overlook, Bayfront Terrace, and Market Hall/Food Hall. The project will also provide access to the upper floors of the Market Hall/Food Hall from the elevated pedestrian path.



· Locating the base of the secondary arena entry at an elevation of 26 feet, above the projected level of flooding
, and making it accessible from the elevated pedestrian path or stairs from the southeast plaza.



· Providing double height first floors in the retail uses and lobbies in the South Street and 16th Street buildings, Market Hall/Food Hall, and buildings fronting Terry Francois Boulevard.



· Eliminating building wall penetrations below the expected inundation level
, where feasible, to preclude inside flooding.



· Waterproofing the below ground features to address fluctuations in groundwater levels that may result from sea level rise.


· Designing the water supply and wastewater systems to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters as well as discharges from these systems into flood waters. [Project Sponsor: we added this to ensure that the proposed features are consistent with San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements. Please confirm that the systems will be designed as indicated.]


Three areas of the project would be completed at a lower elevation 
than the projected flood level 
including the team practice courts at an elevation of -14 feet, the below grade parking and loading dock at an elevation of -10 feet, and the event level (floor of the basketball court) at an elevation of - 6 feet.
 [Project sponsor: please confirm the elevation of the below grade parking. Has it changed with the new project design?] The garage and loading dock entries could also be designed to allow future installation of floodgates and a solid curb could be constructed alongside landscaped areas to retard flood flows. Sand bags could also be available to provide temporary protection from future flooding. The mechanical systems for the event center would be located in the below-grade parking which could be inundated
. However, the project design includes providing space for emergency pumps in these areas, including the area adjacent to the mechanical systems. Further, the mechanical systems could be moved to areas of the site that are above future flood levels (e.g. mechanical penthouses on building roofs) if necessary. 


The project features described above would be consistent with San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements specified in the San Francisco Administrative Code, Sections 2A.280 through 2A.285 and discussed in the Setting. In addition, the stormwater bioretention areas and stormwater drain inlets located along the property perimeter would facilitate drainage of flooding resulting from storm surge. Terry A. François Boulevard and the planned waterfront park to the east would also provide a buffer against coastal flooding. 






While the project site could be temporarily flooded at depths of between 2 and 4 feet with 36 inches of sea level rise in combination with 100-year storm surge by 2100, the project would be designed and constructed to resist flood damage and provide for the safety of occupants and visitors in the event of flooding. Therefore, impacts related to flooding would be less than significant. 


Mitigation: None required.


Comparison of Impact HY-7 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 



As discussed above, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that portions of the Mission Bay plan area could be subject to inundation as a result of sea level rise and included Mitigation Measures K.6a through K.6f for structures proposed below an elevation of ‑1.0 foot SFD. The mitigation required implementation of construction specifications to address effects of sea level rise that would be based on specific flood protection and engineering and building analyses by a licensed engineer where structures are proposed below an elevation of ‑1 foot SFD.


Elevations at the project site range from approximately -1 foot SFD to +3 feet SFD,
 however some of the project components would extend below grade. The recently completed SFPUC inundation maps have provided a more detailed assessment of areas of the project site that could be inundated due to sea level rise and include an area greater than anticipated in the Mission Bay FSEIR. However, the above-described measures that are incorporated into the project design fulfill the requirements of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.6 which is no longer applicable to the proposed project. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in new or substantially more severe significant impacts than those identified in the FSEIR regarding flooding from sea level rise. 


_________________________



5.9.5.4 Cumulative Impacts



Impact C-HY-1: See Initial Study (Appendix NOP-IS)


_________________________



Impact C-HY-2: The proposed project, in combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the site vicinity, would not exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP; violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements, or otherwise substantially degrade water quality as a result of changes in wastewater and stormwater discharges to the Bay; or exceed the capacity of the separate stormwater system constructed in Mission Bay, or provide a substantial source of polluted runoff. Cumulative wet weather flows would/would not contribute to an increase in combined sewer discharges. (Significance to be Determined)


Impacts related to the wastewater treatment requirements of the NDPES permit for the SEWPCP and contributions to combined sewer discharges could occur within the Bayside drainage basin of San Francisco’s combined sewer system, particularly the reconfigured Mariposa and Central sub-basins. Accordingly, the geographic scope of cumulative impacts related to these topics is the geographical area that drains to the Bayside drainage basin.


Impacts related to exceeding the capacity of the stormwater system and providing additional sources of stormwater pollutants could occur within the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system. Accordingly, the geographic scope of cumulative impacts related to this topic is the geographical area that drains to the separate stormwater system.


The geographical scope for littering includes all of Lower San Francisco Bay which is listed as an impaired water body for trash.



Dry Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


[To be completed when the DPW sewer analysis is completed.]


Wet Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System


As described in Impact HY-6, above, …



[Discussion to be provided following completion of modeling. This discussion will include the modeling results for the cumulative scenario with full build out of Mission Bay.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP


As discussed in Impact HY-6, if the proposed office space includes biotech uses, the project could result in discharge of biohazardous and radioactive materials that, if improperly handled, could result in violation of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP. The cumulative effects of wastewater discharges containing such materials  could result in an exceedance of the NPDES discharge limitations of the SEWPCP, resulting in a potentially significant cumulative impact. However, the project’s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant) with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the FSEIR which requires installation of wastewater sampling ports for business that discharge unusual materials to facilitate sampling. 


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity 


As discussed in Impact HY-6, the project site would be served by the existing Mission Bay storm drain infrastructure and the project would conform to the SFPUC Stormwater Design Guidelines for treatment of stormwater runoff to separate stormwater systems. Similar to the proposed project, all of the future projects that disturb greater than 5,000 square feet would be required to comply with the SFPUC Stormwater Design Guidelines, which require capture and treatment of stormwater discharged to separate stormwater systems. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to exceeding the capacity of a stormwater system, providing additional sources of polluted runoff, and water quality degradation as a result of direct stormwater discharges would be less than significant.



Litter


As discussed in Impact HY-6, the project’s water quality impacts related to littering would be less than significant through compliance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code and the City ordinances addressing recycling and composting of wastes. Similar to the proposed project, all future projects would be subject to the same regulatory requirements, or the regulatory requirements of municipalities adjacent to Lower San Francisco Bay, which would ensure that cumulative water quality impacts related to litter are less than significant.


Comparison to FSEIR Significance Determination 


Dry Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR did not specifically address cumulative effects related to dry weather flows to the City’s combined sewer system. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities impacts section estimated that the Mission Bay plan would generate approximately 2.5 mgd of wastewater at build-out (average dry weather flow), or 3.7 percent of the volume of wastewater treated at the SEWPCP at the time of FSEIR publication, a less than significant impact.


[Cumulative impact conclusion and comparison of project impact to what was analyzed in FSEIR to be completed when the DPW sewer analysis is completed.]


Wet Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the plan’s estimated 0.2 percent contribution to the 11 percent cumulative increase in Bayside combined sewer discharge volumes would be a significant impact. The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.3 requiring design and construction of sewer improvements to ensure that wastewater and stormwater flows from the plan area to the combined sewer do not contribute to combined sewer discharges.



The master developer has implemented Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses. This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Central and Mariposa sub-basins in Mission Bay South. Implementation of this mitigation approach satisfies the requirements of Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.3 and is expected to reduce total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year, less than baseline conditions before the Mission Bay Plan was implemented.



[Cumulative impact conclusion and comparison of project impact to what was analyzed in FSEIR to be provided after modeling is completed.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP. Cumulative impacts related to exceeding the discharge limitations of the SEWPCP were not specifically addressed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. However, while the cumulative effects of wastewater discharges containing radioactive and biohazardous materials could be potentially significant, the contribution of both the project and the Mission Bay Plan would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant) with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the Mission Bay FSEIR. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantially severe impacts relative to those analyzed in the FSEIR.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay and China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) as a result of direct stormwater discharges. However, the plan’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.4. The Mission Bay South storm drain infrastructure was constructed in accordance with Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses and conforms to the requirements of this mitigation measure. 



The proposed project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts relative to those analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR regarding this topic.



Litter. Cumulative impacts related to littering were not considered in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Regardless, the proposed project would not result in any new significant cumulative impacts or substantially more severe cumulative impacts relative to those analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR.



_________________________



Impact C-HY-3: The proposed project, in combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the site vicinity, would not result in a significant impact related to exposing people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. (No Impact)


As described in Section 5.7.3.2, Flooding, the City’s Bay shoreline will be subject to an increased risk of flooding in the future due to sea level rise. Accordingly, the geographic scope for impacts related to flood risk includes those areas that could be subject to flooding by 2100. 



The proposed project and many projects in San Francisco are located in areas that could be inundated either permanently as a result of sea level rise or temporarily as a result of sea level rise in combination with storm surge by the year 2100. Construction of these projects could also put a number of structures at risk of damage due to future flooding as a result of sea level rise. However, this would be a project-by-project impact and not a cumulative impact, since the vulnerability of each project to inundation would be independent from the impacts of other projects and there would be no combined impact. Therefore, there would be no cumulative impact related to sea level rise. 


Comparison to FSEIR Significance Determination 



Cumulative impacts related to future flooding were not considered in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Regardless, the proposed project would not result in any new significant cumulative impacts or substantially more severe cumulative impacts relative to those analyzed in the FSEIR.
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� 	Secondary treatment is the treatment of wastewater or sewage involving removal of organic matter using biological and chemical processes. This is a higher level of treatment than primary treatment, which is removal of floating and settleable solids using physical operations such as screening and sedimentation.



� 	San Francisco City Datum (SFD) establishes the City’s zero point for surveying purposes at approximately 8.6 feet above the mean sea level established by 1929 U.S. Geological Survey datum, and approximately 11.3 feet above the current 1988 North American Vertical Datum.



� 	Secondary treatment is the treatment of wastewater or sewage involving removal of organic matter using biological and chemical processes. This is a higher level of treatment than primary treatment, which is removal of floating and settleable solids using physical operations such as screening and sedimentation. Secondary treatment is less intensive than tertiary treatment, in which additional chemical and biological treatment processes are used to remove additional compounds that may be required for discharge or reuse purposes.
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� 	National Research Council, Sea-Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and Future. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2012. Available on the internet at: http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13389. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	Future emissions of greenhouse gases depend on a collection of human decisions at local, regional, national, and international levels as well as potential unknown technological developments. For this reason, future changes in greenhouse gas emissions cannot be accurately estimated, and a range of emissions levels is considered in the NRC Report. Estimates of sea level rise relative to thermal expansion of the oceans were formulated using the mid-level, or moderate level, of predicted changes in greenhouse gas emissions (from a combination of fossil and non-fossil fuels), as well as an assumption of high economic growth; this represents scenario “A1B” as described by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).



� 	One standard deviation roughly corresponds to a 15 percent/85 percent confidence interval, meaning that there is approximately 15 percent chance the value will exceed the high-end projection (8 inches for the 2030 example) and a 15 percent chance the value will be lower than the low-end projection (4 inches in 2030).



� 	Mean higher high water is the higher of each day’s two high tides averaged over time.



� 	State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance Document. Developed by the Coastal and Ocean Working Group of the California Climate Action Team (CO-CAT), with science support provided by the Ocean Protection Council’s Science Advisory Team and the California Ocean Science Trust. March 2013 Update. Available on the internet at http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/docs/2013_SLR_Guidance_Update_FINAL1.pdf. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	California Coastal Commission Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance, Public Review Draft. October 14, 2013. Available on the internet at: http://www.coastal.ca.gov/climate/SLRguidance.html. Accessed on October 1, 2014.
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� 	Future emissions of greenhouse gases depend on a collection of human decisions at local, regional, national, and international levels as well as potential unknown technological developments. For this reason, future changes in greenhouse gas emissions cannot be accurately estimated, and a range of emissions levels is considered in the NRC Report. Estimates of sea level rise relative to thermal expansion of the oceans were formulated using the mid-level, or moderate level, of predicted changes in greenhouse gas emissions (from a combination of fossil and non-fossil fuels), as well as an assumption of high economic growth; this represents scenario “A1B” as described by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).



� 	One standard deviation roughly corresponds to a 15 percent/85 percent confidence interval, meaning that there is approximately 15 percent chance the value will exceed the high-end projection (8 inches for the 2030 example) and a 15 percent chance the value will be lower than the low-end projection (4 inches in 2030).



� 	Mean higher high water is the higher of each day’s two high tides averaged over time.
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� 	The horizontal grid resolution of a digital elevation model (DEM) defines the scale of the features that are modeled; this is generally the minimum resolution necessary to depict levees, berms, and other topographic features important to diverting floodwaters.



� 	LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a remote sensing technology that measures distance by illuminating a target with a laser and analyzing the reflected light. LIDAR is commonly used to create high-resolution terrain models, topography data sets, and topographic maps.



� 	Note that the green zone shown within the project site on Figure 5.9-1 is the open excavation that is not hydrologically connected to flooding zones and would be filled when the site is developed.



� 	Note that greater inundation depths are indicated on Figure 5.9-2 in the area of the open excavation, but this excavation would be filled when the site is developed.
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�	San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB), Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin (Basin Plan), www.swrcb.ca.gov/rwqcb2/water_issues/programs/planningtmdls/�basinplan/web/docs/BP_all_chapters.pdf, December 31, 2010. Accessed March 17, 2014.



� 	State Water Resources Control Board, 2010 Integrated Report (Clean Water Act Section 303(d) List / 305(b) Report) — Statewide. http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/tmdl/integrated2010.shtml. Accessed on October 2, 2014.



� 	San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board, Waste Discharge Requirements for Mercury and PCBs from Municipal and Industrial Wastewater Discharges to San Francisco Bay, Order No. R2-2012-0096, NPDES No. CA0038849, adopted December 12, 2012. http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/sanfranciscobay/board_decisions/adopted_orders/2012/R2-2012-0096.pdf pdf, accessed on October 2, 2014.



�	Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit No. CA0037664, Order No.2008-0007, for City and County of San Francisco Southeast Water Pollution Control Plant, North Point Wet Weather Facility, and Bayside Wet Weather Facilities and Wastewater Collection System., adopted January 31, 2008.



� 	San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, San Francisco Stormwater Management Plan, Annual Report 2009 (Year 6), March 30, 2010.



� 	San Francisco Public Utilities Commission and Port of San Francisco, San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines, November 2009, http://www.sfwater.org/modules/showdocument.aspx?documentid=2779, accessed on October 2, 2014.



� 	City and County of San Francisco Sea Level Rise Committee, Guidance for Incorporating Sea Level Rise into Capital Planning in San Francisco: Assessing Vulnerability and Risk to Support Adaptation (Draft). September 1622, 2014.



� 	San Francisco Planning Department, Planning Director Bulletin No. 4, Review of Project Identified in Areas Prone to Flooding.



� 	BKF Engineers, 2015. Water and Sewer Analyses for Golden State Warriors Arena @ Mission Bay Blocks 29-32. January 9.



� 	Note that the green zone shown within the project site on Figure 5.9-1 is the open excavation that is not hydrologically connected to the Bay or flooding zones and would be filled when the site is developed



� 	Note that greater inundation depths are indicated on Figure 5.9-2 in the area of the open excavation, but this excavation would be filled when the site is developed.



� 	Langan Treadwell Rollo, Preliminary Geotechnical Evaluation, Block 29-32 Mission Bay, San Francisco, California. March 28, 2014.







�Please add a figure showing the basins and receiving waters.



�Add figure.



�Please provide full citation.



�Please clarify – what facilities does this refer to?



�Please provide elevations in NAVD88.



�Please clarify. Is this 10’ above finished grade? Also please reference all elevations discussed here and below to NAVD88.



�Please state which flood scenario this is in reference to, 36” SLR + 100 year storm surge?



�See comments above.



�See comments above.



�See comments above.



�Please also discuss whether the entrances to these areas would be below the base flood elevation. If not, analysis should consider (and state) whether they would be at risk of flooding and under what scenario.



�See comments above.



�Datum?



�Under what scenario?
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Meeting today with OCII?
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:51:00 AM


We had a meeting with the Bike Coalition on the books that Erin and Neal were going to attend, but
Paolo is ill so we are rescheduling.


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII)
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


-----Original Message-----
From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com]
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:29 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Meeting today with OCII?


Are we meeting at 1? I have a placeholder in my calendar titled "OCII" and figure it's either
Warriors/Mission Bay or Shipyard.


Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94103
415.701.4328


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Contact at SFPD
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:27:00 PM


Adam – Corinne would like someone to attend to talk about the Public Safety Building and the
reboundarying of Southern Station.  Would any of the police staff that were at the GSW meeting be
the appropriate person to contact?  If so, could you please let us know which?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:04:49 PM


Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Sallaberry, Mike
To: Miller, Erin (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:05:54 PM
Attachments: image003.png


It’s a balancing act of being able to accommodate not only today’s numbers, but the numbers 5 or
10 years from now. What those numbers will be – who knows? I think it would help to show what an
expanded space for bike parking could look like if needed though, and that could include double-
decking bike parking if floor/ground space is limited. Double deck bike parking is not unusual at all,
and could be something the GSW commit to if certain bike usage triggers are met. Maybe some use
of the planned waterfront park, if absolutely needed as overflow bike parking?
 
As for picking a number of bike spots, the most straightforward thing to do would be to take
expected attendance at events and multiply it by the city’s mode share goal. I refer to Timothy
Papandreou’s team on what that is. Some say 20%, some say it’s less.
 
Michael Sallaberry, PE
Livable Streets Subdivision
 


 SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
Sustainable Streets Division
One South Van Ness Ave, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 701-4563 | (415) 701-4343 fax
mike.sallaberry@sfmta.com
www.sfmta.com
 
FOLLOW US ON: FACEBOOK OR TWITTER
Join BikeShare! www.bayareabikeshare.com
 
 


From: Miller, Erin 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 12:33 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine; Clarke Miller; Albert, Peter; Van de Water, Adam
Cc: Sallaberry, Mike
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Indeed.  I’m looping in Mike Sallaberry here, so that we might get his thoughts on right-sizing the
amount of bike parking at the arena. 
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
(415) 701-5490 o
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(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:32 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Albert, Peter; Miller, Erin; Van de Water, Adam
Subject: FW: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Big jump.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation
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(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: Hussain, Lila (CII)
To: Walsh, Peter; Redmond, Michael (POL)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: Contact at SFPD
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:59:20 PM


Hi Lieutenant Walsh,
 
I wanted to confirm if you or Commander Redmond would be available to attend the next Mission


Bay CAC meeting on Thursday Feb. 12th at 5:00pm to discuss operations and opening day
celebration of the new public safety building.  Please confirm and we will add SFPD to the agenda for
next week.


Thank you,
 
 
Lila Hussain
Assistant Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure


One South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: 415-749-2431
Email: lila.hussain@sfgov.org
 
 
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 1:39 PM
To: Walsh, Peter
Cc: Redmond, Michael (POL); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
 
Thank you Lieutenant.  Including OCII staff who help set the agenda for the MB CAC.
 
Best,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
 


On Feb 3, 2015, at 1:22 PM, Walsh, Peter <Peter.Walsh@sfgov.org> wrote:
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Good Afternoon Mr. Van de Water,


 


I recently took over for Captain Balma in regards to the redistricting process. I
can be a contact for Mission Bay in regards to redistricting. I am currently
working with Commander Redmond in regards to Mission Bay's request to
attend a meeting with their group.


 


If you or someone at Mission Bay has a specific question that I can answer in
the meantime, please let me know.


 


Regards,


 


Lieutenant Peter D. Walsh #2087


San Francisco Police Department
Administration Bureau
850 Bryant Street - Rm 511
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 553-1122


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:31 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Redmond, Michael (POL); Walsh, Peter
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
 
Commander Redmond and Lieutenant Walsh:
 
This is a request from the Chair of the Mission Bay CAC.  Would one of you be
the appropriate contact?
 
Thanks,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
 


On Jan 28, 2015, at 5:27 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:



mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org





Adam – Corinne would like someone to attend to talk about the Public
Safety Building and the reboundarying of Southern Station.  Would any of
the police staff that were at the GSW meeting be the appropriate person
to contact?  If so, could you please let us know which?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San
Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:27:00 PM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 3:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
I will check when I return from a Vet appointment for my dog around 4-5. 


On Jan 26, 2015, at 2:04 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Brett – I am looking for a larger conference room for 9.30-11 on this Thursday for a
GSW design meeting and we’re booked up.  Do you have a larger room that would fit
about 15 that is available?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Large Conference Room at Planning
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 2:04:00 PM


Brett – I am looking for a larger conference room for 9.30-11 on this Thursday for a GSW design
meeting and we’re booked up.  Do you have a larger room that would fit about 15 that is available? 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); "Kate Aufhauser"; Reilly,


Catherine (CII); "dcarlock@warriors.com"
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:40:09 AM


Hi Kimberly (and Lori and Kevin),
 
Apologies for our delayed response. We’re awaiting direction from GSW Ownership before we’re
able to proceed with these conversations. Unfortunately, our attempts to schedule a briefing for
them have been thwarted by other pressing design matters, but we expect to connect with them
this week. Once we have, we’ll circle back with next steps. We recognize how important this topic is
and look forward to engaging with you on it soon.
 
Thanks for your patience.
 
Clarke
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Peter.Albert@sfmta.com; Adam Van de Water; 'Kate Aufhauser';
Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Subject: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Importance: High
 
All:
 
I am trying to schedule the first and second meetings for the AT&T/Warriors Dual events.  Please
hold the following dates/times.  For those who have not responded, please let me know if you are
available to meet at 654 Minnesota Street or via conference call:
 
1/29       1:30-3
2/9         9-10
 
Attendees:
Lori Yamauchi
Kevin Beauchamp
Kam Subbarayan
Paul Takayama
Adam Van de Water
Catherine Reilly
Peter Albert
Jessie Blout
Clarke Miller
Kate Aufhauser
David Carlock
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Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
 








From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl  Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:47:37 AM


For the SEIR, ESA would not typically be expecting to review wind effects atop the office building
podium locations you describe below, given their proposed controlled access and limited use.  While
you could continue to include the sensors at those locations in your model runs so you have wind
results for your own planning purposes, you would not need to present the results in the wind
study, as the SEIR would not typically present those results.
 
Thanks.
 
-Paul
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:31 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC);
Reilly, Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Paul,
Thanks for the recap and clear direction. Regarding point #6 below, may we remove wind sensors on
top of the Office building podiums where there will not be public access (only limited access for
building employees which can be closed off in the event of a wind event)?
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:11 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC);
Reilly, Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Clarke:
 


1.        The following 3 scenarios will meet EP’s requirements for wind scenarios for the SEIR:
 


Scenario Notes


Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation
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2.        In addition, to respond to Catherine’s request from last week, please also provide results for
the following additional wind scenarios below.  (Note:  It appears these three scenarios have
already been completed by RWDI in their January 25, 2015 preliminary wind study.)  These
additional results can be shared with OCII/EP/ESA along with those wind scenarios identified
under No. 1, above, and then OCII in consultation with EP can provide final guidance on if
and how these additional scenarios will be presented in the SEIR.


 
Scenario Notes


Existing Include existing off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping
Existing + Project Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future


planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
occur with project


Cumulative with
Project


Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future
planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
occur with project


 
 


3.        You will notice we removed the “Cumulative w/o Project” scenario from consideration, as
that scenario will not be needed for the SEIR. 


4.        Aside from these scenarios, the sponsor can include additional wind scenarios identifying
feasible mitigation to mitigate and potential significant project wind impacts.


5.        As indicated previously, only the wind hazard criterion currently applies in MB South (and
not wind comfort criterion).  However, as RWDI have done previously, the wind study can
provide wind results for wind hazards and wind comfort.


6.        You should include all the wind sensor locations you previously addressed in your wind
analyses.  However, OCII in consultation with EP can provide final direction later if only off-
site wind hazards will be addressed in the SEIR, or if on-site wind effects will also be
discussed in the SEIR (e.g., for informational purposes).


7.        In order for the results of the wind study to be submitted as part of ADEIR 1B on March 3,
we would need the additional requested wind information from you by February 16, 2015. 
Please let us know if that is possible.


 
I am cc:ing OCII and EP on this email. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
Thanks much.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:41 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Paul,
Can you advise when you need the revised Wind analysis delivered by RWDI? We’re speaking with
them tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10:30am, and I’d like to give them clear direction. I know this section is
intended to go in the March 3 Ad Draft, but given you know the scenarios we’ll be delivering and
the necessary results the scenarios will show, is there headway that can be made in drafting the
section in advance of us delivering RWDI’s report?
Thanks,
Clarke








From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Albert, Peter (MTA); Miller, Erin (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: FW: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:31:00 AM


Big jump.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:44:30 PM


Room 528 was open. I cc’d you on the calendar confirmation.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:27 PM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 3:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
I will check when I return from a Vet appointment for my dog around 4-5. 


On Jan 26, 2015, at 2:04 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Brett – I am looking for a larger conference room for 9.30-11 on this Thursday for a
GSW design meeting and we’re booked up.  Do you have a larger room that would fit
about 15 that is available?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28:00 AM


I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to
get internal review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of
the regulations would be great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an
agreement with OCII establishing the requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e),
and (f)”
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
Hi Catherine,
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed
by Tiffany (with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to
me by this Friday? We need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900
certification before the DSEIR is published in May.
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: FW: February MBCAC meeting
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:18:00 AM


Want me to help find folks for this?  If you have it covered, I may have some names for the Police
questions.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: corinnewoods@cs.com [mailto:corinnewoods@cs.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2015 6:29 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: February MBCAC meeting
 
I saw John Gavin and Adam Vandewater today at the BMBTCC meeting.  They said they're still pulling
together a lot of information about Event Management and Funding issues for the Warriors Arena, and
they'd prefer to come to the CAC in March when they have more answers.  There are a couple of
things I'd like to cover if we can in February:


1.  The Yard - the Giants "pop-up" retail project for SWL337 - Fran Weld has asked if they can make a
presentation.  It should be up and running in March.


2.  Public Safety Building.  Would like to have SFPD and SFFD come to the meeting and discuss
operations.  According to the SFPD rep at today's BMBTCC meeting, Southern Station will be moving
toward the end of March, with command staff later (they were going to have a grand opening
celebration on April 13 or 14 - but it turns out that's the Giants Home Opener, so that doesn't sound
like a good idea).  Don't know when SFFD will be moving.


3.  SFPD Station realignment - current map shows Southern Station cutting off at 16th Street - I don't
see why it shouldn't go down to Mariposa and avoid slicing off the southern edge of Mission Bay.


4.  John and Gavin suggested they bring the General Contractor for the Arena to the February meeting
for an introduction and to discuss construction issues - dust, noise, traffic, etc. - that would be a
quickie.


Let me know what you think.


Corinne
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Carlock; Clarke Miller (CMiller@stradasf.com); Jesse Blout; Kristin Kontz
Subject: Signage Parameters
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 7:46:18 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Catherine –
 
Touching base to launch the conversation about signage. As I’ve mentioned before, we’d like to
start by walking you through some venues from the market and league to help contextualize any
project-specific proposals that will soon head your way. We’ll  share our thoughts around the
standard parameters and requirements, and will hope to hear some conceptual feedback from you
before we compile a draft package for OCII/Planning review.
 
Ready to get the ball rolling whenever you are! If you can provide a few dates, Kristin (cc’d here) and
I will work to find a time when we can gather the team.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW - Pre-review of section from Transportation Analysis Approach
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 1:48:26 PM
Attachments: GSW Transportation Improvements Section 1-27-15.docx


Attached Message Part


Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com


-------- Forwarded Message --------
Subject:GSW - Pre-review of section from Transportation Analysis Approach


Date:Tue, 27 Jan 2015 18:56:42 -0800
From:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>


To:Kate Aufhauser <kaufhauser@warriors.com>, Clarke Miller
<cmiller@stradasf.com>, Erin Miller <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>, Brett
Bollinger <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org>, Peter A Albert
<Peter.Albert@sfmta.com>


CC:Viktoriya Wise <viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org>, Jose Farran
<jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>, Joyce Hsiao
<joyce@orionenvironment.com>, Paul Mitchell <PMitchell@esassoc.com>


Hi all
Attached is the section from the transportation section of the EIR that summarizes
the "Project Transportation Improvements Assumptions".  It is essentially a summary
of the improvements to the transportation network that are part of the project, and
also the measures that would  be implemented during events.
Much of it is from the TMP, but organized a bit differently.


It would be great if you had an opportunity to review this section with the following
in mind:
- Is it consistent with your understanding of the improvements
- Do you suggest reorganizing the section  
- Is something missing
- Does any of it belong somewhere else in the EIR


Note that it still needs formatting, final editing, and figures inserted.


If you don't have a chance to review, no worries, you will see it again in a couple of
weeks. If you are able to review it, please provide comments by Tuesday, February
3rd. 


Please call if you have any questions.


Thank you,
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures
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5. Environmental Setting, Impacts, and Mitigation Measures


5.X Resource Topic


Transportation and Circulation


Approach to Analysis


Project Transportation Improvements Assumptions


In addition to the on-site elements of the proposed project related to transportation (e.g., vehicle parking, bicycle parking, and loading spaces) described in Chapter 3, the following changes to the roadway, pedestrian and bicycle networks adjacent to the project site, changes to the Mission Bay TMA shuttle service, and implementation of a Transportation Management Plan would be part of the proposed project, and was assumed in the impact analysis presented in this EIR. Key elements of the proposed Transportation Management Plan are summarized below, and the TMP is included in its entirely in Appendix TR.


This section is organized as follows:


1.	Roadway Network and Curb Regulations


2.	Pedestrian Network Improvements


3.	Bicycle Network Improvements


4.	Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program Improvements


5.	Transportation Management Plan


1.	Roadway Network and Curb Regulations


The proposed project includes completion of the roadway network adjacent to the project site. Figure TMP 2-1 presents the travel lane striping for the streets adjacent to the project site. 


· Adjacent to the project site, the number of travel lanes on Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not change from existing conditions (i.e., two lanes in each direction). As part of the Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan, Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be relocated to align with the eastern edge of Blocks 29 and 30 (i.e., to the west of its current alignment).


· South Street currently has two travel lanes in each direction, with no on-street parking. With implementation of the proposed project, South Street would have one lane in each direction, and on-street parking on both sides of the street. At the westbound approach to Third Street, on-street parking would be prohibited for about 225 feet to provide for an exclusive right-turn only lane.


· 16th Street is currently built out between Third and Illinois streets, and with implementation of the proposed project 16th Street would be built out to the realigned Terry A. Francois Boulevard. Between Third and Illinois streets, 16th Street would have one eastbound lane, with an additional left-turn pocket (80 feet in length) at Illinois Street (i.e., into the project garage). In order to accommodate the single eastbound lane east of the Third Street, one of the two eastbound lanes on the west leg of the intersection of Third Street/16th Street would be restriped to an eastbound right-turn only lane. East of Illinois Street, an additional eastbound lane would be provided about 100 feet east of intersection to provide for separate left turn and right turn lanes at the approach to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. In the westbound direction of 16th Street between Terry A. Francois Boulevard and Illinois Street, one westbound travel lane would be provided with an additional left-turn pocket (about 80 feet in length) at Illinois Street. West of Illinois Street, two westbound lanes would be provided, with an additional left turn pocket (about 80 feet in length) at the approach to Third Street.


In addition to the changes in travel lanes, the following intersection controls would be implemented:


· The intersection of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street would be changed from a two-way STOP sign controlled intersection (with eastbound vehicles the South Street approach currently stopping) to an all-way STOP sign controlled intersection.


· The intersection of Bridgeview Way/South Street is currently uncontrolled, and would be made a side-street STOP sign controlled intersection with southbound vehicles on Bridgeview Way required to stop.


· The new intersection of Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street would become an all-way STOP sign controlled intersection.


· The intersection of Illinois Street/16th Street is currently uncontrolled, and would be made an all-way STOP sign controlled intersection with northbound vehicles on Illinois Street and vehicles exiting the project garage required to stop. Conditions at this intersection would be monitored, and if determine by the SFMTA that a traffic signal would be warrant, the intersection would be signalized.


Figure TMP 2-2 presents the proposed curb regulations for the streets adjacent to the project site. Curb regulations on days with events are described in subsequent sections. 


· On South Street a Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop approximately 60 feet in length would be provided directly east of Third Street, and a 100-foot wide taxi zone would be provided east of the project garage entrance/exit. Seven commercial loading spaces would be provided directly west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and the remaining curb would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces. 


· On Terry A. Francois Boulevard, approximately eight commercial loading spaces would be provided directly south of South Street and a 60-foot wide paratransit stop would be provided midblock. The remaining curb would be dedicated to 15 metered parking spaces.


· On 16th Street, 31 metered parking spaces would be provided. On the segment of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, the parking spaces would be located to the south of the curbside bicycle lane. The parking would be separated from the bicycle lane by a 4-foot wide buffer. On the segment between Third and Illinois streets, the parking spaces would be adjacent to the curb, and the proposed bicycle lane would be adjacent to the curb parking lane.


· On Third Street, parking is currently prohibited at all times. As part of the proposed project, signage would be placed on the east sidewalk prohibiting stopping at all times, including passenger loading/unloading at all times.


As part of SFMTA’s installation of parking meters throughout Mission Bay as part of the Mission Bay Parking Management plan[footnoteRef:1], on-street metered parking would be provided on the curbs across from the project site, including on the north side of South Street (19 spaces), on the east side of Terry A. Francois Boulevard (28 spaces), and on the south side of 16th Street (30 spaces). [1:  SFMTA, Mission Bay Parking Management Implementation, July 2012. A copy of this report is available for review at the San Francisco Planning Department, 1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco as part of Case File No. 2014.1441E.] 



2.	Pedestrian Network Improvements


The proposed project includes construction of new sidewalks along the perimeter of the project site on South Street (12.5 feet wide), on Terry A. Francois Boulevard (12.5 feet wide), on 16th Street (10 feet wide), and widening of the existing sidewalk on Third Street from 12 to 16 feet. As required by the Mission Bay South Design for Development Guidelines, a 20-foot wide setback would be provided along the 16th Street frontage, and a 5-foot wide setback would be provided for buildings fronting South Street, Third Street, and Terry A. Francois Boulevard. The exception would be at the South Street Tower, where a setback in excess of 5 feet would be provided at grade to create a cantilever over the site’s northwest corner.


As part of the proposed project, a permanent barrier would be placed within the light rail median on Third Street between 16th and South streets to discourage pedestrians from crossing Third Street and the light rail tracks midblock. This permanent barrier would be similar to that which is provided on Van Ness Avenue across from City Hall.


3	Bicycle Network Improvements


With implementation of the proposed project, 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard would be completed, and Class II bicycle lanes on 16th Street (i.e., Bicycle Route 40) would be extended to the east to Terry A. Francois Boulevard. On both sides of 16th Street between Third and Illinois streets, a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be located adjacent to the 8-foot wide curb parking lane. On both sides of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard a 6-foot wide bicycle lane would be provided adjacent to the curb, and a 4-foot wide buffer would separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 9-foot wide parking lane.


In addition, with relocation of Terry A. Francois Boulevard as part of the infrastructure plan, the existing bicycle lanes in each direction would be replaced with a 13-foot wide two-way protected bicycle lane, known as cycle track[footnoteRef:2], on the east side of the street. A 4-foot wide raised buffer would separate the bicycle lane from the adjacent 8-foot wide parking lane. [We need to add some information regarding implementation and timing of Terry A. Francois Boulevard and cycle track improvements. OCII help?] [2: 	A cycle track is an exclusive bicycle facility that is separated from vehicle traffic and parked cars by a buffer zone. Cycle tracks offer safer and calmer cycling conditions for a much wider range of cyclists and cycling purposes, especially on street with greater traffic volumes traveling at relatively high speeds.] 



4.	Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program Improvements


With implementation of the project, the existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle service would be expanded, and a new TMA shuttle stop would be located on South Street east of Third Street adjacent to the project site. Table 1 summarizes the headways between shuttles for the existing routes, and proposed service improvements.


Table 1
Existing Mission Bay TMA Headways and 
Proposed Revisions to Existing routes and NEw Routes


			Existing and 
Proposed Routes


			Weekday Headwaysa


			Saturday Headways 





			


			Early Morning (6 to 7 a.m.)


			AM Peak (7 to 10 a.m.)


			PM Peak
(4 to 6 p.m.)


			Evening 
(6 to 8 p.m.)


			Late Evening 
(9 to 11 p.m.)


			Evening 
(6 to 8 p.m.)


			Late Evening 
(9 to 11 p.m.)





			Existing Routesb


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			East


			--


			10


			15


			15


			--


			--


			--





			West


			--


			15


			15


			20


			--


			--


			--





			Mission Bay Loop


			30


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--


			--





			Revised Existing Routesc





			East


			--


			10


			12


			12


			60


			60


			--





			West


			--


			15


			15


			15


			60


			60


			--





			Mission Bay Loop


			30


			30


			30


			30


			--


			--


			--





			New Regular Routesd


			


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Caltrain 


			--


			--


			60


			--


			30


			30


			--





			16th Street BART 


			--


			--


			30


			30


			30


			30


			--





			Transbay Terminal


			--


			--


			30


			60


			--


			--


			--





			Event Express Routese


			


			


			


			


			


			





			Caltrain 


			--


			--


			20


			15


			10


			10


			--





			16th Street BART 


			--


			--


			20


			15


			10


			10


			--





			NOTES:


a	Headways between shuttle buses in minutes.


b	Existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle routes operate Monday through Friday, generally between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m., and 4:00 and 8:00 p.m. Mission Bay Loop operates between 6:00 and 7:00 a.m. only.


c	With the proposed project, current service on the existing Mission Bay routes would be extended to 11:00 p.m. on weekdays, and would operate between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. on Saturdays.


d	Proposed new routes would operate on weekdays between 7:00 and 10:00 a.m., and between 4:00 and 11:00 p.m., and on Saturdays between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. 


e	Event express routes would operate on weekday and weekend event days generally between 4 and 11 p.m. for weekday events and between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m. for weekend events.


SOURCE:	Mission Bay TMA, Golden State Warriors, 2015. 











· The existing routes would be revised to provide additional service (i.e., more frequent service), plus extended service to late evenings and on Saturdays. In addition to the expanded service hours on the East route, the route would be modified to travel on South Street and stop at the new TMA shuttle stop. The Mission Bay Loop service would be expanded from 6:00 to 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 to 10:00 a.m., and from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.


· Three new regular routes (a Fourth/King Caltrain loop route, a 16th Street BART route, and a Transbay Terminal route) would operate throughout the day, similar to the existing shuttle service, but would have extended hours, and would operate on weekends.


· Two additional Event Express routes (a Fourth/King Caltrain route, and a 16th Street BART route) with limited stops, would be provided prior to and following a peak event (i.e., events with more than 14,000 attendees).  


5.	Transportation Management Plan


As part of project definition, a Transportation Management Plan (TMP) was prepared to serve as a management and operating plan to provide multi-modal access during events at the project site. The TMP includes various management strategies designed to reduce use of single-occupant vehicles and to increase the use of rideshare, transit, bicycle and walk modes for trips to and from the project site. The TMP program was developed in consultation with the SFMTA and the Planning Department. The TMP is a working document that would be expanded and refined over time by the GSW and City agencies involved in implementing the plan. As described below, a monitoring and refinement process is included as part of the TMP.


The TMP includes the appointment of an Event Center Transportation Coordinator to manage the transportation needs of employees and event attendees. In addition, an in-building and crowd-sourced smart phone application would be developed that would provide multi-modal travel information and real-time advisories on the status of the transportation system and provide options to event attendees, and anyone working, living or visiting Mission Bay. The Event Center Transportation Coordinator would be responsible for distributing information related to temporary travel lane and/or street closures to event center attendees, emergency service providers, UCSF, and other neighbors prior to events. The following elements of the TMP are summarized below:


· Special Event Transit Service Plan 


· Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Event Express Routes


· Event Transportation Management Strategies


· Travel Demand Management Strategies


· Communication


· Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards


Special Event Transit Service Plan. In addition to the existing scheduled transit service in the project vicinity, the SFMTA would provide additional service to accommodate peak evening events, as presented in Table 2 and Figure 1. Light rail service would be increased, and three special event shuttles would be implemented:


· Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would run on 16th Street between the event center and the 16th Street BART station. This shuttle would primarily serve attendees originating from and destined to the East Bay and South Bay and the Mission district. Pre-event, the bus stop for the 16th Street BART shuttle would be located on the south side of 16th Street between Third and Illinois streets, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street.


· Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle would run between the event center and Fort Mason. The shuttle would run on 16th Street, Mission Street, and Van Ness Avenue, with limited stops at key transfer locations (e.g., at Geary Boulevard to connect with the 38 Geary and 38L Geary Limited). Pre-event, the bus stop for the Van Ness Avenue shuttle would be located on the south side of 16th Street between Third and Illinois streets, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the north side of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


· Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle would loop between the event center, the new Transbay Terminal, and the Ferry Building via Fourth, King, Third, Folsom, Fremont, and Mission streets. Pre-event, the bus stop for the Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building shuttle would be located on the south side of South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, and post-event the bus stop would be located on the east side of Third Street north of South Street.


Table 2
Preliminary Transit Service Plan for Peak Event


			Service


			Fleet Necessary





			


			Pre-Event


			Post-Event





			T Third Supplemental Service


			4 two car trains between Chinatown and Mission Bay Loop combined with 4 minute scheduled subway service


			10 two car trains staged to clear event





			Metro Shuttle via The Embarcadero


			None – limited car availability


			2 three car trains staged to clear event





			16th Street BART Station Shuttle


			4 articulated motor coaches operating between 16th Street BART and the arena every 7-8 minutes


			4 articulated motor coaches + 1 standard motor coaches operating between 16th Street BART and the arena staged to clear event with half of vehicles returning for a second trip





			Van Ness Avenue Shuttle


			5 standard motor coaches operating every 12 minutes along the Van Ness corridor to arena via 16th Street


			4 standard motor coaches operating to the Van Ness corridor via 16th Street staged to clear event





			Ferry Building/Transbay Terminal Shuttle


			6 standard motor coaches operating every 10 minutes via Ferry Plaza and the Transbay Terminal to the arena


			6 standard motor coaches operating to Transbay Terminal and Ferry Building Plaza staged to clear event





			SOURCE: SFMTA (Oct. 1, 2014).











Special event shuttle service is not anticipated to be provided for daytime events.


Expansion of Mission Bay TMA Shuttle Program. As described above, with implementation of the project, the existing Mission Bay TMA shuttle service would be expanded. The revised existing routes, new regular routes, and event express would generally operate on weekday evenings between 4:00 and 11:00 p.m., and on Saturdays between 6:00 and 8:00 p.m.


Event Transportation Management Strategies. The TMP identifies the additional strategies that would be implemented to accommodate travel to and from the event center during events by all modes to enhance safety through reduction of conflicts between modes, to facilitate ingress and egress to the project site and vicinity, and to minimize traffic congestion and delays to vehicles, including transit. Table 3 presents a summary of the transportation management strategies that would be implemented during the various types of events, as presented in the TMP. The transportation management strategies for small and convention events, and for large concerts and basketball games are summarized below.


Table 3
Summary of Traffic Control Strategies by Event Type


			Control Strategy


			Event Scenarios





			


			Convention/
Small Event
(Weekday Daytime)1


			Arena Concert
(Evening)


			Peak Event/ NBA Game
(Evening)


			Dual Events – Peak Event with AT&T  Park Event





			Coordinate with SFMTA Special Events Team


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Muni Ticket Sales at Event Center Box Office


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Taxi Zone on Terry A. François Boulevard


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Taxi Zone on South Street


			


			√


			√


			√





			Designated Commercial loading zone (non-event hours)


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated TMA Shuttle Stop


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Charter Bus Stop on 16th Street


			√


			√


			


			





			Dedicated Shuttle Zone for Connection to 16th BART Station


			


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Paratransit Stop on Terry A. François Blvd, north of 16th Street


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Dedicated Media Truck Zone


			


			


			√


			√





			PCO Supervisor at Event Center TMC


			


			√


			√


			√





			PCOs positioned at key locations throughout the surrounding intersections and transportation network


			√


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Northbound lanes on Third Street between 16th Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: South Street between Third Street and 450 South Street garage entrance


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Northbound lanes on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th streets, except for local traffic and shuttle staging and loading 


			


			√


			√


			√





			Post-Event Temporary Lane Closure: Westbound lanes on 16th Street between Terry A. François Blvd and Illinois Street, and eastbound lanes on 16th Street between Third Street and Illinois Street, Except for Shuttle staging and loading 


			


			√


			√


			√





			Coordinate with BART, Caltrain, Muni


			


			√


			√


			√





			Coordinate with Giants /AT&T Park Special Events Staff


			√


			


			


			√





			1	The 55 family shows held each year, with an average of 5,000 attendees, are expected to require similar controls to the small event.


SOURCE: Final Transportation Management Plan for the Warriors San Francisco Event Center, December 2014.












For all events, a PCO Supervisor would be located within the Event Center Transportation Management Center, and would manage the PCOs assigned to the event. The PCO Supervisor would have radio contact with the Field Supervisor and all PCOs on the street and phone contact with relevant city agencies and departments (Muni, SFMTA Signal Shop, SFPD, SFFD), transit operators (Muni, BART, Caltrans) and event center staff (security, valet attendants, etc.). The PCO supervisor would also have authority and discretion in how PCOs are deployed, and may adjust the controls described below as conditions warrant. Transportation conditions during various-sized events would be monitored during the first year of operations to determine the number of PCOs and/or locations for the various event types.


Small Events and Convention Events - Prior to an event, up to six PCOs would be stationed at the following intersections: Third Street/South Street, Third Street/16th Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/South Street, Terry A. Francois Boulevard/16th Street, and Illinois Street/16th Street.


The following curb temporary curb regulations on the curb frontages adjacent to the project site would be initiated about two hours prior to the event start time, and would continue until about 1.5 hours following the end of the event. Only changes to the proposed curb regulations from conditions without an event (as described above) are noted. 


· Two taxi zones would be provided: on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (300 feet), and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (200 feet).


· A passenger unloading/unloading zone approximately 140 feet in length would be provided on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as would a black car loading/unloading zone about 200 feet in length. The proposed permanent 60-foot wide paratransit stop on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not be affected during events.


· A charter bus zone about 200 feet in length (accommodating two to three buses) would be provided on 16th Street west of Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


Concert Events and Basketball Games - The transportation management strategies for concerts with about 14,000 or more attendees and basketball games (with about 18,000 attendees) would be similar, with the exception that accommodation for charter buses would be provided for concert events.


During events with more than 14,000 attendees, up to 17 PCOs would be stationed in the project vicinity, managing vehicular, transit, bicycle and pedestrian flows. The exact locations would be determined by the PCO Supervisor, but it is anticipated that PCOs would be stationed at the following intersections:


· Third Street/South Street


· Bridgeview Way/South Street


· Terry A. François Boulevard/South Street


· Third Street/16th Street


· Illinois Street/16th Street


· Terry A. François Boulevard/16th Street


· I-280 northbound ramps/Owens Street/Mariposa Street


· Third Street/Mariposa Street


· Illinois Street/Mariposa Street


PCOs would also be stationed at the light rail platforms to facilitate pedestrian crossings, and to minimize conflicts between pedestrians, light rail, and vehicular traffic. In addition, it is anticipated that there would be more or more roving PCOs, as necessary, to monitor general parking issues and respond to complaints called in during the events. Passenger loading onto the light rail vehicles would be monitored by SFMTA Transit Fare Inspectors and Passenger Assistance Program Staff, who would also be stationed at the light rail platforms.


Three permanent Variable Message Signs (VMS) would be installed to provide traffic alerts, messages, and alternate driving routes for drivers traveling to the event center, to destinations in the vicinity, or through the area. These would be in addition to the existing VMS located on northbound Third Street south of 16th Street, and all four VMSs would be used during large events. The proposed locations for the new VMSs include:


· Eastbound 16th Street west of Seventh Street


· Southbound Third Street south of the Lefty O’Doul Bridge


· Eastbound Mariposa Street east of the I-280 ramps.


The following temporary curb regulations on the curb frontages adjacent to the project site would be initiated about two hours prior to the event start time, and would continue until about 1.5 hours following the end of the event: 


· Two taxi zones would be provided: on South Street between Bridgeview Way and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (300 feet), and on Terry A. Francois Boulevard south of South Street (200 feet).


· A passenger unloading/unloading zone approximately 140 feet in length would be provided on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, as would a black car loading/unloading zone about 200 feet in length. The proposed permanent 60-foot wide paratransit stop on Terry A. Francois Boulevard would not be affected during events.


· Media trucks would park on 16th Street adjacent to the project site, between Third Street and the entrance into the parking garage. About 150 feet of curb would be dedicated for media trucks.


· Prior to an event, the Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle stop would be on South Street adjacent to the project site, west of the proposed Mission Bay TMA shuttle stop, while the shuttle stop for the Special Event 16th Street BART and Van Ness Avenue shuttle routes would be on the south side of 16th Street (i.e., across the street from the project site) between Third and Illinois streets.


· Prior to the end of the event, temporary travel lane closures would be implemented on Third Street between Mariposa Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, on South Street between Third Street and Bridgeview Way, on 16th Street between Third Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and on Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th streets. The temporary lane closures are anticipated to be in place for approximately 30 to 45 minutes after the end of the event, or until vehicular traffic dissipates and most event attendees taking transit have boarded. Southbound traffic flow on Third Street would not be affected by these temporary northbound travel lane closures. These travel lane closures would involve the following:


· On northbound Third Street between Mariposa and 16th streets, one of the two northbound travel lanes (i.e., the curb lane) would be temporarily closed, and all northbound traffic on this segment would be directed to turn left onto westbound 16th Street. On Third Street between 16th and South streets, both of the northbound travel lanes would be closed to all vehicular traffic and bicycles. On Third Street between South Street and Mission Bay Boulevard South, both travel lanes would be closed to vehicular traffic, with the exception of the Special Event Transbay Terminal/Ferry Building Shuttle route, which would have a bus stop/unloading zone on Third Street north of South Street. 


· On Illinois Street between Mariposa and 16th streets, the northbound lane would be temporary closed, with the exception of the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle and local access into the FibroGen building at 409 Illinois Street (a vehicle entrance to the building is located approximately midblock). As noted above, the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle would have a bus stop/loading zone on the east side of Illinois Street south of 16th Street. Southbound traffic flow on Illinois Street (i.e., from the project garage) would not be affected by these temporary northbound travel lane closures.


· On 16th Street, travel lanes in both direction on the segment between Illinois Street would be closed to vehicular traffic, with the following exceptions: Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle would have a bus stop/loading zone on the north side of 16th Street (westbound direction) adjacent to the project site; a black car loading zone would be provided on the south side of 16th Street (eastbound direction) between a driveway to the FibroGen building and Terry A. Francois Boulevard (about 150 feet in length); and vehicles exiting the FibroGen building on the south side of 16th Street would be permitted access onto eastbound 16th Street towards Terry A. Francois Boulevard. 


· Left turns would be restricted from westbound 16th Street onto Third, Owens and Mississippi streets through signage, temporary barriers, and/or PCOs. [Note: To be added to the TMP]


· On the segment of 16th Street between Third and Illinois streets, the eastbound travel lane would be closed to vehicular traffic, while the westbound lanes would remain open to accommodate vehicles exiting the project garage and the Special Event 16th Street BART Shuttle that would travel northbound on Illinois Street, and turn left onto 16th Street westbound to continue towards the 16th Street BART station, and the Special Event Van Ness Avenue Shuttle that would travel westbound on 16th Street after loading passengers at the north curb of 16th Street between Illinois Street and Terry A. Francois Boulevard.


· On South Street, travel lanes in both directions on the segment between Third Street and the entrance/exit to the 450 South parking facility would be closed to vehicular traffic, except for the Mission Bay TMA shuttle routes which would have a stop in this section of South Street. Taxis arriving post-game would access the taxi zone on South Street from Bridgeview Way. 


· Tow-away regulations, similar to those implemented following a baseball game, would be implanted on the west side of Illinois Street between Mariposa and 18th streets to allow for two southbound lanes to continue on Illinois Street. 


Garage Operations - Attendees with pre-sold parking passes for the project garage would access the garage at 16th Street from the left turn pocket on eastbound 16th Street at the approach to Illinois Street or from northbound Illinois Street to self-park. Event center staff would check parking passes before vehicles enter the garage. PCOs would be stationed at the project garage driveway to facilitate vehicle egress (office employees leaving on weekday evenings) and ingress (event attendees entering the garage), minimize conflicts with pedestrians and bicycles on 16th Street, and to coordinate with PCOs positioned at nearby intersections. PCOs stationed at the intersection of Illinois/16th Street would provide priority to the eastbound left turn movements from 16th Street into the garage to ensure that queues for the garage do not extend upstream onto Third Street. PCOs would also work with event center staff that would be checking attendees’ tickets for valid access to the garage. Drivers who attempt to access the garage without a valid parking pass would be redirected eastbound on 16th Street to Terry A. François Boulevard to other nearby garages or parking lots. 


Following an event, PCOs would manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with pedestrian and bicycle flows along and crossing 16th Street, manage alternating flows of vehicle traffic exiting the garage with the Special Event 16th Street BART shuttles accessing 16th Street eastbound from Illinois Street northbound and with the Special Event Van Ness Avenue shuttles traveling westbound on 16th Street, and coordinate with PCOs along 16th Street that would be managing pedestrian flows across 16th Street.


Vehicles exiting the project garage on South Street, vehicles exiting the 450 South Street garage, and vehicles traveling southbound on Bridgeview Way would be directed eastbound on South Street to Terry A. Francois Boulevard southbound.


Overlap between events at the proposed Event Center and at AT&T Park - In circumstance when events at the proposed event center partially or completely overlap with baseball games or other events at AT&T Park, additional adjustments to the transportation management plan for the proposed event center would be made, specifically:


· Because PCOs would be stationed at the same intersection where PCOs are stationed during Giants games, staffing would be adjusted to eliminate duplication of efforts, and to address the overlapping impacts.


· Because the Fourth Street bridge is closed in the northbound direction (transit and taxis excepted) event center attendees would be directed to travel southbound on Terry A. Francois Boulevard, and then westbound on 16th Street to access locations to the north and west.


Travel Demand Management (TDM) Strategies. The TMP includes TDM strategies for employees and for event center visitors. [Note that some edits to the measures were made, and also some corrections – like the enclosed bicycle valet station would not be located within Bayfront Park – and deletions to avoid duplication.] TDM strategies for office, retail, restaurant and event center employees include:


· Participate in Commuter Check Program, a federal program that allows employees to reduce their commuting costs by up to 40 percent using tax-free dollars to pay for their commuting expenses.


· Notify employees that they are eligible to ride the Mission Bay TMA shuttles, and provide information about routes, stop locations, and schedule. 


· Promote use of the enclosed bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces – valet operations during events only).


· Provide indoor secure bicycle parking facilities for employees in office buildings and retail uses on-site.


· Sponsor Bay Area Bike Share station(s) in the project vicinity.


· Provide shower and locker facilities in each building for event center employee use.


· Encourage all employees and visitors to participate in public events that promote bicycling such as the annual “Bike to Work” day.


· Allow employees to work flexible schedules and telecommute, to the extent possible.


· Support Ridesharing Program – Participate in free-to-employees ride-matching program through www.511.org.


· Provide Emergency Ride Home Program – Participate in the emergency ride home program through the City of San Francisco (www.sferh.org). 


· Organize and publicize promotions such as Spare the Air days (as declared for the Bay Area region) or a Rideshare Week. 


· Encourage carpooling and vanpooling by designating/reserving some on-site garage parking spaces for employees who use those modes.


· Encourage employees to choose electric vehicles (EVs) over gas-fueled autos by designating/reserving some on-site garage parking spaces for EVs and providing charging equipment.


· Program additional on-site amenities (fitness and exercise centers, food and beverage options, automated banking resources) to encourage employees to stay on-site during the workday. 


TDM strategies for retail, restaurant and event center visitors include: 


· Reward patrons arriving via transit with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly.


· Establish a partnership to brand Clipper Cards and/or transit stops and stations near the project site to encourage the mental association of event attendance with transit usage during attendee’s trip planning process.


· Promote transit access to project by: providing interactive trip-planning tool, transit maps, with recommended stops/stations for accessing site; best routes to the event center; and walking directions from transit stations/stops. Provide these on the event center web site, on websites of events taking place at the site (to be required as a standard part of event contract), and mobile app. Provide real-time transit information, including train or bus arrivals and departures, in key event center locations (exit areas, gathering areas, etc.), inside the building (on TVs and other screens) post-event. 


· Utilize TVs and other screens inside the event center building to display real time transit information and prominent comparisons between transportation choices available to employees and visitors to the event center. Emphasize transit’s lower-cost and greater sustainability as compared with private autos.


· Play recorded announcements during halftime (for games) or between opening and main acts (for concerts), and as event center attendees exit the building, to notify visitors of non-auto travel options home, including real time transit and shuttle departure times. 


· Provide additional communication of transit options and wayfinding during playoff games for non-season pass holders who may be coming from out of town by providing information to, and coordinating displays within, hotels and local businesses in the event center vicinity


· Promote use of the enclosed on-site bicycle valet facility (approximately 300 bike spaces). Reward patrons of the bike valet with implementation options that may include discounted food or beverage, team or venue merchandise, raffle entry, or access to a “fast-track” security line. Market these incentives with a robust communications strategy prior to an event day so that visitors can make choices accordingly. 


· Provide outdoor bicycle racks for visitors to the office, retail, and restaurant uses.


· Provide additional temporary outdoor bike valet parking areas in both major plazas for peak events that experience bicycle storage demands that exceed the 300 space enclosed valet facility.


· Provide a bicycle map, showing routes to the project site, on the event center web site and mobile application.


· Increase fees for parking on-site during events.


· Design a “Getting There” page for the venue website that lists multi-modal options and comparisons before showing preferred driving routes or available parking. 


· Promote transit and bicycle information on event site website, event apps, and in event literature and advertisements, when appropriate.


· Provide electronic message boards displaying upcoming event schedules to discourage auto use and parking on-site.


· Designate priority curb areas on-site for taxis and rideshare vehicles. Explore partnership options with rideshare/carpool/TNC[footnoteRef:3] companies to offer discounts to event attendees. [3: 	Transportation Network Company (TNC) is a company or organization that provides transportation services using an online-enabled platform to connect passengers with drivers using their personal vehicles (e.g., Lyft, SideCar, Uber).] 



Communication. The TMP includes strategies related to distributing information on transportation management for the various modes at the event center for pre-event and post-event conditions as part of the ticket purchase process, and wayfinding signage for multi-modal access and egress. The communication strategies would discourage use of private auto, and encourage use of transit and other modes.


Monitoring, Refinement, and Performance Standards. The TMP outlines the process to monitor and refine the strategies within the TMP in conjunction with the City throughout the life of the project. Monitoring methods including field monitoring of operations during the first year and subsequent year of operations. Surveys of event attendees and event center employees would be conducted annually, and visitor surveys of Mission Bay neighbors and UCSF staff and emergency providers would be conducted in the initial years of operation. 


The TMP also identifies performance standards that the project sponsor has committed to maintaining:


· Auto Mode Share: Ensure that attendees for peak events do not exceed a 53 percent auto mode share for a weekday peak event (6:00 to 8:00 p.m.) 


· Auto Mode Share: Ensure that all employees and visitors for a no-event scenario do not exceed a 48 percent auto mode share for a weekday evening (4:00 to 6:00 p.m.) 


· Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Traffic entering the parking garage from eastbound 16th Street does not spill back to 16th Street or into to the Third Street intersection due to garage ingress.


· Vehicle Queuing on City Streets: Event traffic does not block access to the UCSF emergency room entrance for emergency vehicles or patients on Mariposa Street between I-280 and Third Street.


· Pedestrian Flows: Pedestrians do not spill out of sidewalks onto streets with moving vehicles, or out of crosswalks when crossing the street.


· Bicycle Parking: Signage is clearly visible to direct bicyclists to event valet and other bicycle parking, and ensure that adequate bicycle parking supply is provided to accommodate a typical peak event.


· Transit Mode Share: All Muni light rail and special event shuttle passengers are able to board their transit vehicle within 45 minutes following an event [Is this feasible?]. 


· Good Neighbor Policy: Mission Bay TMA shuttles continue to run and maintain capacity for simultaneous neighborhood use. 


In the event that ongoing monitoring shows at any time that the performance standards outlined above are not being met, the project sponsor would explore additional travel demand strategies, operational efforts, or minor redesigns to meet the goals identified in the TMP. Revisions to policy would be brought before the Mission Bay CAC. A representative list of possible strategies is as follows:


· Increase Warriors contribution to the Mission Bay TMA to directly fund incremental, event-only service, which may include additional shuttle bus purchases and/or expanded hours of operation


· Designate satellite parking locations near transit stops and incentivize patrons to switch modes.


· Establish a partnership with a private shuttle provider for incremental, event-only service to and from satellite parking locations (if designated) or transit centers.


· Introduce a charter bus/private shuttle program for group ticket sales and/or suite purchases for events.


· Explore partnerships with car-sharing services (e.g., Zipcar, City CarShare) for spaces on-site to reduce car ownership amongst employees.


· In consultation with the SFMTA, remove any street furniture or landscaping obstructing pedestrian paths of travel or Muni passenger staging areas.
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3990 20th Street
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); "Kate


Aufhauser"; "dcarlock@warriors.com"
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:41:00 AM


Does this mean you would like to cancel this Thursday’s meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate Aufhauser';
Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Hi Kimberly (and Lori and Kevin),
 
Apologies for our delayed response. We’re awaiting direction from GSW Ownership before we’re
able to proceed with these conversations. Unfortunately, our attempts to schedule a briefing for
them have been thwarted by other pressing design matters, but we expect to connect with them
this week. Once we have, we’ll circle back with next steps. We recognize how important this topic is
and look forward to engaging with you on it soon.
 
Thanks for your patience.
 
Clarke
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Peter.Albert@sfmta.com; Adam Van de Water; 'Kate Aufhauser';
Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Subject: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Importance: High
 
All:
 
I am trying to schedule the first and second meetings for the AT&T/Warriors Dual events.  Please
hold the following dates/times.  For those who have not responded, please let me know if you are
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available to meet at 654 Minnesota Street or via conference call:
 
1/29       1:30-3
2/9         9-10
 
Attendees:
Lori Yamauchi
Kevin Beauchamp
Kam Subbarayan
Paul Takayama
Adam Van de Water
Catherine Reilly
Peter Albert
Jessie Blout
Clarke Miller
Kate Aufhauser
David Carlock
 
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
 








From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14:16 PM


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
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may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:35:54 PM


I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Roche, Anna
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: RE: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 12:04:36 PM


Chris,
 
I wanted to let you know that the $5 million cost was further clarified to mean $5 million in
construction.
 
Best,
Anna
 


Accordingly, the City’s capital Planning program now requires the preparation of
project-level sea level rise vulnerability and risk assessments for all City capital
projects with a construction cost of $5 million or more that are located in areas
potentially vulnerable to future flooding due to sea level rise.


 
 
 
________________________________
Anna M. Roche
Climate Change and Special Projects Manager
SFPUC – Wastewater Enterprise
Direct: 415.551.4560 | aroche@sfwater.org


 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 8:49 AM
To: Roche, Anna
Subject: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
 
Hi Anna,
Thanks for your message yesterday. The section you’re reviewing is the first admin draft prepared
by ESA. I’ve already made extensive comments and revision to this section (see attached version),
and I’ll incorporate comments from SFPUC and other reviewers before returning the section to ESA.
Comments are due to EP by 2/17.
 
With respect to your comment about seawalls, this is taken from the SF Environment website here:
http://www.sfenvironment.org/article/climate-change/adaptation
 
I think it’s appropriate to include this b/c improvements to the City’s existing seawalls and likely new
seawalls will certainly be needed. Other adaptation strategies are also discussed in the setting
section.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
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Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Warriors Service Plans by Type
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 6:27:47 PM
Attachments: Service-Plan - Nov 2014 Update.xlsx


ATT00001.htm


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Flynn, Jeffrey" <Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com>
Subject: RE: Warriors Service Plans by Type
Date: February 4, 2015 at 5:48:07 PM PST
To: "'lubaw@lcwconsulting.com'" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>
Cc: "Miller, Erin" <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>, "Kirschbaum, Julie B" 
<Julie.Kirschbaum@sfmta.com>, Jose Farran 
<jifarran@adavantconsulting.com>


Sure.  Attached is the most up to date version.  Green tabs are updated based on 
November demand info.
 
Jeff
7-4646
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 4:18 PM
To: Flynn, Jeffrey
Cc: Miller, Erin; Kirschbaum, Julie B; Jose Farran
Subject: Re: Warriors Service Plans by Type
 
Thanks Jeff
For the transit analysis, can I still use the capacities in the model that you sent 
me, or do you have an updated version that I should work from?
I will be shifting my focus onto transit again in a couple of days, so I might have 
some questions and I would like to have you review our transit analysis results.
Thank you,
Luba
 
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
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22% Mode Share


			POST GAME SERVICE


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle						Standard Bus			63			1			5			5						6			7			51			5			57			Assume pre game only / standard coaches with service every 10 minutes


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			2770			2 Car Train			242			1			3			3			617			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			*Assumes only at 15% capacity northbound / Assumes 15 minute frequency and three scheduled trains pass through (one at time of game end :00, :15, :30)


			T Third Special Event Service						2 Car Train			242			1			12			6			1452			NA			NA			30			6			36			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
6 trains needed for service every 2-3 minutes post game
Trains could make round trips


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero						3 Car Train			363			1			6			2			726			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Special N trips to Embarcadero BART / 1 trip only
3 car trains / Need to expand UCSF platform


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			94			No Additional Service Needed															94			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th St Shuttle			591			Articulated Bus			93			1			6			6			558			4.5			10			27			3			30			Excess capacity needed will take 22 Fillmore


			22 Fillmore			29			No Additional Service Needed															62			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			3484																		3509


			*No Van Ness Shuttle.  Ridership takes T Third.





			Walk			45% Mode Share


			50% SB Caltrain			53									0.2058823529





			T line Customers (towards downtown)


			50% SB Caltrain			53


			60% East Bay BART			1004


			90% SD1			474


			90% SD4			133


			80% SD2			117


			Total			1781


												Service Hours


			N line Customers (to EMB)									Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			5						8			40


			40% East Bay BART			670						T Third Special Event Service			6						8			48


												Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			2						8			16


												16th St Shuttle			6						8			48


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									Total												152


			AC			192


			SamTrans			6						Cost


			GGT			1						Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			Ferry			69						MC			97.55			34.01			6.6			31.59			169.75			131.56


			10% SD1			53						LRV			91.01			121.59			40.32			51.13			304.05			212.6


			Total			320





			16th Street Shuttle


			60% SD3			118									Cost/
Hour			Number of Vehicles			Total Cost			Hours


			100% SB BART			473						Motor Coach			$   132			11			$   11,577.28			88


			Total			591						Light Rail			$   213			18			$   13,606.40			64


												Total						29			$   25,184			152


			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			20% SD2			29





			T line Southbound (no extra service needed)


			40% SD3			79


			10% SD4			15


			Total			94





			CHECK			Figures from Jose			50% Tally Total


			SD1			1053			527


			SD2			292			146


			SD3			394			197


			SD4			296			148


			East Bay			3868			1934


			BART			3348			1674


			AC Transit			383			192


			Ferry			137			69


			North Bay			1			1


			South Bay			1167			584


			BART			945			473


			Caltrain			210			105			Jose assumes all walk / Muni assumes 50% will take T Third


			Samtrans			12			6


			TOTAL			7071			3536


			Total - Caltrain			6861























25% Mode Share


			POST GAME SERVICE


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles			Trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES			Pre Service


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			340			Standard Bus			63			1			6			6			378			6			7			51			5			57			Assume pre game would start as 15 minute service/four buses
More frequency would be added by turn ins			10 min pre service


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			2401			2 Car Train			242			1			6			3			617			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			*Assumes only at 15% capacity northbound / Assumes 15 minute frequency and four scheduled trains pass through (one at time of game end :00, :15, :30)			3.5 Minute trunk in PM peak


			T Third Special Event Service						2 Car Train			242			1			10			5			1210			NA			NA			30			6			36			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
5 trains needed for service every 2-3 minutes post game
Trains could make round trips			1 2-car extra T Third to Mission Bay added for capacity


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero						3 Car Train			363			1			6			2			726			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Special N trips to Embarcadero BART / 1 trip only
3 car trains / Need to expand UCSF platform			None - Use Transbay/Ferry or T Third


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			100			No Additional Service Needed															100			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA						3.5 Minute trunk in PM peak


			16th St Shuttle			628			Articulated Bus			94			1.75			4			7			658			4.5			10			27			3			30			Remainder on 22 Fillmore			5 min pre service


			Van Ness Shuttle			205			Standard Bus			63			1			4			4			252			9.2			10			55			6			61						15 min pre service


			22 Fillmore			31			No Additional Service Needed															31			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			3704																		3972








			Walk			45% Mode Share			25% Mode Share


			50% SB Caltrain			105			56																														Mode Share			25%


																																										53%


			T line Customers (towards downtown)


			50% SB Caltrain			105			56


			70% East Bay BART			2344			1246


			70% SD1			737			392


			90% SD4			266			142


			20% SD2			58			31


			Total			3511			1867





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			30% East Bay BART			1004			534








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle												Service Hours


			AC			383			204


			SamTrans			12			6						Cost


			Ferry			137			73						Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			GGT			1			1						MC			97.55			34.01			6.6			31.59			169.75			131.56


			10% SD1			105			56						LRV			91.01			121.59			40.32			51.13			304.05			212.6


			Total			638			340





			VN Shuttle


			20% SD1			211			112									Cost/
Hour			Number of Vehicles			Total Cost			Hours


			60% SD2			175			93						Motor Coach			$   132			14			$   14,735			112


			Total			386			205						Light Rail			$   213			7			$   11,906			56


															Total						21			$   26,640			168


			16th Street Shuttle


			60% SD3			236			126


			100% SB BART			945			502


			Total			1181			628





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			20% SD2			58			31





			T line Southbound (no extra service needed)


			40% SD3			158			84


			10% SD4			30			16


			Total			187			100


			CHECK			Figures from Jose			Tally Total


			SD1			1053			560


			SD2			292			155


			SD3			394			209


			SD4			296			157


			East Bay			3868			2057


			BART			3348			1780


			AC Transit			383			204


			Ferry			137			73


			North Bay			1			1


			South Bay			1167			620


			BART			945			502


			Caltrain			210			112			Jose assumes all walk / Muni assumes 50% will take T Third


			Samtrans			12			6


			TOTAL			7071			3760


			Total - Caltrain			6861














45% Mode Share


			POST GAME SERVICE


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			637			Articulated Bus			94			1			7			7			658			6			7			51			5			57			Assume pre game would start as 15 minute service/four buses
More frequency would be added by turn ins


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			4515			2 Car Train			242			1			4			4			823			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			*Assumes only at 15% capacity northbound / Assumes 15 minute frequency and four scheduled trains pass through (one at time of game end :00, :15, :30, :45)


			T Third Special Event Service						2 Car Train			242			1.2			10			12			2904			NA			NA			30			6			36			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
10 trains needed for service every 3 minutes post game
Trains could make round trips / Assumes 20% will


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero						3 Car Train			363			1			3			3			1089			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Special N trips to Embarcadero BART / 1 trip only
3 car trains / Need to expand UCSF platform


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			187			No Additional Service Needed															187			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th St shuttle			1181			Standard Bus			63			2			9			18			1134			4.5			10			27			3			30			Remainder on 22 Fillmore


			Van Ness shuttle			386			Standard Bus			63			1			6			6			378			9.2			10			55			6			61


			22 Fillmore			58			No Additional Service Needed															58			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			6965																		7231








			Walk			45% Mode Share			25% Mode Share


			50% SB Caltrain			105			52.5





			T line Customers (towards downtown)


			50% SB Caltrain			105			52.5


			70% East Bay BART			2344			1171.8


			70% SD1			737			368.55


			90% SD4			266			133.2			What is the evening T line service? 12-15 min two car trains?																		N is currently at 15-20 min after 10pm, 12-20 between 8-10pm.  Assume T at 15 min post game (1030-11pm)


			20% SD2			58			29.2			How much is available for Warriors loads?																		Assume 15% capacity utilized going northbound after game on T Line (85% available)


			Total			3511			1755.25





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			30% East Bay BART			1004








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									Service Hours


			AC			383


			SamTrans			12						Cost


			Ferry			137						Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			10% SD1			105						MC			97.55			34.01			6.6			31.59			169.75			131.56


			Total			637						LRV			91.01			121.59			40.32			51.13			304.05			212.6








			VN Shuttle


			20% SD1			211									Cost/
Hour			Number of Vehicles			Total Cost			Hours


			60% SD2			175						Motor Coach			$   132			22			$   23,155			176


			Total			386						Light Rail			$   213			13			$   22,110			104


												Total						35			$   45,265			280


			16th Street Shuttle


			60% SD3			236


			100% SB BART			945															28


			Total			1181





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			20% SD2			58





			T line Southbound (no extra service needed)


			40% SD3			158


			10% SD4			30


			Total			187


			CHECK			Figures from Jose			Tally Total


			SD1			1053			1053


			SD2			292			292


			SD3			394			394


			SD4			296			296


			East Bay			3868			3868


			BART			3348			3348


			AC Transit			383			383


			Ferry			137			137


			North Bay			1						Did not include one customers


			South Bay			1167			1167


			BART			945			945


			Caltrain			210			210			Jose assumes all walk / Muni assumes 50% will take T Third


			Samtrans			12			12


			TOTAL			7071			7070


			Total - Caltrain			6861








T Cycle


			45% MODE SHARE																					25% MODE SHARE


			Minutes			Train #			Load															Minutes			Train #			Load


			0			1			242															0			1			242


			1						205.7			Yellow = scheduled regular trip												1						205.7			Yellow = scheduled regular trip


			3			2			242															4			2			242


			6			3			242															8			3			242


			9			4			242															12			4			242


			12			5			242															16						205.7


			15			6			242															20			5			242


			16						205.7															24			6			242


			18			7			242															28


			19			8			242															31						205.7


			21			9			242


			22			10			242															Total						2069


			24																					Need						1780.75


			27


			30


			31						205.7


			33


			36			1			242			Second trips possible


			39			2


			42			3


			45			4


			46						205.7


			48			5


			49			6


			51			7


			54			8


			57			9


			60			10





			Total						3485








Cost


			45% MODE SHARE																											25% MODE SHARE																											35% MODE SHARE


			COST COMPARISON - EVENT TYPES																											COST COMPARISON - EVENT TYPES																											COST COMPARISON - EVENT TYPES





						Total Vehicles			Total Cost			Total Passengers			Cost per Passenger																		Total Vehicles			Total Cost			Total Passengers			Cost per Passenger																		Total Vehicles			Total Cost			Total Passengers			Cost per Passenger


			Warriors			22 buses + 10 2-car trains + 3 3-car trains			$45,265			7,000			$6.47															Warriors			17 buses + 5 2-car trains + 2 3-car trains			$26,640			3,700			$7.20															Warriors			16 buses + 9 2-car trains + 2 3-car trains			ERROR:#REF!			4,700			ERROR:#REF!


			49ers			62 buses + 4 1-car trains			$72,057			6,000			$12.01															49ers			62 buses + 4 1-car trains			$72,057			6,000			$12.01															49ers			62 buses + 4 1-car trains			$72,057			6,000			$12.01


			SF Giants			6 2-car trains			$10,205			4,500			$2.27															SF Giants			6 2-car trains			$10,205			4,500			$2.27															SF Giants			6 2-car trains			$10,205			4,500			$2.27





			ALT 1 - NTD COST																											ALT 1 - NTD COST																											ALT 1 - NTD COST





						Post Event Vehicles			Cost per Vehicle			Total Cost			Rounded																		Event Vehicles			Cost per Vehicle			Total Cost			Rounded																		ERROR:#REF!


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			$1,052			$7,367			7400															Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			6			$1,052			$6,314.88			$6,300															Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			$   139.53			ERROR:#REF!


			T Third Supplemental			20			$1,701			$17,008			17000															T Third Supplemental			5			$1,701			$8,504.00			$8,500															T Third Supplemental			$   230.44


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			9			$1,701			$5,102			5000															Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			2			$1,701			$3,401.60			$3,500															Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			$   230.44


			16th St Shuttle			9			$1,052			$9,472			9500															16th Street Shuttle			4			$1,052			$4,209.92			$7,500															16th Street Shuttle			$   139.53


			Van Ness Shuttle			6			$1,052			$6,315			6300															Van Ness Shuttle			4			$1,052			$4,209.92			$4,200															Van Ness Shuttle			$   139.53


			Total									$45,265			45200															Total									$26,640			$30,000





			FARE REVENUE																											FARE REVENUE


			Fare Revenue - Simple																		20% Mode Split on Transit - 3000 transit users									Fare Revenue - Simple																		25% Mode Split on Transit - 3,704 transit users


						Fare/Pax			Passengers			Fare Revenue									Proportion of Riders			Total Riders			Revenue						Fare/Pax			Passengers			Fare Revenue									Proportion of Riders			Total Riders			Revenue			ERROR:#REF!


			MC			$   0.78			2,205			$   1,726.33									32%			958			$   749.86			MC			$   0.78			2,205			$   1,726.33									32%			1182			$   925.83


			LRV			$   0.88			4,702			$   4,127.61									68%			2042			$   1,792.90			LRV			$   0.88			4,702			$   4,127.61									68%			2522			$   2,213.63


						One Way			6,907			$   5,853.94												3000			$   2,542.76						One Way			6,907			$   5,853.94												3704			$   3,139.46			FARE REVENUE


						Roundtrip			13,813			$   11,707.88												6000			$   5,085.52						Roundtrip			13,813			$   11,707.88												7408			$   6,278.92			Fare Revenue - Simple


																																																												Fare/Pax			Pre-Passengers			Post-Passengers			Fare Revenue


			Fare Revenue - Complex																											Fare Revenue - Complex																											MC			$   0.78			1,184			1084			$   1,775.74


			SF Demand			Fare/Pax			Passengers			One Way Revenue			Roundtrip Revenue															SF Demand			Fare/Pax			Passengers			One Way Revenue			Roundtrip Revenue															LRV			$   0.88			3,028			3135			$   5,410.37


			MC			$   0.78			786			$   615.43			$   1,230.87						11%			341			$   267.32			MC			$   0.78			786			$   615.43			$   1,230.87						11%			421			$   330.06						Total			4,212			4219			$   7,186.11


			LRV			$   0.88			1,249			$   1,096.49			$   2,192.98						18%			543			$   476.28			LRV			$   0.88			1,249			$   1,096.49			$   2,192.98						18%			670			$   588.04						Roundtrip			8,431


			Total						2,035																					Total						2,035


			Regional Demand			$   1.25			4,931			$   6,163.75			$   12,327.50						71%			2142			$   2,677.33			Regional Demand			$   1.25			4,931			$   6,163.75			$   12,327.50						71%			2644			$   3,305.61			Fare Revenue - Complex


			Total												$   15,751.34									3026			$   3,420.93			Total												$   15,751.34									3736			$   4,223.71			SF Demand			Fare/Pax			Passengers			One Way Revenue			Roundtrip Revenue


																											$   6,841.87																											$   8,447.42			MC			$   0.78						$   - 0			$   - 0


			ALT 2 - HOURLY OPS + MILEAGE FOR MAINT																											ALT 2 - HOURLY OPS + MILEAGE FOR MAINT																											LRV			$   0.88						$   - 0			$   - 0


						Actual Cost FY12			Mileage FY12			Cost/Mile																					Actual Cost FY12			Mileage FY12			Cost/Mile																		Total						0


			Bus Maintenance			$75,009,056			18,015,881			$4.16																		Bus Maintenance			$75,009,056			18,015,881			$4.16																		Regional Demand			$   1.25						$   - 0			$   - 0


			Rail Maintenance*			$38,757,529			5,867,239			$6.61																		Rail Maintenance*			$38,757,529			5,867,239			$6.61																		Total												$   - 0





			FY12 OT Rates																											FY12 OT Rates																											ALT 2 - HOURLY OPS + MILEAGE FOR MAINT


			Operator			56.04																								Operator			56.04																											Actual Cost FY12			Mileage FY12			Cost/Mile


			Inspector			80.38																								Inspector			80.38																								Bus Maintenance			$75,009,056			18,015,881			$4.16


																																																									Rail Maintenance*			$38,757,529			5,867,239			$6.61


			Maint Cost																											Maint Cost


						Post Event Vehicles			Miles			+ Deadhead			Pre Trips			Post Trips			Mileage			Maint Cost			Notes						Post Event Vehicles			Miles			+ Deadhead			Pre Trips			Post Trips			Mileage			Maint Cost			Notes			FY12 OT Rates


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			6			7.2			12			7			136.8			$569.09			10 min service, 6 trips/hour, 2 hour			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			6			6			7.2			12			0			86.4			$359.42			10 min service, 6 trips/hour, 2 hour			Operator			56.04


			T Third Supplemental			20			5.8			6.96			14			12			361.92			$2,392.29			7 trips/hour, 2 hour			T Third Supplemental			5			5.8			6.96			14			0			194.88			$1,288.16			7 trips/hour, 2 hour			Inspector			80.38


			N Judah Extension			9			17			20.4						3			183.6			$1,213.60			1 roundtrip, 8.5 miles from Mission Bay Loop to St Francis Circle			N Judah Extension			2			17			20.4						0			0			$0.00			1 roundtrip, 8.5 miles from Mission Bay Loop to St Francis Circle


			16th St shuttle			9			4.5			5.4			24			18			226.8			$943.49			5 min service, 12 trips/hour, 2 hour			16th St shuttle			4			4.5			5.4			24			0			129.6			$539.14			5 min service, 12 trips/hour, 2 hour			Maint Cost


			Van Ness shuttle			6			9.2			11.04			12			6			198.72			$826.68			10 min service, 1 roundtrip per hour, 2 hours 			Van Ness shuttle			4			9.2			11.04			12			0			132.48			$551.12			10 min service, 1 roundtrip per hour, 2 hours 						Pre Trips			Post Trips			Miles			+ Deadhead			Mileage			Maint Cost


			Total			51															1107.84			$5,945.14						Total			21															543.36			$2,737.83						Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			6			6			7.2			93.6			$389.38


																																																									T Third Supplemental			6			9			5.8			6.96			208.8			$1,380.17			Two car trains so total x2


			Operator Cost			Post Event Vehicles			Operators			Hours			Cost															Operator Cost			Post Event Vehicles			Operators			Hours			Cost															N Judah Extension						3			17			20.4			183.6			$1,213.60			Three car train so total x3


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			7			56			3138.24															Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			6			6			48			2689.92															16th St shuttle			6			6			4.5			5.4			64.8			$269.57


			T Third Supplemental			20			10			80			4483.2															T Third Supplemental			5			5.8			46.4			2600.256															Van Ness shuttle			5			4			9.2			11.04			99.36			$413.34


			N Judah Extension			9			3			24			1344.96															N Judah Extension			2			17			136			7621.44															Total			24			28									650.16			$3,666.05


			16th St shuttle			9			9			72			4034.88															16th St shuttle			4			4.5			36			2017.44


			Van Ness shuttle			6			6			48			2689.92															Van Ness shuttle			4			9.2			73.6			4124.544																		ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			Cost


			Total			51			35			280			15691.2															Total			21			42.5			340			19053.6															ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!												Cost Less Fares V25


			Inspector Cost						8			8			5144.32															Inspector Cost						8			8			5144.32															ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!												ERROR:#REF!


																																																									ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


			TOTAL COST			$26,780.66																								TOTAL COST			$26,935.75																								ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!


																																																									ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!


																																																									Inspector Cost			8			8			$   5,144.32


			ALT 3 - NTD Maintenance / Hourly Ops																											ALT 3 - NTD Maintenance / Hourly Ops


			NTD																											NTD


																																																									TOTAL COST			ERROR:#REF!


			Cycle			36																								Cycle			36


			Trains			4																								Trains			4


			Cycles per Hour			1.6666666667																								Cycles per Hour			1.6666666667																								ALT 3 - NTD Maintenance / Hourly Ops


			Trains per Hour			6.6666666667																								Trains per Hour			6.6666666667																								NTD





			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh									Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh									Cycle			36


			MC			$   97.55			$   34.01			$   6.60			$   31.59			$   169.75			$   131.56									MC			$   97.55			$   34.01			$   6.60			$   31.59			$   169.75			$   131.56									Trains			4


			LRV			$   91.01			$   121.59			$   40.32			$   51.13			$   304.05			$   212.60									LRV			$   91.01			$   121.59			$   40.32			$   51.13			$   304.05			$   212.60									Cycles per Hour			1.6666666667


																																																									Trains per Hour			6.6666666667


			MAINT COST			Revenue Hours			Maint Cost Factor			Total																		MAINT COST			Revenue Hours			Maint Cost Factor			Total


			MC			176			$   34.01			$   5,985.76																		MC			112			$   34.01			$   3,809.12																		Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			LRV			104			$   121.59			$   12,645.36																		LRV			56			$   121.59			$   6,809.04																		MC			$   97.55			$   34.01			$   6.60			$   31.59			$   169.75			$   131.56


												$   18,631.12																					168						$   10,618.16																		LRV			$   91.01			$   121.59			$   40.32			$   51.13			$   304.05			$   212.60





			Operator Cost			Post Event Vehicles			Operators			Hours			Ops Cost			Maint Cost			Total Cost			+ Supervision			Rounded			Operator Cost			Post Event Vehicles			Operators			Hours			Ops Cost			Maint Cost			Total Cost			+ Supervision			Rounded			MAINT COST			Revenue Hours			Maint Cost Factor			Total


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			7			56			$   3,138.24			$   1,904.56			$   5,042.80			$   6,071.66			6100			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			6			6			48			$   2,689.92			$   1,632.48			$   4,322.40			$   5,351.26			5400			MC			ERROR:#REF!			$   34.01			ERROR:#REF!


			T Third Supplemental			20			10			80			$   4,483.20			$   9,727.20			$   14,210.40			$   15,239.26			15500			T Third Supplemental			5			5			40			$   2,241.60			$   4,863.60			$   7,105.20			$   8,134.06			8100			LRV			ERROR:#REF!			$   121.59			ERROR:#REF!


			N Judah Extension			9			3			24			$   1,344.96			$   2,918.16			$   4,263.12			$   5,291.98			5400			N Judah Extension			2			2			16			$   896.64			$   1,945.44			$   2,842.08			$   3,870.94			3900						ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!


			16th St shuttle			9			9			72			$   4,034.88			$   2,448.72			$   6,483.60			$   7,512.46			7500			16th St shuttle			4			4			32			$   1,793.28			$   1,088.32			$   2,881.60			$   3,910.46			6100


			Van Ness shuttle			6			6			48			$   2,689.92			$   1,632.48			$   4,322.40			$   5,351.26			5500			Van Ness shuttle			4			4			32			$   1,793.28			$   1,088.32			$   2,881.60			$   3,910.46			3900			Operator Cost			Operators			Hours			Ops Cost			Maint Cost			Inspector Cost			Total Cost


			Total						35			280			$   15,691.20			$   18,631.12			$   34,322.32			$   39,466.64			40000			Total			21			21			168			$   9,414.72			$   10,618.16			$   20,032.88			$   25,177.20			27400			Motor Coach			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!


			Inspector Cost						8			8			$   5,144.32						$   5,144.32									Inspector Cost						8			8			$   5,144.32						$   5,144.32									Light Rail			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!						ERROR:#REF!


																					$   39,466.64																											$   25,177.20									Total			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			ERROR:#REF!			$   5,144.32			ERROR:#REF!


			TOTAL COST			$   39,466.64																								TOTAL COST			$   25,177.20


																																																									TOTAL COST			ERROR:#REF!
































Summary


			45% Mode Share															25% Mode Share															Demand Split by Mode


			Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand						Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand						35% Mode Share Pre-Game															35% Mode Share Post-Game


			T Third (to Downtown)									3,511						T Third (to Downtown)									1,867						Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand						Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand


			South Bay Caltrain			210			50%			105						South Bay Caltrain			112			50%			56						T Third (to Arena)									2,955						T Third (to Downtown)									2,438


			East Bay BART			3348			70%			2,344						East Bay BART			1780			70%			1,246						South Bay Caltrain			742			50%			371						South Bay Caltrain			821			50%			411


			Superdistrict 1			1053			70%			737						Superdistrict 1			560			70%			392						East Bay BART			1,567			100%			1,567						East Bay BART			1,763			65%			1,146


			Superdistrict 2			292			20%			58						Superdistrict 2			155			20%			31						Superdistrict 1			902			70%			631						Superdistrict 1			709			70%			496


			Superdistrict 4			296			90%			266						Superdistrict 4			157			90%			142						Superdistrict 2			177			20%			35						Superdistrict 2			162			20%			32


			T Third (to Sunnydale)									187						T Third (to Sunnydale)									100						Superdistrict 4			119			90%			107						Superdistrict 4			110			90%			99


			Superdistrict 3			394			40%			158						Superdistrict 3			209			40%			84						Out of Region			243			100%			243						Out of Region			254			100%			254


			Superdistrict 4			296			10%			30						Superdistrict 4			157			10%			16						T Third (to Downtown)									74						T Third (to Sunnydale)									80


			Metro Shuttle (to Embarcadero)									1,004						Metro Shuttle (to Embarcadero)									534						Superdistrict 3			154			40%			62						Superdistrict 3			172			40%			69


			East Bay BART			3348			30%			1,004						East Bay BART			1780			30%			534						Superdistrict 4			119			10%			12						Superdistrict 4			110			10%			11


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									638						Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									339						Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									618						Metro Shuttle (to Embarcadero)									617


			AC Transit			383			100%			383						AC Transit			204			100%			204						AC Transit			125			100%			125						East Bay BART			1,763			35%			617


			SamTrans			12			100%			12						SamTrans			6			100%			6						SamTrans			18			100%			18						Transbay/Ferry Shuttle									542


			Ferry			137			100%			137						Ferry			73			100%			73						Ferry			64			100%			64						AC Transit			140			100%			140


			Golden Gate Transit			1			100%			1						Golden Gate Transit			1			100%			1						Golden Gate Transit			321			100%			321						SamTrans			20			100%			20


			Superdistrict 1			1053			10%			105						Superdistrict 1			560			10%			56						Superdistrict 1			902			10%			90						Ferry			72			100%			72


			16th Street BART Shuttle									1,181						16th Street BART Shuttle									628						16th Street BART Shuttle									243						Golden Gate Transit			479			50%			240


			South Bay BART			945			100%			945						South Bay BART			502			100%			502						South Bay BART			151			100%			151						Superdistrict 1			709			10%			71


			Superdistrict 3			394			60%			236						Superdistrict 3			209			60%			126						Superdistrict 3			154			60%			92						16th Street BART Shuttle									270


			Van Ness Avenue Shuttle									386						Van Ness Avenue Shuttle									205						Out of Region			243			0%			0						South Bay BART			167			100%			167


			Superdistrict 1			1053			20%			211						Superdistrict 1			560			20%			112						Van Ness Avenue Shuttle									287						Superdistrict 3			172			60%			103


			Superdistrict 2			292			60%			175						Superdistrict 2			155			60%			93						Superdistrict 1			902			20%			180						Out of Region			254			0%			0


			22 Fillmore (Existing)									58						22 Fillmore (Existing)									31						Superdistrict 2			177			60%			106						Van Ness Avenue Shuttle									239


			Superdistrict 2			292			20%			58						Superdistrict 2			155			20%			31						Out of Region			243			0%			0						Superdistrict 1			709			20%			142


			Walk from Caltrain			210			50%			105						Walk from Caltrain			112			50%			56						22 Fillmore (Existing)									35						Superdistrict 2			162			60%			97


			TOTAL									7,071						TOTAL									3,760						Superdistrict 2			177			20%			35						Out of Region			254			0%			0


																																	Walk from Caltrain			742			50%			371						22 Fillmore (Existing)									32


																																	TOTAL									4,583						Superdistrict 2			162			20%			32


																																																Walk from Caltrain			821			50%			411


																																																TOTAL									4,630


																																	Demand Split by District


																																	35% Mode Share Pre-Game															35% Mode Share Post-Game


																																	Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand						Post Game Demand Split by Mode			Total Demand by Location			Percentage of Demand Assigned			Total Customer Demand


																																	Superdistrict 1			808												Superdistrict 1			587


																																	T Third (towards Arena)						70%			566						T Third (towards Downtown)						70%			411


																																	Transbay/Ferry Shuttle						10%			81						Transbay/Ferry Shuttle						10%			59


																																	Van Ness Avenue Shuttle						20%			162						Van Ness Avenue Shuttle						20%			117


																																	Superdistrict 2			209												Superdistrict 2			162


																																	T Third (towards Arena)						20%			42						T Third (towards Downtown)						20%			32


																																	Van Ness Avenue Shuttle						60%			125						Van Ness Avenue Shuttle						60%			97


																																	22 Fillmore (Existing)						20%			42						22 Fillmore (Existing)						20%			32


																																	Superdistrict 3			351												Superdistrict 3			281


																																	T Third (towards Downtown)						40%			140						T Third (towards Sunnydale)						40%			112


																																	16th Street BART Shuttle						60%			211						16th Street BART Shuttle						60%			169


																																	Superdistrict 4			224												Superdistrict 4			167


																																	T Third (towards Downtown)						10%			22						T Third (towards Sunnydale)						10%			17


																																	T Third (towards Arena)						90%			202						T Third (towards Downtown)						90%			150


																																	East Bay			2,460												East Bay			2,481


																																	BART - T Third (towards Arena)			2,195			100%			2,195						BART - T Third (towards Downtown)			2,214			65%			1,439


																																	AC Transit - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			175			100%			175						BART - Metro Shuttle to Embarcadero			2,214			35%			775


																																	Ferry - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			90			100%			90						AC Transit - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			176			100%			176


																																	North Bay			0												Ferry - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			91			100%			91


																																	Golden Gate Transit - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			0			100%			0						North Bay			2


																																	Ferry - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			0			100%			0						Golden Gate Transit - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			1			100%			1


																																	South Bay			443												Ferry - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			1			100%			1


																																	BART - 16th Street BART Shuttle			361			100%			361						South Bay			449


																																	Caltrain - T Third (towards Arena)			73			50%			37						BART - 16th Street BART Shuttle			366			100%			366


																																	Caltrain - Walk			73			50%			37						Caltrain - T Third (towards Downtown)			74			50%			37


																																	Samtrans - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			9			100%			9						Caltrain - Walk			74			50%			37


																																	Out of Region			201												Samtrans - Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			9			100%			9


																																	T Third (towards Arena)						100%			201						Out of Region			194


																																	TOTAL									4,696						T Third (towards Downtown)						100%			194


																																																TOTAL									4,323











35% Mode Share - 5-6pm Pre-Peak


			PRE GAME SERVICE - 5-6pm Before Peak of Game Demand


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			Approximate Headway			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			61			Articulated Bus			93			1			3			1			279			6			7			51			5			57			19			Assume pre-game service starts at 5:30 pm at 15 min with 3 coaches


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			403			2 Car Train			238			1			30			15			1078


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T line schedule of 8 min long, 8 min short			T Third Fleet Plan 5-6 pm hour at 4th/King Station - 1078 available capacity
4 minute combined frequency (long/short at 8 min each)


			T Third Special Event Service*						2 Car Train			238			2			0			0			0			NA			NA			30			6			36			ERROR:#DIV/0!			No extra service needed in 5-6pm hour however trains would likely operate


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			65			No Additional Service Needed															65			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T long line 8 min service


																								


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			16th St Shuttle			108			Standard Bus			63			1			2			2			126			4.5			10			27			3			29.7			15			Two trips departing in 5-6pm hour


			Van Ness Shuttle			58			Standard Bus			63			1			1			1			63			9.2			10			55			6			61			61			One trip departing in the 5-6pm hour


			22 Fillmore			14			No Additional Service Needed															14			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			ERROR:#VALUE!


			Total			709																		1625


			*Additional capacity is lower than extra service demand.  It is expected that boarding and alighting activity distribution along 4th Street in the Central Subway will accommodate the difference in demand versus capacity.





			Walk			Factor			Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			44			Customer turnover at Caltrain can accommodate extra demand from Caltrain Station





			T line Southbound Customers (to arena)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			44			assumes people ride through to 4th/King. 22nd Street is not legible and is a walk to the transit connection.


			East Bay BART			1.00			219			all east bay pre-event take T at Powell


			SD1			0.70			56			boarding spread out alone T third (including Folsom)


			SD4			0.90			44


			SD2			0.20			14			Inner N Judah and Geary/California folks would head east and transfer to T


			Out of Region			1.00			26


			Total						403





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0			0








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00			17


			Samtrans			1.00			2


			Ferry			1.00			9			need pre-event routing?


			North Bay (GGT + FERRY)			1.00			25


			SD1			0.10			8


			Total						61





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20			16


			SD2			0.60			42


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						58





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60			90


			South Bay BART			1.00			18


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						108





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20			14





			T line Nouthbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40			60


			SD4			0.10			5


			Total						65





			GRAND TOTAL						753





			Customers


			LRV			468


			Motor Coach			241


			Walk			44


						753





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK			4-6 PM			6-8 PM			Tally Total


			SD1			80			902			1


			SD2			70			177			1


			SD3			150			154			1


			SD4			49			119			1


			East Bay			245			1756			3


			BART			219			1567			1


			AC Transit			17			125			1


			Ferry			9			64			1


			North Bay			25			321


			GGT			14			177


			Ferry			11			144


			South Bay			108			911			3


			BART			18			151			1


			Caltrain			88			742			1


			Samtrans			2			18			1


			Out of Region			26			243


			TOTAL			753			4583			10






































35% Mode Share - Pre-Peak Event


			PRE GAME SERVICE - Peak Game Demand									Key difference: 1 less peak 2-car T Third; 3 more articulated buses (7 total); 3 less standard buses (8 total); Net neutral buses at 15


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			Approximate Headway			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			618			Articulated Bus			93			1.0			7			7			651			6			7			51			5			57			8			Assume pre game would start as 10 minute service


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			2955			2 Car Train			238			1			30			15			1530


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T line schedule of 8 min long, 8 min short			T Third Fleet Plan 6-7pm hour at Union Square Station - 1526 available capacity
4 minute combined frequency (long/short at 8 min each)


			T Third Special Event Service*						2 Car Train			238			2			6			6			1428			NA			NA			30			6			36			12			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
3 2-car trains needed and will make 6 trips in peak hour at 36 min cycle


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			74			No Additional Service Needed															74			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T long line 8 min service


																								


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			16th St Shuttle			243			Standard Bus			63			2			3			6			378			4.5			10			27			3			29.7			10			two cycles assuming protected ROW / Service every 10 minutes


			Van Ness Shuttle			287			Standard Bus			63			1			5			5			315			9.2			10			55			6			61			12			Service every 12 minutes


			22 Fillmore			35			No Additional Service Needed															35			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			ERROR:#VALUE!


			Total			4212																		4411


			*Additional capacity is lower than extra service demand.  It is expected that boarding and alighting activity distribution along 4th Street in the Central Subway will accommodate the difference in demand versus capacity.





			Walk			Factor			Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			371			Customer turnover at Caltrain can accommodate extra demand from Caltrain Station





			T line Southbound Customers (to arena)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			371			assumes people ride through to 4th/King. 22nd Street is not legible and is a walk to the transit connection.


			East Bay BART			1.00			1567			all east bay pre-event take T at Powell


			SD1			0.70			631			boarding spread out alone T third (including Folsom)


			SD4			0.90			107


			SD2			0.20			35			Inner N Judah and Geary/California folks would head east and transfer to T


			Out of Region			1.00			243


			Total						2955





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0			0








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00			125


			Samtrans			1.00			18


			Ferry			1.00			64			need pre-event routing?


			North Bay (GGT + FERRY)			1.00			321


			SD1			0.10			90


			Total						618





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20			180			allocate more riders or eliminate


			SD2			0.60			106


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						287





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60			92


			South Bay BART			1.00			151


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						243





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20			35





			T line Nouthbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40			62


			SD4			0.10			12


			Total						74





			GRAND TOTAL						4583





			Customers


			LRV			3028


			Motor Coach			1184


			Walk			371


						4583





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK			4-6 PM			6-8 PM			Tally Total


			SD1			80			902			1


			SD2			70			177			1


			SD3			150			154			1


			SD4			49			119			1


			East Bay			245			1756			3


			BART			219			1567			1


			AC Transit			17			125			1


			Ferry			9			64			1


			North Bay			25			321


			GGT			14			177


			Ferry			11			144


			South Bay			108			911			3


			BART			18			151			1


			Caltrain			88			742			1


			Samtrans			2			18			1


			Out of Region			26			243


			TOTAL			753			4583			10






































35% Mode Share - Post-Peak Even


			POST GAME SERVICE			Key difference: 1 more articulated coaches (6 total); 2 less standard coaches (8 total); net loss in 2 coaches; net gain in 1 LRV


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			542			Articulated Bus			93			1			6			6			558			6			7			51			5			57			Load and go


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			3175			2 Car Train			238			1			8			4			0			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			*In order to maintain capacity for trunk customers, existing T line service would be waved through and would not pick up passengers. Assumes 15 minute frequency and four scheduled trains pass through


			T Third Special Event Service						2 Car Train			238			1			18			9			2142			NA			NA			30			6			36			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
9 2-car trains needed.  Trains depart approximately every 4 min.


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero						3 Car Train			357			1			9			3			1071			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Special Metro Trips to Embarcadero BART / 2 trips only
3 car trains / Need to expand UCSF platform


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			80			No Additional Service Needed															80			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th St Shuttle			270			Standard Bus			63			1.5			4			6			378			4.5			10			27			3			30			Vehicles initially load and go
Half of vehicles come back for a second trip


			Van Ness Shuttle			239			Standard Bus			63			1			4			4			252			9.2			10			55			6			61			Fewer VN vehicles needed/Shift to 16th Street Shuttle
All vehicles load and go


			22 Fillmore			32			No Additional Service Needed															32			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			4339																		4513








			Walk			Factor			Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			411





			T line Customers (to downtown)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			411


			East Bay BART			0.65			1146


			SD1			0.70			496			496


			SD4			0.90			99			99


			SD2			0.20			32			32


			Out of Region			1.00			254			254


			Total						2438





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0.35			617


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.50			120





			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00			140


			Samtrans			1.00			20


			Ferry			1.00			72


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.50			240


			SD1			0.10			71


			Total						542





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20			142


			SD2			0.60			97


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						239





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60			103


			South Bay BART			1.00			167


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						270





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20			32





			T line Southbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40			69


			SD4			0.10			11


			Total						80





			GRAND TOTAL						4749





			Customers


			LRV			3255


			Motor Coach			1084


			Walk			411


						4749





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						9-11 PM			Tally Total


			SD1						709			1


			SD2						162			1


			SD3						172			1


			SD4						110			1


			East Bay						1975			3


			BART						1763			1


			AC Transit						140			1


			Ferry						72			1


			North Bay						479


			GGT						264


			Ferry						215


			South Bay						1008			3


			BART						167			1


			Caltrain						821			1


			Samtrans						20			1


			Out of Region						254


			TOTAL						4869			10








			Service Hours


			Cost


			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint						Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			MC			107.15			32.38			6.81						30.18			176.52			139.53


			LRV			104.34			126.1			49.68						50.15			330.27			230.44








			Vehicle Summary			Pre						Post						Hours Per Shift						Total Hours						Cost


						Cars			Trains			Cars			Trains			Pre			Post			Pre			Post


			T Third Supplemental Service			6			3			18			9			4			4			12			36			$   11,061


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			0			0			9			3			4			4			0			12			$   2,765


			16th Street Shuttle			3			3			4			4			4			4			12			16			$   3,907


			Van Ness Shuttle			5			5			4			4			4			4			20			16			$   5,023


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			7			6			6			4			4			28			24			$   7,256


			TOTAL																											$   30,012








35% No Event Weekday


			No Event


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			453			2 Car Train			242			4						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			73			2 Car Train			242			1						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			22 Fillmore			162			Standard Coach			63			3						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			688												0





						Outbound (away from Arena)						Inbound (to Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			37			0.50			2





			T line (northbound)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			37			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			194			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			15			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			2			0.00			0


			Ferry			1.00			8			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			18			0.00			0


			SD1			1.00			66			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			38			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			32


			SD4			1.00			52			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			23			0.00			0


			Total						453						32





			T line Southbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			21


			SD2			0.00			0			0.75			13


			SD3			0.40			73			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			9


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			7


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			2


			East Bay BART									1.00			17


			AC Transit									1.00			1


			Samtrans									1.00			0


			Ferry									1.00			1


			GGT									1.00			0


			Total						73						71





			22 Fillmore


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			38			0.25			4


			SD3			0.60			109			0.60			47


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			15			1.00			1


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						162						53





			GRAND TOTAL						724						157





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK			In			Out


			SD1			21			66


			SD2			17			76


			SD3			79			182


			SD4			9			52


			East Bay			19			217


			BART			17			194


			AC Transit			1			15


			Ferry			1			8


			North Bay			0			18


			GGT			0			10


			Ferry			0			8


			South Bay			5			90


			BART			1			15


			Caltrain			4			73


			Samtrans			0			2


			Out of Region			7			23


			TOTAL			157			724








			Cost


			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			MC			107.15			32.38			6.81			30.18			176.52			139.53


			LRV			104.34			126.1			49.68			50.15			330.27			230.44






























































35% No Event WeekEND


			No Event - Weekend


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			216			2 Car Train			242			2			216			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			64			2 Car Train			242			1			64			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			22 Fillmore			122			Standard Coach			63			2			122			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			402												402





						Outbound (away from Arena)						Inbound (to Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			12			0.50			2





			T line (northbound)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			12			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			79			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			6			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			1			0.00			0


			Ferry			1.00			3			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			5			0.00			0


			SD1			1.00			47			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			22			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			52


			SD4			1.00			27			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			14			0.00			0


			Total						216						52





			T line Southbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			35


			SD2			0.00			0			0.75			21


			SD3			0.40			64			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			16


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			9


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			2


			East Bay BART									1.00			32


			AC Transit									1.00			3


			Samtrans									1.00			0


			Ferry									1.00			1


			GGT									1.00			0


			Total						64						119





			22 Fillmore


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			22			0.25			7


			SD3			0.60			95			0.60			79


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			5			1.00			1


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						122						87





			GRAND TOTAL						413						260





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK			In			Out


			SD1			35			47


			SD2			28			44


			SD3			131			159


			SD4			16			27


			East Bay			36			88


			BART			32			79


			AC Transit			3			6


			Ferry			1			3


			North Bay			0			5


			GGT			0			3


			Ferry			0			2


			South Bay			5			29


			BART			1			5


			Caltrain			4			23


			Samtrans			0			1


			Out of Region			9			14


			TOTAL			260			413








			Cost


			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			MC			107.15			32.38			6.81			30.18			176.52			139.53


			LRV			104.34			126.1			49.68			50.15			330.27			230.44






























































35% Convention Event


			Convention Event - 4-6 PM


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			1018			2 Car Train			238			0			821			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4 minute PM peak frequency
5-6pm - Excess capacity (at 85%) is 821 customers at 4th/Folsom


			T Third Northbound Special Event Service						2 Car Train			238			2			238																		1 2-car train is needed


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			68			2 Car Train			238			0			68			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8 minute PM peak frequency south of Mission Bay Loop


			22 Fillmore			163			Standard Coach			63			0			163			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Demand same as "No event" day


			Total			1249												1290





						Inbound (to Arena)						Outbound (away from Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			6			0.50			52





			T line Southbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			6			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			37			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			3			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			0			0.00			0


			Ferry (EB)			1.00			2			0.00			0


			Ferry (NB)			1.00			1			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			1			0.00			0


			SD1			1.00			56			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			9			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			67.6


			SD4			1.00			11			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			13			0.00			0


			Total						138						68





			T line Northbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			411


			SD2			0.00			0			0.50			41


			SD3			0.40			24			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			70


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			91


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			52


			East Bay BART									1.00			308


			AC Transit									1.00			25


			Samtrans									1.00			2


			Ferry									1.00			8


			GGT									1.00			10


			Total						24						1018





			22 Fillmore


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			8.5			0.50			41


			SD3			0.60			35.4			0.60			101.4


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			2			1.00			21


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						46						163





			GRAND TOTAL						213						1300





			Customers


			LRV			1085


			Motor Coach			163


			Walk			52


						1300





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK			4-6PM out			4-6PM out


			SD1			56			411


			SD2			17			82


			SD3			59			169


			SD4			11			70


			East Bay			42			346


			BART			37			308


			AC Transit			3			25


			Ferry			2			13


			North Bay			2			18


			GGT Buses			1			10


			Ferry			1			8


			South Bay			13			126


			BART			2			21


			Caltrain			11			103


			Samtrans			0			2


			Out of Region			13			91


			TOTAL			213			1313





			Cost


			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint			Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			MC			107.15			32.38			6.81			30.18			176.52			139.53


			LRV			104.34			126.1			49.68			50.15			330.27			230.44

















35% Basketball - Weekend Pre


			PRE GAME SERVICE - Weekend Peak Game Demand


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			Approximate Headway			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			727			Articulated Bus			93			1.1			7			8			742			6			7			51			5			57			8			Service every 8-9 minutes; assumes 1 vehicle make 2 trips


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			2911			2 Car Train			238			1			12			0			0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T line schedule of 8 min long, 8 min short			10 minute long line service


			T Third Special Event Service*						2 Car Train			238			2			12			12			2856			NA			NA			30			6			36			6			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			63			No Additional Service Needed															63			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T long line 8 min service


																								


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on expected excess capacity based on demend of regularly scheduled T service from 6-7 (see related spreadsheet) 			16th St Shuttle			233			Standard Bus			63			2			3			6			378			4.5			10			27			3			29.7			10			two cycles assuming protected ROW / Service every 10 minutes


			Van Ness Shuttle			239			Standard Bus			63			1			4			4			252			9.2			10			55			6			61			15			Service every 15 minutes


			22 Fillmore			29			No Additional Service Needed															29			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			ERROR:#VALUE!


			Total			4202																		4321


			*Additional capacity is lower than extra service demand.  It is expected that boarding and alighting activity distribution along 4th Street in the Central Subway will accommodate the difference in demand versus capacity.





			Walk			Factor			Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			375





			T line Southbound Customers (to arena)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			375			assumes people ride through to 4th/King. 22nd Street is not legible and is a walk to the transit connection.


			East Bay BART			1.00			1622			all east bay pre-event take T at Powell


			SD1			0.70			529			boarding spread out alone T third (including Folsom)


			SD4			0.90			81


			SD2			0.20			29			Inner N Judah and Geary/California folks would head east and transfer to T


			Out of Region			1.00			275


			Total						2911





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0			0








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00			129


			Samtrans			1.00			18


			Ferry			1.00			67			need pre-event routing?


			North Bay (GGT + FERRY)			1.00			437


			SD1			0.10			76


			Total						727





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20			151			allocate more riders or eliminate


			SD2			0.60			88


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						239





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60			81


			South Bay BART			1.00			152


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						233





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20			29





			T line Nouthbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40			54


			SD4			0.10			9


			Total						63





			GRAND TOTAL						4577





			Customers


			LRV			2974


			Motor Coach			1228


			Walk			375


						4577





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						7-9 PM			Tally Total


			SD1						755			1


			SD2						147			1


			SD3						135			1


			SD4						90			1


			East Bay						1818			3


			BART						1622			1


			AC Transit						129			1


			Ferry						67			1


			North Bay						437


			GGT						241


			Ferry						196


			South Bay						920			3


			BART						152			1


			Caltrain						750			1


			Samtrans						18			1


			Out of Region						275


			TOTAL						4577			10






































35% Basketball - Weekend Post


			POST GAME SERVICE - WEEKEND


			Not updated/based on original information


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			727			Articulated Bus			93			1.0			8			8			744			6			7			51			5			57			All vehicles load and go


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			2911			2 Car Train			238			1			8			4			0			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			*In order to maintain capacity for trunk customers, existing T line service would be waved through and would not pick up passengers. Assumes 15 minute frequency and four scheduled trains pass through


			T Third Special Event Service						2 Car Train			238			1			20			10			2380			NA			NA			30			6			36			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
9 2-car trains needed.  Only one trip needed per train.


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero						3 Car Train			357			1			6			2			714			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			Special Metro Trips to Embarcadero BART / 2 trips only
3 car trains / Need to expand UCSF platform


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			63			No Additional Service Needed															63			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th St Shuttle			233			Standard Bus			63			1.5			4			6			378			4.5			10			27			3			30			Vehicles initially load and go
Half of vehicles come back for a second trip


			Van Ness Shuttle			239			Standard Bus			63			1			4			4			252			9.2			10			55			6			61			Fewer VN vehicles needed/Shift to 16th Street Shuttle
All vehicles load and go


			22 Fillmore			29			No Additional Service Needed															29			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			4202																		4560








			Walk			Factor			Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			375





			T line Customers (to downtown)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			375


			East Bay BART			0.65			1054


			SD1			0.70			529


			SD4			0.90			81


			SD2			0.20			29


			Out of Region			1.00			275


			Total						2343





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0.35			568








			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00			129


			Samtrans			1.00			18


			Ferry			1.00			67


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			1.00			437


			SD1			0.10			76


			Total						727





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20			151


			SD2			0.60			88


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						239





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60			81


			South Bay BART			1.00			152


			Out of Region			0.00			0


			Total						233





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20			29





			T line Southbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40			54


			SD4			0.10			9


			Total						63





			GRAND TOTAL						4577





			Customers


			LRV			2974


			Motor Coach			1228


			Walk			375


						4577





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						9-11 PM			Tally Total


			SD1						755			1


			SD2						147			1


			SD3						135			1


			SD4						90			1


			East Bay						1818			3


			BART						1622			1


			AC Transit						129			1


			Ferry						67			1


			North Bay						437


			GGT						241


			Ferry						196


			South Bay						920			3


			BART						152			1


			Caltrain						750			1


			Samtrans						18			1


			Out of Region						275


			TOTAL						4577			10








			Service Hours


			Cost


			Cost			Ops			Maint			Non Veh Maint						Admin			Total			Total Less Admin/Non Veh


			MC			107.15			32.38			6.81						30.18			176.52			139.53


			LRV			104.34			126.1			49.68						50.15			330.27			230.44








			Vehicle Summary			Pre						Post						Hours Per Shift						Total Hours						Cost


						Cars			Trains			Cars			Trains			Pre			Post			Pre			Post


			T Third Supplemental Service			6			3			20			10			4			4			12			40			$   11,983


			Metro Shuttle via Embarcadero			0			0			6			2			4			4			0			8			$   1,844


			16th Street Shuttle			3			3			4			4			4			4			12			16			$   3,907


			Van Ness Shuttle			5			5			4			4			4			4			20			16			$   5,023


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			7			7			8			8			4			4			28			32			$   8,372


			TOTAL																											$   31,128








35% Concert Pre - ASSUMED


			CONCERT SERVICE - PRE SERVICE - ASSUMED


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			Approximate Headway			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			0			Standard Bus			63			1			0			0			0			6			7			51			5			57			ERROR:#DIV/0!


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			2928			2 Car Train			238			1			--			0			1530			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T line schedule of 8 min long, 8 min short			T Third Fleet Plan 6-7pm hour at Union Square Station - 1526 available capacity
4 minute combined frequency (long/short at 8 min each)


			T Third Special Event Service*						2 Car Train			238			2			3			6			1428			NA			NA			30			6			36			24.0			*Fleet Plan and CS cycle time is 36 min
1 2-car + 1 1-car trains needed and will make 6 trips in peak hour at 36 min cycle


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			59			No Additional Service Needed															59			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T long line 8 min service


			16th St Shuttle			324			Articulated Bus			94			1.5			3			4.5			423			4.5			10			27			3			29.7			9.9


			Van Ness Shuttle			0			Standard Bus			63			1			0			0			0			9.2			10			55			6			61			ERROR:#DIV/0!


			22 Fillmore			24			No Additional Service Needed															24			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			ERROR:#VALUE!


			Total			3335																		3464


			*Additional capacity is lower than extra service demand.  It is expected that boarding and alighting activity distribution along 4th Street in the Central Subway will accommodate the difference in demand versus capacity.





			Walk			Factor									Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5									304





			T line Southbound Customers (to arena)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50									304			assumes people ride through to 4th/King. 22nd Street is not legible and is a walk to the transit connection.


			East Bay BART			1.00									1305			all east bay pre-event take T at Powell


			SD1			0.70									367			boarding spread out alone T third (including Folsom)


			SD4			0.90									73


			SD2			0.20									24			Inner N Judah and Geary/California folks would head east and transfer to T


			Out of Region			1.00									188


			VN shuttle			0.50									88.43


			Transbay shuttle			1.00									401


			N Line Customers (to EMB)			0.50									177


			Total												2928





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0									0


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.5									177


			Total												177





			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00									104


			Samtrans			1.00									15


			Ferry			1.00									53


			SD1			0.10									52


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.50									177


			Total												401





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20									105			allocate more riders or eliminate


			SD2			0.60									72


			Out of Region			0.00									0


			Total												177





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60									76


			South Bay BART			1.00									159


			Out of Region			0.00									0


			VN shuttle			0.50									88.43


			Total												324





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20									24





			T line Northbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40									51


			SD4			0.10									8


			Total												59





			GRAND TOTAL			15									3639





			Customers


			LRV			2987


			Motor Coach			348


			Walk			304


						3639





						% of Concert from Pre-Game Basketball												74%


			CHECK												6-8 PM			Tally Total


			SD1												525			1


			SD2												120			1


			SD3												127			1


			SD4												81			1


			East Bay												1462


			BART												1305			1


			AC Transit												104			1


			Ferry												53			1


			North Bay												354


			GGT												195


			Ferry												159			1


			South Bay												746


			BART												124			1


			Caltrain												608			1


			Samtrans												15			1


			Out of Region												188			1.00


			TOTAL												3603
































35% Concert Post


			CONCERT SERVICE - POST - 74% of a Weekday Basketball Game


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Cycles			Vehicles (Cars)			trips			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			Approximate Headway			NOTES


			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle			0			Standard Bus			63			1			0			0			0			6			7			51			5			57			ERROR:#DIV/0!


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			2928			2 Car Train			238			1			--			0			0			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			4.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T line schedule of 8 min long, 8 min short


			T Third Special Event Service*						2 Car Train			238			1			25			12.5			2975			NA			NA			30			6			36			2.9			12 2-car trains and 1 1-car train


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			59			No Additional Service Needed															59			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			8.0


Kirschbaum, Julie B: Kirschbaum, Julie B:
hardcoded based on T long line 8 min service


			16th St Shuttle			324			Articulated Bus			94			1.5			3			4.5			423			4.5			10			27			3			29.7			9.9


			Van Ness Shuttle			0			Standard Bus			63			1			0			0			0			9.2			10			55			6			61			ERROR:#DIV/0!


			22 Fillmore			24			No Additional Service Needed															24			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA			ERROR:#VALUE!


			Total			3335																		3481


			*Additional capacity is lower than extra service demand.  It is expected that boarding and alighting activity distribution along 4th Street in the Central Subway will accommodate the difference in demand versus capacity.





			Walk			Factor									Total


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5									304





			T line Southbound Customers (to arena)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50									304			assumes people ride through to 4th/King. 22nd Street is not legible and is a walk to the transit connection.


			East Bay BART			1.00									1305			all east bay pre-event take T at Powell


			SD1			0.70									367			boarding spread out alone T third (including Folsom)


			SD4			0.90									73


			SD2			0.20									24			Inner N Judah and Geary/California folks would head east and transfer to T


			Out of Region			1.00									188


			VN shuttle			0.50									88.43


			Transbay shuttle			1.00									401


			N Line Customers (to EMB)			0.50									177


			Total												2928





			N line Customers (to EMB)


			East Bay BART			0									0


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.5									177


			Total												177





			Transbay/Ferry Shuttle


			AC Transit			1.00									104


			Samtrans			1.00									15


			Ferry			1.00									53


			SD1			0.10									52


			North Bay (GGT+Ferry)			0.50									177


			Total												401





			VN Shuttle


			SD1			0.20									105			allocate more riders or eliminate


			SD2			0.60									72


			Out of Region			0.00									0


			Total												177





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD3			0.60									76


			South Bay BART			1.00									159


			Out of Region			0.00									0


			VN shuttle			0.50									88.43


			Total												324





			22 Fillmore (no extra service needed)


			SD2			0.20									24





			T line Northbound (no extra service needed)


			SD3			0.40									51


			SD4			0.10									8


			Total												59





			GRAND TOTAL			15									3639





			Customers


			LRV			2987


			Motor Coach			348


			Walk			304


						3639





						% of Concert from Pre-Game Basketball												74%


			CHECK												6-8 PM			Tally Total


			SD1												525			1


			SD2												120			1


			SD3												127			1


			SD4												81			1


			East Bay												1462


			BART												1305			1


			AC Transit												104			1


			Ferry												53			1


			North Bay												354


			GGT												195


			Ferry												159			1


			South Bay												746


			BART												124			1


			Caltrain												608			1


			Samtrans												15			1


			Out of Region												188			1.00


			TOTAL												3603
































35% ArenaTheater


			Post Event - Arena Theater						ASSUMES 18% OF A PRE-GAME RIDERSHIP FOR BASKETBALL GAME - SAME MODE SHARES


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			727			2 Car Train			242			6			726			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			12			2 Car Train			242			1						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th Street BART Shuttle			63			Articulated Coach			94			1			94			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			803												820





						Outbound (away from Arena)						Inbound (to Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			74			0.50			0





			T line (northbound)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			74			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			317			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			25			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			4			0.00			0


			East Bay Ferry			1.00			13			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			48			0.00			0


			North Bay Ferry			1.00			39


			SD1			1.00			128			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			15			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			0


			SD4			1.00			20			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			46			0.00			0


			Total						727						0





			T line Southbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			0


			SD2			0.00			0			0.75			0


			SD3			0.40			12			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			0


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			0


			East Bay BART									1.00			0


			AC Transit									1.00			0


			Samtrans									1.00			0


			Ferry									1.00			0


			GGT									1.00			0


			Total						12						0





			22 Fillmore


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			14.58			0.25			0


			SD3			0.60			19			0.60			0


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			30.06			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						63						0





			GRAND TOTAL						876						0





			Customers


			LRV			739


			Motor Coach			63


			Walk			74


						876





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						Out			18%			Factor of Pre-Game Basketball


			SD1						128


			SD2						29


			SD3						31


			SD4						20


			East Bay						355.5


			BART						317


			AC Transit						25


			Ferry						13


			North Bay						86.22


			GGT						47.52


			Ferry						39


			South Bay						181


			BART						30


			Caltrain						148


			Samtrans						4


			Out of Region						46


			TOTAL						876
























































35% Family Show


			Post Event - Family Show						ASSUMES 29% OF A PRE-GAME RIDERSHIP FOR BASKETBALL GAME - SAME MODE SHARES


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			1171			2 Car Train			242			10			1210			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			20			2 Car Train			242			1						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th Street BART Shuttle			102			Standard Coaches			63			2			126			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			1293												1336





						Outbound (away from Arena)						Inbound (to Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			119			0.50			0





			T line (northbound)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			119			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			511			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			41			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			6			0.00			0


			East Bay Ferry			1.00			21			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			77			0.00			0


			North Bay Ferry			1.00			62			0.00


			SD1			1.00			206			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			23			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			0


			SD4			1.00			32			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			74			0.00			0


			Total						1171						0





			T line Southbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			0


			SD2			0.00			0			0.75			0


			SD3			0.40			20			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			0


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			0


			East Bay BART									1.00			0


			AC Transit									1.00			0


			Samtrans									1.00			0


			Ferry									1.00			0


			GGT									1.00			0


			Total						20						0





			22 Fillmore


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			23.49			0.25			0


			SD3			0.60			30			0.60			0


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			48.43			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						102						0





			GRAND TOTAL						1412						0





			Customers


			LRV			1191


			Motor Coach			102


			Walk			119


						1412





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						Out			29%			Factor of Pre-Game Basketball


			SD1						206


			SD2						47


			SD3						50


			SD4						32


			East Bay						573


			BART						511


			AC Transit						41


			Ferry						21


			North Bay						139


			GGT						77


			Ferry						62


			South Bay						292


			BART						48


			Caltrain						238


			Samtrans						6


			Out of Region						74


			TOTAL						1412
























































35% Other Sport


			Post Event - Other Sporting Event						ASSUMES 41% OF A PRE-GAME RIDERSHIP FOR BASKETBALL GAME - SAME MODE SHARES


			Service			Extra Service Demand			Vehicle Type			Capacity			Vehicles Required			PAX carried			Miles			MPH			Running Time			Staging/ Layover			Roundtrip Travel Time			NOTES


			T Third Northbound Regular Scheduled Service			1656			2 Car Train			242			14			1694			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			T Third Southbound Regular Scheduled Service			28			2 Car Train			242			1						NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			16th Street BART Shuttle			144			Articulated Coaches			93			2			186			NA			NA			NA			NA			NA


			Total			1828												1880





						Outbound (away from Arena)						Inbound (to Arena)


			Walk			Factor			Outbound			Factor			Inbound


			South Bay Caltrain			0.5			168			0.50			0





			T line (northbound)


			South Bay Caltrain			0.50			168			0.00			0


			East Bay BART			1.00			723			0.00			0


			AC Transit			1.00			57			0.00			0


			Samtrans			1.00			8			0.00			0


			East Bay Ferry			1.00			30			0.00			0


			GGT			1.00			108			0.00			0


			North Bay Ferry			1.00			88


			SD1			1.00			291			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			33			0.00			0


			SD3			0.00			0			0.40			0


			SD4			1.00			45			0.00			0


			Out of Region			1.00			104			0.00			0


			Total						1656						0





			T line Southbound


			SD1			0.00			0			1.00			0


			SD2			0.00			0			0.75			0


			SD3			0.40			28			0.00			0


			SD4			0.00			0			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			1.00			0


			South Bay Caltrain									0.50			0


			East Bay BART									1.00			0


			AC Transit									1.00			0


			Samtrans									1.00			0


			Ferry									1.00			0


			GGT									1.00			0


			Total						28						0





			16th Street Shuttle


			SD1			0.00			0			0.00			0


			SD2			0.50			33.21			0.25			0


			SD3			0.60			42			0.60			0


			SD4			0.00			0			0.00			0


			South Bay BART			1.00			68.47			1.00			0


			Out of Region			0.00			0			0.00			0


			Total						144						0





			GRAND TOTAL						1996						0





			Customers


			LRV			1684


			Motor Coach			144


			Walk			168


						1996





						Figures from Jose


			CHECK						Out			41%			Factor of Pre-Game Basketball


			SD1						291


			SD2						66


			SD3						71


			SD4						45


			East Bay						810


			BART						723


			AC Transit						57


			Ferry						30


			North Bay						196


			GGT						108.24


			Ferry						88


			South Bay						413


			BART						68


			Caltrain						337


			Samtrans						8


			Out of Region						104


			TOTAL						1996
























































Draft Shuttle Schedules


			Ferry/Transbay Shuttle Schedule


			Depart			Vehicle #			Roundtrip/Return to Origin


			17:30			1			18:27


			17:45			2			18:42


			18:00			3			18:57


			18:12			4			18:42


			18:20			5			18:50


			18:28			1			18:58


			18:36			6			19:06


			18:44			2			19:14


			18:52			7			19:22


			19:00			3			19:30


			Van Ness Shuttles


			Depart			Vehicle #			Roundtrip/Return to Origin


			17:42			1			18:42


			17:54			2			18:54


			18:06			3			19:06


			18:18			4			19:18


			18:30			5			19:30


			16th Street Shuttle


			Depart			Vehicle #			Roundtrip/Return to Origin


			17:30			1			18:00


			17:40			2			18:10


			17:50			3			18:20


			18:00			1			18:30


			18:10			2			18:40


			18:20			3			18:50


			18:30			1			19:00


			18:40			2			19:10


			18:50			3			19:20


			19:00			1			19:30





















3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 


 
On Feb 4, 2015, at 3:47 PM, Flynn, Jeffrey <Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com> wrote:


Here are a summary of the service plans in headways.  For the non-basketball and 
convention events, we projected demand based on a percentage of the basketball 
games.  Also note that these plans will change with different demand numbers.
 
Weekday Basketball Game – Pre-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – 10 min
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
Van Ness Shuttle – 12 min
 
Weekday Basketball game – Post-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – On demand, load and go
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 4 min


16th Street Shuttle – 7-8 min
Van Ness Shuttle – On demand, load and go
 
Weekend Basketball game – Pre-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – 8-9 min
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 5 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
Van Ness Shuttle – 15 min
 
Weekend Basketball game – Post-event
Transbay/Ferry Shuttle – On demand, load and go
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 5 min


16th Street Shuttle – 7-8 min
Van Ness Shuttle – On demand, load and go
 
Concert Game – Pre-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


16th Street Shuttle – 10 min
 
Concert Game – Pre-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Approximately 3 min


th



mailto:Jeffrey.Flynn@sfmta.com





16  Street Shuttle – 10 min
 
Convention Event – Post-event
T Third – 3.75 min planned peak service + 1 shuttle on demand for post event
 
Arena Theater Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with three 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with one bus
 
Family Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with five 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with two buses
 
Other Sport Event – Post-event
T Third with Special Event Shuttles – Load and go service with seven 2-car trains


16th Street Shuttle – Load and go service with two buses
 
 
 
Jeff Flynn
Service Planning Manager
San Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency


1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor, #7463
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
415.701.4646
jeffrey.flynn@sfmta.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:46:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png


OEWD has started the conversation with the GSW and I will try to get an update.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Zhu, Karen (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
 
Sure thing.  Thanks!
 
Karen Zhu
Finance Division
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6408│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: karen.zhu@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org


            
 


From: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
 
Karen-
Before we send any billing reports to OCII that include billing for the Golden State Warriors Project,
we need to discuss it with Catherine Reilly, OCII staff on that project. 
When the billing reports are ready, please seek me out so we can look at them together and I can
provide additional guidance at that time.
 
Thank you.



mailto:karen.zhu@sfgov.org
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Viktoriya Wise, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy ERO/Deputy Director of Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9049│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org


            
 


From: Torres, Rosa (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 3:48 PM
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC)
Subject: OCII billing
 
Hi Karen,
 


Do you have 2nd quarter billing for OCII, if so please send as soon as you can.
 
If you have any questions please let me know.
 
Rosa Torres
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure- Successor to the San Francisco Redevelopment
Agency
One South Van Ness, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2469
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:14:19 PM


Sounds good. Burrito is taking awhile so sorry if a couple minutes late


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 12:11 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Brett and Catherine:  12:30 today works fine; 
 
Call-in details are as follows:


                Call-in #                1-855-339-3724
      Conference ID#                1047


Thanks.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) [mailto:brett.bollinger@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:09 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
The earlier the better for me. I can be ready at 12:30
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:08 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I will be back at my desk from12.30 to 3. Brett is going to call in as well. What time works
for you two?
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 10:17 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Catherine:
 
Is there a good time today that works for you to discuss wind over the phone?  I want to make sure
we are on the same page prior to Clarke re-running their wind model scenarios.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
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what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
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415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts
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Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
 


Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl  Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:11:42 AM


Clarke:
 


1.        The following 3 scenarios will meet EP’s requirements for wind scenarios for the SEIR:
 


Scenario Notes


Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


 
 


2.        In addition, to respond to Catherine’s request from last week, please also provide results for
the following additional wind scenarios below.  (Note:  It appears these three scenarios have
already been completed by RWDI in their January 25, 2015 preliminary wind study.)  These
additional results can be shared with OCII/EP/ESA along with those wind scenarios identified
under No. 1, above, and then OCII in consultation with EP can provide final guidance on if
and how these additional scenarios will be presented in the SEIR.


 
Scenario Notes


Existing Include existing off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping
Existing + Project Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future


planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
occur with project


Cumulative with
Project


Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future
planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
occur with project


 
 


3.       You will notice we removed the “Cumulative w/o Project” scenario from consideration, as
that scenario will not be needed for the SEIR.  


4.        Aside from these scenarios, the sponsor can include additional wind scenarios identifying
feasible mitigation to mitigate and potential significant project wind impacts.


5.        As indicated previously, only the wind hazard criterion currently applies in MB South (and
not wind comfort criterion).  However, as RWDI have done previously, the wind study can
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provide wind results for wind hazards and wind comfort.


6.        You should include all the wind sensor locations you previously addressed in your wind
analyses.  However, OCII in consultation with EP can provide final direction later if only off-
site wind hazards will be addressed in the SEIR, or if on-site wind effects will also be
discussed in the SEIR (e.g., for informational purposes).


7.        In order for the results of the wind study to be submitted as part of ADEIR 1B on March 3,
we would need the additional requested wind information from you by February 16, 2015. 
Please let us know if that is possible.


 
I am cc:ing OCII and EP on this email. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
Thanks much.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 


 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:41 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Paul,
Can you advise when you need the revised Wind analysis delivered by RWDI? We’re speaking with
them tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10:30am, and I’d like to give them clear direction. I know this section is
intended to go in the March 3 Ad Draft, but given you know the scenarios we’ll be delivering and
the necessary results the scenarios will show, is there headway that can be made in drafting the
section in advance of us delivering RWDI’s report?
Thanks,
Clarke
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:52:00 PM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:44 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
Room 528 was open. I cc’d you on the calendar confirmation.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:27 PM
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 3:06 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Large Conference Room at Planning
 
I will check when I return from a Vet appointment for my dog around 4-5. 


On Jan 26, 2015, at 2:04 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Brett – I am looking for a larger conference room for 9.30-11 on this Thursday for a
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GSW design meeting and we’re booked up.  Do you have a larger room that would fit
about 15 that is available?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "David Manica"; Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller;


Leah DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout; Switzky, Joshua (CPC);
Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore


Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:31:00 AM


David – Could you please keep them at one hour.  I do not think ½ an hour will be enough time and
we can always end early if necessary.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:06 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah
DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout;
Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore
Subject: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
All,
Per direction today from Strada re: the upcoming schedule, I am cancelling the weekly meeting
invite on Thursday mornings and will be sending out one-offs for the scheduled review dates. 
Because they do not fall into a regularly recurring pattern, I will have to send individual invites for
each one.  Apologies for cluttering your inbox.
 
Best to all,
D
 
David L.  Manica
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
 


M A N I C A
a r c h i t e c t u r e
1915 W 43rd Ave  Ste 100
Kansas City, KS    66103
 


T     +1 816 421 8890
M    +1 816 786 9610
Skype   david.manica
manicaarchitecture.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23:16 PM
Importance: High


Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
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conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: José I. Farrán
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: "Debbie Kern"; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: RE: Oracle Arena Mode Split?
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:07:45 PM


Adam,
 
The current modal split information at Oracle Arena has not been needed as part of our analyses and
we did not request it from the Warriors;  I have also confirmed that we did not receive it anyway as
part of the various transportation-related data packages.
 
You could ask Kate Aufhauser, or I could do it as well if you prefer.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:52 AM
To: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com) (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com);
lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
Cc: Debbie Kern (dkern@keysermarston.com); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: Oracle Arena Mode Split?
 
Jose and Luba:
 
We’re gathering supporting documentation to update our fiscal feasibility analysis.  Do you have
mode split data for Oracle arena?  I don’t see it in the appendices of the TDM memo.  Thanks,
 
Adam Van de Water
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
City Hall Room 448
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 554-6625
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Walsh, Peter
Cc: Redmond, Michael (POL); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 1:38:40 PM


Thank you Lieutenant.  Including OCII staff who help set the agenda for the MB
CAC.


Best,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Feb 3, 2015, at 1:22 PM, Walsh, Peter <Peter.Walsh@sfgov.org> wrote:


Good Afternoon Mr. Van de Water,


I recently took over for Captain Balma in regards to the redistricting
process. I can be a contact for Mission Bay in regards to redistricting. I am
currently working with Commander Redmond in regards to Mission Bay's
request to attend a meeting with their group.


If you or someone at Mission Bay has a specific question that I can
answer in the meantime, please let me know.


Regards,


Lieutenant Peter D. Walsh #2087


San Francisco Police Department
Administration Bureau
850 Bryant Street - Rm 511
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 553-1122
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:31 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Redmond, Michael (POL); Walsh, Peter
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
 
Commander Redmond and Lieutenant Walsh:


This is a request from the Chair of the Mission Bay CAC.  Would one of
you be the appropriate contact?


Thanks,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Jan 28, 2015, at 5:27 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Adam – Corinne would like someone to attend to talk about the Public
Safety Building and the reboundarying of Southern Station.  Would any of
the police staff that were at the GSW meeting be the appropriate person
to contact?  If so, could you please let us know which?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San
Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Flynn, Jeffrey
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Cc: Kirschbaum, Julie B
Subject: FW: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Concert Schedule
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:30:29 PM
Attachments: GS Warriors Trip Gen 2015 01 20 v1 - TRANSIT SUMMARY FOR MUNI.xlsx


Viktoriya,
As we discussed, here is the email from Jose to Luba and Erin updating the demand figures for the
Warriors (sent at AT&T).  The demand figures changed based on a change in assumptions.  Based on
my conversation today with Jose, the Warriors provided updated information to him on arrival
patterns.  They now assume about 5% of attendees will arrive between 4-6pm instead of 1% of
attendees since the venue has entertainment and dining options.  This shifts demand away from the
6-8pm period and to 4-6pm.  The updated assumptions did not impact no event and convention
demand numbers.
 
Jeff
7-4646
 


From: Miller, Erin 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 2:49 PM
To: Jose I. Farran (jifarran@adavantconsulting.com); Flynn, Jeffrey; Jefferis, Richard Scott; Kirschbaum,
Julie B
Subject: FW: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Concert Schedule
 
Thanks Jose,
 
I’ll have my Transit Peeps take a look at this ASAP.
 
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: José I. Farrán [mailto:jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 2:33 PM
To: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Miller, Erin
Subject: RE: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Concert Schedule
 
Erin,
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Transit Summary


			Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32 


			PERSON TRANSIT TRIP SUMMARY - ALL LAND USES COMBINED


																																																																																				EXISTING (2012)


									WEEKDAY																																													SATURDAY																											Transit Screenlines			AM Peak Hour (Inbound)												PM Peak Hour (Outbound)


									No Event									Basketball Game																											Convention Event									No Event									Basketball Game																		(June 2013)			Ridership						Capacity			Utilization			Ridership						Capacity			Utilization


						ORIGIN / DESTINATION						PM Peak Hour									PM Peak Hour									Evening Peak Hour									Late PM Peak Hour									PM Peak Hour									Evening Peak Hour									Evening Peak Hour												Northeast


						SERVICE PROVIDER						( 1 hr bet. 4 & 6 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 4 & 6 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 6 & 8 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 9 & 11 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 4 & 6 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 7 & 9 PM)									( 1 hr bet. 7 & 9 PM)															Kearny/Stockton			2,532			85%			3,365


José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting: José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting:
subtracted 1 for rounding			75%			2,157


José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting: José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting:
subtracted 1 for rounding			79%			3,291			66%


									In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total			In			Out			Total												Other Lines			439			15%			1,005			44%			570			21%			1,078			53%


																																																																																	Subtotal			2,971			15%			4,370			68%			2,727			15%			4,369			62%


						Superdistrict 1			21			66			88			118			59			177			815			19			834			0			681			681			56			411			467			35			47			82			682			15			698									Northwest


						Superdistrict 2			17			76			93			78			71			149			160			24			184			0			157			157			17			82			99			28			44			72			133			18			151												Geary Corridor			1,370			25%			2,183			63%			1,814			35%			2,528			72%


						Superdistrict 3			79			182			261			156			155			311			140			48			188			0			167			167			59			169			228			131			159			290			123			40			163												California			1,863			33%			2,369			79%			1,366			26%			1,686			81%


						Superdistrict 4			9			52			61			54			50			104			107			17			125			0			107			107			11			70			81			16			27			43			81			13			94												Sutter/Clement			485			9%			630			77%			470			9%			630			75%


						East Bay			19			218			237			319			216			535			1,586			78			1,663			0			1,898			1,898			42			346			387			35			89			124			1,641			57			1,698												Fulton/Hayes			1,193			21%			1,470			81%			965			18%			1,176			82%


						North Bay			1			17			18			38			17			55			289			6			295			0			460			460			2			18			19			0			5			5			395			4			399												Balboa			655			12%			1,008			65%			637			12%			929			69%


						South Bay			4			90			94			145			90			236			822			33			855			0			967			967			13			126			139			5			28			34			831			23			854												Subtotal			5,566			28%			7,660			73%			5,252			28%			6,949			76%


						Out of Region			7			23			30			36			21			57			220			7			227			0			244			244			13			91			104			9			14			23			248			5			253									Southeast


						Total			157			724			881			944			681			1,625			4,138			232			4,371			0			4,680			4,680			212			1,312			1,524			261			413			673			4,134			176			4,310												Third Street			428			9%			714			60%			550			12%			714			77%


																																																																																	Mission Street			1,726


José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting: José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting:
subtracted 1 for rounding			36%			2,977			58%			1,529			34%			2,789			55%


			East Bay																																																																														San Bruno/Bayshore			1,561			32%			2,087			75%			1,320			30%			2,134			62%


						BART			17			194			211			285			193			478			1,415			69			1,484			0			1,693			1,693			37			308			345			32			79			111			1,464			50			1,515												Other Lines			1,115			23%			1,596			70%			1,034			23%			1,712			60%


						AC Transit			1			15			17			23			15			38			113			6			118			0			135			135			3			25			27			3			6			9			116			4			120												Subtotal			4,830			24%			7,374			66%			4,433			24%			7,349			60%


						Ferry			1			8			9			12			8			20			58			3			61			0			70			70			2			13			14			1			3			5			60			2			62									Southwest


						Subtotal			19			218			237			319			216			535			1,586			78			1,663			0			1,898			1,898			42			346			387			35			89			124			1,641			57			1,698												Subway Lines			5,418			80%			6,307			86%			4,747			77%			6,294			75%


			North Bay																																																																														Haight/Noriega			1,157			17%			1,706			68%			1,105			18%			1,651			67%


						GGT Buses			0			10			10			21			10			30			159			3			163			0			254			254			1			10			11			0			3			3			218			2			220												All Other Lines			230			3%			627			37%			276			5%			700			39%


						Ferry			0			8			8			17			8			25			130			3			132			0			206			206			1			8			9			0			2			2			177			2			179												Subtotal			6,805			34%			8,640			79%			6,128			33%			8,645			71%


						Subtotal			1			17			18			38			17			55			289			6			295			0			460			460			2			18			19			0			5			5			395			4			399									TOTAL MUNI						20,172			100%			28,044			72%			18,540			100%			27,312			68%


			South Bay


						BART


José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting: José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting:
BART and caltrain percentages are reversed			1			15			16			24			15			39			136			5			142			0			160			160			2			21			23			1			5			6			138			4			141


						Caltrain


José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting: José  I. Farrán - Adavant Consulting:
BART and caltrain percentages are reversed			4			73			77			119			74			192			670			27			697			0			788			788			11			103			113			4			23			27			677			19			696									East Bay


						SamTrans			0			2			2			3			2			5			16			1			17			0			19			19			0			2			3			0			1			1			16			0			17												BART			19,716			89%			22,050			89%			19,716			87%			22,050			89%


						Ferry			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0												AC Transit			1,568			7%			2,829			55%			2,256			10%			3,926			57%


						Subtotal			4			90			94			145			90			236			822			33			855			0			967			967			13			126			139			5			28			34			831			23			854												Ferry			810			4%			1,170			69%			805			4%			1,615			50%


						Total			24			325			349			502			324			826			2,697			117			2,814			0			3,325			3,325			56			489			545			41			122			163			2,867			84			2,951												Subtotal			22,094			59%			26,049			85%			22,777			59%			27,591			83%


																																																																														North Bay


			SF Muni (incl. transfers)																																																																														GGT Buses			1,330			55%			2,543			52%			1,384			59%			2,817			49%


						San Francisco			126			376			503			405			336			741			1,222			109			1,330			0			1,111			1,111			143			732			874			210			277			487			1,019			86			1,105												Ferry			1,082			45%			1,959			55%			968			41%			1,959			49%


						East Bay			19			218			237			319			216			535			1,586			78			1,663			0			1,898			1,898			42			346			387			35			89			124			1,641			57			1,698												Subtotal			2,412			6%			4,502			54%			2,352			6%			4,776			49%


						North Bay			1			17			18			38			17			55			289			6			295			0			460			460			2			18			19			0			5			5			395			4			399									South Bay


						South Bay (except Caltrain)			1			17			17			27			17			44			152			6			158			0			179			179			2			23			26			1			5			6			154			4			158												BART			10,682			81%			14,910			72%			10,682			81%			14,910			72%


						Out of Region			7			23			30			36			21			57			220			7			227			0			244			244			13			91			104			9			14			23			248			5			253												Caltrain			2,171			17%			3,100			70%			2,377			18%			3,100			77%


						Subtotal			153			651			804			825			607			1,432			3,468			205			3,674			0			3,892			3,892			201			1,209			1,411			256			390			646			3,456			157			3,613												SamTrans			255			2%			520			49%			141			1%			320			44%


																																																																																	Ferries			---						---						---						---


						Muni (SD1+SD2+SD3+SD4)			126			376			503			405			336			741			1,222			109			1,330			0			1,111			1,111			143			732			874			210			277			487			1,019			86			1,105												Subtotal			13,108			35%			18,530			71%			13,200			34%			18,330			72%


						BART			18			209			227			309			208			517			1,551			75			1,626			0			1,854			1,854			39			329			368			32			84			116			1,602			54			1,656									TOTAL REGIONAL						37,614			100%			49,081			77%			38,329			100%			50,697			76%


						AC Transit			1			15			17			23			15			38			113			6			118			0			135			135			3			25			27			3			6			9			116			4			120


						GGT Buses			0			10			10			21			10			30			159			3			163			0			254			254			1			10			11			0			3			3			218			2			220


						Caltrain			4			73			77			119			74			192			670			27			697			0			788			788			11			103			113			4			23			27			677			19			696


						SamTrans			0			2			2			3			2			5			16			1			17			0			19			19			0			2			3			0			1			1			16			0			17


						Ferry			1			16			17			29			16			44			188			6			193			0			276			276			2			21			23			1			5			7			237			4			241


						Other			7			23			30			36			21			57			220			7			227			0			244			244			13			91			104			9			14			23			248			5			253


						Subtotal			157			724			881			944			681			1,625			4,138			232			4,371			0			4,680			4,680			212			1,312			1,524			261			413			673			4,134			176			4,310








			PERSON TRIP SUMMARY - EVENT CENTER ONLY





									WEEKDAY																																	SATURDAY


									No Event						Basketball						Convention						Basketball						SF Giants			Basketball						No Event						Basketball						SF Giants


									4-6 Period						4-6 Period						4-6 Period						6-8 Period						Weekday			9-11 Period						7-9 Period						7-9 Period						Weekend


						MODE OF TRAVEL			Peak Hour						Peak Hour						Peak Hour						Peak Hour						Avg.			Peak Hour						Peak Hour						Peak Hour						Avg.


						Auto			6			27.0%			731			40.5%			633			20.3%			6,340			54.0%			37.7%			7,126			55.5%			0			0.0%			7,045			60.0%			42.0%


						Muni			8			35.2%			398			22.1%			443			14.2%			1,254			10.7%			16.2%			1,293			10.1%			0			0.0%			1,054			9.0%			9.2%


						BART			4			15.9%			277			15.4%			187			6.0%			1,533			13.1%			14.1%			2,156			16.8%			0			0.0%			1,579			13.5%			25.7%


						Caltrain			1			5.4%			103			5.7%			57			1.8%			657			5.6%			8.4%			0			0.0%			0			0.0%			664			5.7%			9.0%


						Ferry			0			1.2%			24			1.3%			12			0.4%			182			1.6%			5.7%			321			2.5%			0			0.0%			230			2.0%			4.2%


						Taxi/Charter			0			0.0%			33			1.9%			1,484			47.7%			434			3.7%			2.8%			426			3.3%			0			0.0%			141			1.2%			1.3%


						Bike			0			0.0%			19			1.1%			0			0.0%			247			2.1%			1.6%			242			1.9%			0			0.0%			176			1.5%			1.3%


						Walk			2			7.9%			112			6.2%			71			2.3%			540			4.6%			10.5%			453			3.5%			0			0.0%			235			2.0%			5.3%


						Other			2			7.5%			105			5.8%			227			7.3%			553			4.7%			3.0%			828			6.4%			0			0.0%			617			5.3%			2.1%


						All Modes			22			100.0%			1,803			100.0%			3,113			100.0%			11,742			100.0%			100.0%			12,845			100.0%			0			0.0%			11,742			100.0%			100.0%
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This is the most recent transit demand data.  It reflects the adjustments made in January to the arrival
patterns at the arena during a basketball game.  The number of people arriving during the 4-6 PM
periods was increased slightly, and the arrivals during 6-8 and 7-9 were reduced accordingly.
 
The data for the no event and convention event scenarios is the same as in November.
 
Let me know if you have any questions.
 
 
 
Luba,
 
Do you want to send this data to Julie and Jeff as well?
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
 
 
From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 3:56 PM
To: Erin Miller
Cc: Jose Farran
Subject: Re: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
 
Erin
Hi Erin
We have recently updated the travel demand to adjust the arrival patterns for the GSW
attendees (more arrive during the PM peak hour). We are in the midst of other analyses, but
we can get them to you tomorrow morning. Hope that works for you.
 
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Feb 2, 2015, at 3:43 PM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:
 


Luba,
 
Can you please re-send to me the most current Transit demand.  I think there is one from Nov that I
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can seem to find in my files.
 
Thanks
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com [mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:06 AM
To: Miller, Erin
Subject: Re: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
 
Thanks.  Good to have. We used the Giants schedule that is on-line, but I didn't notice
concerts. We will (if I don't forget) bring up the Billy Joel concert as an example of concerts
that occur at AT&T.
 
 
Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
 
 


 
On Feb 2, 2015, at 11:03 AM, Miller, Erin <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com> wrote:
 


This was from Jerry.  It’s this year’s Giant’s schedule, including a big concert on 9/5
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o



http://www.tinyurl.com/WTA-Mailing-List
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(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Robbins, Jerry 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 3:12 PM
To: Mattern, Lauren; Lim, Robert M
Cc: Malone, Rob; Liu, Cheryl; Sukhenko, Alexiy; Albert, Peter; Miller, Erin
Subject: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
 
Hi Lauren and Robert:
 
Attached is the 2015 Giants home schedule, including one concert.  Night events are shaded, day
events are not shaded.  The game on June 14 starts at 4:15 p.m. and doesn’t fit either category. 
There will be a Billy Joel concert on the evening of September 5.  Please use this calendar to
program special event parking meters and post-event traffic signal plans.
 
Thanks,
 
Jerry
 
 
Jerry Robbins, PTP
Transportation Planning Manager 
<image001.png> SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
T:  415.701.4490 
 
<Calendar Schedule 2015 Baseball + concert.docx>
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From: Beth Goldstein
To: Stewart, Luke
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: RE: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:02:00 PM


The sooner the better! Thanks Luke…
 


From: Stewart, Luke [mailto:LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:52 PM
To: Beth Goldstein
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra (Bimu);
KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; chris.kern@sfgov.org; brett.bollinger@sfgov.org;
catherine.reilly@sfgov.org
Subject: Re: mission bay pump stations
 
Hi Beth, 
 
Sure, I can definitely plug those in and get this back to you ASAP, but probably not until tomorrow
afternoon at the soonest, or Thursday afternoon at very latest. (Sorry, just slammed right now)
 
Would that work ok with your schedule? 


 
 
Sent from a mobile device


On Feb 3, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Beth Goldstein <bgoldstein@hydroce.com> wrote:


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs
wrt Mission Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date
for any pump station that’s not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels
have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—can you check those off below please?
Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
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19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:02:15 PM


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: John.Malamut@sfgov.org
Date:02/04/2015 12:53 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Clarke Miller ,"David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)" ,jim.morales@sfgov.org,"Murphy, Mary G." ,"Sekhri, Neil"
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application


        I imagine we could handle this through a CEQA indemnification agreement. This is something that
many other cities and counties have, but SF has always turned up our noses at this as we feel such
agreements could undermine or at least create the perception of undermining our independence in the
CEQA review process.  Of course, Chris, Brett, Viktoriya, and the entire CEQA Team at Planning have
demonstrated time and again that they are objective and independent in their analysis, so there really
should not be a question in this regard.   Nevertheless, if it is something necessary to qualify for AB
900 status, then we should do it.  The Agreement should cover both OCII as the lead agency and the
City as a responsible agency. 


        Mary and Neil - Do you have any samples of these agreements from other cities/counties where
you have client projects. 


John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel:  415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757 


From:        "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
To:        "Murphy, Mary G." <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, 
Cc:        "David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com)" <dkelly@warriors.com>, "Sekhri, Neil" <NSekhri@gibsondunn.com>,
"jim.morales@sfgov.org" <jim.morales@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Malamut, John (CAT)"


<john.malamut@sfgov.org>, "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org> 
Date:        02/04/2015 12:36 PM 
Subject:        RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 


Thank you for the clarification.  Do we have something in the file that the GSW have agree to these terms?  If not,
I would guess we will need it to be able to make a statement to that effect.  I have cc-ed additional folks to
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weigh in on what we need for OCII to make the findings below, especially D. 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
HI Catherine, 
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900 certification, there
are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f)
are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation
measures to be a condition of approval (in other words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) Agreement and that is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the
Court of Appeal is hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section: 
  
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for 
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions 
are met: 
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of one
hundred 
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon completion
of 
construction. 
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs that
pay 
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and 
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For 
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing wages"
means 
that all construction workers employed in the execution of the


project will receive at least the general prevailing rate of
per diem 
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as determined
by the 
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773 and 
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for 
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in 
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all contracts for the performance of the work. 
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of 
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee 
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources Board


pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of
the 
Health and Safety Code. 
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and 
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
pursuant 
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be 
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be 
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by 
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures, 
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures 
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the life
of the 
obligation. 
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of 
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment of
the 
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate 
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the Judicial
Council, 
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council 
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185. 
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the 
administrative record for the project concurrent with review
and 
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in a
form and 
manner specified by the lead agency for the project 
  
  
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary 
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257  • Fax +1 415.374.8480  


MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to get internal
review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of the regulations would be
great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an agreement with OCII establishing the
requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e), and (f)” 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
Hi Catherine, 
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed by Tiffany
(with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to me by this Friday? We
need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900 certification before the DSEIR is published in
May. 
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Clarke 
  
Clarke Miller 
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: Stewart, Luke
To: Beth Goldstein
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: Re: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:52:06 PM


Hi Beth, 


Sure, I can definitely plug those in and get this back to you ASAP, but probably not
until tomorrow afternoon at the soonest, or Thursday afternoon at very latest.
(Sorry, just slammed right now)


Would that work ok with your schedule? 


Sent from a mobile device


On Feb 3, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Beth Goldstein <bgoldstein@hydroce.com> wrote:


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs
wrt Mission Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date
for any pump station that’s not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels
have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—can you check those off below please?
Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
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25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Beth Goldstein
To: LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com
Cc: "Paul Mitchell"; Webster, Leslie (PUC); "Mary Lucas McDonald"; "Joyce"; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:04:23 PM


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs wrt Mission
Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date for any pump station that’s
not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—
can you check those off below please? Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: José I. Farrán
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Cc: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; "Eric Womeldorff"; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: GSW project - 2/4/15 meeting
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:34:34 AM
Attachments: GS Warriors Trip Gen 2015 01 20 v2 - MODE SUMMARY.pdf


Viktoriya,
 
Here is a summary of travel demand and mode split parameters for the GSW project for discussion at
today’s meeting. I’ll bring copies.
 
_______________________________________________________
José I. Farrán, P.E.
  Adavant
         Consulting
200 Francisco St.,  2nd Floor, San Francisco, CA 94133
office: (415) 362-3552; mobile: (415) 990-6412
jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com
AdavantConsulting.com
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Adavant Consulting



Event Center & Mixed-Use Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32
TRAVEL DEMAND COMPARISONS



Weekday Saturday
with SF SD3 Visitors w/out with SF w/out



event TSP Giants Retail All Other event TSP event TSP Giants event TSP
Auto 54.0% 37.7% 64.1% 56.8% 64.0% 60.0% 42.0% 64.0%
Transit 35.1% 44.4% 11.7% 18.6% 20.0% 35.0% 48.0% 20.0%
Walk/Other 10.9% 17.9% 24.2% 24.6% 16.0% 5.0% 9.9% 16.0%
Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%



Auto 54.0% 37.7% 64.0% 60.0% 42.0% 64.0%



Transit 35.1% 44.4% 20.0% 35.0% 48.0% 20.0%



Taxi 3.2% 2.4% 6.5% 1.0% 1.1% 6.5%



Bike 2.1% 1.6% 2.5% 1.5% 1.3% 2.5%



Walk 4.6% 10.5% 5.0% 2.0% 5.3% 5.0%



Motor coach 0.5% 0.4% 1.0% 0.2% 0.1% 1.0%
Other 0.5% 3.0% 1.0% 0.3% 2.1% 1.0%



Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%



Trip Generation Total Vehicle Trips Total Person Transit Trips
with without with without



event TSP event TSP diff event TSP event TSP diff
PM
No Event 702 -- -- 881 -- --
Convention 919 -- -- 1,524 -- --
Basketball 886 940 54 1,625 1,489 -136



Evening 2,752 3,449 697 4,371 2,609 -1,762
Late Evening 3,018 3,760 742 4,680 2,802 -1,878



Saturday
Evening
No Event 785 -- -- 673 -- --
Basketball 2,815 3,470 655 4,310 2,548 -1,762



Parking Demand with without
w/ Basketball Game event TSP event TSP diff
Weekday
Midday 1,072 1,084 12
Evening 4,270 4,876 606



Saturday
Midday 598 604 6
Evening 4,573 4,841 268



GS Warriors Trip Gen 2015 01 20 v2.xlsx Printed on 2/4/2015













From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); "Kate


Aufhauser"; "dcarlock@warriors.com"
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:44:53 AM


Yes.
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:41 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate
Aufhauser'; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Does this mean you would like to cancel this Thursday’s meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate Aufhauser';
Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Hi Kimberly (and Lori and Kevin),
 
Apologies for our delayed response. We’re awaiting direction from GSW Ownership before we’re
able to proceed with these conversations. Unfortunately, our attempts to schedule a briefing for
them have been thwarted by other pressing design matters, but we expect to connect with them
this week. Once we have, we’ll circle back with next steps. We recognize how important this topic is
and look forward to engaging with you on it soon.
 
Thanks for your patience.
 
Clarke
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 8:47 AM
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To: Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Peter.Albert@sfmta.com; Adam Van de Water; 'Kate Aufhauser';
Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Subject: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Importance: High
 
All:
 
I am trying to schedule the first and second meetings for the AT&T/Warriors Dual events.  Please
hold the following dates/times.  For those who have not responded, please let me know if you are
available to meet at 654 Minnesota Street or via conference call:
 
1/29       1:30-3
2/9         9-10
 
Attendees:
Lori Yamauchi
Kevin Beauchamp
Kam Subbarayan
Paul Takayama
Adam Van de Water
Catherine Reilly
Peter Albert
Jessie Blout
Clarke Miller
Kate Aufhauser
David Carlock
 
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
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From: corinnewoods@cs.com
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Community Room at Mercy Housing
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 9:08:50 PM


This is a message from Terry Leeder who lives on Berry and is part of the 
Wednesday Walkers group - which toured Mercy Housing at 4th & Channel today.  
Could you check with them about the


 possibility of using the community room for MBCAC meetings?  It would be nice to 
have a backup to the Senior Building.  By the way, can you push the Warriors to 
include a community meeting


room in their project?


Thanks,


Corinne


Corrine,


Here is the contact info for Jared at the new Mercy Housing building on 
Channel/4th. 


We toured their facility this morning and they have a very large, very nice 
community room (hold 100+ people) on the ground floor facing Channel Street.


Jared indicated that non residents could reserve the space, and it struck me it 
would be a perfect location for CAC meetings. 


Jared indicated that a non resident would be required to put a $300-400 deposit 
down, but he didn’t think there would then be any additional fees to use the space.


Regards,


Terry


Jared Parker
Senior Property manager
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Mercy Housing
1180 4th Street
O:415-882-4663
C:415-882-4665
japarker@mercyhousing.org
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 8:18:09 PM
Attachments: image004.png


image001.png


Catherine –
 
We’ve been working with Manica’s team to reconcile project elevations according to the below, and
would like to take some time next week to walk you through the methodology and results. Do you
have an hour for a join.me with us next Mon/Tues/Wed? It will likely take less than 60 min., but just
being conservative...
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
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me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
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Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 
“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
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building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:
• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the


building.
• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20


feet in height above the roof level.
• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,


where such features are not used for human occupancy”
 


ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.


 
We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-
safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe
design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and







will forward the reply when available.
 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "corinnewoods@cs.com"; Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: February MBCAC meeting
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:17:00 AM


Sounds great.  We were going to outreach and see what issues we could deal with at this meeting,
since will have capacity.  There may also be a short presentation by the PUC on the art program they
presented last year.  We’ll see who we can get for each of the issues below.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: corinnewoods@cs.com [mailto:corinnewoods@cs.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2015 6:29 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: February MBCAC meeting
 
I saw John Gavin and Adam Vandewater today at the BMBTCC meeting.  They said they're still pulling
together a lot of information about Event Management and Funding issues for the Warriors Arena, and
they'd prefer to come to the CAC in March when they have more answers.  There are a couple of
things I'd like to cover if we can in February:


1.  The Yard - the Giants "pop-up" retail project for SWL337 - Fran Weld has asked if they can make a
presentation.  It should be up and running in March.


2.  Public Safety Building.  Would like to have SFPD and SFFD come to the meeting and discuss
operations.  According to the SFPD rep at today's BMBTCC meeting, Southern Station will be moving
toward the end of March, with command staff later (they were going to have a grand opening
celebration on April 13 or 14 - but it turns out that's the Giants Home Opener, so that doesn't sound
like a good idea).  Don't know when SFFD will be moving.


3.  SFPD Station realignment - current map shows Southern Station cutting off at 16th Street - I don't
see why it shouldn't go down to Mariposa and avoid slicing off the southern edge of Mission Bay.


4.  John and Gavin suggested they bring the General Contractor for the Arena to the February meeting
for an introduction and to discuss construction issues - dust, noise, traffic, etc. - that would be a
quickie.


Let me know what you think.


Corinne
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:02:15 PM


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: John.Malamut@sfgov.org
Date:02/04/2015 12:53 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Clarke Miller ,"David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)" ,jim.morales@sfgov.org,"Murphy, Mary G." ,"Sekhri, Neil"
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application


        I imagine we could handle this through a CEQA indemnification agreement. This is something that
many other cities and counties have, but SF has always turned up our noses at this as we feel such
agreements could undermine or at least create the perception of undermining our independence in the
CEQA review process.  Of course, Chris, Brett, Viktoriya, and the entire CEQA Team at Planning have
demonstrated time and again that they are objective and independent in their analysis, so there really
should not be a question in this regard.   Nevertheless, if it is something necessary to qualify for AB
900 status, then we should do it.  The Agreement should cover both OCII as the lead agency and the
City as a responsible agency. 


        Mary and Neil - Do you have any samples of these agreements from other cities/counties where
you have client projects. 


John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel:  415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757 


From:        "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
To:        "Murphy, Mary G." <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, 
Cc:        "David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com)" <dkelly@warriors.com>, "Sekhri, Neil" <NSekhri@gibsondunn.com>,
"jim.morales@sfgov.org" <jim.morales@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Malamut, John (CAT)"


<john.malamut@sfgov.org>, "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org> 
Date:        02/04/2015 12:36 PM 
Subject:        RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 


Thank you for the clarification.  Do we have something in the file that the GSW have agree to these terms?  If not,
I would guess we will need it to be able to make a statement to that effect.  I have cc-ed additional folks to
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weigh in on what we need for OCII to make the findings below, especially D. 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
HI Catherine, 
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900 certification, there
are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f)
are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation
measures to be a condition of approval (in other words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) Agreement and that is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the
Court of Appeal is hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section: 
  
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for 
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions 
are met: 
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of one
hundred 
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon completion
of 
construction. 
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs that
pay 
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and 
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For 
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing wages"
means 
that all construction workers employed in the execution of the


project will receive at least the general prevailing rate of
per diem 
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as determined
by the 
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773 and 
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for 
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in 
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all contracts for the performance of the work. 
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of 
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee 
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources Board


pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of
the 
Health and Safety Code. 
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and 
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
pursuant 
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be 
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be 
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by 
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures, 
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures 
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the life
of the 
obligation. 
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of 
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment of
the 
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate 
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the Judicial
Council, 
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council 
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185. 
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the 
administrative record for the project concurrent with review
and 
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in a
form and 
manner specified by the lead agency for the project 
  
  
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary 
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257  • Fax +1 415.374.8480  


MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to get internal
review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of the regulations would be
great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an agreement with OCII establishing the
requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e), and (f)” 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
Hi Catherine, 
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed by Tiffany
(with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to me by this Friday? We
need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900 certification before the DSEIR is published in
May. 
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Clarke 
  
Clarke Miller 
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14:17 PM


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
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may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Redmond, Michael (POL); Walsh, Peter
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:31:12 PM


Commander Redmond and Lieutenant Walsh:


This is a request from the Chair of the Mission Bay CAC.  Would one of you be the
appropriate contact?


Thanks,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Jan 28, 2015, at 5:27 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Adam – Corinne would like someone to attend to talk about the Public Safety Building
and the reboundarying of Southern Station.  Would any of the police staff that were at
the GSW meeting be the appropriate person to contact?  If so, could you please let us
know which?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:02:14 PM


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: John.Malamut@sfgov.org
Date:02/04/2015 12:53 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Clarke Miller ,"David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)" ,jim.morales@sfgov.org,"Murphy, Mary G." ,"Sekhri, Neil"
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application


        I imagine we could handle this through a CEQA indemnification agreement. This is something that
many other cities and counties have, but SF has always turned up our noses at this as we feel such
agreements could undermine or at least create the perception of undermining our independence in the
CEQA review process.  Of course, Chris, Brett, Viktoriya, and the entire CEQA Team at Planning have
demonstrated time and again that they are objective and independent in their analysis, so there really
should not be a question in this regard.   Nevertheless, if it is something necessary to qualify for AB
900 status, then we should do it.  The Agreement should cover both OCII as the lead agency and the
City as a responsible agency. 


        Mary and Neil - Do you have any samples of these agreements from other cities/counties where
you have client projects. 


John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel:  415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757 


From:        "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
To:        "Murphy, Mary G." <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, 
Cc:        "David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com)" <dkelly@warriors.com>, "Sekhri, Neil" <NSekhri@gibsondunn.com>,
"jim.morales@sfgov.org" <jim.morales@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Malamut, John (CAT)"


<john.malamut@sfgov.org>, "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org> 
Date:        02/04/2015 12:36 PM 
Subject:        RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 


Thank you for the clarification.  Do we have something in the file that the GSW have agree to these terms?  If not,
I would guess we will need it to be able to make a statement to that effect.  I have cc-ed additional folks to
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weigh in on what we need for OCII to make the findings below, especially D. 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
HI Catherine, 
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900 certification, there
are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f)
are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation
measures to be a condition of approval (in other words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) Agreement and that is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the
Court of Appeal is hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section: 
  
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for 
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions 
are met: 
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of one
hundred 
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon completion
of 
construction. 
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs that
pay 
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and 
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For 
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing wages"
means 
that all construction workers employed in the execution of the


project will receive at least the general prevailing rate of
per diem 
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as determined
by the 
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773 and 
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for 
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in 
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all contracts for the performance of the work. 
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of 
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee 
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources Board


pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of
the 
Health and Safety Code. 
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and 
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
pursuant 
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be 
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be 
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by 
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures, 
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures 
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the life
of the 
obligation. 
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of 
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment of
the 
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate 
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the Judicial
Council, 
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council 
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185. 
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the 
administrative record for the project concurrent with review
and 
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in a
form and 
manner specified by the lead agency for the project 
  
  
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary 
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257  • Fax +1 415.374.8480  


MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to get internal
review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of the regulations would be
great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an agreement with OCII establishing the
requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e), and (f)” 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
Hi Catherine, 
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed by Tiffany
(with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to me by this Friday? We
need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900 certification before the DSEIR is published in
May. 
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Clarke 
  
Clarke Miller 
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: RE: GSW at Mission Bay - Administrative Draft SEIR 1A
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 5:16:05 PM


I downloaded the files here: I:\Cases\2012\2012.0718 - Warriors Arena\DEIR\ADEIR1A
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 5:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Wise,
Viktoriya (CPC); Malamut, John (CAT); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; 'Kate Aufhauser';
'mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com'; Sekhri, Neil; 'bsaltsman@gibsondunn.com'
Cc: Gary Oates; Brian Boxer; 'jifarran@AdavantConsulting.com'; 'lubaw@lcwconsulting.com'; Eric
Womeldorff; Joyce; Karl Heisler; Jonathan Carey; Mary
Subject: GSW at Mission Bay - Administrative Draft SEIR 1A
Importance: High
 
 
All:  I just sent you all (via ESA DeliverIt) the following:
 


·         a copy of the Administrative Draft SEIR 1A for the proposed Event Center and Mixed-Use
Development at Mission Bay Blocks 29-32, including the following:


Section Topic Format
0. Table of Contents WORD (clean)
2. Introduction WORD (clean)
3. Project Description WORD (red-line and clean); PDF


(clean with figures)
4. Plans and Policies WORD (clean)
5.1 Impact Overview WORD (clean)
5.3 Noise and Vibration (excluding


transportation noise)
WORD (clean); PDF (clean with
figures)


5.4 Air Quality (excluding offset
mitigation)


WORD (clean)


5.5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions
(pending completed GHG checklist)


WORD (clean)


5.6 Wind and Shadow (excluding wind,
pending wind study from sponsor)


WORD (clean)


5.7 Utilities and Service Systems
(pending final memos from SFPUC;
and direction on fair share


WORD (clean); PDF (clean with
figures)
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contribution)
5.8 Public Services WORD (clean)
5.9 Hydrology and Water Quality


(excluding hydrologic modeling,
currently underway by
Hydroconsult)


WORD (clean); PDF (clean with
figures)


6 Other CEQA Issues (excluding
pending outstanding impact
conclusions)


WORD (clean)


7 Alternatives (pending outstanding
impacts and definition of Reduced
Alternative)


WORD (clean)


8. Report Preparers WORD (clean)
Appendix AQ Air Quality Appendix PDF (clean)
Appendix WS Wind and Shadow Appendix


(excluding wind study, pending
from sponsor)


PDF (clean figures)


 
 


·         When reviewing, please make your recommended edits/comments to the clean WORD
document using track changes. 


·         There are a several areas highlighted in grey that will need to be updated and included in
ADSEIR 1B, and/or we have include bolded notes for the City/sponsor to respond to. 


·         We are requesting you to review the Administrative Draft No. Initial Study No. 2  and submit
any comments to City Planning and me on or before Tuesday, February 17, 2015.  Given the
extremely tight schedule, early submittal of your comments is highly encouraged.


·         Please note that for the Project Description chapter, the proposed site plan figures will be
updated as new figures become available from the sponsor.  Consequently you should
consider the present figures in that section as placeholders for now.


Kate/Clarke:   I will let you distribute this document internally to others on the Warriors team not
included in this email. Also, please forward revised project description to ESA as it becomes
available.
 
Chris/Brett:  Feel free to distribute this document to other City staff not included in this email as you
see appropriate.
 
Catherine/Manny:  Feel free to distribute this document to other OCII staff not included in this
email as you see appropriate.
 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me should you have any questions.  Thanks much.
 







Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:35:55 PM


I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Beth Goldstein
To: Stewart, Luke
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: RE: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:02:04 PM


The sooner the better! Thanks Luke…
 


From: Stewart, Luke [mailto:LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:52 PM
To: Beth Goldstein
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra (Bimu);
KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; chris.kern@sfgov.org; brett.bollinger@sfgov.org;
catherine.reilly@sfgov.org
Subject: Re: mission bay pump stations
 
Hi Beth, 
 
Sure, I can definitely plug those in and get this back to you ASAP, but probably not until tomorrow
afternoon at the soonest, or Thursday afternoon at very latest. (Sorry, just slammed right now)
 
Would that work ok with your schedule? 


 
 
Sent from a mobile device


On Feb 3, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Beth Goldstein <bgoldstein@hydroce.com> wrote:


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs
wrt Mission Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date
for any pump station that’s not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels
have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—can you check those off below please?
Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
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19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 10:17:43 AM
Importance: High


Catherine:
 
Is there a good time today that works for you to discuss wind over the phone?  I want to make sure
we are on the same page prior to Clarke re-running their wind model scenarios.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
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How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
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Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:08:39 AM
Attachments: image004.png


image001.png


Here are times i am available


Tues - 9.30 to 11
Wed - 11-12 and 1 to 3


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:01/29/2015 8:18 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,whon@manicaarchitecture.com,David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description


Catherine –
 
We’ve been working with Manica’s team to reconcile project elevations according to the below, and
would like to take some time next week to walk you through the methodology and results. Do you
have an hour for a join.me with us next Mon/Tues/Wed? It will likely take less than 60 min., but just
being conservative...
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
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Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
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measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 


“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:


• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the
building.


• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20
feet in height above the roof level.


• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,
where such features are not used for human occupancy”


 
ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.


 
We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-







safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe
design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and
will forward the reply when available.


 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Terezia Nemeth"
Cc: Warsh, Ethan (CII)
Subject: RE: Uber follow up
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:46:00 AM


Terezia – Ethan is going to outreach to our CEQA attorney to run the project in concept by to see
what the size of the floor plates mean for CEQA without actually changing  the total square footage.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Terezia Nemeth [mailto:tnemeth@are.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 7:24 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Uber follow up
 
Left you vm
Wanted to make sure I know from the EIR perspective if we should pursue the maximum number, or
reduce the size of the floorplate to the 25,900 figure
 
Also heard that GSW towers are in the 17,000 SF floorplate range – does that make a difference
from an EIR perspective?
 
I just need to give them as much direction as possible
Thanks
 
TEREZIA NEMETH
Consultant


Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc.
M 415.559.1732
tnemeth@are.com
www.are.com
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Sallaberry, Mike (MTA)
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 12:33:30 PM


Indeed.  I’m looping in Mike Sallaberry here, so that we might get his thoughts on right-sizing the
amount of bike parking at the arena. 
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:32 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Albert, Peter; Miller, Erin; Van de Water, Adam
Subject: FW: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Big jump.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
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and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
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--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: Stewart, Luke
To: Beth Goldstein
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: Re: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:52:07 PM


Hi Beth, 


Sure, I can definitely plug those in and get this back to you ASAP, but probably not
until tomorrow afternoon at the soonest, or Thursday afternoon at very latest.
(Sorry, just slammed right now)


Would that work ok with your schedule? 


Sent from a mobile device


On Feb 3, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Beth Goldstein <bgoldstein@hydroce.com> wrote:


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs
wrt Mission Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date
for any pump station that’s not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels
have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—can you check those off below please?
Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
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25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: GSW: Transit service plan update
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 7:02:18 PM
Attachments: image002.png


image003.png
image004.png
image005.png
image006.png


Hi-
We are meeting tomorrow but I wanted to let you know that as a result
of the changes we made to the temporal distribution, MTA may need to
make some revisions to the Transit Service Plan and associated cots
estimates. 
 
Our transportation consultants submitted today slightly revised travel
demand numbers to MTA.  As you would expect, transit ridership
increases a little bit during the peak hour of the 4-6 period and goes
down a bit during the evening and late evening peaks (including on
Saturdays). 
 
Jeff thinks that it will take them a few weeks to revise the TSP and cost
assumptions to reflect the latest travel demand information.
 
 
Viktoriya Wise, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy ERO/Deputy Director of Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9049│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org
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From: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:27:21 AM
Attachments: Final Addendum MB Public Safety Building signed.pdf


Here you go.
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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ADDENDUM TO SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT



Date of Publication of Addendum : January 7, 2010



Date of Certification of Final Subsequent EIR: September 17, 1998



Lead Agency: San Francisco Redevelopment Agency



I South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103



Agency Contact: Stanley Muraoka Telephone : (415) 749-2577



Project Title: Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97 Addendum #7
Mission Bay Public Safety Building



Project Sponsor/Contact : Charles Higueras, San Francisco Department of Public Works



Telephone : (415) 557-4646



Project Address: Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area. Approximately 1.5 acres, located
south of Mission Rock, east of Third Street, and north of China Basin Street within the Mission Bay South
Plan area. Mission Bay South is south of China Basin Channel.



City and County: San Francisco



Determination:
Based on the analysis described in this addendum, the proposed Mission Bay Public Safety Building does
not entail any substantial changes that would require major revisions to the 1998 Mission Bay Subsequent



Final Environmental Impact Report (Mission Bay), nor would there be new significant environmental
effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects.



Since certification, no changes have occurred in the circumstances under which the Mission Bay South



Redevelopment Plan would be undertaken, and no new information has emerged that would materially
change any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission Bay SFEIR; therefore, no additional
environmental review is necessary beyond this addendum.



(The basis for this determination is provided on the following pages.)



I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to state and local requirements.



t 7u^o
Stanley Muraol(a Date of Determination
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
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Background 
On August 23, 1990, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors certified the Mission Bay Final 



Environmental Impact Report (the “1990 FEIR”).
1
 The 1990 FEIR assessed the development program 



that was ultimately adopted as the Mission Bay Plan, an Area Plan of the San Francisco General Plan, 



with implementation of zoning. In 1996-97, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, with Catellus 



Development Corporation as project sponsor, proposed a new project for the Mission Bay area, consisting 



of two separate redevelopment plans (Mission Bay North Redevelopment Plan and Mission Bay South 



Redevelopment Plan) (“North Plan” and “South Plan” or, collectively, the “Plans”) in two redevelopment 



project areas separated by the China Basin Channel. 



 



On September 17, 1998, the San Francisco Planning Commission and the Redevelopment Agency 



commission certified the Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (FSEIR).
2
 The 



FSEIR analyzed reasonably foreseeable development under the Plans. It incorporated by reference 



information from the original 1990 FEIR that continued to be accurate and relevant for the new project. 



Thus, the 1990 FEIR and the Mission Bay FSEIR together constitute the environmental documentation 



for the Plans. The Mission Bay FSEIR assumed as part of the analysis that there would be a new fire and 



police station constructed on Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area. 



 



The Redevelopment Agency commission adopted the Plans on September 17, 1998, along with the 



Mission Bay South Owner Participation Agreement (South OPA) and the Mission Bay North Owner 



Participation Agreement (North OPA) between the Redevelopment Agency and Catellus Development 



Corporation.
3
 As authorized by the Plans, the Redevelopment Agency commission simultaneously 



adopted design guidelines and standards governing development, contained in companion documents, The 



Design for Development for the Mission Bay South Project Area (South Design for Development) and 



The Design for Development for the Mission Bay North Project Area (North Design for Development), 



respectively.
4
 The San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the North Plan on October 26, 1998, and 



the South Plan on November 2, 1998.
5
 



 



The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency has prepared six prior addenda to the Mission Bay FSEIR: 



 



1. The first addendum, dated March 21, 2000, Analyzed the ballpark parking lots. 



2. The second addendum, dated June 20, 2001, Addressed Infrastructure Plan revisions related to the 



7
th
 Street bike lanes and relocation of a storm drain outfall.  



3. The third addendum, dated February 10, 2004, Addressed revisions to the South Design for 



Development with respect to the maximum allowable number of towers, tower separation, and 



required setbacks. 



4. The fourth addendum, dated March 9, 2004, Addressed revisions to the South Design for 



Development with respect to the permitted maximum number of parking spaces for bio-technical 



and similar research facilities, and specified certain changes to the North OPA to reflect a 



reduction in permitted commercial development and associated parking. 



5. The fifth addendum, dated October 4, 2005, Addressed revisions to the University of California 



San Francisco Long Range Development Plan and the Final Environmental Impact Report for 



Long Range Development Plan. 



                                                 
1
Planning Department Case No. 86.505E. 



2
Planning Department Case No. 96.771E, Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97. 



3
Resolution No. 188-98 and Resolution No. 193-98, respectively. 



4
Resolution No. 186-98 and Resolution No. 191-98, respectively. 



5
Ordinance No. 327098 and Ordinance No. 335-98, respectively. 
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6. The sixth addendum, dated September 10, 2008, Addressed revisions of the University of 



California San Francisco Medical Center at Mission Bay. 



 



Regulatory Setting 



The proposed project would be located on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 (referred to hereafter as the project 



site) in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area.  



 



The project is subject to the South Plan and the South Design for Development, as amended on March 16, 



2004, which together specify development standards for the site, including standards and guidelines for 



height, setbacks, and coverage. In accordance with California Community Redevelopment Law, when the 



Board of Supervisors approved the South Plan in 1998, land use and zoning approvals within Mission 



Bay came under the jurisdiction of the Redevelopment Agency. Together, the South Plan and South 



Design for Development constitute the regulatory land use framework for Mission Bay, and they 



supersede the City’s Planning Code, except as otherwise specifically provided in those documents and 



associated documents for implementing the Mission Bay Plans. 



 



The infrastructure serving the project site would be provided by the master developer, FOCIL-MB, LLC, 



consistent with the South OPA and Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. The proposed project’s 



demand for infrastructure, such as water, sewer, and storm drainage, would be within the capacity 



anticipated in the infrastructure plan. 



 



The project design, construction, and operations would comply with the following: 



 



• South Plan and South Design for Development; 



• Mitigation measures included in the FSEIR and identified for the project site; and  



• All other associated adopted plans and documents; these include the Mission Bay South 



Memorandum of Understanding between the Art Commission and the Redevelopment 



Agency (dated January 4, 1999) and the 1999 Mission Bay Risk Management Plan, with 



amendments, including the Article 22A of the San Francisco Department of Public Health for 



analyzing soils for hazardous waste (applicable FSEIR mitigation measures are included in 



this addendum in Exhibit A).  



 



The proposed project would also comply with all other related adopted plans and regulations, as well as 



the City and County of San Francisco Planning and Building Codes and Standards, including Chapter 7 of 



the San Francisco Environment Code “Resource Efficiency Requirements,” required permits from the San 



Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, and any engineering requirements to allow for underground 



parking.  



 



Existing Conditions 



The project site is bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets (see Figure 1). Before 1998, 



Mission Bay was characterized by low-intensity industrial development and vacant land. Since adoption 



of the plans in 1998, Mission Bay has undergone redevelopment into a mixture of residential, commercial 



(light industrial, research and development, labs and offices), and educational/institutional uses and open 



space.  



 



The South Plan assigns a land use designation of “Public Facility” to the site. The Public Facility 



designation allows fire and police stations, open lots or enclosed storage, railroad tracks and related uses, 



and other public structures and uses. The South Plan identifies the location for a future police and fire 



station.  
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The project site is mostly vacant and is paved with asphalt, except for a two-story brick firehouse at the 



southwest corner (Firehouse No. 30, which currently houses the Fire Department Toys for Tots program 



and a meals program for homeless people sponsored by the Missionaries of Charity). The FSEIR found 



Firehouse No. 30 to be a potentially significant historic resource, and a recent assessment has confirmed 



that the building is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the California 



Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). 



 



The vacant parcels on the east, south, and west of the project site are designated for residential use by the 



South Plan. A parking lot for AT&T Park (“Seawall Lot 337”) is north of the project site on Seawall Lot 



337, under the jurisdiction of the Port of San Francisco. Seawall Lot 337 is not within the Mission Bay 



South Redevelopment Area. 



 



Future development plans for Seawall Lot 337 are under review by the Port of San Francisco, and no 



plans have been adopted yet, nor has any environmental review been undertaken for a proposed project; 



therefore, future use of the Seawall Lot 337 is speculative and is not considered in this analysis. 



 



Proposed Development  
The Public Safety Building project consists of the development of a six-story public facilities complex (to 



a maximum of 90 feet tall on portions of the site) on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment 



Area. The project, which consists of approximately 320,200 gross square feet of development, includes 



the 6,200-square-foot Firehouse No. 30, which would be retained and reused. The project uses include a 



local police station, the police headquarters (administrative functions), a local fire station, and parking. 



The police headquarters would include a meeting room that could also be shared by the local community 



for occasional public meetings. The parking spaces would be used by firefighters and visitors (15 spaces), 



police department vehicles and authorized visitors (156 spaces), and marked and unmarked patrol 



vehicles (74 spaces).  



 



The proposed uses are allowed under the South Plan Public Facilities land use designation. Table 1 shows 



an approximate breakdown of the square footage of the proposed project. 
 



Table 1 



Public Safety Building Facility Breakdown 



Facility Size (gross square feet) 



Police Headquarters  130,500 



Police Southern Station  27,000 



Fire Station  22,000 



Firehouse No. 30 6,200 



Parking for 245 firefighting 



and police vehicles  



134,500 



TOTAL  320,200 



 
The design of the Public Safety Building project is early in the process, and only general massing designs 



have been completed to allow for initial cost estimating of the project. However, as the design progresses, 



the project will be required to comply with the adopted South Design for Development design standards 



and guidelines, including setbacks, heights, and other design requirements. For example, the project falls 



within the HZ-4 height zone, wherein all the tower height allowances (i.e., any portion of the building 



allowed to exceed 90 feet in height) have been allocated to other future projects through the Major Phase 



planning process. As a result, the Public Safety Building cannot exceed 90 feet in height and must be 



shorter than 90 feet on portions of the site, excluding such features as rooftop equipment. In addition, a 



five-foot setback would be required along Third Street.  
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The project would retain and reuse the brick Firehouse No. 30 on the site. Consistent with Mitigation 



Measure D.2a of the FSEIR, this building would be retained and reused in a manner that preserves its 



historic integrity, consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 



Properties. The other components of the project would also be designed to maintain the historic integrity 



of the firehouse.  



 



The proposed project would not include significant building demolition because Firehouse No. 30 would 



be retained. The Mission FSEIR and a historical survey conducted in March 2009 concluded that 



Firehouse No. 30 meets the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the 



California Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). The pavement and fences and the one-car 



garage along the south wall of the fire station would be demolished. The garage was built in the 1990s 



and is not a contributing element to the historical integrity of Firehouse No. 30 (see Exhibit B). Grading 



would be required to bring the site up to the established level of Third Street, but Firehouse No. 30 would 



be left in place. The Public Safety Building would be designed, as required, to reflect the on-site 



geotechnical conditions. The surrounding infrastructure would be built by the Master Developer in 



concert with the project, in accordance with the terms of the South OPA.  



 



Proposed Operations 
The local fire and police stations would be open and staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 



Employees would work 24-hour shifts, which officially start at 8:00 AM. Between 9 and 15 employees 



would staff the fire station on a typical day, depending on needs. This would include four firefighters for 



one fire vehicle, five firefighters for a hook-and-ladder truck, and a fire chief and a rescue squad. Daily 



visitors to the fire station would number approximately 20. 



 



The police station’s patrol officers would work in four shifts, starting at 6:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 4:00 PM, and 



9:00 PM. Typical work shifts for the police headquarters building would start between 6:00 AM and 9:00 



AM, with work periods of 8 to 10 hours. Some of the police headquarters staff would access the building 



during off-hours. The existing police headquarters on Bryant Street would relocate to the police 



headquarters building at the project site and would be open to the public Monday through Friday from 



8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, with approximately 230 visitors on a typical day. The police station would receive an 



estimated 100 visitors per day, most arriving between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM. Operations at the police 



headquarters would be administrative during regular weekday business hours and would include the 



following functions: administrative division, investigation division, short-term property/evidence storage, 



and limited in-service training. Visitors to the police headquarters would include other law enforcement 



and justice agencies and civilians. Table 2 lists the anticipated daily number of employees, visitors, and 



permitted official vehicles to the project site. 



 
Table 2 



Daily Number of Employees, Visitors, and Permitted Official Vehicles 



Project Component Employees Visitors Permitted/Official 



Vehicles 



Police Headquarters 264 230 210 



Police Station 125 100 20 



Fire Station 15 20 15 



Total 404 350 245 
  Source: SFDPW, SFFD December 2009 



The primary public pedestrian access to the project site would occur along Third Street for the police 



station, police headquarters, and fire station. Pedestrian and vehicular access to the fire station would also 



be from Mission Rock Street. The primary access to the parking garage for the police fleet vehicles would 



be on China Basin Street and would be set back from Third Street; the secondary access would be from 



Mission Rock Street. Only right turns would be permitted from China Basin Street onto Third Street, due 
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to light rail tracks. No passenger drop-off/pickup or parking would be provided on Third Street where on-



street parking is currently prohibited. 



 



Analysis of Potential Environmental Impacts 



California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15164 allow an addendum to 



document the basis for a lead agency’s decision not to require a Subsequent or Supplemental EIR for a 



project already adequately covered in an existing certified EIR. The lead agency’s decision to use an 



addendum must be supported by substantial evidence that the conditions that would trigger preparation of 



a Subsequent EIR, as specified in Section 15162, are not present. 



 



Since certification, no changes have occurred in the circumstances under which the Plans would be 



undertaken, and no new information has emerged that would materially change any of the analyses or 



conclusions of the existing Mission Bay FSEIR.  



 



As summarized below, the analysis of the Public Safety Building did not identify any new significant 



environmental effects or substantial increases in the severity of previously identified significant effects 



that affect the conclusions in the Mission Bay FSEIR. As part of the project analysis, a transportation 



assessment
6
 was completed to determine any potential impacts other than those projected in the Mission 



Bay FSEIR.  



 



Transportation 



As summarized above in Table 2, the proposed Public Safety Building would host an average of 404 



employees and 350 visitors on a typical weekday. The Mission Bay SEIR estimated that the police and 



fire stations would accommodate approximately 100 employees. The Public Safety building is not a 



standard land use, as identified in the Planning Department’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines, 



(October 2002); accordingly, for the January 2010 transportation assessment (see Exhibit C), travel 



demand for the proposed project was estimated using the anticipated employees and visitor trips to the 



Public Safety Building and travel patterns of current operations and planned duty shifts. Based on 



estimated shift start times, peak arrivals to the site would be concentrated between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM, 



and peak departures would be between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM; PM peak hour factors were determined from 



this trip distribution pattern. Trip generation rates were also verified by comparing them to other new 



police and fire facility projects in California and in Florida. The proposed project would generate or 



attract an estimated 2,705 daily and 365 PM peak hour person-trips, with about 1,446 daily and 195 PM 



peak hour vehicle trips (total inbound and outbound) to the project site .  



 



The transportation assessment examined the development and employment analyzed in the 1998 Mission 



Bay SEIR and subsequent addenda, to determine if the employment and development of the proposed 



project and associated trips were within the range of travel demand analyzed under the SEIR. Overall, the 



adjustments made to development plans in the area have represented a decrease in employment and 



therefore associated trips to the area. The addition of the Public Safety Building represents about a 1.5 



percent increase over the total employment assumed in the Mission Bay FSEIR for the South Plan Area 



and a 2 percent increase in the number of person trips for the daily and PM peak hour periods, which 



would fall within an expected daily absentee and trip variations to the area.   The January 2010 



transportation assessment also examined the 2015 operating conditions levels of service (LOS) and delays 



for updated development and key intersections likely to be used for project trips, in comparison to the 



Mission Bay SEIR transportation analysis.  Many intersections would experience reduced delays, and no 



intersections were found to degrade from acceptable operating conditions (LOS D or better) to LOS E or 



F or to degrade from LOS E to LOS F. Therefore, the intersections most likely to be used for the 



proposed project vehicle trips show sufficient capacity to accommodate the increases in the proposed 



                                                 
6
Adavant Consulting, January 2010. Mission Bay Public Safety Building Transportation Assessment. 
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project’s traffic. Furthermore, adjustments to the planned development in the South Plan area were 



estimated to represent a 3 to 4 percent reduction in daily and PM peak hour trips, as compared to 



Combination of Variants Alternative analyzed in the Mission Bay SEIR. This is a greater reduction of 



trips than the increase related to the proposed project; thus, the traffic generated by the proposed project 



would not exceed the total traffic anticipated for the South Plan in the Mission Bay FSEIR and does not 



create any impacts not already analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR (Adavant Consulting 2009; see 



Exhibit C).  



 



 Long-term (typically employees) and short-term (visitors and deliveries) parking demand, based on the 



San Francisco Planning Department’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines (October 2002) were 



estimated for the proposed project. The midday parking demand for the proposed project would be 273 



spaces (16 short-term and 257 long-term) and an evening parking demand of 234 spaces (13 short-term 



and 221 long-term). The proposed parking would accommodate 15 fire station vehicles and police 



department vehicles and authorized visitors (156 spaces) and marked and unmarked patrol vehicles (74 



spaces), for a total of 245 parking spaces accessible from the north side of China Basin Street. As 



described in the transportation assessment (see Exhibit C), San Francisco does not consider parking 



supply as part of the permanent physical environment, and the proposed project would not result in any 



significant parking impacts. The proposed parking relates to a parking ratio of about 1.5 parking spaces 



per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area. However, the actual ratio of vehicles used for commuting would 



actually be lower because some of the spaces would be used to store pool vehicles. The City would 



implement Mitigation Measure E.47, Transportation System Management Plan, as identified in the 



Mission Bay FSEIR, to promote the use of public transportation and enhance alternative forms of transit, 



such as pedestrian, bicycle, and pooled or group transit. 



 



The South Design for Development does not identify a specific maximum or minimum parking ratio for 



Public Facility uses because public uses can vary significantly in their parking needs. However, as a 



comparison, the South Design for Development allows for a maximum parking ratio of one space per 



1,000 feet of gross floor area used for non-biotechnology commercial/industrial purposes. It also allows 



up to two spaces for 1,000 feet of gross floor area for biotechnology commercial/industrial purposes, 



which are similar to the office uses that comprise most of the Public Safety Building. As a result, the 



proposed parking ratio of 1.5 for the Public Safety Building would be consistent with the existing parking 



ratios within Mission Bay.  



 



The Public Safety Building would generate about 464 daily transit trips and 63 PM peak hour transit trips. 



This would represent an increase in the transit ridership in the Mission Bay Area by less than one percent 



for the daily and PM peak hour periods, as compared  to the Combination of Variants Alternative 



(analyzed in the Mission Bay SEIR), which would fall within the expected daily variations in transit 



ridership. 



 



In addition, the Public Safety Building would comply with all the requirements for pedestrian and bicycle 



conditions as contained in the Design for Development and Streetscape Master Plan documents adopted 



as part of the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Project. 



 



Air Quality-Mobile Sources 



For mobile source air quality, since the traffic levels generated by this project are not anticipated to 



exceed those analyzed in the Mission Bay SFEIR, vehicular generated air pollutants (including carbon 



monoxide, reactive organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter) would not exceed levels 



analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Furthermore, the project would be required to comply with 



Mitigation Measure E.47 to implement measures to reduce vehicular trips. 
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Historic Resources 



Consistent with Mitigation Measure D.02a, a historical survey conducted in March 2009 concluded that 



Firehouse No. 30 meets the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the 



California Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). As a result, the project sponsor would be 



required to implement the remainder of Mitigation Measure D.02a, which requires the rehabilitation of 



Firehouse No. 30 to occur in a manner that is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for 



rehabilitation. As part of this process, the project sponsor would be required to retain an architect who 



meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards to develop a design proposal for 



the adaptive reuse of Firehouse No. 30, in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 



Rehabilitation. In addition, rehabilitation plans for Firehouse No. 30 would be subject to review and 



approval by the San Francisco Planning Department Preservation staff for concurrence that the project 



does conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for rehabilitation. As a result, the project would 



not result in a significant impact to historic resources.  



 



Other Environmental Topics 
The proposed project would not result in a significant change to the type, location, and intensity of land 



uses anticipated for the project site in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Therefore, implementation of the proposed 



project would result in the same or similar environmental impacts as those already identified and analyzed 



in the Mission Bay FSEIR with respect to the following environmental topics: plans, policies and permits, 



land use, business activity, employment, housing, and population; visual quality and urban design; non-



mobile air quality; seismicity; health and safety; contaminated soils and groundwater; hydrology and 



water quality; China Basin Channel vegetation and wildlife; community services and utilities; and growth 



inducement. As a result, no further discussion of these topics is required. 



 



Conclusion 
Implementation of the proposed project would not require major revisions to the Mission Bay FSEIR 



because no new, significant environmental effect or substantial increase in the severity of previously 



identified significant effects would result. Additionally, since certification, no changes have occurred in 



the circumstances under which the South Plan and North Plan would be implemented, and no new 



information has emerged that would materially change any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission 



Bay FSEIR. Therefore, no additional environmental review is necessary. 











Mission Bay Public Safety Building



Figure 1



Source : Google Earth Pro 2009
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MISSION BAY MITIGATION MEASURES  



Public Safety Building - Block 08  



 



Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
D.02 ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES - EVALUATION OF FIRE STATION NO. 30  
D.02a. Retain an architectural historian to prepare an evaluation 



of the architectural integrity and historical importance of Fire 



Station No. 30 prior to development on this site. If the building 



is determined to be eligible for the National Register, preserve, 



rehabilitate, and reuse the building in a manner that is consistent 



with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for historic 



preservation.  



CCSF R.A. Planning  



Department,  ERO; 



HPC,  President  



Prior to alteration or  



demolition of  



structure  



1. CCSF to retain the services of a 



qualified architectural historian to 



prepare evaluation.  



2. City Planning Department reviews 



evaluation; if building is determined to be 



eligible for the National Register, 



Planning Department Preservation Staff 



consults with ERO and HPC on 



development options and procedures for 



reuse of the building.  



3. If building is determined to be eligible 



for the National Register, an architect that 



meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 



Professional Qualification Standards 



shall be retained to develop a design 



proposal for the adaptive reuse of the 



building in accordance with the Secretary 



of the Interior’s Standards for 



Rehabilitation.   



4. Propose rehabilitation plans shall be 



subject to review and approval by 



Planning Department Preservation Staff 



for concurrence that project does conform 



to the Secretary of the Interior’s 



Standards for Rehabilitation. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
D.06 UNKNOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS 
D.06. The entire Mission Bay Project Area has at least some 



sensitivity for the presence of unknown archaeological remains. 



Prehistoric cultural deposits could be encountered in three 



identified areas and unknown historical features, artifact caches 



and debris areas could be located anywhere in the Project Area. 



Follow procedures for instructing excavation crews, notifying 



the ERO and President of the HPC, and developing recovery 



measures, as described in Measure D.03, above. In addition, in 



the event that prehistoric archaeological deposits are discovered, 



consult local Native American organizations. Dialogue with the 



ERO, HPC and the archaeological consultant would take place 



in developing acceptable archaeological testing & excavation 



procedures, particularly in regard to the disposition of cultural 



materials and Native American burials.  



(Condition Major Plan Accordingly to require on individual 



building sites or potential for single coordinated program for 



Block) 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. Planning 



Department, ERO; 



HPC President 



Prior to excavation; 



ongoing 



implementation as 



required by measure 



Prior to preparation of the work plan 



consultant shall consult with ERO and 



HPC to develop a testing and excavation 



procedures. 



E.47 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT (TSM) PLAN 
E.47a. Shuttle Bus System 



Operate shuttle bus service between Mission Bay and regional 



transit stops in San Francisco (e.g., BART, Caltrain, Ferry 



Terminal, Transbay Transit Terminal), and specific gathering 



points in major San Francisco residential neighborhoods (e.g., 



Richmond and Mission Districts). 



Owner (TMA) R.A. DPT; PTC As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47b. Transit Pass Sales 



Sell transit passes in neighborhood retail stores and commercial 



buildings in the Project Area. 



Owner (TMA); 



other 



developers 



R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47c. Employee Transportation Subsidies 



Provide a system of employee transportation subsidies for major 



employers. 



Owner (TMA); 



major 



employers 



R.A. DPT; PTC As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
E.47e. Secure Bicycle Parking  



Provide secure bicycle parking areas in parking garages of 



residential buildings, office buildings, and research and 



development facilities. Provide secure bicycle parking areas by 



1) constructing secure bicycle parking at a ratio of 1 bicycle 



parking space for every 20 automobile parking spaces, and 2) 



carrying out an annual survey program during project 



development to establish trends in bicycle use and to estimate 



demand for secure bicycle parking and for sidewalk bicycle 



racks, increasing the number of secure bicycle parking spaces or 



racks either in new buildings or in existing automobile parking 



facilities to meet the estimated demand.  



Provide secure bicycle racks throughout Mission Bay for the use 



of visitors. 



Owner (TMA), 



other 



developers 



R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47f. Appropriate Street Lighting. 



Ensure that sidewalks in Mission Bay are sufficiently lit to 



provide pedestrians and bicyclists with a greater sense of safety, 



and thereby encourage Mission Bay employees, visitors, and 



residents to walk and bicycle to and from Mission Bay. 



Owner (TMA) R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47g. Transit, Pedestrian and Bicycle Route Information 



Provide maps of the local and citywide pedestrian and bicycle 



routes with transit maps and information on kiosks throughout 



the Project Area to promote multi-modal travel. 



PTC, DPW to 



provide in 



connection 



with transit 



shelters and 



other transit 



signage 



 PTC; DPW In conjunction with 



transit shelter and 



signage plans 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47h. Parking Management Guidelines 



Establish parking management guidelines for the private 



operators of parking facilities in the Project Area. 



Owner (TMA) R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47I. Flexible Work Time/Telecommuting 



Where feasible, offer employees in the Project Area the 



opportunity to work on flexible schedules and/or telecommute 



so they could avoid peak hour traffic conditions. 



Owner (TMA); 



other major 



employers 



R.A.  As warranted by 



development; ongoing 



review with Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
F.06 CHILD-CARE BUFFER ZONES 
F.06. Require preschool and childcare centers to notify 



BAAQMD and the San Francisco Department of Public Health 



regarding the locations of their operations, and require these 



centers to consult with these agencies regarding existing and 



possible future stationary and mobile sources of toxic air 



contaminants. The purpose of these consultations is to obtain 



information so that preschool and childcare centers can be 



located to minimize potential impacts from toxic air 



contaminants emissions sources. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. BAAQMD; DPH Implement as part of 



Project-level review 



1.See Mitigation Measure F.06 for 



obtaining specific implementation 



procedures. 



2. Agency to require evidence of 



consultation with BAAQMD and SFDPH 



prior to project approval. 



H.03 COMPREHENSIVE PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE PLAN 
H.03b. In addition to the Project Area-wide plan, require each 



building or complex in the Project Area to prepare an 



emergency response plan. Each plan would be the responsibility 



of the owner(s) of each building or complex, and would be 



reviewed by the CCSF periodically to ensure it is kept up to 



date. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in Project- 



level response plan; 



update as necessary 



Submit Plan prior to issuance building 



Certificate of Occupancy. 



H.05 NEW FIRE STATION 
H.05. At the time the San Francisco CCSF determines the 



population or building density is high enough to warrant it, 



provide a new fire station in Mission Bay South to reduce the 



effects of limited emergency access to and from the site 



following a major earthquake. 



CCSF; Owner 



as allocated in 



South 



Infrastructure 



Plan;  



R.A. CCSF Owner Obligation to 



transfer site and make 



available certain funds 



and City obligation to 



fund the balance and 



construct as provided 



in South Owner 



Participation 



Agreement and 



Infrastructure Plan. 



1. As allocated in the South Infrastructure 



Plan, Owner to transfer site to CCSF.  



2. CCSF to partially compensate Owner 



as indicated in the OPA and 



infrastructure plan.  



3. CCSF to construct Fire Station in 



Mission Bay South to reduce effects of 



limited emergency access. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
M.06 CONSTRUCT NEW FIRE STATION AND PROVIDE NEW ENGINE COMPANY 
M.06a. Construct New Fire Station 



Construct or pay for the construction of a new fire station in the 



Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area to house equipment 



and personnel serving the Project Area south of China Basin 



Channel, either in a new building or in the vacant Fire Station 



No. 30 after rehabilitation and expansion of that building. The 



San Francisco Fire Department shall review each proposed 



development phase to determine when land for the new fire 



station shall be transferred and when planning and design for the 



fire station shall be initiated. 



CCSF; Fire 



Department; 



Owner 



R.A. CCSF; Fire 



Department 



Owner obligation to 



transfer site and make 



available certain funds 



and CCSF obligation 



to fund the balance 



and construct as 



provided in South 



Owner Participation 



Agreement and 



Infrastructure Plan 



1. CCSF to establish meetings with the 



owner and Fire Department to determine 



when the threshold for a new station in 



the Mission Bay South Redevelopment 



Area has been met.  



2. CCSF to locate site for new Fire 



Station.  



3. Owner to transfer site and make 



available certain funds.  



4. CCSF to fund the balance as provided 



in the South OPA and Infrastructure plan.  



5. CCSF to construct new Fire Station or 



retrofit old Fire Station no. 30. 



M.06b. Provide New Engine Company 



Provide or pay for the provision of an engine company and 



associated Fire Department personnel and equipment, and a 



truck company and associated personnel and equipment, to 



serve the Project Area south of China Basin Channel. The San 



Francisco Fire Department shall review each proposed 



development phase to determine when the engine company and 



truck company and related personnel and equipment shall be 



provided. 



CCSF R.A. Fire Department In conjunction with 



construction of fire 



station 



1. CCSF to consult with the Fire 



Department on what equipment and 



personnel is needed.  



2. CCSF to provide equipment and 



personnel as negotiated with Fire 



Department. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
H.04 FIRE STATION NO.30 
H.04. Provide seismic rehabilitation of Fire Station No. 30 in the 



Project Area, if the building is to be reused for human occupancy. 



CCSF See 



Measure 



D.01-



D.02 



See Measure 



D.01-D.02 



See Measure D.01-D.02 1. Refer to implementation procedures 



for Mitigation Measure D.02.  



2. CCSF to submit seismic 



rehabilitation plans to DBI prior to 



project approval.  



3. DBI to review and approve plans. 



4. CCSF to implement plans.  



5. DBI to inspect Fire Station No. 30 



to ensure compliance with Mitigation 



Measure H.04. 



H.07 CORROSIVITY 
H.07. Test soils for sulfate and chloride content. If necessary, use 



admixtures in concrete so it would not be susceptible to attack by 



sulfates, and/or use coated metal pipes so that pipes would be 



more resistant to corrosion by chlorides. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in relevant 



Infrastructure Improvement 



plans 



1. In conjunction with building permit 



review applicant shall submit a soils 



report which analyzes soil for sulfate 



and chloride content.  



2. DPW in consultation with DBI to 



require testing prior to issuance of 



building or site permits.  



3. Owner/other developers to retain 



services of a geotechnical consultant 



to test soils.  



4. Consultant prepares report of 



results.  



5. Owner/other developers to submit 



report to DPW and DBI for review. 



6. DBI to impose building material 



modifications as necessary to reduce 



impacts of corrosivity during project 



review and approval.  



7. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with required building material 



modifications.  



8. DPW or DBI to inspect buildings to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure.  
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.01 STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAM (SWPPP) 
K.01a. Minimize dust during demolition, grading, and 



construction by lightly spraying exposed soil on a regular basis. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01b. Minimize wind and water erosion on temporary soil 



stockpiles by spraying with water during dry weather and 



covering with plastic sheeting or other similar material during the 



rainy season (November to April). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01c. Minimize the area and length of time during which the site 



is cleared and graded. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01d. Prevent the release of construction pollutants such as 



cement, mortar, paints and solvents, fuel and lubricating oils, 



pesticides, and herbicides by storing such materials in a bermed, 



or otherwise secured, area. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01e. As needed, install filter fences around the perimeter of the 



construction site to prevent off-site sediment discharge. Prior to 



grading the bank slopes of China Basin Channel for the proposed 



channel-edge treatments, install silt or filter fences to slow water 



and remove sediment. As needed, properly trench and anchor in 



the silt or filter fences so that they stand up to the forces of tidal 



fluctuation and wave action, and do not allow sediment-laden 



water to escape underneath them. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01f. Follow design and construction standards found in the 



Manual of Standards for Erosion and Sediment Control Measures 



for placement of riprap and stone size. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01g. Install and maintain sediment and oil and grease traps in 



local stormwater intakes during the construction period, or 



otherwise properly control oil and grease discharges. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.01h. Clean wheels and cover loads of trucks carrying excavated 



soils before they leave the construction site. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01I. Implement a hazardous material spill prevention, control, 



and clean-up program for the construction period. As needed, the 



program would include measures such as constructing swales and 



barriers that would direct any potential spills away from the 



Channel and the Bay and into containment basins to prevent the 



movement of any materials from the construction site into water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.03 SEWER IMPROVEMENT DESIGN 
K.03. Design and construct sewer improvements such that 



potential flows to the CCSF’s combined sewer system from the 



project do not contribute to an increase in the annual overflow 



volume as projected by the Bayside Planning Model by providing 



increased storage in oversized pipes, centralized storage facilities, 



smaller dispersed storage facilities, or detention basins, or 



through other means to reduce or delay stormwater discharges to 



the City system. 



Subject to 



regulatory 



approvals, owner, 



other developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. Owner/other developers to prepare 



sewer improvement plan in 



consultation with SFPUC. 



2. Owner/other developers to submit 



sewer improvement plan with SFPUC 



approval as part of subdivision 



improvement plans for Agency and 



DPW review.  



3. Agency and DPW to approve plans.  



4. Owner/other developers to construct 



sewer improvements.  



5. DPW to inspect improvements to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.04 ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE STORMWATER DISCHARGE QUALITY 
K.04. Implement alternative technologies or use other means to 



reduce settleable solids and floatable materials in stormwater 



discharges to China Basin Channel to levels equivalent to, or 



better than City-treated combined sewer overflows. Such 



alternative technologies could include one or more of the 



following: biofilter system, vortex sediment system, catch basin 



filters, and/or additional source control measures to remove 



particulates from streets and parking lots. 



Subject to 



regulatory 



approvals, owner, 



other developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. Owner/other developers to decide 



on an alternative technology in 



consultation with SFPUC.  



2. Owner/other developers to include 



alternative technology with SFPUC 



approval in subdivision improvement 



plans for Agency and DPW review.  



3. Agency and DPW to approve plans.  



4. Owner/other developers to construct 



improvements.  



5. DPW to inspect improvements to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 



K.06 STRUCTURE PLACEMENT AND DESIGN TO MINIMIZE DANGERS OF FLOODING 
K.06. Structures in the Project Area should be designed and 



located in such a way to assure the reasonable safety of structures 



and shoreline protective devices built in the Bay or in low-lying 



shoreline areas from the dangers of tidal flooding, including 



consideration of a rise in relative sea level. Detailed construction 



specifications to mitigate against impacts of a sea-level rise, 



however, would require specific flood protection engineering and 



building analysis by a licensed engineer where structures are 



proposed below a 99-foot elevation (Mission Bay Datum). 



Measures include: 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans; check 



elevation as part of Tentative 



Map review 



1. Owner/other developers to include 



modifications required by mitigation 



measure to project site plan and 



submit plan for review by DBI and 



DPW.  



2. DBI and DPW to review and 



approve modified site plan.  



3. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with modifications.  



4. DBI or DPW to inspect structures to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 



K.06a. Setback from the water’s edge Owner, other 



developers Owner, 



other Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06.  



2. DBI and DPW to review and 



approve modified site plan.  



3. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with modifications.  



4. DBI or DPW to inspect structures to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.06b. Install seawalls, dikes, and/or berms during construction 



of infrastructure 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06c. Provide for dewatering basements Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06d. Construct streets and sidewalks above existing grades by 



reducing the 



amount of excavation for utilities or basements 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06e. Use topsoil to raise the level of public open spaces Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06f. Use half-basements and partially depressed garage levels 



to minimize 



excavation 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



M.05 STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL AND DRAINAGE 
M.05. Drain stormwater runoff (up to a 5-year event) from newly 



constructed buildings and permanently covered surfaces in the 



Bay Basin into the City’s combined sewer system until 



installation of a permanent sewer system. 



Owner R.A. DPW Include in subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. DPW to impose requirement of 



mitigation measure as part of project-



level and/or site permit approval.  



2. Owner to construct project 



according to requirements.  



3. DPW to inspect site to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Project Level Review 
D.01 LIGHTING AND GLARE 
D.01. Design parking structure lighting to minimize off-site 



glare. The design could include 45-degree cutoff angles on 



light fixtures to focus light within the site, and 



specifications that spill lighting from parking areas would 



be 0.25 foot-candle or less at 5 feet from the property line 



of the parking areas. Applies to individual sites within the 



Project Area. 



Owner, other 
developers 



R.A. DBI Submit design 



specifications as part 



of plan review and 



site permit processes 



1. Owner/other developers to submit draft lighting plan to 



DBI during plan review.   



2. DBI to review draft lighting plan and provide 



comments/proposed revisions to owner/other developers.   



3. Owner/other developers to revise plans accordingly and 



submit final lighting plan for DBI review and approval.   



4. Owner/other developers to construct project structures 



and implement lighting plan.   



5. DBI to inspect project structures and lighting for light 



and glare impacts. 



D.08 SHADOWS 
D.08. The Redevelopment Plan documents would require 



analysis of potential shadows on existing and proposed 



open spaces during the building design and review process 



when exceptions to certain standards governing the shape 



or locations of buildings are requested that would cause 



over 13% of Mission Creek Park (either North or South), 



20% of Bayfront Park, 17% of Triangle Square or 11% of 



Mission Bay Commons to be in continuous shadow for a 



period of one hour from March to September between 



10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A.  Provide any required 



documentation as 



part of Project-level 



submission 



1. Shadow analysis to be required during building design 



review.   



2. Agency to verify via review of the shadow analysis that 



over 13% of Mission Creek Park (either north or south), 



20% of Bayfront Park, 17% of Triangle Square or 11% of 



Mission Commons are not located in continuous shadow 



per the standards identified in Mitigation Measure D.07.   



3. If through the review of the shadow analysis, the agency 



determines that the buildings are not in compliance with 



the standards governing the shape and locations of 



buildings, the owner /other developers shall modify the 



building designs and/or location to comply with the 



appropriate standards, or the Agency shall make findings 



stating why an exception is appropriate.   



4. Agency to inspect project sites to ensure compliance 



with mitigation measures. 



G.01 NOISE REDUCTION IN PILE DRIVING 
G.01. Use noise-reducing pile driving techniques such as 



pre-drilling pile holes (if feasible, based on soils) to the 



maximum feasible depth, installing intake and exhaust 



mufflers on piledriving equipment, vibrating piles into 



place when feasible, installing shrouds around the 



piledriving hammer where feasible, and restricting the 



hours of operation. 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. DPW/DBI Provide information 



regarding 



compliance prior to 



piling driving 



1. DPW and DBI to impose mitigation measure 



requirements during site permit process.   



2. Owner/other developers to notify contractor of 



construction requirements.   



3. DPW or DBI to inspect construction activities to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Project Level Review 
K.02 CHANGES IN SANITARY SEWAGE QUALITY 
K.02. In addition to developing and implementing a 



Stormwater Management Program for the Central/Bay 



Basin (see Mitigation Measure K.05), participate in the 



City’s existing Water Pollution Prevention Program. 



Facilitate implementation of the City’s Water Pollution 



Prevention Program by providing and installing wastewater 



sampling ports in any building anticipated to have a 



potentially significant discharge of pollutants to the 



sanitary sewer, as determined by the Water Pollution 



Prevention Program of the San Francisco Public Utilities 



Commission’s Bureau of Environmental Regulation and 



Management, and in locations as determined by the Water 



Pollution Prevention Program. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Condition as part of 



Tentative Map 



1. During project level review, DPW to consult with 



SFPUC to determine which sites need installation of 



wastewater sampling ports.   



2. DPW to notify owner/other developers of sites that 



require ports.   



3. Owner/other developers to modify (as may be 



necessary) project plans to comply with City’s Water 



Pollution Prevention Program.   



4. DPW/Agency to review and approve modified project 



plans.   



5. Owner/other developers to construct project according to 



approved modified plans.   



6. DPW to inspect constructed sites to ensure compliance 



with mitigation measure. 



M.02 WATER CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS AND IRRIGATION 
M.02. Include methods of water conservation in Mission 



Bay buildings and landscaping. Water Conservation 



methods include the following: 



    1. DBI and DPW to impose requirements of mitigation 



measure as part of site permit approval.   



2. Owner/other developers to construct project according to 



requirements.   



3. DBI or DPW to inspect site to ensure compliance with 



mitigation measure. 



M.02a. Install water conserving dishwashers and washing 



machines in rental apartments and condominiums. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02b. Install water conserving dishwashers and water 



efficient centralized cooling systems in office buildings. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02c. Incorporate water efficient laboratory techniques in 



research facilities 



where feasible. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02d. Provide information to residences and businesses 



advising methods to conserve water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02e. Install water conserving irrigation systems (e.g., 



drip irrigation). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02f. Design landscaping using drought resistent and 



other low-water use plants. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Improvement Plan - Plan Check 
J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01l. Post-Development  



Except where testing demonstrates that native soils meet standards 



established by the RWQCB as being protective of human health and the 



aquatic environment, require that upon project completion, all native 



soils shall be capped, so as to preclude human contact by using 



buildings, paved surfaces (such as parking lots, sidewalks, or 



roadways), or fill of a kind and depth approved by the RWQCB. 



Owner, Agency, other 



developers Owner, 



Agency, other 



developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the EIR or in 



RMPs. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure J.01. 



K.01 STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAM (SWPPP) 
K.01a. Minimize dust during demolition, grading, and construction by 



lightly spraying exposed soil on a regular basis. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01b. Minimize wind and water erosion on temporary soil stockpiles 



by spraying with water during dry weather and covering with plastic 



sheeting or other similar material during the rainy season (November to 



April). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01c. Minimize the area and length of time during which the site is 



cleared and graded. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01d. Prevent the release of construction pollutants such as cement, 



mortar, paints and solvents, fuel and lubricating oils, pesticides, and 



herbicides by storing such materials in a bermed, or otherwise secured, 



area. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01e. As needed, install filter fences around the perimeter of the 



construction site to prevent off-site sediment discharge. Prior to grading 



the bank slopes of China Basin Channel for the proposed channel-edge 



treatments, install silt or filter fences to slow water and remove 



sediment. As needed, properly trench and anchor in the silt or filter 



fences so that they stand up to the forces of tidal fluctuation and wave 



action, and do not allow sediment-laden water to escape underneath 



them. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Improvement Plan - Plan Check 
K.01f. Follow design and construction standards found in the Manual of 



Standards for Erosion and Sediment Control Measures for placement of 



riprap and stone size. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01g. Install and maintain sediment and oil and grease traps in local 



stormwater intakes during the construction period, or otherwise properly 



control oil and grease discharges. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01h. Clean wheels and cover loads of trucks carrying excavated soils 



before they leave the construction site. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01I. Implement a hazardous material spill prevention, control, and 



clean-up program for the construction period. As needed, the program 



would include measures such as constructing swales and barriers that 



would direct any potential spills away from the Channel and the Bay 



and into containment basins to prevent the movement of any materials 



from the construction site into water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
D.06 UNKNOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS 
D.06. The entire Mission Bay Project Area has at least some sensitivity for 



the presence of unknown archaeological remains. Prehistoric cultural 



deposits could be encountered in three identified areas and unknown 



historical features, artifact caches and debris areas could be located 



anywhere in the Project Area. Follow procedures for instructing excavation 



crews, notifying the ERO and President of the HPC, and developing 



recovery measures, as described in Measure D.03, above. In addition, in the 



event that prehistoric archaeological deposits are discovered, consult local 



Native American organizations. Dialogue with the ERO, HPC and the 



archaeological consultant would take place in developing acceptable 



archaeological testing & excavation procedures, particularly in regard to the 



disposition of cultural materials and Native American burials. 



(Condition Major Plan Accordingly to require on individual building sites or 



potential for single coordinated program for Block) 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. Planning 



Department, ERO; 



HPC President 



Prior to excavation; 



ongoing 



implementation as 



required by measure 



Prior to preparation of the work plan 



consultant shall consult with ERO 



and HPC to develop a testing and 



excavation procedures. 



F.02 CONSTRUCTION PM 
F.02. As conditions of construction contracts, require contractors to 



implement the following mitigation program, based on the instructions in the 



BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines, at all construction sites within the Project 



Area: 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



1. Add note to construction plans 



which contain these air quality 



measures.  



2. To be implemented upon initiation 



of construction.  



3. DBI and DPW to monitor 



implementation success during 



construction activities. 



F.02a. Water all active construction areas at least twice a day, or as needed 



to prevent visible dust plumes from blowing off-site. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02b. Use tarpaulins or other effective covers for on-site storage piles and 



for haul trucks that travel on streets. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02c. Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil 



stabilizers on all unpaved parking areas and staging areas at construction 



sites. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02d. Sweep all paved access routes, parking areas, and staging areas daily 



(preferably with water sweepers). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02e. Sweep streets daily (preferably with water sweepers) if visible 



amounts of soil material are carried onto public streets 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02f. Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers to inactive 



construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
F.02g. Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to 



exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02h. Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 mph. Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02I. Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt 



runoff to public roadways. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02j. Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02k. Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off the tires or 



tracks of all trucks and equipment leaving the site. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02l. Install wind breaks, or plant trees / vegetative wind breaks at 



windward side(s) of construction areas 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02m. Suspend excavation and grading on large construction sites when 



winds (instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02n. Limit the area subject to excavation, grading and other construction 



activity at any one time. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01a. RMP Enforcement Provide an enforcement structure for RMPs, to be 



in place and effective during construction and after project development, 



including:  



i. Develop and record a restrictive covenant as an Environmental Restriction 



and Covenant under California Civil Code Section 1471 that:  



a. Places limits on future uses in the Project Area consistent with the 



provisions in the RMP;  



b. Provides notice to current and future property owners that the RMP 



contains use restrictions and other requirements and obligates property 



owners to provide like notice to occupants; and  



c. Provides notice to current and future property owners that the RWQCB 



maintains residual regulatory enforcement authority over all portions of the 



Project Area sufficient to compel enforcement of the entire RMP  



ii. As part of any future transfer of property title of any portion of the Project 



Area, require current property owners to provide a copy of the RMP to each 



of their future transferees. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01b. Pre-Development 



Include, at a minimum, the following elements in the RMP:  



J.01b Limit direct access to areas with exposed native soils (defined as soils 



that exist at the site prior to project approval) and perform inspections to 



verify that measures taken to limit direct access are maintained. 



Alternatively, for each location with exposed native soils, provide risk 



management procedures for those areas. If this alternative is chosen, for 



each exposed soil location that would remain vacant and undeveloped at the 



initiation of development, and for each site that becomes vacant and includes 



exposed native soil, evaluate and document potential health risks to the 



general public that could occur before site development using the following 



process:  



Evaluate sampling results to determine constituents that could pose a risk to 



the general public. Identify populations who could be exposed to the 



constituents in soils based on land uses within and adjacent to the Project 



Area. Exposed populations that would be considered would include adult 



and child visitors/ trespassers, nearby residents (adults and children), and 



workers not involved in project construction within and adjacent to the 



Project Area.  



Using specific EPAand DTSC-recommended exposure assumptions, identify 



the appropriate exposure pathways and assumptions in consultation with the 



RWQCB. Using the specific exposure assumptions identified above, adopt 



contaminant specific interim target levels (ITLs) following regulatory risk 



assessment guidelines established by DTSC and EPA.  



Compare ITLs to the range of concentrations detected in exposed native 



soils to identify areas where ITLs are exceeded. No further action prior to 



development (other than that required under Article 20 or other applicable 



regulations) would be required in areas in which ITLs are not exceeded. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01c. For areas where ITLs are exceeded, identify specific Interim Risk 



Management (IRM) measures that would reduce potential contamination-



related risks to Project Area occupants and visitors during site build-out. 



Based on the results of the ITL evaluation and need for site controls, general 



IRM measures could include measures such as:  



i. Limit Direct Access to Uncovered Native Soil on Undeveloped Portions of 



the Project Area. To effectively limit access, install fencing or other physical 



barriers around the identified areas, and post “no trespassing” signs. 



ii. Hydroseed or Apply Other Vegetative or Other Cover to Uncovered 



Areas. Hydroseed or apply other vegetative or other cover to the uncovered 



areas to reduce the potential for windblown dusts to be generated, and to 



reduce the potential for individuals to have direct contact with the native 



soils.  



iii. Include Safety Notices in Leases. Notify tenants of occupied portions of 



the Project Areas of the potential risks involved with the disturbance of 



existing cover (asphalt, concrete, vegetation) or exposed native soil.  



iv. Conduct Periodic Inspections of Open Spaces. Conduct periodic 



inspections of the Project Area to reduce the illegal occupancy of open areas 



by transient populations, and to reduce the illegal dumping by unauthorized 



occupants or offsite populations. Implement additional security measures 



such as fencing and/or the use of security guards, if inspections show a need.  



v. Periodic Monitoring. Perform inspections verifying that risk management 



measures remain effective by identifying disturbances to cover materials that 



could result in the exposure of underlying native soil and by identifying 



areas where temporary fencing or other physical barriers might need to be 



reinstalled. If the inspections identify areas where measures have been 



rendered ineffective, implement corrective action. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01d. Development  



Include in the RMP, health and safety training and health protection 



objectives for workers who may directly contact contaminated soil during 



construction and/or maintenance, including Cal/OSHA worker safety 



regulations appropriate to the type of construction activity, location, and risk 



relative to the potential types of hazards associated with contaminated soil or 



groundwater, and where appropriate, compliance with Title 8, Group 16, 



requirements. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01e. Identify site access controls to be implemented during construction, 



such as:  



i. Secure construction site to prevent unauthorized pedestrian/vehicular entry 



with fencing or other barrier of sufficient height and structural integrity to 



prevent entry and based upon the degree of control required.  



ii. Post “no trespassing” signs.  



iii. Provide on-site meetings with construction workers to inform them about 



security measures and reporting/ contingency procedures. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01f. Identify protocols for managing soil during construction, which will 



include at a minimum:  



i. The dust controls found in Measure F.02 in Section VI.F, Mitigation 



Measures: Air Quality.  



ii. Standards for imported fill (defined as fill brought onto the site from 



outside the Project Area) that are protective of human health and the aquatic 



environment and an identified minimum depth of fill to be required for 



landscaped areas.  



iii. A requirement that prior to placement, if native soil in the Project Area is 



to be used on site in any manner that could result in direct human exposure, 



characterization of the soil be conducted to confirm that it meets appropriate 



standards approved by the RWQCB and would be appropriate for the 



intended use.  



iv. Protocols for managing stockpiled and excavated soils.  



v. A program for off-site dust monitoring, consisting of real-time monitoring 



for PM10 concentrations to demonstrate that the health and safety of all 



individuals not engaged in construction activities would not be adversely 



affected by chemicals that could be contained in dust generated by soil-



disturbing activities. If monitoring shows dust levels exceeding 250 g/m3, 



implement additional dust control measures, such as continuous misting of 



exposed areas with water, until concentrations are reduced below the action 



level. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01g. Identify protocols for managing groundwater, which will include at a 



minimum:  



i. Procedures to prevent unacceptable migration of contamination from 



defined plumes during dewatering, such as monitoring, counter-pumping, or 



installing sheetpiles down to Bay Mud before dewatering.  



ii. Procedures for the installation of subsurface pipelines and other utilities, 



where necessary, to prevent lateral transmission of chemicals in 



groundwater. Such procedures could include, but would not be limited to, 



selection of proper backfill materials and thickness and installation of clay 



plugs or barrier collars. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01h. Include SWPPP requirements and BMPs as described in Mitigation 



Measure K.1 in Section VI.K, Mitigation Measures: Hydrology and Water 



Quality. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01I. Include a requirement that construction personnel be trained to 



recognize potential hazards associated with underground features that could 



contain hazardous materials, previously unidentified contamination, or 



buried hazardous debris. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01j. Develop and describe procedures for implementing a contingency 



plan, including appropriate notification and control procedures, in the event 



unanticipated subsurface hazards are discovered during construction. 



Control procedures could include, but would not be limited to, further 



investigation and removal of USTs or other hazards. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01k. Establish procedures, as necessary, so that construction activities 



avoid interfering with any RWQCB-required site investigation and 



remediation in the free product area. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Cert. of Occupancy 
F.03 TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS (TACs) 
F.03. Prior to issuing a certificate of occupancy for a facility containing 



potential toxic air contamination sources, obtain written verification from 



BAAQMD either that the facility has been issued a permit from 



BAAQMD, if required by law, or that permit requirements do not apply to 



the facility. 



Owner, other 



Owners 



 DBI; DPH Prior to issuance of 



Certificate of 



Occupancy for 



relevant facilities 



1. Owner/other owners to obtain and 



submit written verification from 



BAAQMD to DBI.   



2. DBI reviews BAAQMD verification to 



ensure that the facility has been issued a 



permit, or to ensure that permit 



requirements do not apply to the facility.   



3. DBI issues Certificate of Occupancy 



as long as all applicable conditions are 



met. 



H.01 HEAVY EQUIPMENT STORAGE 
H.01. During the build-out period, store heavy construction equipment in 



the Project Area during the buildout period that is capable of traveling on 



damaged roads, clearing debris, and opening access to, and within, the 



Project Area after a major earthquake. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in emergency 



response plan; update 



as necessary 



1. Owner/other developers to prepare 



emergency response plan for the Project 



Area and include Mitigation Measure 



H.01.   



2. OES to review emergency response 



plan before CCSF issues Certificate of 



Occupancy.   



3. OES to inspect Project Area to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure.   



4. Agency to ensure review by OES prior 



to issuing Certificate of Occupancy.   



5. OES to require periodic updates of 



emergency response plan to review and 



approve. 



H.02 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
H.02. Following build-out, coordinate emergency response plans with the 



CCSF regarding use of heavy equipment from the City storage yard in the 



vicinity of the Project Area 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in emergency 



response plan; update 



as necessary 



1. Owner/other developers to adhere to 



mitigation measure during preparation of 



emergency response plan for Project 



Area.   



2. OES to review completed emergency 



response plan before CCSF issues 



Certificate of Occupancy.   



3. OES to require periodic updates of 



emergency response plan to review and 



approve. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Cert. of Occupancy 
J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01n. Prohibit access to native soils for private use. If disturbance of 



native subsurface soils or groundwater dewatering is planned, carry out 



these activities in accordance with the elements of the RMP called for in 



Measures J.01d through J.01k. Following construction or excavation or 



soil disturbance, restore the cap in accordance with the provisions of the 



RMP as called for in Measure J.01l.  



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure J.01. 



J.01o. Prohibit the use of shallow groundwater within the Project Area for 



domestic, industrial, or irrigation purposes. Permit installation of 



groundwater wells within the Project Area only for environmental 



monitoring purposes. Secure and lock environmental wells installed within 



the Project Area to prevent unauthorized access to the groundwater. In the 



event the use of shallow groundwater is proposed, perform an assessment 



of the risks from direct exposure to the groundwater prior to use and 



obtain RWQCB or other appropriate regulatory agency approval of the 



results of the assessment and proposed uses. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure J.01. 



Notes: 



 



BAAQMD: Bay Area Air Quality Management District 



CCSF:  City and County of San Francisco 



DBI: San Francisco Department of Building Inspection 



DPH: San Francisco Department of Public Health 



DPT: San Francisco Department of Parking and Traffic 



DPW: San Francisco Department of Public Works 



EIR: Environmental Impact Report 



ERO: Environmental Review Officer 



HPC: Historic Preservation Commission 



OES: Office of Emergency Services  
Port: Port of San Francisco 



PTC: Planning and Transportation Commission 



RMP: Resource Management Plan 



RWQCB: San Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Control Board 



SFPUC: San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 



SFRA and R.A.: San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 



SWPPP: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 



TMA: Transportation Management Association 
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DATE: July 2, 2009 



TO: Frank Filice, Manager of Capital Planning San Francisco Department of Public Works  



FROM: Julia Mates, Historian, Tetra Tech, Inc. 



RE: SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL EVALUATION OF FIRE STATION #30 AND 
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT, ADAPTIVE REUSE OF FIRE 
STATION #30, ACCORDING TO THE SECRETARY OF INTERIOR’S 
STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 



CC: Charles A. Higueras 
 Jim Buker 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This memo concerns Fire Station #30 at 1300 Third Street and has been prepared by Tetra Tech for 
the San Francisco Department of Public Works (DPW) to assist in the planning process of the parcel 
adjacent to Fire Station #30. The memo addresses the results of the historical evaluation and 
whether the mitigations listed in the 1998 Final Mission Bay Subsequent Environmental Impact 
Report (“Mission Bay SEIR”) adequately reduce the impacts on this historic resource to a less than 
significant level.  
 
This memo is based on the historical significance evaluation of Fire Station #30, conducted by Tetra 
Tech. Julia Mates, Tetra Tech Historian, conducted a site visit, photographed and recorded the 
building on Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 forms, and evaluated the historic 
significance of Fire Station #30. Besides the site visit, Ms. Mates reviewed primary and secondary 
historic materials regarding the Fire Station #30 and the history of the site in Mission Bay. This 
research included visits to the San Francisco Fire Department Headquarters, the San Francisco 
History Room of the Main Library, the San Francisco Planning Department, and a review of historic 
maps.  
 
Ms. Mates concluded that Fire Station #30 appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion C for its distinctive characteristics of a type and 
period, as defined by 36 CFR, Part 79. Furthermore, the property has been evaluated in accordance 
with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, 
using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and the 
property appears to meet the criteria for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources 
(CRHR) under Criterion 3. Therefore, it is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. The fire 
station may also be eligible for listing as a local landmark.  
 
This memo is a summary of the historical evaluation of Fire Station #30; the full architectural 
description and statement of significance is detailed in the attached DPR 523 forms. 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
 
Fire Station #30 is at 1300 Third Street on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South 
Redevelopment Area, bounded by Mission Rock Street to the north, Third Street to the West, and 
China Basin Street to the south. The two-story building is at the southwest corner of the parcel. The 
building’s south and east sides are surrounded by wood and chain-link fencing, and it is the only 
structure on the block. Adjacent blocks are planned for development, but are currently vacant. The 
station was designed in the Eclectic architectural style with elements of Mediterranean and 
Romanesque styles.  
 
The station, constructed in 1928, rests on a concrete foundation, is sided in brick masonry, and is 
capped with multilevel roof formations: flat roofs on the first and second stories on the northern and 
southern extensions; a stair tower is topped with a Spanish-style roof, sheathed in Spanish-style clay 
tiles. A front gable roof shelters the second story on the west extension and also is sheathed in 
Spanish-style clay tiles. The vertical stair tower is clad in stucco. The building features two main 
façades. One façade faces north and contains two fire truck entrances (labeled “apparatus room” on 
original plans), which are accessed by two sets of wood-paneled bifold doors. The second façade 
faces west and contains the pedestrian entrance, a wood-paneled, glazed front door that is covered by 
a metal security gate. Fenestration throughout the building consists of original sets of large, 
rectangular, multi-light windows, with elliptical fanlights, along the first story and four-over-four and 
three-over-three, double-hung, metal and wood sashes on both the first and second stories. Each 
window contains an arched or squared head. Many of the sashes contain lug sills, are flanked by 
cement pilasters, and are covered by metal security bars. The building was constructed with a 
complete structural steel frame, including exterior wall columns and brick curtain walls. The station 
was designed with fireproof materials, such as a steel frame, brick wall cladding, concrete floor in the 
apparatus room, and tile roof. The use of steel for the sashes along the first story where the fire 
engines were contained, and thus an area more susceptible to fire, was also part of the fireproof 
design.  
 
The original plans show the apparatus room, truck entrance, utility closets, kitchen, and living room 
on the ground floor. The truck bays and apparatus room were on the east side of the building; the 
living room, kitchen, patrol platform, stairwell, and lavatory were on the west side. The living room 
windows overlooked Third Street. All floors on the first story were wood, except the floor in the 
apparatus room, which was reinforced concrete, as mentioned above. The east half of the building’s 
second story contained the dormitory, a large locker room, and lavatory, all above the apparatus and 
truck engine room. A fire pole led to the apparatus room from the dormitory. The officers’ room, 
lavatory, and a linen closet were on the west half of the second story. The north and south extensions 
of the flat roof that tops the first story flank the officers room and lavatory on this west side of the 
building.1 In the 1950s, a study of fire stations in San Francisco listed Fire Station #30 (then known 
as Engine Company 18) as being able to quarter 25 men, with three toilets, three showers, and four 
washrooms.2  



 
The main stylistic elements of this building are a projecting cement plaster cornice with cast cement 
detailing above a nine-inch, angled brick course, both of which run along the entire building. The 
station features Romanesque and Mediterranean stylistic elements, including cast stone ornaments 
and decorative detailing at the window sills, arches and ornamented cornices over doors and 



                                                
1 Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 [later #30] Situated at the Corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San 
Francisco, CA) 1927; Carey and Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of 
Firehouse No. 25, 1994. 



2H. C. Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco: 1951), 39.  
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windows, and cement plaster quoins. The north and west sides of the building contain little 
architectural relief, except for the cornice and nine-inch brick course, mentioned above. The truck 
entrance doors are separated by cement pilasters, and each door has concrete wheel guards at the 
corners. Above the pedestrian door is a shield with “SFFD” (for San Francisco Fire Department) 
embossed in cement, with cast stone detailing and a concrete keystone arch. A brick chimney is 
visible on the second story of the west side of the building, which also features original copper 
downspouts (now tarnished). The large arched windows on the first story, Spanish-style roofs, brick 
masonry, cornice and ornamental work, and wood-paneled truck doors are the chief character-
defining features of this station. 
 
Fire Station #30 was designed by San Francisco-born architect Frederick Meyer. Although he 
received no formal training, Meyer learned the art of designing commercial buildings through his 
work as a draftsman and through his experience as an apprentice. Fire Station #30 is another 
example of Meyer’s design of a municipal/utilitarian building to be aesthetically pleasing. Meyer 
designed Fire Station #30 in a style similar to that of other fire stations in the neighborhood, such as 
Fire Station #25. John Reid, Jr., designed several fire stations in San Francisco in the 1920s, including 
Fire Station #25, also located on Third Street, approximately two miles south of Fire Station #30. 
Fire Station #25 was constructed in 1927 with similar materials and architectural elements as Fire 
Station #30.  Meyer’s design and materials selection for Fire Station #30 fit in well with the 
architectural character of the area, which in 1928 contained buildings related to railroading, shipping, 
warehousing, and light industry. The fire station would also have blended in with the character of 
other neighborhoods south of Market Street, just northwest of King Street, where buildings were 
typical warehouses originally designed for easy rail or truck access. These warehouses were large in 
bulk, with brick facades and often with large arches and openings.   
 
ALTERATIONS 
 
This station has undergone few modifications since its construction. The few alterations that have 
been made are the addition of a one-car garage to the south side of the building that is sided in 
stucco, topped with a metal shed roof, and accessed by a metal roll-up door. This south side is also 
surrounded by a modern wood fence, where the original, more decorative iron fence has been 
removed. Metal security screens have been added to cover the first story windows and doors. The 
original hose drying yard and racks have been removed. The exterior brick has been sandblasted, and 
portions of the brick have cracked and have been patched. The north cornice is missing an 
ornament, another fixture is missing near the truck doors, and the SFFD shield is cracked.  
 
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FIRE STATION #30 
 
The following is a summary of the evaluation of Fire Station #30’s historic integrity and under each 
NRHP/CRHR criteria. The property may be eligible for local listing, but that determination is 
beyond the scope of this evaluation. The property is significant as an individual resource but not 
eligible for listing as part of a historic district.  



 
Evaluation Criteria 
 
The criteria for evaluating historical resources under CEQA are in Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the 
CEQA Guidelines, which provide the criteria from Section 20424.1 of the California Public 
Resources Code. The CRHR is in the California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 11.5. 
According to this code, properties listed on or formally determined eligible for listing on the NRHP 
are automatically eligible for listing on the CRHR. The CRHR criteria are largely based on the 
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NRHP, which are codified in 36 CFR, Part 60, and are explained in the guidelines published by the 
Keeper of the National Register.3 
 
Eligibility for listing on either the NRHP or CRHR rests on the two factors of significance and 
integrity. A property must have both in order to be considered eligible. Loss of integrity, if 
sufficiently great, will trump the historical significance a property may have and render it ineligible. 
At the same time, a property may have complete integrity, but if it lacks historical significance, it is 
also considered ineligible. 
 
Historic significance is determined by applying the NRHP and CRHR criteria. The NRHP criteria are 
identified as Criteria A through D, the CRHR as Criteria 1 through 4. The NRHP guidelines state 
that a historic resource’s “quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 
engineering and culture” be determined by meeting at least one of the four main criteria. Properties 
may be significant at the local, state, or national level: 
 
Criterion A: Association with events or trends significant in the broad patterns of our history; 
Criterion B: Association with the lives of significant individuals; 
Criterion C: A property that embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 



construction, represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values; 
Criterion D:  Has yielded, or is likely to yield information important to our history or prehistory. 
 
Integrity is determined by applying seven factors to the historical resource: location, design, setting, 
workmanship, materials, feeing, and association. These seven can be grouped into three types of 
integrity considerations. Location and setting related to the relationship between the property and its 
environment; design, materials, and workmanship apply to historic buildings as they relate to 
construction methods and architectural details; feeling and association pertain to the overall ability of 
the property to convey a sense of the historical time and place in which it was constructed. 
 
The CRHR criteria are very similar to those of the NRHP. Each resource must be determined to be 
significant at the local, state, or national level under one of the four criteria, paraphrased below: 
 
 
Criterion 1:  Resources associated with important events that have made a significant 



contribution to the broad patterns of our history; 
Criterion 2: Resources associated with the lives of persons important to our past; 
Criterion 3: Resources that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 



construction or represents the work of a master; 
Criterion 4: Resources that have yielded, or may be likely to yield information important in 



prehistory or history.4  
 
The CRHR definition of integrity is slightly different from that of the NRHP. Integrity is defined as 
“the authenticity of an historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of 
characteristics that existed during the resources period of significance.” Eligible resources “must 
retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and 
to convey the resources for their significance.” The CRHR goes on to list the same aspects of 
integrity used for evaluating properties under the NRHP criteria. 



                                                
3The most widely accepted guidelines are contained in the US Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, “Guidelines for Applying the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” National Register Bulletin 
15 (Washington DC: US Government Printing Office, 1991, revised 1995 through 2002).  



4California Public Resources Code, Section 4850 through 4858; California Office of Historic Preservation, 
Instructions for Nominating Historical Resources to the California Register of Historical Resources,” August 
1997. 
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Evaluation of Fire Station #30 
 
Fire Station #30 is not significant under Criterion A/1 because it is not important for its association 
with significant events or trends. It was among the first fire stations constructed in Mission Bay. Fire 
Stations, like many urban safety buildings, such as police stations and hospitals, are inherently 
important for safety to the communities they serve. However, in order to be eligible under Criterion 
A/1, a safety building must be historically and significantly important to its community or 
neighborhood. No historical evidence was found to substantiate that the fire station was essential or 
significantly important to events and trends in San Francisco or Mission Bay history.  



 
Similarly, the property is not significant under Criterion B/2 because it is not important for its 
association with any significant historic person. The fire station was designed by architect Frederick 
Meyer, a prominent San Francisco architect. However, it would be inappropriate to use the 
association of the fire station with Meyer under Criterion B or 2 for the evaluation purpose because 
this would be better considered under Criterion C or 3, for the work of a master. Thus, it does not 
appear to meet the criteria for listing on the NRHP or CRHR under this criterion.  
 
Fire Station #30 is significant under Criteria C/3 for its distinctive characteristics of a type and 
period. The property embodies distinctive characteristics of a fire station constructed in the late 
1920s in San Francisco’s Mission Bay in plan, structure, and design. Fire Station #30 contains many 
distinctive elements of its type, a fire station designed in the mid-1920s. The station’s two-story plan, 
with a large apparatus room that dominates the first story, along with a kitchen and some living space 
and a second story that contains the dormitory, locker room, and office space, is consistent with fire 
stations constructed during this period. The station features a tower, which was not used for drying 
hoses (a hose drying rack was located at the east side of the building) but was designed like many 
other fire stations to stand out and make the building recognizable within the neighborhood. The 
exterior design of the building is in keeping with the history of fire stations as public government 
buildings that were constructed with dignity but also harmonized with their surrounding buildings, in 
this case, warehouses and factories with brick wall cladding and Mission Revival style train depots. 
Before 1947, brick was commonly used for wall cladding of fire stations. 
 
Finally, in rare instances, buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about 
historic construction materials or technologies and can be significant under Criterion D/4. The 
building at 1300 Third Street does not appear to be a principal source of important information in 
this regard. 
 
Fire Station #30 has retained a very good level of integrity in all measures, with the exception of 
setting. Modern construction along Third and Mission Rock Streets has diminished the integrity of 
setting, as have the realignment of adjacent streets. However, the property retains sufficient aspects 
of the remaining factors of historic integrity to convey its significance. This property has undergone 
few alterations and is still in its historic location. Intact are the original design, the original 
workmanship, stylistic details, and virtually all of the building’s original materials. The addition of a 
one-car garage at the south side of the property does not diminish the building’s integrity, including 
that of its design; the historic character of the building continues to convey a sense of feeling and 
association to its period of significance, from 1928 until 1976. While the tracks, warehouses, produce 
stand and SPRR buildings that were on the block and on neighboring parcels are gone, the fire 
station still conveys its historic significance as a public safety building constructed in the late 1920s in 
Mission Bay and retains all of the remaining six elements of integrity.  
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CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES OF FIRE STATION #30 
 
The character-defining features of this 1928 fire station are in Eclectic style with Mediterranean and 
Romanesque style elements: two-story footprint, its bifold wood-paneled garage doors, brick wall 
cladding, ornamental details, Spanish-style roof sheathed in clay tiles, bell/stair tower, arches, and 
ornamented cornices.  
 
Fire Station #30 appears to meet Criterion C/3 for listing on the NRHP and CRHR, as a distinct 
example of a late 1920s fire station constructed in the Eclectic style with Mediterranean and 
Romanesque elements in Mission Bay. The property’s period of significance is from its construction 
in 1928 until 1976, when it was no longer used as a fire station.  
 
PROPOSED PROJECT 
 
The proposed project would develop a 265,000-gross-square-foot complex on Block 8 in the Mission 
Bay South Redevelopment Area, bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets. The 
complex would include a police station, a police headquarters, a fire station, and a parking area. The 
project would also include adaptive reuse of Fire Station #30. The project would comply with all 
design guidelines contained in the Mission Bay South Design for Development, adopted March 16, 
2004, and would conform to all other codes and development standards in order to achieve 
entitlements from the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. The DPW will consult with the San 
Francisco Planning Department on the design for the complex and regarding raising Fire Station #30 
before construction.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As the eligibility for the NRHP and the adaptive reuse of Fire House #30 has already been 
considered in the Mission Bay SEIR, no new information has emerged that would materially change 
any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission Bay SEIR. Therefore, the adaptive reuse of the Fire 
House #30 in a manner that is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for historic 
preservation does not entail any substantial changes that would require major revisions to the 
Mission Bay SEIR, nor would new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects occur. The project would comply with all design 
guidelines contained in the Mission Bay South Design for Development and would conform to all 
other codes and development standards in order to achieve entitlements from the San Francisco 
Redevelopment Agency.  
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PREPARER’S QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
Tetra Tech Historian Julia Mates prepared this memo and the attached historical evaluation. Ms. 
Mates coordinated with DPW regarding project details, reviewed project information, conducted 
research and examined records regarding Fire Station #30, Mission Bay, and the San Francisco Fire 
Department to assess known and potential historical resources. Ms. Mates meets the History and 
Architectural History professional qualifications as outlined by the federal government in Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations Part 61. She has an M.A. in History/Public History from California 
State University, Sacramento. 
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P1. Other Identifier: Fire Station #30 
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication ⌧ Unrestricted   *a. County San Francisco 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 



*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad San Francisco North Date 1995 T_2S__; R _5W_;  



c. Address 1300 Third Street City _San Francisco Zip _94158 



d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone 10; 553854  mE/ __4180720 mN 
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) 
Block 8720, Lot 002 
*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 
Fire Station #30 is at 1300 Third Street on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area, 
bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets. The two-story building is at the southwest corner of 
the parcel and is accessed by a driveway along Mission Rock Street, at the building’s north side. The building’s south and 
east sides are surrounded by wood and chain-link fencing, and it is the only structure on the block. Adjacent blocks are 
developed with new construction. (See Continuation Sheet.) 
  
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) (HP39) Other (HP45) Unreinforced Masonry Building  
*P4. Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 
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southeast, March 5, 2009 
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⌧ Historic  Prehistoric  Both 
1928/San Francisco Fire Department 
Records 
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City and County of San Francisco 
Real Estate Division 
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San Francisco, CA 94102 
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180 Howard Street, Suite 250 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
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State of California – The Resources Agency    Primary # _____________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION    HRI # ________________________________________ 
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD        



 
B1. Historic Name: Engine Company 18, Engine Company 19 
B2. Common Name: Fire Station #30 



B3. Original Use: Fire Station B4. Present Use: San Francisco Fire Department Toys Program 
*B5. Architectural Style: Eclectic with elements of Romanesque and Mediterranean  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) 1928; fire hose drying racks removed (date unknown); 
parking lot at north side removed (after 1997, exact date unknown); removal of iron fence on east side and construction of 
wood fence (after 1997, exact date unknown); construction of one-car garage, circa 1995.  
 
*B7. Moved? ⌧ No  Yes  Unknown Date: Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:  
B9. Architect: Frederick Meyer b. Builder: Unknown 



*B10. Significance: Theme  n/a  Area   n/a  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   n/a  Applicable Criteria  n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.) 
Fire Station #30 appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) for its 
significance under Criterion C for its distinctive characteristics of a type and period, as defined by 36 CFR, Part 79. 
Furthermore, this property has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and 
the property appears to meet the criteria for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) under 
Criterion 3. Therefore, it is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. (See Continuation Sheet.)  
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  
*B12. References: See footnotes in Significance, B10 
 
B13. Remarks:  
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Julia Mates 
 
*Date of Evaluation: March 5, 2009  
 (This space reserved for official comments.) 
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P3a. Description (continued): 
The station rests on a concrete foundation, is sided in brick masonry, and is capped with multilevel roof formations: flat 
roofs on the first and second stories on the northern and southern extensions; a stair tower is topped with a Spanish-style 
roof, sheathed in Spanish-style clay tiles, as shown in Photographs 1, 2, and 3. A front gable roof shelters the second story 
on the west extension and also is sheathed in Spanish-style clay tiles. The vertical stair tower is clad in stucco. The building 
features two main façades. One façade faces north and contains two fire truck entrances (labeled “apparatus room” on 
original plans), which are accessed by two sets of wood-paneled bifold doors. The second façade faces west and contains the 
pedestrian entrance, a wood-paneled, glazed front door that is covered by a metal security gate. Fenestration throughout the 
building consists of original sets of large, rectangular, multi-light windows, with elliptical fanlights, along the first story and 
four-over-four and three-over-three, double-hung, metal and wood sashes on both the first and second stories. Each window 
contains an arched or squared head. Many of the sashes contain lug sills, are flanked by cement pilasters, and are covered by 
metal security bars. The building was constructed with a complete structural steel frame, including exterior wall columns 
and brick curtain walls.1 The station was designed with fireproof materials, such as a steel frame, brick wall cladding, 
concrete floor in the apparatus room, and tile roof. The use of steel for the sashes along the first story where the fire engines 
were contained, and thus an area more susceptible to fire, was also part of the fireproof design.  



The original plans show the apparatus room, truck entrance, utility closets, kitchen, and living room on the ground floor. The 
truck bays and apparatus room were on the east side of the building; the living room, kitchen, patrol platform, stairwell, and 
lavatory were on the west side. The living room windows overlooked Third Street. All floors on the first story were wood, 
except the floor in the apparatus room, which was reinforced concrete, as mentioned above. The east half of the building’s 
second story contained the dormitory, a large locker room, and lavatory, all above the apparatus and truck engine room. A 
fire pole led to the apparatus room from the dormitory. The officers’ room, lavatory, and a linen closet were on the west half 
of the second story. The north and south extensions of the flat roof that tops the first story flank the officers room and 
lavatory on this west side of the building. In the 1950s, a study of fire stations in San Francisco listed Fire Station #30 (then 
known as Engine Company 18) as being able to quarter 25 men, with three toilets, three showers, and four washrooms.2  



The main stylistic elements of this building are a projecting cement plaster cornice with cast cement detailing above a nine-
inch, angled brick course, both of which run along the entire building (Photograph 4). The station features Romanesque and 
Mediterranean stylistic elements, including cast stone ornaments and decorative detailing at the window sills, arches and 
ornamented cornices over doors and windows, and cement plaster quoins (Photograph 5). The north and west sides of the 
building contain little architectural relief, except for the cornice and nine-inch brick course, mentioned above. The truck 
entrance doors are separated by cement pilasters, and each door has concrete wheel guards at the corners. Above the 
pedestrian door is a shield with “SFFD” (for San Francisco Fire Department) embossed in cement, with cast stone detailing 
and a concrete keystone arch (Photograph 6). A brick chimney is visible on the second story of the west side of the 
building, which also features original copper downspouts (now tarnished). The large arched windows on the first story, 
Spanish-style roofs, brick masonry, and wood-paneled truck doors are the chief character-defining features of this station. 



The building has an eclectic design with elements of Romanesque and Mediterranean architecture and has undergone few 
modifications since its construction. The few alterations that have been made are the addition of a one-car garage to the 
south side of the building, which is sided in stucco, topped with a metal shed roof, and accessed by a metal roll-up door 
(Photograph 7). This south side is also surrounded by a modern wood fence, where a more decorative iron fence has been 
removed. Metal security screens have been added to cover the first story windows and doors. The original hose drying yard 
and racks on the east side of the building have been removed. The exterior brick has been sandblasted, and portions of the 
brick have cracked and have been patched. The north cornice is missing an ornament, another fixture is missing near the 
truck doors, and the SFFD shield is cracked.  



                                                 
1 Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 [later #30] Situated at the Corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San Francisco, CA) 
1927; Carey and Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of Firehouse No. 25, 1994. 
2H. C. Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco: 1951), 39.  
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B10. Significance (continued): 
 
Background History 



History of the Neighborhood and Site 



The context for Fire Station #30 is its role in the history of the Mission Bay neighborhood and site. Mission Bay was 
extensively filled by the middle and late nineteenth century, and the newly filled land became an industrial area for a variety 
of businesses. The industrial character of the area was established by the interaction between the waterfront and railroads. 
Shipbuilding and railroads serving the shipbuilding industry became the dominant industries in Mission Bay. Secondary 
industries, such as glass making, chemical manufacturing, lumber and related industries, trash dumping, oil operations, food 
processing, iron and brick industries, and wool factories, were established in the area to serve and take advantage of the 
dominant industries nearby.3 The presence of these industries attracted workers, who resided near their work. Thus, enclaves 
of houses, flats, hotels, restaurants, shops, and bars sprang up to accommodate the dock and factory workers who settled in 
the area.  



Fire Station #30 was constructed in the midst of train tracks, rail yards, and platforms. A produce market was also located 
near the station.4 Railroads had a great influence in the development of Mission Bay. In 1868, sixty acres of Mission Bay 
land was granted to the Southern Pacific Railroad (SPRR) and the Western Pacific Railroad to build a terminal. Another 
200-foot right-of-way was granted to the SPRR later on. These lands were south of Channel Street on what became the site 
for Fire Station #30. SPRR and the Santa Fe Railroad established a network of tracks, warehouse complexes, and 
roundhouses, which made it convenient to transport goods from warehouses to trains and onto ships. The availability of land 
and the proximity of the SPRR spur resulted in the construction of many warehouses and factories along the waterfront. Two 
other railroads, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe and the Western Pacific, also had their termini in San Francisco and had 
rail yards within Mission Bay.5 These railroads served piers and industries in Mission Bay and along the waterfront.  



Sanborn Insurance Company maps reveal that by 1913, the variety of industries within Mission Bay had decreased. 
Although warehouses and manufacturing companies were still present, many smaller business and industries had left. This 
may be due in some part to the economic depression of the mid-1890s.6 Warehouses continued to dominate the area because 
of convenient access to railroads and ships to transport freight. The SPRR continued to dominate the area on which Fire 
Station #30 would be constructed, with a large SPRR warehouse across the street, a car repair yard on the same block as the 
station, and several gas and oil yards nearby.7 By 1915, the waterfront and the intersection of Third and Fourth Streets 
looked the same as they did in 1928 when Fire Station #30 was constructed8 (Figure 1).  



The SPRR no longer dominated the region by the middle of the twentieth century, in part because of the invention of the 
automobile and increased growth of the trucking industry. The 1928-1950 Sanborn map shows Fire Station #30 (labeled 
“Fire Station No. 18” on the map) next to machinery sales warehouses, chemical warehouses, and SPRR tracks and affiliated 
warehouses. However, many of the SPRR buildings that were on the 1913-1915 Sanborn maps are no longer associated with 
the SPRR. The lumber building, paint shop, and planing mill have been replaced by light-industrial buildings, such as 
                                                 
3David Chavez, Jan Hupman, Archaeological Review for the Mission Bay Project EIR (Mill Valley 1997), 37. 
4Bill Koening, Director Emeritus, San Francisco Fire Department Museum, personal communication with Tetra Tech Historian, Julia 
Mates, May 30, 2009. 
5San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, Facts About the Port of San Francisco: a Brief Handbook Containing Information of General 
Interest to the Shipper and Business Man Together with Maps, Views and Statistical Information Relative to San Francisco’s Foreign 
Trade (San Francisco 1921), 18. 
6Chavez et al, Archaeological Resources Review for the Mission Bay Project EIR, 78; Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, 
California 1913), 220. 
7Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, California, (1913), 220. 
8Sally Woodbridge, San Francisco in Maps and Views, (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc. 2006), 125. 
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machinery sales, a magnesite mill warehouse, an industrial chemical warehouse, and a gas and oil depot, as well as storage 
buildings. The SPRR freight tracks are still present on the 1950s Sanborn maps.9  



Mission Bay was not the focus of significant urban renewal or redevelopment until the later part of the twentieth century, 
when plans for redeveloping Mission Bay were to change the area from an industrial commercial center to a more 
commercial and residential area. During this period, the street patterns in Mission Bay were altered. Fourth Street, which ran 
along the north side of Fire Station #30 and intersected with Third Street, was altered to run south, parallel to Third Street, 
and ended before Third Street. New east and west streets have been created. China Basin Street has been constructed to run 
along the south side of Fire Station #30. Figure 2 is a historic map of the streets surrounding Fire Station #30, and Figure 3 
shows the street grids as they appear after alignment modifications. San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency (MUNI) light 
rail tracks and platform have been constructed and are along Third Street, across the street from the station. 



History of Fire Station #30 



Fire Station #30 was designed in 1925 by Frederick Meyer, and the City Architect was John Reid, Jr. The station was 
completed in 1928. (Figure 4) Original plans show that Fire Station #30 did stylistically identify itself with its neighborhood 
in Mission Bay and contained many of the same elements found in buildings south of Market Street, which were 
characterized by brick wall cladding, arches, multiple stories, rectangular-massed buildings, recessed fenestration, brick 
corbels, and pilaster-like elements.10 There were several reasons for the construction of Fire Station #30 at this site. One was 
the need for a firehouse on the southern side of the China Basin Channel. After the Fourth Street Bridge was constructed in 
1917, more development was occurring in the south part of San Francisco, in Mission Bay. Indeed, there was a rise in the 
construction of fire stations in general in the mid-1920s within the southern district of San Francisco. In an article in the 
Municipal Record of 1926, Mayor James Rolph, Jr., announced that the architect was preparing preliminary plans for Engine 
Company 18, on Third Street near Merrimac (Fire Station #30). The same publication also reported that during the fist six 
months of the fiscal year of 1925, public building permits in San Francisco were up 100 percent since 1920 and that new fire 
stations in the Southern District were recently built.11 As discussed above, during the 1920s, the Mission Bay area had grown 
in density and contained many industrial warehouses, including lumberyards, railroad lines, docks, and manufacturing 
plants. The area had also grown with the construction of tenements, restaurants, hotels, saloons, and shops. The Fourth Street 
Bridge, a drawbridge, was constructed over the China Basin Channel in 1917. The City and County of San Francisco 
constructed Fire Station #30 in Mission Bay because, if the Fourth Street Bridge was up and there was a fire on the south 
side of the channel, the fire companies responding from the north side would be delayed by having to go around the bridge 
by way of Seventh Street or by having to wait for the bridge to be lowered. The SFFD constructed Fire Station #30 on the 
south side of the bridge so that Engine Company 19 would be able to respond to fires in Mission Bay and not have to rely on 
fire companies on the north side of the channel.12 The Municipal Employee featured a photograph of the station and the 
simple statement that “…special attention is also given in this issue to the Fire Department, which has just added a new unit, 
engine house 19, to the extensive and competent organization headed for so many years by Fire Chief Thomas R. 
Murphy.”13  



From 1928 until 1927, Engine Company 19 had a daily complement of one officer and five firefighters. In 1970 all engine 
company crews were reduced by one fire fighter, due to budget cuts. During the mid-1970s, the crews were reduced again by 
one, also due to budget cuts. Throughout its history, Fire Station #30 housed many fire engine companies other than Engine 



                                                 
9Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, California, (1913-1915, 1950), 220. 
10Appendix I to Article 10 of San Francisco Planning Code: South End Historic Districts (San Francisco Planning Department, 
Amended March 23, 1990) 665. 
11Monthly Report Bureau of Architecture, Board of Public Works, Construction of Public Buildings, the Municipal Record, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 50, (San Francisco, December1925), 438; James Rolph, Jr., Public Buildings, the Municipal Record, Volume XIX, No. 6 (San 
Francisco, January 1926),7.  
12Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
13Fire and Water, the Municipal Employee, Volume II, No. 10, (San Francisco October 1928), 21. 
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Company 19. Among them were Hosthender Company 3, with one fireman and an occasion officer from 1939 to 1955; 
Water Tower Company 1,with one firefighter from 1968 to 1973; and Auxiliary Engine Company 13, with extra engines 
used as civil defense units during World War II. The extra engines remained in service until the 1970s but were not used 
unless the SFFD reserves were activated.14 



In 1951, H. C. Vensano, Consulting Engineer for the City and County of San Francisco, and the San Francisco Fire 
Department conducted a study to determine which fire stations in the city were structurally sound and which were unlikely 
to withstand an earthquake. They identified specific stations that should be reconstructed and reinforced to withstand 
earthquakes, those that should continue being used as is, and those stations that should be abandoned. The study included 
Fire Station #30, at which time the engineer who inspected the station noted that, although Fire Station #30 was constructed 
with a steel frame, it would not withstand lateral forces of an earthquake and would likely be damaged. The brick work was 
rated as “good” and the apparatus room floor was noted to be of “reinforced concrete.” However, reconstruction of the fire 
station was recommended to ensure that it could withstand lateral forces.15 The study also noted that the fire station “houses 
one of the heavy types of fire boat tenders with a full standard 11,000 pound wheel load” and concluded that perhaps the 
building was not strong enough to house the modern heavier equipment.16 Hose tenders were used to carry thousands of 
pounds of hose to be used with fire boats to extinguish fires. These hoses were especially heavy equipment. The two hose 
tenders in the city during this period were in Fire Station #30 and at Fire Boat Station #2, both along the waterfront.  



The recommendations of the Vensano report resulted in San Francisco passing a fire bond issue in November 1952 for 
$4,750,000 to upgrade its fire stations. Although the Vensano report recommended reconstructing Engine House No. 19 to 
be “practical and in my opinion will be found to be economically warranted…,” Fire Station #30 was not listed as one of the 
23 stations that would be reconstructed or rebuilt as part of the bond measure.17 There is no indication that the structural 
reinforcement recommendations in the Vensano report were actually acted on or that Fire Station #30 was ever structurally 
reinforced. On July 1, 1976, Engine Company No. 30 was disbanded due to city directed budget cuts to the Fire 
Department.18 In 1976, the Toys Program of the SFFD was housed in the fire station, where it continues to operate.19 In more 
recent times, the fire station also housed the Sisters of Mother Theresa Missionaries of Charity soup kitchen.  



Historical Contexts  



The Architecture of Fire Stations  



Before the 1850s, firefighting was community-oriented and voluntary, and fire stations resembled lodges or clubhouses. 
Eventually, cities took over the fire service, and fire stations became public buildings. This shift from private fire companies 
to government run fire departments meant fire stations became public buildings and their design was often part of political 
decisions. This shift also meant a change in the design of fire stations because they had to provide firefighters with a place to 
sleep and accommodate firefighting equipment. Fire stations had to combine elements of garages, barracks, and living 
quarters in one building. As city public buildings they had to appear on the exterior as public institutions and on the interior 
had to be both functional and residential.20 Architectural historian Jennifer Zurier describes the national trend of fire stations 
in which they had to look important but less pompous than other municipal buildings, such as courthouses and city halls. 
They also had to fit in with their surrounding neighborhoods, which ranged widely from commercial areas to residential 



                                                 
14Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
15Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco 1951), B32 
16Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco, B32 
17St. Francis Hook and Ladder Society, San Francisco Fire Department, 1866-1974 (San Francisco 1974), no page; Vensano, A Survey 
of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco, 1951), 55; SFFD file,  
18Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
19Sally Casazza, Chairperson San Francisco Firefighters Toy Program (personal communication with Julia Mates, Tetra Tech Historian, 
April 13, 2009) 
20Rebecca Zurier, The American Firehouse: an Architectural and Social History (New York: Abbeville Press 1982), 13. 
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neighborhoods.21 As technology changed, the design of fire stations changed as well. The shape of fire stations that housed 
horse-drawn and steam-driven fire engines in the mid-nineteenth century had different criteria than those stations that 
housed gasoline-powered engines before World War I. Fire stations with motor engines could be smaller than those built to 
house horse-drawn steam engines. Fire stations throughout history have also had to look like fire stations. This poses another 
factor in fire station design, that of the status of fire stations within their communities: fire stations must look the way people 
in the community think they should. Throughout history, society has had a vision of firefighters as heroes and firefighting as 
a symbol of civic pride. Fire stations represent a commitment to safety and protecting life and property, so they have 
historically been designed to represent distinctive architectural qualities that make them recognizable as fire stations by their 
communities.22  



Many features of fire stations have roots dating back to the 1800s. For example, during the period of volunteer fire 
companies, many fire stations were constructed with large towers which provided a place to hang the long leather hoses used 
for extinguishing fires so that they could dry. By the 1850s, drying racks at the rear or to the side of the stations were used 
for drying hoses instead of towers. Fire stations continued to be designed with towers even after the functional use was moot 
because they caused the building to stand out, and they were often the most decorated part of the station.23 Red brick was 
also commonplace in fire station design in the US. After 1870, the use of red brick dominated fire station architecture, a 
design style taken from industrial and commercial buildings.24 



Eventually, budgets for public buildings increased and the task of designing fire stations was given to leading architects. 
This led to a variety of fire station designs. Fire stations had few criteria: they needed only two or three stories, a door large 
enough for the engines, and windows for living quarters. Fire stations had to be distinguishable from other municipal 
buildings, yet had to fit into their neighborhood surroundings. For example, a residential neighborhood might contain a fire 
station that was in the Tudor style, but this style would not be appropriate for a station in a downtown area. Thus, architects 
had room to create balconies, porches, turrets, and towers as they saw fit. Many architects incorporated the sentimental 
feelings associated with fire safety with their designs, creating stations that looked official and at the same were creative, 
using decorative elements, ornaments, and firefighting symbols.25 



San Francisco Fire Stations 



San Francisco’s Fire Department followed the national trend of firefighting, as described above. It was a volunteer 
department from 1850 until 1866, and fires were extinguished by volunteers who would assemble and haul apparatuses to 
fires. However, the time it took for volunteers to gather and respond to fires often meant valuable time lost. A demand for 
fire personnel that were always on duty was needed to replace the volunteer team (although many had day jobs and fought 
fires only when called).26 It was during this time that fire stations transitioned into buildings that contained living spaces as 
well as large rooms for engines and equipment. The increased number of personnel and the increased amount of time spent 
in the fire station waiting for a fire to occur transformed the design of fire stations.  



The fires that destroyed numerous buildings in San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake resulted in San Franciscans having a 
renewed respect for fire safety. Fire stations were rebuilt in the years immediately after the earthquake, with a variety of 
styles across the city, depending on when they were constructed and in what areas. Styles included Mission Revival, 
Romanesque, Craftsman/Tudor Revival, and Beaux Arts.27  



                                                 
21Zurier, The American Firehouse: an Architectural and Social History, 13. 
22Zurier, 14-15. 
23Zurier, 65. 
24Zurier, 111. 
25Zurier, 132. 
26The Evolution of the Fire Department, the Municipal Record, Vol. II (San Francisco 1926) 365. 
27Ann Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31 (San Francisco, 1987): Item 8 Sheet 3. 
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Structural designs of fire stations in San Francisco changed after 1876, leading to better and stronger designs. The need for 
increased living space and upgraded facilities for quartering firefighters led to larger and wider fire stations with large 
dormitories and apparatus rooms to house truck engines. Between 1906 and 1918, San Francisco fire stations were 
constructed with increased strength in apparatus room floors because of the increased use of motorized equipment, which 
was heavier than horse-drawn vehicles. Many of the fire stations built during this time were constructed with the apparatus 
room floors resting directly on the ground to produce maximum vertical load carrying capacity.28 Fire stations constructed 
between 1913 and 1947 were generally built with brick or concrete walls, which designers used to further strengthen the 
buildings to resist increasing vertical loads.  



Fire Station #30 is similar in plan to other stations in San Francisco built after the 1850s: the main floor on the street level, a 
tall (or arched) wide engine doorway, with the second story used as a dormitory for firefighters.29 By 1921, all of the fire 
stations within the SFFD were motorized, which meant that fire stations constructed after this period were built to house 
motorized apparatuses. Buildings and entries to fire stations were constructed wider than those of stations that were built 
before the use of motor-powered fire engines, and greater distances between fire stations were acceptable because of the 
speed and efficiency of motorized engines.30 



Frederick H. Meyer, Architect 



Fire Station #30 was designed by San Francisco-born architect Frederick Meyer. Although he received no formal training, 
Meyer learned the art of designing commercial buildings through his work as a draftsman and through his experience as an 
apprentice. Meyer was influenced by visits to Chicago’s downtown skyscrapers, and he and his partner Smith O’Brien 
designed the Rialto Building (southwest corner of Mission and New Montgomery Streets) following Chicago’s building 
style.31 Meyer was a versatile architect who designed buildings for a variety of uses, including civic, residential, and 
utilitarian. Examples of Meyer’s work in San Francisco include the Pacific Gas and Electric Company office building at 445 
Sutter Street, the Kohler and Chase Building at 20-26 O’Farrell Street, and the Financial Center at 405 Montgomery Street.32 



While Meyer designed many large skyscrapers, he also designed several buildings along the San Francisco waterfront, such 
as Building 101 on Pier 70, and eight projects for the City and County of San Francisco, including firehouses and branch 
libraries.33 Meyer was teamed with John Reid, Jr. (the City Architect when Fire Station #30 was planned) in influencing the 
design of the Civic Center, one of Meyer’s most famous contributions to San Francisco’s architecture. Meyer also designed 
the Exposition Auditorium with John Reid, Jr., and Galen Howard. The Civic Center was an example of the influence that 
the City Beautiful Movement had on Meyer. Followers of this movement believed that improving the architecture of a city 
would promote economic prosperity and civic pride through the use of public open spaces and classically designed 
buildings. Meyer put these ideals into his design of utilitarian buildings, such as the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
substations, Station S, constructed in 1913, and Station J, constructed in 1914. Meyer designed these substations in the 



                                                 
28Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco, 11. 
29Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31, Statement of Significance.  
30Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31, Section 8 page, 3; San Francisco Hook and Ladder Society, SF Fire 
Department 1866-1974 (San Francisco, California, 1974), no page. 
31Michael Corbett, “Splendid Survivors: San Francisco’s Downtown Architectural Heritage” (In: San Francisco: the Foundation for San 
Francisco’s Architectural Heritage 1979), 52. 
32Ivan Frickstad, Some Sub-Stations of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, The Architect and Engineer, 43:2, November 1915, 55; 
Christopher VerPlanck, “Frederick H. Meyer: Versatile Architect of the ‘old school.’ In: Heritage News, Vol. XXVII, No. 6, 19, on file 
at San Francisco Architectural Heritage, File name 1300 4th Street/1301 Third Street. 
33Letter from Ashley, Keyser, and Runge Architects, March 6, 1961 (268 Market Street, San Francisco). On file at San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, Folder name “1300 Third Street”; the letter does not include which fire stations in San Francisco were designed 
by Meyer; “The Work of Frederick H, Meyer, Architect.” In: Architect and Engineer, Vol. XVIII, No. 3, October 1909. 
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Beaux Arts style, with classical elements around entrances and at cornice levels. Instead of designing windowless boxes, the 
aesthetically pleasing buildings added to the streetscape and contributed to the city’s physical environment.34  



Fire Station #30 is another example of Meyer’s design of a municipal/utilitarian building to be aesthetically pleasing. Meyer 
designed Fire Station #30 in a style similar to that of other fire stations in the neighborhood, such as Fire Station #25. John 
Reid, Jr., designed several fire stations in San Francisco in the 1920s, including Fire Station #25, also located on Third 
Street, approximately two miles south of Fire Station #30. Fire Station #25 was constructed in 1927 with similar materials 
and architectural elements as Fire Station #30.35 Meyer’s design and materials selection for Fire Station #30 fit in well with 
the architectural character of the area, which in 1928 contained buildings related to railroading, shipping, warehousing, and 
light industry. The fire station would also have blended in with the character of other neighborhoods south of Market Street, 
just northwest of King Street, where buildings were typical warehouses originally designed for easy rail or truck access. 
These warehouses were large in bulk, with brick facades and often with large arches and openings.36  



Evaluation 



The following is an evaluation of Fire Station #30’s historical significance in each NRHP/CRHR criteria. This evaluation is 
focused on this property’s significance as an individual resource. Fire Station #30 does not appear to be eligible for listing as 
part of a historic district. 



Significance 



Fire Station #30 is not significant under Criterion A/1 because it is not important for its association with significant events or 
trends. It is among the first fire stations constructed in Mission Bay. Fire stations, like many urban safety buildings, such as 
police stations and hospitals, are inherently important for safety to the communities they serve. However, in order to be 
eligible under Criterion A/1, a fire station must be historically significantly important to its community or neighborhood. No 
historical evidence was found to substantiate that the fire station was essential or significantly important to events and trends 
in San Francisco or Mission Bay history, and no adequate context was developed for evaluation under this criterion.  



Similarly, the property is not significant under Criterion B/2 because it is not important for its association with any 
significant historic person. It does not appear to meet the criteria for listing on the NRHP or CRHR under this criterion.  



Fire Station #30 is significant under Criteria C/3 for its distinctive characteristics of a type and period. The property 
embodies distinctive characteristics of a fire station constructed in the late 1920s in San Francisco’s Mission Bay in plan, 
structure, and design. Fire Station #30 contains many distinctive elements of its type, a fire station designed in the mid-
1920s. The station’s two-story plan, with a large apparatus room that dominates the first story, along with a kitchen and 
some living space and a second story that contains the dormitory, locker room, and office space, is consistent with fire 
stations constructed during this period. The station features a tower, which was not used for drying hoses (a hose drying rack 
was located at the east side of the building) but was designed like many other fire stations to stand out and make the building 
recognizable within the neighborhood. The exterior design of the building is in keeping with the history of fire stations as 
public government buildings that were constructed with dignity but also harmonized with their surrounding buildings, in this 
case, warehouses and factories with brick wall cladding and Mission Revival style train depots. Before 1947, brick was 
commonly used for wall cladding of fire stations.  



                                                 
34Alice Ross Carey, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, San Francisco Fire Department (SFFD) Engine Co. 
Number 2, (San Francisco 2001) 7. 
35Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 Situated at the corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San Francisco, CA) 1927; Carey and 
Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of Firehouse No. 25, 1994; Fire Station #25 contains arched windows 
and a dentilled cornice and is described as “a 1920s interpretation of the Romanesque style.” 
36City and County of San Francisco and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, Final Mission Bay Subsequent Environmental Impact 
Report, Prepared by EIP Associates, (San Francisco 1998), V.D.5-V.D.7. 
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Fire Station #30 was distinctive on this block as a fire station and it was a prominent public building from its exterior, yet it 
also contained elements consistent with its neighborhood. Meyer’s choice of Mediterranean and Romanesque architectural 
elements (cornices, arched windows, and Spanish-style roof and tiles) blended well with nearby buildings.37 The reinforced 
concrete floor of the apparatus room is another distinctive characteristic that was characteristic of fire stations designed 
during the period, in which fire stations were required to house motorized heavy equipment and needed to have strong 
apparatus room floors. Fire Station #30 is an important example of a fire station constructed during a period when fire 
prevention in the south district of San Francisco was underrepresented and exemplifies the status fire stations had in society 
in the mid-1920s. Its importance is also in the fact that it is the only unaltered fire stations with this style and design that 
exists in Mission Bay.  



Fire Station #30 has undergone few modifications over time. While other fire stations constructed with similar styles during 
the same period of construction exist, unlike Fire Station #30, they have been heavily altered. Photographs 8 and 9 show 
the fire station shortly after it was constructed, and few changes to the building are apparent. The property’s period of 
significance is from 1928, when it was constructed, until 1976, when it was no longer used as a fire station.  



Finally, in rare instances, buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies and can be significant under Criterion D/4. The building at 1300 Third Street does not appear to be 
a principal source of important information in this regard. 



Integrity 



Integrity of a historic resource is measured by applying seven factors: location, design, setting, workmanship, materials, 
feeling, and association. Fire Station #30 has retained a very good level of integrity in all measures, with the exception of 
setting because the buildings on adjacent parcels and neighboring blocks have been replaced with modern construction. The 
CRHR definition of integrity is “the authenticity of [a] historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of 
characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance.” The CRHR goes on to state that eligible resources 
“must retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and to convey the 
reasons for their significance,” and then it lists the seven aspects of integrity.38  



Despite the diminished integrity of setting due to modern construction along Third and Mission Rock Streets, Fire Station 
#30 retains sufficient historic integrity to convey its significance. This property has undergone few alterations and is still in 
its historic location. Its original design remains intact, with the exception of the addition of a one-car garage at its south side. 
This addition does not diminish the overall design of the building. The original workmanship, ornamental detailing, tower, 
arches and decorative work have not been altered and most of the building’s original materials are still present and have not 
been replaced. The original materials of brick and concrete are still in place, and most of the sashes are original. The brick 
wall cladding appears to have been sandblasted, but this relates more to the condition of the property than to its integrity.39 
While the original tracks, warehouses, and SPRR buildings that were on the block and on neighboring parcels are gone, the 
fire station does convey the significance of its importance as a fire station constructed in the late 1920s in Mission Bay, and 
it retains all of the remaining six elements of integrity.  



The character-defining features of this fire station of the late 1920s construction are its Eclectic with elements of 
Mediterranean and Romanesque style elements: its two-story footprint, two wood-paneled garage doors, brick wall cladding, 
Spanish-style roof sheathed in clay tile, decorative ornaments, arches, ornamented cornices, and bell/stair tower. Fire Station 



                                                 
37Virginia and Lee McAlester, a Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf Publisher: 1984), 410. 
38California Public Resources Code, Section 4850 through 4858; California Office of Historic Preservation, Instructions for Nominating 
Historical Resources to the California Register of Historical Resources (Sacramento, California: Office of Historic Preservation 1997). 
39Jay Correia, (State Historian III, Office of Historic Preservation). E-mail correspondence to Julia Mates (Tetra Tech Historian), April 
28, 2009. 
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#30 appears to meet Criterion C/3 for listing on the NRHP and CRHR as a distinct example of a late 1920s fire station 
constructed in the Mediterranean and Romanesque style in Mission Bay.  



This property has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a) (2)-(3) of the CEQA guidelines, using the criteria 
outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and it is a historical resource as defined in these 
guidelines.  



 



 
Photograph 2: Fire Station #30, west façade, camera facing east, 3/5/2009. 



 



 
Photograph 3: Fire Station #30, east side, camera facing south, 3/5/2009.
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Photograph 4: Fire Station #30, cornice and decorative brickwork, 3/5/2009. 



 
 
 



 
Photograph 5: cast stone elements and detailing at window arches and pilasters, 



camera facing east, 3/5/2009. 
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Photograph 6: Entrance to Fire Station #30 on west side, fire station shield,  



3/5/2009. 
 



 
Photograph 7: Fire Station #30, one-car garage at south side, camera facing west, 3/5/2009. 
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Photograph 8:1928 photograph of “Old Engine Company 19,”  
Courtesy of San Francisco Fire Department Historical Society. 



 



 
Photograph 9: Historic Photograph of Fire Station #30 as it appeared in the Municipal Engineer, October 1928. 
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Figure 1: Site of 1300 Third Street Prior to construction of Fire Station #30, 1915 
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Figure 2: Streets prior to realignment, note that Fourth Street intersects with Third Street to the north of Fire 



Station #30  
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Figure 3: Streets after realignment, 2009 
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Figure 4: Original Plans for Fire Station #30 (Engine Company 18), front elevation, 1925. 
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MISSION BAY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 



TRANSPORTATION ASSESSMENT 



1. INTRODUCTION 
This report is a summary of the results of a transportation assessment conducted for a 
proposed Public Safety Building for the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) and Fire 
Department (SFFD), to be located within the Mission Bay Redevelopment Area of San 
Francisco. The proposed site would be a 1.5-acre City-owned parcel at the southeast corner of 
the intersection of Third and Mission Rock Streets (See Figure 1). The decommissioned and 
closed Fire Station No. 30 occupies the southwestern corner of the site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 1 
Proposed Location for a Public Safety Building in Mission Bay 



(Source: SF Justice Facilities Improvement Study, December 2008) 
 
The site is within Development Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan, which is 
zoned for public facilities, including a police and a fire station. The San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors certified the Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) for the Mission 
Bay Project in September 1998. 
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2. SETTING 
The site for the proposed location of the Public Safety Building in Mission Bay fronts Mission 
Rock Street on the north, Third Street on the west, and China Basin Street on the south. A 
planned residential development will be immediately east of the proposed project. 
 
Third Street is a major north-south arterial in the southeastern section of San Francisco, 
extending northerly from the interchange with Highway 101 and Bayshore Boulevard to Market 
Street. Between 16th Street and Channel Street, Third Street has two northbound and two 
southbound lanes, with exclusive left-turn lanes provided at major signalized intersections. 
Muni’s Third Street light rail service operates in an exclusive median strip. Two light rail station 
platforms (one northbound and one southbound) are in this median strip of Third Street, at the 
intersection with Mission Rock Street. On-street parking is prohibited on Third Street. 
 
China Basin Street is a new roadway under construction and will extend east from Long Bridge 
Street, west of Third Street, to Terry François Boulevard, near San Francisco Bay. It will 
accommodate one traffic lane and one parking lane each way. Twelve-foot sidewalks will be 
provided on the north and south sides of the street. There will be a stop sign at the intersection 
of China Basin and Third Streets to control the minor China Basin Street movement. Because of 
the light rail tracks in the raised median of Third Street, vehicles will be allowed to turn right only 
into and out of China Basin Street. 
 
As part of the Mission Bay Project, Mission Rock Street will be realigned and extended from 
Fourth Street to Terry François Boulevard. It will accommodate one traffic lane and one parking 
lane each way. Twelve-foot sidewalks will be provided on the north and south sides of the 
street. The intersection of Mission Rock and Third Streets is controlled by a traffic signal, and all 
turning movements are allowed. 
 



3. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 
The proposed project calls for a Public Safety Building, composed of a police headquarters 
building1, a police station, and a new fire station to be collocated at the Third/Mission Rock site. 
Table 1 is a summary of the planned square footages for each of the project components. The 
estimated total size for the proposed project is 320,200 gross square feet (gsq.ft.).  
 
Figure 2 shows the ground-level layout for the proposed project. As shown in the figure, the 
pedestrian and vehicular entrances to the fire station would be located on the south side of 
Mission Rock Street. The SFPD’s Southern Station would be at the southeast corner of the 
intersection of Third and Mission Rock Streets. 
 
Public pedestrian access to the police headquarters building would be on Third Street, while 
parking for approximately 245 permitted vehicles, such as patrol cars, unmarked vehicles, and 
department vehicles, would be accessible from the north side of China Basin Street. No 
passenger drop-off/pickup area would be available on Third Street, where on-street parking is 
prohibited. 
 
 
                                                                 
1 The SFPD headquarters would be relocated from its current location on Bryant Street to the proposed project site. 
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Table 1 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 
Proposed Development Program 



Project Component 
Size 



(gsq.ft.) 
Police Headquarters Building 130,500 
Police Southern Station 27,000 
Fire Station 22,000 
Fire House No. 30 6,200 
Parking (245 spaces) 134,500 
Total 320,200 



Source: SFDPW – December 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 2 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building—Pedestrian and Vehicular Access 



(Source: SF Justice Facilities Improvement Study, December 2008) 
 
 
The San Francisco Department of Public Works2 (SFDPW) anticipates that the Police 
Headquarters Building would have approximately 264 employees on a typical day, while the 
Police Southern Station would have 125 employees, including 65 police officers. The expected 



                                                                 
2Public Safety Building—Estimated Employee Start Times, SFDPW, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009 
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number of employees by employment unit for the Police Headquarters Building and the Police 
Station are detailed in Appendix A. 
 
Typical work shifts at the Police Headquarters Building would start between 6 and 9 AM for an 
eight- to ten-hour shift, with some staff having access to the building during off-hours. The 
Southern Station would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week. There would be four 10-
hour shifts for the patrol officers starting at 6 AM, 11 AM, 4 PM, and 9 PM.  Parking spaces for 156 
police department vehicles and authorized visitors, plus 74 marked and unmarked patrol 
vehicles would be provided at the facility.  In addition, 15 parking spaces for the new fire station 
would also be provided at the same facility. 
 
The Police Headquarters Building would be open to the public generally from Monday through 
Friday, from 8 AM to 5 PM, with approximately 230 visitors coming to the building on a typical 
day. A multi-function space capable of holding a maximum 60 people would be used during the 
day for presentations to the Command Staff, Divisions use, media conferences or classrooms, 
and could also be utilized for community meetings, which are not included in the above figures 
since they would typically take place after regular business hours. The Southern Station would 
see approximately 100 visitors per day, most of them arriving between 8 AM and 6 PM. Appendix 
A includes a description of the expected number of visitors to the Police Headquarters Building 
and the Police Station by unit.  
 
Figure 3 is a summary of the combined employee and visitor arrival and departure patterns to 
the Police Headquarters Building and the Police Station. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 3 
SFPD Headquarters Building and Southern Station in Mission Bay 
Estimated Visitor and Employees Arrival and Departure Patterns 



(Source: Public Safety Building—Estimated Employee Start Times, 
SFDPW, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009) 
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As shown in Figure 3, the combined arrivals would be concentrated around 7 to 9 AM, while the 
departures would mostly take place from 4 to 6 PM. The morning and evening peak arrivals and 
departures would take place at 8 AM (11.5 percent, 98 percent inbound and 2 percent outbound) 
and at 5 PM (13.5 percent, 18 percent inbound and 82 percent outbound). 
 
Similar information provided for the proposed fire station3 indicates that there would be between 
nine and 15 employees on-site on a typical day, depending on staffing needs. This includes a 
fire engine and four firefighters, plus a hook-and-ladder truck and five firefighters. A fire chief 
and a rescue squad would add six individuals. The fire station would be staffed 24 hours a day, 
all days of the year. All employees would work 24-hour shifts, which officially start at 8 AM. 
There would be an indeterminate number of visitors to the fire station, including walk-ins and 
tours, which, for travel demand purposes, have been estimated at 20 per day. 
 
Table 2 below is a summary of the estimated number of employees, visitors, and 
permitted/official vehicles for each of the project components. 
 
 



Table 2 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Characteristics 



Project Component Employees Visitors 
Average Employee 



Density 
(gsq.ft./employee) 



Permitted/ 
Official 



Vehicles 
Police Headquarters 
Building 



264 230 494 156 



Police Southern Station 125 100 216 74 
Fire Station 15 20 1,467 [a] 15 
Total 404 350 464 245 



Note: 
[a] Amount of sq. ft. does not include existing fire house No. 30 (6,200 sq.ft.) 



Source: SFDPW, SFFD – December 2009 
 
 



4. TRAVEL DEMAND 
The approach and methods used to estimate the travel demand of development projects in San 
Francisco are required to follow, to the extent feasible, the Planning Department’s guidelines 
(SF Guidelines),4 supplemented with additional trip generation data obtained from other well 
recognized sources, such as the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation 
Manual.5 
 



                                                                 
3Written communication from M. Thompson, Assistant Deputy Chief, SFFD, to P. Wong, SFDPW Bureau of Architecture, February 27, 2009 
4Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for Environmental review, San Francisco Planning Department, October 2002 
5Trip Generation, 8th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington D.C., 2008 
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Since the proposed Public Safety Building would be considered a “nonstandard” use, with 
unique trip generation and travel behavior characteristics6, the assessment of its travel demand 
cannot follow most of the methods presented in the SF Guidelines. Similarly, the ITE Trip 
Generation Manual does not include a land use for police or fire facilities, so the specific project 
information provided by SFDPW and SFFD and summarized in the previous section of this 
report has been used to determine the expected travel demand for the project. In addition, the 
travel demand rates estimated for the proposed Public Safety Building have been compared 
with those used in similar studies in other jurisdictions, as an additional check. 
 
4.1 TRIP GENERATION 
Table 3 is a summary of the estimated employee densities and trip generation for each of the 
three project components. A trip is defined as a single or one-way journey with either the origin 
or destination at the proposed project site. Thus, a trip can be either to or from the site, and a 
single visit to a site is counted as two project trips, one toward and one away from the site. 
 
 



Table 3 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Weekday Trip Generation Rates 



Project Component Employees 
(person trips/employee) 



Visitors 
(person trips/visitor) 



Police Headquarters Building 5.0 2.0 
Police Southern Station 5.0 2.0 
Fire Station 4.0 2.0 
Average 5.0 2.0 



Source: Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
Two trips per person (one trip on arrival and one trip on departure) have been assumed for 
transportation analysis purposes for each visitor to the Public Safety Building. On the other 
hand, each employee at the Police Headquarters Building and Southern Station was assumed 
to make five trips per day on average. This accounts for the arrival and the departure trips, plus 
three trips away from the site for police patrolling or other purposes, plus deliveries during the 
work day. Another assumption is that each employee at the Fire Station would make four trips 
per day on average, which accounts for one arrival and one departure, plus one trip away and 
one back during the day for other purposes. 
 
The ratio of five daily trips per employee has been derived from trip generation data presented 
in the Table C-1 of the SF Guidelines for office and manufacturing/industrial land uses. In 
addition, these rates closely match the number of trips that would result from using the same 
four-person trips per employee assumed for the fire station, and then adding two trips for each 
assigned official vehicle. 
 



                                                                 
6 The Police Headquarters Building includes several uses for SFPD operations that would be considered atypical in an administrative office 



building such as a Multi-Function/CompStat space used for presentations to the Command Staff, Divisions use, media conferences or 
classrooms, an Operations Center and a Call Center staffed 24/7 to coordinate logistics, immediate response and outside communications 
during crisis situations, and a Data Center. (Source: Public Safety Building Program Report, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009) 
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Applying the trip generation rates shown in Table 3 to the expected number of employees and 
visitors presented in Table 2, it is possible to estimate the number of daily person trips to the 
Public Safety Building for each of its components. This information is summarized in Table 4, 
which shows that the proposed project would generate 2,705 daily person trips. 
 
By applying the peak hour factors presented in Figure 3, it is possible to calculate the number of 
trips that would be generated by the proposed project during the AM and PM peak hours. As 
shown in Table 4, the Public Safety Building would generate 312 person trips during the AM 
peak hour and 365 person trips during the PM peak hour. 
 
 



Table 4 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 
Weekday Person Trip Generation 



Project Component Daily AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
Police Headquarters Building 1,780 205 240 
Police Southern Station 825 95 111 
Fire Station 100 12 14 
Total 2,705 312 365 



Source: Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
4.2 MODE SPLIT 
The project-generated person trips have been allocated among different travel modes in order 
to determine the number of auto, transit, and other7 trips. Mode split assumptions are based on 
data contained in the SF Guidelines for employee and visitor trips to Superdistrict 3 (SD3),8 
which is where the project would be located. 
 
 



Table 5 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Person Trip Generation by Mode 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
 Person Trips 
Period Auto [a] Transit Other [b] All Modes 
Daily 1,921 464 320 2,905 
PM Peak Hour 259 63 43 365 
Modal Share 71% 17% 12% 100% 



Note: 
[a] Combined average vehicle occupancy is 1.3 persons per vehicle 
[b] Includes walking, bicycling, motorcycling, and additional modes 



Sources: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 



                                                                 
7The “other” category includes walk, bicycle, motorcycle and additional modes 
8Superdistricts are travel analysis zones established by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). These Superdistricts provide 



geographic subareas for planning purposes in San Francisco. SD3 generally covers the southeast quadrant of the City. 
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Table 5 is a summary of the weekday daily and PM peak hour trip generation by mode of travel 
for the proposed project. On a typical day, 71 percent of the person trips would be by auto, 17 
percent would be by transit, and 12 percent would be by other modes.  
 
As shown in Table 6, the proposed project would generate or attract 1,446 vehicle trips on a 
typical weekday, 195 of them (35 inbound and 161 outbound) during the PM peak hour. 
 
 



Table 6 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Vehicle Trip Generation 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
 Vehicle-Trips 
Period Inbound Outbound Total 
Daily 723 723 1,446 
PM Peak Hour 35 161 195 



Source: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
4.3 PARKING DEMAND 
Parking demand for the Public Safety Building was determined based on methods presented in 
the SF Guidelines. Parking demand consists of both long-term (typically employees) and short-
term (typically visitors and deliveries). Long-term parking demand was estimated by applying 
the average mode split and the vehicle occupancy from the trip generation estimation to the 
number of employees for each of the project components. Short-term parking was estimated 
based on the total daily visitor trips and average daily parking turnover rate (5.5 vehicles per 
space per day). Parking demand calculations for the Public Safety Building are detailed in 
Appendix B. 
 
Table 7 presents the estimated midday and evening peak parking demand for the Public Safety 
Building. The combined components would generate a total midday parking demand of 273 
spaces (16 short-term and 257 long-term) and 234 spaces in the evening (13 short-term and 
221 long-term). 
 
 



Table 7 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Weekday Parking Demand 
Midday Evening 



Project Component Short-
Term 



Long-
Term 



Total 
Spaces 



Short-
Term 



Long-
Term 



Total 
Spaces 



Police Headquarters Building 10 146 156 8 117 125 
Police Southern Station  5 96 101 4 89 93 
Fire Station 1 15 16 1 15 16 
Total 16 257 273 13 221 234 
Source: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
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The proposed project would provide permitted parking for fleet vehicles at the Mission Bay 
Public Safety Building, as summarized in Table 8. 
 



Table 8 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Permitted Parking Needs 
Project Component Parking Spaces 
Police Headquarters Building 156 
Police Southern Station 74 
Fire Station 15 
Total 245 



Source: SFDPW – December 2009 
 
 
Employees are expected to use some of these permitted spaces to park City-owned vehicles 
used for commuting, and some spaces may be used to park certain private vehicles that may be 
used for City work.  In addition, Southern Station officers would park their private vehicles in the 
spaces used for their official vehicles while they are on patrol.  This would satisfy some of the 
long-term parking needs presented in Table 7 and would reduce the overall need for parking. 
 
San Francisco does not consider parking supply as part of the permanent physical environment.  
Parking conditions are not static, as parking supply and demand varies from day to day, from 
day to night, from month to month, etc.  Hence, the availability of parking spaces (or lack 
thereof) is not a permanent physical condition, but changes over time as people change their 
modes and patterns of travel.   
 
Parking deficits are considered to be social effects, rather than impacts on the physical 
environment as defined by CEQA.  Under CEQA, a project’s social impacts need not be treated 
as significant impacts on the environment.  Environmental documents should, however, address 
the secondary physical impacts that could be triggered by a social impact.  (CEQA Guidelines § 
15131(a).)  The social inconvenience of parking deficits, such as having to hunt for scarce 
parking spaces, is not an environmental impact, but there may be secondary physical 
environmental impacts, such as increased traffic congestion at intersections, air quality impacts, 
safety impacts, or noise impacts caused by congestion.  In the experience of San Francisco 
transportation planners, however, the absence of a ready supply of parking spaces, combined 
with available alternatives to auto travel (e.g., transit service, taxis, bicycles or travel by foot) 
and a relatively dense pattern of urban development, induces many drivers to seek and find 
alternative parking facilities, shift to other modes of travel, or change their overall travel habits. 
Any such resulting shifts to transit service in particular, would be in keeping with the City’s 
“Transit First” policy.  The City’s Transit First Policy, established in the City’s Charter Section 
16.102 provides that “parking policies for areas well served by public transit shall be designed to 
encourage travel by public transportation and alternative transportation.”  Alternative means of 
travel to the project site include Muni Metro light rail service, which has a stop in front of the 
proposed Public Safety Building, walking or bicycling, with Terry François Boulevard being 
designated as a Class II bicycle route (route 5, striped bicycle lanes) in the San Francisco 
Bicycle Plan.  
 
The transportation analysis accounts for potential secondary effects, such as cars circling and 
looking for a parking space in areas of limited parking supply, by assuming that all drivers would 
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attempt to find parking at or near the project site and then seek parking farther away if 
convenient parking is unavailable.  Moreover, the secondary effects of drivers searching for 
parking is typically offset by a reduction in vehicle trips due to others who are aware of 
constrained parking conditions in a given area.  Hence, any secondary environmental impacts 
which may result from a shortfall in parking in the vicinity of the proposed project would be 
minor, and the traffic assignments used in the transportation analysis, as well as in the 
associated air quality, noise and pedestrian safety analyses, reasonably addresses potential 
secondary effects. 
 
4.4 COMPARISON TO OTHER PROJECTS 
In order to ascertain that the travel demand results estimated in this analysis are valid, an 
additional reasonableness check was performed. Travel demand data and estimates were 
gathered from transportation studies performed for other police and fire stations in other 
jurisdictions, most of them in California. Specifically the following five studies were gathered and 
reviewed: 



 Proposed police facility in the city of San Mateo, California; 



 Existing police facility in Mammoth Lakes, California; 



 Proposed police facility in Los Gatos, California; 



 Proposed fire station in Scotts Valley, California; and 



 Proposed fire station in Gainesville, Florida. 
 
The characteristics of these emergency services facilities are detailed in Appendix C. Table 9 is 
a summary of several average travel demand rates obtained from these five studies and a 
comparison with rates derived from the proposed project. 
 
As shown in Table 9, the average travel demand rates for the police and fire components of the 
proposed Public Safety Building in Mission Bay are, for the most part, within the range of those 
gathered from the other studies. The average employment densities of the five studies are lower 
but are comparable to those of the proposed project, which results in lower person trip rates per 
1,000 gsq.ft. for the Public Safety Building project. 
 
In addition, none of the studies calculated or collected data for person trips; rather, all of them 
used vehicle trips as their travel demand variable. On the other hand, all but the city of San 
Mateo study were conducted for projects in suburban or rural areas, with minimal or no 
opportunities for transit or pedestrian travel. Thus, the vehicle trip rates in Table 9 for these five 
studies should be viewed as comparable, albeit slightly lower, to the person trip rates of the 
Public Safety Building project. 
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Table 9 
Average Travel Demand Rates Comparison 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
Daily Trips per 



Employee 
Daily Trips per 



1,000 gsq.ft. 
 



Approximate 
Employee 



Density (gsq.ft. 
/ employee) 



Person 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Person 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



PM Peak Hour 
Factor 



% in / % out 



POLICE FACILITIES 
Average for 
Three Studies 



300 N/A [a] 4.1 N/A [a] 14.5 
13.6% 
41/59 



Mission Bay [b] 400 6.7 3.1 16.5 7.7 
13.5% 
18/82 



FIRE STATION 
Average for 
Two Studies 



1,200 N/A [a] 7.0 N/A [a] 5.8 
14.3% 
20/80 



Mission Bay [c] 1,500 [d] 6.7 4.0 4.5 2.7 
13.5% 
18/82 



Notes: 
[a] The studies did not survey or calculate person trips; the counts and travel demand estimates 



were done for vehicle trips only. Most of the facilities have or would have very limited transit or 
pedestrian travel opportunities. Thus, the vehicle trip rates for these studies could be viewed 
as comparable to the person trip rates of the Public Safety Building project. 



[b] Mission Bay Police Headquarters Building and Police Southern Station combined. 
[c] Mission Bay Fire Station. 
[d] Excludes existing Fire House No. 30. 



Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – December 2009 
 
 
All of the PM peak hour factors (the percentage of daily trips that take place during the PM peak 
hour) shown in Table 9 are also very similar, as well as the inbound and outbound percentages 
shown for the fire station. The average inbound and outbound percentages shown for the police 
facilities for the three studies (41 percent in/59 percent out) is more balanced than the 
percentages shown for the Mission Bay Police Headquarters Building and Police Southern 
Station combined (18 percent in/82 percent out). This is most likely due to the relatively larger 
administrative component of the proposed project, which would skew the ratio toward the 
outbound, similar to the standard ratio found in government office use, which is 20 percent in/80 
percent out. 
 



5. MISSION BAY AREA DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 MISSION BAY PLAN 
The Mission Bay Development Plan covers approximately 300 acres of land and is near the 
eastern shoreline of San Francisco, about one mile south of the downtown Financial District. 
The Mission Bay Area is bounded by Townsend Street on the north, Interstate 280 on the west, 
Mariposa Street on the south, and San Francisco Bay on the east, as shown in Figure 4. The 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors certified the Final SEIR for the Mission Bay plan in 
September 1998 and established the Mission Bay North and South Redevelopment Project 
Areas two months later. 
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Figure 4 
Mission Bay Area Plan Land Uses 



 
The approved Mission Bay Development Plan calls for a mixed-use development, which 
includes the following: 



 Approximately 6,000 residential units on the north and south sides of China Basin 
Channel; 



 About 500,000 gsq.ft. of city- and neighborhood-serving retail space; 



 A 43-acre University of California San Francisco (UCSF) site, containing 2.65 million 
gsq.ft. of instruction, research, and support space; 



 A mix of approximately 6.5 million gsq.ft. of life sciences research and development, 
technology, and office space, plus a UCSF Medical Center surrounding the UCSF site to 
its west, south, and east; 
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 A 500-room hotel between Third and Fourth Streets south of China Basin Channel; 



 A 500-student public school, a public library, and a new police and fire station; and 



 Approximately 47 acres of open space, including eight acres within the UCSF site. 
 
The 1998 Mission Bay SEIR evaluated the potential impacts of several alternatives and variants 
to the proposed project, as it was originally conceived in 1997 when the environmental studies 
were initiated. The plan approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998 is virtually the same as 
what is described in the SEIR as the “Combination of Variants”9 and reflects changes and 
enhancements proposed by the project sponsors to the original plan, who envisioned a more 
intense development.  
 
Table 10 is a summary of the land use differences between the Project Alternative, as was 
proposed in the SEIR, and the Combination of Variants Alternative. More detailed land use 
tables from the 1998 SEIR are included in Appendix D. 
 
 



Table 10 
Mission Bay Development Plan Program Comparison 



Summary of Proposed Development by Land Use 



Land Use Project [a] 
Combination 
of Variants [b] 



Change 



Residential Units 6,090 6,090 0 
Commercial Industrial and Office (gsq.ft.) 5,557,000 6,621,000 1,064,000 
Retail (gsq.ft.) 1,507,000 941,000 -566,000 
Hotel (rooms) 500 500 0 
Public Open Space (acres) 47 47 0 
Public Facilities (acres) 5.2 [c] 5.2 [c] 0 
UCSF Campus (gsq.ft.) 2,650,000 2,650,000 0 
Notes: 



[a] Defined as the Project Alternative in the Mission Bay SEIR (1998), Volume I, Table III.A.1, p. 
III.2. 



[b] Defined in Mission Bay SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.1, p. VII.50; virtually the same as 
that approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998. 



[c] Includes 1.5 acres for existing Channel Pump Station, 1.5 acres for new police and fire 
stations, and 2.2 acres for a 500-student public school. 



Source: Final Mission Bay SEIR, San Francisco Planning Department September 1998 
 
 
As shown in Table 10, the approved project represents a 37 percent reduction in retail space, all 
of it within the City-serving land use category in the South Plan Area, which in turn is replaced 
by a 20 percent increase in commercial industrial and office uses. 
 
Table 11 is a summary of the employment differences between the Project Alternative and the 
Combination of Variants Alternative. As shown, overall, the Combination of Variants Alternative 
provides 1,310 more jobs (approximately four percent) in the Mission Bay Area than the Project 
Alternative. 



                                                                 
9Final Mission Bay SEIR, Volume II, pp. VII.46 to VII.66, San Francisco Planning Department, September 1998 
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Table 11 
Mission Bay Plan Development Employment Comparison 



Plan Area Project 
Combination 
of Variants 



Change 



Mission Bay North 2,071 1,761 -310 
Mission Bay South    



Central Subarea [a] 1,082 1,082 0 
East Subarea 9,271 10,031 760 
West Subarea 8,290 9,150 860 
UCSF Subarea 9,280 9,280 0 
Subtotal Mission Bay South 27,923 29,543 1,620 



Total Mission Bay 29,994 31,304 1,310 
Note: 



[a] Includes approximately 100 employees for the Police and Fire Stations in Block 8. 
Source: Final Mission Bay SEIR, San Francisco Planning Department September 1998 



 
 
5.2 UCSF MISSION BAY 
As described in the previous section, the Mission Bay plan includes a UCSF campus. It would 
comprise 12 blocks west of Third Street, east of Owens Street, and north of 16th Street and 
would contain 2.65 million gsq.ft. for instruction, research, and support uses. In 2002, UCSF 
amended its 1996 Long-Range Development Plan (LRDP) and added housing as an approved 
use within the Mission Bay campus and removed an equivalent amount of approved support 
uses. 
 
The LRDP Amendment #1 EIR10 showed that the proposed replacement of support uses by 
student housing represents an overall increase in vehicle trips of 0.4 percent for the entire 
Mission Bay South Plan Area during the PM peak hour, which would fall well within the margin of 
error of the original estimates. 
 
In 2008, UCSF initiated the environmental review for a proposed UCSF Medical Center, which 
would be located in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the Mission Bay South Plan Area (Figure 5). The 
center would consist of a hospital, an ambulatory care center (ACC), an energy center, and 
parking. 
 



                                                                 
10UCSF LRDP Amendment #1 Final SEIR, Tables 3-3 and 3-4, pp 3-14 and 3-15, January 17, 2002 
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Figure 5 
UCSF Mission Bay Medical Center Site 



Source: UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR, August 2008 
 
 
As shown in Figure 5, the site for the proposed medical center is bounded by 16th Street on the 
north, Mariposa Street on the south, Owens Street on the east, and Third Street on the west. 
Fourth Street runs parallel to Third Street and Owens Street between Blocks X3 and Blocks 36 
through 39. 
 
The medical center would be built in two major phases. The first would consist of a 289-bed 
hospital, approximately 240,000 gsq.ft. of ACC space, and a 35,000 gsq.ft. energy center, all 
located on Blocks X3, 36, and 37. The second phase would expand these uses to a total of 550-
beds and potentially 436,500 gsq.ft. of ACC space. The Phase 2 development would be located 
on Blocks 38 and 39.  
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Table 12 is a summary of the land use differences in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 for the original 
Mission Bay Plan (Combination of Variants Alternative) and the proposed UCSF Medical 
Center. As shown in the table, the proposed medical center represents a 16,100 gsq.ft. 
reduction in land use within the project site, compared to the Mission Bay Plan. More detailed 
land use tables from the 2008 UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR are included in 
Appendix E. 
 
 



Table 12 
Mission Bay South Plan Area 



Development Program for Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 



Land Use Type 
Land Use Intensity 



(gsq.ft.) 
Mission Bay Plan (Combination of Variants) [a]  



Commercial Industrial and Office 1,743,000 
Neighborhood-serving retail 10,100 
City-serving retail 50,000 



Total 1,803,100 
UCSF Medical Center [b]  



Phase 1 (Blocks 36, 37 and X3) 993,500 
Phase 2 Expansion (Blocks 38 and 39) 793,500 



Total 1,787,000 
Notes: 



[a] Combination of Variants Alternative - UCSF Amendment #2 Hospital Replacement FEIR 
(2005), Table 4.11-11, p. 4.11-35. 



[b] UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Table 3-2, p. 3-14. 
Source: UCSF 2005, 2008 



 
 
5.3 MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT STATUS 
As of December 2008, approximately 2,970 housing units have been constructed in the Mission 
Bay Plan Areas, including 2,440 in the North Area and 530 in the South Area. An additional 390 
units are being constructed in the North Area, which is where approximately 202,600 gsq.ft. of 
retail and commercial space has been built already. 
 
Several life science research, biotechnology and office buildings, totaling about 1.2 million 
gsq.ft., have been completed. Several buildings totaling about one million gsq.ft. have also been 
constructed on the UCSF campus, including research buildings, a campus community center, 
and student housing.  
 
Table 13 is a summary of the current development status of the Mission Bay as of December 
2008. 
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Table 13 



Mission Bay Area Plan 
Current Development Status 



Land Use Type Built [a] 
(Dec. 2008) 



Currently 
Planned [b] 



Maximum 
Allowed [c] Change [d] 



Mission Bay North     
Residential Units 2,443 520 3,000 37 
Commercial and Retail (gsq.ft.) 202,600 1,400 556,000 352,000 



Mission Bay South     
Residential Units 529 2,520 3,090 41 
Commercial Industrial and Office (gsq.ft.) 1,156,700 3,721,300 [e] 4,878,000 0 
Retail (gsq.ft.) 0 324,900 [e] 324,900 0 
Hotel [f] (rooms) 0 500 500 0 
Public School [g] (acres) 0 2.2 2.2 0 
Other Public Facilities (acres) 1.5 [h] 1.5 [i] 3.0 0 
UCSF Campus (gsq.ft.) 1,007,900 1,642,100 2,650,000 0 
UCSF Medical Center (gsq.ft.) 0 1,787,000 1,787,000 0 



Notes: 
[a] Mission Bay Development Group, December 2008. 
[b] Estimated development program remaining to be built in Mission Bay. 
[c] Mission Bay Plan Combination of Variants Alternative plus UCSF Medical Center Project—



Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.1, p. VII.50, and UCSF Medical 
Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Table 3-2, p. 3-14. 



[d] Maximum development allowed under the Mission Bay Plan minus projects already built 
minus currently planned developments. 



[e] The exact amount of development planned for these land uses is not known but is assumed 
to be equal to the maximum amount allowable under the Mission Bay Plan. 



[f] Block 1 in the South Plan Area. 
[g] For up to 500 students, Block 14 in the South Plan Area. 
[h] Channel Pump Station, Block X1 in the North Plan Area. 
[i] New police and fire stations, Block 8 in the South Plan Area. 



Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – December 2009 
 
 
The data in Table 13 show that most of the land uses would be on track to meet the maximum 
allowable program, with a couple of exceptions. It is likely that the maximum number of 
allowable residential units (6,090) will not be reached; rather 6,012 units, or 1.2 percent fewer, 
will be constructed. 
 
More significantly, approximately 352,000 gsq.ft. of planned entertainment-oriented retail in the 
North Plan Area will not be built. This corresponds to a 25-screen, 6,500-seat movie theater 
originally planned for Block N2, which after further consideration was deemed not feasible by 
the project’s master developer. 
 
5.4 MISSION BAY TRAVEL DEMAND 
Table 14 is a summary of the travel demand for different scenarios of the Mission Bay project in 
terms of person trips and vehicle trips for the weekday daily and pm peak hour conditions. 
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Table 14 



Mission Bay Area Plan Travel Demand 
Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour Trips Comparison 



 Daily PM Peak Hour 



Scenario 
Person 
Trips 



Transit 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Person 
Trips 



Transit 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Combination of Variants Alternative [a] 289,067 61,867 112,201 30,735 6,753 13,056 
Office/R&D at Blocks 36-39 and X3 [b] 27,147 5,435 12,765 3,131 649 1,490 
UCSF Medical Center at Blocks 36-39 
and X3 [c] 



19,850 4,663 8,569 2,243 538 1,009 



Combination of Variants Alternative 
with UCSF Medical Center 281,770 61,095 108,005 29,847 6,642 12,575 



-7,297 -772 -4,196 -888 -111 -481 Difference with Combination of 
Variants Alternative -3% -1% -4% -3% -2% -4% 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building [d] 2,705 464 1,446 365 63 195 
Combination of Variants Alternative 
with UCSF Medical Center, plus Public 
Safety Building in Block 8 



284,475 61,559 109,451 30,212 6,705 12,770 



-4,592 -308 -2,750 -523 -48 -286 Difference with Combination of 
Variants Alternative -2% -0.5% -2% -2% -1% -2% 
Notes: 



[a] Defined in Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.3, p. VII.56; virtually the same 
as approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998. 



[b] Derived from land uses assigned to the West Subarea; Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume 
I, Tables V.E.6 and V.E.8, pp. V.E.58 and V.E.62, and Volume II, Table VII.G.2, p. VII.51. 



[c] UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Tables 4.6-5 through 4.6-13, pp. 4.6-19 
trough 4.6.23. 



[d] Tables 5 and 6 from this report; pp. 7 and 8. 
Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – January 2010 



 
 
As shown in Table 14, the proposed replacement of research and office uses with UCSF 
Medical Center in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the South Plan Area represents a three to four 
percent reduction in the number of daily and PM peak hour trips, compared to the Combination 
of Variants Alternative. 
 
The proposed addition of the Public Safety Building in Block 8 of the South Plan Area 
represents a two percent increase in the number of person or vehicle trips for the daily and PM 
peak hour periods, which would fall within the expected daily variations of traffic volumes. 
 
Table 15 is a comparison of cumulative 2015 levels of service (LOS) under the Combination of 
Variants Alternative and those of the Mission Bay Project for some key intersections likely to be 
traveled to and from the Mission Bay Public Safety Building. Average delays at most 
intersections would improve, with three intersections experiencing improvements in LOS. The 
intersection of Seventh Street and Mission Bay Drive, in particular, would improve from an 
unacceptable LOS E to an acceptable LOS D. The intersection of Fourth and Townsend Streets 
would degrade somewhat but would still maintain an acceptable LOS C.  
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Table 15 
Mission Bay Area Plan 



Intersection Level of Service Comparison at Project Buildout 
Weekday PM Peak Hour 



Project 
Combination of 



Variants Alternative 
Intersection Delay 



(Seconds 
per Vehicle) 



LOS 
Delay 



(Seconds 
per Vehicle) 



LOS 



Third and Townsend Streets 79.7 F 78.8 F 
Third and King Streets 99.1 F 114.4 F 
Fourth and Townsend Streets 14.4 B 18.2 C 
Fourth and King Streets 52.1 D 63.3 D 
16th and Seventh Streets 32.2 D 16.9 C 
16th and Fourth Streets 29.2 D 31.4 D 
16th and Third Streets 25.2 D 17.3 C 
Mariposa Street/I-280 On-Ramp 16.6 C 16.4 C 
Mariposa Street/I-280 Off-Ramp-Owens Street 35.9 D 29.2 D 
Mariposa and Fourth Street 13.6 B 10.2 B 
Mariposa and Third Street 23.7 C 18.6 C 
Seventh Street and Mission Bay Drive 42.3 E 30.0 D 
Source: Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.4, p. VII.58 



 
 



6. CONCLUSIONS 
This report is a summary of the results of a transportation assessment conducted for a 
proposed Public Safety Building in Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Plan Area of San 
Francisco. The proposed project calls for the Police Administrative Headquarters, the Police 
Station, and the Fire Station to be collocated at the Third/Mission Rock site. The estimated total 
size for the proposed project with the 245-space parking garage is 320,200 gsq.ft. 
 
There would be an average of 404 employees and 350 visitors coming to the site on a typical 
weekday, which represents a daily and PM peak hour demand of 2,705 and 365 person trips, 
respectively. About 1,446 daily vehicle trips (total both ways) and 195 PM peak hour vehicle trips 
would be generated by or would travel to the site. These travel demand estimates are similar to 
those obtained from other police and fire station studies conducted in California and Florida. 
 
The preparers of the Mission Bay Project SEIR assumed that the police and fire stations in 
Block 8 would accommodate about 100 employees. The addition of about 300 employees that 
could be expected at the Public Safety Building under the proposed project represents a one 
percent increase over the total employment assumed in the Mission Bay SEIR for the South 
Plan Area under the Combination of Variants Alternative. This is well within the average daily 
employment variation, including employee absenteeism, etc., of about five percent. 
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The addition of the Public Safety Building also represents a two percent increase in the number 
of person or vehicle trips for the daily and PM peak hour periods, which would fall within the 
expected daily variations of traffic. In addition, the intersections in the Mission Bay South Area 
that would most likely be traveled by those vehicles arriving at or departing from the Public 
Safety Building show sufficient capacity at project buildout under the Combination of Variants 
Alternative to accommodate the modest increase in traffic expected as a result of the project. 
 
The Public Safety Building would also increase the transit ridership in the Mission Bay Area by 
less than one percent for the daily and PM peak hour periods compared with the Combination of 
Variants Alternative, which would fall within the expected daily variations in transit ridership.  
Muni’s Third Street light rail service (T-Third) envisioned as part of the Mission Bay Plan has 
been fully operational since April 2007 and includes a stop in the median of Third Street, across 
from the proposed Public Safety Building. 
 
In addition, the Public Safety Building would comply with all the requirements in regard to 
pedestrian and bicycle conditions as contained in the Design for Development and Streetscape 
Master Plan documents adopted as part of the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Project. 
 
Furthermore, the proposed replacement of research and office uses with UCSF Medical Center 
in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the South Plan Area represents a three to four percent reduction in 
the number of daily and PM peak hour trips, compared to the Combination of Variants 
Alternative. This is a greater reduction than the increase in trips caused by the Public Safety 
Building. Thus, the construction of the proposed Public Safety Building in Mission Bay is not 
expected to create any significant transportation impacts. 
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EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR ESTIMATES 
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY



Program Size Parking Spaces Employees Visitors
Police Headquarters Bldg. 130,500 sq.ft. 156 vehicles 264 employees 230 visitors
Police Southern Station 27,000 sq.ft. 74 vehicles 125 employees 100 visitors
  - staff 65 employees
  - officers 60 employees
Fire Station 22,000 sq.ft. 15 vehicles 15 employees 20 visitors
Subtotal 179,500 sq.ft. 245 vehicles 404 employees 350 visitors
Fire House No. 30 6,200 sq.ft.
Police Parking 134,500 sq.ft.
TOTAL 320,200 sq.ft.



Program Avg. Employee Density Daily Trip Generation Rates
Police Headquarters Bldg. 494 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
Police Southern Station 216 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
Fire Station 1,467 sq.ft./empl. 4.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
TOTAL 444 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor



Number of Daily Person Trips AM Peak Hour
Program Employees Visitors Total Person Trips
Police Headquarters Bldg. 1,320 person-trips 460 person-trips 1,780 person-trips 205 person-trips
Police Southern Station 625 person-trips 200 person-trips 825 person-trips 95 person-trips
  - staff 325 person-trips
  - officers 300 person-trips
Fire Station 60 person-trips 40 person-trips 100 person-trips 12 person-trips
TOTAL 2,005 person-trips 700 person-trips 2,705 person-trips 312 person-trips



Number of Daily Vehicle Trips
Program Employees Visitors Total
Police Headquarters Bldg. 732 vehicle-trips 114 vehicle-trips 846 vehicle-trips
Police Southern Station 480 vehicle-trips 50 vehicle-trips 530 vehicle-trips
  - staff 180 vehicle-trips
  - officers 300 vehicle-trips
Fire Station 60 vehicle-trips 10 vehicle-trips 70 vehicle-trips
TOTAL 1,272 vehicle-trips 174 vehicle-trips 1,446 vehicle-trips



Number of PM Peak Hour Trips PM Peak Hour
Program Employees Visitors Total Vehicle-trips
Police Headquarters Bldg. 178 person-trips 62 person-trips 240 person-trips 114 vehicle-trips
Police Southern Station 84 person-trips 27 person-trips 111 person-trips 72 vehicle-trips
  - staff 44 person-trips 31 vehicle-trips
  - officers 41 person-trips 41 vehicle-trips
Fire Station 8 person-trips 5 person-trips 14 person-trips 9 vehicle-trips
TOTAL 271 person-trips 95 person-trips 365 person-trips 195 vehicle-trips



35 inbound
161 outbound



Mode No. of Daily Trips PM Peak Hour Trips
Auto 1,921 person-trips 259 person-trips 71%
Transit 464 person-trips 63 person-trips 17%
Other 320 person-trips 43 person-trips 12%
TOTAL 2,705 person-trips 365 person-trips 100%



Program Average Daily Trip Rates
Police HQ plus Station 6.7 p-trips/empl. 16.5 p-trips/ksq.ft 3.1 veh-trips/empl. 7.7 veh-trips/ksq.ft
Fire Station 6.7 p-trips/empl. 4.5 p-trips/ksq.ft 4.0 veh-trips/empl. 2.7 veh-trips/ksq.ft
TOTAL 6.7 p-trips/empl. 15.1 p-trips/ksq.ft 3.1 veh-trips/empl 7.1 veh-trips/ksq.ft



Program Average PM Peak Hour Trip Rates
Police HQ plus Station 0.90 p-trips/empl. 2.23 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.48 veh-trips/empl. 1.18 veh-trips/ksq.ft
Fire Station 0.90 p-trips/empl. 0.61 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.63 veh-trips/empl. 0.43 veh-trips/ksq.ft
TOTAL 0.90 p-trips/empl. 2.03 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.48 veh-trips/empl 1.09 veh-trips/ksq.ft
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
Police Administration/Headquarters
24 h./day - 7 days a week
Open to the public M-F 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (156 department vehicles)



Time
PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Administration 1 4 4 9
Chief Office 10 5 15
Equal Employment Opportunity 2 1 3
Fiscal 2 8 4 14
Field Operations Bureau HQ 1 6 3 8 1 19
Legal 1 2 4 10 2 19
Management Control 1 3 11 15
Payroll 3 5 3 1 12
Permits 1 1 7 2 11
Planning 2 2 2 9 1 16
Police Commission Office 2 2
Professional Standards 1 2 3
Record Entry 4 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 21
Recruitment 2 2
Staff Services 7 23 6 36
Support Services 5 5 4 12 8 1 9 2 1 47
Technology 12 2 6 20
TOTAL ARRIVE 0 0 0 4 1 9 15 50 100 61 3 0 1 0 9 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 264



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% 0.4% 3.4% 5.7% 18.9% 37.9% 23.1% 1.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 3.4% 1.9% 0.8% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 100.0%



TOTAL DEPART (estimated) 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 1 9 15 50 100 61 3 0 1 0 9 264



Mission Bay District Station (Total staff 125) (74 marked and unmarked vehicles)



24 h./day - 7 days a week (8 to 10 vehicles used during one shift)
Time



PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Officers shift starts 20 15 15 15 65
Staff (estimated) 5 15 25 15 60
TOTAL ARRIVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 15 25 15 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 125



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 12.0% 20.0% 12.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%



Officers shift ends 15 15 20 15 65
Staff Depart (estimated) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 15 25 15 0 0 0 0 0 60
TOTAL DEPART 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 35 25 15 0 0 15 0 0 125



COMBINED Time
PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Arrive 0 0 0 4 1 9 40 65 125 76 3 15 1 0 9 5 17 1 0 0 0 15 0 3 389
Depart 5 2 16 0 0 0 0 15 3 0 0 0 4 1 9 20 85 125 76 3 0 16 0 9 389



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.3% 2.3% 10.3% 16.7% 32.1% 19.5% 0.8% 3.9% 0.3% 0.0% 2.3% 1.3% 4.4% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 0.0% 0.8% 100.0%
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
Police Administration/Headquarters and Mission Bay District Station Combined



TIME ARRIVALS DEPARTURES TOTAL Percentage
Employees Visitors Total Employees Visitors Total Employees Visitors Total IN OUT



0:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 1.3% 0.0% 5 0.7% 5 0.6% 0 0.0% 5 0.3% 0% 100%
1:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 0.5% 0.0% 2 0.3% 2 0.3% 0 0.0% 2 0.1% 0% 100%
2:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 16 4.1% 0.0% 16 2.2% 16 2.1% 0 0.0% 16 1.1% 0% 100%
3:00 4 1.0% 0.0% 4 0.6% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 4 0.5% 0 0.0% 4 0.3% 100% 0%
4:00 1 0.3% 0.0% 1 0.1% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 100% 0%
5:00 9 2.3% 0.0% 9 1.3% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 9 1.2% 0 0.0% 9 0.6% 100% 0%
6:00 40 10.3% 0.0% 40 5.6% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 40 5.1% 0 0.0% 40 2.8% 100% 0%
7:00 65 16.7% 0.0% 65 9.0% 15 3.9% 0.0% 15 2.1% 80 10.3% 0 0.0% 80 5.6% 81% 19%
8:00 125 32.1% 33 10.0% 158 22.0% 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 128 16.5% 33 5.0% 161 11.2% 98% 2% AM Peak Hour
9:00 76 19.5% 33 10.0% 109 15.2% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 76 9.8% 66 10.0% 142 9.9% 77% 23%
10:00 3 0.8% 33 10.0% 36 5.0% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 3 0.4% 66 10.0% 69 4.8% 52% 48%
11:00 15 3.9% 33 10.0% 48 6.7% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 15 1.9% 66 10.0% 81 5.6% 59% 41%
12:00 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 4 1.0% 33 10.0% 37 5.1% 5 0.6% 66 10.0% 71 4.9% 48% 52%
13:00 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 1 0.1% 66 10.0% 67 4.7% 49% 51%
14:00 9 2.3% 33 10.0% 42 5.8% 9 2.3% 33 10.0% 42 5.8% 18 2.3% 66 10.0% 84 5.8% 50% 50%
15:00 5 1.3% 33 10.0% 38 5.3% 20 5.1% 33 10.0% 53 7.4% 25 3.2% 66 10.0% 91 6.3% 42% 58%
16:00 17 4.4% 33 10.0% 50 7.0% 85 21.9% 33 10.0% 118 16.4% 102 13.1% 66 10.0% 168 11.7% 30% 70%
17:00 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 125 32.1% 33 10.0% 158 22.0% 126 16.2% 66 10.0% 192 13.4% 18% 82% PM Peak Hour
18:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 76 19.5% 33 10.0% 109 15.2% 76 9.8% 33 5.0% 109 7.6% 0% 100%
19:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 3 0.4% 0 0.0% 3 0.2% 0% 100%
20:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0% 0%
21:00 15 3.9% 0.0% 15 2.1% 16 4.1% 0.0% 16 2.2% 31 4.0% 0 0.0% 31 2.2% 48% 52%
22:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0% 0%
23:00 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 9 2.3% 0.0% 9 1.3% 12 1.5% 0 0.0% 12 0.8% 25% 75%



TOTAL 389 100% 330 100% 719 100% 389 100% 330 100% 719 100% 778 100% 660 100% 1,438 100% 50% 50%
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
WORK TRIPS - POLICE STATION OFFICERS/FIRE FIGHTERS



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Work Trips: 360 person-trips Work Trips: 49 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [2] AVO [2] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 8.3% Auto 100.0% 1.00 30 30 4 4



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 30 30 4 4
Superdistrict 2 10.6% Auto 100.0% 1.00 38 38 5 5



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 38 38 5 5
Superdistrict 3 23.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 86 86 12 12



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 86 86 12 12
Superdistrict 4 7.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 28 28 4 4



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 28 28 4 4
East Bay 14.3% Auto 100.0% 1.00 51 51 7 7



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 51 51 7 7
North Bay 5.6% Auto 100.0% 1.00 20 20 3 3



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 20 20 3 3
South Bay 26.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 97 97 13 13



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 97 97 13 13
Out of Region 2.5% Auto 100.0% 1.00 9 9 1 1



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 9 9 1 1
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 100.0% 1.00 360 360 49 49



Transit 0.0% 0 0
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 360 360 49 49



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-5 Work Trips to SD3 (All)
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
WORK TRIPS - STAFF



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Work Trips: 1,645 person-trips Work Trips: 222 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [1] AVO [1] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 8.3% Auto 46.9% 1.30 64 49 9 7



Transit 32.7% 45 6
Walk 17.7% 24 3
Other 2.7% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 137 49 18 7
Superdistrict 2 10.6% Auto 64.6% 1.26 113 89 15 12



Transit 26.4% 46 6
Walk 6.9% 12 2
Other 2.1% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 174 89 24 12
Superdistrict 3 23.9% Auto 59.7% 1.25 235 188 32 25



Transit 20.6% 81 11
Walk 15.1% 59 8
Other 4.6% 18 2



TOTAL 100.0% 393 188 53 25
Superdistrict 4 7.9% Auto 75.7% 1.48 98 66 13 9



Transit 21.5% 28 4
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.8% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 130 66 18 9
East Bay 14.3% Auto 68.8% 1.61 162 101 22 14



Transit 29.7% 70 9
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 1.5% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 235 101 32 14
North Bay 5.6% Auto 86.9% 1.44 80 56 11 8



Transit 10.5% 10 1
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.6% 2 0



TOTAL 100.0% 92 56 12 8
South Bay 26.9% Auto 88.5% 1.13 392 347 53 47



Transit 8.8% 39 5
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.7% 12 2



TOTAL 100.0% 443 347 60 47
Out of Region 2.5% Auto 61.8% 1.56 25 16 3 2



Transit 35.3% 15 2
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.9% 1 0



TOTAL 100.0% 41 16 6 2
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 71.0% 1.28 1,169 912 158 123



Transit 20.2% 333 45
Walk 5.8% 96 13
Other 2.9% 48 6



TOTAL 100.0% 1,645 912 222 123



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-5 Work Trips to SD3 (All)
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
NON-WORK TRIPS



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Non-Work Trips: 700 person-trips Non-Work Trips: 95 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [1] AVO [1] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 13.0% Auto 36.0% 2.03 33 16 4 2



Transit 19.2% 17 2
Walk 33.3% 30 4
Other 11.5% 10 1



TOTAL 100.0% 91 16 12 2
Superdistrict 2 14.0% Auto 68.6% 1.97 67 34 9 5



Transit 14.5% 14 2
Walk 2.4% 2 0
Other 14.5% 14 2



TOTAL 100.0% 98 34 13 5
Superdistrict 3 44.0% Auto 43.7% 2.43 135 55 18 7



Transit 21.5% 66 9
Walk 25.4% 78 11
Other 9.4% 29 4



TOTAL 100.0% 308 55 42 7
Superdistrict 4 7.0% Auto 67.4% 2.51 33 13 4 2



Transit 16.3% 8 1
Walk 7.0% 3 0
Other 9.3% 5 1



TOTAL 100.0% 49 13 7 2
East Bay 9.0% Auto 68.4% 2.59 43 17 6 2



Transit 29.8% 19 3
Walk 1.8% 1 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 63 17 9 2
North Bay 1.0% Auto 100.0% 2.11 7 3 1 0



Transit 0.0% 0 0
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 7 3 1 0
South Bay 9.0% Auto 94.6% 2.28 60 26 8 4



Transit 3.6% 2 0
Walk 1.8% 1 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 63 26 9 4
Out of Region 3.0% Auto 73.6% 1.68 15 9 2 1



Transit 21.1% 4 1
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 5.3% 1 0



TOTAL 100.0% 21 9 3 1
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 56.1% 2.26 393 174 53 24



Transit 18.8% 131 18
Walk 16.7% 117 16
Other 8.5% 59 8



TOTAL 100.0% 700 174 95 24



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-15 Visitor Trips to SD3 (All Other)
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PARKING DEMAND CALCULATIONS



PROJECT SIZE
Police Headquarters Bldg. 130,500 sq.ft.
Police Southern Station 27,000 sq.ft.
Fire Station 22,000 sq.ft.



Total 179,500 sq.ft.



MIDDAY DEMAND EVENING DEMAND
Police Headquarters Bldg. Police Headquarters Bldg.



Short-Term 114 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 114 daily visitor vehicle-trips
5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



10 spaces 8 spaces
Long-Term 264 daily employees Long-Term 264 daily employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



146 spaces 117 spaces
Total 156 spaces Total 125 spaces



Police Southern Station Police Southern Station
Short-Term 50 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 50 daily visitor vehicle-trips



5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate
100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



5 spaces 4 spaces
Long-Term 65 daily staff employees Long-Term 65 daily staff employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



36 spaces 29 spaces
60 daily officers Long-Term 60 daily officers



100%  of the peak demand (1) 100%  of the peak demand (3)



60 spaces 60 spaces
Total 101 spaces Total 93 spaces



Fire Station Fire Station
Short-Term 10 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 10 daily visitor vehicle-trips



5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate
100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



1 spaces 1 spaces
Long-Term 15 daily employees Long-Term 15 daily employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 100%  of the peak demand (3)



15 spaces 15 spaces
Total 16 spaces Total 16 spaces



Total Midday Demand: Total Evening Demand:
Short-Term 16 spaces Short-Term 13 spaces
Long-Term 257 spaces Long-Term 221 spaces



TOTAL 273 spaces TOTAL 234 spaces



Note
(1) Peak midday non-residential parking demand typically occurs between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
(2) Evening non-residential parking demand typically represents about 80% of the maximum and typically occurs between 2 and 5 p.m
(3) Assumes 100% of the parking demand for patrol officers and firefighters



Parking Demand Equations
Short-term: Number of daily visitor vehicle-trips / 2 / turnover rate
Long-term: Number of employees on a daily basis x % of employees who drive / average vehicle occupancy



Sources: SF Guidelines , ULI Shared Parking , ITE Shared Parking Planning Guidelines, SF Planning Code











 



 



 











 



 



APPENDIX C 
POLICE AND FIRE STATION STUDIES 



 
 











 



 



 











Adavant Consulting



Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY



POLICE FACILITIES
San Mateo, CA Proposed 45,000 sq.ft. 195 employees 231 sq.ft./empl. 590 daily veh.trips 3.03 daily veh.trips/empl 13.11 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.



51 AM veh.trips 9% % daily 0.26 AM veh.trips/empl 1.13 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 10 20% in 41 80% out
88 PM veh.trips 15% % daily 0.45 PM veh.trips/empl 1.96 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 33 38% in 55 63% out



Mammoth Lakes, CA Existing 12,000 sq.ft. 27 employees 444 sq.ft./empl. 264 daily veh.trips 9.78 daily veh.trips/empl 22.00 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
28 AM veh.trips 11% % daily 1.04 AM veh.trips/empl 2.33 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft.
27 PM veh.trips 10% % daily 1.00 PM veh.trips/empl 2.25 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 14 52% in 13 48% out



Los Gatos, CA Proposed 11,000 sq.ft. 23 employees 478 sq.ft./empl. 118 daily veh.trips 5.13 daily veh.trips/empl 10.73 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
15 AM veh.trips 13% % daily 0.65 AM veh.trips/empl 1.36 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 7 47% in 8 53% out
20 PM veh.trips 17% % daily 0.87 PM veh.trips/empl 1.82 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 8 40% in 12 60% out



AVERAGE 22,700 sq.ft. 80 employees 284 sq.ft./empl. 330 daily veh.trips 4.13 daily veh.trips/empl 14.54 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
33 AM veh.trips 10.0% % daily 0.41 AM veh.trips/empl 1.45 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 26% in 25 74% out
45 PM veh.trips 13.6% % daily 0.56 PM veh.trips/empl 1.98 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 18 41% in 27 59% out



FIRE STATION
Scotts Valley,CA Proposed 12,000 sq.ft. 11 employees 1,091 sq.ft./empl. 100 daily veh.trips 9.09 daily veh.trips/empl 8.33 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.



14 AM veh.trips 14% % daily 1.27 AM veh.trips/empl 1.17 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 64% in 5 36% out
10 PM veh.trips 10% % daily 0.91 PM veh.trips/empl 0.83 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 2 20% in 8 80% out



Gainesville,FL Proposed N/A sq.ft. 5 employees N/A sq.ft./empl. 27 daily veh.trips 5.40 daily veh.trips/empl



AVERAGE 12,000 sq.ft. 10 employees 1,200 sq.ft./empl. 70 daily veh.trips 7.00 daily veh.trips/empl 5.83 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
14 AM veh.trips 20.0% % daily 1.40 AM veh.trips/empl 1.17 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 64% in 5 36% out
10 PM veh.trips 14.3% % daily 1.00 PM veh.trips/empl 0.83 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 2 20% in 8 80% out



Trip gen comparison v9.xls Printed on 12/24/2009
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FINAL
MISSION BAY SUBSEQUENT
EN VIR ONMEN TAL IMPA C T REP 0 R T
City and County of San Francisco Planning Department ¯ San Francisco Redevelopment Agency



Planning Department File No. 96.771E
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97
State Clearinghouse No. 97092068



Draft SEIR Publication Date: April 11, 1998
Draft SEIR Public Hearing Date: May 12, 1998



Draft SEIR Public Comment Period: April 11, 1998 to June 9, 1998
Final SEIR Certification Date: September 17, 1998



VOLUME I
PROJECT DESCRIPTION, SETTING,



AND IMPACT ANALYSIS



¯ Indicates material that is new or has been revised since publication of the Draft SEIR.



This report has been prepared on post-consumer recycled paper.











III. Project Description



TABLE III.A.1
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT BY LAND USE/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Residential (dwelling units) 3,000 3,090 6,090/c/
~



Commercial Industrial and Office (gross sq. ft.) 0 5,557,000 5,557,000



UCSF (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



Retail



Entertainment-Oriented Retail (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 56,000 445,000



City-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 222,000 583,000 805,000



Neighborhood-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 201,000 257,000 ~



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Public Open Space (acres) 6 41 /d/ 47



Public Facilities (acres)/e/ 1.5/f/ 3.7 If/ 5.2



Notes:
a. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in



this section under "Parking and Loading" under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table
V.E.17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover those portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The componems of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 310,000 gross sq. ft. of City-serving retail on the Castle
Metals site, and 250,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would seek non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units, i.e., 37 %.



d. The 41 acres of public open space in Mission Bay South includes about 8 acres of open space on the proposed UCSF site.
e. The existing Channel Pump Station in Mission Bay North is on about 1.5 acres; the site is not proposed for redevelopment.
f. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under the 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would



be designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.



and Zoning Map would be amended to conform with the proposed Redevelopment Plans; the Mission



Bay Plan, Part II of the Central Waterfront Area Plan, would be rescinded. The UCSF site would be



developed by The Regents as described in the UCSF 1996 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)/3/,



and as analyzed in the UCSF LRDP Final EIR./4/



The project sponsors are the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Redevelopment Agency) and



Catellus Development Corporation (Catellus). The public/private cooperative effort has several
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III. Project Description



TABLE III.A.2
PROPOSED MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT BY REDEVELOPMENT PLAN LAND USE DESIGNATIONS/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Designation Redevelopment Area Redevelopment AreaGrand Total/b/



Mission Bay Residential



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,920 3,090/b/ 5,010



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 111,000 167,000



Mission Bay North Retail



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 0 389,000



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 222,000 0 222,000



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,080 0 1,080



Hotel
Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 0 56,000 ’ 56,000



UCSF Site/d/



UCSF uses (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



City School Site (acres) 0 2.2 2.2



Open Space (acres) 0 8 8



Commercial Industrial



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 0 4,163,000 4,163,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 58,400 58,400



Commercial Industrial / Retail



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 1,394,000 1,394,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 31,600 31,600



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 23,000 23,000



Mission Bay South Retail



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 560,000/b/ 560,000



Public Facilities (acres, excluding City school site)/f/ 1.5 /e/ 1.5 3.0



Public Open Space (acres, excluding UCSF) 6 33 39



Notes:
a. The locations of the proposed land use designations are shown in Figure III.B.3. Parking is not included in the gross square



footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in this section in "Parking and Loading,"
under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table V.E. 17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section
V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 310,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Castle
Metals site, and 250,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would select non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units.



d. Refer to Table III.B. 1 for details on the UCSF development program.
e. The existing Channel Pump Station, on 1.5 acres of city-owned land, is not proposed for development.
f. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would be



designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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V. Environmental Setting and Impacts
E. Transportation



Impacts



TABLE V.E.6
DALLY AND P.M. PEAK HOUR PERSON TRIPS BY LAND USE TYPE



Land Use Land Use Land Use Daily P.M. Peak
Project Areas Type Intensity Unit/a/ Trips Hour Trips



Mission Bay North Retail 423 ksq. ft. 60,112 2,404
Restaurant 100 ksq. ft. 19,272 2,602
Residential 3,000 d.u. 25,200 4,360
Movie Theater 25 screens 22,089 1,664



Subtotal 126, 673 11,029



Mission Bay South



Central Subarea Retail 167 ksq. ft. 21,787 871
Hotel 500 rooms 3,325 316
Residential 3,090 d.u. 26,141 4,522



Subtotal 51,253 5, 710



East Subarea Office 1,476 ksq. ft. 24,868 2,760
Retail 67 ksq. ft. 8,741 350
R & D 1,476 ksq. ft. 10,776 1,724
Large Retail 273 ksq. ft. 26,118 2,351



Subtotal 70, 503 7,185



West Subarea Office 1,302 ksq. ft. 21,945 2,436
Retail 23 ksq. ft. 3,001 120
R & D 1,305 ksq. ft. 9,509 1,521
Large Retail 310 ksq. ft. 29,658 2,669



Subtotal 64,112 6, 747



UCSF Subarea UCSF 2,650 ksq. ft. 20,180/b/ 2,754
School 500 students 1,484 74



Subtotal 21,664 2, 828



Total Mission Bay North 126,673 11,029



Total Mission Bay South 207,533 22,469



TOTAL PROJECT 334,205 33,499



Notes:
a. ksq. ft. = thousand square feet; d.u. = dwelling units; rooms = hotel guest rooms
b. As noted in the UCSFLong Range Development Plan FEIR, about 10% of these trips would be internal



trips (see Table 12-1, p. 306). This correlates with the overall assumption that about 10% of the total
person trips would be internal trips as explained in "Multi-Use Development Capture Rates" under
"Methodology," in Appendix D.



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates.
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V. Environmental Setting and Impacts
E. Transportation



Impacts



TABLE V.E.8
P.M. PEAK HOUR VEHICLE TRIPS BY LAND USE TYPE



P.M. Peak Hour Vehicle Trips



Land Use Land Use Land Use
Project Areas Type Intensity Units/a/ In Out Total



Mission Bay North Retail 423 ksq. ft. 257 302 559



Restaurant 100 ksq. ft. 273 320 593
Residential 3,000 d.u. 1,277 643 1,920
Movie Theater 25 screens 300 97 397



Subtotal 2,107 1,362 3, 469



Mission Bay South
CentralSubarea Retail 167 ksq. ft. 136 160 296



Hotel 500 rooms 36 95 131



Residential 3,090 d.u. 1,436 724 2,160



Subtotal 1,608 979 2, 587



East Subarea Office 1,476 ksq. ft. 113 1,219 1,332
Retail 90 ksq. ft. 55 64 119
R & D 1,476 ksq. ft. 71 761 832
Large Retail 250 ksq. ft. 489 574 1,063



Subtotal 728 2,618 3,346



West Subarea Office 1,302 ksq. ft. 100 1,075 1,175
Retail 23 ksq. ft. 19 22 41



R & D 1,305 ksq. ft. 62 672 734
Large Retail 310 ksq. ft. 555 652 1,207



Subtotal 736 2, 421 3,157



UCSF Subarea UCSF 2,650 ksq. ft. 243 1,379 1,622
School 500 students 8 18 26



Subtotal 251 1,397 1,648



Total Mission Bay North 2,107 1,362 3,469



Total Mission Bay South 3,323 7,415 10,738



TOTAL PROJECT 5,430 8,777 14,207



Notes:
a. ksq. ft. --- thousand square feet; d.u. = dwelling units; rooms = hotel guest rooms



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates.
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VII. Variants to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



TABLE VII.G.1 ¯



SUMMARY OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BY LAND USE/a/
PROJECT WITH COMBINATION OF VARIANTS



CURRENTLY UNDER CONSIDERATION BY THE PROJECT SPONSORS



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Residential (dwelling units) 3,000 3,090 6,090/c/



Commercial Industrial and Office (gross sq. ft.) 0 6,621,000 6,621,000



UCSF (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



Retail



Entertainment-Oriented Retail (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 56,000 445,000



City-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 111,000 128,000 239,000



Neighborhood-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 201,000 257,000



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Public Open Space (acres)/d/ 6 4lie/ 47



Public Facilities (acres) 1.5 If/ 3.7/g/ 5.2



Notes:
a. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in



this section under "Parking and Loading" under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table
V.E. 17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts, pp. V.E.95-V.E. 101.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover those portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist bf 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 604,000 gross sq. ft. of commercial/industrial and 50,000
gross sq. ft. of City-serving retail on the Castle Metals site, and 460,000 gross sq. ft. of commercial/industrial/retail and
40,000 city-serving retail on the Esprit site.
The changes from the proposed project include the reduction of 111,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail in Mission Bay North
and 455,000 gross sq. ft. in Mission Bay South, for a total reduction of 566,000 gross sq. ft.; the addition of 1,064,000 gross
sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial and Office space in Mission Bay South; and the addition of the 15,000-gross-sq.-ft. commercial
building in the open space near Pier 64.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would seek non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units, i.e., 37%.



d. Additionally, approximately 2 more acres of public open space would be developed by Catellus on adjacent port property
outside of the Project Area as an expanded bayfront open space area.



e. The 41 acres of public open space in Mission Bay South includes about 8 acres of open space on the proposed UCSF site.
f. The existing Channel Pump Station in Mission Bay North is on about 1.5 acres; the site is not proposed for redevelopment.
g. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under the 1-280 elevated freeway that is not otherwise designated Public



Open Space would be designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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VII. Variams to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



TABLE VII.G.2 ¯
PROJECT WITH COMBINATION OF VARIANTS



LAND USE DESIGNATIONS/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Designation Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Mission Bay Residential



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,920 3,090/b/ 5,010
Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 111,000 167,000



Mission Bay North Retail



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 0 389,000
City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 111,000 0 111,000
Dwelling Units/c/ 1,080 0 1,080



Hotel



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500
Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 0 56,000 56,000



UCSF Site/e/



UCSF uses (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000
City School Site (acres) 0 2.2 2.2
Open Space (acres) 0 8 8



Commercial Industrial



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 0 4,163,000 4,163,000
Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 58,400 58,400



Commercial Industrial / Retail



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 0 2,458,000 2,458,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 31,600 31,600
City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 0 128,000 128,000



Mission Bay South Retail/d/



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 0 0



Public Facilities (acres, excluding City school site)/g/ 1.5/f/ 1.5 3.0



Public Open Space (acres, excluding UCSF)ha/ 6 33 39



Notes:
a. The locations of the proposed land use designations are shown in Figure VII.G.1. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for



each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in this section in "Parking and Loading," under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land
Uses," and are d|scussed in Table V.E.17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not owned by Catellus. The
components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units
along Third Street, 560,000 gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial and 50,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Castle Metals site, 44,000
gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial on the three small parcels at the northeastern corner of the Castle Metals s~te, and 460,000 gross sq. ft. of
Commercial Industrial and 40,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the Channel, the
Redevelopment Agency would select developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units.



d. The changes from the project in gross floor area would be as follows: a reduction of 111,000 gross sq. ft. in Mission Bay North City Serving Retail;
the addition of 1,169,000 gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial/Retail, of which 1,064,000 gross sq. ft. would be Commercial Industrial and 105,000
gross sq. ft. would be Retail; and the reduction of 560,000 gross sq. ft. of Mission Bay South Retail (thereby eliminating that land use designation).



e. Refer to Table I]I.B.1 for details on the UCSF development program.
f. The existing Channel Pump Station, on 1.5 acres of city-owned land, is not proposed for development.
g. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would be designated Public



Facilities.
h. Approximately 2 more acres of public open space would be developed on adjacent port property outside of the Project Area as an expanded bayfront



open space area.
Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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VII. Variants to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



project. The reduced retail development associated with no Berry Street crossing would reduce building



massing on the northeastern-most block of the Project Area.



Transportation



Roadway modifications under this combination of variants include the realignment of Terry A.



Francois Boulevard to the west to provide open space closer to the waterfront. There would be no at-



grade rail crossing at Berry Street, and Berry Street would be extended around the end of China Basin
Channel to intersect with The Common immediately east of the Caltrain tracks. These roadway



modifications would provide emergency access from Seventh Street by crossing the median between



South and North Common Streets. They would provide direct egress from Mission Bay North’s west



end to Seventh Street. They would also provide fairly direct access from Mission Bay South to



Mission Bay North that would not be dependent on bridges. Pertinent land use changes are discussed



above under "Description."



¯ In summary, these land use changes would change p.m. peak hour trip generation as follows: 2,765



fewer person trips; 1,150 fewer vehicle trips (in- and outbound); fewer inbound transit trips but 40



more outbound transit trips; 10 more inbound and 200 more outbound bicycle and pedestrian trips.



The 2,765 fewer p.m. peak hour person trips under this combination of variants would be a reduction



of approximately 8% in comparison to the proposed project. Table VII.G.3 compares the p.m. peak



hour person trip generation from this combination with that of the project.



TABLE VII.G.3 ¯



PM PEAK HOUR PERSON TRIP GENERATION IN 2015
COMBINATION OF VARIANTS COMPARED WITH PROJECT



Area Project Combination of Variants Difference



Mission Bay 11,030 10,710 -320
North



Mission Bay 22,470 20,025 -2,445
South



Total 33,500 30,735 -2,765



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates
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3. Project Description 
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TABLE 3-2 
UCSF MEDICAL CENTER AT MISSION BAY PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BY PHASE 



 GSFa ASFb RSFc 



LRDP Phase (289 bed Hospital)    



Hospital 621,000 473,081 558,900 



Outpatient Building (incl. HSB) 213,500 147,761 192,150 



Cancer Outpatient Building 123,000 72,781 110,700 



Energy Center 36,000 n/ad 32,400 



Parking spaces: 476 in surface, 600 in parking structure    



LRDP Phase Total 993,500  894,150 



Parking: 1,075    



Future Phase (261 bed Hospital) 793,500 tbde 714,150 



Parking: + 225–925    



TOTAL (550-bed Hospital) 1,787,000  1,608,300 



Parking: 1,300–2,000    



 
 
a GSF = gross square feet 
b ASF = assignable square feet -- used for UCSF space assignments 
c RSF = rentable square feet – used to define entitlement of SFRA Mission Bay Plan development 
d n/a = not applicable 
e tbd = to be determined 
 
SFRA entitlement for Blocks 36-39 is 1,020,000 rentable square feet 
SFRA entitlement for Block X3 is 588,300 rentable square feet 
 
SOURCE: UCSF Campus Planning, 2008 
 



 



TABLE 3-3 
UCSF MEDICAL CENTER AT MISSION BAY PROJECTED POPULATION 



 
Population 



LRDP Phase 
GSFa 



Future Phase 
ASFb 



Total 
RSFc 



Staff 923 973 1,896 



House Staff / Intern / Student 172 156 328 



Patients, Visitors and Vendors 4,036 3,409 7,445 



Total  5,131 4,538 9,669 
 
 
a GSF = gross square feet 
b ASF = assignable square feet -- used for UCSF space assignments 
c RSF = rentable square feet – used to define entitlement of SFRA Mission Bay Plan development 
 
SOURCE: UCSF Campus Planning, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-4 
PERSON-TRIP GENERATION RATES 



Population Group 
Weekday Daily 



Person Trip Ratea 



Weekday PM Peak 
Hour Trip Rate 



(Percent of Total 
Daily Trips) 



Physician/Faculty 2.23 12% 



Hospital Staff 2.23 23% 



House Staff/Intern/Student 2.23 13% 



Hospital Patients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Patients 2.00 7% 



Outpatients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Outpatients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 2.00 7% 



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 2.00 10% 
 



a  
Daily person trips per physician, staff, student, patient, visitor and vendor taken from 2005 LRDP Amendment #2 
EIR (2005) 



SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
 



 



TABLE 4.6-5 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 622 1,153 



Hospital Staff 1,405 3,011 



House Staff/Intern/Student 415 796 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 2,442 4,960 



Hospital Patients 492 936 



Visitors to Patients 1,230 2,340 



Outpatients 3,120 5,676 



Visitors to Outpatients 3,120 5,676 



Visitors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 78 188 



Vendors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 32 74 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 8,072 14,890 



TOTAL 10,514 19,850 



Current Totals Compared to Totals analyzed 
in the 2005 EIR 



-4,306 -4,685 



 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-6 
WEEKDAY PM PEAK-HOUR PERSON TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 75 138 
Hospital Staff 323 693 
House Staff/Intern/Student 54 103 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 452 934 



Hospital Patients 89 168 
Visitors to Patients 111 211 
Outpatients 218 397 
Visitors to Outpatients 281 511 
Visitors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 7 17 
Vendors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 2 5 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 708 1,309 
TOTAL 1,160 2,243 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed in the 
2005 EIR 



-724 -926 



 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-7 
TRIP DISTRIBUTIONa 



Geographic Region Percentage 



San Francisco 61 



North Bay b 



East Bay 10 



South Bay 29 



Total 100 
 
 
a 



Based on 2005 LRDP Amendment #2 EIR data 
b  North Bay percentage of 2% included in San Francisco geographic region 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-8 
MODE CHOICE ALLOCATIONa 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car- 
pool 



Van- 
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor- 
cycle Walk 



Physician/Faculty 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Hospital Staff 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
House Staff/Intern/Student 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Hospital Patients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Patients 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Outpatients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Outpatients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 



 



a 
Based on transportation surveys conducted at Parnassus Heights in 1992 and 1999, and Mission Bay SEIR data. 



 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-9 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION – LRDP PHASE 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car- 
pool 



Van- 
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor-
cycle Walk Totala 



Physician/Faculty 367 31 68 25 37 44 12 37 621
Hospital Staff 506 70 211 126 295 70 28 98 1,404
House Staff/Intern/Student 149 21 62 37 87 21 8 29 414



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 1,022 122 341 189 419 135 49 165 2,442
Hospital Patients 177 25 74 44 103 25 10 34 492
Visitors to Patients 726 62 135 49 74 86 25 74 1,231
Outpatients 1,123 156 468 281 655 156 62 218 3,119
Visitors to Outpatients 1,123 156 468 281 655 156 62 218 3,119
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



46 4 9 3 5 5 2 5 
79



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient  
Staff 



32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 3,227 402 1,154 658 1,492 428 161 550 8,072
TOTAL 4,249 524 1,495 847 1,912 563 210 714 10,514



Current Totals Compared to 
Total analyzed in the 2005 EIR 



-1,841 -209 -591 -330 -740 -227 -83 -284 -4,305



 
 
a – Values are rounded.  Minor differences in numbers between tables are due to rounding. 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-10 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION – FUTURE PHASE 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car-
pool 



Van-
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor-
cycle Walk Totala 



Physician/Faculty 680 58 127 46 69 81 23 69 1,153
Hospital Staff 1,084 151 452 271 632 151 60 211 3,012
House Staff/Intern/Student 287 40 119 72 167 40 16 56  797
Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 2,051 248 698 389 869 271 99 336 4,961



Hospital Patients 337 47 140 84 197 47 19 66  937
Visitors to Patients 1,381 117 257 94 140 164 47 140 2,340
Outpatients 2,043 284 851 511 1,192 284 114 397 5,676
Visitors to Outpatients 2,043 284 851 511 1,192 284 114 397 5,676
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



111 9 21 8 11 13 4 11 
 188



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
74



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 5,989 741 2,121 1,207 2,732 791 296 1,012 14,889
TOTAL 8,040 989 2,819 1,596 3,601 1,062 396 1,347 19,850



Current Totals Compared to 
Total analyzed in the 2005 EIR 



-2,020 -225 -638 -358 -803 -245 -90 -306 -4,685



 
 
a – Values are rounded.  Minor differences in numbers between tables are due to rounding. 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



Auto Occupancy 



Automobile occupancy (the number of persons per vehicle) is also sensitive to the population 
group and the type of trip. Table 4.6-11, and Tables 4.6-12 and 4.6-13, detail the average auto 
occupancy rates, and the weekday daily and p.m. peak-hour vehicle trips by population group, 
respectively (the latter for LRDP Phase and Future Phase of the proposed project [and how the 
proposed project compares to the development envelopes analyzed in the 2005 EIR]).  



TABLE 4.6-11 
AVERAGE AUTO OCCUPANCY RATESa 



Population Group People per Vehicle 



Physician/Faculty 1.1 
Hospital Staff 1.2 
House Staff/Intern/Student 1.2 
Hospital Patients 1.2 
Visitors to Patients 1.1 
Outpatients and their Visitors 2.4 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 1.1 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 1.0 



 



 
a 



Based on transportation surveys conducted at Parnassus Heights in 1992 and 1999. 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-12 
WEEKDAY DAILY VEHICLE TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 469 869 
Hospital Staff 771 1,653 
House Staff/Intern/Student 228 437 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 1,468 2,959 
Hospital Patients 270 514 
Visitors to Patients 927 1,764 
Outpatients and their Visitors 1,713 3,116 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 59 142 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 32 74 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 3,001 5,610 



TOTAL 4,469 8,569 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed 
in the 2005 EIR 



-2,480 -2,981 



 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-13 
WEEKDAY PM PEAK HOUR VEHICLE TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 56 104 
Hospital Staff 177 380 
House Staff/Intern/Student 29 57 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 262 541 
Hospital Patients 24 46 
Visitors to Patients 65 124 
Outpatients and their Visitors 154 281 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 4 10 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 4 7 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 251 468 



TOTAL 513 1,009 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed in 
the 2005 EIR 



-412 -552 



 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 

























From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 7:33:12 AM


Hi Clarke. Hope you are feeling better today. I am available to talk at 9am or 4pm
today. Let me know if either of those work for you. My short answer is that I would
be open to the schedule, but before calling a special meeting for the CAC I would
want to actually have a couple meetings under our belt on the internal design review
to see if the design team can meet the schedule. Ny concern is that so far all of the
design meetings have been pushed off by the GSWs and the CAC was told they
would be reviewing the SDs as far back as last fall and then early 2015, both of
which have shifted. Also, we have talked about providing a least one Saturday
workshop as part of the SD review to capture folks that have trouble attending week
day nights so would need to see how that would fit in.


Thanks and let me know when you can talk. Thanks


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:01/25/2015 9:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Jesse Blout
Subject: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment


Hi Catherine,
 
I didn’t want to bother you while you were out of the office Friday, but it would be worthwhile to
connect on this Monday, if you have time. Jesse and I took a stab at what we think is an achievable,
albeit accelerated, SD review process. I’ve attached a draft schedule for your review. A few notes on
the attached.


1.        We think breaking the project into two components (west side and east side) will allow Staff
and the community a better opportunity to dive into the detailed material than trying to
address the whole project at once, so Staff and CAC meetings are divided as such. At the
Commissions, though, we think those bodies will only be interested in reviewing the entire
project as a whole to understand its overall design cohesion.


2.        On the draft schedule, we’ve allowed for two CAC meetings for each component (west side
and east side) to hear and address the community’s design concerns. We’ve also allowed for
a minimum of 3 in-depth reviews with OCII/planning Staff before going to the public.
Obviously, if Staff isn’t satisfied with our progress, or we don’t provide sufficient detail in a
timely manner, then more meetings may be required. I’ve shown the desired Staff meetings
in the attached calendar in bold red dates.


3.        We agree with Corinne that we can leave the February CAC to non-GSW items, then dig in
in March. You’ll see in the attached that we recommend CAC design meetings March 12, 26,
and April 9. Rapid fire so the community stays engaged and sees us quickly address their
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issues. Also allows us to get max attendance before the Giants season kicks into gear and


may scare off some CAC attendees. Calling a CAC meeting on March 26th is obviously an
additional request of their time, but with such significant advance warning, we hope they
would consider.


4.        Lastly, we allow for a month before Commission hearings in early May so we can
incorporate community feedback, get Staff (and Owners) approval, pull together revised
project renderings, and assemble the BC/SD books.


5.        We recognize the SDs have to be well received at each milestone in the schedule in order to
keep the pace shown here, but we need to push our design team to keep GSW’s dream
opening date alive. So we’d like to get your feedback on this and then we’ll share it with our
A&E team so they have their marching orders.


 
I’m available to talk from 8:45-9:30am and 12:30-1pm tomorrow, otherwise I’m in meetings the
entire rest of the day, so we can communicate over email about the proposed schedule if that’s
necessary.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to your feedback.
 
Clarke
 
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Beth Goldstein
To: LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com
Cc: "Paul Mitchell"; Webster, Leslie (PUC); "Mary Lucas McDonald"; "Joyce"; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:04:24 PM


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs wrt Mission
Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date for any pump station that’s
not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—
can you check those off below please? Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Nicole Agbayani
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); "Mary McCue"
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:12:52 AM


Hi Catherine and Lila,
 
Below is the last deliverable you requested, the narrative for item #3.  Let me know if you have any
questions or need any additional information, thanks so much! –Nicole
 
MJM will take a multi-faceted approach to reduce the maintenance costs for Mission Bay Parks and bring
them in line with the CFD budget.  In addition, MJM will expand income generation potential within the
parks and work to identify alternative sources of funding.
 
First and foremost, management personnel, the largest item on the current operating budget, will not
increase in proportion with other operating expenses for the duration of the park build out.  MJM’s existing
management team and attendant administrative apparatus are capable of managing the park system as it
grows and reaches completion.  Therefore, this area of the budget will not increase in relation to additional
acreage, reducing the overall cost of maintenance per acre through the course of park build out.
 
MJM’s years of experience managing the existing park parcels have provided valuable knowledge about park
operations and opportunities for increased efficiency.  Over the next several years, MJM will propose a
regimen of retrofit projects for consumptive older park parcels to increase their resource efficiency and
lower long term operating costs.  In 2015 alone, MJM has proposed $29,000 worth of retrofit projects that
will yield an estimated $423,000 in savings in water, electricity, and garbage utilities by 2043.  MJM will
continue to think creatively, study new technologies, and engage the advice of experts to identify efficiency
retrofits with attractive returns on investment.
 
In addition to retrofitting existing parks, MJM will continue to devote our on the ground experience to
inform the designs of new parks coming online.  The range of advice MJM provides is extensive, from
choosing the most efficient fixtures, to selecting drought-resistant low maintenance plants, to avoiding
problematic installations which require costly maintenance down the line, and much more.  MJM’s advice
on park design will help to save significant maintenance and capital costs which might otherwise be incurred
after the parks are operational. 
 
MJM will expand its event permitting to generate additional income for park operations.  MJM’s event
program is net positive – private events pay for themselves, any lasting impacts on the parks (through
restoration fees), and a free community event series that occurs annually throughout event season.  In
2015, MJM has begun to fund operating expenses out of event income as well.  MJM’s event income
increased considerably between 2013 and 2014.  Up to now, no significant efforts have been made to
market the parks to event clients beyond signage in the parks and word-of-mouth.  In 2015, MJM will
launch a new website aimed in part at attracting event clients and streamlining the event permitting
process.  MJM also began in 2014 to cultivate more strategic relationships with its park neighbors such as
UCSF and Dropbox who have proven to be regular event clients.  This type of development will increase in
2015 and beyond.
 
MJM will consider opportunities to integrate future developments into park maintenance relative to their
projected impacts.  When the Pavilion is rented to a food service operator, MJM would like to integrate
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maintenance costs for the building, restrooms, and surrounding park area into the rental fee.  In addition,
MJM will assist in calculating the increased cost of maintenance incurred from the upcoming Warriors
arena, fronting the Bayfront Park, and come up with a proposal for the Warriors to offset this cost in some
fashion.
 
MJM will think more broadly about cultivating sponsorships for expenses correlated with direct public use,
such as pet waste bags, sports court equipment, and park security.  In 2015, MJM has removed pet waste
bags entirely from the operating budget and will seek to have this $9000 expense funded exclusively
through sponsors starting this year. 
 
Finally, MJM will work under the advice and direction of OCII staff to investigate the creation of a
community program that allows gifting of furniture, fixtures, and equipment.  Not only will this program
assist with cost reduction, but MJM believes it may inspire a higher level of community stewardship in the
parks.
 
MJM looks forward to thinking creatively and working hand in hand with OCII and local stakeholders to
ensure that the Mission Bay Parks System continues to be an attractive, safe, and enjoyable asset to the
community.
 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
 


 


 


 


 
 


From: Hussain, Lila (CII) [mailto:lila.hussain@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:39 AM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Hi Nicole and Mary,



http://www.mjmmg.com/

http://www.missionbayparks.com/





 
I need an updated Minimum Compensation Policy  Form filled out for the Contract Amendment. 
 
Thanks,
 
 
Lila Hussain
Assistant Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure


One South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: 415-749-2431
Email: lila.hussain@sfgov.org
 
 
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Hi all,
 
Mary and I have put together responses to your requests for items #1 and #2 in this email.  Still working on
the narrative for #3, should have something by tomorrow or Thursday.  Let me know if you have any
questions or need anything else, thank you!  -Nicole
 


OCII budget work
February 3, 2015


 
A. REDUCED MANAGEMENT FEES FOR PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015
-           P11/11a: $184 / month (17% reduction)
-           P6:   $1,548 / month (15% reduction)
-          P19: $182 / month (18% reduction)
-          P26: $996 / month (15% reduction)
-      P27:  $201 / month (16% reduction
 
 
B. SCHEDULE OF PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015 (per MBDG)
-           P11/11a  (OPEN ~ Sept 2015)
-           P6  (OPEN ~ May 2015)
-          P19 (OPEN ~ October 2015)
-          P26-27 (OPEN ~ June 2015)  
 
 
C. REDLINED SOW AND MATRIXES FOR EXISTING PARKS; MATRIXES FOR NEW PARKS – see attached
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D. BREAKDOWN OF 2014 SBE CONTRACT AMOUNTS
The MJM team meets the Agency’s equal opportunity program goals for Mission Bay.  MJM, the prime
Contractor, is a San Francisco-based woman-owned firm, no longer economically disadvantaged, and all of
three subcontractors are Small Business Enterprise (“SBE”) firms.  Based on the Year 2014 operating and
management fee budget of $1,461,768, less the $343,338 allocated for operating costs, such as utility
payments, SBE’s will receive 58.2% of the contract amount, as follows:


MJM Management Group LBE/WBE $467,470 41.8%


Aim to Please Janitorial Services SBE $170,582 15.3%


A Topnotch Security Services, Inc. SBE $194,340 17.4%


Forster and Kroeger Landscape
Maintenance, Inc.


SBE $286,038 25.5%


 
 
E. BUDGET CUTS TO SHOW 10% REDUCTION – see attached
 
$1,541,373 operating budget; 9.97% reduction  
                               


Acct # General Account Amount % Reduction Notes
6299 Maintenance payroll $16,688 7.05% 8 hrs per pay period starting in


February
6499 Materials and supplies $17,080 30.5% Includes 100% sponsorship of pet waste
6511 Landscape contract $5,000 1.66% Less hours on new parcels
6521 Security contract $13,104 6.57% M/T/Th/F day shift in-house; W cut day


shift
6531 Janitorial contract $47,118 21% Additional work done as special


projects
6540 Special maint projects $10,008 50.02% Special maint projects out of capital


budget
6570 Pest control $3,000 50% Cut pest control 50%
6595 Steam cleaning $420 19.90% Cut steam cleaning schedule to as


needed
6596 Vehicle/equip M&R $240 10.32% Slower repairs on vehicles and


equipment
6699 Utilities $37,737 16.85% Savings from (4) efficiency capital


projects
6710 Management fees $4,000 2.96% 15 – 18% reductions to fees for new


parks
6877 Stationary $450 100% Remove from budget


 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
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www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
 


 


 


 


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:09 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Attached is a revised spreadsheet that I still need to work on, but let us know if you want to add in any
additional income for future years.  I am fine leaving it out for now, but having a qualitative discussion ready
and can add numbers in.  I still need to figure out some things that are highlighted (my excel skills are not at
their peak right now).  So, this will change – may be best to talk before you start playing with the
spreadsheet so we can talk about the best way to incorporate things.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 5:43 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Thanks, Catherine.  I’m acknowledging receipt of this email.  I am working through your list as quickly as
possible.  Have a good evening!  -Nicole
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:33 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Nicole/Mary – thanks again for coming in last week to meet with us.  We are working on the contract
amendment to try and get it to the 2/17 Commission meeting.  To be able to achieve that, there are several
things that need to be done.  The following is the list of help we’ll need from you, in order of priority.  We
are back down to Lila and myself to finish this up, since we realized that while Ethan would be great, we
need to just get this done and bring him in when there is more time for the learning process (so we’ll still
get that tour planned).  Please take a look at the to-do list and let us know if it is feasible. What we are
running into is that the long-term “fix” for the budget is being tied to the immediate contract amendment
and 2015 budget, so we need to have it all in reasonable shape to keep things moving.  I think as long as we
can get a decent first stab at #3 below, then we’ll be able to finish up #1 and #2 while we flesh out #3, but
need enough meat on the bones to get folks comfortable with signing off on #1 and #2.
 
Thanks!
 
#1 – Info for actual contract amendment (need by tomorrow mid-day)


-          Confirmation of management fees for new parks
-          Confirmation of completion dates/when the new parks will be ready for management and if there


needs to be any adjustment to the proposed 2015 budget (this will allow us to calculate the
maximum management fee that would potentially be charged for 2015 for the new parks only)


-          Redlines to the scope of work and new matrixes for the new parks.  Also, if you need to amend the
contract for the existing parks to allow for the 10% reduction in 2015 budget, those redlines would
be needed


-          Breakdown of 2014 SBE contract amounts (see the attached memo we did for the last contract
amendment to see what we did for context)


 
#2 – Info for 2015 Budget (needed by Wednesday)


-          Revised budget to show the 10% reduction in budget
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#3 – Outline for future approach to park budgeting (needed by Thursday – Wednesday if possible)


-          This is going to be more of a written description of what will be done to reduce costs to be able to
bring things into line with the CFD budget, as well as identify alternative sources of funding.


-          I will send a revised spreadsheet that includes using the excess CFD funds for the next few years to
help fill up the reserve accounts.  I will also add a line for potential other funding sources for you to
add in those.


 
Since both Lila and I will be in meetings a bunch of today/tomorrow – please put “URGENT” in the title of
any emails you need us to respond to quickly for you to keep moving forward.
 
Thanks again for jumping in on this, and if you know that you won’t be able to meet the above schedule,
please let us know – we know it is really tight, but were thinking it would be great to keep pushing through
and see how far we could get.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: Fwd: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 7:33:42 AM
Attachments: SD Design Review Schedule_012315.xlsx


Here is the attachment. 


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:01/25/2015 9:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Jesse Blout
Subject: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment


Hi Catherine,
 
I didn’t want to bother you while you were out of the office Friday, but it would be worthwhile to
connect on this Monday, if you have time. Jesse and I took a stab at what we think is an achievable,
albeit accelerated, SD review process. I’ve attached a draft schedule for your review. A few notes on
the attached.


1.        We think breaking the project into two components (west side and east side) will allow Staff
and the community a better opportunity to dive into the detailed material than trying to
address the whole project at once, so Staff and CAC meetings are divided as such. At the
Commissions, though, we think those bodies will only be interested in reviewing the entire
project as a whole to understand its overall design cohesion.


2.        On the draft schedule, we’ve allowed for two CAC meetings for each component (west side
and east side) to hear and address the community’s design concerns. We’ve also allowed for
a minimum of 3 in-depth reviews with OCII/planning Staff before going to the public.
Obviously, if Staff isn’t satisfied with our progress, or we don’t provide sufficient detail in a
timely manner, then more meetings may be required. I’ve shown the desired Staff meetings
in the attached calendar in bold red dates.


3.        We agree with Corinne that we can leave the February CAC to non-GSW items, then dig in
in March. You’ll see in the attached that we recommend CAC design meetings March 12, 26,
and April 9. Rapid fire so the community stays engaged and sees us quickly address their
issues. Also allows us to get max attendance before the Giants season kicks into gear and


may scare off some CAC attendees. Calling a CAC meeting on March 26th is obviously an
additional request of their time, but with such significant advance warning, we hope they
would consider.


4.        Lastly, we allow for a month before Commission hearings in early May so we can
incorporate community feedback, get Staff (and Owners) approval, pull together revised
project renderings, and assemble the BC/SD books.


5.        We recognize the SDs have to be well received at each milestone in the schedule in order to
keep the pace shown here, but we need to push our design team to keep GSW’s dream
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opening date alive. So we’d like to get your feedback on this and then we’ll share it with our
A&E team so they have their marching orders.


 
I’m available to talk from 8:45-9:30am and 12:30-1pm tomorrow, otherwise I’m in meetings the
entire rest of the day, so we can communicate over email about the proposed schedule if that’s
necessary.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to your feedback.
 
Clarke
 
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19:41 PM


HI Catherine,
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900
certification, there are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources
Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f) are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and
enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation measures to be a condition of approval (in other
words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) Agreement and that
is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the Court of Appeal is
hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section:
 
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions
are met:
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of
one hundred
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon
completion of
construction.
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs
that pay
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing
wages" means
that all construction workers employed in the execution of
the
project will receive at least the general prevailing rate
of per diem
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as
determined by the
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773
and
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in
all contracts for the performance of the work.
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources
Board
pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500)
of the
Health and Safety Code.
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
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pursuant
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures,
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the
life of the
obligation.
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment
of the
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the
Judicial Council,
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185.
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the
administrative record for the project concurrent with
review and
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in
a form and
manner specified by the lead agency for the project
 
 
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN


Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257 • Fax +1 415.374.8480  
MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to
get internal review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of
the regulations would be great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an
agreement with OCII establishing the requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e),
and (f)”
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
Hi Catherine,
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed
by Tiffany (with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to
me by this Friday? We need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900
certification before the DSEIR is published in May.
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Rich, Ken (MYR); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 12:03:27 PM


Sorry - I have a 3-4 that I cannot reschedule. I can talk before or after.


From: Rich, Ken (MYR)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 11:24 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
When: Monday, February 2, 2015 3:15 PM-3:45 PM.
Where: Ken's Office; Call-in #: 877-336-1828, Access Code: 955112
 
Sorry - the regular time got pre-empted by the Mayor this week. Can people do this at 3:15 instead?
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:04:35 AM


Hi! Are either of you in the office right now (9am). Got to your offices early for a
meeting and was wondering if you want to try and call Paul right now? Thanks


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/28/2015 3:14 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Chuck Bennett ,Joyce ,"Bereket,
Immanuel (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
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Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
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Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:03:09 PM


Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful
for a quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on
scheduling. 


I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies.
After internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the
arena site. As discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-
permanent), but given the City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the
site relative to regional transit, bike share expansion, and existing planning code
requirements, we feel this is an appropriate capacity for a San Francisco event
venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors, and design teams to figure
out exactly how this all works out.


Let me know your thoughts.


Cheers,
Paolo


On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s
assume you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could
check it out and update your responses, I would appreciate it.


 


Get better soon Paolo!


 


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


 


From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
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Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW


 


Hi All,


 


I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making -
thank you, Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple
weeks to discuss bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW
arena site. 


 


Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for
everyone?


 


Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.


 


Best,


Paolo


 


On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


 


 


 


--


Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz


Business and Community Program Manager


 


_________________________________________
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Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.


JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN


 


____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition


Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________


-- 
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager


_________________________________________


Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN


____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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https://twitter.com/sfbike

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sfbike
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http://goo.gl/maps/7SqWX
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14:17 PM


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
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may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:14:26 AM


Thanks. Brett let me know what times you are available later today and we can call
Paul together. 


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
Date:01/29/2015 9:10 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" ,"Bollinger, Brett (CPC)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


I’m here and available now. Brett is the lead on this section for EP, so would be best if he can be on
the call.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:05 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Hi! Are either of you in the office right now (9am). Got to your offices early for a meeting
and was wondering if you want to try and call Paul right now? Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/28/2015 3:14 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Chuck Bennett ,Joyce ,"Bereket,
Immanuel (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
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ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
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 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
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landscaping or other mitigation
Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o


Project
Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Rich, Ken (MYR)
Cc: Gavin, John (ECN); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 5:33:07 PM


I can call in between 12 to 1


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Van de Water, Adam (MYR)"
Date:02/01/2015 2:45 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Rich, Ken (MYR)"
Cc: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" ,"Gavin, John (ECN)" ,"Hussain, Lila (CII)"
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in


I could do 11:30-1:00


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Feb 1, 2015, at 2:24 PM, Rich, Ken (MYR) <ken.rich@sfgov.org> wrote:


I'm also free in the morning from 10:15 am to 1pm.


_________________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
415/554-5194


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 12:03 PM
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To: Rich, Ken (MYR); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
 


Sorry - I have a 3-4 that I cannot reschedule. I can talk before or after.


From: Rich, Ken (MYR)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 11:24 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
When: Monday, February 2, 2015 3:15 PM-3:45 PM.
Where: Ken's Office; Call-in #: 877-336-1828, Access Code: 955112
 
Sorry - the regular time got pre-empted by the Mayor this week. Can people do this at
3:15 instead?








From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:07:49 PM


I will be back at my desk from12.30 to 3. Brett is going to call in as well. What time
works for you two?


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 10:17 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Catherine:
 
Is there a good time today that works for you to discuss wind over the phone?  I want to make sure
we are on the same page prior to Clarke re-running their wind model scenarios.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: Contact at SFPD
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:31:00 PM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 5:31 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Redmond, Michael (POL); Walsh, Peter
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: Contact at SFPD
 
Commander Redmond and Lieutenant Walsh:
 
This is a request from the Chair of the Mission Bay CAC.  Would one of you be the appropriate
contact?
 
Thanks,


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
 


On Jan 28, 2015, at 5:27 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


Adam – Corinne would like someone to attend to talk about the Public Safety Building
and the reboundarying of Southern Station.  Would any of the police staff that were at
the GSW meeting be the appropriate person to contact?  If so, could you please let us
know which?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Miller, Erin
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Albert, Peter (MTA)
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 5:24:05 PM


Great. Then we’ll see you another time.
 
emb
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:32 PM
To: Miller, Erin
Cc: Albert, Peter
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
 
Thanks for checking. We are moving into Schematic Designs, so mainly exterior looks of the building,
so probably not necessary.  I do want to make sure to get your input if anything related to
circulation comes up, so if we see anything that edges into the garage access/opperations, I will let
you know.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
 
Do you want transportation to be at this meeting?  If so, I can join by phone or at your place.
Whatever you prefer.
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Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 11:06 AM
To: David Manica; Molly Hayes; Van de Water, Adam; Beau Beashore; Switzky, Joshua; Jesse Blout;
Winslow, David; Arce, Pedro; Albert, Peter; Mark Linenberger; Kate Aufhauser; Miller, Erin; Clarke Miller;
Leah DiCarlo; Keith Robinson; David Carlock; William Hon
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
 
Please let me know if anyone will be coming to OCII for this meeting (vs. using the Go-To meeting),
so that I can set something up.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2015 2:58 PM
To: David Manica; Molly Hayes; Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Beau Beashore; Switzky, Joshua (CPC);
Jesse Blout; Winslow, David (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Albert, Peter (MTA); Mark
Linenberger; Kate Aufhauser; Miller, Erin (MTA); Clarke Miller; Leah DiCarlo; Keith Robinson; David
Carlock; William Hon
Subject: GSW Design Review
When: Thursday, January 15, 2015 11:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: via GoTo
 
 


      Please join my meeting.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/911510725


      Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended.  Or, call in using your
telephone.
 



http://www.tinyurl.com/WTA-Mailing-List
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al +1 (571) 317-3112
cess Code: 911-510-725
dio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting


 
Meeting ID: 911-510-725


 
 
 








From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); "Kate


Aufhauser"; "dcarlock@warriors.com"
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:41:00 AM


Does this mean you would like to cancel this Thursday’s meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate Aufhauser';
Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Hi Kimberly (and Lori and Kevin),
 
Apologies for our delayed response. We’re awaiting direction from GSW Ownership before we’re
able to proceed with these conversations. Unfortunately, our attempts to schedule a briefing for
them have been thwarted by other pressing design matters, but we expect to connect with them
this week. Once we have, we’ll circle back with next steps. We recognize how important this topic is
and look forward to engaging with you on it soon.
 
Thanks for your patience.
 
Clarke
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Peter.Albert@sfmta.com; Adam Van de Water; 'Kate Aufhauser';
Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Subject: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Importance: High
 
All:
 
I am trying to schedule the first and second meetings for the AT&T/Warriors Dual events.  Please
hold the following dates/times.  For those who have not responded, please let me know if you are
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available to meet at 654 Minnesota Street or via conference call:
 
1/29       1:30-3
2/9         9-10
 
Attendees:
Lori Yamauchi
Kevin Beauchamp
Kam Subbarayan
Paul Takayama
Adam Van de Water
Catherine Reilly
Peter Albert
Jessie Blout
Clarke Miller
Kate Aufhauser
David Carlock
 
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
 








From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: GSW - Intersections of TFB/South and TFB/16th
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 7:04:06 PM


Hi Erin
Per our conversation today, we would like to request changing the following project 
improvements.
- at the intersection of Terry Francois Boulevard/South Street, we propose leaving it 
two-way stop controlled (with South Street subject to the stop sign), rather than 
changing it to all-way stop controlled, as currently included in the TMP.
- at the new intersection of Terry Francois Boulevard/16th Street, instead of all-way 
stop controlled as currently included in the TMP, we propose two-way stop 
controlled, with 16th Street subject to the stop sign.


We feel that the change would be beneficial for the following reasons:
- without an event at the project site, the traffic and pedestrian volumes are 
relatively low at these intersections. 
- with an event at the project site, as well as with dual events at the project site and 
at AT&T Park, PCOs would be stationed at both of these intersections, and would 
facilitate pedestrian access across TFB, and stopping southbound traffic to allow 
eastbound vehicles on South and 16th Street to access TFB.
- with a game at AT&T Park, vehicles on TFB would not be required to stop, which 
would speed up the dispersal of autos following a game. Jerry raised this as an issue 
a couple of months ago.


If this is acceptable with SFMTA, we will go forward with these changes to the 
project description and our analysis.
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
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From: Gavin, John (ECN)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Albert, Peter (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII);


Hussain, Lila (CII); Winslow, David (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Internal City Staff 11AM Meeting revised Agenda
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 9:46:13 AM
Attachments: 1 27 15 City Team Internal Bi-Monthly Agenda.docx


The only difference with this attached agenda is that it is formatted better. 
 
Please see attached agenda for our 11AM meeting.
Call-in #: 605-475-4700; Access Code: 824916#
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GSW – CITY TEAM BI-MONTHLY MEETING		 AGENDA


		


Date	Tuesday, January 27, 2015 


Time	11:00 AM – 12:00 AM


Location	City Hall, Room 448


Invitees	Adam Van de Water; Catherine Reilly; Chris Kern; Erin Miller; Jesse Smith; John Gavin; Lila Hussain; Peter Albert; David Winslow; Brett Bollinger                                                               												





CALL-IN #: 605-475-4700; ACCESS CODE: 824916#





AGENDA ITEMS


1. GENERAL UPDATES 


a. Design/CEQA  schedule 


b. Project-Generated Sources and Uses


c. MBBTCC, Mayor Lee, and Katy Liddell/Alice Rogers 


2. TRANSPORTATION


a. SFMTA Transit Service Plan: # of LRVs, updating operating costs, Board/ED endorsement


b. Performance standard mit measure in SEIR: max AMS? MUNI impacts?


c. Caltrans 280 improvements


d. Port parking lot @ Illinois and 19th St near Crane Cove Park


e. WETA Ferry Landing 


f. Bicycle Coalition – Feb 2


3. EVENT MANAGEMENT


a. SFPD staffing plan – Commander Redmond


b. Special Event Coordination – Warriors and Giants


4. NEXT STEPS/UPCOMING MEETINGS


a. UCSF LRDP ‘Cushioning’ meeting -  Jan 29


b. Design review of Pfau Long office towers – January 27


c. Bayview CAC – Feb 19?


d. Schematic Design schedule at MBCAC, OCII and Planning?


e. Entertainment Commission – March 3


f. MBCAC (Event Management) – March 12, 2015


g. DEIR Release – late May 2015





1 of 1







From: Gavin, John (ECN)
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Albert, Peter (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII);


Hussain, Lila (CII); Winslow, David (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Internal City Staff Meeting
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 7:47:05 AM
Attachments: 1.27.15 City Team Internal Bi-Monthly Agenda.docx


Please see attached agenda for our 11AM meeting.
Call-in #: 605-475-4700; Access Code: 824916#


From: Matz, Jennifer (MYR)
Sent: Monday, June 9, 2014 2:27 PM
To: Matz, Jennifer (MYR); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Kern, Chris (CPC); Miller, Erin (MTA); Smith,
Jesse (CAT); Albert, Peter (MTA); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Gavin, John (MYR); Chin, Karen (CAT);
Hussain, Lila (CII); Winslow, David (CPC)
Subject: GSW Internal City Staff Meeting
When: Tuesday, December 30, 2014 11:00 AM-12:00 PM.
Where: City Hall, Room 448; Call-in #: 605-475-4700; Access Code: 824916#
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Date	Tuesday, January 27, 2015 


Time	11:00 AM – 12:00 AM


Location	City Hall, Room 448


Invitees	Adam Van de Water; Catherine Reilly; Chris Kern; Erin Miller; Jesse Smith; John Gavin; Lila Hussain; Peter Albert; David Winslow; Brett Bollinger                                                               												





Call-in #: 605-475-4700; Access Code: 824916#





Agenda Items


	•	General Updates 


	•	Design/CEQA  schedule 


	•	Project-Generated Sources and Uses


	•	MBBTCC, Mayor Lee, and Katy Liddell/Alice Rogers 


	•	Transportation


	•	SFMTA Transit Service Plan: # of LRVs, updating operating costs, Board/ED endorsement


	•	Performance standard mit measure in SEIR: max AMS? MUNI impacts?


	•	Caltrans 280 improvements


	•	Port parking lot @ Illinois and 19th St near Crane Cove Park


	•	WETA Ferry Landing 


	•	Bicycle Coalition – Feb 2


	•	Event management


	•	SFPD staffing plan – Commander Redmond


	•	Special Event Coordination – Warriors and Giants


	•	Next steps/Upcoming Meetings


	•	UCSF LRDP ‘Cushioning’ meeting -  Jan 29


	•	Design review of Pfau Long office towers – January 27


	•	Bayview CAC – Feb 19?


	•	Schematic Design schedule at MBCAC, OCII and Planning?


	•	Entertainment Commission – March 3


	•	MBCAC (Event Management) – March 12, 2015


	•	DEIR Release – late May 2015







From: Albert, Peter
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Luba Wyznyckyj; Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jefferis,


Richard Scott
Subject: Helping Luba compile one comprehensive list of capital and operating features related to Warriors project
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:49:01 PM


Hi, Erin:


About two weeks ago, Luba sent around a summary of the TMP that lists Muni capital projects related
to Warriors and traffic control changes at Terry Francois.


She hopes you can add to this compilation all the elements SFMTA expects as part of project: longer T
Third platforms, crossovers, operator facilities, etc.  Currently, her list doesn't include these.


She also asked about Ricardo's / Traffic Engineering comments on the lane striping changes at TFB.


Luba says working off her list, rather than sending her a separate one, will make accurate incorporation
easier.


Thanks,


Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94103
415.701.4328


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Paul Mitchell"
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:35:00 PM


I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: Fwd:
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:17:19 AM
Attachments: DOC012915 Thu Jan 29 2015 09-03-08.417.pdf


Manny. Here is last years review. Lets do it a little different. Go ahead and do what
we discussed and write up a list of what your achievements have been and what
goals you would like to set for yourself next year as well as what projects you see
coming over this year. Thanks!


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Ward, April (CII)"
Date:01/29/2015 9:11 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject:
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Principal Reviewer's Name 
44)c..-A. 



Position Title 
nap  



STATUS 
Complet 
Incomplete =I 
Ongoing = 0 



ES 
Modified = M 
Deleted = D 



EVALUATION COD 
Meet or exceeds standa 
Needs improvement = 
Unsatisfactory = U 



AREAS FOR ATTENTION, TRAINING, GROWTH, IMPROVEMENT 



C) 
cONFWENTIAL 



SAN FRANCISCO 
	



PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 



REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY 
	



REPORT FORM 



1. Employee Name 
Immanuel Bereket 



2. Reason for Report 3. Date of Appointment 
1/6/2014 



4. Probation Ends 
7/7/2014 



5. 	Position Title 
Associate Planner 



6. 	Period of Report 
From 	1/6/2014 	 To: 7/7/2014 



7. Division/Location 8. Date of Last Report 



PREVIOUSLY AGREED KEY PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: Status 
Codes 



Evaluation 
Codes 



1. 



2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 



COMMENTS ON PREVIOUSLY AGREED OBJECTIVES 











Date: 1 
Date: 
Date: 



ontideutial 



OVERALL RATING Principal Reviewer's Signature: 
Supplemental Reviewers: 	 
Supplemental Reviewers 	 



OVERALL COMMENTS 



• Addendum 2: Automated Waste Collection System Environmental Document 
• Manage CP Street Vacation Process 
• CP-HP Subdivision Regulations 
• CP Vesting Subdivision Map 
• Major Phase Application Hunters Navy Shipyard Phase I, Block 52 
• CFD 7 and CFD 8 Re-formation 



AGREED NEW OR CONTINUED KEY OBJECTIVES (REVIEW PERIOD: 	 
1. Supplemental EIR for Warriors Arena 
2. Major Phase Application Hunters Navy Shipyard Phase I, Block 55 
3. Stadium Demolition Environmental Document 
4. Shipyard Block 48 
5. Tax Rate Area for Phase I and II of the CP-HPS 



KI  agree with this report. 
[ I do not agree with this report — Section(s) 	  
[ ] Comments/Rebuttals (attach sheet(s) if necessary). 
[ ] I request a conference with my Reviewer's Supervisor. 



Employee's Signature 	  Date: 	7 ) c1  



2 











41 • 



Tasks 	 Description 	 Status  Project Area  



Streetscape Plan 	Update and revise streetscape plan  Pending 



Block 2  Backflow preventer, master sign program Pending 



Block 7  Review and approve DDs Completed 



Block 12  Prepare wind memo Completed 



Block X-4  Review and process various TI permits  Ongoing 



Block 29-32/Warriors  CEQA/ Design Review/Record Search Ongoing 



Mission Bay Block 41-43/Kaiser  Master Sign Program Ongoing 



Block 33/34/UCSF  EIR review/Long range development plan Ongoing 



FEMA Mapping coordination with the Port 
Authority  



Miscellaneous Sea level rise issue working with Port Authority  Ongoing 



Respond to inquiries (zoning referral, ABC 
forms, etc.) process routine permit applications 



CFD Formation 
Prepare RFPs for FA, Underwriter, and 



Completed 
Appraiser  



Block 52  Combined Conceptual and Schematic Plans  Pending 



Shipyard Phase Block 55  Combined Conceptual and Schematic Plans Pending 



11 Innes court 
Met with PUC to revise languages for 
Maintenance Agreement, routed and executed 



Completed 



Streetscape revision 	Review and process streetscape revision Pending 



Mapping/VTSM 
Coordinate conditions of approval with various 
City departments 



Near 
completion 



Coordinate conditions of approval with various 
City departments  



Subdivision Regulations Completed 
Prepare agenda, organize weekly meeting, and 
coordinate with other departments  



Review and draft documents for Addendum 2 to 
Environmental Impact Report  



AWCS EIR Addendum Completed 



CP-Shipyard Phase II 



A note to file addendum was prepared and 
approved on May 2, 2014 



Candlestick 	Park 
Demolition  



Review and monitor CEQA documents Completed 



Height Limit policy memo  
Miscellaneous Completed 



Interim uses analysis in Phase II  



Land Use Matrix for CP HPS 



Environmental City of Brisbane EIR  



Documents Seawall Lot 337  
Ongoing 



Moscone Center EIR 
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34:39 AM
Attachments: 101794557_1.docx


Hi Catherine,
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed
by Tiffany (with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to
me by this Friday? We need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900
certification before the DSEIR is published in May.
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 



mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com
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[Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure]
Letterhead





September 4, 2014





Via U.S. Mail



David Kelly, Esq.
Golden State Warriors
1011 Broadway
Oakland, CA 94607


Re:	Acknowledgement of the Golden State Warriors’ (GSW) Intent to Seek Certification Under the Jobs and Economic Improvement Through Environmental Leadership Act of 2011


Dear Mr. Kelly:


The Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure of the City and County of San Francisco (“OCII”), as lead agency for the proposed Golden State Warriors Arena Project (the “Project”) in San Francisco, California, acknowledges that it has been notified of GSW’s intent to apply for certification of the Project as a “Leadership Project” under the Jobs and Economic Improvement through Environmental Leadership Act of 2011 (the “Act”).  Public Resources Code section 21178 et seq.  


OCII further acknowledges that, as part of the certification process, GSW is obligated to enter into an agreement with OCII establishing the requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e), and (f), and that the certification under the Act entitles the Project to streamlined environmental review and requires the lead agency to prepare an administrative record in accordance with the requirements of Public Resources Code section 21186.


As the Executive Director for OCII, I am authorized to make the above acknowledgement on behalf of OCII of the City and County of San Francisco.


Sincerely,





Tiffany Bohee
Executive Director


101794557.1 
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Jose Farran; Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Eric Womeldorff
Subject: Fwd: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:07:06 AM
Attachments: image001.png


ATT00001.htm
Calendar Schedule 2015 Baseball + concert.docx
ATT00002.htm


FYI 


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Miller, Erin" <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>
Subject: FW: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
Date: February 2, 2015 at 11:03:22 AM PST
To: "'lubaw@lcwconsulting.com'" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>


This was from Jerry.  It’s this year’s Giant’s schedule, including a big concert on 9/5
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Robbins, Jerry 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 3:12 PM
To: Mattern, Lauren; Lim, Robert M
Cc: Malone, Rob; Liu, Cheryl; Sukhenko, Alexiy; Albert, Peter; Miller, Erin
Subject: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
 
Hi Lauren and Robert:
 
Attached is the 2015 Giants home schedule, including one concert.  Night events are 
shaded, day events are not shaded.  The game on June 14 starts at 4:15 p.m. and 
doesn’t fit either category.  There will be a Billy Joel concert on the evening of 
September 5.  Please use this calendar to program special event parking meters and 
post-event traffic signal plans.
 
Thanks,



mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com

mailto:jifarran@adavantconsulting.com
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mailto:lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
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 SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
T:  415.701.4490 
 












2015 GIANTS SCHEDULE at AT&T PARK








			APR


			2


			3


			13


			14


			15


			16


			17


			18


			19


			21


			22


			23


			


			


			


			


			





			MAY


			1


			2


			3


			4


			5


			6


			7


			8


			9


			10


			19


			20


			21


			28


			29


			30


			31





			JUN


			1


			2


			3


			12


			13


			14


			15


			16


			23


			24


			25


			26


			27


			28


			


			


			





			JUL


			6


			7


			8


			10


			11


			12


			24


			25


			26


			27


			28


			29


			


			


			


			


			





			AUG


			11


			12


			13


			14


			15


			16


			25


			26


			27


			28


			29


			30


			


			


			


			


			





			SEP


			5


			11


			12


			13


			14


			15


			16


			18


			19


			20


			28


			29


			30


			


			


			


			





			OCT


			1


			2


			3


			4


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			


			














Shaded dates are night games starting at either 6:05 p.m. or 7:15 p.m.


Non-shaded dates are day games starting at either 12:05 p.m., 12:45 p.m. 1:15 p.m. or 1:35 p.m.





Notes:  June 13 game starts at 4:05 p.m. – will require temporary TANS signs for this start time 





Billy Joel concert on September 5 in the evening





JR1/-23-15















 
Jerry
 
 
Jerry Robbins, PTP
Transportation Planning Manager 








From: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
To: Oerth, Sally (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Eighth/Townsend St traffic circle
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:01:27 AM
Attachments: Attchment 2 Townsend Circle Planning Document.pdf


Agenda for 222015 meeting.dotx
Attachment 2 MBN MM.pdf


 
Sally,
 
Here is a brief description of the meeting scheduled today regarding the Eighth/Townsend
St traffic circle. Attached, you’ll find an agenda, and two attachments.
 


·         The MB SEIR identified a project traffic impact at this location and proposed the
elimination of the circle, a lane reconfiguration, and signalization as a mitigation
measure. 


o   Implementation of this measure was codified in the MB North Area
Infrastructure Plan (see attachment 1);


o   Catellus/MBDG are obligated to bear full cost of this MN mitigation measure.
o   This is one item left to close out the MN North Plan/yet to be completed task.


 
·         On June 2010, the Planning Department released an Open Space Plan for the


Showplace Square neighborhood. This Open Space Plan is part of the implementation
of the Eastern Neighborhood Plan, and in particular the Showplace Square/Potrero
Hill Area Plan, both adopted by the City in December 2008.  The Open Space Plan
depicts the Townsend Circle as major entrance into Showplace Square. It enlarges
the circle, adds new green elements into the roundabout (see attachment 2).


o   The Planning document went through an extensive public reviewing process.
The community expects the Planning document to be implemented at this
location.


o   It is unclear whether or not the Planning Department has CEQA clearance for
this project. If so,
§  Does it supersede the MB mitigation measure;
§   What does it mean to the Warriors CEQA;
§  What is the cost. Catellus/MBDG are obligated to pay for elimination of


the circle, a lane reconfiguration, and signalization as a mitigation
measure. If enhancement and enlargement of the circle costs far
beyond the MBN mitigation measure, who would pay for it.


 
·         SFMTA are currently involved in designing a roundabout at this location.


o   We do not know if there is a CEQA analysis for their work;
o   We do not know if it is consistent with the Planning Document, or if it is
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Conceptual Plan for Townsend Circle



Townsend Circle is the major entrance to Showplace 
Square. It is where Townsend Street, Division Street, 
8th Street and Henry Adams Street meet. As one of the 
City’s few substantive traffi  c circles, Townsend Circle is 
at once an iconic placemaker, and a visual landmark in 
the community. It is also one of few public open spaces 
in the area. 



However, while Townsend Circle is a visual landmark, 
it does not function eff ectively as an open space. It 
is small, diffi  cult to reach safely, and off ers little to 
the potential user. It is an island of green in a sea of 
asphalt, surrounded by a swirl of traffi  c. Access to the 
circle itself requires walking across one or more lanes of 
traffi  c. While there are pedestrian crosswalks between 



the street intersections surrounding the Circle, there 
are no crosswalks or safe paths of travel to Townsend 
Circle itself. When one does arrive at the Circle, there 
is little to do once the destination has been reached: the 
Circle contains a patch of grass and a small sculptural 
monument at its center, but no seating, landscaping or 
buff er to surrounding traffi  c and noise. 



Th e program to improve Townsend Circle, shown in 
Figure 14, includes elements that reinforce its status as 
Showplace Square’s visual landmark; make pedestrian 
access to the Circle easier and safer; and better ac-
commodate potential users. Th ese objectives could be 
achieved through the following program elements: 



Figure 14
Conceptual Plan for Townsend Circle Improvements



S H O W P L A C E  S Q U A R E  O P E N  S P A C E  P L A N
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Showplace Square Meeting


Monday February 2, 2015


One South Van Ness, 7th floor











Agenda


1. Purpose of Meeting				 5 minutes


2. Introductions 					1 minute


3. Showplace Square/ENTRIPS Background) 	5 minutes


4. Mission Bay Mitigation Measure 		25 minutes


5. Traffic Circle Design				15 minutes


6. Next Steps 					5 minutes





1 South Van Ness Avenue 7th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103	415.701.4500	www.sfmta.com
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another document. As stated above, the Planning document went through an
extensive public reviewing process. The community expects the Planning
document to be implemented at this location;


o   We do not the cost estimates yet.
 
There will be DPW Task Force, OCII, Planning and SFMTA in attendance.
 
Regards,
 
 


Immanuel Bereket
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure
Successor to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94103
(415) 749-2495
Immanuel.Bereket@sfgov.org
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From: Stewart, Luke
To: Beth Goldstein
Cc: Paul Mitchell; Webster, Leslie (PUC); Mary Lucas McDonald; Joyce; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: Re: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:52:06 PM


Hi Beth, 


Sure, I can definitely plug those in and get this back to you ASAP, but probably not
until tomorrow afternoon at the soonest, or Thursday afternoon at very latest.
(Sorry, just slammed right now)


Would that work ok with your schedule? 


Sent from a mobile device


On Feb 3, 2015, at 3:04 PM, Beth Goldstein <bgoldstein@hydroce.com> wrote:


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs
wrt Mission Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date
for any pump station that’s not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels
have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—can you check those off below please?
Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
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25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Warsh, Ethan (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (OCII)
Subject: RE: UBER and D4D
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 8:19:00 AM
Attachments: UBER Proposal Jan 27 Analysis.docx


Thanks for pulling this together.  I have made a few comments (also took the last column out for
now in case we show this to Tiffany/Sally – will need to add back in eventually).  See what changes
you can make before the 10AM meeting with Tiffany.  If you have time before this afternoon’s
meeting, it would be good to include under the first tower discussion what areas would be affected
if we assume a single tower vs. two – If the following lines identify the areas of concern, then just
make a note that the following discussion assumes treating it as a single tower and that if we went
with 2 towers we’d need to revise the table).
 
Thanks!
 
PS – I started a folder in the MB folder for this. S:\PROJECT IMPLEMENT\Mission Bay\MB South
Commercial\26 and 27 - UBER
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Warsh, Ethan (CII) 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 12:45 PM
To: Arce, Pedro (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: UBER and D4D
 
See revised table attached.
 
Ethan
 
From: Arce, Pedro (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 4:42 PM
To: Warsh, Ethan (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: UBER and D4D
 
Ethan:
thanks for the table it organizes the information similarly to the Warriors; however, in the process it
seems to me that a couple or more of the standards were left out, particularly the following:
 


1.        Height: Maximum number of towers at maximum height and bulk: Currently HZ-5 only
authorizes 3 towers; as indicated, the number of towers (existing and proposed) would be a
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			Potential Inconsistencies with  Existing Design for Development (D4D)


			Required Change to D4D





			Height


			


			





			


			The D4D includes a number of regulations related to towers, including: the number of towers allowed within HZ-5, and how towers can interact with one another (i.e. distance between two towers)


			The project team must determine to treat the proposed design as one or two towers and then identify the portions of the D4D to be amended (recommend 1 tower)





			We allow 100% coverage up to 90, so ok to delete


			A total of 942,000 square feet of development up to 90’ is allowed within HZ-5 – requiring OCII to determine the amount of base height square footage remaining to be developed within the Height Zone.


			If there is not enough remaining base height square footage within HZ-5 to allow for the proposed development on both parcels, the D4D would need to be amended to allow for additional base height square footage





			


			A total of 65,954 square feet of development up to 160’ is allowed within HZ-5 – requiring OCII to determine the amount of tower height square footage remaining to be developed within the Height Zone. (did you look at the email from Terezia showing there may be additional capacity – please take a look and mention here what that could be, with the caveat that need to determine how this project interacts with the GSW project.)


			If there is not enough remaining tower height square footage within HZ-5 to allow for the proposed development on both parcels, the D4D would need to be amended to allow for additional tower height square footage





			


			The maximum tower width/plan length along 3rd Street is 160’


			If the proposed tower exceeds 160’ in plan (along 3rd Street) then the D4D must be amended to allow for a greater plan length





			Bulk


			The maximum tower plan length is 200’ (See addt’l restrictions along 3rd Street)


			If the proposed tower exceeds 200’ in plan (along 3rd Street) then the D4D must be amended to allow for a greater plan length





			


			The maximum tower floor plate is 20,000 Square Feet


			If the proposed tower floor plate exceeds 20,000 Square Feet the D4D must be amended to allow for larger tower floor plates





			Streetwall


			A minimum of 70% of the block length/frontage along 3rd Street must be a continuous façade along the property line.; however, in this portion of the project area there is a 5’ setback requirement.  Determination of relevant streetwall/setback requirements must be determined (the 5 foot setback basically moves the sidewalk/property line back and the streetwall requirements would be calculated from that line)


			Need more information on whether project complies





			


			The building must be built to the streetwall at all corners for a distance of 50’; however this is seemingly inconsistent with the requirement to have a 5’ setback (corner entrances are exempt from the requirement).  Determination of relevant streetwall/setback requirements must be determined


			Need more information on whether project complies – vara is not considered a Primary Street (confirm this with Pedro)





			


			The proposed projections do not appear to meet the standard for projections included in the D4D, which includes those of a purely decorative nature, balconies, and bay windows


			The D4D must be amended to allow for the proposed projections





			View Corridor


			View Corridors follow street alignments and are not to be blocked by buildings.  The proposed single tower will block the view corridor along the vara


			The D4D must be amended to be less restrictive regarding view corridors along the applicable vara





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			















problem.
2.        Streetwall, Projections: the only projections permitted over streets and public open space


are bay windows and balconies; the Vara (Pierpoint Way)  is a public right-of-way. The
projection of the upper floors of the building does not qualify as a bay window or balcony.
Please complete.


I had also included for height the standard for Corners (No intersection to allow more than 2 towers
within 50 feet of the corner, contingent on verification.
 


From: Warsh, Ethan (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 4:15 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: UBER and D4D
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is more or less a recapitulation of what Pedro had already compiled but in table format
consistent with what was done for the Warriors stadium.  The table can be built upon as additional
details are provided by the Project Sponsor.
 
Ethan
 
_____________________________________________________
Ethan Warsh
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure
Successor to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94103
(415) 749-2577
ethan.warsh@sfgov.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Paul Mitchell"
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:35:00 PM


I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Albert, Peter
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Luba Wyznyckyj; Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jefferis,


Richard Scott
Subject: Helping Luba compile one comprehensive list of capital and operating features related to Warriors project
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:49:02 PM


Hi, Erin:


About two weeks ago, Luba sent around a summary of the TMP that lists Muni capital projects related
to Warriors and traffic control changes at Terry Francois.


She hopes you can add to this compilation all the elements SFMTA expects as part of project: longer T
Third platforms, crossovers, operator facilities, etc.  Currently, her list doesn't include these.


She also asked about Ricardo's / Traffic Engineering comments on the lane striping changes at TFB.


Luba says working off her list, rather than sending her a separate one, will make accurate incorporation
easier.


Thanks,


Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94103
415.701.4328


Sent from my iPhone
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:14:26 AM


Thanks. Brett let me know what times you are available later today and we can call
Paul together. 


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: "Kern, Chris (CPC)"
Date:01/29/2015 9:10 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" ,"Bollinger, Brett (CPC)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


I’m here and available now. Brett is the lead on this section for EP, so would be best if he can be on
the call.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:05 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Hi! Are either of you in the office right now (9am). Got to your offices early for a meeting
and was wondering if you want to try and call Paul right now? Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/28/2015 3:14 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Chuck Bennett ,Joyce ,"Bereket,
Immanuel (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
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ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
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 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
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landscaping or other mitigation
Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o


Project
Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: David Manica
To: Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah DiCarlo;


Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout; Switzky, Joshua
(CPC); Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore


Subject: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:06:11 AM


All,
Per direction today from Strada re: the upcoming schedule, I am cancelling the weekly meeting
invite on Thursday mornings and will be sending out one-offs for the scheduled review dates. 
Because they do not fall into a regularly recurring pattern, I will have to send individual invites for
each one.  Apologies for cluttering your inbox.
 
Best to all,
D
 
David L.  Manica
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
 


M A N I C A
a r c h i t e c t u r e
1915 W 43rd Ave  Ste 100
Kansas City, KS    66103
 


T     +1 816 421 8890
M    +1 816 786 9610
Skype   david.manica
manicaarchitecture.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:28:00 PM


Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Bereket, Immanuel (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:27 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Here you go.
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz"
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 10:01:00 AM


Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
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Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________



http://www.sfbike.org/our-work/street-campaigns/polk-street/

http://www.sfbike.org/membership/

https://www.facebook.com/sfbike

https://twitter.com/sfbike

http://www.flickr.com/photos/sfbike

http://www.sfbike.org/?

http://goo.gl/maps/7SqWX






From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Albert, Peter (MTA)
Cc: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jose Farran; Joyce Hsiao; Paul Mitchell
Subject: Re: GSW - Pre-review of section from Transportation Analysis Approach - PEDESTRIAN UPDATE
Date: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:31:11 AM


Hi all


I just realized that we need to add to the Pedestrian Improvements section that 
pedestrian crosswalks (continental design) would be provided at the following 
unsignalized intersections:
- South Street/Bridge View Way
- South Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard (currently there is a crosswalk on the 
north and west legs of the intersection, not the south) 
- 16th Street/Illinois Street/Project garage driveway
- 16th Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard


Could Kate or Clarke and SFMTA please confirm this. These crosswalks are identified 
in the striping plans in the TMP, but I just wanted to confirm that this is everybody's 
understanding.


Also question for Kate, Clarke and the SFMTA: Should the project Pedestrian 
Improvements also include upgrade to the existing crosswalks at the signalized 
intersections at Third/South and Third/16th to be restriped to the continental design 
consistent with the Better Streets Plan?   
Alternately we can add this as an improvement measure for the project.


Thank you,
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Jan 27, 2015, at 6:56 PM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


Hi all
Attached is the section from the transportation section of the EIR that 
summarizes the "Project Transportation Improvements Assumptions".  It 
is essentially a summary of the improvements to the transportation 
network that are part of the project, and also the measures that would  
be implemented during events.
Much of it is from the TMP, but organized a bit differently.


It would be great if you had an opportunity to review this section with 
the following in mind:
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- Is it consistent with your understanding of the improvements
- Do you suggest reorganizing the section  
- Is something missing
- Does any of it belong somewhere else in the EIR


Note that it still needs formatting, final editing, and figures inserted.


If you don't have a chance to review, no worries, you will see it again in 
a couple of weeks. If you are able to review it, please provide comments 
by Tuesday, February 3rd. 


Please call if you have any questions.


Thank you,
Luba


<GSW Transportation Improvements Section 1-27-15.docx>


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031








From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Subject: RE: monthly: Major Development Projects (Feb 6 mtg 12:30-1:30)
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 7:42:00 PM


Works for me!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Albert, Peter [mailto:Peter.Albert@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 7:41 PM
To: Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Subject: RE: monthly: Major Development Projects (Feb 6 mtg 12:30-1:30)
 
Thanks!
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 


From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR) [mailto:adam.vandewater@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 7:41 PM
To: Albert, Peter; Reilly, Catherine
Cc: Miller, Erin
Subject: Re: monthly: Major Development Projects (Feb 6 mtg 12:30-1:30)
 
Sure.  Including Catherine to check her availability as well.  


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625
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On Feb 2, 2015, at 7:34 PM, Albert, Peter <Peter.Albert@sfmta.com> wrote:


Adam:
Wanna come meet in Ed’s office at 12:30 instead of 1?   Get more than 30 minutes to
talk?
 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 
 
_____________________________________________
From: Reiskin, Ed 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 7:33 PM
To: Albert, Peter
Cc: Haley, John; Harris, Vincent J; Simpliciano, Sophia M; Maguire, Tom; Miller, Erin;
Paine, Carli; Markowitz, Frank; Bose, Sonali; Kirschbaum, Julie B; Robbins, Jerry; Olea,
Ricardo; Sue, Candace
Subject: RE: monthly: Major Development Projects (Feb 6 mtg 12:30-1:30)
 
 
OK with me.
 
_____________________________________________
From: Albert, Peter 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 7:30 PM
To: Reiskin, Ed; Kirschbaum, Julie B; Robbins, Jerry; Olea, Ricardo; Sue, Candace
Cc: Haley, John; Harris, Vincent J; Lau, Helen - SFMTA; 'Tom Maguire'; Miller, Erin; Paine,
Carli; Markowitz, Frank; Bose, Sonali
Subject: RE: monthly: Major Development Projects (Feb 6 mtg 12:30-1:30)
 
 
We may wish to use this half-hour to cover the Warriors: otherwise, we only get 30
minutes (1:00-1:30) on the Warriors for some major project updates/discussion.
 
Ed, if you agree, I can ask Adam to join us at 12:30 instead of 1 pm.  Please let me
know.
 
All:
Beside the Warriors, here are Other UPI Major Projects’ Updates;
 
Candlestick Point/Hunters Point Shipyard:


·         SFMTA Traffic, Transit and Livable Streets reviewing Streetscape Drawings for Innes,
Palou


·         SFCTA leading Feasibility study for Geneva Harney BRT study that is wrapping up this
Spring
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·         SFE, Recology, SFMTA and SFCTA clarifying Geneva Harney BRT route adjacent to
Recology: Peter Albert to attend filed trip with SFE, Recology Feb 11


·         India Basin Corridor Study underway: Traffic, Transit and Livable Streets helping refine
plans for Innes / Hudson couplet with workshops in January and March


·         TDM “Eco Pass” strategy being refined for implementation
·         Sup Cohen is main BoS member to brief


 
Parkmerced:


·         SFMTA Traffic, Transit and Livable Streets reviewing Streetscape Drawings for Phase 1
and especially intersection around Chumasero, Junipero Serra


·         FIT, Transit helping with M - 19th Ave alignment funding and implementation issues
·         SFCTA concluding Feasibility Study this Spring, prepping for future concept engineering


pre-EIR led by SFMTA
·         Sups Yee and Avalos are main BoS members to brief


 
Treasure Island:


·         SFMTA Traffic, Transit and Livable Streets completed review of Streetscape Drawings
for Transit Hub, Shaed Public Ways


·         Same team still revising bike facilities on Ave C, and along East Side Commons, near-
term changes to Macalla Road


·         Bike Share planning meetings with Livable Streets undeway
·         Sup Kim is main BoS members to brief


 
Waterfront Transportation Assessment (WTA):


·         SFMTA wrapping up Phase 1 Summary in March (Identified strategies for Near and
Long Term, Pilot Projects)


·         SFCTA wrapping up Phase 2 Summary in March (Analysis of Multi-Modal capacity along
key corridors to and from Mission Bay/Central Waterfront over 20 years)


·         Both to be presented, discussed at SFMTA DOT mtg in Feb, then to community in
March


·         SFMTA UPI set up review with OEWD and Port and with SFMTA Traffic, Livable Streets
for Pier 70, setting separate meeting for Transit


·         OEWD helping UPI set up Phase 3 – how to keep meshing transportation investment
along waterfront with major development.


·         Sups Kim, Cohen and Weiner are main BoS members to brief
 
Van Ness/Market


·         SFMTA UPI setting up interagency briefing with OEWD and Planning to outline major
developments in this area


·         SFMTA UPI to set up internal workshop afterward to refresh Market-Octavia
assumptions, map out capacity and investment strategies leveraged by this
development – like a mini-WTA


·         In case you want to set up briefing updates, I’d suggest Sups Weiner and Kim as key
here
 







 
Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
SF Municipal Transportation Agency
1 South Van Ness Ave, Seventh Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
(: 415.701.4328
: 415.701.4735
*: peter.albert@sfmta.com
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Reiskin, Ed 
Sent: Friday, September 05, 2014 6:39 PM
To: Reiskin, Ed; Albert, Peter; Kirschbaum, Julie B; Robbins, Jerry; Olea, Ricardo; Sue,
Candace
Cc: Haley, John; Harris, Vincent J; Lau, Helen - SFMTA; 'Tom Maguire'
Subject: monthly: Major Development Projects (Jan. mtg)
When: Friday, February 06, 2015 12:30 PM-1:00 PM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US &
Canada).
Where: DOT Conf Rm
 
 
Major Development Projects
•       Monthly meeting, one hour, to occur ~4th Tuesday at 1 pm
•       Covering projects such as Candlestick, TI, Warriors, Parkmerced
•       Please forward to needed staff, thank you
 
Helen, please send a delegate in Candace’s absence.  Thank you.
 
sched’d on 9/5 and updated on 1/29, Sophia 7-4281
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "David Manica"
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:46:00 AM


I’ve been caught with that.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:41 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
Of course.  Outlook just defaulted to 30 minutes and I didn’t catch it.
Hope you’re doing well.    Thanks Catherine.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 1:35 PM
To: David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:06 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah
DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout;
Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore
Subject: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
All,
Per direction today from Strada re: the upcoming schedule, I am cancelling the weekly meeting



mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com
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invite on Thursday mornings and will be sending out one-offs for the scheduled review dates. 
Because they do not fall into a regularly recurring pattern, I will have to send individual invites for
each one.  Apologies for cluttering your inbox.
 
Best to all,
D
 
David L.  Manica
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
 


M A N I C A
a r c h i t e c t u r e
1915 W 43rd Ave  Ste 100
Kansas City, KS    66103
 


T     +1 816 421 8890
M    +1 816 786 9610
Skype   david.manica
manicaarchitecture.com
 



http://www.manicaarchitecture.com/






From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:10:15 AM


I’m here and available now. Brett is the lead on this section for EP, so would be best if he can be on
the call.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:05 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Hi! Are either of you in the office right now (9am). Got to your offices early for a meeting
and was wondering if you want to try and call Paul right now? Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/28/2015 3:14 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Chuck Bennett ,Joyce ,"Bereket,
Immanuel (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results



mailto:/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=DE60665E3EBB43CF95F7AEC0F6E03AA8-CHRIS KERN
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I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s) Mitigated Scenario(s) Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,



mailto:pmitchell@esassoc.com
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for Cumulative +
Project


for Cumulative +
Project


and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz"
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:31:00 AM


Thanks for the info/doodle and I’ll pass onto the GSWs.  Will send out a date to meet once I finish
corralling folks.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 



mailto:paolo@sfbike.org
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor



tel:415-749-2516

http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________



http://www.sfbike.org/our-work/street-campaigns/polk-street/
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http://www.flickr.com/photos/sfbike
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From: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:27:20 AM
Attachments: Final Addendum MB Public Safety Building signed.pdf


Here you go.
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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ADDENDUM TO SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT



Date of Publication of Addendum : January 7, 2010



Date of Certification of Final Subsequent EIR: September 17, 1998



Lead Agency: San Francisco Redevelopment Agency



I South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103



Agency Contact: Stanley Muraoka Telephone : (415) 749-2577



Project Title: Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97 Addendum #7
Mission Bay Public Safety Building



Project Sponsor/Contact : Charles Higueras, San Francisco Department of Public Works



Telephone : (415) 557-4646



Project Address: Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area. Approximately 1.5 acres, located
south of Mission Rock, east of Third Street, and north of China Basin Street within the Mission Bay South
Plan area. Mission Bay South is south of China Basin Channel.



City and County: San Francisco



Determination:
Based on the analysis described in this addendum, the proposed Mission Bay Public Safety Building does
not entail any substantial changes that would require major revisions to the 1998 Mission Bay Subsequent



Final Environmental Impact Report (Mission Bay), nor would there be new significant environmental
effects or a substantial increase in the severity of previously identified significant effects.



Since certification, no changes have occurred in the circumstances under which the Mission Bay South



Redevelopment Plan would be undertaken, and no new information has emerged that would materially
change any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission Bay SFEIR; therefore, no additional
environmental review is necessary beyond this addendum.



(The basis for this determination is provided on the following pages.)



I do hereby certify that the above determination has been made pursuant to state and local requirements.



t 7u^o
Stanley Muraol(a Date of Determination
San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
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Mission Bay SFEIR Addendum 2 ER-919-97 Addendum # 7 



Background 
On August 23, 1990, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors certified the Mission Bay Final 



Environmental Impact Report (the “1990 FEIR”).
1
 The 1990 FEIR assessed the development program 



that was ultimately adopted as the Mission Bay Plan, an Area Plan of the San Francisco General Plan, 



with implementation of zoning. In 1996-97, the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, with Catellus 



Development Corporation as project sponsor, proposed a new project for the Mission Bay area, consisting 



of two separate redevelopment plans (Mission Bay North Redevelopment Plan and Mission Bay South 



Redevelopment Plan) (“North Plan” and “South Plan” or, collectively, the “Plans”) in two redevelopment 



project areas separated by the China Basin Channel. 



 



On September 17, 1998, the San Francisco Planning Commission and the Redevelopment Agency 



commission certified the Mission Bay Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (FSEIR).
2
 The 



FSEIR analyzed reasonably foreseeable development under the Plans. It incorporated by reference 



information from the original 1990 FEIR that continued to be accurate and relevant for the new project. 



Thus, the 1990 FEIR and the Mission Bay FSEIR together constitute the environmental documentation 



for the Plans. The Mission Bay FSEIR assumed as part of the analysis that there would be a new fire and 



police station constructed on Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area. 



 



The Redevelopment Agency commission adopted the Plans on September 17, 1998, along with the 



Mission Bay South Owner Participation Agreement (South OPA) and the Mission Bay North Owner 



Participation Agreement (North OPA) between the Redevelopment Agency and Catellus Development 



Corporation.
3
 As authorized by the Plans, the Redevelopment Agency commission simultaneously 



adopted design guidelines and standards governing development, contained in companion documents, The 



Design for Development for the Mission Bay South Project Area (South Design for Development) and 



The Design for Development for the Mission Bay North Project Area (North Design for Development), 



respectively.
4
 The San Francisco Board of Supervisors adopted the North Plan on October 26, 1998, and 



the South Plan on November 2, 1998.
5
 



 



The San Francisco Redevelopment Agency has prepared six prior addenda to the Mission Bay FSEIR: 



 



1. The first addendum, dated March 21, 2000, Analyzed the ballpark parking lots. 



2. The second addendum, dated June 20, 2001, Addressed Infrastructure Plan revisions related to the 



7
th
 Street bike lanes and relocation of a storm drain outfall.  



3. The third addendum, dated February 10, 2004, Addressed revisions to the South Design for 



Development with respect to the maximum allowable number of towers, tower separation, and 



required setbacks. 



4. The fourth addendum, dated March 9, 2004, Addressed revisions to the South Design for 



Development with respect to the permitted maximum number of parking spaces for bio-technical 



and similar research facilities, and specified certain changes to the North OPA to reflect a 



reduction in permitted commercial development and associated parking. 



5. The fifth addendum, dated October 4, 2005, Addressed revisions to the University of California 



San Francisco Long Range Development Plan and the Final Environmental Impact Report for 



Long Range Development Plan. 



                                                 
1
Planning Department Case No. 86.505E. 



2
Planning Department Case No. 96.771E, Redevelopment Agency Case No. ER 919-97. 



3
Resolution No. 188-98 and Resolution No. 193-98, respectively. 



4
Resolution No. 186-98 and Resolution No. 191-98, respectively. 



5
Ordinance No. 327098 and Ordinance No. 335-98, respectively. 











Mission Bay SFEIR Addendum 3 ER-919-97 Addendum # 7 



6. The sixth addendum, dated September 10, 2008, Addressed revisions of the University of 



California San Francisco Medical Center at Mission Bay. 



 



Regulatory Setting 



The proposed project would be located on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 (referred to hereafter as the project 



site) in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area.  



 



The project is subject to the South Plan and the South Design for Development, as amended on March 16, 



2004, which together specify development standards for the site, including standards and guidelines for 



height, setbacks, and coverage. In accordance with California Community Redevelopment Law, when the 



Board of Supervisors approved the South Plan in 1998, land use and zoning approvals within Mission 



Bay came under the jurisdiction of the Redevelopment Agency. Together, the South Plan and South 



Design for Development constitute the regulatory land use framework for Mission Bay, and they 



supersede the City’s Planning Code, except as otherwise specifically provided in those documents and 



associated documents for implementing the Mission Bay Plans. 



 



The infrastructure serving the project site would be provided by the master developer, FOCIL-MB, LLC, 



consistent with the South OPA and Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. The proposed project’s 



demand for infrastructure, such as water, sewer, and storm drainage, would be within the capacity 



anticipated in the infrastructure plan. 



 



The project design, construction, and operations would comply with the following: 



 



• South Plan and South Design for Development; 



• Mitigation measures included in the FSEIR and identified for the project site; and  



• All other associated adopted plans and documents; these include the Mission Bay South 



Memorandum of Understanding between the Art Commission and the Redevelopment 



Agency (dated January 4, 1999) and the 1999 Mission Bay Risk Management Plan, with 



amendments, including the Article 22A of the San Francisco Department of Public Health for 



analyzing soils for hazardous waste (applicable FSEIR mitigation measures are included in 



this addendum in Exhibit A).  



 



The proposed project would also comply with all other related adopted plans and regulations, as well as 



the City and County of San Francisco Planning and Building Codes and Standards, including Chapter 7 of 



the San Francisco Environment Code “Resource Efficiency Requirements,” required permits from the San 



Francisco Municipal Transportation Agency, and any engineering requirements to allow for underground 



parking.  



 



Existing Conditions 



The project site is bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets (see Figure 1). Before 1998, 



Mission Bay was characterized by low-intensity industrial development and vacant land. Since adoption 



of the plans in 1998, Mission Bay has undergone redevelopment into a mixture of residential, commercial 



(light industrial, research and development, labs and offices), and educational/institutional uses and open 



space.  



 



The South Plan assigns a land use designation of “Public Facility” to the site. The Public Facility 



designation allows fire and police stations, open lots or enclosed storage, railroad tracks and related uses, 



and other public structures and uses. The South Plan identifies the location for a future police and fire 



station.  
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The project site is mostly vacant and is paved with asphalt, except for a two-story brick firehouse at the 



southwest corner (Firehouse No. 30, which currently houses the Fire Department Toys for Tots program 



and a meals program for homeless people sponsored by the Missionaries of Charity). The FSEIR found 



Firehouse No. 30 to be a potentially significant historic resource, and a recent assessment has confirmed 



that the building is eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the California 



Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). 



 



The vacant parcels on the east, south, and west of the project site are designated for residential use by the 



South Plan. A parking lot for AT&T Park (“Seawall Lot 337”) is north of the project site on Seawall Lot 



337, under the jurisdiction of the Port of San Francisco. Seawall Lot 337 is not within the Mission Bay 



South Redevelopment Area. 



 



Future development plans for Seawall Lot 337 are under review by the Port of San Francisco, and no 



plans have been adopted yet, nor has any environmental review been undertaken for a proposed project; 



therefore, future use of the Seawall Lot 337 is speculative and is not considered in this analysis. 



 



Proposed Development  
The Public Safety Building project consists of the development of a six-story public facilities complex (to 



a maximum of 90 feet tall on portions of the site) on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment 



Area. The project, which consists of approximately 320,200 gross square feet of development, includes 



the 6,200-square-foot Firehouse No. 30, which would be retained and reused. The project uses include a 



local police station, the police headquarters (administrative functions), a local fire station, and parking. 



The police headquarters would include a meeting room that could also be shared by the local community 



for occasional public meetings. The parking spaces would be used by firefighters and visitors (15 spaces), 



police department vehicles and authorized visitors (156 spaces), and marked and unmarked patrol 



vehicles (74 spaces).  



 



The proposed uses are allowed under the South Plan Public Facilities land use designation. Table 1 shows 



an approximate breakdown of the square footage of the proposed project. 
 



Table 1 



Public Safety Building Facility Breakdown 



Facility Size (gross square feet) 



Police Headquarters  130,500 



Police Southern Station  27,000 



Fire Station  22,000 



Firehouse No. 30 6,200 



Parking for 245 firefighting 



and police vehicles  



134,500 



TOTAL  320,200 



 
The design of the Public Safety Building project is early in the process, and only general massing designs 



have been completed to allow for initial cost estimating of the project. However, as the design progresses, 



the project will be required to comply with the adopted South Design for Development design standards 



and guidelines, including setbacks, heights, and other design requirements. For example, the project falls 



within the HZ-4 height zone, wherein all the tower height allowances (i.e., any portion of the building 



allowed to exceed 90 feet in height) have been allocated to other future projects through the Major Phase 



planning process. As a result, the Public Safety Building cannot exceed 90 feet in height and must be 



shorter than 90 feet on portions of the site, excluding such features as rooftop equipment. In addition, a 



five-foot setback would be required along Third Street.  
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The project would retain and reuse the brick Firehouse No. 30 on the site. Consistent with Mitigation 



Measure D.2a of the FSEIR, this building would be retained and reused in a manner that preserves its 



historic integrity, consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic 



Properties. The other components of the project would also be designed to maintain the historic integrity 



of the firehouse.  



 



The proposed project would not include significant building demolition because Firehouse No. 30 would 



be retained. The Mission FSEIR and a historical survey conducted in March 2009 concluded that 



Firehouse No. 30 meets the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the 



California Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). The pavement and fences and the one-car 



garage along the south wall of the fire station would be demolished. The garage was built in the 1990s 



and is not a contributing element to the historical integrity of Firehouse No. 30 (see Exhibit B). Grading 



would be required to bring the site up to the established level of Third Street, but Firehouse No. 30 would 



be left in place. The Public Safety Building would be designed, as required, to reflect the on-site 



geotechnical conditions. The surrounding infrastructure would be built by the Master Developer in 



concert with the project, in accordance with the terms of the South OPA.  



 



Proposed Operations 
The local fire and police stations would be open and staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 



Employees would work 24-hour shifts, which officially start at 8:00 AM. Between 9 and 15 employees 



would staff the fire station on a typical day, depending on needs. This would include four firefighters for 



one fire vehicle, five firefighters for a hook-and-ladder truck, and a fire chief and a rescue squad. Daily 



visitors to the fire station would number approximately 20. 



 



The police station’s patrol officers would work in four shifts, starting at 6:00 AM, 11:00 AM, 4:00 PM, and 



9:00 PM. Typical work shifts for the police headquarters building would start between 6:00 AM and 9:00 



AM, with work periods of 8 to 10 hours. Some of the police headquarters staff would access the building 



during off-hours. The existing police headquarters on Bryant Street would relocate to the police 



headquarters building at the project site and would be open to the public Monday through Friday from 



8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, with approximately 230 visitors on a typical day. The police station would receive an 



estimated 100 visitors per day, most arriving between 8:00 AM and 6:00 PM. Operations at the police 



headquarters would be administrative during regular weekday business hours and would include the 



following functions: administrative division, investigation division, short-term property/evidence storage, 



and limited in-service training. Visitors to the police headquarters would include other law enforcement 



and justice agencies and civilians. Table 2 lists the anticipated daily number of employees, visitors, and 



permitted official vehicles to the project site. 



 
Table 2 



Daily Number of Employees, Visitors, and Permitted Official Vehicles 



Project Component Employees Visitors Permitted/Official 



Vehicles 



Police Headquarters 264 230 210 



Police Station 125 100 20 



Fire Station 15 20 15 



Total 404 350 245 
  Source: SFDPW, SFFD December 2009 



The primary public pedestrian access to the project site would occur along Third Street for the police 



station, police headquarters, and fire station. Pedestrian and vehicular access to the fire station would also 



be from Mission Rock Street. The primary access to the parking garage for the police fleet vehicles would 



be on China Basin Street and would be set back from Third Street; the secondary access would be from 



Mission Rock Street. Only right turns would be permitted from China Basin Street onto Third Street, due 
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to light rail tracks. No passenger drop-off/pickup or parking would be provided on Third Street where on-



street parking is currently prohibited. 



 



Analysis of Potential Environmental Impacts 



California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines Section 15164 allow an addendum to 



document the basis for a lead agency’s decision not to require a Subsequent or Supplemental EIR for a 



project already adequately covered in an existing certified EIR. The lead agency’s decision to use an 



addendum must be supported by substantial evidence that the conditions that would trigger preparation of 



a Subsequent EIR, as specified in Section 15162, are not present. 



 



Since certification, no changes have occurred in the circumstances under which the Plans would be 



undertaken, and no new information has emerged that would materially change any of the analyses or 



conclusions of the existing Mission Bay FSEIR.  



 



As summarized below, the analysis of the Public Safety Building did not identify any new significant 



environmental effects or substantial increases in the severity of previously identified significant effects 



that affect the conclusions in the Mission Bay FSEIR. As part of the project analysis, a transportation 



assessment
6
 was completed to determine any potential impacts other than those projected in the Mission 



Bay FSEIR.  



 



Transportation 



As summarized above in Table 2, the proposed Public Safety Building would host an average of 404 



employees and 350 visitors on a typical weekday. The Mission Bay SEIR estimated that the police and 



fire stations would accommodate approximately 100 employees. The Public Safety building is not a 



standard land use, as identified in the Planning Department’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines, 



(October 2002); accordingly, for the January 2010 transportation assessment (see Exhibit C), travel 



demand for the proposed project was estimated using the anticipated employees and visitor trips to the 



Public Safety Building and travel patterns of current operations and planned duty shifts. Based on 



estimated shift start times, peak arrivals to the site would be concentrated between 7:00 AM and 9:00 AM, 



and peak departures would be between 4:00 PM and 6:00 PM; PM peak hour factors were determined from 



this trip distribution pattern. Trip generation rates were also verified by comparing them to other new 



police and fire facility projects in California and in Florida. The proposed project would generate or 



attract an estimated 2,705 daily and 365 PM peak hour person-trips, with about 1,446 daily and 195 PM 



peak hour vehicle trips (total inbound and outbound) to the project site .  



 



The transportation assessment examined the development and employment analyzed in the 1998 Mission 



Bay SEIR and subsequent addenda, to determine if the employment and development of the proposed 



project and associated trips were within the range of travel demand analyzed under the SEIR. Overall, the 



adjustments made to development plans in the area have represented a decrease in employment and 



therefore associated trips to the area. The addition of the Public Safety Building represents about a 1.5 



percent increase over the total employment assumed in the Mission Bay FSEIR for the South Plan Area 



and a 2 percent increase in the number of person trips for the daily and PM peak hour periods, which 



would fall within an expected daily absentee and trip variations to the area.   The January 2010 



transportation assessment also examined the 2015 operating conditions levels of service (LOS) and delays 



for updated development and key intersections likely to be used for project trips, in comparison to the 



Mission Bay SEIR transportation analysis.  Many intersections would experience reduced delays, and no 



intersections were found to degrade from acceptable operating conditions (LOS D or better) to LOS E or 



F or to degrade from LOS E to LOS F. Therefore, the intersections most likely to be used for the 



proposed project vehicle trips show sufficient capacity to accommodate the increases in the proposed 



                                                 
6
Adavant Consulting, January 2010. Mission Bay Public Safety Building Transportation Assessment. 
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project’s traffic. Furthermore, adjustments to the planned development in the South Plan area were 



estimated to represent a 3 to 4 percent reduction in daily and PM peak hour trips, as compared to 



Combination of Variants Alternative analyzed in the Mission Bay SEIR. This is a greater reduction of 



trips than the increase related to the proposed project; thus, the traffic generated by the proposed project 



would not exceed the total traffic anticipated for the South Plan in the Mission Bay FSEIR and does not 



create any impacts not already analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR (Adavant Consulting 2009; see 



Exhibit C).  



 



 Long-term (typically employees) and short-term (visitors and deliveries) parking demand, based on the 



San Francisco Planning Department’s Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines (October 2002) were 



estimated for the proposed project. The midday parking demand for the proposed project would be 273 



spaces (16 short-term and 257 long-term) and an evening parking demand of 234 spaces (13 short-term 



and 221 long-term). The proposed parking would accommodate 15 fire station vehicles and police 



department vehicles and authorized visitors (156 spaces) and marked and unmarked patrol vehicles (74 



spaces), for a total of 245 parking spaces accessible from the north side of China Basin Street. As 



described in the transportation assessment (see Exhibit C), San Francisco does not consider parking 



supply as part of the permanent physical environment, and the proposed project would not result in any 



significant parking impacts. The proposed parking relates to a parking ratio of about 1.5 parking spaces 



per 1,000 square feet of gross floor area. However, the actual ratio of vehicles used for commuting would 



actually be lower because some of the spaces would be used to store pool vehicles. The City would 



implement Mitigation Measure E.47, Transportation System Management Plan, as identified in the 



Mission Bay FSEIR, to promote the use of public transportation and enhance alternative forms of transit, 



such as pedestrian, bicycle, and pooled or group transit. 



 



The South Design for Development does not identify a specific maximum or minimum parking ratio for 



Public Facility uses because public uses can vary significantly in their parking needs. However, as a 



comparison, the South Design for Development allows for a maximum parking ratio of one space per 



1,000 feet of gross floor area used for non-biotechnology commercial/industrial purposes. It also allows 



up to two spaces for 1,000 feet of gross floor area for biotechnology commercial/industrial purposes, 



which are similar to the office uses that comprise most of the Public Safety Building. As a result, the 



proposed parking ratio of 1.5 for the Public Safety Building would be consistent with the existing parking 



ratios within Mission Bay.  



 



The Public Safety Building would generate about 464 daily transit trips and 63 PM peak hour transit trips. 



This would represent an increase in the transit ridership in the Mission Bay Area by less than one percent 



for the daily and PM peak hour periods, as compared  to the Combination of Variants Alternative 



(analyzed in the Mission Bay SEIR), which would fall within the expected daily variations in transit 



ridership. 



 



In addition, the Public Safety Building would comply with all the requirements for pedestrian and bicycle 



conditions as contained in the Design for Development and Streetscape Master Plan documents adopted 



as part of the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Project. 



 



Air Quality-Mobile Sources 



For mobile source air quality, since the traffic levels generated by this project are not anticipated to 



exceed those analyzed in the Mission Bay SFEIR, vehicular generated air pollutants (including carbon 



monoxide, reactive organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, and particulate matter) would not exceed levels 



analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Furthermore, the project would be required to comply with 



Mitigation Measure E.47 to implement measures to reduce vehicular trips. 
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Historic Resources 



Consistent with Mitigation Measure D.02a, a historical survey conducted in March 2009 concluded that 



Firehouse No. 30 meets the criteria for listing on the National Register of Historic Places and the 



California Register of Historical Resources (See Exhibit B). As a result, the project sponsor would be 



required to implement the remainder of Mitigation Measure D.02a, which requires the rehabilitation of 



Firehouse No. 30 to occur in a manner that is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for 



rehabilitation. As part of this process, the project sponsor would be required to retain an architect who 



meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards to develop a design proposal for 



the adaptive reuse of Firehouse No. 30, in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for 



Rehabilitation. In addition, rehabilitation plans for Firehouse No. 30 would be subject to review and 



approval by the San Francisco Planning Department Preservation staff for concurrence that the project 



does conform to the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for rehabilitation. As a result, the project would 



not result in a significant impact to historic resources.  



 



Other Environmental Topics 
The proposed project would not result in a significant change to the type, location, and intensity of land 



uses anticipated for the project site in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Therefore, implementation of the proposed 



project would result in the same or similar environmental impacts as those already identified and analyzed 



in the Mission Bay FSEIR with respect to the following environmental topics: plans, policies and permits, 



land use, business activity, employment, housing, and population; visual quality and urban design; non-



mobile air quality; seismicity; health and safety; contaminated soils and groundwater; hydrology and 



water quality; China Basin Channel vegetation and wildlife; community services and utilities; and growth 



inducement. As a result, no further discussion of these topics is required. 



 



Conclusion 
Implementation of the proposed project would not require major revisions to the Mission Bay FSEIR 



because no new, significant environmental effect or substantial increase in the severity of previously 



identified significant effects would result. Additionally, since certification, no changes have occurred in 



the circumstances under which the South Plan and North Plan would be implemented, and no new 



information has emerged that would materially change any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission 



Bay FSEIR. Therefore, no additional environmental review is necessary. 











Mission Bay Public Safety Building



Figure 1



Source : Google Earth Pro 2009
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MISSION BAY MITIGATION MEASURES  



Public Safety Building - Block 08  



 



Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
D.02 ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES - EVALUATION OF FIRE STATION NO. 30  
D.02a. Retain an architectural historian to prepare an evaluation 



of the architectural integrity and historical importance of Fire 



Station No. 30 prior to development on this site. If the building 



is determined to be eligible for the National Register, preserve, 



rehabilitate, and reuse the building in a manner that is consistent 



with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for historic 



preservation.  



CCSF R.A. Planning  



Department,  ERO; 



HPC,  President  



Prior to alteration or  



demolition of  



structure  



1. CCSF to retain the services of a 



qualified architectural historian to 



prepare evaluation.  



2. City Planning Department reviews 



evaluation; if building is determined to be 



eligible for the National Register, 



Planning Department Preservation Staff 



consults with ERO and HPC on 



development options and procedures for 



reuse of the building.  



3. If building is determined to be eligible 



for the National Register, an architect that 



meets the Secretary of the Interior’s 



Professional Qualification Standards 



shall be retained to develop a design 



proposal for the adaptive reuse of the 



building in accordance with the Secretary 



of the Interior’s Standards for 



Rehabilitation.   



4. Propose rehabilitation plans shall be 



subject to review and approval by 



Planning Department Preservation Staff 



for concurrence that project does conform 



to the Secretary of the Interior’s 



Standards for Rehabilitation. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
D.06 UNKNOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS 
D.06. The entire Mission Bay Project Area has at least some 



sensitivity for the presence of unknown archaeological remains. 



Prehistoric cultural deposits could be encountered in three 



identified areas and unknown historical features, artifact caches 



and debris areas could be located anywhere in the Project Area. 



Follow procedures for instructing excavation crews, notifying 



the ERO and President of the HPC, and developing recovery 



measures, as described in Measure D.03, above. In addition, in 



the event that prehistoric archaeological deposits are discovered, 



consult local Native American organizations. Dialogue with the 



ERO, HPC and the archaeological consultant would take place 



in developing acceptable archaeological testing & excavation 



procedures, particularly in regard to the disposition of cultural 



materials and Native American burials.  



(Condition Major Plan Accordingly to require on individual 



building sites or potential for single coordinated program for 



Block) 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. Planning 



Department, ERO; 



HPC President 



Prior to excavation; 



ongoing 



implementation as 



required by measure 



Prior to preparation of the work plan 



consultant shall consult with ERO and 



HPC to develop a testing and excavation 



procedures. 



E.47 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM MANAGEMENT (TSM) PLAN 
E.47a. Shuttle Bus System 



Operate shuttle bus service between Mission Bay and regional 



transit stops in San Francisco (e.g., BART, Caltrain, Ferry 



Terminal, Transbay Transit Terminal), and specific gathering 



points in major San Francisco residential neighborhoods (e.g., 



Richmond and Mission Districts). 



Owner (TMA) R.A. DPT; PTC As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47b. Transit Pass Sales 



Sell transit passes in neighborhood retail stores and commercial 



buildings in the Project Area. 



Owner (TMA); 



other 



developers 



R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47c. Employee Transportation Subsidies 



Provide a system of employee transportation subsidies for major 



employers. 



Owner (TMA); 



major 



employers 



R.A. DPT; PTC As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
E.47e. Secure Bicycle Parking  



Provide secure bicycle parking areas in parking garages of 



residential buildings, office buildings, and research and 



development facilities. Provide secure bicycle parking areas by 



1) constructing secure bicycle parking at a ratio of 1 bicycle 



parking space for every 20 automobile parking spaces, and 2) 



carrying out an annual survey program during project 



development to establish trends in bicycle use and to estimate 



demand for secure bicycle parking and for sidewalk bicycle 



racks, increasing the number of secure bicycle parking spaces or 



racks either in new buildings or in existing automobile parking 



facilities to meet the estimated demand.  



Provide secure bicycle racks throughout Mission Bay for the use 



of visitors. 



Owner (TMA), 



other 



developers 



R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47f. Appropriate Street Lighting. 



Ensure that sidewalks in Mission Bay are sufficiently lit to 



provide pedestrians and bicyclists with a greater sense of safety, 



and thereby encourage Mission Bay employees, visitors, and 



residents to walk and bicycle to and from Mission Bay. 



Owner (TMA) R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47g. Transit, Pedestrian and Bicycle Route Information 



Provide maps of the local and citywide pedestrian and bicycle 



routes with transit maps and information on kiosks throughout 



the Project Area to promote multi-modal travel. 



PTC, DPW to 



provide in 



connection 



with transit 



shelters and 



other transit 



signage 



 PTC; DPW In conjunction with 



transit shelter and 



signage plans 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47h. Parking Management Guidelines 



Establish parking management guidelines for the private 



operators of parking facilities in the Project Area. 



Owner (TMA) R.A.  As identified by TMA; 



ongoing review with 



Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 



E.47I. Flexible Work Time/Telecommuting 



Where feasible, offer employees in the Project Area the 



opportunity to work on flexible schedules and/or telecommute 



so they could avoid peak hour traffic conditions. 



Owner (TMA); 



other major 



employers 



R.A.  As warranted by 



development; ongoing 



review with Agency 



See implementation procedures identified 



for Mitigation Measure E.47. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
F.06 CHILD-CARE BUFFER ZONES 
F.06. Require preschool and childcare centers to notify 



BAAQMD and the San Francisco Department of Public Health 



regarding the locations of their operations, and require these 



centers to consult with these agencies regarding existing and 



possible future stationary and mobile sources of toxic air 



contaminants. The purpose of these consultations is to obtain 



information so that preschool and childcare centers can be 



located to minimize potential impacts from toxic air 



contaminants emissions sources. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. BAAQMD; DPH Implement as part of 



Project-level review 



1.See Mitigation Measure F.06 for 



obtaining specific implementation 



procedures. 



2. Agency to require evidence of 



consultation with BAAQMD and SFDPH 



prior to project approval. 



H.03 COMPREHENSIVE PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE PLAN 
H.03b. In addition to the Project Area-wide plan, require each 



building or complex in the Project Area to prepare an 



emergency response plan. Each plan would be the responsibility 



of the owner(s) of each building or complex, and would be 



reviewed by the CCSF periodically to ensure it is kept up to 



date. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in Project- 



level response plan; 



update as necessary 



Submit Plan prior to issuance building 



Certificate of Occupancy. 



H.05 NEW FIRE STATION 
H.05. At the time the San Francisco CCSF determines the 



population or building density is high enough to warrant it, 



provide a new fire station in Mission Bay South to reduce the 



effects of limited emergency access to and from the site 



following a major earthquake. 



CCSF; Owner 



as allocated in 



South 



Infrastructure 



Plan;  



R.A. CCSF Owner Obligation to 



transfer site and make 



available certain funds 



and City obligation to 



fund the balance and 



construct as provided 



in South Owner 



Participation 



Agreement and 



Infrastructure Plan. 



1. As allocated in the South Infrastructure 



Plan, Owner to transfer site to CCSF.  



2. CCSF to partially compensate Owner 



as indicated in the OPA and 



infrastructure plan.  



3. CCSF to construct Fire Station in 



Mission Bay South to reduce effects of 



limited emergency access. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA RA Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Major Phase 
M.06 CONSTRUCT NEW FIRE STATION AND PROVIDE NEW ENGINE COMPANY 
M.06a. Construct New Fire Station 



Construct or pay for the construction of a new fire station in the 



Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area to house equipment 



and personnel serving the Project Area south of China Basin 



Channel, either in a new building or in the vacant Fire Station 



No. 30 after rehabilitation and expansion of that building. The 



San Francisco Fire Department shall review each proposed 



development phase to determine when land for the new fire 



station shall be transferred and when planning and design for the 



fire station shall be initiated. 



CCSF; Fire 



Department; 



Owner 



R.A. CCSF; Fire 



Department 



Owner obligation to 



transfer site and make 



available certain funds 



and CCSF obligation 



to fund the balance 



and construct as 



provided in South 



Owner Participation 



Agreement and 



Infrastructure Plan 



1. CCSF to establish meetings with the 



owner and Fire Department to determine 



when the threshold for a new station in 



the Mission Bay South Redevelopment 



Area has been met.  



2. CCSF to locate site for new Fire 



Station.  



3. Owner to transfer site and make 



available certain funds.  



4. CCSF to fund the balance as provided 



in the South OPA and Infrastructure plan.  



5. CCSF to construct new Fire Station or 



retrofit old Fire Station no. 30. 



M.06b. Provide New Engine Company 



Provide or pay for the provision of an engine company and 



associated Fire Department personnel and equipment, and a 



truck company and associated personnel and equipment, to 



serve the Project Area south of China Basin Channel. The San 



Francisco Fire Department shall review each proposed 



development phase to determine when the engine company and 



truck company and related personnel and equipment shall be 



provided. 



CCSF R.A. Fire Department In conjunction with 



construction of fire 



station 



1. CCSF to consult with the Fire 



Department on what equipment and 



personnel is needed.  



2. CCSF to provide equipment and 



personnel as negotiated with Fire 



Department. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
H.04 FIRE STATION NO.30 
H.04. Provide seismic rehabilitation of Fire Station No. 30 in the 



Project Area, if the building is to be reused for human occupancy. 



CCSF See 



Measure 



D.01-



D.02 



See Measure 



D.01-D.02 



See Measure D.01-D.02 1. Refer to implementation procedures 



for Mitigation Measure D.02.  



2. CCSF to submit seismic 



rehabilitation plans to DBI prior to 



project approval.  



3. DBI to review and approve plans. 



4. CCSF to implement plans.  



5. DBI to inspect Fire Station No. 30 



to ensure compliance with Mitigation 



Measure H.04. 



H.07 CORROSIVITY 
H.07. Test soils for sulfate and chloride content. If necessary, use 



admixtures in concrete so it would not be susceptible to attack by 



sulfates, and/or use coated metal pipes so that pipes would be 



more resistant to corrosion by chlorides. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in relevant 



Infrastructure Improvement 



plans 



1. In conjunction with building permit 



review applicant shall submit a soils 



report which analyzes soil for sulfate 



and chloride content.  



2. DPW in consultation with DBI to 



require testing prior to issuance of 



building or site permits.  



3. Owner/other developers to retain 



services of a geotechnical consultant 



to test soils.  



4. Consultant prepares report of 



results.  



5. Owner/other developers to submit 



report to DPW and DBI for review. 



6. DBI to impose building material 



modifications as necessary to reduce 



impacts of corrosivity during project 



review and approval.  



7. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with required building material 



modifications.  



8. DPW or DBI to inspect buildings to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure.  
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.01 STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAM (SWPPP) 
K.01a. Minimize dust during demolition, grading, and 



construction by lightly spraying exposed soil on a regular basis. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01b. Minimize wind and water erosion on temporary soil 



stockpiles by spraying with water during dry weather and 



covering with plastic sheeting or other similar material during the 



rainy season (November to April). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01c. Minimize the area and length of time during which the site 



is cleared and graded. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01d. Prevent the release of construction pollutants such as 



cement, mortar, paints and solvents, fuel and lubricating oils, 



pesticides, and herbicides by storing such materials in a bermed, 



or otherwise secured, area. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01e. As needed, install filter fences around the perimeter of the 



construction site to prevent off-site sediment discharge. Prior to 



grading the bank slopes of China Basin Channel for the proposed 



channel-edge treatments, install silt or filter fences to slow water 



and remove sediment. As needed, properly trench and anchor in 



the silt or filter fences so that they stand up to the forces of tidal 



fluctuation and wave action, and do not allow sediment-laden 



water to escape underneath them. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01f. Follow design and construction standards found in the 



Manual of Standards for Erosion and Sediment Control Measures 



for placement of riprap and stone size. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01g. Install and maintain sediment and oil and grease traps in 



local stormwater intakes during the construction period, or 



otherwise properly control oil and grease discharges. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.01h. Clean wheels and cover loads of trucks carrying excavated 



soils before they leave the construction site. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.01I. Implement a hazardous material spill prevention, control, 



and clean-up program for the construction period. As needed, the 



program would include measures such as constructing swales and 



barriers that would direct any potential spills away from the 



Channel and the Bay and into containment basins to prevent the 



movement of any materials from the construction site into water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.01. 



K.03 SEWER IMPROVEMENT DESIGN 
K.03. Design and construct sewer improvements such that 



potential flows to the CCSF’s combined sewer system from the 



project do not contribute to an increase in the annual overflow 



volume as projected by the Bayside Planning Model by providing 



increased storage in oversized pipes, centralized storage facilities, 



smaller dispersed storage facilities, or detention basins, or 



through other means to reduce or delay stormwater discharges to 



the City system. 



Subject to 



regulatory 



approvals, owner, 



other developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. Owner/other developers to prepare 



sewer improvement plan in 



consultation with SFPUC. 



2. Owner/other developers to submit 



sewer improvement plan with SFPUC 



approval as part of subdivision 



improvement plans for Agency and 



DPW review.  



3. Agency and DPW to approve plans.  



4. Owner/other developers to construct 



sewer improvements.  



5. DPW to inspect improvements to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.04 ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES TO IMPROVE STORMWATER DISCHARGE QUALITY 
K.04. Implement alternative technologies or use other means to 



reduce settleable solids and floatable materials in stormwater 



discharges to China Basin Channel to levels equivalent to, or 



better than City-treated combined sewer overflows. Such 



alternative technologies could include one or more of the 



following: biofilter system, vortex sediment system, catch basin 



filters, and/or additional source control measures to remove 



particulates from streets and parking lots. 



Subject to 



regulatory 



approvals, owner, 



other developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. Owner/other developers to decide 



on an alternative technology in 



consultation with SFPUC.  



2. Owner/other developers to include 



alternative technology with SFPUC 



approval in subdivision improvement 



plans for Agency and DPW review.  



3. Agency and DPW to approve plans.  



4. Owner/other developers to construct 



improvements.  



5. DPW to inspect improvements to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 



K.06 STRUCTURE PLACEMENT AND DESIGN TO MINIMIZE DANGERS OF FLOODING 
K.06. Structures in the Project Area should be designed and 



located in such a way to assure the reasonable safety of structures 



and shoreline protective devices built in the Bay or in low-lying 



shoreline areas from the dangers of tidal flooding, including 



consideration of a rise in relative sea level. Detailed construction 



specifications to mitigate against impacts of a sea-level rise, 



however, would require specific flood protection engineering and 



building analysis by a licensed engineer where structures are 



proposed below a 99-foot elevation (Mission Bay Datum). 



Measures include: 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of subdivision 



improvement plans; check 



elevation as part of Tentative 



Map review 



1. Owner/other developers to include 



modifications required by mitigation 



measure to project site plan and 



submit plan for review by DBI and 



DPW.  



2. DBI and DPW to review and 



approve modified site plan.  



3. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with modifications.  



4. DBI or DPW to inspect structures to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 



K.06a. Setback from the water’s edge Owner, other 



developers Owner, 



other Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06.  



2. DBI and DPW to review and 



approve modified site plan.  



3. Owner/other developers to construct 



project with modifications.  



4. DBI or DPW to inspect structures to 



ensure compliance with mitigation 



measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Tentative Map 
K.06b. Install seawalls, dikes, and/or berms during construction 



of infrastructure 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06c. Provide for dewatering basements Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06d. Construct streets and sidewalks above existing grades by 



reducing the 



amount of excavation for utilities or basements 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06e. Use topsoil to raise the level of public open spaces Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



K.06f. Use half-basements and partially depressed garage levels 



to minimize 



excavation 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DBI; DPW Submit as part of site permit 



review; check elevation as 



part of Tentative Map review 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



K.06. 



M.05 STORMWATER RUNOFF CONTROL AND DRAINAGE 
M.05. Drain stormwater runoff (up to a 5-year event) from newly 



constructed buildings and permanently covered surfaces in the 



Bay Basin into the City’s combined sewer system until 



installation of a permanent sewer system. 



Owner R.A. DPW Include in subdivision 



improvement plans 



1. DPW to impose requirement of 



mitigation measure as part of project-



level and/or site permit approval.  



2. Owner to construct project 



according to requirements.  



3. DPW to inspect site to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Project Level Review 
D.01 LIGHTING AND GLARE 
D.01. Design parking structure lighting to minimize off-site 



glare. The design could include 45-degree cutoff angles on 



light fixtures to focus light within the site, and 



specifications that spill lighting from parking areas would 



be 0.25 foot-candle or less at 5 feet from the property line 



of the parking areas. Applies to individual sites within the 



Project Area. 



Owner, other 
developers 



R.A. DBI Submit design 



specifications as part 



of plan review and 



site permit processes 



1. Owner/other developers to submit draft lighting plan to 



DBI during plan review.   



2. DBI to review draft lighting plan and provide 



comments/proposed revisions to owner/other developers.   



3. Owner/other developers to revise plans accordingly and 



submit final lighting plan for DBI review and approval.   



4. Owner/other developers to construct project structures 



and implement lighting plan.   



5. DBI to inspect project structures and lighting for light 



and glare impacts. 



D.08 SHADOWS 
D.08. The Redevelopment Plan documents would require 



analysis of potential shadows on existing and proposed 



open spaces during the building design and review process 



when exceptions to certain standards governing the shape 



or locations of buildings are requested that would cause 



over 13% of Mission Creek Park (either North or South), 



20% of Bayfront Park, 17% of Triangle Square or 11% of 



Mission Bay Commons to be in continuous shadow for a 



period of one hour from March to September between 



10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A.  Provide any required 



documentation as 



part of Project-level 



submission 



1. Shadow analysis to be required during building design 



review.   



2. Agency to verify via review of the shadow analysis that 



over 13% of Mission Creek Park (either north or south), 



20% of Bayfront Park, 17% of Triangle Square or 11% of 



Mission Commons are not located in continuous shadow 



per the standards identified in Mitigation Measure D.07.   



3. If through the review of the shadow analysis, the agency 



determines that the buildings are not in compliance with 



the standards governing the shape and locations of 



buildings, the owner /other developers shall modify the 



building designs and/or location to comply with the 



appropriate standards, or the Agency shall make findings 



stating why an exception is appropriate.   



4. Agency to inspect project sites to ensure compliance 



with mitigation measures. 



G.01 NOISE REDUCTION IN PILE DRIVING 
G.01. Use noise-reducing pile driving techniques such as 



pre-drilling pile holes (if feasible, based on soils) to the 



maximum feasible depth, installing intake and exhaust 



mufflers on piledriving equipment, vibrating piles into 



place when feasible, installing shrouds around the 



piledriving hammer where feasible, and restricting the 



hours of operation. 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. DPW/DBI Provide information 



regarding 



compliance prior to 



piling driving 



1. DPW and DBI to impose mitigation measure 



requirements during site permit process.   



2. Owner/other developers to notify contractor of 



construction requirements.   



3. DPW or DBI to inspect construction activities to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Project Level Review 
K.02 CHANGES IN SANITARY SEWAGE QUALITY 
K.02. In addition to developing and implementing a 



Stormwater Management Program for the Central/Bay 



Basin (see Mitigation Measure K.05), participate in the 



City’s existing Water Pollution Prevention Program. 



Facilitate implementation of the City’s Water Pollution 



Prevention Program by providing and installing wastewater 



sampling ports in any building anticipated to have a 



potentially significant discharge of pollutants to the 



sanitary sewer, as determined by the Water Pollution 



Prevention Program of the San Francisco Public Utilities 



Commission’s Bureau of Environmental Regulation and 



Management, and in locations as determined by the Water 



Pollution Prevention Program. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 Agency; DPW; 



SFPUC 



Condition as part of 



Tentative Map 



1. During project level review, DPW to consult with 



SFPUC to determine which sites need installation of 



wastewater sampling ports.   



2. DPW to notify owner/other developers of sites that 



require ports.   



3. Owner/other developers to modify (as may be 



necessary) project plans to comply with City’s Water 



Pollution Prevention Program.   



4. DPW/Agency to review and approve modified project 



plans.   



5. Owner/other developers to construct project according to 



approved modified plans.   



6. DPW to inspect constructed sites to ensure compliance 



with mitigation measure. 



M.02 WATER CONSERVATION IN BUILDINGS AND IRRIGATION 
M.02. Include methods of water conservation in Mission 



Bay buildings and landscaping. Water Conservation 



methods include the following: 



    1. DBI and DPW to impose requirements of mitigation 



measure as part of site permit approval.   



2. Owner/other developers to construct project according to 



requirements.   



3. DBI or DPW to inspect site to ensure compliance with 



mitigation measure. 



M.02a. Install water conserving dishwashers and washing 



machines in rental apartments and condominiums. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02b. Install water conserving dishwashers and water 



efficient centralized cooling systems in office buildings. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02c. Incorporate water efficient laboratory techniques in 



research facilities 



where feasible. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02d. Provide information to residences and businesses 



advising methods to conserve water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02e. Install water conserving irrigation systems (e.g., 



drip irrigation). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 



M.02f. Design landscaping using drought resistent and 



other low-water use plants. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Include in site permit 



plans 



See implementation measures identified for Mitigation 



Measure M.2. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Improvement Plan - Plan Check 
J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01l. Post-Development  



Except where testing demonstrates that native soils meet standards 



established by the RWQCB as being protective of human health and the 



aquatic environment, require that upon project completion, all native 



soils shall be capped, so as to preclude human contact by using 



buildings, paved surfaces (such as parking lots, sidewalks, or 



roadways), or fill of a kind and depth approved by the RWQCB. 



Owner, Agency, other 



developers Owner, 



Agency, other 



developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the EIR or in 



RMPs. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure J.01. 



K.01 STORMWATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PROGRAM (SWPPP) 
K.01a. Minimize dust during demolition, grading, and construction by 



lightly spraying exposed soil on a regular basis. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01b. Minimize wind and water erosion on temporary soil stockpiles 



by spraying with water during dry weather and covering with plastic 



sheeting or other similar material during the rainy season (November to 



April). 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01c. Minimize the area and length of time during which the site is 



cleared and graded. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01d. Prevent the release of construction pollutants such as cement, 



mortar, paints and solvents, fuel and lubricating oils, pesticides, and 



herbicides by storing such materials in a bermed, or otherwise secured, 



area. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01e. As needed, install filter fences around the perimeter of the 



construction site to prevent off-site sediment discharge. Prior to grading 



the bank slopes of China Basin Channel for the proposed channel-edge 



treatments, install silt or filter fences to slow water and remove 



sediment. As needed, properly trench and anchor in the silt or filter 



fences so that they stand up to the forces of tidal fluctuation and wave 



action, and do not allow sediment-laden water to escape underneath 



them. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation Schedule Implementation 



Procedures 



Improvement Plan - Plan Check 
K.01f. Follow design and construction standards found in the Manual of 



Standards for Erosion and Sediment Control Measures for placement of 



riprap and stone size. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01g. Install and maintain sediment and oil and grease traps in local 



stormwater intakes during the construction period, or otherwise properly 



control oil and grease discharges. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01h. Clean wheels and cover loads of trucks carrying excavated soils 



before they leave the construction site. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 



K.01I. Implement a hazardous material spill prevention, control, and 



clean-up program for the construction period. As needed, the program 



would include measures such as constructing swales and barriers that 



would direct any potential spills away from the Channel and the Bay 



and into containment basins to prevent the movement of any materials 



from the construction site into water. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



 DPW; DBI Condition Tentative Map to 



require approval of SWPPP. 



Incorporate into plans and 



submit as part of Subdivision 



Improvement Plans approval. 



See implementation 



procedures identified for 



Mitigation Measure K.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
D.06 UNKNOWN ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS 
D.06. The entire Mission Bay Project Area has at least some sensitivity for 



the presence of unknown archaeological remains. Prehistoric cultural 



deposits could be encountered in three identified areas and unknown 



historical features, artifact caches and debris areas could be located 



anywhere in the Project Area. Follow procedures for instructing excavation 



crews, notifying the ERO and President of the HPC, and developing 



recovery measures, as described in Measure D.03, above. In addition, in the 



event that prehistoric archaeological deposits are discovered, consult local 



Native American organizations. Dialogue with the ERO, HPC and the 



archaeological consultant would take place in developing acceptable 



archaeological testing & excavation procedures, particularly in regard to the 



disposition of cultural materials and Native American burials. 



(Condition Major Plan Accordingly to require on individual building sites or 



potential for single coordinated program for Block) 



Owner, other 



developers 



R.A. Planning 



Department, ERO; 



HPC President 



Prior to excavation; 



ongoing 



implementation as 



required by measure 



Prior to preparation of the work plan 



consultant shall consult with ERO 



and HPC to develop a testing and 



excavation procedures. 



F.02 CONSTRUCTION PM 
F.02. As conditions of construction contracts, require contractors to 



implement the following mitigation program, based on the instructions in the 



BAAQMD CEQA Guidelines, at all construction sites within the Project 



Area: 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



1. Add note to construction plans 



which contain these air quality 



measures.  



2. To be implemented upon initiation 



of construction.  



3. DBI and DPW to monitor 



implementation success during 



construction activities. 



F.02a. Water all active construction areas at least twice a day, or as needed 



to prevent visible dust plumes from blowing off-site. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02b. Use tarpaulins or other effective covers for on-site storage piles and 



for haul trucks that travel on streets. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02c. Pave, apply water three times daily, or apply (non-toxic) soil 



stabilizers on all unpaved parking areas and staging areas at construction 



sites. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02d. Sweep all paved access routes, parking areas, and staging areas daily 



(preferably with water sweepers). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02e. Sweep streets daily (preferably with water sweepers) if visible 



amounts of soil material are carried onto public streets 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02f. Hydroseed or apply (non-toxic) soil stabilizers to inactive 



construction areas (previously graded areas inactive for ten days or more). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
F.02g. Enclose, cover, water twice daily or apply (non-toxic) soil binders to 



exposed stockpiles (dirt, sand, etc.). 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02h. Limit traffic speeds on unpaved roads to 15 mph. Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02I. Install sandbags or other erosion control measures to prevent silt 



runoff to public roadways. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02j. Replant vegetation in disturbed areas as quickly as possible Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02k. Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off the tires or 



tracks of all trucks and equipment leaving the site. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02l. Install wind breaks, or plant trees / vegetative wind breaks at 



windward side(s) of construction areas 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02m. Suspend excavation and grading on large construction sites when 



winds (instantaneous gusts) exceed 25 mph. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



F.02n. Limit the area subject to excavation, grading and other construction 



activity at any one time. 



Owner, other 



developers 



 DPW; DBI Implement through 



site permit process 



See Mitigation Measure F.02. 



J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01a. RMP Enforcement Provide an enforcement structure for RMPs, to be 



in place and effective during construction and after project development, 



including:  



i. Develop and record a restrictive covenant as an Environmental Restriction 



and Covenant under California Civil Code Section 1471 that:  



a. Places limits on future uses in the Project Area consistent with the 



provisions in the RMP;  



b. Provides notice to current and future property owners that the RMP 



contains use restrictions and other requirements and obligates property 



owners to provide like notice to occupants; and  



c. Provides notice to current and future property owners that the RWQCB 



maintains residual regulatory enforcement authority over all portions of the 



Project Area sufficient to compel enforcement of the entire RMP  



ii. As part of any future transfer of property title of any portion of the Project 



Area, require current property owners to provide a copy of the RMP to each 



of their future transferees. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01b. Pre-Development 



Include, at a minimum, the following elements in the RMP:  



J.01b Limit direct access to areas with exposed native soils (defined as soils 



that exist at the site prior to project approval) and perform inspections to 



verify that measures taken to limit direct access are maintained. 



Alternatively, for each location with exposed native soils, provide risk 



management procedures for those areas. If this alternative is chosen, for 



each exposed soil location that would remain vacant and undeveloped at the 



initiation of development, and for each site that becomes vacant and includes 



exposed native soil, evaluate and document potential health risks to the 



general public that could occur before site development using the following 



process:  



Evaluate sampling results to determine constituents that could pose a risk to 



the general public. Identify populations who could be exposed to the 



constituents in soils based on land uses within and adjacent to the Project 



Area. Exposed populations that would be considered would include adult 



and child visitors/ trespassers, nearby residents (adults and children), and 



workers not involved in project construction within and adjacent to the 



Project Area.  



Using specific EPAand DTSC-recommended exposure assumptions, identify 



the appropriate exposure pathways and assumptions in consultation with the 



RWQCB. Using the specific exposure assumptions identified above, adopt 



contaminant specific interim target levels (ITLs) following regulatory risk 



assessment guidelines established by DTSC and EPA.  



Compare ITLs to the range of concentrations detected in exposed native 



soils to identify areas where ITLs are exceeded. No further action prior to 



development (other than that required under Article 20 or other applicable 



regulations) would be required in areas in which ITLs are not exceeded. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01c. For areas where ITLs are exceeded, identify specific Interim Risk 



Management (IRM) measures that would reduce potential contamination-



related risks to Project Area occupants and visitors during site build-out. 



Based on the results of the ITL evaluation and need for site controls, general 



IRM measures could include measures such as:  



i. Limit Direct Access to Uncovered Native Soil on Undeveloped Portions of 



the Project Area. To effectively limit access, install fencing or other physical 



barriers around the identified areas, and post “no trespassing” signs. 



ii. Hydroseed or Apply Other Vegetative or Other Cover to Uncovered 



Areas. Hydroseed or apply other vegetative or other cover to the uncovered 



areas to reduce the potential for windblown dusts to be generated, and to 



reduce the potential for individuals to have direct contact with the native 



soils.  



iii. Include Safety Notices in Leases. Notify tenants of occupied portions of 



the Project Areas of the potential risks involved with the disturbance of 



existing cover (asphalt, concrete, vegetation) or exposed native soil.  



iv. Conduct Periodic Inspections of Open Spaces. Conduct periodic 



inspections of the Project Area to reduce the illegal occupancy of open areas 



by transient populations, and to reduce the illegal dumping by unauthorized 



occupants or offsite populations. Implement additional security measures 



such as fencing and/or the use of security guards, if inspections show a need.  



v. Periodic Monitoring. Perform inspections verifying that risk management 



measures remain effective by identifying disturbances to cover materials that 



could result in the exposure of underlying native soil and by identifying 



areas where temporary fencing or other physical barriers might need to be 



reinstalled. If the inspections identify areas where measures have been 



rendered ineffective, implement corrective action. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01d. Development  



Include in the RMP, health and safety training and health protection 



objectives for workers who may directly contact contaminated soil during 



construction and/or maintenance, including Cal/OSHA worker safety 



regulations appropriate to the type of construction activity, location, and risk 



relative to the potential types of hazards associated with contaminated soil or 



groundwater, and where appropriate, compliance with Title 8, Group 16, 



requirements. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01e. Identify site access controls to be implemented during construction, 



such as:  



i. Secure construction site to prevent unauthorized pedestrian/vehicular entry 



with fencing or other barrier of sufficient height and structural integrity to 



prevent entry and based upon the degree of control required.  



ii. Post “no trespassing” signs.  



iii. Provide on-site meetings with construction workers to inform them about 



security measures and reporting/ contingency procedures. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01f. Identify protocols for managing soil during construction, which will 



include at a minimum:  



i. The dust controls found in Measure F.02 in Section VI.F, Mitigation 



Measures: Air Quality.  



ii. Standards for imported fill (defined as fill brought onto the site from 



outside the Project Area) that are protective of human health and the aquatic 



environment and an identified minimum depth of fill to be required for 



landscaped areas.  



iii. A requirement that prior to placement, if native soil in the Project Area is 



to be used on site in any manner that could result in direct human exposure, 



characterization of the soil be conducted to confirm that it meets appropriate 



standards approved by the RWQCB and would be appropriate for the 



intended use.  



iv. Protocols for managing stockpiled and excavated soils.  



v. A program for off-site dust monitoring, consisting of real-time monitoring 



for PM10 concentrations to demonstrate that the health and safety of all 



individuals not engaged in construction activities would not be adversely 



affected by chemicals that could be contained in dust generated by soil-



disturbing activities. If monitoring shows dust levels exceeding 250 g/m3, 



implement additional dust control measures, such as continuous misting of 



exposed areas with water, until concentrations are reduced below the action 



level. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation 



Procedures 



Building Site Permit 
J.01g. Identify protocols for managing groundwater, which will include at a 



minimum:  



i. Procedures to prevent unacceptable migration of contamination from 



defined plumes during dewatering, such as monitoring, counter-pumping, or 



installing sheetpiles down to Bay Mud before dewatering.  



ii. Procedures for the installation of subsurface pipelines and other utilities, 



where necessary, to prevent lateral transmission of chemicals in 



groundwater. Such procedures could include, but would not be limited to, 



selection of proper backfill materials and thickness and installation of clay 



plugs or barrier collars. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01h. Include SWPPP requirements and BMPs as described in Mitigation 



Measure K.1 in Section VI.K, Mitigation Measures: Hydrology and Water 



Quality. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01I. Include a requirement that construction personnel be trained to 



recognize potential hazards associated with underground features that could 



contain hazardous materials, previously unidentified contamination, or 



buried hazardous debris. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01j. Develop and describe procedures for implementing a contingency 



plan, including appropriate notification and control procedures, in the event 



unanticipated subsurface hazards are discovered during construction. 



Control procedures could include, but would not be limited to, further 



investigation and removal of USTs or other hazards. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 



J.01k. Establish procedures, as necessary, so that construction activities 



avoid interfering with any RWQCB-required site investigation and 



remediation in the free product area. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure 



J.01. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Cert. of Occupancy 
F.03 TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS (TACs) 
F.03. Prior to issuing a certificate of occupancy for a facility containing 



potential toxic air contamination sources, obtain written verification from 



BAAQMD either that the facility has been issued a permit from 



BAAQMD, if required by law, or that permit requirements do not apply to 



the facility. 



Owner, other 



Owners 



 DBI; DPH Prior to issuance of 



Certificate of 



Occupancy for 



relevant facilities 



1. Owner/other owners to obtain and 



submit written verification from 



BAAQMD to DBI.   



2. DBI reviews BAAQMD verification to 



ensure that the facility has been issued a 



permit, or to ensure that permit 



requirements do not apply to the facility.   



3. DBI issues Certificate of Occupancy 



as long as all applicable conditions are 



met. 



H.01 HEAVY EQUIPMENT STORAGE 
H.01. During the build-out period, store heavy construction equipment in 



the Project Area during the buildout period that is capable of traveling on 



damaged roads, clearing debris, and opening access to, and within, the 



Project Area after a major earthquake. 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in emergency 



response plan; update 



as necessary 



1. Owner/other developers to prepare 



emergency response plan for the Project 



Area and include Mitigation Measure 



H.01.   



2. OES to review emergency response 



plan before CCSF issues Certificate of 



Occupancy.   



3. OES to inspect Project Area to ensure 



compliance with mitigation measure.   



4. Agency to ensure review by OES prior 



to issuing Certificate of Occupancy.   



5. OES to require periodic updates of 



emergency response plan to review and 



approve. 



H.02 EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE 
H.02. Following build-out, coordinate emergency response plans with the 



CCSF regarding use of heavy equipment from the City storage yard in the 



vicinity of the Project Area 



Owner, other 



Developers 



R.A. OES Include in emergency 



response plan; update 



as necessary 



1. Owner/other developers to adhere to 



mitigation measure during preparation of 



emergency response plan for Project 



Area.   



2. OES to review completed emergency 



response plan before CCSF issues 



Certificate of Occupancy.   



3. OES to require periodic updates of 



emergency response plan to review and 



approve. 
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Mitigation Measures Mitigation 



Response 



SFRA 



RA 



Responsible 



(Other 



Mitigation 



Schedule 



Implementation Procedures 



Cert. of Occupancy 
J.01 RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN(S) 
J.01n. Prohibit access to native soils for private use. If disturbance of 



native subsurface soils or groundwater dewatering is planned, carry out 



these activities in accordance with the elements of the RMP called for in 



Measures J.01d through J.01k. Following construction or excavation or 



soil disturbance, restore the cap in accordance with the provisions of the 



RMP as called for in Measure J.01l.  



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure J.01. 



J.01o. Prohibit the use of shallow groundwater within the Project Area for 



domestic, industrial, or irrigation purposes. Permit installation of 



groundwater wells within the Project Area only for environmental 



monitoring purposes. Secure and lock environmental wells installed within 



the Project Area to prevent unauthorized access to the groundwater. In the 



event the use of shallow groundwater is proposed, perform an assessment 



of the risks from direct exposure to the groundwater prior to use and 



obtain RWQCB or other appropriate regulatory agency approval of the 



results of the assessment and proposed uses. 



Owner, Agency, 



other developers 



R.A. RWQCB; DBI; 



DPW; DPH 



As provided in the 



EIR or in RMPs. 



See implementation procedures 



identified for Mitigation Measure J.01. 



Notes: 



 



BAAQMD: Bay Area Air Quality Management District 



CCSF:  City and County of San Francisco 



DBI: San Francisco Department of Building Inspection 



DPH: San Francisco Department of Public Health 



DPT: San Francisco Department of Parking and Traffic 



DPW: San Francisco Department of Public Works 



EIR: Environmental Impact Report 



ERO: Environmental Review Officer 



HPC: Historic Preservation Commission 



OES: Office of Emergency Services  
Port: Port of San Francisco 



PTC: Planning and Transportation Commission 



RMP: Resource Management Plan 



RWQCB: San Francisco Bay Area Regional Water Quality Control Board 



SFPUC: San Francisco Public Utilities Commission 



SFRA and R.A.: San Francisco Redevelopment Agency 



SWPPP: Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan 



TMA: Transportation Management Association 
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DATE: July 2, 2009 



TO: Frank Filice, Manager of Capital Planning San Francisco Department of Public Works  



FROM: Julia Mates, Historian, Tetra Tech, Inc. 



RE: SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL EVALUATION OF FIRE STATION #30 AND 
EVALUATION OF PROPOSED PROJECT, ADAPTIVE REUSE OF FIRE 
STATION #30, ACCORDING TO THE SECRETARY OF INTERIOR’S 
STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION 



CC: Charles A. Higueras 
 Jim Buker 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This memo concerns Fire Station #30 at 1300 Third Street and has been prepared by Tetra Tech for 
the San Francisco Department of Public Works (DPW) to assist in the planning process of the parcel 
adjacent to Fire Station #30. The memo addresses the results of the historical evaluation and 
whether the mitigations listed in the 1998 Final Mission Bay Subsequent Environmental Impact 
Report (“Mission Bay SEIR”) adequately reduce the impacts on this historic resource to a less than 
significant level.  
 
This memo is based on the historical significance evaluation of Fire Station #30, conducted by Tetra 
Tech. Julia Mates, Tetra Tech Historian, conducted a site visit, photographed and recorded the 
building on Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 forms, and evaluated the historic 
significance of Fire Station #30. Besides the site visit, Ms. Mates reviewed primary and secondary 
historic materials regarding the Fire Station #30 and the history of the site in Mission Bay. This 
research included visits to the San Francisco Fire Department Headquarters, the San Francisco 
History Room of the Main Library, the San Francisco Planning Department, and a review of historic 
maps.  
 
Ms. Mates concluded that Fire Station #30 appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP) under Criterion C for its distinctive characteristics of a type and 
period, as defined by 36 CFR, Part 79. Furthermore, the property has been evaluated in accordance 
with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, 
using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and the 
property appears to meet the criteria for listing on the California Register of Historical Resources 
(CRHR) under Criterion 3. Therefore, it is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. The fire 
station may also be eligible for listing as a local landmark.  
 
This memo is a summary of the historical evaluation of Fire Station #30; the full architectural 
description and statement of significance is detailed in the attached DPR 523 forms. 
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ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 
 
Fire Station #30 is at 1300 Third Street on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South 
Redevelopment Area, bounded by Mission Rock Street to the north, Third Street to the West, and 
China Basin Street to the south. The two-story building is at the southwest corner of the parcel. The 
building’s south and east sides are surrounded by wood and chain-link fencing, and it is the only 
structure on the block. Adjacent blocks are planned for development, but are currently vacant. The 
station was designed in the Eclectic architectural style with elements of Mediterranean and 
Romanesque styles.  
 
The station, constructed in 1928, rests on a concrete foundation, is sided in brick masonry, and is 
capped with multilevel roof formations: flat roofs on the first and second stories on the northern and 
southern extensions; a stair tower is topped with a Spanish-style roof, sheathed in Spanish-style clay 
tiles. A front gable roof shelters the second story on the west extension and also is sheathed in 
Spanish-style clay tiles. The vertical stair tower is clad in stucco. The building features two main 
façades. One façade faces north and contains two fire truck entrances (labeled “apparatus room” on 
original plans), which are accessed by two sets of wood-paneled bifold doors. The second façade 
faces west and contains the pedestrian entrance, a wood-paneled, glazed front door that is covered by 
a metal security gate. Fenestration throughout the building consists of original sets of large, 
rectangular, multi-light windows, with elliptical fanlights, along the first story and four-over-four and 
three-over-three, double-hung, metal and wood sashes on both the first and second stories. Each 
window contains an arched or squared head. Many of the sashes contain lug sills, are flanked by 
cement pilasters, and are covered by metal security bars. The building was constructed with a 
complete structural steel frame, including exterior wall columns and brick curtain walls. The station 
was designed with fireproof materials, such as a steel frame, brick wall cladding, concrete floor in the 
apparatus room, and tile roof. The use of steel for the sashes along the first story where the fire 
engines were contained, and thus an area more susceptible to fire, was also part of the fireproof 
design.  
 
The original plans show the apparatus room, truck entrance, utility closets, kitchen, and living room 
on the ground floor. The truck bays and apparatus room were on the east side of the building; the 
living room, kitchen, patrol platform, stairwell, and lavatory were on the west side. The living room 
windows overlooked Third Street. All floors on the first story were wood, except the floor in the 
apparatus room, which was reinforced concrete, as mentioned above. The east half of the building’s 
second story contained the dormitory, a large locker room, and lavatory, all above the apparatus and 
truck engine room. A fire pole led to the apparatus room from the dormitory. The officers’ room, 
lavatory, and a linen closet were on the west half of the second story. The north and south extensions 
of the flat roof that tops the first story flank the officers room and lavatory on this west side of the 
building.1 In the 1950s, a study of fire stations in San Francisco listed Fire Station #30 (then known 
as Engine Company 18) as being able to quarter 25 men, with three toilets, three showers, and four 
washrooms.2  



 
The main stylistic elements of this building are a projecting cement plaster cornice with cast cement 
detailing above a nine-inch, angled brick course, both of which run along the entire building. The 
station features Romanesque and Mediterranean stylistic elements, including cast stone ornaments 
and decorative detailing at the window sills, arches and ornamented cornices over doors and 



                                                
1 Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 [later #30] Situated at the Corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San 
Francisco, CA) 1927; Carey and Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of 
Firehouse No. 25, 1994. 



2H. C. Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco: 1951), 39.  
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windows, and cement plaster quoins. The north and west sides of the building contain little 
architectural relief, except for the cornice and nine-inch brick course, mentioned above. The truck 
entrance doors are separated by cement pilasters, and each door has concrete wheel guards at the 
corners. Above the pedestrian door is a shield with “SFFD” (for San Francisco Fire Department) 
embossed in cement, with cast stone detailing and a concrete keystone arch. A brick chimney is 
visible on the second story of the west side of the building, which also features original copper 
downspouts (now tarnished). The large arched windows on the first story, Spanish-style roofs, brick 
masonry, cornice and ornamental work, and wood-paneled truck doors are the chief character-
defining features of this station. 
 
Fire Station #30 was designed by San Francisco-born architect Frederick Meyer. Although he 
received no formal training, Meyer learned the art of designing commercial buildings through his 
work as a draftsman and through his experience as an apprentice. Fire Station #30 is another 
example of Meyer’s design of a municipal/utilitarian building to be aesthetically pleasing. Meyer 
designed Fire Station #30 in a style similar to that of other fire stations in the neighborhood, such as 
Fire Station #25. John Reid, Jr., designed several fire stations in San Francisco in the 1920s, including 
Fire Station #25, also located on Third Street, approximately two miles south of Fire Station #30. 
Fire Station #25 was constructed in 1927 with similar materials and architectural elements as Fire 
Station #30.  Meyer’s design and materials selection for Fire Station #30 fit in well with the 
architectural character of the area, which in 1928 contained buildings related to railroading, shipping, 
warehousing, and light industry. The fire station would also have blended in with the character of 
other neighborhoods south of Market Street, just northwest of King Street, where buildings were 
typical warehouses originally designed for easy rail or truck access. These warehouses were large in 
bulk, with brick facades and often with large arches and openings.   
 
ALTERATIONS 
 
This station has undergone few modifications since its construction. The few alterations that have 
been made are the addition of a one-car garage to the south side of the building that is sided in 
stucco, topped with a metal shed roof, and accessed by a metal roll-up door. This south side is also 
surrounded by a modern wood fence, where the original, more decorative iron fence has been 
removed. Metal security screens have been added to cover the first story windows and doors. The 
original hose drying yard and racks have been removed. The exterior brick has been sandblasted, and 
portions of the brick have cracked and have been patched. The north cornice is missing an 
ornament, another fixture is missing near the truck doors, and the SFFD shield is cracked.  
 
HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FIRE STATION #30 
 
The following is a summary of the evaluation of Fire Station #30’s historic integrity and under each 
NRHP/CRHR criteria. The property may be eligible for local listing, but that determination is 
beyond the scope of this evaluation. The property is significant as an individual resource but not 
eligible for listing as part of a historic district.  



 
Evaluation Criteria 
 
The criteria for evaluating historical resources under CEQA are in Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the 
CEQA Guidelines, which provide the criteria from Section 20424.1 of the California Public 
Resources Code. The CRHR is in the California Code of Regulations, Title 14, Chapter 11.5. 
According to this code, properties listed on or formally determined eligible for listing on the NRHP 
are automatically eligible for listing on the CRHR. The CRHR criteria are largely based on the 
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NRHP, which are codified in 36 CFR, Part 60, and are explained in the guidelines published by the 
Keeper of the National Register.3 
 
Eligibility for listing on either the NRHP or CRHR rests on the two factors of significance and 
integrity. A property must have both in order to be considered eligible. Loss of integrity, if 
sufficiently great, will trump the historical significance a property may have and render it ineligible. 
At the same time, a property may have complete integrity, but if it lacks historical significance, it is 
also considered ineligible. 
 
Historic significance is determined by applying the NRHP and CRHR criteria. The NRHP criteria are 
identified as Criteria A through D, the CRHR as Criteria 1 through 4. The NRHP guidelines state 
that a historic resource’s “quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 
engineering and culture” be determined by meeting at least one of the four main criteria. Properties 
may be significant at the local, state, or national level: 
 
Criterion A: Association with events or trends significant in the broad patterns of our history; 
Criterion B: Association with the lives of significant individuals; 
Criterion C: A property that embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 



construction, represents the work of a master, or that possesses high artistic values; 
Criterion D:  Has yielded, or is likely to yield information important to our history or prehistory. 
 
Integrity is determined by applying seven factors to the historical resource: location, design, setting, 
workmanship, materials, feeing, and association. These seven can be grouped into three types of 
integrity considerations. Location and setting related to the relationship between the property and its 
environment; design, materials, and workmanship apply to historic buildings as they relate to 
construction methods and architectural details; feeling and association pertain to the overall ability of 
the property to convey a sense of the historical time and place in which it was constructed. 
 
The CRHR criteria are very similar to those of the NRHP. Each resource must be determined to be 
significant at the local, state, or national level under one of the four criteria, paraphrased below: 
 
 
Criterion 1:  Resources associated with important events that have made a significant 



contribution to the broad patterns of our history; 
Criterion 2: Resources associated with the lives of persons important to our past; 
Criterion 3: Resources that embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of 



construction or represents the work of a master; 
Criterion 4: Resources that have yielded, or may be likely to yield information important in 



prehistory or history.4  
 
The CRHR definition of integrity is slightly different from that of the NRHP. Integrity is defined as 
“the authenticity of an historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of 
characteristics that existed during the resources period of significance.” Eligible resources “must 
retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and 
to convey the resources for their significance.” The CRHR goes on to list the same aspects of 
integrity used for evaluating properties under the NRHP criteria. 



                                                
3The most widely accepted guidelines are contained in the US Department of the Interior, National Park 
Service, “Guidelines for Applying the National Register Criteria for Evaluation,” National Register Bulletin 
15 (Washington DC: US Government Printing Office, 1991, revised 1995 through 2002).  



4California Public Resources Code, Section 4850 through 4858; California Office of Historic Preservation, 
Instructions for Nominating Historical Resources to the California Register of Historical Resources,” August 
1997. 
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Evaluation of Fire Station #30 
 
Fire Station #30 is not significant under Criterion A/1 because it is not important for its association 
with significant events or trends. It was among the first fire stations constructed in Mission Bay. Fire 
Stations, like many urban safety buildings, such as police stations and hospitals, are inherently 
important for safety to the communities they serve. However, in order to be eligible under Criterion 
A/1, a safety building must be historically and significantly important to its community or 
neighborhood. No historical evidence was found to substantiate that the fire station was essential or 
significantly important to events and trends in San Francisco or Mission Bay history.  



 
Similarly, the property is not significant under Criterion B/2 because it is not important for its 
association with any significant historic person. The fire station was designed by architect Frederick 
Meyer, a prominent San Francisco architect. However, it would be inappropriate to use the 
association of the fire station with Meyer under Criterion B or 2 for the evaluation purpose because 
this would be better considered under Criterion C or 3, for the work of a master. Thus, it does not 
appear to meet the criteria for listing on the NRHP or CRHR under this criterion.  
 
Fire Station #30 is significant under Criteria C/3 for its distinctive characteristics of a type and 
period. The property embodies distinctive characteristics of a fire station constructed in the late 
1920s in San Francisco’s Mission Bay in plan, structure, and design. Fire Station #30 contains many 
distinctive elements of its type, a fire station designed in the mid-1920s. The station’s two-story plan, 
with a large apparatus room that dominates the first story, along with a kitchen and some living space 
and a second story that contains the dormitory, locker room, and office space, is consistent with fire 
stations constructed during this period. The station features a tower, which was not used for drying 
hoses (a hose drying rack was located at the east side of the building) but was designed like many 
other fire stations to stand out and make the building recognizable within the neighborhood. The 
exterior design of the building is in keeping with the history of fire stations as public government 
buildings that were constructed with dignity but also harmonized with their surrounding buildings, in 
this case, warehouses and factories with brick wall cladding and Mission Revival style train depots. 
Before 1947, brick was commonly used for wall cladding of fire stations. 
 
Finally, in rare instances, buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about 
historic construction materials or technologies and can be significant under Criterion D/4. The 
building at 1300 Third Street does not appear to be a principal source of important information in 
this regard. 
 
Fire Station #30 has retained a very good level of integrity in all measures, with the exception of 
setting. Modern construction along Third and Mission Rock Streets has diminished the integrity of 
setting, as have the realignment of adjacent streets. However, the property retains sufficient aspects 
of the remaining factors of historic integrity to convey its significance. This property has undergone 
few alterations and is still in its historic location. Intact are the original design, the original 
workmanship, stylistic details, and virtually all of the building’s original materials. The addition of a 
one-car garage at the south side of the property does not diminish the building’s integrity, including 
that of its design; the historic character of the building continues to convey a sense of feeling and 
association to its period of significance, from 1928 until 1976. While the tracks, warehouses, produce 
stand and SPRR buildings that were on the block and on neighboring parcels are gone, the fire 
station still conveys its historic significance as a public safety building constructed in the late 1920s in 
Mission Bay and retains all of the remaining six elements of integrity.  
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CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES OF FIRE STATION #30 
 
The character-defining features of this 1928 fire station are in Eclectic style with Mediterranean and 
Romanesque style elements: two-story footprint, its bifold wood-paneled garage doors, brick wall 
cladding, ornamental details, Spanish-style roof sheathed in clay tiles, bell/stair tower, arches, and 
ornamented cornices.  
 
Fire Station #30 appears to meet Criterion C/3 for listing on the NRHP and CRHR, as a distinct 
example of a late 1920s fire station constructed in the Eclectic style with Mediterranean and 
Romanesque elements in Mission Bay. The property’s period of significance is from its construction 
in 1928 until 1976, when it was no longer used as a fire station.  
 
PROPOSED PROJECT 
 
The proposed project would develop a 265,000-gross-square-foot complex on Block 8 in the Mission 
Bay South Redevelopment Area, bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets. The 
complex would include a police station, a police headquarters, a fire station, and a parking area. The 
project would also include adaptive reuse of Fire Station #30. The project would comply with all 
design guidelines contained in the Mission Bay South Design for Development, adopted March 16, 
2004, and would conform to all other codes and development standards in order to achieve 
entitlements from the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency. The DPW will consult with the San 
Francisco Planning Department on the design for the complex and regarding raising Fire Station #30 
before construction.  
 
CONCLUSION 
 
As the eligibility for the NRHP and the adaptive reuse of Fire House #30 has already been 
considered in the Mission Bay SEIR, no new information has emerged that would materially change 
any of the analyses or conclusions of the Mission Bay SEIR. Therefore, the adaptive reuse of the Fire 
House #30 in a manner that is consistent with the Secretary of the Interior’s guidelines for historic 
preservation does not entail any substantial changes that would require major revisions to the 
Mission Bay SEIR, nor would new significant environmental effects or a substantial increase in the 
severity of previously identified significant effects occur. The project would comply with all design 
guidelines contained in the Mission Bay South Design for Development and would conform to all 
other codes and development standards in order to achieve entitlements from the San Francisco 
Redevelopment Agency.  
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PREPARER’S QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
Tetra Tech Historian Julia Mates prepared this memo and the attached historical evaluation. Ms. 
Mates coordinated with DPW regarding project details, reviewed project information, conducted 
research and examined records regarding Fire Station #30, Mission Bay, and the San Francisco Fire 
Department to assess known and potential historical resources. Ms. Mates meets the History and 
Architectural History professional qualifications as outlined by the federal government in Title 36 
Code of Federal Regulations Part 61. She has an M.A. in History/Public History from California 
State University, Sacramento. 
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Page 1 of 18    *Resource Name or # Fire Station #30  



*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none.”) Tetra Tech, Inc. “Historical Evaluation of Fire Station 
#30” prepared for the Department of Public Works, May 2009. 
*Attachments: NONE  Location Map  Sketch Map ⌧ Continuation Sheet ⌧ Building, Structure, and Object Record  Archaeological Record  



 District Record  Linear Feature Record  Milling Station Record  Rock Art Record  Artifact Record  Photograph Record  Other (list) 



__________________  
DPR 523A (1/95)     *Required Information 



State of California – The Resources Agency    Primary # _____________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION    HRI # ________________________________________ 
PRIMARY RECORD       Trinomial _____________________________________ 
        NRHP Status Code  3                 
    Other Listings _______________________________________________________________ 
    Review Code __________   Reviewer ____________________________  Date ___________ 



 
P1. Other Identifier: Fire Station #30 
*P2. Location:  Not for Publication ⌧ Unrestricted   *a. County San Francisco 
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.) 



*b. USGS 7.5’ Quad San Francisco North Date 1995 T_2S__; R _5W_;  



c. Address 1300 Third Street City _San Francisco Zip _94158 



d. UTM: (give more than one for large and/or linear resources) Zone 10; 553854  mE/ __4180720 mN 
e. Other Locational Data: (e.g., parcel #, directions to resource, elevation, etc., as appropriate) 
Block 8720, Lot 002 
*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries) 
Fire Station #30 is at 1300 Third Street on a 1.5-acre parcel on Block 8 in the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Area, 
bounded by Mission Rock, Third, and China Basin Streets. The two-story building is at the southwest corner of 
the parcel and is accessed by a driveway along Mission Rock Street, at the building’s north side. The building’s south and 
east sides are surrounded by wood and chain-link fencing, and it is the only structure on the block. Adjacent blocks are 
developed with new construction. (See Continuation Sheet.) 
  
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes) (HP39) Other (HP45) Unreinforced Masonry Building  
*P4. Resources Present: ⌧ Building  Structure  Object  Site  District  Element of District  Other (Isolates, etc.) 



P5b. Description of Photo: (View, date,  
accession #) Photograph 1, camera facing 
southeast, March 5, 2009 
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and Sources: 
⌧ Historic  Prehistoric  Both 
1928/San Francisco Fire Department 
Records 
 
*P7. Owner and Address: 
City and County of San Francisco 
Real Estate Division 
25 Van Ness Avenue, Suite 400 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
 
*P8. Recorded by: (Name, affiliation, address) 
Julia Mates 
Tetra Tech, Inc. 
180 Howard Street, Suite 250 
San Francisco, CA 94105 
 
*P9. Date Recorded: March 5, 2009 
 
*P10. Survey Type: (Describe) 
 Intensive 



 











 
 
 
 
Page 2 of 18     *NRHP Status Code  3   



*Resource Name or # Fire Station #30  



DPR 523B (1/95)    *Required Information 



State of California – The Resources Agency    Primary # _____________________________________ 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKS AND RECREATION    HRI # ________________________________________ 
BUILDING, STRUCTURE, AND OBJECT RECORD        



 
B1. Historic Name: Engine Company 18, Engine Company 19 
B2. Common Name: Fire Station #30 



B3. Original Use: Fire Station B4. Present Use: San Francisco Fire Department Toys Program 
*B5. Architectural Style: Eclectic with elements of Romanesque and Mediterranean  
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alteration, and date of alterations) 1928; fire hose drying racks removed (date unknown); 
parking lot at north side removed (after 1997, exact date unknown); removal of iron fence on east side and construction of 
wood fence (after 1997, exact date unknown); construction of one-car garage, circa 1995.  
 
*B7. Moved? ⌧ No  Yes  Unknown Date: Original Location:  
*B8. Related Features:  
B9. Architect: Frederick Meyer b. Builder: Unknown 



*B10. Significance: Theme  n/a  Area   n/a  
 Period of Significance   n/a  Property Type   n/a  Applicable Criteria  n/a  
(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity.) 
Fire Station #30 appears to meet the criteria for listing in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) for its 
significance under Criterion C for its distinctive characteristics of a type and period, as defined by 36 CFR, Part 79. 
Furthermore, this property has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a)(2)-(3) of the California Environmental 
Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines, using the criteria outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and 
the property appears to meet the criteria for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) under 
Criterion 3. Therefore, it is a historical resource for the purposes of CEQA. (See Continuation Sheet.)  
 
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)  
*B12. References: See footnotes in Significance, B10 
 
B13. Remarks:  
 
 
*B14. Evaluator: Julia Mates 
 
*Date of Evaluation: March 5, 2009  
 (This space reserved for official comments.) 
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P3a. Description (continued): 
The station rests on a concrete foundation, is sided in brick masonry, and is capped with multilevel roof formations: flat 
roofs on the first and second stories on the northern and southern extensions; a stair tower is topped with a Spanish-style 
roof, sheathed in Spanish-style clay tiles, as shown in Photographs 1, 2, and 3. A front gable roof shelters the second story 
on the west extension and also is sheathed in Spanish-style clay tiles. The vertical stair tower is clad in stucco. The building 
features two main façades. One façade faces north and contains two fire truck entrances (labeled “apparatus room” on 
original plans), which are accessed by two sets of wood-paneled bifold doors. The second façade faces west and contains the 
pedestrian entrance, a wood-paneled, glazed front door that is covered by a metal security gate. Fenestration throughout the 
building consists of original sets of large, rectangular, multi-light windows, with elliptical fanlights, along the first story and 
four-over-four and three-over-three, double-hung, metal and wood sashes on both the first and second stories. Each window 
contains an arched or squared head. Many of the sashes contain lug sills, are flanked by cement pilasters, and are covered by 
metal security bars. The building was constructed with a complete structural steel frame, including exterior wall columns 
and brick curtain walls.1 The station was designed with fireproof materials, such as a steel frame, brick wall cladding, 
concrete floor in the apparatus room, and tile roof. The use of steel for the sashes along the first story where the fire engines 
were contained, and thus an area more susceptible to fire, was also part of the fireproof design.  



The original plans show the apparatus room, truck entrance, utility closets, kitchen, and living room on the ground floor. The 
truck bays and apparatus room were on the east side of the building; the living room, kitchen, patrol platform, stairwell, and 
lavatory were on the west side. The living room windows overlooked Third Street. All floors on the first story were wood, 
except the floor in the apparatus room, which was reinforced concrete, as mentioned above. The east half of the building’s 
second story contained the dormitory, a large locker room, and lavatory, all above the apparatus and truck engine room. A 
fire pole led to the apparatus room from the dormitory. The officers’ room, lavatory, and a linen closet were on the west half 
of the second story. The north and south extensions of the flat roof that tops the first story flank the officers room and 
lavatory on this west side of the building. In the 1950s, a study of fire stations in San Francisco listed Fire Station #30 (then 
known as Engine Company 18) as being able to quarter 25 men, with three toilets, three showers, and four washrooms.2  



The main stylistic elements of this building are a projecting cement plaster cornice with cast cement detailing above a nine-
inch, angled brick course, both of which run along the entire building (Photograph 4). The station features Romanesque and 
Mediterranean stylistic elements, including cast stone ornaments and decorative detailing at the window sills, arches and 
ornamented cornices over doors and windows, and cement plaster quoins (Photograph 5). The north and west sides of the 
building contain little architectural relief, except for the cornice and nine-inch brick course, mentioned above. The truck 
entrance doors are separated by cement pilasters, and each door has concrete wheel guards at the corners. Above the 
pedestrian door is a shield with “SFFD” (for San Francisco Fire Department) embossed in cement, with cast stone detailing 
and a concrete keystone arch (Photograph 6). A brick chimney is visible on the second story of the west side of the 
building, which also features original copper downspouts (now tarnished). The large arched windows on the first story, 
Spanish-style roofs, brick masonry, and wood-paneled truck doors are the chief character-defining features of this station. 



The building has an eclectic design with elements of Romanesque and Mediterranean architecture and has undergone few 
modifications since its construction. The few alterations that have been made are the addition of a one-car garage to the 
south side of the building, which is sided in stucco, topped with a metal shed roof, and accessed by a metal roll-up door 
(Photograph 7). This south side is also surrounded by a modern wood fence, where a more decorative iron fence has been 
removed. Metal security screens have been added to cover the first story windows and doors. The original hose drying yard 
and racks on the east side of the building have been removed. The exterior brick has been sandblasted, and portions of the 
brick have cracked and have been patched. The north cornice is missing an ornament, another fixture is missing near the 
truck doors, and the SFFD shield is cracked.  



                                                 
1 Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 [later #30] Situated at the Corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San Francisco, CA) 
1927; Carey and Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of Firehouse No. 25, 1994. 
2H. C. Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco: 1951), 39.  
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B10. Significance (continued): 
 
Background History 



History of the Neighborhood and Site 



The context for Fire Station #30 is its role in the history of the Mission Bay neighborhood and site. Mission Bay was 
extensively filled by the middle and late nineteenth century, and the newly filled land became an industrial area for a variety 
of businesses. The industrial character of the area was established by the interaction between the waterfront and railroads. 
Shipbuilding and railroads serving the shipbuilding industry became the dominant industries in Mission Bay. Secondary 
industries, such as glass making, chemical manufacturing, lumber and related industries, trash dumping, oil operations, food 
processing, iron and brick industries, and wool factories, were established in the area to serve and take advantage of the 
dominant industries nearby.3 The presence of these industries attracted workers, who resided near their work. Thus, enclaves 
of houses, flats, hotels, restaurants, shops, and bars sprang up to accommodate the dock and factory workers who settled in 
the area.  



Fire Station #30 was constructed in the midst of train tracks, rail yards, and platforms. A produce market was also located 
near the station.4 Railroads had a great influence in the development of Mission Bay. In 1868, sixty acres of Mission Bay 
land was granted to the Southern Pacific Railroad (SPRR) and the Western Pacific Railroad to build a terminal. Another 
200-foot right-of-way was granted to the SPRR later on. These lands were south of Channel Street on what became the site 
for Fire Station #30. SPRR and the Santa Fe Railroad established a network of tracks, warehouse complexes, and 
roundhouses, which made it convenient to transport goods from warehouses to trains and onto ships. The availability of land 
and the proximity of the SPRR spur resulted in the construction of many warehouses and factories along the waterfront. Two 
other railroads, the Atchison Topeka and Santa Fe and the Western Pacific, also had their termini in San Francisco and had 
rail yards within Mission Bay.5 These railroads served piers and industries in Mission Bay and along the waterfront.  



Sanborn Insurance Company maps reveal that by 1913, the variety of industries within Mission Bay had decreased. 
Although warehouses and manufacturing companies were still present, many smaller business and industries had left. This 
may be due in some part to the economic depression of the mid-1890s.6 Warehouses continued to dominate the area because 
of convenient access to railroads and ships to transport freight. The SPRR continued to dominate the area on which Fire 
Station #30 would be constructed, with a large SPRR warehouse across the street, a car repair yard on the same block as the 
station, and several gas and oil yards nearby.7 By 1915, the waterfront and the intersection of Third and Fourth Streets 
looked the same as they did in 1928 when Fire Station #30 was constructed8 (Figure 1).  



The SPRR no longer dominated the region by the middle of the twentieth century, in part because of the invention of the 
automobile and increased growth of the trucking industry. The 1928-1950 Sanborn map shows Fire Station #30 (labeled 
“Fire Station No. 18” on the map) next to machinery sales warehouses, chemical warehouses, and SPRR tracks and affiliated 
warehouses. However, many of the SPRR buildings that were on the 1913-1915 Sanborn maps are no longer associated with 
the SPRR. The lumber building, paint shop, and planing mill have been replaced by light-industrial buildings, such as 
                                                 
3David Chavez, Jan Hupman, Archaeological Review for the Mission Bay Project EIR (Mill Valley 1997), 37. 
4Bill Koening, Director Emeritus, San Francisco Fire Department Museum, personal communication with Tetra Tech Historian, Julia 
Mates, May 30, 2009. 
5San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, Facts About the Port of San Francisco: a Brief Handbook Containing Information of General 
Interest to the Shipper and Business Man Together with Maps, Views and Statistical Information Relative to San Francisco’s Foreign 
Trade (San Francisco 1921), 18. 
6Chavez et al, Archaeological Resources Review for the Mission Bay Project EIR, 78; Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, 
California 1913), 220. 
7Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, California, (1913), 220. 
8Sally Woodbridge, San Francisco in Maps and Views, (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc. 2006), 125. 
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machinery sales, a magnesite mill warehouse, an industrial chemical warehouse, and a gas and oil depot, as well as storage 
buildings. The SPRR freight tracks are still present on the 1950s Sanborn maps.9  



Mission Bay was not the focus of significant urban renewal or redevelopment until the later part of the twentieth century, 
when plans for redeveloping Mission Bay were to change the area from an industrial commercial center to a more 
commercial and residential area. During this period, the street patterns in Mission Bay were altered. Fourth Street, which ran 
along the north side of Fire Station #30 and intersected with Third Street, was altered to run south, parallel to Third Street, 
and ended before Third Street. New east and west streets have been created. China Basin Street has been constructed to run 
along the south side of Fire Station #30. Figure 2 is a historic map of the streets surrounding Fire Station #30, and Figure 3 
shows the street grids as they appear after alignment modifications. San Francisco Municipal Transit Agency (MUNI) light 
rail tracks and platform have been constructed and are along Third Street, across the street from the station. 



History of Fire Station #30 



Fire Station #30 was designed in 1925 by Frederick Meyer, and the City Architect was John Reid, Jr. The station was 
completed in 1928. (Figure 4) Original plans show that Fire Station #30 did stylistically identify itself with its neighborhood 
in Mission Bay and contained many of the same elements found in buildings south of Market Street, which were 
characterized by brick wall cladding, arches, multiple stories, rectangular-massed buildings, recessed fenestration, brick 
corbels, and pilaster-like elements.10 There were several reasons for the construction of Fire Station #30 at this site. One was 
the need for a firehouse on the southern side of the China Basin Channel. After the Fourth Street Bridge was constructed in 
1917, more development was occurring in the south part of San Francisco, in Mission Bay. Indeed, there was a rise in the 
construction of fire stations in general in the mid-1920s within the southern district of San Francisco. In an article in the 
Municipal Record of 1926, Mayor James Rolph, Jr., announced that the architect was preparing preliminary plans for Engine 
Company 18, on Third Street near Merrimac (Fire Station #30). The same publication also reported that during the fist six 
months of the fiscal year of 1925, public building permits in San Francisco were up 100 percent since 1920 and that new fire 
stations in the Southern District were recently built.11 As discussed above, during the 1920s, the Mission Bay area had grown 
in density and contained many industrial warehouses, including lumberyards, railroad lines, docks, and manufacturing 
plants. The area had also grown with the construction of tenements, restaurants, hotels, saloons, and shops. The Fourth Street 
Bridge, a drawbridge, was constructed over the China Basin Channel in 1917. The City and County of San Francisco 
constructed Fire Station #30 in Mission Bay because, if the Fourth Street Bridge was up and there was a fire on the south 
side of the channel, the fire companies responding from the north side would be delayed by having to go around the bridge 
by way of Seventh Street or by having to wait for the bridge to be lowered. The SFFD constructed Fire Station #30 on the 
south side of the bridge so that Engine Company 19 would be able to respond to fires in Mission Bay and not have to rely on 
fire companies on the north side of the channel.12 The Municipal Employee featured a photograph of the station and the 
simple statement that “…special attention is also given in this issue to the Fire Department, which has just added a new unit, 
engine house 19, to the extensive and competent organization headed for so many years by Fire Chief Thomas R. 
Murphy.”13  



From 1928 until 1927, Engine Company 19 had a daily complement of one officer and five firefighters. In 1970 all engine 
company crews were reduced by one fire fighter, due to budget cuts. During the mid-1970s, the crews were reduced again by 
one, also due to budget cuts. Throughout its history, Fire Station #30 housed many fire engine companies other than Engine 



                                                 
9Sanborn Map Company, San Francisco, California, (1913-1915, 1950), 220. 
10Appendix I to Article 10 of San Francisco Planning Code: South End Historic Districts (San Francisco Planning Department, 
Amended March 23, 1990) 665. 
11Monthly Report Bureau of Architecture, Board of Public Works, Construction of Public Buildings, the Municipal Record, Vol. XVIII, 
No. 50, (San Francisco, December1925), 438; James Rolph, Jr., Public Buildings, the Municipal Record, Volume XIX, No. 6 (San 
Francisco, January 1926),7.  
12Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
13Fire and Water, the Municipal Employee, Volume II, No. 10, (San Francisco October 1928), 21. 
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Company 19. Among them were Hosthender Company 3, with one fireman and an occasion officer from 1939 to 1955; 
Water Tower Company 1,with one firefighter from 1968 to 1973; and Auxiliary Engine Company 13, with extra engines 
used as civil defense units during World War II. The extra engines remained in service until the 1970s but were not used 
unless the SFFD reserves were activated.14 



In 1951, H. C. Vensano, Consulting Engineer for the City and County of San Francisco, and the San Francisco Fire 
Department conducted a study to determine which fire stations in the city were structurally sound and which were unlikely 
to withstand an earthquake. They identified specific stations that should be reconstructed and reinforced to withstand 
earthquakes, those that should continue being used as is, and those stations that should be abandoned. The study included 
Fire Station #30, at which time the engineer who inspected the station noted that, although Fire Station #30 was constructed 
with a steel frame, it would not withstand lateral forces of an earthquake and would likely be damaged. The brick work was 
rated as “good” and the apparatus room floor was noted to be of “reinforced concrete.” However, reconstruction of the fire 
station was recommended to ensure that it could withstand lateral forces.15 The study also noted that the fire station “houses 
one of the heavy types of fire boat tenders with a full standard 11,000 pound wheel load” and concluded that perhaps the 
building was not strong enough to house the modern heavier equipment.16 Hose tenders were used to carry thousands of 
pounds of hose to be used with fire boats to extinguish fires. These hoses were especially heavy equipment. The two hose 
tenders in the city during this period were in Fire Station #30 and at Fire Boat Station #2, both along the waterfront.  



The recommendations of the Vensano report resulted in San Francisco passing a fire bond issue in November 1952 for 
$4,750,000 to upgrade its fire stations. Although the Vensano report recommended reconstructing Engine House No. 19 to 
be “practical and in my opinion will be found to be economically warranted…,” Fire Station #30 was not listed as one of the 
23 stations that would be reconstructed or rebuilt as part of the bond measure.17 There is no indication that the structural 
reinforcement recommendations in the Vensano report were actually acted on or that Fire Station #30 was ever structurally 
reinforced. On July 1, 1976, Engine Company No. 30 was disbanded due to city directed budget cuts to the Fire 
Department.18 In 1976, the Toys Program of the SFFD was housed in the fire station, where it continues to operate.19 In more 
recent times, the fire station also housed the Sisters of Mother Theresa Missionaries of Charity soup kitchen.  



Historical Contexts  



The Architecture of Fire Stations  



Before the 1850s, firefighting was community-oriented and voluntary, and fire stations resembled lodges or clubhouses. 
Eventually, cities took over the fire service, and fire stations became public buildings. This shift from private fire companies 
to government run fire departments meant fire stations became public buildings and their design was often part of political 
decisions. This shift also meant a change in the design of fire stations because they had to provide firefighters with a place to 
sleep and accommodate firefighting equipment. Fire stations had to combine elements of garages, barracks, and living 
quarters in one building. As city public buildings they had to appear on the exterior as public institutions and on the interior 
had to be both functional and residential.20 Architectural historian Jennifer Zurier describes the national trend of fire stations 
in which they had to look important but less pompous than other municipal buildings, such as courthouses and city halls. 
They also had to fit in with their surrounding neighborhoods, which ranged widely from commercial areas to residential 



                                                 
14Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
15Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco 1951), B32 
16Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco, B32 
17St. Francis Hook and Ladder Society, San Francisco Fire Department, 1866-1974 (San Francisco 1974), no page; Vensano, A Survey 
of the Fire Houses in San Francisco (San Francisco, 1951), 55; SFFD file,  
18Koening, personal communication with Julia Mates, May 30, 2009. 
19Sally Casazza, Chairperson San Francisco Firefighters Toy Program (personal communication with Julia Mates, Tetra Tech Historian, 
April 13, 2009) 
20Rebecca Zurier, The American Firehouse: an Architectural and Social History (New York: Abbeville Press 1982), 13. 
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neighborhoods.21 As technology changed, the design of fire stations changed as well. The shape of fire stations that housed 
horse-drawn and steam-driven fire engines in the mid-nineteenth century had different criteria than those stations that 
housed gasoline-powered engines before World War I. Fire stations with motor engines could be smaller than those built to 
house horse-drawn steam engines. Fire stations throughout history have also had to look like fire stations. This poses another 
factor in fire station design, that of the status of fire stations within their communities: fire stations must look the way people 
in the community think they should. Throughout history, society has had a vision of firefighters as heroes and firefighting as 
a symbol of civic pride. Fire stations represent a commitment to safety and protecting life and property, so they have 
historically been designed to represent distinctive architectural qualities that make them recognizable as fire stations by their 
communities.22  



Many features of fire stations have roots dating back to the 1800s. For example, during the period of volunteer fire 
companies, many fire stations were constructed with large towers which provided a place to hang the long leather hoses used 
for extinguishing fires so that they could dry. By the 1850s, drying racks at the rear or to the side of the stations were used 
for drying hoses instead of towers. Fire stations continued to be designed with towers even after the functional use was moot 
because they caused the building to stand out, and they were often the most decorated part of the station.23 Red brick was 
also commonplace in fire station design in the US. After 1870, the use of red brick dominated fire station architecture, a 
design style taken from industrial and commercial buildings.24 



Eventually, budgets for public buildings increased and the task of designing fire stations was given to leading architects. 
This led to a variety of fire station designs. Fire stations had few criteria: they needed only two or three stories, a door large 
enough for the engines, and windows for living quarters. Fire stations had to be distinguishable from other municipal 
buildings, yet had to fit into their neighborhood surroundings. For example, a residential neighborhood might contain a fire 
station that was in the Tudor style, but this style would not be appropriate for a station in a downtown area. Thus, architects 
had room to create balconies, porches, turrets, and towers as they saw fit. Many architects incorporated the sentimental 
feelings associated with fire safety with their designs, creating stations that looked official and at the same were creative, 
using decorative elements, ornaments, and firefighting symbols.25 



San Francisco Fire Stations 



San Francisco’s Fire Department followed the national trend of firefighting, as described above. It was a volunteer 
department from 1850 until 1866, and fires were extinguished by volunteers who would assemble and haul apparatuses to 
fires. However, the time it took for volunteers to gather and respond to fires often meant valuable time lost. A demand for 
fire personnel that were always on duty was needed to replace the volunteer team (although many had day jobs and fought 
fires only when called).26 It was during this time that fire stations transitioned into buildings that contained living spaces as 
well as large rooms for engines and equipment. The increased number of personnel and the increased amount of time spent 
in the fire station waiting for a fire to occur transformed the design of fire stations.  



The fires that destroyed numerous buildings in San Francisco after the 1906 earthquake resulted in San Franciscans having a 
renewed respect for fire safety. Fire stations were rebuilt in the years immediately after the earthquake, with a variety of 
styles across the city, depending on when they were constructed and in what areas. Styles included Mission Revival, 
Romanesque, Craftsman/Tudor Revival, and Beaux Arts.27  



                                                 
21Zurier, The American Firehouse: an Architectural and Social History, 13. 
22Zurier, 14-15. 
23Zurier, 65. 
24Zurier, 111. 
25Zurier, 132. 
26The Evolution of the Fire Department, the Municipal Record, Vol. II (San Francisco 1926) 365. 
27Ann Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31 (San Francisco, 1987): Item 8 Sheet 3. 
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Structural designs of fire stations in San Francisco changed after 1876, leading to better and stronger designs. The need for 
increased living space and upgraded facilities for quartering firefighters led to larger and wider fire stations with large 
dormitories and apparatus rooms to house truck engines. Between 1906 and 1918, San Francisco fire stations were 
constructed with increased strength in apparatus room floors because of the increased use of motorized equipment, which 
was heavier than horse-drawn vehicles. Many of the fire stations built during this time were constructed with the apparatus 
room floors resting directly on the ground to produce maximum vertical load carrying capacity.28 Fire stations constructed 
between 1913 and 1947 were generally built with brick or concrete walls, which designers used to further strengthen the 
buildings to resist increasing vertical loads.  



Fire Station #30 is similar in plan to other stations in San Francisco built after the 1850s: the main floor on the street level, a 
tall (or arched) wide engine doorway, with the second story used as a dormitory for firefighters.29 By 1921, all of the fire 
stations within the SFFD were motorized, which meant that fire stations constructed after this period were built to house 
motorized apparatuses. Buildings and entries to fire stations were constructed wider than those of stations that were built 
before the use of motor-powered fire engines, and greater distances between fire stations were acceptable because of the 
speed and efficiency of motorized engines.30 



Frederick H. Meyer, Architect 



Fire Station #30 was designed by San Francisco-born architect Frederick Meyer. Although he received no formal training, 
Meyer learned the art of designing commercial buildings through his work as a draftsman and through his experience as an 
apprentice. Meyer was influenced by visits to Chicago’s downtown skyscrapers, and he and his partner Smith O’Brien 
designed the Rialto Building (southwest corner of Mission and New Montgomery Streets) following Chicago’s building 
style.31 Meyer was a versatile architect who designed buildings for a variety of uses, including civic, residential, and 
utilitarian. Examples of Meyer’s work in San Francisco include the Pacific Gas and Electric Company office building at 445 
Sutter Street, the Kohler and Chase Building at 20-26 O’Farrell Street, and the Financial Center at 405 Montgomery Street.32 



While Meyer designed many large skyscrapers, he also designed several buildings along the San Francisco waterfront, such 
as Building 101 on Pier 70, and eight projects for the City and County of San Francisco, including firehouses and branch 
libraries.33 Meyer was teamed with John Reid, Jr. (the City Architect when Fire Station #30 was planned) in influencing the 
design of the Civic Center, one of Meyer’s most famous contributions to San Francisco’s architecture. Meyer also designed 
the Exposition Auditorium with John Reid, Jr., and Galen Howard. The Civic Center was an example of the influence that 
the City Beautiful Movement had on Meyer. Followers of this movement believed that improving the architecture of a city 
would promote economic prosperity and civic pride through the use of public open spaces and classically designed 
buildings. Meyer put these ideals into his design of utilitarian buildings, such as the Pacific Gas and Electric Company 
substations, Station S, constructed in 1913, and Station J, constructed in 1914. Meyer designed these substations in the 



                                                 
28Vensano, A Survey of the Fire Houses in San Francisco, 11. 
29Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31, Statement of Significance.  
30Bloomfield, National Register Nomination for Station 31, Section 8 page, 3; San Francisco Hook and Ladder Society, SF Fire 
Department 1866-1974 (San Francisco, California, 1974), no page. 
31Michael Corbett, “Splendid Survivors: San Francisco’s Downtown Architectural Heritage” (In: San Francisco: the Foundation for San 
Francisco’s Architectural Heritage 1979), 52. 
32Ivan Frickstad, Some Sub-Stations of the Pacific Gas & Electric Company, The Architect and Engineer, 43:2, November 1915, 55; 
Christopher VerPlanck, “Frederick H. Meyer: Versatile Architect of the ‘old school.’ In: Heritage News, Vol. XXVII, No. 6, 19, on file 
at San Francisco Architectural Heritage, File name 1300 4th Street/1301 Third Street. 
33Letter from Ashley, Keyser, and Runge Architects, March 6, 1961 (268 Market Street, San Francisco). On file at San Francisco 
Architectural Heritage, Folder name “1300 Third Street”; the letter does not include which fire stations in San Francisco were designed 
by Meyer; “The Work of Frederick H, Meyer, Architect.” In: Architect and Engineer, Vol. XVIII, No. 3, October 1909. 
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Beaux Arts style, with classical elements around entrances and at cornice levels. Instead of designing windowless boxes, the 
aesthetically pleasing buildings added to the streetscape and contributed to the city’s physical environment.34  



Fire Station #30 is another example of Meyer’s design of a municipal/utilitarian building to be aesthetically pleasing. Meyer 
designed Fire Station #30 in a style similar to that of other fire stations in the neighborhood, such as Fire Station #25. John 
Reid, Jr., designed several fire stations in San Francisco in the 1920s, including Fire Station #25, also located on Third 
Street, approximately two miles south of Fire Station #30. Fire Station #25 was constructed in 1927 with similar materials 
and architectural elements as Fire Station #30.35 Meyer’s design and materials selection for Fire Station #30 fit in well with 
the architectural character of the area, which in 1928 contained buildings related to railroading, shipping, warehousing, and 
light industry. The fire station would also have blended in with the character of other neighborhoods south of Market Street, 
just northwest of King Street, where buildings were typical warehouses originally designed for easy rail or truck access. 
These warehouses were large in bulk, with brick facades and often with large arches and openings.36  



Evaluation 



The following is an evaluation of Fire Station #30’s historical significance in each NRHP/CRHR criteria. This evaluation is 
focused on this property’s significance as an individual resource. Fire Station #30 does not appear to be eligible for listing as 
part of a historic district. 



Significance 



Fire Station #30 is not significant under Criterion A/1 because it is not important for its association with significant events or 
trends. It is among the first fire stations constructed in Mission Bay. Fire stations, like many urban safety buildings, such as 
police stations and hospitals, are inherently important for safety to the communities they serve. However, in order to be 
eligible under Criterion A/1, a fire station must be historically significantly important to its community or neighborhood. No 
historical evidence was found to substantiate that the fire station was essential or significantly important to events and trends 
in San Francisco or Mission Bay history, and no adequate context was developed for evaluation under this criterion.  



Similarly, the property is not significant under Criterion B/2 because it is not important for its association with any 
significant historic person. It does not appear to meet the criteria for listing on the NRHP or CRHR under this criterion.  



Fire Station #30 is significant under Criteria C/3 for its distinctive characteristics of a type and period. The property 
embodies distinctive characteristics of a fire station constructed in the late 1920s in San Francisco’s Mission Bay in plan, 
structure, and design. Fire Station #30 contains many distinctive elements of its type, a fire station designed in the mid-
1920s. The station’s two-story plan, with a large apparatus room that dominates the first story, along with a kitchen and 
some living space and a second story that contains the dormitory, locker room, and office space, is consistent with fire 
stations constructed during this period. The station features a tower, which was not used for drying hoses (a hose drying rack 
was located at the east side of the building) but was designed like many other fire stations to stand out and make the building 
recognizable within the neighborhood. The exterior design of the building is in keeping with the history of fire stations as 
public government buildings that were constructed with dignity but also harmonized with their surrounding buildings, in this 
case, warehouses and factories with brick wall cladding and Mission Revival style train depots. Before 1947, brick was 
commonly used for wall cladding of fire stations.  



                                                 
34Alice Ross Carey, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form, San Francisco Fire Department (SFFD) Engine Co. 
Number 2, (San Francisco 2001) 7. 
35Fredrick Meyer, [Plans for] Engine House #18 Situated at the corner of Third and Fourth Streets, (San Francisco, CA) 1927; Carey and 
Co., Department of Parks and Recreation 523 forms Evaluation of Firehouse No. 25, 1994; Fire Station #25 contains arched windows 
and a dentilled cornice and is described as “a 1920s interpretation of the Romanesque style.” 
36City and County of San Francisco and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency, Final Mission Bay Subsequent Environmental Impact 
Report, Prepared by EIP Associates, (San Francisco 1998), V.D.5-V.D.7. 
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Fire Station #30 was distinctive on this block as a fire station and it was a prominent public building from its exterior, yet it 
also contained elements consistent with its neighborhood. Meyer’s choice of Mediterranean and Romanesque architectural 
elements (cornices, arched windows, and Spanish-style roof and tiles) blended well with nearby buildings.37 The reinforced 
concrete floor of the apparatus room is another distinctive characteristic that was characteristic of fire stations designed 
during the period, in which fire stations were required to house motorized heavy equipment and needed to have strong 
apparatus room floors. Fire Station #30 is an important example of a fire station constructed during a period when fire 
prevention in the south district of San Francisco was underrepresented and exemplifies the status fire stations had in society 
in the mid-1920s. Its importance is also in the fact that it is the only unaltered fire stations with this style and design that 
exists in Mission Bay.  



Fire Station #30 has undergone few modifications over time. While other fire stations constructed with similar styles during 
the same period of construction exist, unlike Fire Station #30, they have been heavily altered. Photographs 8 and 9 show 
the fire station shortly after it was constructed, and few changes to the building are apparent. The property’s period of 
significance is from 1928, when it was constructed, until 1976, when it was no longer used as a fire station.  



Finally, in rare instances, buildings themselves can serve as sources of important information about historic construction 
materials or technologies and can be significant under Criterion D/4. The building at 1300 Third Street does not appear to be 
a principal source of important information in this regard. 



Integrity 



Integrity of a historic resource is measured by applying seven factors: location, design, setting, workmanship, materials, 
feeling, and association. Fire Station #30 has retained a very good level of integrity in all measures, with the exception of 
setting because the buildings on adjacent parcels and neighboring blocks have been replaced with modern construction. The 
CRHR definition of integrity is “the authenticity of [a] historical resource’s physical identity evidenced by the survival of 
characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of significance.” The CRHR goes on to state that eligible resources 
“must retain enough of their historic character or appearance to be recognizable as historical resources and to convey the 
reasons for their significance,” and then it lists the seven aspects of integrity.38  



Despite the diminished integrity of setting due to modern construction along Third and Mission Rock Streets, Fire Station 
#30 retains sufficient historic integrity to convey its significance. This property has undergone few alterations and is still in 
its historic location. Its original design remains intact, with the exception of the addition of a one-car garage at its south side. 
This addition does not diminish the overall design of the building. The original workmanship, ornamental detailing, tower, 
arches and decorative work have not been altered and most of the building’s original materials are still present and have not 
been replaced. The original materials of brick and concrete are still in place, and most of the sashes are original. The brick 
wall cladding appears to have been sandblasted, but this relates more to the condition of the property than to its integrity.39 
While the original tracks, warehouses, and SPRR buildings that were on the block and on neighboring parcels are gone, the 
fire station does convey the significance of its importance as a fire station constructed in the late 1920s in Mission Bay, and 
it retains all of the remaining six elements of integrity.  



The character-defining features of this fire station of the late 1920s construction are its Eclectic with elements of 
Mediterranean and Romanesque style elements: its two-story footprint, two wood-paneled garage doors, brick wall cladding, 
Spanish-style roof sheathed in clay tile, decorative ornaments, arches, ornamented cornices, and bell/stair tower. Fire Station 



                                                 
37Virginia and Lee McAlester, a Field Guide to American Houses (New York: Alfred A. Knopf Publisher: 1984), 410. 
38California Public Resources Code, Section 4850 through 4858; California Office of Historic Preservation, Instructions for Nominating 
Historical Resources to the California Register of Historical Resources (Sacramento, California: Office of Historic Preservation 1997). 
39Jay Correia, (State Historian III, Office of Historic Preservation). E-mail correspondence to Julia Mates (Tetra Tech Historian), April 
28, 2009. 
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#30 appears to meet Criterion C/3 for listing on the NRHP and CRHR as a distinct example of a late 1920s fire station 
constructed in the Mediterranean and Romanesque style in Mission Bay.  



This property has been evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a) (2)-(3) of the CEQA guidelines, using the criteria 
outlined in Section 5024.1 of the California Public Resources Code, and it is a historical resource as defined in these 
guidelines.  



 



 
Photograph 2: Fire Station #30, west façade, camera facing east, 3/5/2009. 



 



 
Photograph 3: Fire Station #30, east side, camera facing south, 3/5/2009.
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Photograph 4: Fire Station #30, cornice and decorative brickwork, 3/5/2009. 



 
 
 



 
Photograph 5: cast stone elements and detailing at window arches and pilasters, 



camera facing east, 3/5/2009. 
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Photograph 6: Entrance to Fire Station #30 on west side, fire station shield,  



3/5/2009. 
 



 
Photograph 7: Fire Station #30, one-car garage at south side, camera facing west, 3/5/2009. 
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Photograph 8:1928 photograph of “Old Engine Company 19,”  
Courtesy of San Francisco Fire Department Historical Society. 



 



 
Photograph 9: Historic Photograph of Fire Station #30 as it appeared in the Municipal Engineer, October 1928. 
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Figure 1: Site of 1300 Third Street Prior to construction of Fire Station #30, 1915 
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Figure 2: Streets prior to realignment, note that Fourth Street intersects with Third Street to the north of Fire 



Station #30  
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Figure 3: Streets after realignment, 2009 
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Figure 4: Original Plans for Fire Station #30 (Engine Company 18), front elevation, 1925. 
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MISSION BAY PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 



TRANSPORTATION ASSESSMENT 



1. INTRODUCTION 
This report is a summary of the results of a transportation assessment conducted for a 
proposed Public Safety Building for the San Francisco Police Department (SFPD) and Fire 
Department (SFFD), to be located within the Mission Bay Redevelopment Area of San 
Francisco. The proposed site would be a 1.5-acre City-owned parcel at the southeast corner of 
the intersection of Third and Mission Rock Streets (See Figure 1). The decommissioned and 
closed Fire Station No. 30 occupies the southwestern corner of the site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 1 
Proposed Location for a Public Safety Building in Mission Bay 



(Source: SF Justice Facilities Improvement Study, December 2008) 
 
The site is within Development Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Redevelopment Plan, which is 
zoned for public facilities, including a police and a fire station. The San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors certified the Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (SEIR) for the Mission 
Bay Project in September 1998. 
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2. SETTING 
The site for the proposed location of the Public Safety Building in Mission Bay fronts Mission 
Rock Street on the north, Third Street on the west, and China Basin Street on the south. A 
planned residential development will be immediately east of the proposed project. 
 
Third Street is a major north-south arterial in the southeastern section of San Francisco, 
extending northerly from the interchange with Highway 101 and Bayshore Boulevard to Market 
Street. Between 16th Street and Channel Street, Third Street has two northbound and two 
southbound lanes, with exclusive left-turn lanes provided at major signalized intersections. 
Muni’s Third Street light rail service operates in an exclusive median strip. Two light rail station 
platforms (one northbound and one southbound) are in this median strip of Third Street, at the 
intersection with Mission Rock Street. On-street parking is prohibited on Third Street. 
 
China Basin Street is a new roadway under construction and will extend east from Long Bridge 
Street, west of Third Street, to Terry François Boulevard, near San Francisco Bay. It will 
accommodate one traffic lane and one parking lane each way. Twelve-foot sidewalks will be 
provided on the north and south sides of the street. There will be a stop sign at the intersection 
of China Basin and Third Streets to control the minor China Basin Street movement. Because of 
the light rail tracks in the raised median of Third Street, vehicles will be allowed to turn right only 
into and out of China Basin Street. 
 
As part of the Mission Bay Project, Mission Rock Street will be realigned and extended from 
Fourth Street to Terry François Boulevard. It will accommodate one traffic lane and one parking 
lane each way. Twelve-foot sidewalks will be provided on the north and south sides of the 
street. The intersection of Mission Rock and Third Streets is controlled by a traffic signal, and all 
turning movements are allowed. 
 



3. PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS 
The proposed project calls for a Public Safety Building, composed of a police headquarters 
building1, a police station, and a new fire station to be collocated at the Third/Mission Rock site. 
Table 1 is a summary of the planned square footages for each of the project components. The 
estimated total size for the proposed project is 320,200 gross square feet (gsq.ft.).  
 
Figure 2 shows the ground-level layout for the proposed project. As shown in the figure, the 
pedestrian and vehicular entrances to the fire station would be located on the south side of 
Mission Rock Street. The SFPD’s Southern Station would be at the southeast corner of the 
intersection of Third and Mission Rock Streets. 
 
Public pedestrian access to the police headquarters building would be on Third Street, while 
parking for approximately 245 permitted vehicles, such as patrol cars, unmarked vehicles, and 
department vehicles, would be accessible from the north side of China Basin Street. No 
passenger drop-off/pickup area would be available on Third Street, where on-street parking is 
prohibited. 
 
 
                                                                 
1 The SFPD headquarters would be relocated from its current location on Bryant Street to the proposed project site. 
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Table 1 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 
Proposed Development Program 



Project Component 
Size 



(gsq.ft.) 
Police Headquarters Building 130,500 
Police Southern Station 27,000 
Fire Station 22,000 
Fire House No. 30 6,200 
Parking (245 spaces) 134,500 
Total 320,200 



Source: SFDPW – December 2009 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 2 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building—Pedestrian and Vehicular Access 



(Source: SF Justice Facilities Improvement Study, December 2008) 
 
 
The San Francisco Department of Public Works2 (SFDPW) anticipates that the Police 
Headquarters Building would have approximately 264 employees on a typical day, while the 
Police Southern Station would have 125 employees, including 65 police officers. The expected 



                                                                 
2Public Safety Building—Estimated Employee Start Times, SFDPW, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009 
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number of employees by employment unit for the Police Headquarters Building and the Police 
Station are detailed in Appendix A. 
 
Typical work shifts at the Police Headquarters Building would start between 6 and 9 AM for an 
eight- to ten-hour shift, with some staff having access to the building during off-hours. The 
Southern Station would operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week. There would be four 10-
hour shifts for the patrol officers starting at 6 AM, 11 AM, 4 PM, and 9 PM.  Parking spaces for 156 
police department vehicles and authorized visitors, plus 74 marked and unmarked patrol 
vehicles would be provided at the facility.  In addition, 15 parking spaces for the new fire station 
would also be provided at the same facility. 
 
The Police Headquarters Building would be open to the public generally from Monday through 
Friday, from 8 AM to 5 PM, with approximately 230 visitors coming to the building on a typical 
day. A multi-function space capable of holding a maximum 60 people would be used during the 
day for presentations to the Command Staff, Divisions use, media conferences or classrooms, 
and could also be utilized for community meetings, which are not included in the above figures 
since they would typically take place after regular business hours. The Southern Station would 
see approximately 100 visitors per day, most of them arriving between 8 AM and 6 PM. Appendix 
A includes a description of the expected number of visitors to the Police Headquarters Building 
and the Police Station by unit.  
 
Figure 3 is a summary of the combined employee and visitor arrival and departure patterns to 
the Police Headquarters Building and the Police Station. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure 3 
SFPD Headquarters Building and Southern Station in Mission Bay 
Estimated Visitor and Employees Arrival and Departure Patterns 



(Source: Public Safety Building—Estimated Employee Start Times, 
SFDPW, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009) 
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As shown in Figure 3, the combined arrivals would be concentrated around 7 to 9 AM, while the 
departures would mostly take place from 4 to 6 PM. The morning and evening peak arrivals and 
departures would take place at 8 AM (11.5 percent, 98 percent inbound and 2 percent outbound) 
and at 5 PM (13.5 percent, 18 percent inbound and 82 percent outbound). 
 
Similar information provided for the proposed fire station3 indicates that there would be between 
nine and 15 employees on-site on a typical day, depending on staffing needs. This includes a 
fire engine and four firefighters, plus a hook-and-ladder truck and five firefighters. A fire chief 
and a rescue squad would add six individuals. The fire station would be staffed 24 hours a day, 
all days of the year. All employees would work 24-hour shifts, which officially start at 8 AM. 
There would be an indeterminate number of visitors to the fire station, including walk-ins and 
tours, which, for travel demand purposes, have been estimated at 20 per day. 
 
Table 2 below is a summary of the estimated number of employees, visitors, and 
permitted/official vehicles for each of the project components. 
 
 



Table 2 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Characteristics 



Project Component Employees Visitors 
Average Employee 



Density 
(gsq.ft./employee) 



Permitted/ 
Official 



Vehicles 
Police Headquarters 
Building 



264 230 494 156 



Police Southern Station 125 100 216 74 
Fire Station 15 20 1,467 [a] 15 
Total 404 350 464 245 



Note: 
[a] Amount of sq. ft. does not include existing fire house No. 30 (6,200 sq.ft.) 



Source: SFDPW, SFFD – December 2009 
 
 



4. TRAVEL DEMAND 
The approach and methods used to estimate the travel demand of development projects in San 
Francisco are required to follow, to the extent feasible, the Planning Department’s guidelines 
(SF Guidelines),4 supplemented with additional trip generation data obtained from other well 
recognized sources, such as the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation 
Manual.5 
 



                                                                 
3Written communication from M. Thompson, Assistant Deputy Chief, SFFD, to P. Wong, SFDPW Bureau of Architecture, February 27, 2009 
4Transportation Impact Analysis Guidelines for Environmental review, San Francisco Planning Department, October 2002 
5Trip Generation, 8th Edition, Institute of Transportation Engineers, Washington D.C., 2008 
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Since the proposed Public Safety Building would be considered a “nonstandard” use, with 
unique trip generation and travel behavior characteristics6, the assessment of its travel demand 
cannot follow most of the methods presented in the SF Guidelines. Similarly, the ITE Trip 
Generation Manual does not include a land use for police or fire facilities, so the specific project 
information provided by SFDPW and SFFD and summarized in the previous section of this 
report has been used to determine the expected travel demand for the project. In addition, the 
travel demand rates estimated for the proposed Public Safety Building have been compared 
with those used in similar studies in other jurisdictions, as an additional check. 
 
4.1 TRIP GENERATION 
Table 3 is a summary of the estimated employee densities and trip generation for each of the 
three project components. A trip is defined as a single or one-way journey with either the origin 
or destination at the proposed project site. Thus, a trip can be either to or from the site, and a 
single visit to a site is counted as two project trips, one toward and one away from the site. 
 
 



Table 3 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Weekday Trip Generation Rates 



Project Component Employees 
(person trips/employee) 



Visitors 
(person trips/visitor) 



Police Headquarters Building 5.0 2.0 
Police Southern Station 5.0 2.0 
Fire Station 4.0 2.0 
Average 5.0 2.0 



Source: Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
Two trips per person (one trip on arrival and one trip on departure) have been assumed for 
transportation analysis purposes for each visitor to the Public Safety Building. On the other 
hand, each employee at the Police Headquarters Building and Southern Station was assumed 
to make five trips per day on average. This accounts for the arrival and the departure trips, plus 
three trips away from the site for police patrolling or other purposes, plus deliveries during the 
work day. Another assumption is that each employee at the Fire Station would make four trips 
per day on average, which accounts for one arrival and one departure, plus one trip away and 
one back during the day for other purposes. 
 
The ratio of five daily trips per employee has been derived from trip generation data presented 
in the Table C-1 of the SF Guidelines for office and manufacturing/industrial land uses. In 
addition, these rates closely match the number of trips that would result from using the same 
four-person trips per employee assumed for the fire station, and then adding two trips for each 
assigned official vehicle. 
 



                                                                 
6 The Police Headquarters Building includes several uses for SFPD operations that would be considered atypical in an administrative office 



building such as a Multi-Function/CompStat space used for presentations to the Command Staff, Divisions use, media conferences or 
classrooms, an Operations Center and a Call Center staffed 24/7 to coordinate logistics, immediate response and outside communications 
during crisis situations, and a Data Center. (Source: Public Safety Building Program Report, Tom Eliot Fisch, February 2009) 
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Applying the trip generation rates shown in Table 3 to the expected number of employees and 
visitors presented in Table 2, it is possible to estimate the number of daily person trips to the 
Public Safety Building for each of its components. This information is summarized in Table 4, 
which shows that the proposed project would generate 2,705 daily person trips. 
 
By applying the peak hour factors presented in Figure 3, it is possible to calculate the number of 
trips that would be generated by the proposed project during the AM and PM peak hours. As 
shown in Table 4, the Public Safety Building would generate 312 person trips during the AM 
peak hour and 365 person trips during the PM peak hour. 
 
 



Table 4 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 
Weekday Person Trip Generation 



Project Component Daily AM Peak Hour PM Peak Hour 
Police Headquarters Building 1,780 205 240 
Police Southern Station 825 95 111 
Fire Station 100 12 14 
Total 2,705 312 365 



Source: Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
4.2 MODE SPLIT 
The project-generated person trips have been allocated among different travel modes in order 
to determine the number of auto, transit, and other7 trips. Mode split assumptions are based on 
data contained in the SF Guidelines for employee and visitor trips to Superdistrict 3 (SD3),8 
which is where the project would be located. 
 
 



Table 5 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Person Trip Generation by Mode 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
 Person Trips 
Period Auto [a] Transit Other [b] All Modes 
Daily 1,921 464 320 2,905 
PM Peak Hour 259 63 43 365 
Modal Share 71% 17% 12% 100% 



Note: 
[a] Combined average vehicle occupancy is 1.3 persons per vehicle 
[b] Includes walking, bicycling, motorcycling, and additional modes 



Sources: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 



                                                                 
7The “other” category includes walk, bicycle, motorcycle and additional modes 
8Superdistricts are travel analysis zones established by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC). These Superdistricts provide 



geographic subareas for planning purposes in San Francisco. SD3 generally covers the southeast quadrant of the City. 
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Table 5 is a summary of the weekday daily and PM peak hour trip generation by mode of travel 
for the proposed project. On a typical day, 71 percent of the person trips would be by auto, 17 
percent would be by transit, and 12 percent would be by other modes.  
 
As shown in Table 6, the proposed project would generate or attract 1,446 vehicle trips on a 
typical weekday, 195 of them (35 inbound and 161 outbound) during the PM peak hour. 
 
 



Table 6 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building Vehicle Trip Generation 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
 Vehicle-Trips 
Period Inbound Outbound Total 
Daily 723 723 1,446 
PM Peak Hour 35 161 195 



Source: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
 
 
4.3 PARKING DEMAND 
Parking demand for the Public Safety Building was determined based on methods presented in 
the SF Guidelines. Parking demand consists of both long-term (typically employees) and short-
term (typically visitors and deliveries). Long-term parking demand was estimated by applying 
the average mode split and the vehicle occupancy from the trip generation estimation to the 
number of employees for each of the project components. Short-term parking was estimated 
based on the total daily visitor trips and average daily parking turnover rate (5.5 vehicles per 
space per day). Parking demand calculations for the Public Safety Building are detailed in 
Appendix B. 
 
Table 7 presents the estimated midday and evening peak parking demand for the Public Safety 
Building. The combined components would generate a total midday parking demand of 273 
spaces (16 short-term and 257 long-term) and 234 spaces in the evening (13 short-term and 
221 long-term). 
 
 



Table 7 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Weekday Parking Demand 
Midday Evening 



Project Component Short-
Term 



Long-
Term 



Total 
Spaces 



Short-
Term 



Long-
Term 



Total 
Spaces 



Police Headquarters Building 10 146 156 8 117 125 
Police Southern Station  5 96 101 4 89 93 
Fire Station 1 15 16 1 15 16 
Total 16 257 273 13 221 234 
Source: SF Guidelines, Adavant Consulting – December 2009 
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The proposed project would provide permitted parking for fleet vehicles at the Mission Bay 
Public Safety Building, as summarized in Table 8. 
 



Table 8 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building 



Permitted Parking Needs 
Project Component Parking Spaces 
Police Headquarters Building 156 
Police Southern Station 74 
Fire Station 15 
Total 245 



Source: SFDPW – December 2009 
 
 
Employees are expected to use some of these permitted spaces to park City-owned vehicles 
used for commuting, and some spaces may be used to park certain private vehicles that may be 
used for City work.  In addition, Southern Station officers would park their private vehicles in the 
spaces used for their official vehicles while they are on patrol.  This would satisfy some of the 
long-term parking needs presented in Table 7 and would reduce the overall need for parking. 
 
San Francisco does not consider parking supply as part of the permanent physical environment.  
Parking conditions are not static, as parking supply and demand varies from day to day, from 
day to night, from month to month, etc.  Hence, the availability of parking spaces (or lack 
thereof) is not a permanent physical condition, but changes over time as people change their 
modes and patterns of travel.   
 
Parking deficits are considered to be social effects, rather than impacts on the physical 
environment as defined by CEQA.  Under CEQA, a project’s social impacts need not be treated 
as significant impacts on the environment.  Environmental documents should, however, address 
the secondary physical impacts that could be triggered by a social impact.  (CEQA Guidelines § 
15131(a).)  The social inconvenience of parking deficits, such as having to hunt for scarce 
parking spaces, is not an environmental impact, but there may be secondary physical 
environmental impacts, such as increased traffic congestion at intersections, air quality impacts, 
safety impacts, or noise impacts caused by congestion.  In the experience of San Francisco 
transportation planners, however, the absence of a ready supply of parking spaces, combined 
with available alternatives to auto travel (e.g., transit service, taxis, bicycles or travel by foot) 
and a relatively dense pattern of urban development, induces many drivers to seek and find 
alternative parking facilities, shift to other modes of travel, or change their overall travel habits. 
Any such resulting shifts to transit service in particular, would be in keeping with the City’s 
“Transit First” policy.  The City’s Transit First Policy, established in the City’s Charter Section 
16.102 provides that “parking policies for areas well served by public transit shall be designed to 
encourage travel by public transportation and alternative transportation.”  Alternative means of 
travel to the project site include Muni Metro light rail service, which has a stop in front of the 
proposed Public Safety Building, walking or bicycling, with Terry François Boulevard being 
designated as a Class II bicycle route (route 5, striped bicycle lanes) in the San Francisco 
Bicycle Plan.  
 
The transportation analysis accounts for potential secondary effects, such as cars circling and 
looking for a parking space in areas of limited parking supply, by assuming that all drivers would 
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attempt to find parking at or near the project site and then seek parking farther away if 
convenient parking is unavailable.  Moreover, the secondary effects of drivers searching for 
parking is typically offset by a reduction in vehicle trips due to others who are aware of 
constrained parking conditions in a given area.  Hence, any secondary environmental impacts 
which may result from a shortfall in parking in the vicinity of the proposed project would be 
minor, and the traffic assignments used in the transportation analysis, as well as in the 
associated air quality, noise and pedestrian safety analyses, reasonably addresses potential 
secondary effects. 
 
4.4 COMPARISON TO OTHER PROJECTS 
In order to ascertain that the travel demand results estimated in this analysis are valid, an 
additional reasonableness check was performed. Travel demand data and estimates were 
gathered from transportation studies performed for other police and fire stations in other 
jurisdictions, most of them in California. Specifically the following five studies were gathered and 
reviewed: 



 Proposed police facility in the city of San Mateo, California; 



 Existing police facility in Mammoth Lakes, California; 



 Proposed police facility in Los Gatos, California; 



 Proposed fire station in Scotts Valley, California; and 



 Proposed fire station in Gainesville, Florida. 
 
The characteristics of these emergency services facilities are detailed in Appendix C. Table 9 is 
a summary of several average travel demand rates obtained from these five studies and a 
comparison with rates derived from the proposed project. 
 
As shown in Table 9, the average travel demand rates for the police and fire components of the 
proposed Public Safety Building in Mission Bay are, for the most part, within the range of those 
gathered from the other studies. The average employment densities of the five studies are lower 
but are comparable to those of the proposed project, which results in lower person trip rates per 
1,000 gsq.ft. for the Public Safety Building project. 
 
In addition, none of the studies calculated or collected data for person trips; rather, all of them 
used vehicle trips as their travel demand variable. On the other hand, all but the city of San 
Mateo study were conducted for projects in suburban or rural areas, with minimal or no 
opportunities for transit or pedestrian travel. Thus, the vehicle trip rates in Table 9 for these five 
studies should be viewed as comparable, albeit slightly lower, to the person trip rates of the 
Public Safety Building project. 
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Table 9 
Average Travel Demand Rates Comparison 



Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour 
Daily Trips per 



Employee 
Daily Trips per 



1,000 gsq.ft. 
 



Approximate 
Employee 



Density (gsq.ft. 
/ employee) 



Person 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Person 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



PM Peak Hour 
Factor 



% in / % out 



POLICE FACILITIES 
Average for 
Three Studies 



300 N/A [a] 4.1 N/A [a] 14.5 
13.6% 
41/59 



Mission Bay [b] 400 6.7 3.1 16.5 7.7 
13.5% 
18/82 



FIRE STATION 
Average for 
Two Studies 



1,200 N/A [a] 7.0 N/A [a] 5.8 
14.3% 
20/80 



Mission Bay [c] 1,500 [d] 6.7 4.0 4.5 2.7 
13.5% 
18/82 



Notes: 
[a] The studies did not survey or calculate person trips; the counts and travel demand estimates 



were done for vehicle trips only. Most of the facilities have or would have very limited transit or 
pedestrian travel opportunities. Thus, the vehicle trip rates for these studies could be viewed 
as comparable to the person trip rates of the Public Safety Building project. 



[b] Mission Bay Police Headquarters Building and Police Southern Station combined. 
[c] Mission Bay Fire Station. 
[d] Excludes existing Fire House No. 30. 



Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – December 2009 
 
 
All of the PM peak hour factors (the percentage of daily trips that take place during the PM peak 
hour) shown in Table 9 are also very similar, as well as the inbound and outbound percentages 
shown for the fire station. The average inbound and outbound percentages shown for the police 
facilities for the three studies (41 percent in/59 percent out) is more balanced than the 
percentages shown for the Mission Bay Police Headquarters Building and Police Southern 
Station combined (18 percent in/82 percent out). This is most likely due to the relatively larger 
administrative component of the proposed project, which would skew the ratio toward the 
outbound, similar to the standard ratio found in government office use, which is 20 percent in/80 
percent out. 
 



5. MISSION BAY AREA DEVELOPMENT 
5.1 MISSION BAY PLAN 
The Mission Bay Development Plan covers approximately 300 acres of land and is near the 
eastern shoreline of San Francisco, about one mile south of the downtown Financial District. 
The Mission Bay Area is bounded by Townsend Street on the north, Interstate 280 on the west, 
Mariposa Street on the south, and San Francisco Bay on the east, as shown in Figure 4. The 
San Francisco Board of Supervisors certified the Final SEIR for the Mission Bay plan in 
September 1998 and established the Mission Bay North and South Redevelopment Project 
Areas two months later. 
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Figure 4 
Mission Bay Area Plan Land Uses 



 
The approved Mission Bay Development Plan calls for a mixed-use development, which 
includes the following: 



 Approximately 6,000 residential units on the north and south sides of China Basin 
Channel; 



 About 500,000 gsq.ft. of city- and neighborhood-serving retail space; 



 A 43-acre University of California San Francisco (UCSF) site, containing 2.65 million 
gsq.ft. of instruction, research, and support space; 



 A mix of approximately 6.5 million gsq.ft. of life sciences research and development, 
technology, and office space, plus a UCSF Medical Center surrounding the UCSF site to 
its west, south, and east; 
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 A 500-room hotel between Third and Fourth Streets south of China Basin Channel; 



 A 500-student public school, a public library, and a new police and fire station; and 



 Approximately 47 acres of open space, including eight acres within the UCSF site. 
 
The 1998 Mission Bay SEIR evaluated the potential impacts of several alternatives and variants 
to the proposed project, as it was originally conceived in 1997 when the environmental studies 
were initiated. The plan approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998 is virtually the same as 
what is described in the SEIR as the “Combination of Variants”9 and reflects changes and 
enhancements proposed by the project sponsors to the original plan, who envisioned a more 
intense development.  
 
Table 10 is a summary of the land use differences between the Project Alternative, as was 
proposed in the SEIR, and the Combination of Variants Alternative. More detailed land use 
tables from the 1998 SEIR are included in Appendix D. 
 
 



Table 10 
Mission Bay Development Plan Program Comparison 



Summary of Proposed Development by Land Use 



Land Use Project [a] 
Combination 
of Variants [b] 



Change 



Residential Units 6,090 6,090 0 
Commercial Industrial and Office (gsq.ft.) 5,557,000 6,621,000 1,064,000 
Retail (gsq.ft.) 1,507,000 941,000 -566,000 
Hotel (rooms) 500 500 0 
Public Open Space (acres) 47 47 0 
Public Facilities (acres) 5.2 [c] 5.2 [c] 0 
UCSF Campus (gsq.ft.) 2,650,000 2,650,000 0 
Notes: 



[a] Defined as the Project Alternative in the Mission Bay SEIR (1998), Volume I, Table III.A.1, p. 
III.2. 



[b] Defined in Mission Bay SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.1, p. VII.50; virtually the same as 
that approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998. 



[c] Includes 1.5 acres for existing Channel Pump Station, 1.5 acres for new police and fire 
stations, and 2.2 acres for a 500-student public school. 



Source: Final Mission Bay SEIR, San Francisco Planning Department September 1998 
 
 
As shown in Table 10, the approved project represents a 37 percent reduction in retail space, all 
of it within the City-serving land use category in the South Plan Area, which in turn is replaced 
by a 20 percent increase in commercial industrial and office uses. 
 
Table 11 is a summary of the employment differences between the Project Alternative and the 
Combination of Variants Alternative. As shown, overall, the Combination of Variants Alternative 
provides 1,310 more jobs (approximately four percent) in the Mission Bay Area than the Project 
Alternative. 



                                                                 
9Final Mission Bay SEIR, Volume II, pp. VII.46 to VII.66, San Francisco Planning Department, September 1998 
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Table 11 
Mission Bay Plan Development Employment Comparison 



Plan Area Project 
Combination 
of Variants 



Change 



Mission Bay North 2,071 1,761 -310 
Mission Bay South    



Central Subarea [a] 1,082 1,082 0 
East Subarea 9,271 10,031 760 
West Subarea 8,290 9,150 860 
UCSF Subarea 9,280 9,280 0 
Subtotal Mission Bay South 27,923 29,543 1,620 



Total Mission Bay 29,994 31,304 1,310 
Note: 



[a] Includes approximately 100 employees for the Police and Fire Stations in Block 8. 
Source: Final Mission Bay SEIR, San Francisco Planning Department September 1998 



 
 
5.2 UCSF MISSION BAY 
As described in the previous section, the Mission Bay plan includes a UCSF campus. It would 
comprise 12 blocks west of Third Street, east of Owens Street, and north of 16th Street and 
would contain 2.65 million gsq.ft. for instruction, research, and support uses. In 2002, UCSF 
amended its 1996 Long-Range Development Plan (LRDP) and added housing as an approved 
use within the Mission Bay campus and removed an equivalent amount of approved support 
uses. 
 
The LRDP Amendment #1 EIR10 showed that the proposed replacement of support uses by 
student housing represents an overall increase in vehicle trips of 0.4 percent for the entire 
Mission Bay South Plan Area during the PM peak hour, which would fall well within the margin of 
error of the original estimates. 
 
In 2008, UCSF initiated the environmental review for a proposed UCSF Medical Center, which 
would be located in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the Mission Bay South Plan Area (Figure 5). The 
center would consist of a hospital, an ambulatory care center (ACC), an energy center, and 
parking. 
 



                                                                 
10UCSF LRDP Amendment #1 Final SEIR, Tables 3-3 and 3-4, pp 3-14 and 3-15, January 17, 2002 
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Figure 5 
UCSF Mission Bay Medical Center Site 



Source: UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR, August 2008 
 
 
As shown in Figure 5, the site for the proposed medical center is bounded by 16th Street on the 
north, Mariposa Street on the south, Owens Street on the east, and Third Street on the west. 
Fourth Street runs parallel to Third Street and Owens Street between Blocks X3 and Blocks 36 
through 39. 
 
The medical center would be built in two major phases. The first would consist of a 289-bed 
hospital, approximately 240,000 gsq.ft. of ACC space, and a 35,000 gsq.ft. energy center, all 
located on Blocks X3, 36, and 37. The second phase would expand these uses to a total of 550-
beds and potentially 436,500 gsq.ft. of ACC space. The Phase 2 development would be located 
on Blocks 38 and 39.  
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Table 12 is a summary of the land use differences in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 for the original 
Mission Bay Plan (Combination of Variants Alternative) and the proposed UCSF Medical 
Center. As shown in the table, the proposed medical center represents a 16,100 gsq.ft. 
reduction in land use within the project site, compared to the Mission Bay Plan. More detailed 
land use tables from the 2008 UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR are included in 
Appendix E. 
 
 



Table 12 
Mission Bay South Plan Area 



Development Program for Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 



Land Use Type 
Land Use Intensity 



(gsq.ft.) 
Mission Bay Plan (Combination of Variants) [a]  



Commercial Industrial and Office 1,743,000 
Neighborhood-serving retail 10,100 
City-serving retail 50,000 



Total 1,803,100 
UCSF Medical Center [b]  



Phase 1 (Blocks 36, 37 and X3) 993,500 
Phase 2 Expansion (Blocks 38 and 39) 793,500 



Total 1,787,000 
Notes: 



[a] Combination of Variants Alternative - UCSF Amendment #2 Hospital Replacement FEIR 
(2005), Table 4.11-11, p. 4.11-35. 



[b] UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Table 3-2, p. 3-14. 
Source: UCSF 2005, 2008 



 
 
5.3 MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT STATUS 
As of December 2008, approximately 2,970 housing units have been constructed in the Mission 
Bay Plan Areas, including 2,440 in the North Area and 530 in the South Area. An additional 390 
units are being constructed in the North Area, which is where approximately 202,600 gsq.ft. of 
retail and commercial space has been built already. 
 
Several life science research, biotechnology and office buildings, totaling about 1.2 million 
gsq.ft., have been completed. Several buildings totaling about one million gsq.ft. have also been 
constructed on the UCSF campus, including research buildings, a campus community center, 
and student housing.  
 
Table 13 is a summary of the current development status of the Mission Bay as of December 
2008. 
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Table 13 



Mission Bay Area Plan 
Current Development Status 



Land Use Type Built [a] 
(Dec. 2008) 



Currently 
Planned [b] 



Maximum 
Allowed [c] Change [d] 



Mission Bay North     
Residential Units 2,443 520 3,000 37 
Commercial and Retail (gsq.ft.) 202,600 1,400 556,000 352,000 



Mission Bay South     
Residential Units 529 2,520 3,090 41 
Commercial Industrial and Office (gsq.ft.) 1,156,700 3,721,300 [e] 4,878,000 0 
Retail (gsq.ft.) 0 324,900 [e] 324,900 0 
Hotel [f] (rooms) 0 500 500 0 
Public School [g] (acres) 0 2.2 2.2 0 
Other Public Facilities (acres) 1.5 [h] 1.5 [i] 3.0 0 
UCSF Campus (gsq.ft.) 1,007,900 1,642,100 2,650,000 0 
UCSF Medical Center (gsq.ft.) 0 1,787,000 1,787,000 0 



Notes: 
[a] Mission Bay Development Group, December 2008. 
[b] Estimated development program remaining to be built in Mission Bay. 
[c] Mission Bay Plan Combination of Variants Alternative plus UCSF Medical Center Project—



Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.1, p. VII.50, and UCSF Medical 
Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Table 3-2, p. 3-14. 



[d] Maximum development allowed under the Mission Bay Plan minus projects already built 
minus currently planned developments. 



[e] The exact amount of development planned for these land uses is not known but is assumed 
to be equal to the maximum amount allowable under the Mission Bay Plan. 



[f] Block 1 in the South Plan Area. 
[g] For up to 500 students, Block 14 in the South Plan Area. 
[h] Channel Pump Station, Block X1 in the North Plan Area. 
[i] New police and fire stations, Block 8 in the South Plan Area. 



Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – December 2009 
 
 
The data in Table 13 show that most of the land uses would be on track to meet the maximum 
allowable program, with a couple of exceptions. It is likely that the maximum number of 
allowable residential units (6,090) will not be reached; rather 6,012 units, or 1.2 percent fewer, 
will be constructed. 
 
More significantly, approximately 352,000 gsq.ft. of planned entertainment-oriented retail in the 
North Plan Area will not be built. This corresponds to a 25-screen, 6,500-seat movie theater 
originally planned for Block N2, which after further consideration was deemed not feasible by 
the project’s master developer. 
 
5.4 MISSION BAY TRAVEL DEMAND 
Table 14 is a summary of the travel demand for different scenarios of the Mission Bay project in 
terms of person trips and vehicle trips for the weekday daily and pm peak hour conditions. 
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Table 14 



Mission Bay Area Plan Travel Demand 
Weekday Daily and PM Peak Hour Trips Comparison 



 Daily PM Peak Hour 



Scenario 
Person 
Trips 



Transit 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Person 
Trips 



Transit 
Trips 



Vehicle 
Trips 



Combination of Variants Alternative [a] 289,067 61,867 112,201 30,735 6,753 13,056 
Office/R&D at Blocks 36-39 and X3 [b] 27,147 5,435 12,765 3,131 649 1,490 
UCSF Medical Center at Blocks 36-39 
and X3 [c] 



19,850 4,663 8,569 2,243 538 1,009 



Combination of Variants Alternative 
with UCSF Medical Center 281,770 61,095 108,005 29,847 6,642 12,575 



-7,297 -772 -4,196 -888 -111 -481 Difference with Combination of 
Variants Alternative -3% -1% -4% -3% -2% -4% 
Mission Bay Public Safety Building [d] 2,705 464 1,446 365 63 195 
Combination of Variants Alternative 
with UCSF Medical Center, plus Public 
Safety Building in Block 8 



284,475 61,559 109,451 30,212 6,705 12,770 



-4,592 -308 -2,750 -523 -48 -286 Difference with Combination of 
Variants Alternative -2% -0.5% -2% -2% -1% -2% 
Notes: 



[a] Defined in Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.3, p. VII.56; virtually the same 
as approved by the Board of Supervisors in 1998. 



[b] Derived from land uses assigned to the West Subarea; Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume 
I, Tables V.E.6 and V.E.8, pp. V.E.58 and V.E.62, and Volume II, Table VII.G.2, p. VII.51. 



[c] UCSF Medical Center at Mission Bay FEIR (2008), Tables 4.6-5 through 4.6-13, pp. 4.6-19 
trough 4.6.23. 



[d] Tables 5 and 6 from this report; pp. 7 and 8. 
Source: Adavant Consulting from various sources – January 2010 



 
 
As shown in Table 14, the proposed replacement of research and office uses with UCSF 
Medical Center in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the South Plan Area represents a three to four 
percent reduction in the number of daily and PM peak hour trips, compared to the Combination 
of Variants Alternative. 
 
The proposed addition of the Public Safety Building in Block 8 of the South Plan Area 
represents a two percent increase in the number of person or vehicle trips for the daily and PM 
peak hour periods, which would fall within the expected daily variations of traffic volumes. 
 
Table 15 is a comparison of cumulative 2015 levels of service (LOS) under the Combination of 
Variants Alternative and those of the Mission Bay Project for some key intersections likely to be 
traveled to and from the Mission Bay Public Safety Building. Average delays at most 
intersections would improve, with three intersections experiencing improvements in LOS. The 
intersection of Seventh Street and Mission Bay Drive, in particular, would improve from an 
unacceptable LOS E to an acceptable LOS D. The intersection of Fourth and Townsend Streets 
would degrade somewhat but would still maintain an acceptable LOS C.  
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Table 15 
Mission Bay Area Plan 



Intersection Level of Service Comparison at Project Buildout 
Weekday PM Peak Hour 



Project 
Combination of 



Variants Alternative 
Intersection Delay 



(Seconds 
per Vehicle) 



LOS 
Delay 



(Seconds 
per Vehicle) 



LOS 



Third and Townsend Streets 79.7 F 78.8 F 
Third and King Streets 99.1 F 114.4 F 
Fourth and Townsend Streets 14.4 B 18.2 C 
Fourth and King Streets 52.1 D 63.3 D 
16th and Seventh Streets 32.2 D 16.9 C 
16th and Fourth Streets 29.2 D 31.4 D 
16th and Third Streets 25.2 D 17.3 C 
Mariposa Street/I-280 On-Ramp 16.6 C 16.4 C 
Mariposa Street/I-280 Off-Ramp-Owens Street 35.9 D 29.2 D 
Mariposa and Fourth Street 13.6 B 10.2 B 
Mariposa and Third Street 23.7 C 18.6 C 
Seventh Street and Mission Bay Drive 42.3 E 30.0 D 
Source: Mission Bay Project SEIR (1998), Volume II, Table VII.G.4, p. VII.58 



 
 



6. CONCLUSIONS 
This report is a summary of the results of a transportation assessment conducted for a 
proposed Public Safety Building in Block 8 of the Mission Bay South Plan Area of San 
Francisco. The proposed project calls for the Police Administrative Headquarters, the Police 
Station, and the Fire Station to be collocated at the Third/Mission Rock site. The estimated total 
size for the proposed project with the 245-space parking garage is 320,200 gsq.ft. 
 
There would be an average of 404 employees and 350 visitors coming to the site on a typical 
weekday, which represents a daily and PM peak hour demand of 2,705 and 365 person trips, 
respectively. About 1,446 daily vehicle trips (total both ways) and 195 PM peak hour vehicle trips 
would be generated by or would travel to the site. These travel demand estimates are similar to 
those obtained from other police and fire station studies conducted in California and Florida. 
 
The preparers of the Mission Bay Project SEIR assumed that the police and fire stations in 
Block 8 would accommodate about 100 employees. The addition of about 300 employees that 
could be expected at the Public Safety Building under the proposed project represents a one 
percent increase over the total employment assumed in the Mission Bay SEIR for the South 
Plan Area under the Combination of Variants Alternative. This is well within the average daily 
employment variation, including employee absenteeism, etc., of about five percent. 
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The addition of the Public Safety Building also represents a two percent increase in the number 
of person or vehicle trips for the daily and PM peak hour periods, which would fall within the 
expected daily variations of traffic. In addition, the intersections in the Mission Bay South Area 
that would most likely be traveled by those vehicles arriving at or departing from the Public 
Safety Building show sufficient capacity at project buildout under the Combination of Variants 
Alternative to accommodate the modest increase in traffic expected as a result of the project. 
 
The Public Safety Building would also increase the transit ridership in the Mission Bay Area by 
less than one percent for the daily and PM peak hour periods compared with the Combination of 
Variants Alternative, which would fall within the expected daily variations in transit ridership.  
Muni’s Third Street light rail service (T-Third) envisioned as part of the Mission Bay Plan has 
been fully operational since April 2007 and includes a stop in the median of Third Street, across 
from the proposed Public Safety Building. 
 
In addition, the Public Safety Building would comply with all the requirements in regard to 
pedestrian and bicycle conditions as contained in the Design for Development and Streetscape 
Master Plan documents adopted as part of the overall Mission Bay Redevelopment Project. 
 
Furthermore, the proposed replacement of research and office uses with UCSF Medical Center 
in Blocks X3 and 36 to 39 in the South Plan Area represents a three to four percent reduction in 
the number of daily and PM peak hour trips, compared to the Combination of Variants 
Alternative. This is a greater reduction than the increase in trips caused by the Public Safety 
Building. Thus, the construction of the proposed Public Safety Building in Mission Bay is not 
expected to create any significant transportation impacts. 
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EMPLOYEE AND VISITOR ESTIMATES 
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY



Program Size Parking Spaces Employees Visitors
Police Headquarters Bldg. 130,500 sq.ft. 156 vehicles 264 employees 230 visitors
Police Southern Station 27,000 sq.ft. 74 vehicles 125 employees 100 visitors
  - staff 65 employees
  - officers 60 employees
Fire Station 22,000 sq.ft. 15 vehicles 15 employees 20 visitors
Subtotal 179,500 sq.ft. 245 vehicles 404 employees 350 visitors
Fire House No. 30 6,200 sq.ft.
Police Parking 134,500 sq.ft.
TOTAL 320,200 sq.ft.



Program Avg. Employee Density Daily Trip Generation Rates
Police Headquarters Bldg. 494 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
Police Southern Station 216 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
Fire Station 1,467 sq.ft./empl. 4.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor
TOTAL 444 sq.ft./empl. 5.0 p-trips/empl 2.0 p-trips/visitor



Number of Daily Person Trips AM Peak Hour
Program Employees Visitors Total Person Trips
Police Headquarters Bldg. 1,320 person-trips 460 person-trips 1,780 person-trips 205 person-trips
Police Southern Station 625 person-trips 200 person-trips 825 person-trips 95 person-trips
  - staff 325 person-trips
  - officers 300 person-trips
Fire Station 60 person-trips 40 person-trips 100 person-trips 12 person-trips
TOTAL 2,005 person-trips 700 person-trips 2,705 person-trips 312 person-trips



Number of Daily Vehicle Trips
Program Employees Visitors Total
Police Headquarters Bldg. 732 vehicle-trips 114 vehicle-trips 846 vehicle-trips
Police Southern Station 480 vehicle-trips 50 vehicle-trips 530 vehicle-trips
  - staff 180 vehicle-trips
  - officers 300 vehicle-trips
Fire Station 60 vehicle-trips 10 vehicle-trips 70 vehicle-trips
TOTAL 1,272 vehicle-trips 174 vehicle-trips 1,446 vehicle-trips



Number of PM Peak Hour Trips PM Peak Hour
Program Employees Visitors Total Vehicle-trips
Police Headquarters Bldg. 178 person-trips 62 person-trips 240 person-trips 114 vehicle-trips
Police Southern Station 84 person-trips 27 person-trips 111 person-trips 72 vehicle-trips
  - staff 44 person-trips 31 vehicle-trips
  - officers 41 person-trips 41 vehicle-trips
Fire Station 8 person-trips 5 person-trips 14 person-trips 9 vehicle-trips
TOTAL 271 person-trips 95 person-trips 365 person-trips 195 vehicle-trips



35 inbound
161 outbound



Mode No. of Daily Trips PM Peak Hour Trips
Auto 1,921 person-trips 259 person-trips 71%
Transit 464 person-trips 63 person-trips 17%
Other 320 person-trips 43 person-trips 12%
TOTAL 2,705 person-trips 365 person-trips 100%



Program Average Daily Trip Rates
Police HQ plus Station 6.7 p-trips/empl. 16.5 p-trips/ksq.ft 3.1 veh-trips/empl. 7.7 veh-trips/ksq.ft
Fire Station 6.7 p-trips/empl. 4.5 p-trips/ksq.ft 4.0 veh-trips/empl. 2.7 veh-trips/ksq.ft
TOTAL 6.7 p-trips/empl. 15.1 p-trips/ksq.ft 3.1 veh-trips/empl 7.1 veh-trips/ksq.ft



Program Average PM Peak Hour Trip Rates
Police HQ plus Station 0.90 p-trips/empl. 2.23 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.48 veh-trips/empl. 1.18 veh-trips/ksq.ft
Fire Station 0.90 p-trips/empl. 0.61 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.63 veh-trips/empl. 0.43 veh-trips/ksq.ft
TOTAL 0.90 p-trips/empl. 2.03 p-trips/ksq.ft 0.48 veh-trips/empl 1.09 veh-trips/ksq.ft



Trip gen comparison v10.xls Printed on 1/6/2010
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
Police Administration/Headquarters
24 h./day - 7 days a week
Open to the public M-F 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. (156 department vehicles)



Time
PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Administration 1 4 4 9
Chief Office 10 5 15
Equal Employment Opportunity 2 1 3
Fiscal 2 8 4 14
Field Operations Bureau HQ 1 6 3 8 1 19
Legal 1 2 4 10 2 19
Management Control 1 3 11 15
Payroll 3 5 3 1 12
Permits 1 1 7 2 11
Planning 2 2 2 9 1 16
Police Commission Office 2 2
Professional Standards 1 2 3
Record Entry 4 1 3 2 3 3 2 3 21
Recruitment 2 2
Staff Services 7 23 6 36
Support Services 5 5 4 12 8 1 9 2 1 47
Technology 12 2 6 20
TOTAL ARRIVE 0 0 0 4 1 9 15 50 100 61 3 0 1 0 9 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 264



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.5% 0.4% 3.4% 5.7% 18.9% 37.9% 23.1% 1.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 3.4% 1.9% 0.8% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 100.0%



TOTAL DEPART (estimated) 5 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 4 1 9 15 50 100 61 3 0 1 0 9 264



Mission Bay District Station (Total staff 125) (74 marked and unmarked vehicles)



24 h./day - 7 days a week (8 to 10 vehicles used during one shift)
Time



PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Officers shift starts 20 15 15 15 65
Staff (estimated) 5 15 25 15 60
TOTAL ARRIVE 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 15 25 15 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 125



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 20.0% 12.0% 20.0% 12.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 100.0%



Officers shift ends 15 15 20 15 65
Staff Depart (estimated) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 15 25 15 0 0 0 0 0 60
TOTAL DEPART 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 35 25 15 0 0 15 0 0 125



COMBINED Time
PERSONNEL 0:00 1:00 2:00 3:00 4:00 5:00 6:00 7:00 8:00 9:00 10:00 11:00 12:00 13:00 14:00 15:00 16:00 17:00 18:00 19:00 20:00 21:00 22:00 23:00 TOTAL
Arrive 0 0 0 4 1 9 40 65 125 76 3 15 1 0 9 5 17 1 0 0 0 15 0 3 389
Depart 5 2 16 0 0 0 0 15 3 0 0 0 4 1 9 20 85 125 76 3 0 16 0 9 389



0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 1.0% 0.3% 2.3% 10.3% 16.7% 32.1% 19.5% 0.8% 3.9% 0.3% 0.0% 2.3% 1.3% 4.4% 0.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 0.0% 0.8% 100.0%



Trip gen comparison v9.xls Printed on 12/24/2009
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
Police Administration/Headquarters and Mission Bay District Station Combined



TIME ARRIVALS DEPARTURES TOTAL Percentage
Employees Visitors Total Employees Visitors Total Employees Visitors Total IN OUT



0:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 5 1.3% 0.0% 5 0.7% 5 0.6% 0 0.0% 5 0.3% 0% 100%
1:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 2 0.5% 0.0% 2 0.3% 2 0.3% 0 0.0% 2 0.1% 0% 100%
2:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 16 4.1% 0.0% 16 2.2% 16 2.1% 0 0.0% 16 1.1% 0% 100%
3:00 4 1.0% 0.0% 4 0.6% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 4 0.5% 0 0.0% 4 0.3% 100% 0%
4:00 1 0.3% 0.0% 1 0.1% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 0 0.0% 1 0.1% 100% 0%
5:00 9 2.3% 0.0% 9 1.3% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 9 1.2% 0 0.0% 9 0.6% 100% 0%
6:00 40 10.3% 0.0% 40 5.6% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 40 5.1% 0 0.0% 40 2.8% 100% 0%
7:00 65 16.7% 0.0% 65 9.0% 15 3.9% 0.0% 15 2.1% 80 10.3% 0 0.0% 80 5.6% 81% 19%
8:00 125 32.1% 33 10.0% 158 22.0% 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 128 16.5% 33 5.0% 161 11.2% 98% 2% AM Peak Hour
9:00 76 19.5% 33 10.0% 109 15.2% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 76 9.8% 66 10.0% 142 9.9% 77% 23%
10:00 3 0.8% 33 10.0% 36 5.0% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 3 0.4% 66 10.0% 69 4.8% 52% 48%
11:00 15 3.9% 33 10.0% 48 6.7% 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 15 1.9% 66 10.0% 81 5.6% 59% 41%
12:00 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 4 1.0% 33 10.0% 37 5.1% 5 0.6% 66 10.0% 71 4.9% 48% 52%
13:00 0 0.0% 33 10.0% 33 4.6% 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 1 0.1% 66 10.0% 67 4.7% 49% 51%
14:00 9 2.3% 33 10.0% 42 5.8% 9 2.3% 33 10.0% 42 5.8% 18 2.3% 66 10.0% 84 5.8% 50% 50%
15:00 5 1.3% 33 10.0% 38 5.3% 20 5.1% 33 10.0% 53 7.4% 25 3.2% 66 10.0% 91 6.3% 42% 58%
16:00 17 4.4% 33 10.0% 50 7.0% 85 21.9% 33 10.0% 118 16.4% 102 13.1% 66 10.0% 168 11.7% 30% 70%
17:00 1 0.3% 33 10.0% 34 4.7% 125 32.1% 33 10.0% 158 22.0% 126 16.2% 66 10.0% 192 13.4% 18% 82% PM Peak Hour
18:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 76 19.5% 33 10.0% 109 15.2% 76 9.8% 33 5.0% 109 7.6% 0% 100%
19:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 3 0.4% 0 0.0% 3 0.2% 0% 100%
20:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0% 0%
21:00 15 3.9% 0.0% 15 2.1% 16 4.1% 0.0% 16 2.2% 31 4.0% 0 0.0% 31 2.2% 48% 52%
22:00 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0% 0%
23:00 3 0.8% 0.0% 3 0.4% 9 2.3% 0.0% 9 1.3% 12 1.5% 0 0.0% 12 0.8% 25% 75%



TOTAL 389 100% 330 100% 719 100% 389 100% 330 100% 719 100% 778 100% 660 100% 1,438 100% 50% 50%
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
WORK TRIPS - POLICE STATION OFFICERS/FIRE FIGHTERS



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Work Trips: 360 person-trips Work Trips: 49 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [2] AVO [2] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 8.3% Auto 100.0% 1.00 30 30 4 4



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 30 30 4 4
Superdistrict 2 10.6% Auto 100.0% 1.00 38 38 5 5



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 38 38 5 5
Superdistrict 3 23.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 86 86 12 12



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 86 86 12 12
Superdistrict 4 7.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 28 28 4 4



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 28 28 4 4
East Bay 14.3% Auto 100.0% 1.00 51 51 7 7



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 51 51 7 7
North Bay 5.6% Auto 100.0% 1.00 20 20 3 3



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 20 20 3 3
South Bay 26.9% Auto 100.0% 1.00 97 97 13 13



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 97 97 13 13
Out of Region 2.5% Auto 100.0% 1.00 9 9 1 1



Transit 0 0
Walk 0 0
Other 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 9 9 1 1
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 100.0% 1.00 360 360 49 49



Transit 0.0% 0 0
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 360 360 49 49



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-5 Work Trips to SD3 (All)
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Adavant Consulting



Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
WORK TRIPS - STAFF



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Work Trips: 1,645 person-trips Work Trips: 222 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [1] AVO [1] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 8.3% Auto 46.9% 1.30 64 49 9 7



Transit 32.7% 45 6
Walk 17.7% 24 3
Other 2.7% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 137 49 18 7
Superdistrict 2 10.6% Auto 64.6% 1.26 113 89 15 12



Transit 26.4% 46 6
Walk 6.9% 12 2
Other 2.1% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 174 89 24 12
Superdistrict 3 23.9% Auto 59.7% 1.25 235 188 32 25



Transit 20.6% 81 11
Walk 15.1% 59 8
Other 4.6% 18 2



TOTAL 100.0% 393 188 53 25
Superdistrict 4 7.9% Auto 75.7% 1.48 98 66 13 9



Transit 21.5% 28 4
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.8% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 130 66 18 9
East Bay 14.3% Auto 68.8% 1.61 162 101 22 14



Transit 29.7% 70 9
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 1.5% 4 0



TOTAL 100.0% 235 101 32 14
North Bay 5.6% Auto 86.9% 1.44 80 56 11 8



Transit 10.5% 10 1
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.6% 2 0



TOTAL 100.0% 92 56 12 8
South Bay 26.9% Auto 88.5% 1.13 392 347 53 47



Transit 8.8% 39 5
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.7% 12 2



TOTAL 100.0% 443 347 60 47
Out of Region 2.5% Auto 61.8% 1.56 25 16 3 2



Transit 35.3% 15 2
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 2.9% 1 0



TOTAL 100.0% 41 16 6 2
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 71.0% 1.28 1,169 912 158 123



Transit 20.2% 333 45
Walk 5.8% 96 13
Other 2.9% 48 6



TOTAL 100.0% 1,645 912 222 123



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-5 Work Trips to SD3 (All)
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION - WEEKDAY
NON-WORK TRIPS



DAILY PM PEAK HOUR
Total Person-trips: 2,705 person-trips Total Person-trips: 365 person-trips
Non-Work Trips: 700 person-trips Non-Work Trips: 95 person-trips



Daily PM Peak Hour
Origins Distribution [1] Mode Percent [1] AVO [1] Person Vehicle- Person Vehicle-



Trips Trips Trips Trips
Superdistrict 1 13.0% Auto 36.0% 2.03 33 16 4 2



Transit 19.2% 17 2
Walk 33.3% 30 4
Other 11.5% 10 1



TOTAL 100.0% 91 16 12 2
Superdistrict 2 14.0% Auto 68.6% 1.97 67 34 9 5



Transit 14.5% 14 2
Walk 2.4% 2 0
Other 14.5% 14 2



TOTAL 100.0% 98 34 13 5
Superdistrict 3 44.0% Auto 43.7% 2.43 135 55 18 7



Transit 21.5% 66 9
Walk 25.4% 78 11
Other 9.4% 29 4



TOTAL 100.0% 308 55 42 7
Superdistrict 4 7.0% Auto 67.4% 2.51 33 13 4 2



Transit 16.3% 8 1
Walk 7.0% 3 0
Other 9.3% 5 1



TOTAL 100.0% 49 13 7 2
East Bay 9.0% Auto 68.4% 2.59 43 17 6 2



Transit 29.8% 19 3
Walk 1.8% 1 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 63 17 9 2
North Bay 1.0% Auto 100.0% 2.11 7 3 1 0



Transit 0.0% 0 0
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 7 3 1 0
South Bay 9.0% Auto 94.6% 2.28 60 26 8 4



Transit 3.6% 2 0
Walk 1.8% 1 0
Other 0.0% 0 0



TOTAL 100.0% 63 26 9 4
Out of Region 3.0% Auto 73.6% 1.68 15 9 2 1



Transit 21.1% 4 1
Walk 0.0% 0 0
Other 5.3% 1 0



TOTAL 100.0% 21 9 3 1
TOTAL 100.0% Auto 56.1% 2.26 393 174 53 24



Transit 18.8% 131 18
Walk 16.7% 117 16
Other 8.5% 59 8



TOTAL 100.0% 700 174 95 24



Notes:
[1]  SF Guidelines, Appendix E - Table E-15 Visitor Trips to SD3 (All Other)
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Adavant Consulting



Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PARKING DEMAND CALCULATIONS



PROJECT SIZE
Police Headquarters Bldg. 130,500 sq.ft.
Police Southern Station 27,000 sq.ft.
Fire Station 22,000 sq.ft.



Total 179,500 sq.ft.



MIDDAY DEMAND EVENING DEMAND
Police Headquarters Bldg. Police Headquarters Bldg.



Short-Term 114 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 114 daily visitor vehicle-trips
5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



10 spaces 8 spaces
Long-Term 264 daily employees Long-Term 264 daily employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



146 spaces 117 spaces
Total 156 spaces Total 125 spaces



Police Southern Station Police Southern Station
Short-Term 50 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 50 daily visitor vehicle-trips



5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate
100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



5 spaces 4 spaces
Long-Term 65 daily staff employees Long-Term 65 daily staff employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



36 spaces 29 spaces
60 daily officers Long-Term 60 daily officers



100%  of the peak demand (1) 100%  of the peak demand (3)



60 spaces 60 spaces
Total 101 spaces Total 93 spaces



Fire Station Fire Station
Short-Term 10 daily visitor vehicle-trips Short-Term 10 daily visitor vehicle-trips



5.5 turn-over rate 5.5 turn-over rate
100%  of the peak demand (1) 80%  of the peak demand (2)



1 spaces 1 spaces
Long-Term 15 daily employees Long-Term 15 daily employees



100%  of the peak demand (1) 100%  of the peak demand (3)



15 spaces 15 spaces
Total 16 spaces Total 16 spaces



Total Midday Demand: Total Evening Demand:
Short-Term 16 spaces Short-Term 13 spaces
Long-Term 257 spaces Long-Term 221 spaces



TOTAL 273 spaces TOTAL 234 spaces



Note
(1) Peak midday non-residential parking demand typically occurs between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
(2) Evening non-residential parking demand typically represents about 80% of the maximum and typically occurs between 2 and 5 p.m
(3) Assumes 100% of the parking demand for patrol officers and firefighters



Parking Demand Equations
Short-term: Number of daily visitor vehicle-trips / 2 / turnover rate
Long-term: Number of employees on a daily basis x % of employees who drive / average vehicle occupancy



Sources: SF Guidelines , ULI Shared Parking , ITE Shared Parking Planning Guidelines, SF Planning Code
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Public Safety Building at Mission Bay
PROJECT TRIP GENERATION SUMMARY



POLICE FACILITIES
San Mateo, CA Proposed 45,000 sq.ft. 195 employees 231 sq.ft./empl. 590 daily veh.trips 3.03 daily veh.trips/empl 13.11 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.



51 AM veh.trips 9% % daily 0.26 AM veh.trips/empl 1.13 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 10 20% in 41 80% out
88 PM veh.trips 15% % daily 0.45 PM veh.trips/empl 1.96 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 33 38% in 55 63% out



Mammoth Lakes, CA Existing 12,000 sq.ft. 27 employees 444 sq.ft./empl. 264 daily veh.trips 9.78 daily veh.trips/empl 22.00 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
28 AM veh.trips 11% % daily 1.04 AM veh.trips/empl 2.33 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft.
27 PM veh.trips 10% % daily 1.00 PM veh.trips/empl 2.25 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 14 52% in 13 48% out



Los Gatos, CA Proposed 11,000 sq.ft. 23 employees 478 sq.ft./empl. 118 daily veh.trips 5.13 daily veh.trips/empl 10.73 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
15 AM veh.trips 13% % daily 0.65 AM veh.trips/empl 1.36 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 7 47% in 8 53% out
20 PM veh.trips 17% % daily 0.87 PM veh.trips/empl 1.82 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 8 40% in 12 60% out



AVERAGE 22,700 sq.ft. 80 employees 284 sq.ft./empl. 330 daily veh.trips 4.13 daily veh.trips/empl 14.54 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
33 AM veh.trips 10.0% % daily 0.41 AM veh.trips/empl 1.45 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 26% in 25 74% out
45 PM veh.trips 13.6% % daily 0.56 PM veh.trips/empl 1.98 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 18 41% in 27 59% out



FIRE STATION
Scotts Valley,CA Proposed 12,000 sq.ft. 11 employees 1,091 sq.ft./empl. 100 daily veh.trips 9.09 daily veh.trips/empl 8.33 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.



14 AM veh.trips 14% % daily 1.27 AM veh.trips/empl 1.17 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 64% in 5 36% out
10 PM veh.trips 10% % daily 0.91 PM veh.trips/empl 0.83 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 2 20% in 8 80% out



Gainesville,FL Proposed N/A sq.ft. 5 employees N/A sq.ft./empl. 27 daily veh.trips 5.40 daily veh.trips/empl



AVERAGE 12,000 sq.ft. 10 employees 1,200 sq.ft./empl. 70 daily veh.trips 7.00 daily veh.trips/empl 5.83 daily veh.trips/ksq.ft.
14 AM veh.trips 20.0% % daily 1.40 AM veh.trips/empl 1.17 AM veh.trips/ksq.ft. 9 64% in 5 36% out
10 PM veh.trips 14.3% % daily 1.00 PM veh.trips/empl 0.83 PM veh.trips/ksq.ft 2 20% in 8 80% out



Trip gen comparison v9.xls Printed on 12/24/2009
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FINAL
MISSION BAY SUBSEQUENT
EN VIR ONMEN TAL IMPA C T REP 0 R T
City and County of San Francisco Planning Department ¯ San Francisco Redevelopment Agency



Planning Department File No. 96.771E
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Draft SEIR Publication Date: April 11, 1998
Draft SEIR Public Hearing Date: May 12, 1998
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VOLUME I
PROJECT DESCRIPTION, SETTING,



AND IMPACT ANALYSIS



¯ Indicates material that is new or has been revised since publication of the Draft SEIR.



This report has been prepared on post-consumer recycled paper.











III. Project Description



TABLE III.A.1
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT BY LAND USE/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Residential (dwelling units) 3,000 3,090 6,090/c/
~



Commercial Industrial and Office (gross sq. ft.) 0 5,557,000 5,557,000



UCSF (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



Retail



Entertainment-Oriented Retail (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 56,000 445,000



City-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 222,000 583,000 805,000



Neighborhood-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 201,000 257,000 ~



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Public Open Space (acres) 6 41 /d/ 47



Public Facilities (acres)/e/ 1.5/f/ 3.7 If/ 5.2



Notes:
a. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in



this section under "Parking and Loading" under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table
V.E.17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover those portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The componems of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 310,000 gross sq. ft. of City-serving retail on the Castle
Metals site, and 250,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would seek non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units, i.e., 37 %.



d. The 41 acres of public open space in Mission Bay South includes about 8 acres of open space on the proposed UCSF site.
e. The existing Channel Pump Station in Mission Bay North is on about 1.5 acres; the site is not proposed for redevelopment.
f. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under the 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would



be designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.



and Zoning Map would be amended to conform with the proposed Redevelopment Plans; the Mission



Bay Plan, Part II of the Central Waterfront Area Plan, would be rescinded. The UCSF site would be



developed by The Regents as described in the UCSF 1996 Long Range Development Plan (LRDP)/3/,



and as analyzed in the UCSF LRDP Final EIR./4/



The project sponsors are the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency (Redevelopment Agency) and



Catellus Development Corporation (Catellus). The public/private cooperative effort has several
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III. Project Description



TABLE III.A.2
PROPOSED MISSION BAY DEVELOPMENT BY REDEVELOPMENT PLAN LAND USE DESIGNATIONS/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Designation Redevelopment Area Redevelopment AreaGrand Total/b/



Mission Bay Residential



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,920 3,090/b/ 5,010



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 111,000 167,000



Mission Bay North Retail



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 0 389,000



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 222,000 0 222,000



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,080 0 1,080



Hotel
Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 0 56,000 ’ 56,000



UCSF Site/d/



UCSF uses (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



City School Site (acres) 0 2.2 2.2



Open Space (acres) 0 8 8



Commercial Industrial



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 0 4,163,000 4,163,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 58,400 58,400



Commercial Industrial / Retail



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 1,394,000 1,394,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 31,600 31,600



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 23,000 23,000



Mission Bay South Retail



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 560,000/b/ 560,000



Public Facilities (acres, excluding City school site)/f/ 1.5 /e/ 1.5 3.0



Public Open Space (acres, excluding UCSF) 6 33 39



Notes:
a. The locations of the proposed land use designations are shown in Figure III.B.3. Parking is not included in the gross square



footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in this section in "Parking and Loading,"
under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table V.E. 17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section
V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 310,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Castle
Metals site, and 250,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would select non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units.



d. Refer to Table III.B. 1 for details on the UCSF development program.
e. The existing Channel Pump Station, on 1.5 acres of city-owned land, is not proposed for development.
f. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would be



designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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V. Environmental Setting and Impacts
E. Transportation



Impacts



TABLE V.E.6
DALLY AND P.M. PEAK HOUR PERSON TRIPS BY LAND USE TYPE



Land Use Land Use Land Use Daily P.M. Peak
Project Areas Type Intensity Unit/a/ Trips Hour Trips



Mission Bay North Retail 423 ksq. ft. 60,112 2,404
Restaurant 100 ksq. ft. 19,272 2,602
Residential 3,000 d.u. 25,200 4,360
Movie Theater 25 screens 22,089 1,664



Subtotal 126, 673 11,029



Mission Bay South



Central Subarea Retail 167 ksq. ft. 21,787 871
Hotel 500 rooms 3,325 316
Residential 3,090 d.u. 26,141 4,522



Subtotal 51,253 5, 710



East Subarea Office 1,476 ksq. ft. 24,868 2,760
Retail 67 ksq. ft. 8,741 350
R & D 1,476 ksq. ft. 10,776 1,724
Large Retail 273 ksq. ft. 26,118 2,351



Subtotal 70, 503 7,185



West Subarea Office 1,302 ksq. ft. 21,945 2,436
Retail 23 ksq. ft. 3,001 120
R & D 1,305 ksq. ft. 9,509 1,521
Large Retail 310 ksq. ft. 29,658 2,669



Subtotal 64,112 6, 747



UCSF Subarea UCSF 2,650 ksq. ft. 20,180/b/ 2,754
School 500 students 1,484 74



Subtotal 21,664 2, 828



Total Mission Bay North 126,673 11,029



Total Mission Bay South 207,533 22,469



TOTAL PROJECT 334,205 33,499



Notes:
a. ksq. ft. = thousand square feet; d.u. = dwelling units; rooms = hotel guest rooms
b. As noted in the UCSFLong Range Development Plan FEIR, about 10% of these trips would be internal



trips (see Table 12-1, p. 306). This correlates with the overall assumption that about 10% of the total
person trips would be internal trips as explained in "Multi-Use Development Capture Rates" under
"Methodology," in Appendix D.



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates.
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V. Environmental Setting and Impacts
E. Transportation



Impacts



TABLE V.E.8
P.M. PEAK HOUR VEHICLE TRIPS BY LAND USE TYPE



P.M. Peak Hour Vehicle Trips



Land Use Land Use Land Use
Project Areas Type Intensity Units/a/ In Out Total



Mission Bay North Retail 423 ksq. ft. 257 302 559



Restaurant 100 ksq. ft. 273 320 593
Residential 3,000 d.u. 1,277 643 1,920
Movie Theater 25 screens 300 97 397



Subtotal 2,107 1,362 3, 469



Mission Bay South
CentralSubarea Retail 167 ksq. ft. 136 160 296



Hotel 500 rooms 36 95 131



Residential 3,090 d.u. 1,436 724 2,160



Subtotal 1,608 979 2, 587



East Subarea Office 1,476 ksq. ft. 113 1,219 1,332
Retail 90 ksq. ft. 55 64 119
R & D 1,476 ksq. ft. 71 761 832
Large Retail 250 ksq. ft. 489 574 1,063



Subtotal 728 2,618 3,346



West Subarea Office 1,302 ksq. ft. 100 1,075 1,175
Retail 23 ksq. ft. 19 22 41



R & D 1,305 ksq. ft. 62 672 734
Large Retail 310 ksq. ft. 555 652 1,207



Subtotal 736 2, 421 3,157



UCSF Subarea UCSF 2,650 ksq. ft. 243 1,379 1,622
School 500 students 8 18 26



Subtotal 251 1,397 1,648



Total Mission Bay North 2,107 1,362 3,469



Total Mission Bay South 3,323 7,415 10,738



TOTAL PROJECT 5,430 8,777 14,207



Notes:
a. ksq. ft. --- thousand square feet; d.u. = dwelling units; rooms = hotel guest rooms



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates.
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VOLUME II
SETTING AND IMPACT ANALYSIS



(CONTINUED FROM VOLUME I)



Indicates material that is new or has been revised since publication of the Draft SEIR.
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VII. Variants to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



TABLE VII.G.1 ¯



SUMMARY OF PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BY LAND USE/a/
PROJECT WITH COMBINATION OF VARIANTS



CURRENTLY UNDER CONSIDERATION BY THE PROJECT SPONSORS



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Residential (dwelling units) 3,000 3,090 6,090/c/



Commercial Industrial and Office (gross sq. ft.) 0 6,621,000 6,621,000



UCSF (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000



Retail



Entertainment-Oriented Retail (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 56,000 445,000



City-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 111,000 128,000 239,000



Neighborhood-Serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 201,000 257,000



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500



Public Open Space (acres)/d/ 6 4lie/ 47



Public Facilities (acres) 1.5 If/ 3.7/g/ 5.2



Notes:
a. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in



this section under "Parking and Loading" under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land Uses," and are discussed in Table
V.E. 17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts, pp. V.E.95-V.E. 101.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover those portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not
owned by Catellus. The components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land
owned by Catellus consist bf 90 dwelling units along Third Street, 604,000 gross sq. ft. of commercial/industrial and 50,000
gross sq. ft. of City-serving retail on the Castle Metals site, and 460,000 gross sq. ft. of commercial/industrial/retail and
40,000 city-serving retail on the Esprit site.
The changes from the proposed project include the reduction of 111,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail in Mission Bay North
and 455,000 gross sq. ft. in Mission Bay South, for a total reduction of 566,000 gross sq. ft.; the addition of 1,064,000 gross
sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial and Office space in Mission Bay South; and the addition of the 15,000-gross-sq.-ft. commercial
building in the open space near Pier 64.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the
Channel, the Redevelopment Agency would seek non-profit developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units, i.e., 37%.



d. Additionally, approximately 2 more acres of public open space would be developed by Catellus on adjacent port property
outside of the Project Area as an expanded bayfront open space area.



e. The 41 acres of public open space in Mission Bay South includes about 8 acres of open space on the proposed UCSF site.
f. The existing Channel Pump Station in Mission Bay North is on about 1.5 acres; the site is not proposed for redevelopment.
g. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under the 1-280 elevated freeway that is not otherwise designated Public



Open Space would be designated Public Facilities.



Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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VII. Variams to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



TABLE VII.G.2 ¯
PROJECT WITH COMBINATION OF VARIANTS



LAND USE DESIGNATIONS/a/



Mission Bay North Mission Bay South
Land Use Designation Redevelopment Area Redevelopment Area Grand Total/b/



Mission Bay Residential



Dwelling Units/c/ 1,920 3,090/b/ 5,010
Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 56,000 111,000 167,000



Mission Bay North Retail



Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 389,000 0 389,000
City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 111,000 0 111,000
Dwelling Units/c/ 1,080 0 1,080



Hotel



Hotel (rooms) 0 500 500
Entertainment-oriented Commercial (gross sq. ft.) 0 56,000 56,000



UCSF Site/e/



UCSF uses (gross sq. ft.) 0 2,650,000 2,650,000
City School Site (acres) 0 2.2 2.2
Open Space (acres) 0 8 8



Commercial Industrial



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.) 0 4,163,000 4,163,000
Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 58,400 58,400



Commercial Industrial / Retail



Commercial Industrial (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 0 2,458,000 2,458,000



Neighborhood-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 31,600 31,600
City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.)/d/ 0 128,000 128,000



Mission Bay South Retail/d/



City-serving Retail (gross sq. ft.) 0 0 0



Public Facilities (acres, excluding City school site)/g/ 1.5/f/ 1.5 3.0



Public Open Space (acres, excluding UCSF)ha/ 6 33 39



Notes:
a. The locations of the proposed land use designations are shown in Figure VII.G.1. Parking is not included in the gross square footage totals given for



each land use. Maximum parking allowances are outlined in this section in "Parking and Loading," under "Redevelopment Plans and Proposed Land
Uses," and are d|scussed in Table V.E.17 and "Parking Impacts" in Section V.E, Transportation: Impacts.



b. The conceptual agreements between the City and Catellus do not cover portions of the proposed Redevelopment Areas not owned by Catellus. The
components of the proposed development program summarized in the Grand Total that are not on land owned by Catellus consist of 90 dwelling units
along Third Street, 560,000 gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial and 50,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Castle Metals site, 44,000
gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial on the three small parcels at the northeastern corner of the Castle Metals s~te, and 460,000 gross sq. ft. of
Commercial Industrial and 40,000 gross sq. ft. of city-serving retail on the Esprit site.



c. Of the 3,000 dwelling units north of the Channel, 20% would be affordable units. Of the 3,090 dwelling units south of the Channel, the
Redevelopment Agency would select developers to build approximately 1,100 affordable units.



d. The changes from the project in gross floor area would be as follows: a reduction of 111,000 gross sq. ft. in Mission Bay North City Serving Retail;
the addition of 1,169,000 gross sq. ft. of Commercial Industrial/Retail, of which 1,064,000 gross sq. ft. would be Commercial Industrial and 105,000
gross sq. ft. would be Retail; and the reduction of 560,000 gross sq. ft. of Mission Bay South Retail (thereby eliminating that land use designation).



e. Refer to Table I]I.B.1 for details on the UCSF development program.
f. The existing Channel Pump Station, on 1.5 acres of city-owned land, is not proposed for development.
g. In addition to the acreages shown in the tables, land under 1-280 that is not otherwise designated Public Open Space would be designated Public



Facilities.
h. Approximately 2 more acres of public open space would be developed on adjacent port property outside of the Project Area as an expanded bayfront



open space area.
Source: Catellus Development Corporation and San Francisco Redevelopment Agency.
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VII. Variants to the Proposed Project
G. Combination of Variants



project. The reduced retail development associated with no Berry Street crossing would reduce building



massing on the northeastern-most block of the Project Area.



Transportation



Roadway modifications under this combination of variants include the realignment of Terry A.



Francois Boulevard to the west to provide open space closer to the waterfront. There would be no at-



grade rail crossing at Berry Street, and Berry Street would be extended around the end of China Basin
Channel to intersect with The Common immediately east of the Caltrain tracks. These roadway



modifications would provide emergency access from Seventh Street by crossing the median between



South and North Common Streets. They would provide direct egress from Mission Bay North’s west



end to Seventh Street. They would also provide fairly direct access from Mission Bay South to



Mission Bay North that would not be dependent on bridges. Pertinent land use changes are discussed



above under "Description."



¯ In summary, these land use changes would change p.m. peak hour trip generation as follows: 2,765



fewer person trips; 1,150 fewer vehicle trips (in- and outbound); fewer inbound transit trips but 40



more outbound transit trips; 10 more inbound and 200 more outbound bicycle and pedestrian trips.



The 2,765 fewer p.m. peak hour person trips under this combination of variants would be a reduction



of approximately 8% in comparison to the proposed project. Table VII.G.3 compares the p.m. peak



hour person trip generation from this combination with that of the project.



TABLE VII.G.3 ¯



PM PEAK HOUR PERSON TRIP GENERATION IN 2015
COMBINATION OF VARIANTS COMPARED WITH PROJECT



Area Project Combination of Variants Difference



Mission Bay 11,030 10,710 -320
North



Mission Bay 22,470 20,025 -2,445
South



Total 33,500 30,735 -2,765



Source: Wilbur Smith Associates
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TABLE 3-2 
UCSF MEDICAL CENTER AT MISSION BAY PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT BY PHASE 



 GSFa ASFb RSFc 



LRDP Phase (289 bed Hospital)    



Hospital 621,000 473,081 558,900 



Outpatient Building (incl. HSB) 213,500 147,761 192,150 



Cancer Outpatient Building 123,000 72,781 110,700 



Energy Center 36,000 n/ad 32,400 



Parking spaces: 476 in surface, 600 in parking structure    



LRDP Phase Total 993,500  894,150 



Parking: 1,075    



Future Phase (261 bed Hospital) 793,500 tbde 714,150 



Parking: + 225–925    



TOTAL (550-bed Hospital) 1,787,000  1,608,300 



Parking: 1,300–2,000    



 
 
a GSF = gross square feet 
b ASF = assignable square feet -- used for UCSF space assignments 
c RSF = rentable square feet – used to define entitlement of SFRA Mission Bay Plan development 
d n/a = not applicable 
e tbd = to be determined 
 
SFRA entitlement for Blocks 36-39 is 1,020,000 rentable square feet 
SFRA entitlement for Block X3 is 588,300 rentable square feet 
 
SOURCE: UCSF Campus Planning, 2008 
 



 



TABLE 3-3 
UCSF MEDICAL CENTER AT MISSION BAY PROJECTED POPULATION 



 
Population 



LRDP Phase 
GSFa 



Future Phase 
ASFb 



Total 
RSFc 



Staff 923 973 1,896 



House Staff / Intern / Student 172 156 328 



Patients, Visitors and Vendors 4,036 3,409 7,445 



Total  5,131 4,538 9,669 
 
 
a GSF = gross square feet 
b ASF = assignable square feet -- used for UCSF space assignments 
c RSF = rentable square feet – used to define entitlement of SFRA Mission Bay Plan development 
 
SOURCE: UCSF Campus Planning, 2008 
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4.6 Transportation and Traffic 
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TABLE 4.6-4 
PERSON-TRIP GENERATION RATES 



Population Group 
Weekday Daily 



Person Trip Ratea 



Weekday PM Peak 
Hour Trip Rate 



(Percent of Total 
Daily Trips) 



Physician/Faculty 2.23 12% 



Hospital Staff 2.23 23% 



House Staff/Intern/Student 2.23 13% 



Hospital Patients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Patients 2.00 7% 



Outpatients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Outpatients 2.00 9% 



Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 2.00 7% 



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 2.00 10% 
 



a  
Daily person trips per physician, staff, student, patient, visitor and vendor taken from 2005 LRDP Amendment #2 
EIR (2005) 



SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
 



 



TABLE 4.6-5 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 622 1,153 



Hospital Staff 1,405 3,011 



House Staff/Intern/Student 415 796 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 2,442 4,960 



Hospital Patients 492 936 



Visitors to Patients 1,230 2,340 



Outpatients 3,120 5,676 



Visitors to Outpatients 3,120 5,676 



Visitors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 78 188 



Vendors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 32 74 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 8,072 14,890 



TOTAL 10,514 19,850 



Current Totals Compared to Totals analyzed 
in the 2005 EIR 



-4,306 -4,685 



 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-6 
WEEKDAY PM PEAK-HOUR PERSON TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 75 138 
Hospital Staff 323 693 
House Staff/Intern/Student 54 103 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 452 934 



Hospital Patients 89 168 
Visitors to Patients 111 211 
Outpatients 218 397 
Visitors to Outpatients 281 511 
Visitors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 7 17 
Vendors to Hospital / Outpatient Staff 2 5 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 708 1,309 
TOTAL 1,160 2,243 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed in the 
2005 EIR 



-724 -926 



 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-7 
TRIP DISTRIBUTIONa 



Geographic Region Percentage 



San Francisco 61 



North Bay b 



East Bay 10 



South Bay 29 



Total 100 
 
 
a 



Based on 2005 LRDP Amendment #2 EIR data 
b  North Bay percentage of 2% included in San Francisco geographic region 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-8 
MODE CHOICE ALLOCATIONa 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car- 
pool 



Van- 
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor- 
cycle Walk 



Physician/Faculty 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Hospital Staff 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
House Staff/Intern/Student 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Hospital Patients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Patients 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Outpatients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Outpatients 36% 5% 15% 9% 21% 5% 2% 7% 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 59% 5% 11% 4% 6% 7% 2% 6% 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 



 



a 
Based on transportation surveys conducted at Parnassus Heights in 1992 and 1999, and Mission Bay SEIR data. 



 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-9 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION – LRDP PHASE 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car- 
pool 



Van- 
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor-
cycle Walk Totala 



Physician/Faculty 367 31 68 25 37 44 12 37 621
Hospital Staff 506 70 211 126 295 70 28 98 1,404
House Staff/Intern/Student 149 21 62 37 87 21 8 29 414



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 1,022 122 341 189 419 135 49 165 2,442
Hospital Patients 177 25 74 44 103 25 10 34 492
Visitors to Patients 726 62 135 49 74 86 25 74 1,231
Outpatients 1,123 156 468 281 655 156 62 218 3,119
Visitors to Outpatients 1,123 156 468 281 655 156 62 218 3,119
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



46 4 9 3 5 5 2 5 
79



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient  
Staff 



32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 3,227 402 1,154 658 1,492 428 161 550 8,072
TOTAL 4,249 524 1,495 847 1,912 563 210 714 10,514



Current Totals Compared to 
Total analyzed in the 2005 EIR 



-1,841 -209 -591 -330 -740 -227 -83 -284 -4,305



 
 
a – Values are rounded.  Minor differences in numbers between tables are due to rounding. 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-10 
WEEKDAY DAILY PERSON TRIPS BY MODE OF TRANSPORTATION – FUTURE PHASE 



Population Group 
Drive 
Alone 



Drop 
Off 



Car-
pool 



Van-
pool Muni 



Other 
Transit 



Bike/ 
Motor-
cycle Walk Totala 



Physician/Faculty 680 58 127 46 69 81 23 69 1,153
Hospital Staff 1,084 151 452 271 632 151 60 211 3,012
House Staff/Intern/Student 287 40 119 72 167 40 16 56  797
Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 2,051 248 698 389 869 271 99 336 4,961



Hospital Patients 337 47 140 84 197 47 19 66  937
Visitors to Patients 1,381 117 257 94 140 164 47 140 2,340
Outpatients 2,043 284 851 511 1,192 284 114 397 5,676
Visitors to Outpatients 2,043 284 851 511 1,192 284 114 397 5,676
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



111 9 21 8 11 13 4 11 
 188



Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient 
Staff 



74 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
74



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 5,989 741 2,121 1,207 2,732 791 296 1,012 14,889
TOTAL 8,040 989 2,819 1,596 3,601 1,062 396 1,347 19,850



Current Totals Compared to 
Total analyzed in the 2005 EIR 



-2,020 -225 -638 -358 -803 -245 -90 -306 -4,685



 
 
a – Values are rounded.  Minor differences in numbers between tables are due to rounding. 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



Auto Occupancy 



Automobile occupancy (the number of persons per vehicle) is also sensitive to the population 
group and the type of trip. Table 4.6-11, and Tables 4.6-12 and 4.6-13, detail the average auto 
occupancy rates, and the weekday daily and p.m. peak-hour vehicle trips by population group, 
respectively (the latter for LRDP Phase and Future Phase of the proposed project [and how the 
proposed project compares to the development envelopes analyzed in the 2005 EIR]).  



TABLE 4.6-11 
AVERAGE AUTO OCCUPANCY RATESa 



Population Group People per Vehicle 



Physician/Faculty 1.1 
Hospital Staff 1.2 
House Staff/Intern/Student 1.2 
Hospital Patients 1.2 
Visitors to Patients 1.1 
Outpatients and their Visitors 2.4 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 1.1 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 1.0 



 



 
a 



Based on transportation surveys conducted at Parnassus Heights in 1992 and 1999. 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 
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TABLE 4.6-12 
WEEKDAY DAILY VEHICLE TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 469 869 
Hospital Staff 771 1,653 
House Staff/Intern/Student 228 437 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 1,468 2,959 
Hospital Patients 270 514 
Visitors to Patients 927 1,764 
Outpatients and their Visitors 1,713 3,116 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 59 142 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 32 74 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 3,001 5,610 



TOTAL 4,469 8,569 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed 
in the 2005 EIR 



-2,480 -2,981 



 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 



 



TABLE 4.6-13 
WEEKDAY PM PEAK HOUR VEHICLE TRIPS 



Population Group LRDP Phase Future Phase 



Physician/Faculty 56 104 
Hospital Staff 177 380 
House Staff/Intern/Student 29 57 



Subtotal Faculty/Staff/Students 262 541 
Hospital Patients 24 46 
Visitors to Patients 65 124 
Outpatients and their Visitors 154 281 
Visitors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 4 10 
Vendors to Hospital/Outpatient Staff 4 7 



Subtotal Patients/Visitors 251 468 



TOTAL 513 1,009 



Current Totals Compared to Total analyzed in 
the 2005 EIR 



-412 -552 



 
 
 
SOURCE: Adavant Consulting, 2008 



 



 

























From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:35:55 PM


I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 10:20:56 AM


Yes, of course!  Replacement table is presented below.  And cc:ing everyone else, so we are on the
same page.  Thanks again.
 
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Cumulative with
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 10:16 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Ok, and at the risk of any misunderstandings, the fourth scenario for Wind Hazard should also be
Cumulative with Project?
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 9:33 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
 
Clarke:
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Yes, correct; I meant to say Cumulative with Project in the fourth scenario; see replacement table
below.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 10:24 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Paul, thanks for the summary. We’ll work with RWDI to re-run per these parameters. Can you clarify
the third and fourth highlighted scenario though? Is the last meant to read ‘Cumulative w/ Project’
instead of ‘without’?
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
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prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50:26 AM


Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Molly Hayes
To: Moy, Barbara; Miller, Don (DPW); Rivera, Javier; Kwong, John; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller; "Sekhri,


Neil"; ""Magrath, William A.S." (WMagrath@gibsondunn.com)"; "David Ron"; Ben Ron (Ben@martinron.com);
Kate Aufhauser; "David Carlock"; Jacob Nguyen; HCI; David Kelly


Subject: GSW/MBDG Map and Permit Meeting - Notes
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:05:02 PM
Attachments: image001.png


2015.01.30_MBTF_Map_Permit_Meeting.pdf


All,
 
Attached are the notes from our meeting on Friday. I have copied the action items below as well.
 
Best,
Molly
 
Action Items:


·         GSW
o    GSW to add soil report to the tentative map checklist.
o    GSW/Strada to clarify with Jeremy (OWED) what can be accomplished before site


permit sign-off.
o    GSW to update the timeline according to comments [esp. add easements schedule].


·         Gibson Dunn
o    Gibson Dunn to update the summary of easements according to comments.


·         MBTF
o    MBTF to report whether Lot 7 would require a resolution or ordinance.
o    MBTF to confirm if DBI may provide permits before Final Map approval.
o    MBTF to confirm if GSW can begin a test pile program before Final Map approval.


Follow-Up Meetings:
·         GSW to meet again with MBTF to review infrastructure sequencing this month.
·         MBTF and OCII to meet with GSW and MBDG about vertical and horizontal coordination.
·         MBTF to meet with PUC to discuss easements. MBTF to meet with GSW team afterwards if


needed
·         MBTF and OCII to meet with Erin Miller about Lot 7.
·         MBTF to meet with City Attorney about Lot 7.


 
 
--
Molly Hayes
Arena Project Analyst | Golden State Warriors
Direct (571)-216-9205 | mhayes@warriors.com
1011 Broadway | Oakland, CA | 94607
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Participants: Barbara Moy, Don Miller, Robert Hanley, Catherine Reilly, Clarke Miller, Molly Hayes, Jacob 
Nguyen, Guy Hollins, Ben Ron, David Ron, Neil Sekhri, Bill Magrath 
 
Action Items: 



 GSW 
o GSW to add soil report to the tentative map checklist. 
o GSW/Strada to clarify with Jeremy (OWED) what can be accomplished before site permit 



sign-off. 
o GSW to update the timeline according to comments [esp. add easements schedule]. 



 Gibson Dunn 
o Gibson Dunn to update the summary of easements according to comments. 



 MBTF 
o MBTF to report whether Lot 7 would require a resolution or ordinance. 
o MBTF to confirm if DBI may provide permits before Final Map approval. 
o MBTF to confirm if GSW can begin a test pile program before Final Map approval. 



Follow-Up Meetings: 



 GSW to meet again with MBTF to review infrastructure sequencing this month. 



 MBTF and OCII to meet with GSW and MBDG about vertical and horizontal coordination. 



 MBTF to meet with PUC to discuss easements. MBTF to meet with GSW team afterwards if 
needed 



 MBTF and OCII to meet with Erin Miller about Lot 7. 



 MBTF to meet with City Attorney about Lot 7.  
 
Notes: 
Conceptual Tentative Map  



 Parcel B 
o Name may change 
o Extends to the bottom of the ground 
o Encompasses the airspace above structures as well  



 Reasons for dividing in this way: 
o Fewer parcels reduces complexity of City review 
o Financing 
o Functional purpose  
o Design flexibility 
o Etc.  



 Note: There will be three (3) additional parcels not shown 
o Street dedication 
o Terry Francois Boulevard 
o P22 park 



 
Map Timeline 



 Specific comments from timeline 
o Line item 9: Not an OCII request  
o Line item 12: Will likely be one month earlier 
o Dates should be adjusted to move August dates into September  



 Sequencing with Major Phase/ SEIR certification 
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o GSW strategy is to submit the tentative map, have it reviewed and informally approved 
by DPW, use it as basis to draft PIA, Improvement Plan, and Final Map. Then “shelve” 
them until Major Phase approval and SEIR certification 



o Tentative and Final maps will be approved after SEIR  
o GSW intends to close on land before map can be officially approved 



 MBTF acceleration 
o MBTF agrees to send draft changes to GSW during the end of the tentative map review 



period  



 City final map review period 
o Two (2) weeks will be spent to finalize the comments [line item 13] 
o In reality, the City will begin reviewing the final map earlier  



 Coordination 
o GSW is creating a visual schedule for infrastructure improvements around Blocks 29-32 



and will review with MBDG to align on schedule and coordination. 
o MBTF will come to a GSW/MBDG Coordination meeting eventually 



 Northern section of 16th St 
o Can MBDG do infrastructure improvements before the tentative map finalization? 
o They can if work is on public land/within ROW 
o Will require official City permission if on GSW land 



 Easements submittal 
o Prior to taking the Final Map to the Board of Supervisors  



 
Easements  



 SFPUC easements 
o Three (3) can be vacated without Board involvement, once they are cleared with SFPUC 
o Sewer easement to 3rd St must be vacated 



 Unless Don Miller and SFPUC constitute it as abandoned  



 Lot 7 
o Process: 



 Assess the value of the land 
 Assess that there is no traffic need [i.e. originally for an acceleration lane] 
 John Updike would write a letter to the Board of Supervisors  
 The BoS would sell the land  



o GSW is recommended to discuss with Erin Miller  
o The City will determine if Lot 7 could be acquired before or after CEQA entitlement  
o Would GSW want to pursue? 



 
 













From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:07:49 PM


I will be back at my desk from12.30 to 3. Brett is going to call in as well. What time
works for you two?


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 10:17 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Catherine:
 
Is there a good time today that works for you to discuss wind over the phone?  I want to make sure
we are on the same page prior to Clarke re-running their wind model scenarios.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
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Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation
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Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Molly Hayes
To: Moy, Barbara; Miller, Don (DPW); Rivera, Javier; Kwong, John; Reilly, Catherine (CII); "Clarke Miller"; "Sekhri,


Neil"; Magrath, William A.S.; "David Ron"; Ben Ron (Ben@martinron.com); Peter Bryan; Kate Aufhauser; "David
Carlock"; Jacob Nguyen; HCI; David Kelly; David Van Atta


Subject: GSW - Permits and Mapping - Agenda & Attachments
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 2:08:19 PM


All,
 
Please see the links below to download several items prior to the meeting tomorrow. Thank you, and
I look forward to seeing you there.
 
Best,
Molly
 
ATTACHMENTS:
Agenda
Summary of Easements
Tentative Map
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: Moy, Barbara [mailto:Barbara.Moy@sfdpw.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 05, 2015 2:58 PM
To: Moy, Barbara; Miller, Don (DPW); Rivera, Javier; Kwong, John; Molly Hayes; Reilly, Catherine (CII);
'Clarke Miller'; 'Sekhri, Neil'; Magrath, William A.S.; 'David Ron'; Ben Ron (Ben@martinron.com); Peter
Bryan; Kate Aufhauser; 'David Carlock'; Jacob Nguyen; HCI; David Kelly; David Van Atta
Subject: GSW - Permits and Mapping
When: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 30 Van Ness, 5th Floor Main Conference Room
 
 
When: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:00 AM-10:30 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: 30 Van Ness, 5th Floor Main Conference Room
Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.
*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*~*
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From: Kate Aufhauser
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 6:42:03 PM
Attachments: image003.png


image004.png
2015.01.28_Datums_Methodology_Deck_For_Catherine.pdf


Catherine –
We had some trouble scheduling the group this week, so I’m attaching our draft work here as a .pdf
instead for your review. When you’re ready, we’ll be happy to discuss any questions you might have
about the calculations.
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:09 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Here are times i am available
 
Tues - 9.30 to 11
Wed - 11-12 and 1 to 3
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:01/29/2015 8:18 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,whon@manicaarchitecture.com,David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Catherine –
 
We’ve been working with Manica’s team to reconcile project elevations according to the below, and
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GSW Blocks 29-32 – Building Elevations 











DRAFT DOCUMENT - SUBJECT TO CHANGE – NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 



Previous Methodology 



• SD progress drawings 
– One datum (SF Datum) for whole site 



• SF Datum = 100’ MB Datum  



• SF Datum = midpoint of TFB 



• Major Phase documentation 
– Individual datums for office buildings  



• Off the street levels nearest them 



– One datum (project datum) for overall 
site & non-office buildings  



– Rounded numbers for ease of public 
consumption 



– Compliance with the Redevelopment 
Plan limits 



 Major Phase Site Plan 
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Revised Methodology 



Civil Grading Plan 



For each structure on-site: analyze against 
the sidewalks bordering the structure  
 



1. Define relevant average street 
elevations 
– ID each point where building massing 



changes (new building face) 



– At each point, ID nearest available grade 
point of the sidewalk* 



– Average the identified grade points 



2. Average the elevations for each 
street adjacent to building 



3. Subtract San Francisco datum  



4. Determine building height  



*Sidewalk elevations reflect conditions for a 
completed (post-construction) project. 
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3rd St (avg) = 102.39’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
102.39’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 2.39’ 



 



Building height* = 
7.61’ 
 



Building elevation =   



7.61’ + 2.39’ = 10’ 



 



*Assumes the plaza’s length 
is the full length of 3rd Street.  



Main Plaza 



MAIN PLAZA 



OFFICE PODIUM 



OFFICE PODIUM 



OFFICE TOWER 
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3rd St (avg) = 102.77’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation 
= 102.77’ 



 



San Francisco  



Datum = 2.77’ 



 



Building height = 
26.73’ 
 



Building elevation =  



26.73’ + 2.77’ = 29.5’ 



Gatehouse 



GATE  
HOUSE 



MAIN PLAZA 



OFFICE PODIUM 



OFFICE PODIUM 
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South St. (avg) = 101.87’ 



 



3rd St. (avg) = 102.29’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(101.87’+102.29’)/2 = 102.08’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 2.08’ 



 



Building height = 89.92’ 
 



Building elevation =  



89.92’ + 2.08’ = 92’ 



South Street Podium 



OFFICE PODIUM 



OFFICE TOWER 



MAIN PLAZA 
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South Street Tower South Street Tower 



South St. (avg) = 101.87’ 



 



3rd St. (avg) = 102.29’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(101.87’+102.29’)/2 = 102.08’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 2.08’ 



 



Building height = 
159.92’ 
 



Building elevation =  



159.92’ + 2.08’ = 162’ 



OFFICE TOWER 



OFFICE PODIUM 



MAIN PLAZA 
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Food Hall 



South St. (avg) = 100.72’ 



 



TFB (avg) = 100.28’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(100.72’+100.28’)/2 = 100.5’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 0.5’ 



 



Building height = 40.5’ 
 



Building elevation =  



40.5’ + 0.5’ = 41’ 



FOOD HALL 



EVENT CENTER 



BAYFRONT TERRACE 
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Event Center 



16th St.(avg) = 101.08’ 



 



TFB (avg) = 100.55’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(101.08’+100.55’)/2 = 100.82’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 0.82’ 



 



Building height = 134.18’ 
 



Building elevation =  



134.18’ + 0.82’ = 135’ 



EVENT CENTER BAYFRONT 
OVERLOOK 



BAYFRONT TERRACE 



SE PLAZA 
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16th St.(avg) = 101.08’ 
 



TFB (avg) = 100.55’ 
 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(101.08’+100.55’)/2 = 100.82’ 
 



San Francisco Datum = 0.82’ 
 



Building height =  121.18’ 
 



Building elevation =  



121.18’ + 0.82’ = 122’ 



Bayfront Terrace* BAYFRONT TERRACE 



EVENT CENTER BAYFRONT 
OVERLOOK 



SE PLAZA 



*Uses 16th St. and TFB because 
the Bayfront Terrace is part of 
the Event Center building 
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TFB (avg) = 100.55’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
100.55’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 0.55’ 



 



Building height = 25.45’ 
 



Building elevation =  



25.45’ + 0.55’ = 26’  



Bayfront Overlook 



BAYFRONT 
OVERLOOK 



EVENT CENTER 



BAYFRONT TERRACE 



SE PLAZA 
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SE Plaza 



16th St.(avg) = 101.08’ 



 



TFB (avg) = 100.55’ 



 



Average Sidewalk Elevation = 
(101.08’+100.55’)/2 = 100.82’ 



 



San Francisco Datum = 0.82’ 



 



Building height = -0.82’ 
 



Building elevation =  



-0.82’ + 0.82’ = 0’  



SE PLAZA 



EVENT CENTER BAYFRONT 
OVERLOOK 



BAYFRONT TERRACE 
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16th Street Podium 



3rd St. (avg) = 102.90’ 
 
16th St. (avg) = 102.12’ 
 
Average Sidewalk  
Elevation =  
(102.90’+102.12’)/2 = 102.51’ 
 
San Francisco Datum = 2.51’ 
 



Building height* = 90.49’ 
 
Building elevation =  
90.49’ + 2.51’ = 93’ 
 
*0.49’ will be removed for a 
max. height of 90’  



OFFICE PODIUM 



OFFICE TOWER 



 ! 
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3rd St. (avg) = 102.90’ 
 



16th St. (avg) = 102.12’ 
 



Average Sidewalk  



Elevation =  



(102.90’+102.12’)/2 = 102.51’ 
 



San Francisco Datum = 2.51’ 
 



Building height* = 160.49’  
 



Building elevation =  



160.49’ + 2.51’ = 163 



 



*0.49’ will be removed for a 
max. height of 160’ 



16th Street Tower 



OFFICE TOWER 



OFFICE PODIUM 



 ! 
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16th St. Tower Proposed Revision 



• Keep lobby FFE at 3’ 0’’,  remove 6’’ from lobby ceiling 



• Result: max. podium height of 90’, and max. tower height of 



160’ 



– No DforD variance required 



– No Plan amendment required 
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Next Steps 



• Resolve for BC/SD set: How should datums / elevations / heights be represented 
given different packages? 



– Individual packages  Individual buildings  Individual datum 



• Resolve for Site Permit: How should datums / elevations / heights be 
represented given one site permit for entire project?  



– One permit  Multiple buildings  Multiple datums 



• Resolve for CEQA: Translate finished floor elevations for all grade-level building 
entries and garage entries into NAV88 datum 



– SLR risk assessment 



– Waiting on confirmation / detail from civil engineers (ongoing design work)  












would like to take some time next week to walk you through the methodology and results. Do you
have an hour for a join.me with us next Mon/Tues/Wed? It will likely take less than 60 min., but just
being conservative...
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com
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From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 


“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:


• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the
building.


• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20
feet in height above the roof level.


• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,
where such features are not used for human occupancy”
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ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.


 
We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-
safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe
design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and
will forward the reply when available.


 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell







ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Murphy, Mary G.
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:48:32 PM


Also, I know you are aware of the lead agency responsibilities to maintain the administrative record
under AB 900 (referenced in the letter) in a contemporaneous fashion.  Here is the section for your
reference: 
 
21186.  Notwithstanding any other law, the preparation and
certification of the administrative record for a leadership project
certified by the Governor shall be performed in the following manner:
   (a) The lead agency for the project shall prepare the
administrative record pursuant to this division concurrently with the
administrative process.
   (b) All documents and other materials placed in the administrative
record shall be posted on, and be downloadable from, an Internet Web
site maintained by the lead agency commencing with the date of the
release of the draft environmental impact report.
   (c) The lead agency shall make available to the public in a
readily accessible electronic format the draft environmental impact
report and all other documents submitted to, or relied on by, the
lead agency in the preparation of the draft environmental impact
report.
   (d) A document prepared by the lead agency or submitted by the
applicant after the date of the release of the draft environmental
impact report that is a part of the record of the proceedings shall
be made available to the public in a readily accessible electronic
format within five business days after the document is released or
received by the lead agency.
   (e) The lead agency shall encourage written comments on the
project to be submitted in a readily accessible electronic format,
and shall make any comment available to the public in a readily
accessible electronic format within five days of its receipt.
   (f) Within seven business days after the receipt of any comment
that is not in an electronic format, the lead agency shall convert
that comment into a readily accessible electronic format and make it
available to the public in that format.
   (g) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b) to (f), inclusive, documents
submitted to or relied on by the lead agency that were not prepared
specifically for the project and are copyright protected are not
required to be made readily accessible in an electronic format. For
those copyright-protected documents, the lead agency shall make an
index of these documents available in an electronic format no later
than the date of the release of the draft environmental impact
report, or within five business days if the document is received or
relied on by the lead agency after the release of the draft
environmental impact report. The index must specify the libraries or
lead agency offices in which hardcopies of the copyrighted materials
are available for public review.
   (h) The lead agency shall certify the final administrative record
within five days of its approval of the project.
   (i) Any dispute arising from the administrative record shall be
resolved by the superior court. Unless the superior court directs
otherwise, a party disputing the content of the record shall file a
motion to augment the record at the time it files its initial brief.
   (j) The contents of the record of proceedings shall be as set
forth in subdivision (e) of Section 21167.6.
 
 
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN


Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
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From: Murphy, Mary G. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'; Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
HI Catherine,
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900
certification, there are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources
Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f) are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and
enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation measures to be a condition of approval (in other
words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program (MMRP) Agreement and that
is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the Court of Appeal is
hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section:
 
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions
are met:
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of
one hundred
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon
completion of
construction.
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs
that pay
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing
wages" means
that all construction workers employed in the execution of
the
project will receive at least the general prevailing rate
of per diem
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as
determined by the
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773
and
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in
all contracts for the performance of the work.
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources
Board
pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500)
of the
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Health and Safety Code.
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
pursuant
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures,
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the
life of the
obligation.
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment
of the
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the
Judicial Council,
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185.
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the
administrative record for the project concurrent with
review and
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in
a form and
manner specified by the lead agency for the project
 
 
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN


Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257 • Fax +1 415.374.8480  
MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to
get internal review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of
the regulations would be great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an
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agreement with OCII establishing the requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e),
and (f)”
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
Hi Catherine,
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed
by Tiffany (with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to
me by this Friday? We need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900
certification before the DSEIR is published in May.
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been
sent to you in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then
immediately delete this message.
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Nicole Agbayani"; Hussain, Lila (CII); "Mary McCue"
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:29:00 PM


Thank you both for all the work.  We’ll be reviewing things today/tomorrow and get back with any
questions!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:13 AM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Hi Catherine and Lila,
 
Below is the last deliverable you requested, the narrative for item #3.  Let me know if you have any
questions or need any additional information, thanks so much! –Nicole
 
MJM will take a multi-faceted approach to reduce the maintenance costs for Mission Bay Parks and bring
them in line with the CFD budget.  In addition, MJM will expand income generation potential within the
parks and work to identify alternative sources of funding.
 
First and foremost, management personnel, the largest item on the current operating budget, will not
increase in proportion with other operating expenses for the duration of the park build out.  MJM’s existing
management team and attendant administrative apparatus are capable of managing the park system as it
grows and reaches completion.  Therefore, this area of the budget will not increase in relation to additional
acreage, reducing the overall cost of maintenance per acre through the course of park build out.
 
MJM’s years of experience managing the existing park parcels have provided valuable knowledge about park
operations and opportunities for increased efficiency.  Over the next several years, MJM will propose a
regimen of retrofit projects for consumptive older park parcels to increase their resource efficiency and
lower long term operating costs.  In 2015 alone, MJM has proposed $29,000 worth of retrofit projects that
will yield an estimated $423,000 in savings in water, electricity, and garbage utilities by 2043.  MJM will
continue to think creatively, study new technologies, and engage the advice of experts to identify efficiency
retrofits with attractive returns on investment.
 
In addition to retrofitting existing parks, MJM will continue to devote our on the ground experience to
inform the designs of new parks coming online.  The range of advice MJM provides is extensive, from
choosing the most efficient fixtures, to selecting drought-resistant low maintenance plants, to avoiding
problematic installations which require costly maintenance down the line, and much more.  MJM’s advice
on park design will help to save significant maintenance and capital costs which might otherwise be incurred
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after the parks are operational. 
 
MJM will expand its event permitting to generate additional income for park operations.  MJM’s event
program is net positive – private events pay for themselves, any lasting impacts on the parks (through
restoration fees), and a free community event series that occurs annually throughout event season.  In
2015, MJM has begun to fund operating expenses out of event income as well.  MJM’s event income
increased considerably between 2013 and 2014.  Up to now, no significant efforts have been made to
market the parks to event clients beyond signage in the parks and word-of-mouth.  In 2015, MJM will
launch a new website aimed in part at attracting event clients and streamlining the event permitting
process.  MJM also began in 2014 to cultivate more strategic relationships with its park neighbors such as
UCSF and Dropbox who have proven to be regular event clients.  This type of development will increase in
2015 and beyond.
 
MJM will consider opportunities to integrate future developments into park maintenance relative to their
projected impacts.  When the Pavilion is rented to a food service operator, MJM would like to integrate
maintenance costs for the building, restrooms, and surrounding park area into the rental fee.  In addition,
MJM will assist in calculating the increased cost of maintenance incurred from the upcoming Warriors
arena, fronting the Bayfront Park, and come up with a proposal for the Warriors to offset this cost in some
fashion.
 
MJM will think more broadly about cultivating sponsorships for expenses correlated with direct public use,
such as pet waste bags, sports court equipment, and park security.  In 2015, MJM has removed pet waste
bags entirely from the operating budget and will seek to have this $9000 expense funded exclusively
through sponsors starting this year. 
 
Finally, MJM will work under the advice and direction of OCII staff to investigate the creation of a
community program that allows gifting of furniture, fixtures, and equipment.  Not only will this program
assist with cost reduction, but MJM believes it may inspire a higher level of community stewardship in the
parks.
 
MJM looks forward to thinking creatively and working hand in hand with OCII and local stakeholders to
ensure that the Mission Bay Parks System continues to be an attractive, safe, and enjoyable asset to the
community.
 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
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From: Hussain, Lila (CII) [mailto:lila.hussain@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:39 AM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Hi Nicole and Mary,
 
I need an updated Minimum Compensation Policy  Form filled out for the Contract Amendment. 
 
Thanks,
 
 
Lila Hussain
Assistant Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure


One South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: 415-749-2431
Email: lila.hussain@sfgov.org
 
 
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Hi all,
 
Mary and I have put together responses to your requests for items #1 and #2 in this email.  Still working on
the narrative for #3, should have something by tomorrow or Thursday.  Let me know if you have any
questions or need anything else, thank you!  -Nicole
 


OCII budget work
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February 3, 2015
 
A. REDUCED MANAGEMENT FEES FOR PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015
-           P11/11a: $184 / month (17% reduction)
-           P6:   $1,548 / month (15% reduction)
-          P19: $182 / month (18% reduction)
-          P26: $996 / month (15% reduction)
-      P27:  $201 / month (16% reduction
 
 
B. SCHEDULE OF PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015 (per MBDG)
-           P11/11a  (OPEN ~ Sept 2015)
-           P6  (OPEN ~ May 2015)
-          P19 (OPEN ~ October 2015)
-          P26-27 (OPEN ~ June 2015)  
 
 
C. REDLINED SOW AND MATRIXES FOR EXISTING PARKS; MATRIXES FOR NEW PARKS – see attached
 
 
D. BREAKDOWN OF 2014 SBE CONTRACT AMOUNTS
The MJM team meets the Agency’s equal opportunity program goals for Mission Bay.  MJM, the prime
Contractor, is a San Francisco-based woman-owned firm, no longer economically disadvantaged, and all of
three subcontractors are Small Business Enterprise (“SBE”) firms.  Based on the Year 2014 operating and
management fee budget of $1,461,768, less the $343,338 allocated for operating costs, such as utility
payments, SBE’s will receive 58.2% of the contract amount, as follows:


MJM Management Group LBE/WBE $467,470 41.8%


Aim to Please Janitorial Services SBE $170,582 15.3%


A Topnotch Security Services, Inc. SBE $194,340 17.4%


Forster and Kroeger Landscape
Maintenance, Inc.


SBE $286,038 25.5%


 
 
E. BUDGET CUTS TO SHOW 10% REDUCTION – see attached
 
$1,541,373 operating budget; 9.97% reduction  
                               


Acct # General Account Amount % Reduction Notes
6299 Maintenance payroll $16,688 7.05% 8 hrs per pay period starting in


February
6499 Materials and supplies $17,080 30.5% Includes 100% sponsorship of pet waste
6511 Landscape contract $5,000 1.66% Less hours on new parcels
6521 Security contract $13,104 6.57% M/T/Th/F day shift in-house; W cut day


shift
6531 Janitorial contract $47,118 21% Additional work done as special


projects
6540 Special maint projects $10,008 50.02% Special maint projects out of capital







budget
6570 Pest control $3,000 50% Cut pest control 50%
6595 Steam cleaning $420 19.90% Cut steam cleaning schedule to as


needed
6596 Vehicle/equip M&R $240 10.32% Slower repairs on vehicles and


equipment
6699 Utilities $37,737 16.85% Savings from (4) efficiency capital


projects
6710 Management fees $4,000 2.96% 15 – 18% reductions to fees for new


parks
6877 Stationary $450 100% Remove from budget


 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
 


 


 


 


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:09 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Attached is a revised spreadsheet that I still need to work on, but let us know if you want to add in any
additional income for future years.  I am fine leaving it out for now, but having a qualitative discussion ready
and can add numbers in.  I still need to figure out some things that are highlighted (my excel skills are not at
their peak right now).  So, this will change – may be best to talk before you start playing with the
spreadsheet so we can talk about the best way to incorporate things.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 5:43 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Thanks, Catherine.  I’m acknowledging receipt of this email.  I am working through your list as quickly as
possible.  Have a good evening!  -Nicole
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
 


 


 


 


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:33 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Nicole/Mary – thanks again for coming in last week to meet with us.  We are working on the contract
amendment to try and get it to the 2/17 Commission meeting.  To be able to achieve that, there are several
things that need to be done.  The following is the list of help we’ll need from you, in order of priority.  We
are back down to Lila and myself to finish this up, since we realized that while Ethan would be great, we
need to just get this done and bring him in when there is more time for the learning process (so we’ll still
get that tour planned).  Please take a look at the to-do list and let us know if it is feasible. What we are
running into is that the long-term “fix” for the budget is being tied to the immediate contract amendment
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and 2015 budget, so we need to have it all in reasonable shape to keep things moving.  I think as long as we
can get a decent first stab at #3 below, then we’ll be able to finish up #1 and #2 while we flesh out #3, but
need enough meat on the bones to get folks comfortable with signing off on #1 and #2.
 
Thanks!
 
#1 – Info for actual contract amendment (need by tomorrow mid-day)


-          Confirmation of management fees for new parks
-          Confirmation of completion dates/when the new parks will be ready for management and if there


needs to be any adjustment to the proposed 2015 budget (this will allow us to calculate the
maximum management fee that would potentially be charged for 2015 for the new parks only)


-          Redlines to the scope of work and new matrixes for the new parks.  Also, if you need to amend the
contract for the existing parks to allow for the 10% reduction in 2015 budget, those redlines would
be needed


-          Breakdown of 2014 SBE contract amounts (see the attached memo we did for the last contract
amendment to see what we did for context)


 
#2 – Info for 2015 Budget (needed by Wednesday)


-          Revised budget to show the 10% reduction in budget
 
#3 – Outline for future approach to park budgeting (needed by Thursday – Wednesday if possible)


-          This is going to be more of a written description of what will be done to reduce costs to be able to
bring things into line with the CFD budget, as well as identify alternative sources of funding.


-          I will send a revised spreadsheet that includes using the excess CFD funds for the next few years to
help fill up the reserve accounts.  I will also add a line for potential other funding sources for you to
add in those.


 
Since both Lila and I will be in meetings a bunch of today/tomorrow – please put “URGENT” in the title of
any emails you need us to respond to quickly for you to keep moving forward.
 
Thanks again for jumping in on this, and if you know that you won’t be able to meet the above schedule,
please let us know – we know it is really tight, but were thinking it would be great to keep pushing through
and see how far we could get.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reel, Steven (PRT)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Roche, Anna (PUC)
Subject: RE: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:08:27 PM
Attachments: 5-9_Hydrology and Water Quality_GSW MB ADSEIR 1A+ck+sjr.doc


Hi Chris,
 
I read through this and made a few minor comments including a comment on the seawall
strengthening, however, I don’t see a problem leaving the existing wording as-is.  Good luck with
this and don’t hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
 
Regards,
- Steve
 
Steven Reel, PE
Project Manager, Engineering Division
Port of San Francisco
415.274.0574 direct
steven.reel@sfport.com
 
 
 


From: Roche, Anna [mailto:aroche@sfwater.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 11:30 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reel, Steven (PRT)
Subject: FW: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
 
Hi Chris,
 
I thought you might want to talk to Steve at the Port who is working on the Sea Wall condition
assessment.  He may or may not want to work with you on the language you are incorporating into
the EIR – especially since it’s coming from a very old write up on SFE’s website.
 
Cheers,
Anna
 
 
________________________________
Anna M. Roche
Climate Change and Special Projects Manager
SFPUC – Wastewater Enterprise
Direct: 415.551.4560 | aroche@sfwater.org


 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) [mailto:chris.kern@sfgov.org] 
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5.9 Hydrology and Water Quality


5.1.1 Introduction



This section describes the potential effects of the project on the existing hydrology and water quality in the project area, with a focus on operational impacts associated with changes in stormwater and wastewater flows. The potential for future flooding as a result of sea level rise is also addressed.


The impact evaluation in the Hydrology and Water Quality section of the Initial Study (see Appendix NOP-IS, pp. 86 through 98) explains why the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially increase the severity of impacts on hydrology and water quality with respect to depletion of groundwater and interference with groundwater recharge; alteration of drainage patterns; degradation of water quality; placement of housing within a 100‑year flood zone; placement of structures within a 100-year flood zone; flooding as a result of failure of a levee or dam; and inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow. Similarly, all of the construction-related effects of the project are addressed in the Initial Study.


Project effects on the capacity of wastewater and stormwater systems are address in Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems, of this SEIR.



5.1.2 Summary of Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality Analysis


Hydrology and water quality setting information and impact analyses were addressed in the Mission Bay FSEIR in the Hydrology/Water Quality and Community Services/Utilities sections as well as the Mission Bay Initial Study Water and Geology/Topography sections. The selected mitigation approach to address potential effects on combined sewer discharges is described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (Volume III). Information from these sections relevant to the analysis of changes in stormwater and wastewater flows is summarized below.



5.9.2.1 Mission Bay FSEIR Setting



Mission Bay Plan Stormwater Drainage Setting


The Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology/ Water Quality setting section characterized existing drainage patterns and municipal sewer treatment facilities serving the Mission Bay plan area at the time of FSEIR publication. As presented in that description, the Mission Bay plan area is located in the City’s Bayside drainage basin, in which combined stormwater and sanitary sewage are collected, then conveyed to and treated at the Southeast Water Pollution Control Plant (SEWPCP) near Islais Creek. At that time, the Mission Bay plan area was located in four sub-basins, with the project site draining to two of the sub-basins. The north and east portions of the Blocks 29-32 site drained to the Bay sub-basin which drained directly to the Bay, and the balance of Blocks 29-32 drained to the Mariposa sub-basin portion of the Bayside drainage basin. Stormwater collected in the Mariposa sub-basin was directed to the Mariposa pump station, and from there, to the SEWPCP. Stormwater occurring within the Bay sub-basin at that time drained directly to the Bay, and not the combined sewer system. 



As reported in the Mission Bay FSEIR, the annual average dry weather flows at the SEWPCP at that time were estimated at 67 million gallons per day (mgd). During wet weather, the SEWPCP could treat up to 150 mgd to a secondary level, and an additional 100 mgd to a primary level.
 In addition, up to an additional 150 mgd of wet weather flows received primary treatment at the North Point Water Pollution Control Plant, increasing total wet weather treatment capacity for the Bayside drainage basin to 400 mgd. As also reported in the Mission Bay FSEIR, if rainfall exceeded the total capacity of the SEWPCP, the North Point facility, and storage/transport facilities, then excess flows are directed to sewer discharge structures located along the City’s bayside. These flows receive flow-through treatment (similar to primary treatment) and discharged to the Bay in compliance with the City's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit issued by the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB). 



Mission Bay Plan Flooding Setting


The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study Water section summarized relevant information from the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR regarding the issue of potential flooding. The 1990 Mission Bay FEIR indicated that the existing elevation of the Mission Bay plan area ranged from approximately +6.0 to -2.0 feet San Francisco City Datum (SFD).
 Groundwater in the Mission Bay plan area was reported at 3.5 to 9 feet below ground surface, and contiguous with the mean sea level in the adjacent Bay. As referenced in the Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study, the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR determined that proposed structures or roadways in Mission Bay placed at elevations at or below ‑2.0 feet SFD, after settling on the site, could be subject to tidal flooding during the 100-year flood event, and that if sea levels were to rise, groundwater levels in Mission Bay could also rise. 



5.9.2.2 Mission Bay FSEIR Impacts and Mitigation Measures



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Stormwater Drainage



The Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality impacts section described the proposed Mission Bay plan’s drainage plan, which included reconfiguring the drainage basins of the combined sewer as shown on Figure 5.7-1. The reconfiguration included a proposed new separate stormwater system in the reconfigured Central sub-basin. Under the Mission Bay plan, stormwater that occurred within the Bay sub-basin (which included the north and east portions of Blocks 29-32 under 1998 conditions) would drain into the new separate stormwater infrastructure and no longer directly to the Bay. As analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality Section, this separate storm drainage system proposed within the reconfigured Central sub-basin would divert an initial portion of the stormwater flow (approximately 80 percent of the average annual flow) to the City’s combined system for treatment. Stormwater volumes greater than the initial flows and up to a 5-year storm would be discharged directly to four new storm outfalls (two to China Basin Channel/Mission Creek and two to the Bay). Volumes greater than a 5-year event would pond or would flow overland. The reconfigured Central sub-basin of the combined sewer system would convey wastewater from this basin to the SEWPCP for treatment. The Mission Bay plan also proposed a reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin (which would include the southern portion Blocks 29-32), that would convey both wastewater and stormwater in the City’s combined sewer system.


The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that implementation of the Mission Bay plan would contribute pollutants to the Bay through: (1) the discharge to municipal wastewater effluent from the SEWPCP; (2) the discharge of treated combined sewer overflows (CSOs) (these events are now referred to as combined sewer discharges or CSDs); and (3) the discharge of untreated stormwater. However, as described below, the Mission Bay FSEIR found that the associated impacts would be less than significant. As also discussed below, the Mission Bay FSEIR included mitigation measures K.3 and K.4 to address cumulative effects related to an increase in CSDs and water quality effects of untreated stormwater discharges.


Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Municipal Wastewater Effluent



The Mission Bay FSEIR estimated that the Mission Bay plan would generate municipal wastewater and increase the total effluent from the SEWPCP by about 3 percent, and result in an approximate 3 percent increase in the pollutant loading to the Bay from the City's municipal wastewater effluent discharges. The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that for the most part, the quality of municipal wastewater from the Mission Bay plan area would not differ substantially from the quality of other City wastewater conveyed to the SEWPCP, and would not materially change the concentrations of pollutants in the effluent. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the effluent increases would be well within the City’s treatment plant capacity, and would not cause a violation of the City’s NPDES permit requirements for its discharge from the SEWPCP. The Mission Bay FSEIR also determined that the pollutant concentrations would be within water quality screening values, including water quality objectives adopted by the RWQCB. 



However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) and some commercial or industrial operations may involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges, which could discharge chemicals, radioactive materials, and biohazardous materials to the SEWPCP if improperly handled, and potentially result in a violation of the NDPES permit. The FSEIR identified Mitigation Measure K.2 in the Hydrology and Water Quality section requiring facilities with these discharges to install sampling ports to facilitate demonstration of compliance with discharge limitations.


Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Combined Sewer Discharges



The Mission Bay FSEIR estimated that the Mission Bay plan as described in the Mission Bay FSEIR would increase the average annual volume of CSDs (formerly referred to as combined sewer overflows, or CSOs) by approximately 0.2 percent, and increase the duration of each overflow event by a few minutes. The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would not change the concentrations of pollutants in the treated CSDs. In addition, this slight increase in CSD volumes and duration would not cause a violation of the City’s NPDES permit requirements for the CSDs, and thus, would not adversely affect existing near-shore aquatic biota or water-contact recreation in the Bay. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects of CSDs on water quality would be less than significant.



Mission Bay Plan Effects of Volume and Quality of Direct Stormwater Discharge



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would increase the volume of stormwater directly discharged to the Bay by approximately 2 percent and would also change the concentration of pollutants in the stormwater discharge due to the intensification of land uses proposed in the Mission Bay plan area. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that any potential increase in pollutants would be very small relative to those associated with municipal wastewater and treated CSDs. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that this increase in volumes and change in pollutant concentrations would not adversely affect existing aquatic biota in the Bay. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects of direct stormwater discharge on water quality would be less than significant.


Mission Bay Plan Effects on Sediment Quality



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the RWQCB identified China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) and Islais Creek as candidate toxic hot spots for sediment quality. The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated the Mission Bay plan would increase the volume of CSDs from the combined sewer system to Islais Creek and the volume of direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that increased discharges would cause a corresponding increase in sediment deposition at these locations. However, the discharges would not measurably change the physical or chemical composition of the sediment layer, nor affect any determination by the RWQCB to designate China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) or Islais Creek as toxic hot spots. Given these factors, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that Mission Bay plan effects on sediment quality in Islais Creek and China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) would be less than significant.



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Water Contact Recreation



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that the Mission Bay plan would increase CSDs from both the Mariposa and Islais Creek sub-basins of the City’s combined sewer system which could affect water quality, and the use of these areas for water contact recreation. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that water contact recreation occurs infrequently on the Bayside, and there would be no impact related to water contact recreation.


Mission Bay Plan Contribution to Cumulative Effects



The Mission Bay FSEIR reported that there were no significant cumulative impacts identified from the estimated increased volume and pollutant load of treated municipal wastewater effluent, treated CSDs, and direct stormwater discharges, because there would not be substantial degradation in water quality of the Bay or near-shore waters, no toxic effect on aquatic biota, and no substantial change in sediment quality or beneficial uses.



However, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that due to the lack of conclusive evidence refuting a causal relationship between treated CSDs, stormwater discharges, and sediment quality, the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on near-shore waters of the Bay from multiple sources of CSDs and direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that the estimated plan contribution (0.2 percent) to the potential cumulative increase (11 percent) in Bayside CSD volumes, and the contribution of plan-related stormwater discharges to possible cumulative impacts would be reduced to less than significant with the implementation of Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4 regarding CSD volumes and alternative treatment technologies for treatment of direct stormwater discharges (described below).



Mission Bay Plan Phased Development Effects on Water Quality from Stormwater



The Mission Bay FSEIR discussed U.S. EPA Phase II stormwater regulations that had been proposed but not finalized at the time of publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR. These proposed regulations would require the City to develop and implement a stormwater management program to reduce the discharge of pollutants to the maximum extent practicable and to protect water quality. The Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that the absence of adopted regulatory requirements for a stormwater management program that addressed Mission Bay stormwater quality, and a failure to implement other best management practices (BMPs) to minimize stormwater pollution, could potentially conflict with the intent of the proposed stormwater permit requirements and result in a significant impact.



Mitigation Measure M.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities section (see Section 5.7 of this SEIR, Utilities and Services) required conveying all stormwater runoff from newly developed areas in the Bay drainage basin to the combined sewer system prior to completion of the initial-flow diversion system. Mitigation Measure K.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Hydrology and Water Quality section identified implementation of an individual stormwater management program that utilizes BMPs for Mission Bay until the Phase II regulations become final and Mission Bay is included in the City’s stormwater management program. 



Mission Bay Plan Effects on Flooding



The Mission Bay FSEIR Initial Study included Mitigation Measures K.6a through K.6f, adapted from the 1990 Mission Bay FEIR that required structures in the Mission Bay area to be designed and located in a way to protect low-lying shoreline areas from the dangers of tidal flooding, including consideration of a rise in relative sea level. The mitigation specified that to address effects of sea level rise, specific flood protection and engineering and building analyses must be conducted by a licensed engineer where structures are proposed below an elevation of ‑1.0 foot SFD. Potential measures identified by the mitigation included setback from the water’s edge, installation of seawalls, dikes and/or berms during construction of infrastructure; reducing the amount of excavation for utilities or basements; and use of topsoil to raise the level of public open spaces. With implementation of this mitigation, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that plan effects related to flooding and sea level rise would be less than significant. 



5.9.2.3 FSEIR Mitigation Approach



As discussed above, the Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay as a result of combined sewer discharges and direct stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4 requiring the master developer and the City to design and construct sewer improvements and implement alternative technologies to avoid increases in CSD volumes and to reduce settleable solids and floatable materials in stormwater discharges to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek). As written in the FSEIR, Measure K.3 applies to the entire project area and Measure K.4 applies only to the planned separate stormwater system that would discharge stormwater flows directly to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) and the Bay. 



The master developer has proceeded with implementation of Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253) and the Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin as well as in the reconfigured Central sub-basin as originally planned in the FSEIR. All stormwater runoff from Mission Bay South would flow to one of five pump stations shown on Figure 5.7-2 via gravity and would be pumped to China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) or the Bay after vortex treatment to reduce the total settleable solid concentrations in the runoff. Other methods implemented to reduce particulate matter in the stormwater discharges include street sweeping to remove particulates from streets and parking lots as provided for in the approved Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan. The separate stormwater systems would no longer divert 80 percent of the initial stormwater flows to the combined sewer system. 


By diverting all stormwater runoff from the combined sewer system, implementation of Mitigation Scenario B would increase direct stormwater discharges from Mission Bay South to the Bay by 107.2 million gallons per year. Because none of the stormwater from Mission Bay South would be discharged to the combined sewer system, this mitigation approach would reduce the total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year relative to baseline conditions at the time of Mission Bay FSEIR publication. Implementation of this mitigation approach satisfies the requirements of Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measures K.3 and K.4.


Mitigation Measure M.5 in the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities section requires conveying all stormwater runoff from newly developed areas in the Bay drainage basin to the combined sewer system prior to completion of the initial-flow diversion system. However, as discussed in Section 5.7, Utilities, this mitigation measure is not applicable to the proposed project because the project will discharge stormwater to the separate stormwater system being constructed in accordance with the approved Mission Bay South Infrastructure Plan as described above for Mitigation Scenario B.



5.1.3 Setting



5.9.3.1 Combined Sewer System


The Bayside Drainage Basin currently consists of three distinct regulatory receiving water CSD basins and their watershed associations: North Shore (North Shore watershed), Central (Channel watershed in its entirety and a portion of Islais Creek watershed), and South (remainder of the Islais Creek Watershed and the entirety of Yosemite and Sunnydale watersheds). 
As also described in the Mission Bay FSEIR, the SEWPCP continues to treat up to 150 mgd of wastewater from each of these CSD basins to a secondary level.
 During dry weather, wastewater flows consist mainly of municipal and industrial sanitary sewage, and the annual average wastewater flow during dry weather is 60 mgd
 (reduced by 7 mgd from the 67 mgd reported by the Mission Bay FSEIR in 1998). The average dry weather design flow capacity of the SEWPCP is 84.5 mgd; therefore the existing flows are about 71 percent of the treatment capacity, and all dry weather wastewater flow is treated to a secondary level at the SEWPCP. The treated wastewater is then discharged to the Bay through the deep water outfall at Pier 80, located immediately to the north of the Islais Creek Channel in compliance with the current NPDES permit. 


During wet weather (generally October through April), the combined sewer system collects large volumes of stormwater runoff in addition to municipal and industrial sanitary sewage, and the combined wastewater and stormwater flow is conveyed to treatment facilities, including the SEWPCP and North Point Wet Weather Facility, before eventual discharge to the Bay. The combined flows that exceed the total 400 mgd capacity of the SEWPCP and the North Point Wet Weather Facility and the capacity of the transport and storage structures receive the equivalent of primary treatment in the structures; excess flows are directed to combined sewer discharge (CSD) structures located along the shoreline in compliance with the City's NPDES permit issued by the RWQCB. 


The CSD structure for the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin discharges to the Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay at Mariposa Street when the 11.2 mgd wet weather capacity of the Mariposa pump station and 0.7 million gallon capacity of the Mariposa storage and transport box is exceeded (see Section 5.7, Utilities, for a description of these facilities). The Mariposa sub-basin is designed for a long-term average of 10 CSDs per year.
 Although the system was designed and constructed based on meeting this long-term average, it is understood that some years are wetter than others. Therefore, the NPDES permit allows the 10-discharge annual average to be exceeded in any particular year. Historically, the Mariposa sub-basin has exceeded an average of 10 overflows per year.



CSDs from the reconfigured Central sub-basin discharge to Mission Creek via six discharge structures when flows at the Channel Pump Station exceed 80 mgd, or when total flows to the SEWPCP from the Channel and Bruce Flynn Pump Stations and SEWPCP lift station exceed 250 mgd. This basin is also designed for a long-term average of 10 overflows per year and has historically reported an average of 10 overflows per year.



5.9.3.2 Flooding


Although relatively rare in comparison to communities in areas prone to hurricanes or other major coastal storms or with developed areas near or below sea level, some low lying areas along San Francisco’s Bay shoreline are subject to flooding during periods of extreme high tides, storm surge and waves. In 1998, the CCSF adopted interim flood maps depicting the 100-year flood zone along the City’s Bay shoreline
. The 100-year flood zone represents areas that are subject to flooding once every 100 years on average or that have a 1-percent chance of flooding in any single year. Flooding in these areas has the potential to damage buildings and infrastructure. This section discusses the factors contributing to coastal flooding and the potential for increased flooding in the future as a result of sea level rise. 


Factors Contributing to Coastal Flooding


Coastal areas are vulnerable to periodic flooding due to storm surge, extreme tides, and waves. Rising sea level due to climate change has the potential to increase the frequency, severity, and extent of flooding in coastal areas.. These factors are described below.












			


			





			


			





			


			





			


			





			

















Storm Surge. Storm surge occurs when persistent high winds and changes in air pressure push water towards the shore, which can raise the water level near the shoreline by several feet and may persist for several days. Along San Francisco’s bay shoreline, storm surge typically raises the surface water elevation 2 to 3 feet during major winter storms several times a year. Extreme high tides in combination with storm surge can cause inundation of low-lying roads, boardwalks, and promenades; can exacerbate coastal flooding and can interfere with stormwater and sewer outfalls. 



The degree of storm surge depends on the severity of the storm as well as tidal levels at the time of the storm and is characterized using a return period which represents the expected frequency of a storm event occurring based on historical information. One-year storm surge is expected to occur each year while 100-year storm surge (which represents more extreme conditions) has a one percent chance of occurring in any year.


Tides. Diurnal (twice daily) high tides along San Francisco’s bay shoreline typically range from approximately 5 to 7 feet above mean sea level (MSL)
, though annual maximum tides may exceed 7 feet. The twice yearly extreme high and low tides are called “king tides”. These occur each year during the winter and summer when the earth, moon and sun are aligned, and may be amplified by winter weather. King tides and other high tides can result in temporary inundation of low-lying roads, boardwalks, and waterfront promenades. The Embarcadero waterfront (Pier 14) and the Marina area in San Francisco experience inundation under current king tide conditions.



Waves. Waves and wave run-up primarily affect a narrow band along the shoreline where wave energy can damage structures and overtop both natural embankments and shoreline protection structures such as seawalls and levees. The influence of waves diminishes inland as wave energy dissipates. In addition, the Pacific Ocean waves which are generally larger than those originating in the Bay are substantially dampened along the Bay shoreline due to transformation processes within San Francisco Bay.


Sea Level Rise. Seas are rising globally due to climate change, and are expected to continue to rise at an accelerating rate for the foreseeable future. The sea level at the San Francisco tidal gauge has risen 8 inches over the past century. 



The National Research Council’s (NRC’s) 2012 report, Sea Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and Future (the NRC Report) provides a scientific review of sea level rise for the West Coast and provides the most recent regional sea level rise predictions for 2030, 2050, and 2100, relative to the year 2000 sea level.
 In this report, the NRC projects that sea levels in the San Francisco Bay area will rise 11 inches by 2050 and 36 inches by 2100 as presented in Table 5.9-1. As presented in the NRC Report, these sea level rise projections represent likely sea level rise values based on the current understanding of global climate change and assuming a moderate level of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
 and extrapolation of continued accelerating land ice melt patterns, plus or minus one standard deviation.



Table 5.9-1
Sea Level Rise Estimates for 
San Francisco BAY Relative to the Year 2000



			Year


			Projection





			2030


			6 ± 2 inches





			2050


			11 ± 4 inches





			2100


			36 ± 10 inches





			SOURCE: National Research Council, 2012








The estimates represent the permanent increase in Mean Higher High Water (MHHW
)
 that could result from sea level rise with average daily high tide conditions; they do not take into account storm surge, extreme tides, or waves which can result in water levels that are temporarily higher than MHHW as discussed above.



In March 2013, the California Ocean Protection Council updated its 2010 statewide sea level rise guidance to adopt the NRC Report as the current, best available science on sea level rise for California.
 The California Coastal Commission supports the use of the NRC Report as the best science currently available in its 2013 Draft Sea-Level Rise Policy Guidance, which also emphasizes the importance of regularly updating sea level rise projections as the science continues to advance.
 The San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) also considers the NRC Report to be the best available science-based prediction of sea level rise for San Francisco Bay. Accordingly, this SEIR considers the NRC Report to be the best science currently available on sea level rise affecting San Francisco for both CEQA and planning purposes.



Although the NRC Report provides the best available sea level rise projections for San Francisco Bay at this time, scientific uncertainty remains regarding the rate and magnitude of sea level rise. Sea level rise projections beyond 2050 are highly dependent on assumptions regarding future global GHG emissions and future changes in the rate of land ice melting. As a result of the uncertainties inherent in these assumptions, the range of sea level rise predictions becomes substantially broader beyond 2050 (see Table 5.9-1). In recognition of this uncertainty, the State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance recommends an adaptive management approach for development in areas that may be subject to sea level rise beyond 2050.



Sea Level Rise Inundation Mapping



The San Francisco Public Utilities Commission (SFPUC), as part of the planning for its Sewer System Improvement Project, has developed a series of maps representing areas of inundation along both the Bay and Ocean shoreline of San Francisco. These maps use a 1-meter horizontal grid resolution
 based on the 2010/2011 California Coastal Mapping Program LiDAR.
 The inundation maps leverage data from the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA’s) California Coastal Mapping and Analysis Project, which includes detailed coastal engineering analyses and mapping of the San Francisco Bay shoreline. 


The SFPUC inundation maps evaluate scenarios that represent the NRC projections of sea level rise in combination with the effects of storm surge. They represent permanent inundation that could occur as a result of total water level rises (over and above year 2000 MHHW) based on daily tidal fluctuations. Each scenario also addresses temporary inundation that could occur from extreme tides and 1-year, 2-year, 5-year, 25-year, 50-year, and 100-year storm surge. Flooding as a result of storm surge would occur on a temporary basis, during and immediately after a storm event or extreme tide. 



The scenarios used in this SEIR analysis are representative of inundation that could occur by the year 2050 and the year 2100 based on the NRC’s projected level of sea level rise and considering 100-year storm surge:



· MHHW plus 12 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by 2050); 


· MHHW plus 36 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by 2100);


· MHHW plus 52 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by the year 2050 in combination with 100-year storm surge); and


· MHHW plus 77 inches of sea level rise (representative of NRC’s projected sea level rise by the year 2100 in combination with 100-year storm surge).



The SFPUC cautions that its maps represent a “do nothing” scenario, in which no measures are taken to prevent future flooding and no area-wide measures such as waterfront protection structures are constructed. In the event that the City undertakes area-wide measures to protect against inundation in the future, the mapping would need to be revised to reflect the modified inundation areas with construction of these measures. In addition, because the SFPUC sea level rise maps are based on 2010/2011 topographic mapping, they do not account for planned increases in the base elevation of sites within Mission Bay that are provided in the 1998 Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan to prevent future flooding due to sea level rise.


As shown on Figure 5.9-1, the SFPUC inundation maps indicate that the project site would not be inundated with water level rises of 12 inches, which is expected by 2050, even when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered.
 In addition, the project site would not be inundated with 


Insert Figure 5.9-1



36 inches of water level rise which is expected by 2100; however, when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered under this scenario, the site could be temporarily inundated at depths of between 2 and 4 feet as shown on Figure 5.9-2.



Planning for Sea Level Rise in San Francisco


The City has convened an inter-agency Climate Adaptation Working Group to identify ways to make sure that the City is prepared to adapt to effects of sea level rise.
 Participating agencies include the City Administrator’s office, Port of San Francisco (Port), San Francisco International Airport (SFO), Department of Public Works (DPW), Municipal Transportation Agency (MTA), Department of Public Health, and Department of Recreation and Parks. The working group is focusing its effort on the City’s most imminent adaptation concerns including sea level rise along Ocean Beach and shores, flooding from storm surge and extreme rain events, an increased likelihood of extreme heat, and decreased fog that supports redwoods and local ecosystems. To address sea level rise and flooding, the working group is focusing on efforts to strengthen the City’s seawalls which act as barriers to prevent sea level rise from reaching the land.
 The working group will also establish requirements addressing proper flood insurance for structures in low lying areas, flood-resilient construction of new developments within inundation areas, and a low-carbon foot print for new developments. The working group is also assessing the use of natural solutions such as wetlands to protect the shoreline. 



On September 22, 2014, the City’s Capital Planning Committee (CPC) adopted the Guidance for Incorporating Sea Level Rise into Capital Planning in San Francisco: Assessing Vulnerability and Risk to Support Adaptation, which was prepared by an inter-agency committee including the CPC, SFPUC, Port, SFO, DPW, MTA, and the Planning Department.

 Accordingly, the City’s capital Planning program now requires the preparation of project-level sea level rise vulnerability and risk assessments for all City capital projects with a cost of $5 million or more that are located in areas potentially vulnerable to future flooding due to sea level rise.


The SFPUC is addressing sea level rise as part of its Sewer System Improvement Program (SSIP), and is conducting a detailed analysis of the potential for new and existing combined sewer infrastructure to be affected by sea level rise. 
 Accordingly, all new facilities will be built using a climate change criterion so the combined sewer system will be better able to respond to rising sea levels. Because rising sea levels and storm surge could potentially inundate the combined sewer system and exacerbate existing flooding from the sewer system, or cause new flooding, the SFPUC is also evaluating alternatives such as the installation of backflow preventers on the combined sewer discharge structures to restrict the intrusion of Bay water into the combined sewer system.


5.9.3.3 Trash in Waterways 



Trash is of concern for San Francisco Bay because Lower San Francisco Bay is listed as an impaired water body under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act for trash. Plastic in the marine environment breaks into smaller and smaller pieces and it is eaten—often with fatal consequences—by fish, turtles, birds, and whales.
 Aquatic debris threatens sensitive ecosystems and has been documented 
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to kill or harm nearly 700 wildlife species. The debris also interferes with navigation, degrades natural habitats, costs millions of dollars in lost revenue, and is a threat to human health and safety. Most aquatic debris comes from land-based sources including littering, legal and illegal dumping, a lack of or poor waste management practices and recycling capacity, stormwater discharges, animal interference with garbage, and extreme natural events. The growing quantity of single-use plastic packaging contributes substantially to the amount of trash transported to waterways. 



5.1.4 Regulatory Framework



5.9.4.1 Federal Regulations



Clean Water Act – Water Quality



In 1972, the Clean Water Act (CWA) established the basic structure for regulating discharges of pollutants into the waters of the U.S. and gave the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) the authority to implement pollution control programs. The CWA sets water quality standards for contaminants in surface waters. The statute employs a variety of regulatory and non-regulatory tools to reduce direct pollutant discharges into waterways, to finance municipal wastewater treatment facilities, and to manage polluted runoff. The U.S. EPA has delegated responsibility for implementation of portions of the CWA, including water quality control planning and programs in California to the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) and the nine RWQCBs. Water quality standards applicable to the project are listed in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin (Basin Plan), discussed further below under State Regulations.


Section 303(d) and Total Maximum Daily Loads



In accordance with Section 303(d) of the CWA, states must present the U.S. EPA with a list of “impaired water bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet water quality standards. The CWA requires the development of total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) to improve water quality of impaired water bodies. Implementation of this program in the project area is conducted by the RWQCB and is discussed below in Section 5.9.4.2, State Regulations, below.



Section 402



Section 402 of the CWA authorizes the U.S.EPA to establish a nationwide surface water discharge permit program for municipal and industrial point sources known as the NPDES program. Under Section 402, the San Francisco Bay RWQCB has set standard conditions for each permittee in the Bay Area, including effluent limitation and monitoring programs. The proposed project would be subject to NPDES permits listed in Section 5.9.4.2, State Regulations, below.



Federal Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy



In 1994, the U.S. EPA adopted the Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy (CSO Control Policy), which became part of the CWA in December 2000. This policy establishes a consistent national approach for controlling discharges from combined sewers to the nation’s waters. Using the NPDES permit program, the permittee is required to implement the following nine minimum controls that constitute the technology-based requirements of the CWA and can reduce the frequency of CSDs and their effects on receiving water quality:



1. Conduct proper operation and regular maintenance programs for the combined sewer system and CSD outfalls;



2. Maximize the use of the collection system for storage; 



3. Review and modify pretreatment programs to minimize the effect of non-domestic discharges to the collection system;



4. Maximize flow to the SEWPC and North Point Facility for treatment;



5. Prohibit CSDs during dry weather;



6. Control solids and floatable materials in CSDs;



7. Develop and implement a pollution prevention program focused on reducing the effect of CSDs on receiving waters;



8. Notify the public of CSDs; and 



9. Monitor to effectively characterize CSD effects and the efficacy of CSD controls.



The City is currently implementing these controls as required by the CSO Control Policy and has also developed a long-term control plan to optimize operations of the wastewater collection and treatment system and maximize pollutant removal during wet weather. 



Consistent with the CSO Control Policy and the Long-Term Control Plan, the City captures and treats 100 percent of the combined sewage flow collected in the combined sewer system during precipitation events. Captured flows are directed first to the SEWPCP and North Point Facility for primary or secondary treatment. Flows in excess of the capacity of these facilities are diverted to storage and transport boxes constructed around much of the City, and receive the equivalent to primary treatment prior to discharge to San Francisco Bay. The Long-Term Control Plan specifies operational parameters that must be met in each drainage basin before a CSD can occur, and includes the following long-term average annual design goals for CSDs:



· Four CSD events along the North Shore



· Ten CSD events from the Central Basin



· One CSD event along the Southeast Sector



Although the Mariposa sub-basin has historically exceeded the long-term goal of 10 CSDs per year as discussed above, the City is currently meeting these long-term average design goals for the overall Bayside drainage basin.



5.9.4.2 State Regulations



California Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act



The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act (Division 7 of the California Water Code) provides for protection of the quality of waters of the State of California for use and enjoyment by the people of California. The act also establishes provisions for a statewide program for the control of water quality, recognizing that waters of the state are increasingly influenced by interbasin water development projects and other statewide considerations, and that factors such as precipitation, topography, population, recreation, agriculture, industry, and economic development vary regionally within the state. The statewide program for water quality control is therefore administered most effectively on a local level with statewide oversight. Within this framework, the act authorizes the SWRCB and RWQCBs to oversee the coordination and control of water quality within California.



San Francisco Bay Water Quality Control Plan (Basin Plan)



San Francisco Bay waters are under the jurisdiction of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB which established regulatory standards and objectives for water quality in the Bay in the Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay Basin, commonly referred to as the Basin Plan.
 The Basin Plan identifies existing and potential beneficial uses for surface waters and provides numerical and narrative water quality objectives designed to protect those uses. The preparation and adoption of water quality control plans is required by the California Water Code (Section 13240) and supported by the federal CWA. Because beneficial uses, together with their corresponding water quality objectives, can be defined per federal regulations as water quality standards, the Basin Plan is a regulatory reference for meeting the state and federal requirements for water quality control. Adoption or revision of surface water standards is subject to the approval of the U.S. EPA. 


Identified beneficial uses for Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay and Mission Creek include commercial and sport fishing, estuarine habitat, wildlife habitat, water contact recreation, noncontact water recreation, and navigation. Identified beneficial uses for Lower San Francisco Bay include industrial service supply, commercial and sport fishing, shellfish harvesting, estuarine habitat, fish migration, preservation of rare and endangered species, fish spawning, wildlife habitat, water contact recreation, noncontact water recreation, and navigation.



Impaired Water Bodies and Total Maximum Daily Loads



As described above under Section 303(d) of the CWA, states must present the U.S. EPA with a list of “impaired water bodies,” defined as those water bodies that do not meet water quality standards. The proposed project is located approximately 230 feet inland from Lower San Francisco Bay. The RWQCB has listed Lower San Francisco Bay as an impaired water body for chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, dioxins, furan compounds, mercury, PCBs, invasive species, and trash.



The Central Basin of Lower San Francisco Bay, where the CSD structure for the Mariposa sub-basin discharges, is listed as an impaired water body for the chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, dioxin compounds, furan compounds, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, polychlorinated biphenyls, mercury, selenium, and invasive species. The sediments of the Central Basin are listed for mercury and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons.



Mission Creek, where the CSD structures for the reconfigured Central sub-basin of the combined sewer system discharge, is listed as an impaired water body for ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The sediment of Mission Creek is listed for chlordane, dieldrin, lead, mercury, PCBs, silver, and zinc.


As required by the CWA, the U.S. EPA requires the development of TMDLs to improve water quality of impaired water bodies. The first step of the TMDL process is development of a TMDL report describing the water quality problem, detailing the pollutant sources, and outlining the solutions. An implementation plan, included in the TMDL report, describes how and when pollution prevention, control, or restoration activities will be accomplished and who will be responsible for these actions. The final step of the TMDL process is adopting and amending the Basin Plan to legally establish the TMDL and to specify regulatory requirements for compliance. As part of a Basin Plan amendment, waste load allocations are specified for entities that have permitted discharges.



TMDLs for polychlorinated biphenyls and mercury in San Francisco Bay have been approved by the U.S. EPA and officially incorporated into the Basin Plan. The RWQCB also adopted the San Francisco Bay Watershed Permit (Order No. R2-2012-0096) which addresses mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in municipal and industrial wastewater discharges.



NPDES Waste Discharge Regulations



As discussed above in Section 5.9.4.1, Federal Regulations, Section 402 of the federal CWA established the NPDES program to protect water quality of receiving waters. The NPDES program requires all facilities that discharge pollutants into waters of the United States to obtain a permit. The permit provides two levels of control – technology-based limits and water-quality-based limits – to control discharge of pollutants for the protection of water quality. Technology-based limits are based on the ability of dischargers in the same category to treat wastewater, while water quality-based limits are required if technology-based limits are not sufficient to protect the water body. Water quality-based effluent limitations required to meet water quality criteria in the receiving water are based on criteria specified in the National Toxics Rule, the California Toxics Rule, and the Basin Plan. NPDES permits must also incorporate TMDL wasteload allocations when they are developed. In California, the SWRCB and the RWQCBs implement and enforce the NPDES program.



Small MS4 General Stormwater Permit



In 2003, the SWRCB adopted the General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4s), SWRCB Order No. 2003‐0005‐DWQ. An updated permit, Order No. 2013-001-DWQ, was adopted by the SWRCB on February 5, 2013 and became effective on July 1, 2013 (the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit). Areas that drain to separate stormwater collection systems in San Francisco are subject to this permit. The Mission Bay FSEIR was published in 1998, prior to passage of the first Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit.


The updated Phase II General MS4 Permit identifies specific BMPs and management measures to be addressed and requires permittees to submit a guidance document to the SWRCB documenting their strategies for complying with permit requirements. The required program includes specific elements related to program management, education and outreach on storm water impacts, public involvement/participation, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction site stormwater runoff and control, pollution prevention/good housekeeping for permittee operations, post-construction storm water management for new development and re-development, water quality monitoring requirements, program effectiveness assessment, and annual reporting. For renewal permittees such as the City and County of San Francisco (CCSF), the guidance document must identify and describe BMPs included in their previous Stormwater Management Plan that may be more protective of water quality than the minimum requirements of the updated permit, and identify whether the permittee proposes to maintain, reduce, or cease implementation of the BMP. 


Southeast Plant, North Point, and Bayside Facilities NPDES Permit


The City currently holds an NPDES permit (RWQCB Order No.R2-2013-0029) adopted by the RWQCB in August 2013, that covers the SEWPCP, the North Point Wet Weather Facility, and all of the bayside wet-weather facilities, including CSDs to the Bay.
 The permit specifies discharge prohibitions, dry-weather effluent limitations, wet-weather effluent performance criteria, receiving water limitations, sludge management practices, and monitoring and reporting requirements. The permit prohibits overflows from the combined sewer discharge structures during dry weather, and requires wet-weather overflows to comply with the nine minimum controls specified in the federal Combined Sewer Overflow Control Policy, described above, and the City’s Long Term Control Plan. Areas that drain to the City’s combined sewer system are subject to this permit.



5.9.4.3 Local and Regional Regulations and Plans



Stormwater and Wastewater Management



SFPUC Storm Water Management Plan



San Francisco has obtained coverage under the updated Phase II General MS4 Permit described above for separate storm sewer systems under its jurisdiction. In accordance with this permit, the SFPUC is required to submit a guidance document to the SWRCB documenting its strategies for complying with permit requirements. San Francisco’s Storm Water Management Plan (SWMP), prepared under the previous General MS4 Permit,
 will remain in effect until the guidance document is completed. The SWMP is comprised of six program areas meant to address water quality: public education and outreach, public involvement/participation, illicit discharge detection and elimination, construction site stormwater runoff control, post-construction stormwater management in new development and redevelopment, and pollution prevention/good housekeeping for municipal operations. The SWMP thereby requires implementation of a variety of stormwater pollution reduction measures that mirror these six program areas, including the implementation of stormwater BMPs (such as construction period BMPs and post-construction BMPs). 


The project area would drain to the new separate stormwater system and would be subject to all provisions and regulatory requirements set forth by the SFPUC, including compliance with the SWMP and the guidance document, once the SFPUC assumes jurisdiction over the storm sewer system. 


Stormwater Design Guidelines 



Development projects that discharge stormwater to either the combined sewer system or a separate stormwater system must comply with Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, Section 147, which was adopted in 2010 (subsequent to publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR). The SFPUC and the Port of San Francisco have developed San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines in accordance with the requirements of the Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit and Article 4.2, Section 147. 
 The SFPUC is currently updating the guidelines to reflect changes in the updated Phase II General MS4 Permit.



The Stormwater Design Guidelines require compliance with specified stormwater management requirements and provide five tools to help project developers achieve compliance with stormwater management requirements:


· A step-by-step guide describing how to manage stormwater onsite



· A set of stormwater BMP fact sheets



· A vegetation palette to assist in BMP-appropriate plant selection



· Sizing calculators to determine the required size of each BMP



· Maintenance checklists explaining the types and frequencies of the maintenance activities associated with each BMP



In accordance with the San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines, developers of projects that disturb more than 5,000 square feet of ground and discharge to a separate stormwater system must implement BMPs to reduce the flow rate and volume and improve the quality of stormwater going into the separate stormwater system. For covered projects, the stormwater management approach must capture and treat rainfall from the design storm of 0.75 inches. These projects would reduce or eliminate downstream water pollution by reducing impervious cover, eliminating sources of contaminants, treating pollutants in stormwater runoff, or increasing onsite infiltration.



The SFPUC inspects stormwater BMPs once they are constructed, and any issues noted by the inspection must be corrected. The owner is responsible for completing an annual self-certification inspection, and must submit completed checklists and maintenance logs for the year to the SFPUC. In addition, the SFPUC inspects all stormwater BMPs every third year. Any issues identified by either inspection must be resolved before the SFPUC can renew the certificate of compliance. 


Projects that are required to implement the San Francisco Stormwater Design Guidelines are also subject to review by the San Francisco Building Inspection Commission, and are subject to building codes that include provisions for managing drainage for new construction. Specifically, Section 1101.1.1 of the San Francisco Plumbing Code and Section 1503.4 of the San Francisco Building Code allow roofs and other building areas to drain to locations other than the combined sewer.


Wastewater Discharges to the Combined Sewer System


Discharges of non-sewage wastewater to the combined sewer system are subject to the permit requirements specified in Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Public Works Code and supplemented by Department of Public Works Order No. 158170. The permit requires development and implementation of a pollution prevention program and specifies discharge limitations for specific chemical constituents as well as general conditions for the discharge. In addition, the discharge must meet the pretreatment standards specified in Article 4.1 and the discharger must monitor the discharge quality for compliance with permit limitations. The discharger must also submit periodic reports to the SFPUC and the CCSF conducts periodic inspections to ensure compliance.



San Francisco Sea Level Rise Guidance



As noted above, the CCSF has developed guidance for incorporating sea level rise into the planning of capital projects in San Francisco.
 The guidance presents a framework for considering the effects of sea level rise on capital projects implemented by the CCSF and selecting appropriate adaptation measures based on site-specific information. The planning process described in the draft guidance includes six primary steps:


· Review sea level rise science



· Assess vulnerability



· Assess risk



· Plan for adaptation



· Implement adaptation measures



· Monitor


As of September 2014, the CCSF considers the NRC report as the best available science on sea level rise in California. However, the guidance acknowledges that the science of sea level rise is continually advancing and projections of sea level rise may need to be updated at some point to reflect the most updated science. Sea level rise inundation maps prepared by the SFPUC, described above in Section 5.9.3.2, Future Flooding, are considered the most up-to-date maps and take into account both water level rises and the temporary effects of storm surge along the shoreline. The guidance states that the review of available sea level science should determine whether the project site could be subject to inundation during the lifespan of the project. 


For those projects that cost $5 million or more that could be inundated during their lifespan, the guidance requires a vulnerability assessment based on the degree of inundation that could occur, the sensitivity of the project to sea level rise, and the adaptive capacity of the project site and design (the ability to adjust to sea level rise impacts without the need for substantial intervention or modification). The risk assessment takes into consideration the likelihood that the project could be adversely affected by sea level rise and the related consequences of inundation. An adaptation plan is required for projects that are found to be vulnerable to sea level rise and have a potential for substantial consequences. The plan should focus on those aspects of the project that have the greatest consequences if inundated. It should include clear accountability and trigger points for bringing adaptation strategies online as well as a well-defined process to ensure that milestones are being met and the latest science is being considered.


The CCSF sea level rise guidance document also acknowledges that there is some flexibility in how to plan for adaptations, and it may not always be feasible or cost effective to design and build for long-term potential sea level rise scenarios that are of a highly uncertain nature, such as the upper end of the NRC report range for the year 2100 (66-inches of sea level rise). In this case, the project could be designed and constructed to be resilient to the likely mid-century sea level rise (11± 4 inches by 2050). An alternative approach would be to build the project to be resilient to the likely sea level rise by 2100 (36 inches), while including adaptive capacity to be resilient to the upper range of sea level rise estimates for 2100 (66 inches).


Under CEQA, the CCSF considers city projects that could be vulnerable to 100-year flooding in combination with sea level rise during their lifespan to have a significant risk related to flooding.



San Francisco Floodplain Management 



San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements are specified in the San Francisco Administrative Code, Sections 2A.280 through 2A.285. For buildings located within a flood-prone area, this code requires the following:



· The building must be adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement.



· The building must be constructed with materials and utility equipment that is resistant to flood damage, and with methods and practices that minimize flood damage.



· Electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing, and air conditioning equipment must be designed or located to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during flooding.



· All water supply and sanitary sewage systems must be designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system as well as discharges from the systems into floodwaters. 



For projects located in areas that could be prone to flooding from the combined sewer system during wet weather, the SFPUC may require additional actions such as provision of a pump station for sewage flows, raised elevation of entryways, special sidewalk construction, and deep gutters.



Trash Management



Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code, Garbage and Refuse, requires that properties have appropriate containers placed in appropriate locations for the collection of refuse. In accordance with this article, the refuse containers must be constructed with tight fitting lids or sealed enclosures, and the contents of the container may not extend above the top of the rim. The property owner must also have adequate refuse collection service. Article 6 also prohibits the dumping of refuse onto any streets or lands within San Francisco.


5.1.5 Impacts and Mitigation Measures


5.9.5.1 Significance Thresholds


Significance Thresholds



For the impacts analyzed in this section, the project would have a significant impact related to hydrology and water quality if it were to:



· Violate any water quality standards or waste discharge requirements;



· Create or contribute runoff water that would exceed the capacity of existing or planned stormwater drainage systems or provide substantial additional sources of polluted runoff;



· Otherwise substantially degrade water quality; or



· Expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding, including flooding as a result of the failure of a levee or dam.


The analysis of violation of water quality standards or waste discharge requirements provided in Impact HY-6 also addresses the following significance criterion from Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems: 



· Exceed wastewater treatment requirements of the applicable Regional Water Quality Control Board.


The complete list of CEQA significance criteria used in the hydrology and water quality analysis is included in the Initial Study (see Appendix NOP-IS, pp. 86 through 98), which also explains why the proposed project would not result in new significant impacts or substantially increase the severity of impacts previously identified in the 1998 FSEIR on hydrology and water quality with respect to degradation of water quality during construction (Impact HY-1); depletion of groundwater and interference with groundwater recharge (Impact HY-2); alteration of drainage patterns (Impact HY-3); placement of housing within a 100-year flood zone; placement of structures within a 100-year flood zone (Impact HY-4); and flooding as a result of failure of a levee or dam; and inundation by seiche, tsunami, or mudflow (Impact HY-5). Therefore, no further analysis of these subjects is presented in this section. The hydrology and water quality section of the Initial Study determined that all construction-related hydrology and water quality impacts of the proposed project would be less than significant. Therefore, this SEIR analysis does not address construction-related impacts.



5.9.5.2 Approach to Analysis



Methodology for Analysis of Direct Impacts



Due to the inter-related nature of the City's drainage basins and combined sewer system, as described above in the Setting, the hydrology and water quality impacts related to changes in stormwater and wastewater flows are combined under one impact statement. This analysis is related to the analysis presented in Section 5.7, Utilities, which evaluates impacts related to the capacity of wastewater or stormwater facilities, but focuses primarily on the water quality aspects of the potential impacts. The impact analysis is broken down as described below.


Exceed wastewater treatment requirements, violate water quality standard or waste discharge requirement, exceed the capacity of a storm drainage system, provide a substantial source of stormwater pollutants, or substantially degrade water quality:


· Dry weather flows to combined sewer system: The analysis considers whether the project would contribute additional wastewater to the City’s combined sewer system to the extent that the contribution would cause the system to exceed the treatment requirements (with respect to volume and treatment level) of the San Francisco Bay RWQCB NPDES permit for the SFPUC's Bayside wastewater facilities. The impact is considered less than significant if the increase in flows remains within the treatment capacity of the SEWPCP.


· Wet weather flows to combined sewer system: The impact analysis examines whether project-related increases in wastewater flows would contribute to combined sewer discharges during wet weather. The impact is considered less than significant if the increased flows would not substantially increase the frequency, duration, or volume of combined sewer discharges.


· Effluent discharges from SEWPCP: For the analysis of impacts related to changes in the quality of effluent discharges from the SEWPCP, the analysis considers whether discharges of wastewater to the combined sewer system would cause effluent quality to exceed the discharge limitations of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP. If not, the impact is considered less than significant. Mitigation is identified for discharges that could potentially result in exceedances.



· Direct discharges of stormwater runoff and storm drainage capacity: The analysis considers whether the post-construction flows would be within the capacity of the newly constructed separate stormwater system in Mission Bay South or provide an additional source of stormwater pollutants that could degrade water quality. The impact is considered less than significant if the flows would be within the flow capacity of the stormwater system, and would not result in an additional source of stormwater pollutants.



· Litter: The analysis considers whether compliance with regulatory requirements for trash management would prevent substantial water quality degradation from litter that could be transported to the Bay via stormwater runoff or wind. If so, the impact is considered less than significant.


Expose people or structures to a significant risk from future flooding: The analysis considers whether people or structures on the project site could be exposed to a significant risk of loss, injury or death involving flooding as a result of sea level rise in combination with storm surge and extreme tides. The impact is considered significant if the project site could be inundated during a 100-year coastal flood within the life of the project, and the project would neither conform to flood resistant building standards nor be capable of adapting to future flood hazard conditions. 



Methodology for Analysis of Cumulative Impacts



Cumulative impacts related to combined sewer discharges and stormwater system shortfalls could affect Lower San Francisco Bay as well as the Bayside drainage basin of San Francisco’s combined sewer system, particularly the reconfigured Mariposa and Central sub-basins. Accordingly, the geographic scope of these cumulative water quality impacts includes Lower San Francisco Bay and the geographical area that drains to the Bayside drainage basin. The cumulative analysis utilizes a list-based approach to analyze the effects of the project in combination with past, present, and probable future projects in the Bayside drainage basin, including full build-out of the Mission Bay South area and the UCSF Long Range Development Plan (LRDP), and assumes that construction and operations of other projects in the geographical area would have to comply with the same regulatory requirements as the project. The analysis then considers whether or not there would be a significant, adverse cumulative impact associated with project implementation in combination with past, present, and probable future projects in the geographical area, and if so, whether or not the project's contribution to the cumulative impact would be significant (i.e., cumulatively considerable).



5.9.5.3 Impact Evaluation


Impacts HY-1 to HY-5: See Initial Study (Appendix NOP-IS), which includes all construction-related impacts of the proposed project.


_________________________



Project Impacts: Operation


Impact HY-6: Operation of the proposed project would not exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP; violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements, otherwise substantially degrade water quality as a result of changes in wastewater and stormwater discharges to the Bay; or exceed the capacity of the separate stormwater system constructed in Mission Bay, or provide a substantial source of polluted runoff. Operation of the proposed project would/would not contribute to a substantial increase in combined sewer discharges. (Significance to be determined)


Dry Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


The sewer analysis for the proposed project estimates that the total average wastewater flow would be 0.164 mgd and the peak wastewater flows would be 1.074 mgd.
 During dry weather (typically, May 1 to October 15), all wastewater generated from the proposed project would be conveyed to and treated at the SEWPCP, which currently has a remaining dry-weather capacity of about 24.5 mgd, as described above in Section 5.7.3.1, Combined Sewer System. The average flow from the project would be less than 0.7 percent of the remaining dry-weather capacity of the SEWPCP, and the peak flow daily flow would be approximately 4.4 percent. Therefore, during dry weather, impacts related to exceeding the wastewater treatment requirements of the San Francisco Regional Water Quality Control Board would be less than significant.


Wet Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


During wet weather (typically October 15 to April 30), there is a wide variation in volume of wastewater flow to the combined sewer system due to the addition of stormwater to the sanitary sewage flows. During severe rainstorms, the increased wet weather flows can exceed the combined 400 mgd treatment capacity of the Bayside wet weather facilities and the capacity of the transport and storage boxes. Under the proposed project, stormwater at the project site would be diverted to the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system and would decrease wet-weather flows to the combined sewer system. Sanitary sewage, would be conveyed to the combined sewer system during both wet and dry weather, which would represent an incremental increase in wastewater volume from the project site that could affect the overall combined sewer system’s wet weather operations in the reconfigured Central and Mariposa sub-basins. While the combined sewer system is currently in overall compliance with current regulations and permits for discharges to the Bay, the Mariposa sub-basin has historically exceeded the long-term average design goal for CSDs (see Section 5.9.3.1, above, regarding the existing conditions of the City's combined sewer system).


To determine the project's effects on CSDs to the Bay, Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc. conducted modeling to determine the annual average frequency, volume and duration of CSDs under existing, project and cumulative conditions. [Analysis of effects on CSDs and associated effects related to water quality, sediment quality, and water contact recreation to be completed when modeling is completed.] 


Mitigation: To be determined.



Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP


Consistent with what was identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR, some wastewater discharges associated with future uses at the project site could involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges. If improperly handled, discharges of unusual chemicals such as radioactive materials and biohazardous materials to the SEWPCP could result in violation of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP which is a potentially significant impact. While these discharges would be regulated under Article 4.1 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, the Mission Bay FSEIR included Mitigation Measure K.2 requiring these facilities 
to install sampling ports to facilitate sampling to monitor discharge quality. At this time, it is not known specifically what uses might occupy the proposed office development at Blocks 29-32, and the possibility of uses that would handle radioactive or biohazardous materials cannot be precluded. Thus, as identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR, in the event that there could be future activities that handle radioactive or biohazardous materials, implementation of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.2 (same as Mitigation Measure M-HY-6) would reduce this impact to less than significant.



Mitigation Measure M-HY-6. Wastewater Sampling Ports



Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measures K.2. Participate in the City’s existing Water Pollution Prevention Program. Facilitate implementation of the City’s Water Pollution Prevention Program by providing and installing wastewater sampling ports in any building anticipated to have a potentially significant discharge of pollutants to the sanitary sewer, as determined by the Water Pollution Prevention Program of the San Francisco Public Utilities Commission’s Bureau of Environmental Regulation and Management, and in locations as determined.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity 


Currently, approximately half of the project site is paved, and the rest is undeveloped. Runoff from portions of the paved and unpaved areas drain to perimeter streets, but a majority of runoff is contained in a low lying area within the site. There are no storm drains on the site. The runoff that drains to the perimeter streets currently flows to the combined sewer system. 


Under the proposed project, all stormwater would be diverted to the separate stormwater system constructed by the master developer for Mission Bay South. Discharges of stormwater from the project site to the separate stormwater system would be subject to the regulatory requirements of the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit, Section 147 of Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, and the City’s Stormwater Design Guidelines, all of which were adopted since publication of the FSEIR and are described in Section 5.9.4, Regulatory Framework. Accordingly, the project sponsor would be required to implement BMPs to improve the quality of stormwater entering the stormwater system The stormwater management approach must capture and treat rainfall from the design storm of 0.75 inches and include measures to reduce or eliminate downstream water pollution by reducing impervious cover, eliminating sources of contaminants, treating pollutants in stormwater runoff, or increasing onsite infiltration. The project would primarily utilize two Low Impact Development (LID) strategies to achieve the requirements for capture and treatment of stormwater: green roofs on several buildings and flow-through biotreatment planters. Treated water from these facilities would be directed to proposed on-site storm drains, which would connect to the separate stormwater collection system in the adjacent streets. 


Implementation of stormwater control measures as required by the updated Phase II General MS4 NPDES Permit; Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code, Section 147; and the City's Stormwater Design Guidelines would ensure that the project does not contribute to an increase in discharge of stormwater pollutants to the Bay in discharges from the separate stormwater system. Therefore, impacts related to degradation of water quality and providing an additional source of stormwater pollutants are less than significant in relation to direct stormwater discharges. 


As described in Impact UT-6 in Section 5.7, Utilities and Service Systems, the Mission Bay South stormwater system is designed to convey runoff from a 5-year storm event under build-out conditions. While the project would increase runoff relative to existing conditions because the amount of impervious surfaces would be increased, the volume of offsite stormwater discharges would be consistent with the projected build-out condition that the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system was designed to serve. Therefore, stormwater runoff from the project would not exceed the capacity of the stormwater system and this impact would be less than significant.



Litter


The proposed public use of the project site as an arena and event center would increase the potential for litter. In accordance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code, Garbage and Refuse, the project sponsor would be required to place containers in appropriate locations for the collection of refuse. In accordance with this article, the refuse containers must be constructed with tight fitting lids or sealed enclosures, and the contents of the container may not extend above the top of the rim. The project sponsor must also have adequate refuse collection service. Further, Article 6 prohibits the dumping of refuse onto any streets or lands within San Francisco. 



The project would also be required to comply with several City ordinances which would decrease the amount of non-degradable trash generated under the proposed project, as discussed in Section 11 of the Initial Study, Utilities and Service Systems (see Appendix NOP-IS). The San Francisco Mandatory Recycling and Composting Ordinance requires facilities to separate their refuse into recyclables, compostables, and trash, and the Food Service Waste Reduction Ordinance prohibits any establishment that serves food prepared in San Francisco from using polystyrene foam (Styrofoam) to-go containers. This ordinance also requires that any containers used in the City’s programs be either recyclable or compostable. 



Compliance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code and the City ordinances described above would reduce the amount of non-recyclable and non-compostable wastes produced during events, and would ensure that adequate containers and refuse service are provided. This would reduce the potential for transport of litter to the Bay via wind or stormwater runoff. Therefore, water quality impacts related to littering would be less than significant.



Summary of Impact HY-6, Water Quality Impact Analysis


Impact HY-6 describes potential water quality impacts of the proposed project related to dry weather wastewater flows and compliance with the wastewater treatment requirements of the Regional Water Quality Control Board; wet weather wastewater flows; effluent discharges from the SEWPCP; direct discharges of stormwater; and litter. The analysis determined that project-related effects on dry weather wastewater flows would be less than significant because the wastewater flows would be within the remaining capacity of the SEWPCP. Impacts related to direct discharges of stormwater and litter would be less than significant due to compliance with existing regulations. Potential impacts related to effluent discharges from the SEWPCP would be less than significant with implementation of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.2 which requires implementation of measures to ensure that businesses that discharge pollutants that are not typically associated with most wastewater discharges to the City’s combined sewer system do not cause a violation of the NDPES permit for the SEWPCP. 


Impacts related to wet weather flows and CSDs were determined to be [To be completed pending outcome of modeling].


Comparison of Impact HY-6 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis


Dry-Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System. The FSEIR anticipated that, based on anticipated land uses as offices, the estimated total wastewater flow from the project site would be an average of 0.192 mgd and a peak of 0.578 mgd. The average flows for the proposed project would be less than analyzed in the FSEIR, but the peak flows would be almost two times greater than anticipated. Although the project would result in a somewhat more severe impact than analyzed in the FSEIR, the impact would remain less than significant because the dry-weather flows would be within the capacity of the SEWPCP. Therefore, the project would result in no new or substantially more severe impacts related to dry weather flows to the combined sewer system than was previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR. 


Wet Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR anticipated that stormwater within the reconfigured Central sub-basin would be collected in a separate stormwater system and wastewater flows generated within this basin would be conveyed in the SFPUC combined sewer system. The FSEIR also anticipated that both stormwater and wastewater flows generated in the Mariposa sub-basin would be conveyed to the combined sewer system. With this configuration, the Mission Bay FSEIR indicated that increases in combined sewer discharges and associated pollutants were anticipated in the Mariposa and Islais Creek discharge locations. The Mission Bay Plan’s contribution to an increase in the frequency, volume, or duration of combined sewer discharges would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.3 requiring the master developer and SFPUC to consider sewer improvements to avoid increases in CSD volumes. 


The master developer has proceeded with implementation of Mitigation Scenario B described in the FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253). This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Mariposa sub-basin as well as in the reconfigured Central sub-basin as originally planned in the FSEIR. Because none of the stormwater from Mission Bay South would be discharged to the combined sewer system, the FSEIR estimated that this mitigation approach would reduce the total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year. 


[Comparison to proposed project to be provided when modeling is completed.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP. The FSEIR concluded that UCSF and some commercial or industrial operations may involve the discharge of some pollutants not typically associated with most other San Francisco discharges and discharges from these businesses could potentially result in a violation of the NDPES permit. The FSEIR identified Mitigation Measure K.2 in the Hydrology and Water Quality section requiring facilities with these discharges to install sampling ports to facilitate demonstration of compliance with discharge limitations. The proposed project could involve some of the same land uses, but as discussed above would require implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the FSEIR. Therefore, the project would not result in new or substantially more severe impacts related to effluent discharges from the SEWPCP than was previously identified in the Mission Bay FSEIR.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity. The Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that with the sewer system improvements proposed as part of the plan, including reconfiguration of the Central and Mariposa sub-basins and construction of a separate stormwater system in the reconfigured Central sub-basin, the Mission Bay plan would accommodate the projected changes to stormwater flows and impacts related to exceeding the capacity of the stormwater system would be less than significant. 



The Mission Bay FSEIR also determined that the direct stormwater discharges under the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay and Mission Creek. The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.4 requiring treatment of all separate stormwater discharges. 



As described above, stormwater discharges from the project would discharge to the Mission Bay South stormwater system constructed in accordance with Mitigation Scenario B described in the FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses (in Volume III, beginning on p. XII.253). This separate stormwater system provides treatment of stormwater discharges at each of the five outfalls. Further, stormwater discharges from the project site would be subject to the regulatory requirements of the SWRCB and City which require treatment of stormwater before it is discharged to a separate stormwater system. Therefore, the project would result in less severe water quality impacts than analyzed in the FSEIR related to direct stormwater discharges and there would be no new or substantially more severe impacts related to stormwater runoff and discharges than was previously identified. 



FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.5 requires implementation of an individual stormwater management program that utilizes BMPs for Mission Bay until the Phase II regulations become final and Mission Bay is included in the City’s stormwater management program. However, subsequent to publication of the Mission Bay FSEIR, the SWRCB adopted the General Permit for the Discharge of Storm Water from Small Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems. The CCSF also adopted Section 147 of Article 4.2 of the San Francisco Public Works Code in 2010 and published the associated Stormwater Design Guidelines. Discharges of stormwater from the project site to the separate storm sewer would be subject to these regulatory requirements as further described above. Therefore, implementation of Mitigation Measure K.5 is no longer applicable to the proposed project.



_________________________



Impact HY-7: Operation of the proposed project would not expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. (Less than Significant)


Existing grades at the project site range from -1’ to +3’ SFD (#-# NAVD
88), which is above the current base flood elevation of # NAVD88 as depicted on San Francisco’s 1998 interim flood maps. The project site is also above the 2050 projected base flood elevation in the project area of #### NAVD88 (100-year storm surge plus 12 inches of sea level rise). Thus, as shown on Figure 5.9-1 and described in the Setting, the project site would not be subject to flooding in 2050 with projected sea level rise.
 In addition, the project site would not be inundated during daily high tide conditions (MHHW) with 36 inches of sea level rise which is expected by 2100. However, when the effects of 100-year storm surge are considered in combination with 36 inches of sea level rise, the site at its existing grade could be temporarily inundated at depths of between 2 and 4 feet as shown on Figure 5.9-2.
As discussed above, this scenario is based on 2010/2011 topographic conditions and assumes that no site-specific or area-wide flood protection measures such as filling to raise the grade of low lying areas or construction of berms, levees or seawalls would be implemented to protect the project site or surrounding area during the intervening period. Under these assumptions, the project site could be subject to a 1-percent annual chance flood risk (i.e. 100 year flood) by 2100. Thus, the project site could be prone to flooding within the project’s lifetime.


Development in flood prone areas could expose people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury or death unless designed and constructed in accordance with flood resistant building standards. San Francisco’s Floodplain Management Ordinance (Chapter 2A, Article XX, Sections 2A.280-2A.285 of the San Francisco Administrative Code) provides that Section 2A.282(b)(1) of the Floodplain Management Ordinance specifies standards for building in flood prone areas including (in relevant part):


· Be designed and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy.


· Be constructed:



· With materials and utility equipment resistant to flood damage;



· Using methods and practices that minimize flood damage;



· With electrical, heating, ventilation, plumbing and air conditioning equipment and other service facilities that are designed and/or located so as to prevent water from entering or accumulating within the components during conditions of flooding.


The Floodplain Management Ordinance is applicable only in areas that are designated by the City Administrator as susceptible to being inundated by a 100-year flood. At present, the City’s designated 100-year flood zone is that shown on the 1998 interim flood map, which does not consider projected sea level rise and does not therefore include the project site. As such, the Floodplain Management Ordinance does not apply to the project site.


Although it is not subject to the San Francisco Floodplain Management Ordinance, the project would be designed and constructed consistent with the flood resistant building standards or, in some cases, to be capable of adapting to meet these standards when needed in the future in recognition of the future flood hazard due to sea level rise. These include:


· Locating the base of the main arena entry at an elevation of 10 feet
, which would be a minimum of 7 feet above the projected 100-year base flood elevation in 2100. Access to office and retail uses from the main plaza would be provided at this elevation.


· Providing a setback between the arena entry and the eastern property boundary with the 1,250 square-foot plaza area.



· Raising pedestrian access and outdoor areas to an elevation of 10 feet, which would be a minimum of 7 feet above the projected level of flooding
. These areas include the main plaza, pedestrian path at the plaza, Bayfront Overlook, Bayfront Terrace, and Market Hall/Food Hall. The project will also provide access to the upper floors of the Market Hall/Food Hall from the elevated pedestrian path.



· Locating the base of the secondary arena entry at an elevation of 26 feet, above the projected level of flooding
, and making it accessible from the elevated pedestrian path or stairs from the southeast plaza.



· Providing double height first floors in the retail uses and lobbies in the South Street and 16th Street buildings, Market Hall/Food Hall, and buildings fronting Terry Francois Boulevard.



· Eliminating building wall penetrations below the expected inundation level
, where feasible, to preclude inside flooding.



· Waterproofing the below ground features to address fluctuations in groundwater levels that may result from sea level rise.


· Designing the water supply and wastewater systems to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters as well as discharges from these systems into flood waters. [Project Sponsor: we added this to ensure that the proposed features are consistent with San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements. Please confirm that the systems will be designed as indicated.]


Three areas of the project would be completed at a lower elevation 
than the projected flood level 
including the team practice courts at an elevation of -14 feet, the below grade parking and loading dock at an elevation of -10 feet, and the event level (floor of the basketball court) at an elevation of - 6 feet.
 [Project sponsor: please confirm the elevation of the below grade parking. Has it changed with the new project design?] The garage and loading dock entries could also be designed to allow future installation of floodgates and a solid curb could be constructed alongside landscaped areas to retard flood flows. Sand bags could also be available to provide temporary protection from future flooding. The mechanical systems for the event center would be located in the below-grade parking which could be inundated
. However, the project design includes providing space for emergency pumps in these areas, including the area adjacent to the mechanical systems. Further, the mechanical systems could be moved to areas of the site that are above future flood levels (e.g. mechanical penthouses on building roofs) if necessary. 


The project features described above would be consistent with San Francisco’s Floodplain Management requirements specified in the San Francisco Administrative Code, Sections 2A.280 through 2A.285 and discussed in the Setting. In addition, the stormwater bioretention areas and stormwater drain inlets located along the property perimeter would facilitate drainage of flooding resulting from storm surge. Terry A. François Boulevard and the planned waterfront park to the east would also provide a buffer against coastal flooding. 






While the project site could be temporarily flooded at depths of between 2 and 4 feet with 36 inches of sea level rise in combination with 100-year storm surge by 2100, the project would be designed and constructed to resist flood damage and provide for the safety of occupants and visitors in the event of flooding. Therefore, impacts related to flooding would be less than significant. 


Mitigation: None required.


Comparison of Impact HY-7 to Mission Bay FSEIR Impact Analysis 



As discussed above, the Mission Bay FSEIR concluded that portions of the Mission Bay plan area could be subject to inundation as a result of sea level rise and included Mitigation Measures K.6a through K.6f for structures proposed below an elevation of ‑1.0 foot SFD. The mitigation required implementation of construction specifications to address effects of sea level rise that would be based on specific flood protection and engineering and building analyses by a licensed engineer where structures are proposed below an elevation of ‑1 foot SFD.


Elevations at the project site range from approximately -1 foot SFD to +3 feet SFD,
 however some of the project components would extend below grade. The recently completed SFPUC inundation maps have provided a more detailed assessment of areas of the project site that could be inundated due to sea level rise and include an area greater than anticipated in the Mission Bay FSEIR. However, the above-described measures that are incorporated into the project design fulfill the requirements of FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.6 which is no longer applicable to the proposed project. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in new or substantially more severe significant impacts than those identified in the FSEIR regarding flooding from sea level rise. 


_________________________



5.9.5.4 Cumulative Impacts



Impact C-HY-1: See Initial Study (Appendix NOP-IS)


_________________________



Impact C-HY-2: The proposed project, in combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the site vicinity, would not exceed the wastewater treatment requirements of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP; violate water quality standards or waste discharge requirements, or otherwise substantially degrade water quality as a result of changes in wastewater and stormwater discharges to the Bay; or exceed the capacity of the separate stormwater system constructed in Mission Bay, or provide a substantial source of polluted runoff. Cumulative wet weather flows would/would not contribute to an increase in combined sewer discharges. (Significance to be Determined)


Impacts related to the wastewater treatment requirements of the NDPES permit for the SEWPCP and contributions to combined sewer discharges could occur within the Bayside drainage basin of San Francisco’s combined sewer system, particularly the reconfigured Mariposa and Central sub-basins. Accordingly, the geographic scope of cumulative impacts related to these topics is the geographical area that drains to the Bayside drainage basin.


Impacts related to exceeding the capacity of the stormwater system and providing additional sources of stormwater pollutants could occur within the Mission Bay South separate stormwater system. Accordingly, the geographic scope of cumulative impacts related to this topic is the geographical area that drains to the separate stormwater system.


The geographical scope for littering includes all of Lower San Francisco Bay which is listed as an impaired water body for trash.



Dry Weather Flows to Combined Sewer System


[To be completed when the DPW sewer analysis is completed.]


Wet Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System


As described in Impact HY-6, above, …



[Discussion to be provided following completion of modeling. This discussion will include the modeling results for the cumulative scenario with full build out of Mission Bay.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP


As discussed in Impact HY-6, if the proposed office space includes biotech uses, the project could result in discharge of biohazardous and radioactive materials that, if improperly handled, could result in violation of the NPDES permit for the SEWPCP. The cumulative effects of wastewater discharges containing such materials  could result in an exceedance of the NPDES discharge limitations of the SEWPCP, resulting in a potentially significant cumulative impact. However, the project’s contribution would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant) with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the FSEIR which requires installation of wastewater sampling ports for business that discharge unusual materials to facilitate sampling. 


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity 


As discussed in Impact HY-6, the project site would be served by the existing Mission Bay storm drain infrastructure and the project would conform to the SFPUC Stormwater Design Guidelines for treatment of stormwater runoff to separate stormwater systems. Similar to the proposed project, all of the future projects that disturb greater than 5,000 square feet would be required to comply with the SFPUC Stormwater Design Guidelines, which require capture and treatment of stormwater discharged to separate stormwater systems. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to exceeding the capacity of a stormwater system, providing additional sources of polluted runoff, and water quality degradation as a result of direct stormwater discharges would be less than significant.



Litter


As discussed in Impact HY-6, the project’s water quality impacts related to littering would be less than significant through compliance with Article 6 of the San Francisco Health Code and the City ordinances addressing recycling and composting of wastes. Similar to the proposed project, all future projects would be subject to the same regulatory requirements, or the regulatory requirements of municipalities adjacent to Lower San Francisco Bay, which would ensure that cumulative water quality impacts related to litter are less than significant.


Comparison to FSEIR Significance Determination 


Dry Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR did not specifically address cumulative effects related to dry weather flows to the City’s combined sewer system. However, the Mission Bay FSEIR Community Services and Utilities impacts section estimated that the Mission Bay plan would generate approximately 2.5 mgd of wastewater at build-out (average dry weather flow), or 3.7 percent of the volume of wastewater treated at the SEWPCP at the time of FSEIR publication, a less than significant impact.


[Cumulative impact conclusion and comparison of project impact to what was analyzed in FSEIR to be completed when the DPW sewer analysis is completed.]


Wet Weather Flow to Combined Sewer System. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the plan’s estimated 0.2 percent contribution to the 11 percent cumulative increase in Bayside combined sewer discharge volumes would be a significant impact. The project’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.3 requiring design and construction of sewer improvements to ensure that wastewater and stormwater flows from the plan area to the combined sewer do not contribute to combined sewer discharges.



The master developer has implemented Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses. This scenario includes separating the stormwater collection system and sanitary sewer in the reconfigured Central and Mariposa sub-basins in Mission Bay South. Implementation of this mitigation approach satisfies the requirements of Mission Bay FSEIR Mitigation Measure K.3 and is expected to reduce total Bayside CSD volume by 33 million gallons per year, less than baseline conditions before the Mission Bay Plan was implemented.



[Cumulative impact conclusion and comparison of project impact to what was analyzed in FSEIR to be provided after modeling is completed.]


Effluent Discharges from SEWPCP. Cumulative impacts related to exceeding the discharge limitations of the SEWPCP were not specifically addressed in the Mission Bay FSEIR. However, while the cumulative effects of wastewater discharges containing radioactive and biohazardous materials could be potentially significant, the contribution of both the project and the Mission Bay Plan would not be cumulatively considerable (less than significant) with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.2 from the Mission Bay FSEIR. Therefore, the proposed project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantially severe impacts relative to those analyzed in the FSEIR.


Direct Discharges of Stormwater Runoff and Storm Drainage Capacity. The Mission Bay FSEIR determined that the Mission Bay plan could contribute to a potentially significant cumulative impact on the quality of near-shore waters of the Bay and China Basin Channel (Mission Creek) as a result of direct stormwater discharges. However, the plan’s contribution would be reduced to less than significant with implementation of Mitigation Measure K.4. The Mission Bay South storm drain infrastructure was constructed in accordance with Mitigation Scenario B described in the Mission Bay FSEIR Summary of Comments and Responses and conforms to the requirements of this mitigation measure. 



The proposed project would not result in any new significant impacts or substantially more severe impacts relative to those analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR regarding this topic.



Litter. Cumulative impacts related to littering were not considered in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Regardless, the proposed project would not result in any new significant cumulative impacts or substantially more severe cumulative impacts relative to those analyzed in the Mission Bay FSEIR.



_________________________



Impact C-HY-3: The proposed project, in combination with past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future projects in the site vicinity, would not result in a significant impact related to exposing people or structures to a significant risk of loss, injury, or death involving flooding. (No Impact)


As described in Section 5.7.3.2, Flooding, the City’s Bay shoreline will be subject to an increased risk of flooding in the future due to sea level rise. Accordingly, the geographic scope for impacts related to flood risk includes those areas that could be subject to flooding by 2100. 



The proposed project and many projects in San Francisco are located in areas that could be inundated either permanently as a result of sea level rise or temporarily as a result of sea level rise in combination with storm surge by the year 2100. Construction of these projects could also put a number of structures at risk of damage due to future flooding as a result of sea level rise. However, this would be a project-by-project impact and not a cumulative impact, since the vulnerability of each project to inundation would be independent from the impacts of other projects and there would be no combined impact. Therefore, there would be no cumulative impact related to sea level rise. 


Comparison to FSEIR Significance Determination 



Cumulative impacts related to future flooding were not considered in the Mission Bay FSEIR. Regardless, the proposed project would not result in any new significant cumulative impacts or substantially more severe cumulative impacts relative to those analyzed in the FSEIR.
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� 	Secondary treatment is the treatment of wastewater or sewage involving removal of organic matter using biological and chemical processes. This is a higher level of treatment than primary treatment, which is removal of floating and settleable solids using physical operations such as screening and sedimentation.



� 	San Francisco City Datum (SFD) establishes the City’s zero point for surveying purposes at approximately 8.6 feet above the mean sea level established by 1929 U.S. Geological Survey datum, and approximately 11.3 feet above the current 1988 North American Vertical Datum.



� 	Secondary treatment is the treatment of wastewater or sewage involving removal of organic matter using biological and chemical processes. This is a higher level of treatment than primary treatment, which is removal of floating and settleable solids using physical operations such as screening and sedimentation. Secondary treatment is less intensive than tertiary treatment, in which additional chemical and biological treatment processes are used to remove additional compounds that may be required for discharge or reuse purposes.



� 	San Francisco Water Power Sewer, San Francisco’s Wastewater Treatment Facilities. June, 2014.



� 	San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Task 500, Technical Memorandum No. 509, Combined Sewer Discharges, Final Draft. December, 2010.



� 	San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Task 600, Technical Memorandum No. 603, Collection System Configurations Analysis and Impact on Combined Sewer Discharge, Final Draft. December, 2010.



� 	San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Task 600, Technical Memorandum No. 603, Collection System Configurations Analysis and Impact on Combined Sewer Discharge, Final Draft. December, 2010.



� 	National Research Council, Sea-Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and Future. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2012. Available on the internet at: http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13389. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	Future emissions of greenhouse gases depend on a collection of human decisions at local, regional, national, and international levels as well as potential unknown technological developments. For this reason, future changes in greenhouse gas emissions cannot be accurately estimated, and a range of emissions levels is considered in the NRC Report. Estimates of sea level rise relative to thermal expansion of the oceans were formulated using the mid-level, or moderate level, of predicted changes in greenhouse gas emissions (from a combination of fossil and non-fossil fuels), as well as an assumption of high economic growth; this represents scenario “A1B” as described by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).



� 	One standard deviation roughly corresponds to a 15 percent/85 percent confidence interval, meaning that there is approximately 15 percent chance the value will exceed the high-end projection (8 inches for the 2030 example) and a 15 percent chance the value will be lower than the low-end projection (4 inches in 2030).



� 	Mean higher high water is the higher of each day’s two high tides averaged over time.



� 	State of California Sea-Level Rise Guidance Document. Developed by the Coastal and Ocean Working Group of the California Climate Action Team (CO-CAT), with science support provided by the Ocean Protection Council’s Science Advisory Team and the California Ocean Science Trust. March 2013 Update. Available on the internet at http://www.opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/pdf/docs/2013_SLR_Guidance_Update_FINAL1.pdf. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	California Coastal Commission Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance, Public Review Draft. October 14, 2013. Available on the internet at: http://www.coastal.ca.gov/climate/SLRguidance.html. Accessed on October 1, 2014.
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� 	National Research Council, Sea-Level Rise for the Coasts of California, Oregon, and Washington: Past, Present, and Future. Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2012. Available on the internet at: http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=13389. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	Future emissions of greenhouse gases depend on a collection of human decisions at local, regional, national, and international levels as well as potential unknown technological developments. For this reason, future changes in greenhouse gas emissions cannot be accurately estimated, and a range of emissions levels is considered in the NRC Report. Estimates of sea level rise relative to thermal expansion of the oceans were formulated using the mid-level, or moderate level, of predicted changes in greenhouse gas emissions (from a combination of fossil and non-fossil fuels), as well as an assumption of high economic growth; this represents scenario “A1B” as described by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).



� 	One standard deviation roughly corresponds to a 15 percent/85 percent confidence interval, meaning that there is approximately 15 percent chance the value will exceed the high-end projection (8 inches for the 2030 example) and a 15 percent chance the value will be lower than the low-end projection (4 inches in 2030).



� 	Mean higher high water is the higher of each day’s two high tides averaged over time.
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� 	California Coastal Commission Draft Sea Level Rise Policy Guidance, Public Review Draft. October 14, 2013. Available on the internet at: http://www.coastal.ca.gov/climate/SLRguidance.html. Accessed on October 1, 2014.



� 	The horizontal grid resolution of a digital elevation model (DEM) defines the scale of the features that are modeled; this is generally the minimum resolution necessary to depict levees, berms, and other topographic features important to diverting floodwaters.



� 	LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) is a remote sensing technology that measures distance by illuminating a target with a laser and analyzing the reflected light. LIDAR is commonly used to create high-resolution terrain models, topography data sets, and topographic maps.



� 	Note that the green zone shown within the project site on Figure 5.9-1 is the open excavation that is not hydrologically connected to flooding zones and would be filled when the site is developed.



� 	Note that greater inundation depths are indicated on Figure 5.9-2 in the area of the open excavation, but this excavation would be filled when the site is developed.
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�Please add a figure showing the basins and receiving waters.



�Add figure.



�High tides are 5 to 7 feet above Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW) not Mean Sea Level.  MSL is 3ft higher than MLLW, so tides are 2-4 ft above MSL.



�It is the increase in Mean Sea Level and is expected to raise normal tidal events (astronomical) by a similar amount.



�improve the existing coastal flood protection infrastructure in time to prevent significant flooding impacts from sea level rise.  



�Please provide full citation.



�Please clarify – what facilities does this refer to?



�Please provide elevations in NAVD88.



�Please clarify. Is this 10’ above finished grade? Also please reference all elevations discussed here and below to NAVD88.



�Please state which flood scenario this is in reference to, 36” SLR + 100 year storm surge?



�See comments above.



�See comments above.



�See comments above.



�Please also discuss whether the entrances to these areas would be below the base flood elevation. If not, analysis should consider (and state) whether they would be at risk of flooding and under what scenario.



�See comments above.



�Datum?



�Under what scenario?
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Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 8:49 AM
To: Roche, Anna
Subject: Warriors Admin Draft EIR SLR analysis
 
Hi Anna,
Thanks for your message yesterday. The section you’re reviewing is the first admin draft prepared
by ESA. I’ve already made extensive comments and revision to this section (see attached version),
and I’ll incorporate comments from SFPUC and other reviewers before returning the section to ESA.
Comments are due to EP by 2/17.
 
With respect to your comment about seawalls, this is taken from the SF Environment website here:
http://www.sfenvironment.org/article/climate-change/adaptation
 
I think it’s appropriate to include this b/c improvements to the City’s existing seawalls and likely new
seawalls will certainly be needed. Other adaptation strategies are also discussed in the setting
section.
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Winslow, David (CPC); Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); Albert, Peter


(MTA); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Justin Winters; Dwight Long; Rene Bihan; Mallory Shure; Stephanie Jaeger
Subject: GSW Office Design Kick Off - REMINDER THAT IT IS AT PLANNING!
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 8:47:00 AM


See you in a few
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Joyce Hsiao
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Cc: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com; Jose Farran; Paul Mitchell
Subject: GSW Transportation section preview
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 1:55:23 PM


Hi Chris and Brett,
I spoke to Luba about preparing a Transportation section preview prior to the
submittal of ADEIR #2 on Feb 25. She and I agreed that there is no time for a
formal work session to go over all of the impacts prior to that submittal.  Instead,
Luba indicates that she and José will provide an outline/overview of the
Transportation section and impact statements in advance of Feb 25, which should
help reviewers organize and prioritize their review strategy.


Also, at this time, the Transportation team has not identified any specific need to
meet with the full CEQA team prior to Feb 25, either at the standing Weds 1 p.m.
meeting time or otherwise. Most likely any questions will be handled through phone
calls or emails.


Thanks,
Joyce


-- 
Joyce S. Hsiao
Principal
Orion Environmental Associates
211 Sutter Street, #803
San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone (415) 951-9503
joyce@orionenvironment.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23:16 PM
Importance: High


Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
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conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Rich, Ken (MYR)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 2:25:00 PM


I'm also free in the morning from 10:15 am to 1pm.


_________________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
415/554-5194


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 12:03 PM
To: Rich, Ken (MYR); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
 
Sorry - I have a 3-4 that I cannot reschedule. I can talk before or after.


From: Rich, Ken (MYR)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 11:24 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
When: Monday, February 2, 2015 3:15 PM-3:45 PM.
Where: Ken's Office; Call-in #: 877-336-1828, Access Code: 955112
 
Sorry - the regular time got pre-empted by the Mayor this week. Can people do this at 3:15 instead?
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: FW: Updated GSW SEIR Schedule
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 1:30:39 PM
Attachments: GSW Schedule_15-0127_rev.pdf


Hi Viktoriya,
 
I’m pleased to see the DSEIR publication date is still holding on 5/27. Before I get too excited, I
wanted to see (per your email to me about two weeks ago) if there was any resolution on whether
the additional 2-3 weeks of time for the qualitative transportation analysis will be tacked on to that
5/27 date or if you think there’s a way to absorb it within the published schedule?
 
Thanks for your hard work to keep this beast of a project on-schedule!
 
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 1:08 PM
To: 'Kern, Chris'; 'Bollinger, Brett'; 'Wise, Viktoriya'; 'john.malamut@sfgov.org'; 'Van de Water, Adam
(MYR)'; 'Kate Aufhauser'; Clarke Miller; 'mgmurphy@gibsondunn.com'; Sekhri, Neil;
'bsaltsman@gibsondunn.com'; 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'; 'Bereket, Immanuel (CII)'
Cc: Gary Oates; Brian Boxer; Joyce; Jonathan Carey
Subject: Updated GSW SEIR Schedule
 
All:
 
Attached is an updated GSW SEIR Schedule.  Note the upcoming work sessions on Line 33
(March 4:  Work session to develop assumptions for Reduced
Intensity Alternative) and Line 31 (March 11 and 12:  Work sessions on Admin Draft SEIR
Draft 1A). Outlook Meeting Invitations for work sessions will follow shortly. Please call with
any questions.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecessors



1 NOP/Initial Study 118.5 days Tue 7/8/14 Fri 12/19/14



2 CEQA Process Kick‐off Meeting 0 days Tue 7/8/14 Tue 7/8/14



3 Sponsor provides prelim proj description for Initial Study 94 days Tue 7/8/14 Fri 11/14/14 2



4 Prepare NOP/Initial Study, Ad Draft #1 50 days Tue 7/8/14 Mon 9/15/14 2



5 EP/OCII review NOP/IS‐1 4 wks Tue 9/16/14 Mon 10/13/14 4



6 Prepare NOP/Initial Study, Draft 2 1.5 wks Tue 10/14/14 Thu 10/23/14 5



7 EP/OCII review Draft 2 NOP/IS 2 wks Thu 10/23/14 Thu 11/6/14 6



8 Finalize NOP/IS, Work Sessions & Review Printcheck 6 days Thu 11/6/14 Fri 11/14/14 7



9 Initial Study Work Sessions 1 eday Wed 11/12/14 Thu 11/13/14 7FS+6 edays



10 Publish NOP/Initial Study 2 days Mon 11/17/14 Wed 11/19/14 8FS+1 day
11 Public Scoping Period 30 edays Wed 11/19/14 Fri 12/19/14 10



12 Public Scoping Meeting 0 days Tue 12/9/14 Tue 12/9/14 10FS+20 edays
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14 Draft SEIR 232 days Tue 7/8/14 Wed 5/27/15



15 Finalize SEIR scope of work 34 days Tue 7/8/14 Fri 8/22/14



16 Sponsor provides detailed proj description inputs  94 days Tue 7/8/14 Fri 11/14/14



17 Team meeting/conf. call to finalize Project Description 
Assumptions



0 days Fri 11/21/14 Fri 11/21/14 16FS+5 days



18 Sponsor submits draft Transportation Management Plan,
and City approves Plan



7 days Mon 11/17/14 Tue 11/25/14 16



19 Project sponsor provides draft Memo on Wind Study 
from RWDI



22 days Fri 11/14/14 Mon 12/15/14



20 CEQA team complete Travel Demand Memo, draft 96 days Tue 7/8/14 Tue 11/18/14



21 Review and finalize Travel Demand Memo, including City
approval



5 days Wed 11/19/14 Tue 11/25/14 20



22 Prepare Draft SEIR Project Description 16 days Mon 11/24/14 Mon 12/15/14 17



23 Review Draft PD 6 days Tue 12/16/14 Tue 12/23/14 22



24 Conduct Other Tech. Studies (AQ, Noise, GHG, etc.) 45 days Mon 11/24/14 Fri 1/23/15 17



25 Sponsor provides full wind study 50 days Mon 11/24/14 Fri 1/30/15 17



26 Conduct work sessions on SEIR technical sections 11 days Wed 1/7/15 Wed 1/21/15 24SS+32 days



27 Prepare SEIR Admin Draft 1A (excluding Transportation, 
Wind, Water Quality Modeling, Alts Analysis, 
Quantitative AQ and Noise without TSP, AQ offset mits, 
and Summary)



46 days Mon 11/24/14 Mon 1/26/15 24SS



28 City/Sponsor Review SEIR Admin Draft 1A 33 days Tue 1/27/15 Thu 3/12/15



29 Review by OCII, EP, OEWD, CAO, & GSW 15 days Tue 1/27/15 Mon 2/16/15 27
30 Consolidation of Comments by EP and Senior EP 



Review
10 days Tue 2/17/15 Mon 3/2/15 29



31 Work sessions on Admin Draft SEIR Draft 1A 2 days Wed 3/11/15 Thu 3/12/15 30FS+6 days



32 Prepare SEIR Admin Draft 1B (with Transportation, Wind,
Water Quality Modeling, and Transportation Noise 
Impacts)



66 days Wed 11/26/14 Wed 2/25/15 16FF+4 wks,21



33 Work session to develop assumptions for Reduced 
Intensity Alternative



0 days Wed 3/4/15 Wed 3/4/15 32FS+5 days



34 City/Sponsor Review SEIR Admin Draft 1B 21 days Thu 2/26/15 Thu 3/26/15
35 OCII, EP, OEWD, CAO, MTA, & GSW Review Draft SEIR 



1B
12 days Thu 2/26/15 Fri 3/13/15 32



36 Consolidation of Comments by EP and Senior EP 
Review



5 days Mon 3/16/15 Fri 3/20/15 35



37 Work Session on Admin Draft 1B 2 days Wed 3/25/15 Thu 3/26/15 35FS+7 days
38 Prepare Admin Draft 2 SEIR (complete) 32 days Fri 3/13/15 Mon 4/27/15 28,37FF,33



39 Alternatives work session 0 days Wed 4/1/15 Wed 4/1/15 37FS+4 days
40 EP/OCII Review Draft 2 SEIR 14 days Tue 4/28/15 Fri 5/15/15 38



41 Finalize SEIR, Work Sessions & Review Printcheck 5 days Mon 5/18/15 Fri 5/22/15 40



42 Publish Draft SEIR 3 days Mon 5/25/15 Wed 5/27/15 41,11FF+15 days
43



44 Public Hearing on Draft EIR 0 days Thu 7/2/15 Thu 7/2/15 42FF+36 edays



45 Public Comment Period 47 edays Wed 5/27/15 Mon 7/13/15 42FF+47 edays



46



47 Responses to Comments/Final SEIR 91 days Tue 7/14/15 Tue 11/17/15 45



48 Review comments and strategize on responses 3 days Tue 7/14/15 Thu 7/16/15 45



49 Determine if any changes to Project Description 3 days Tue 7/14/15 Thu 7/16/15 45



50 Prepare RTC Admin Draft 1 5 wks Tue 7/14/15 Mon 8/17/15 45



51 EP/OCII Review RTC Draft 1 30 days Tue 8/18/15 Mon 9/28/15 50



52 Prepare RTC Admin Draft 2 9 days Tue 9/29/15 Fri 10/9/15 51



53 EP/OCII Review RTC Draft 2 15 days Mon 10/12/15 Fri 10/30/15 52



54 Finalize RTC, Work Sessions & Review Printcheck 3 days Mon 11/2/15 Wed 11/4/15 53



55 Publish RTC/Final SEIR 1 day Thu 11/5/15 Thu 11/5/15 54



56 Prepare Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 3 days Mon 11/2/15 Wed 11/4/15 53



57 SEIR Certification 12 edays Thu 11/5/15 Tue 11/17/15 55
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Kate Aufhauser; Clarke Miller; Miller, Erin (MTA); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Albert, Peter (MTA)
Cc: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Jose Farran; Joyce Hsiao; Paul Mitchell
Subject: Re: GSW - Pre-review of section from Transportation Analysis Approach - PEDESTRIAN UPDATE
Date: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:31:11 AM


Hi all


I just realized that we need to add to the Pedestrian Improvements section that 
pedestrian crosswalks (continental design) would be provided at the following 
unsignalized intersections:
- South Street/Bridge View Way
- South Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard (currently there is a crosswalk on the 
north and west legs of the intersection, not the south) 
- 16th Street/Illinois Street/Project garage driveway
- 16th Street/Terry A. Francois Boulevard


Could Kate or Clarke and SFMTA please confirm this. These crosswalks are identified 
in the striping plans in the TMP, but I just wanted to confirm that this is everybody's 
understanding.


Also question for Kate, Clarke and the SFMTA: Should the project Pedestrian 
Improvements also include upgrade to the existing crosswalks at the signalized 
intersections at Third/South and Third/16th to be restriped to the continental design 
consistent with the Better Streets Plan?   
Alternately we can add this as an improvement measure for the project.


Thank you,
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031


On Jan 27, 2015, at 6:56 PM, lubaw@lcwconsulting.com wrote:


Hi all
Attached is the section from the transportation section of the EIR that 
summarizes the "Project Transportation Improvements Assumptions".  It 
is essentially a summary of the improvements to the transportation 
network that are part of the project, and also the measures that would  
be implemented during events.
Much of it is from the TMP, but organized a bit differently.


It would be great if you had an opportunity to review this section with 
the following in mind:
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- Is it consistent with your understanding of the improvements
- Do you suggest reorganizing the section  
- Is something missing
- Does any of it belong somewhere else in the EIR


Note that it still needs formatting, final editing, and figures inserted.


If you don't have a chance to review, no worries, you will see it again in 
a couple of weeks. If you are able to review it, please provide comments 
by Tuesday, February 3rd. 


Please call if you have any questions.


Thank you,
Luba


<GSW Transportation Improvements Section 1-27-15.docx>


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031








From: Dwight Long
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Kick Off - REMINDER THAT IT IS AT PLANNING!
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 8:50:05 AM


See you at planning at 9:30.
 
Thanks,
 
Dwight
 
 
Dwight Long, AIA
PFAU LONG ARCHITECTURE
98 Jack London Alley
San Francisco, CA 94107
415.908.6408 X 222
Cell: 415.519.6616
pfaulong.com | Facebook | Twitter | LinkedIn 
 
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 8:47 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Jesse Blout; Winslow, David (CPC); Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Arce, Pedro (CII); Albert,
Peter (MTA); Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Justin Winters; Dwight Long; Rene Bihan; Mallory Shure; Stephanie Jaeger
Subject: GSW Office Design Kick Off - REMINDER THAT IT IS AT PLANNING!
 
See you in a few
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 8:52:00 AM


Sounds good.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 8:51 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
 
Hi Catherine,
I have an SBE interview at 9am, so let’s shoot for 4pm. I’ll send out a meeting invite and will include
Adam and Jesse in the event either wants to join.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 7:33 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
 
Hi Clarke. Hope you are feeling better today. I am available to talk at 9am or 4pm today. Let
me know if either of those work for you. My short answer is that I would be open to the
schedule, but before calling a special meeting for the CAC I would want to actually have a
couple meetings under our belt on the internal design review to see if the design team can
meet the schedule. Ny concern is that so far all of the design meetings have been pushed off
by the GSWs and the CAC was told they would be reviewing the SDs as far back as last fall
and then early 2015, both of which have shifted. Also, we have talked about providing a least
one Saturday workshop as part of the SD review to capture folks that have trouble attending
week day nights so would need to see how that would fit in.
 
Thanks and let me know when you can talk. Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:01/25/2015 9:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Jesse Blout
Subject: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
 
Hi Catherine,
 
I didn’t want to bother you while you were out of the office Friday, but it would be worthwhile to
connect on this Monday, if you have time. Jesse and I took a stab at what we think is an achievable,
albeit accelerated, SD review process. I’ve attached a draft schedule for your review. A few notes on
the attached.


1.        We think breaking the project into two components (west side and east side) will allow Staff
and the community a better opportunity to dive into the detailed material than trying to
address the whole project at once, so Staff and CAC meetings are divided as such. At the
Commissions, though, we think those bodies will only be interested in reviewing the entire
project as a whole to understand its overall design cohesion.


2.        On the draft schedule, we’ve allowed for two CAC meetings for each component (west side
and east side) to hear and address the community’s design concerns. We’ve also allowed for
a minimum of 3 in-depth reviews with OCII/planning Staff before going to the public.
Obviously, if Staff isn’t satisfied with our progress, or we don’t provide sufficient detail in a
timely manner, then more meetings may be required. I’ve shown the desired Staff meetings
in the attached calendar in bold red dates.


3.        We agree with Corinne that we can leave the February CAC to non-GSW items, then dig in
in March. You’ll see in the attached that we recommend CAC design meetings March 12, 26,
and April 9. Rapid fire so the community stays engaged and sees us quickly address their
issues. Also allows us to get max attendance before the Giants season kicks into gear and


may scare off some CAC attendees. Calling a CAC meeting on March 26th is obviously an
additional request of their time, but with such significant advance warning, we hope they
would consider.


4.        Lastly, we allow for a month before Commission hearings in early May so we can
incorporate community feedback, get Staff (and Owners) approval, pull together revised
project renderings, and assemble the BC/SD books.


5.        We recognize the SDs have to be well received at each milestone in the schedule in order to
keep the pace shown here, but we need to push our design team to keep GSW’s dream
opening date alive. So we’d like to get your feedback on this and then we’ll share it with our
A&E team so they have their marching orders.


 
I’m available to talk from 8:45-9:30am and 12:30-1pm tomorrow, otherwise I’m in meetings the
entire rest of the day, so we can communicate over email about the proposed schedule if that’s
necessary.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to your feedback.
 
Clarke







 
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14:16 PM


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
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may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Albert, Peter (MTA)
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 4:32:00 PM


Thanks for checking. We are moving into Schematic Designs, so mainly exterior looks of the building,
so probably not necessary.  I do want to make sure to get your input if anything related to
circulation comes up, so if we see anything that edges into the garage access/opperations, I will let
you know.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Miller, Erin [mailto:Erin.Miller@sfmta.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
 
Do you want transportation to be at this meeting?  If so, I can join by phone or at your place.
Whatever you prefer.
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 11:06 AM
To: David Manica; Molly Hayes; Van de Water, Adam; Beau Beashore; Switzky, Joshua; Jesse Blout;
Winslow, David; Arce, Pedro; Albert, Peter; Mark Linenberger; Kate Aufhauser; Miller, Erin; Clarke Miller;
Leah DiCarlo; Keith Robinson; David Carlock; William Hon
Subject: RE: GSW Design Review
 
Please let me know if anyone will be coming to OCII for this meeting (vs. using the Go-To meeting),
so that I can set something up.  Thanks
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Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
 
-----Original Appointment-----
From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 07, 2015 2:58 PM
To: David Manica; Molly Hayes; Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Beau Beashore; Switzky, Joshua (CPC);
Jesse Blout; Winslow, David (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII); Arce, Pedro (CII); Albert, Peter (MTA); Mark
Linenberger; Kate Aufhauser; Miller, Erin (MTA); Clarke Miller; Leah DiCarlo; Keith Robinson; David
Carlock; William Hon
Subject: GSW Design Review
When: Thursday, January 15, 2015 11:30 AM-12:30 PM (UTC-06:00) Central Time (US & Canada).
Where: via GoTo
 
 


      Please join my meeting.
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/911510725


      Use your microphone and speakers (VoIP) - a headset is recommended.  Or, call in using your
telephone.
 


al +1 (571) 317-3112
cess Code: 911-510-725
dio PIN: Shown after joining the meeting


 
Meeting ID: 911-510-725


 
 
 



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 9:33:21 AM


 
Clarke:
 
Yes, correct; I meant to say Cumulative with Project in the fourth scenario; see replacement table
below.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 10:24 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Paul, thanks for the summary. We’ll work with RWDI to re-run per these parameters. Can you clarify
the third and fourth highlighted scenario though? Is the last meant to read ‘Cumulative w/ Project’
instead of ‘without’?
Clarke
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From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
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pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Beth Goldstein
To: LStewart@mbaydevelopment.com
Cc: "Paul Mitchell"; Webster, Leslie (PUC); "Mary Lucas McDonald"; "Joyce"; Shrestha, Bimayendra;


KAufhauser@warriors.com; cmiller@stradasf.com; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine
(CII)


Subject: mission bay pump stations
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 3:04:22 PM


Hi Luke—I’m working on the GSW EIR and need some help developing model inputs wrt Mission
Bay.  Can you please provide the expected construction completion date for any pump station that’s
not online yet?  I also need to know which parcels have/have not been developed as of 1/18/15—
can you check those off below please? Thanks, Beth
 


Block Parcel Estimated Dry
Weather Flow


Modeled
in FSEIR
(mgd)


Estimated
Completion


Date Modeled
in FSEIR


Check off which
parcels have been
constructed as of


1/8/2015


2  0.0395 4Q 2013  
3W  0.0204 4Q 2013  
5  0.0345 2Q 2014  


10  0.0410 4Q2012  
11  0.0355 2Q 2014  


13W  0.0294 1Q 2015  
19A-1  0.0186 1Q 2012  
25A  0.0269 2Q 2014  


41-43 Parcel 4 0.0304 3Q 2015  
33  0.036 4Q2015  
34  0.029 4Q2015  
36  0.052 3Q2014  
37  0.010 3Q2014  
38  0.051 3Q2014  
39  0.051 3Q2014  
X3  0.510 3Q2014  
1  0.085 3Q2016  


12E  0.0343 4Q2016  
25B  0.0269 2Q 2018  
26 Parcel 1 0.0219 1Q2016  
27  0.0146 4Q2017  
40  0.056 1Q 2016  


41-43 6 0.000 3Q 2017  
41-43 7 0.0115 3Q 2017  


N4 3 0.0187 1Q 2016  


 
 
bgoldstein@hydroce.com
Beth Goldstein, PE, LEED AP, QSP/QSD
Hydroconsult Engineers, Inc.
45 Polk Street, 3rd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.252.9750 phone
415.252.9261 fax
415.203.9735 mobile
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:46:00 AM
Attachments: image001.png


image002.png
image003.png
image004.png
image005.png


OEWD has started the conversation with the GSW and I will try to get an update.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Zhu, Karen (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 1:20 PM
To: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
 
Sure thing.  Thanks!
 
Karen Zhu
Finance Division
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-558-6408│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: karen.zhu@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org


            
 


From: Wise, Viktoriya (CPC) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 21, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: OCII billing
 
Karen-
Before we send any billing reports to OCII that include billing for the Golden State Warriors Project,
we need to discuss it with Catherine Reilly, OCII staff on that project. 
When the billing reports are ready, please seek me out so we can look at them together and I can
provide additional guidance at that time.
 
Thank you.



mailto:karen.zhu@sfgov.org
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Viktoriya Wise, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy ERO/Deputy Director of Environmental Planning
 
Planning Department│City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9049│Fax: 415-558-6409
Email: viktoriya.wise@sfgov.org
Web: www.sfplanning.org


            
 


From: Torres, Rosa (CII) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 20, 2015 3:48 PM
To: Zhu, Karen (CPC)
Subject: OCII billing
 
Hi Karen,
 


Do you have 2nd quarter billing for OCII, if so please send as soon as you can.
 
If you have any questions please let me know.
 
Rosa Torres
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure- Successor to the San Francisco Redevelopment
Agency
One South Van Ness, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2469
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); "Kate


Aufhauser"; "dcarlock@warriors.com"
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:44:53 AM


Yes.
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:41 AM
To: Clarke Miller; Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate
Aufhauser'; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Does this mean you would like to cancel this Thursday’s meeting?
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 11:39 AM
To: Woo, Kimberly; Jesse Blout; Albert, Peter (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); 'Kate Aufhauser';
Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Cc: Beauchamp, Kevin (Kevin.Beauchamp@ucsf.edu); Yamauchi, Lori (Lori.Yamauchi@ucsf.edu)
Subject: RE: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
 
Hi Kimberly (and Lori and Kevin),
 
Apologies for our delayed response. We’re awaiting direction from GSW Ownership before we’re
able to proceed with these conversations. Unfortunately, our attempts to schedule a briefing for
them have been thwarted by other pressing design matters, but we expect to connect with them
this week. Once we have, we’ll circle back with next steps. We recognize how important this topic is
and look forward to engaging with you on it soon.
 
Thanks for your patience.
 
Clarke
 
 


From: Woo, Kimberly [mailto:Kimberly.Woo@ucsf.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 8:47 AM
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To: Jesse Blout; Clarke Miller; Peter.Albert@sfmta.com; Adam Van de Water; 'Kate Aufhauser';
Catherine.Reilly@sfgov.org; 'dcarlock@warriors.com'
Subject: Parameters for AT&T/Warriors Dual Events First and Second Meetings
Importance: High
 
All:
 
I am trying to schedule the first and second meetings for the AT&T/Warriors Dual events.  Please
hold the following dates/times.  For those who have not responded, please let me know if you are
available to meet at 654 Minnesota Street or via conference call:
 
1/29       1:30-3
2/9         9-10
 
Attendees:
Lori Yamauchi
Kevin Beauchamp
Kam Subbarayan
Paul Takayama
Adam Van de Water
Catherine Reilly
Peter Albert
Jessie Blout
Clarke Miller
Kate Aufhauser
David Carlock
 
 
Kimberly Woo
Administrative Assistant
Campus Planning
Phone: 415-476-9255
E-mail:kwoo@planning.ucsf.edu
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From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:48:03 AM


Hi All,


I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making -
thank you, Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple
weeks to discuss bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW
arena site. 


Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for
everyone?


Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.


Best,
Paolo


On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII)
<catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> wrote:


 
 


-- 
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager


_________________________________________


Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN


____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Miller, Erin (MTA)
Cc: Jose Farran; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: GSW - Intersections of TFB/South and TFB/16th
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 7:04:07 PM


Hi Erin
Per our conversation today, we would like to request changing the following project 
improvements.
- at the intersection of Terry Francois Boulevard/South Street, we propose leaving it 
two-way stop controlled (with South Street subject to the stop sign), rather than 
changing it to all-way stop controlled, as currently included in the TMP.
- at the new intersection of Terry Francois Boulevard/16th Street, instead of all-way 
stop controlled as currently included in the TMP, we propose two-way stop 
controlled, with 16th Street subject to the stop sign.


We feel that the change would be beneficial for the following reasons:
- without an event at the project site, the traffic and pedestrian volumes are 
relatively low at these intersections. 
- with an event at the project site, as well as with dual events at the project site and 
at AT&T Park, PCOs would be stationed at both of these intersections, and would 
facilitate pedestrian access across TFB, and stopping southbound traffic to allow 
eastbound vehicles on South and 16th Street to access TFB.
- with a game at AT&T Park, vehicles on TFB would not be required to stop, which 
would speed up the dispersal of autos following a game. Jerry raised this as an issue 
a couple of months ago.


If this is acceptable with SFMTA, we will go forward with these changes to the 
project description and our analysis.
Luba


Luba C. Wyznyckyj, AICP
LCW Consulting
3990 20th Street
San Francisco, CA 94114
(t) 415-252-7255
(c) 415-385-7031
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Paul Mitchell; Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:14:19 PM


Sounds good. Burrito is taking awhile so sorry if a couple minutes late


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 12:11 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Brett and Catherine:  12:30 today works fine; 
 
Call-in details are as follows:


                Call-in #                1-855-339-3724
      Conference ID#                1047


Thanks.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 


From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC) [mailto:brett.bollinger@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:09 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
The earlier the better for me. I can be ready at 12:30
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, January 29, 2015 12:08 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I will be back at my desk from12.30 to 3. Brett is going to call in as well. What time works
for you two?
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/29/2015 10:17 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Catherine:
 
Is there a good time today that works for you to discuss wind over the phone?  I want to make sure
we are on the same page prior to Clarke re-running their wind model scenarios.  Thanks.
 
-Paul
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14 PM
To: 'Reilly, Catherine (CII)'
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
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what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
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415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts
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Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
 


Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Arce, Pedro (CII)
To: Warsh, Ethan (CII); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: UBER and D4D
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 4:42:12 PM


Ethan:
thanks for the table it organizes the information similarly to the Warriors; however, in the process it
seems to me that a couple or more of the standards were left out, particularly the following:
 


1.        Height: Maximum number of towers at maximum height and bulk: Currently HZ-5 only
authorizes 3 towers; as indicated, the number of towers (existing and proposed) would be a
problem.


2.        Streetwall, Projections: the only projections permitted over streets and public open space
are bay windows and balconies; the Vara (Pierpoint Way)  is a public right-of-way. The
projection of the upper floors of the building does not qualify as a bay window or balcony.
Please complete.


I had also included for height the standard for Corners (No intersection to allow more than 2 towers
within 50 feet of the corner, contingent on verification.
 


From: Warsh, Ethan (CII) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 4:15 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Arce, Pedro (CII)
Subject: UBER and D4D
 
Catherine,
 
Attached is more or less a recapitulation of what Pedro had already compiled but in table format
consistent with what was done for the Warriors stadium.  The table can be built upon as additional
details are provided by the Project Sponsor.
 
Ethan
 
_____________________________________________________
Ethan Warsh
Office of Community Investment & Infrastructure
Successor to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA  94103
(415) 749-2577
ethan.warsh@sfgov.org
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From: Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: Large Conference Room at Planning
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 3:06:19 PM


I will check when I return from a Vet appointment for my dog around 4-5. 


On Jan 26, 2015, at 2:04 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:


Brett – I am looking for a larger conference room for 9.30-11 on this Thursday for a
GSW design meeting and we’re booked up.  Do you have a larger room that would fit
about 15 that is available?  Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50:27 AM


Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Rene Bihan"
Cc: "Clarke Miller"; "Kate Aufhauser"
Subject: RE: GSW Office Design Kick Off
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23:00 PM


OK with me, but cc-ing the clients.


Catherine Reilly
Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII)
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/


-----Original Appointment-----
From: Rene Bihan [mailto:rbihan@SWAGroup.com]
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 1:28 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Accepted: GSW Office Design Kick Off
When: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:30 AM-11:00 AM (UTC-08:00) Pacific Time (US & Canada).
Where: Planning Department Room 528 - NOTE NOT OCII


I am traveling and would like to send Jim lee and Justin in my place .  OK ?
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:04:48 PM


Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


     
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 3:14:17 PM


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
 
Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
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may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Jesse Blout
Subject: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
Date: Sunday, January 25, 2015 9:25:01 PM
Attachments: SD Design Review Schedule_012315.xlsx


Hi Catherine,
 
I didn’t want to bother you while you were out of the office Friday, but it would be worthwhile to
connect on this Monday, if you have time. Jesse and I took a stab at what we think is an achievable,
albeit accelerated, SD review process. I’ve attached a draft schedule for your review. A few notes on
the attached.


1.        We think breaking the project into two components (west side and east side) will allow Staff
and the community a better opportunity to dive into the detailed material than trying to
address the whole project at once, so Staff and CAC meetings are divided as such. At the
Commissions, though, we think those bodies will only be interested in reviewing the entire
project as a whole to understand its overall design cohesion.


2.        On the draft schedule, we’ve allowed for two CAC meetings for each component (west side
and east side) to hear and address the community’s design concerns. We’ve also allowed for
a minimum of 3 in-depth reviews with OCII/planning Staff before going to the public.
Obviously, if Staff isn’t satisfied with our progress, or we don’t provide sufficient detail in a
timely manner, then more meetings may be required. I’ve shown the desired Staff meetings
in the attached calendar in bold red dates.


3.        We agree with Corinne that we can leave the February CAC to non-GSW items, then dig in
in March. You’ll see in the attached that we recommend CAC design meetings March 12, 26,
and April 9. Rapid fire so the community stays engaged and sees us quickly address their
issues. Also allows us to get max attendance before the Giants season kicks into gear and


may scare off some CAC attendees. Calling a CAC meeting on March 26th is obviously an
additional request of their time, but with such significant advance warning, we hope they
would consider.


4.        Lastly, we allow for a month before Commission hearings in early May so we can
incorporate community feedback, get Staff (and Owners) approval, pull together revised
project renderings, and assemble the BC/SD books.


5.        We recognize the SDs have to be well received at each milestone in the schedule in order to
keep the pace shown here, but we need to push our design team to keep GSW’s dream
opening date alive. So we’d like to get your feedback on this and then we’ll share it with our
A&E team so they have their marching orders.


 
I’m available to talk from 8:45-9:30am and 12:30-1pm tomorrow, otherwise I’m in meetings the
entire rest of the day, so we can communicate over email about the proposed schedule if that’s
necessary.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to your feedback.
 
Clarke
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Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: David Manica
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:40:58 AM


Of course.  Outlook just defaulted to 30 minutes and I didn’t catch it.
Hope you’re doing well.    Thanks Catherine.
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 1:35 PM
To: David Manica
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:06 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah
DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout;
Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore
Subject: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
All,
Per direction today from Strada re: the upcoming schedule, I am cancelling the weekly meeting
invite on Thursday mornings and will be sending out one-offs for the scheduled review dates. 
Because they do not fall into a regularly recurring pattern, I will have to send individual invites for
each one.  Apologies for cluttering your inbox.
 
Best to all,
D
 
David L.  Manica
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
 


M A N I C A
a r c h i t e c t u r e
1915 W 43rd Ave  Ste 100
Kansas City, KS    66103
 


T     +1 816 421 8890
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M    +1 816 786 9610
Skype   david.manica
manicaarchitecture.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Ward, April (CII)
Cc: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: Scan of Manny"s Review
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 6:31:20 PM
Attachments: Manny"s 2_2015 Review.pdf


 
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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CONFIDENTIA1, 



[



OFFICE OF COMMUNTITY 
INVESTMENT & INFRASTRUCTURE 



PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 
REPORT FORM 



1. Employee Name 
Immanuel Bereket 



2. Reason for Report 
Annual Review 



3. Date of Appointment 
1/6/2014 



4. Probation Ends 
7/7/2014 



5. 	Position Title 
Associate Planner 



6. 	Period of Report 
From 	7/7/2014 	 To: 1/30/2015 



7. Division/Location 8. Date of Last Report 
7/15/2014 



Principal Reviewer's Name STATUS CODES EVALUATION CODES 
Catherine Reilly Complete = C Modified = M Meet or exceeds standard = S 



Position Title Incomplete =I Deleted = D Needs improvement = N 



Project Manager Ongoing = 0 Unsatisfactory = U 



PREVIOUSLY AGREED KEY PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES: Status 
Codes 



Evaluation 
Codes 



1. Supplemental EIR for Warriors Arena 0 S 
2. Major Phase Application Hunters Navy Shipyard Phase I, Block 55 C S 
3. Stadium Demolition Environmental Document C S 
4. Shipyard Block 48 0 S 
5. Tax Rate Area for Phase I and II of the CP-HPS C S 
6. 
7. 
8. 



COMMENTS ON PREVIOUSLY AGREED OBJECTIVES 



Immanuel has met or exceeded the expectations for meeting the previously agreed on key 
performance objectives. Attached to this review are additional goals that he achieved in 2014. 



Summary of Strengths: 
- Willing to jump in and try any new assignments. 



Works with well with other OCII employees and other project team members. 
- Willing to work independently, but also recognizes appropriate times to check in with 



supervisor for direction and/or to keep them in the loop. 
Has taken over responsibility for the Mission Bay design process post-SD for the 
majority of the projects. 



- Has independently managed several MOUs with other City departments. 



AREAS FOR ATTENTION, TRAINING, GROWTH, IMPROVEMENT 



- Would like to take advantage of training budget and will look at coming year to identify 
training opportunities — possible opportunities may be CA-APA and ULI. 
Would like to take on more project management roles — will focus on taking more 
leadership in meetings. On Mission Bay, Immanuel will take over the PUC coordination 
and act as a lead on several schematic design projects. He will also explore opportunities 
on HPSY to for more management roles. 



- Will work on writing to improve organization to focus key points/thoughts. 











Date: a-I 21 IS 
Date: 	 
Date: 



Employee's Signature Date: 1, 0  



Confidential 



OVERALL RATING Principal Reviewer's Signature: 
Supplemental Reviewers: 	 
Supplemental Reviewers 	 



OVERALL COMMENTS 



Immanuel has done a great job over the last 6 months and has the skills to grow into a 
project management role. 



AGREED NEW OR CONTINUED KEY OBJECTIVES (REVIEW PERIOD: 2015) 
1. Continue to take on additional management roles on projects and expand understanding of 
overall project management, including budgeting and other financial tools. 
2. See attached list for specific project projects that Immanuel will work on for 2015 and his 
assigned role. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 



[ I agree with this report. 
[ ] I do not agree with this report — Section(s) 	  
[ Comments/Rebuttals (attach sheet(s) if necessary). 
[ I I request a conference with my Reviewer's Supervisor. 
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Prepared by Immanuel Bereket Friday, January 30, 2015 



PROJECT 



AREA 
2014 ACCOMPLISHMENTS STATUS NOTE 



w 
.c 0. 
CI 



Shipyard Block 48: Basic Concepts, and Major Phase Application 0 Lead project manager 



Major Phase Application Hunters Navy Shipyard Phase I, Block 52 C Lead project manager 



CFD 7 and CFD 8 Re-formation C Assisted in preparation 



Block 55: Major Phase Application, Combined Conceptual and Schematic Plans C Lead project manager 
Block 52: Major Phase Application, Combined Conceptual and Schematic Plans C Assisted in preparation 



Review and process Shipyard Streetscape Plan amendment 0 
Lead, Developer hasn't 



 
resubmitted as of date 



Gather and track Tax Rate Areas (TRAs) parcels for tax increments C Lead project manager 



N 
a) .  
as 



a. = 



Alice Griffith Blocks 2 and 4 Design Review C Assist architectural staff 



Addendum 2: Automated Waste Collection System Environmental Document C Lead preparation of CEQA document 



Manage CP Street Vacation Process C Assist DPW Staff 



CP-HP Subdivision Regulations C Assist DPW Staff 



CP Vesting Subdivision Map C Assist DPW Staff 



Stadium Demolition Environmental Document C Assist EP in prepartion 



(0 co
>. 



o 
c 



 
(7) w 



Supplemental EIR for Warriors Arena 0 Ongoing/assist MB and EP team 



Streetscape Plan 0 Pending 



Block 2, Backflow Preventer 0 Pending 



Block 7 C Completed 



Block 12 C Completed 



Block X-4 C Ongoing 
Block 41-43/Kaiser (Master Sign Program ) C Ongoing 
Block 33/34/UCSF/EIR review/Long range development plan Ongoing 



Block 3E Affordable Housing RFP 0 Currently under view by Housing 



Block 7E, Design for Development C Assist architectural staff 



Block 7W Design for Development C Assist architectural staff 
Block 13E Design for Development C Assist architectural staff 



Sign permits, TI permits C 
Assist architectural staff/review and 
approve 



Secondary Use Findings, zoning letters, ABC refferals 0 Lead 



w 
c 



E 
C10 
CO 



a 
CO 



Z 3 
.c 
o 



Planning MOU C Lead 
SFMTA MOU, prepation and execution of MOU C Lead 



CP-01 Final Map (Alice Griffith) C Lead 



PIA Negotiation for CP-01 Final Map (Alice Griffith) 
Ongoing, representating the Agency 
in the negotation with DPW and 
Lennar 



Real Estate and Economic Advisor RFP for the Phase I and Phase II Shipyard 
(manage the contract) 



C Lead 



Secondary Use Findings for Mission Bay and Shipyard 0 Lead 
ABC referrals, zoning letters, etc. 0 Lead 



C: Successfully Completed 
0: Ongoing 











PROJECT 
AREA 



AGREED KEY. OBJECTIVES FOR 2015 NOTE 



,- 
u) 
= 
ta. 



CC1 



Block 1 Major Phase Application Lead throughout the approval process 



Basic Concepts and Major Phase Application for Block 48 Lead throughout the approval process 



CFD 7 and CFD 8 Amendment Lead throughout the approval process 



Street and Park Acceptance Phase I Assist OCII enigneering staff 



Block 55 Design Documents review Assist architectural staff 
Continue tracking BMR units in Phase I Lead in tracking BMR units in Phase 1 



N 
(1) co 
CO = 
0_ 



Alice Griffith Blocks 1 and 5 Design Review Assist architectural staff 
Transfer and Final Map for CP -02 CP-03 and CP-04 Lead throughout the approval process 



PIA Negotiation for CP -02 CP-03 and CP-04 Lead, representating the Agency in the 



CFD Formation for CP Assist in the fomration of CFD for Phase 2 
Manage Seifel contract Lead 
Vesting Map for Shipyard Phase II Lead 



coo  



p 
co 
C 
(7) 
to 



Block 3E, RFP for Affordable Housing Lead 
Block 6E Schematic Design Lead throughout the approval process 



Block 7W Architectural Addenda Assist architectural staff 
Block 7E Architectural Addenda Assist architectural staff 
Block 13E Architectural Addenda Assist architectural staff 
Block 40 Design for Development Assist architectural staff 
Blocks 29-32 Assist with the Design Review Process Assist architectural staff 



GSW CEQA Document Assist MB and EP in preparation of CEQA 
FEMA Mapping coordination with the Port Authority Participate in the process on behalf of OCII/MB 



Sea level rise issue working with Port Authority Participate in the process on behalf of OCII/MB 



Block 2, Backflow Preventer Lead in correcting a design flaw 



Review and process various TI permits, sign permits, respond to inquiries, etc Lead 
w 



c tr, g .. . 
5 .0 2 



" t  



Track Planning MOU/Budget Lead 
PIA Negotiation for CP-01 Final Map (Alice Griffith) Lead 
Track Real Estate and Economic Advisor Contract Lead 
Secondary Use Findings for Mission Bay and Shipyard Lead 
ABC referrals, zoning letters, etc. Lead 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Clarke Miller; whon@manicaarchitecture.com; David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Friday, January 30, 2015 9:08:39 AM
Attachments: image004.png


image001.png


Here are times i am available


Tues - 9.30 to 11
Wed - 11-12 and 1 to 3


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Kate Aufhauser
Date:01/29/2015 8:18 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Clarke Miller ,whon@manicaarchitecture.com,David Carlock
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description


Catherine –
 
We’ve been working with Manica’s team to reconcile project elevations according to the below, and
would like to take some time next week to walk you through the methodology and results. Do you
have an hour for a join.me with us next Mon/Tues/Wed? It will likely take less than 60 min., but just
being conservative...
 
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
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Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.



http://www.sfredevelopment.org/

mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com





 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
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measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 


“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:


• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the
building.


• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20
feet in height above the roof level.


• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,
where such features are not used for human occupancy”


 
ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.


 
We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-







safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe
design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and
will forward the reply when available.


 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Maher, Christine (CII); Debbie Kern (dkern@keysermarston.com)
Subject: RE: List of Data Needs - KMA Analysis
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 5:17:26 PM


Debbie, Christine and Catherine:
 
Jesse ran the request up to ownership and was met with proprietary concerns.  He suggested we
use industry estimates/best practices and send to him to confirm that they were reasonable.  Should
we jump on the phone for a quick minute to discuss?  I am available the following times this week:
 
11-2 or after 3  on Wed Feb 4
After 11:30 on Thurs Feb 5
After 1:30 on Friday Feb 6


Thanks,


Adam
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 11:10 AM
To: Maher, Christine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: RE: List of Data Needs - KMA Analysis
 
We reinforced with the warriors yesterday we need this asap. The staff person that will be the
most on top of this just got back from paternity leave is going to check into it. Please bug
again early next week.
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: "Maher, Christine (CII)"
Date:01/09/2015 10:02 AM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Van de Water, Adam (MYR)" ,"Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Subject: List of Data Needs - KMA Analysis
 
Adam and Catherine,
 
Just wanted to touch base with you both on the KMA analysis.  Are you any closer to getting the
requested data from the Warriors?
 
Thanks,
Christine
 
Christine Maher
Senior Development Specialist
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
Successor Agency to the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: (415) 749-2481
Email: christine.maher@sfgov.org


 


From: Debbie Kern [mailto:dkern@keysermarston.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 9:54 AM
To: Maher, Christine (CII)
Subject: RE: Revised proposal letter and draft list of data needs
 
Hi Christine,
 


The list that I prepared and sent on December 17th hasn’t changed.   I am reattaching.   The


remaining data needs relate to data to be provided by the Warriors.  On December 26th I received
from Adam an updated EPS pro forma that adjusted the land transfer tax and impact fee
calculations.  Adam indicated that he would be following-up with Jesse Blout regarding the Warrior’s
data.  It would be good to schedule a meeting as soon as we have a response from the Warriors.
Debbie
 
Debbie M. Kern, Senior Principal 
Keyser Marston Associates, Inc. 
160 Pacific Avenue, Suite 204
San Francisco, CA  94111 
(415) 398-3050, ext. 230 
(415) 397-5065 (fax) 
dkern@keysermarston.com 
www.keysermarston.com
 
This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential.  If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately reply to the sender and delete the message from your e-mail system.  Thank you.
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From: Yang, Li
To: Levenson, Leo
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: S&P Rating Review - Mission Bay South
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:36:10 PM


Got it. Thanks for the quick turnaround!
 


From: Levenson, Leo [mailto:leo.levenson@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:34 PM
To: Yang, Li
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: S&P Rating Review - Mission Bay South
 
Here you go: 
 


1.        The Mission Bay South project area recently had another large increase in assessed value by
nearly 16.9% in fiscal 2015. Do you expect this trend to continue for the next few years?


 
Response:  Given that significant construction continues to be underway, and the Golden State
Warriors are making progress on planning a stadium in the Mission Bay South area that may start
construction as soon as 2016, we do expect significant continuing assessed valuation increases,
barring any sudden change in economic conditions.
 


2.        Are there any major taxpayer appeals that are still outstanding or new since our last review?
 
Response:  No major appeals that we are aware of.  
 


3.        Does the agency have any plans to issue additional new money debt over the next few
years?


 
Response:  We are currently exploring opportunities to issue new money debt, provided that market
conditions are favorable. 
 


4.        Can you also give me a general update on the development projects within Mission Bay
South? Which projects have been completed since our last review in Feb 2014 and what are
the current ongoing projects going forward?


 
Response:  Please see attached map and development summary.  Please note that the map was
prepared by the Master Developer (FOCIL), and the 5-year phasing plan is based on staff estimates
of tentative construction timetables, which should not be regarded as firm commitments.
 
 
 
Leo Levenson
Deputy Director for Finance and Administration
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, Successor to the SF Redevelopment Agency
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1 South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco CA 94103
(415) 749-2465 work, (415) 760-0579 cell
 


From: Yang, Li [mailto:li.yang@standardandpoors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 2:18 PM
To: Levenson, Leo
Subject: RE: S&P Rating Review - Mission Bay South
 
Hi Leo,
 
Just wanted to check if you’ll be able to get back to me by today or tomorrow morning. The answers
for the last question about the ongoing projects can be very general.
 
Thanks,
Li
 
 


From: Levenson, Leo [mailto:leo.levenson@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 11:58 AM
To: Yang, Li
Subject: FW: S&P Rating Review - Mission Bay South
 
Hello Li—I’ll  be pleased to get back to you as soon as possible.  I’ll need to get some updated
information from our project staff.   
 
Do you have an urgent time frame for the analysis, or can we get back to you over the next few
days?
 
-Leo
 
 
Leo Levenson
Deputy Director for Finance and Administration
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure, Successor to the SF Redevelopment Agency


1 South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco CA 94103
(415) 749-2465 work, (415) 760-0579 cell
 


From: Yang, Li [mailto:li.yang@standardandpoors.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2015 10:25 AM
To: Levenson, Leo
Subject: S&P Rating Review - Mission Bay South
 
Hi Leo,
 
We’re currently trying to update the rating on the agency’s 2009D, 2011D, and the 2014A tax
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allocation bonds. I have a few questions below that I was hoping you could help me with.
 


5.        The Mission Bay South project area recently had another large increase in assessed value by
nearly 16.9% in fiscal 2015. Do you expect this trend to continue for the next few years?


6.        Are there any major taxpayer appeals that are still outstanding or new since our last review?
7.        Does the agency have any plans to issue additional new money debt over the next few


years?
8.        Can you also give me a general update on the development projects within Mission Bay


South? Which projects have been completed since our last review in Feb 2014 and what are
the current ongoing projects going forward?


 
Thanks,
Li
 
 


 
Li Yang
Associate, Public Finance
 
Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services


One California Street, 31st Fl
San Francisco, CA 94111
T 415.371.5024  |  F 415.371.5090
www.standardandpoors.com
li.yang@standardandpoors.com
 
Standard & Poor’s maintains a separation of commercial and analytical activities. Please note that our analysts are not permitted to
engage in discussions about fees. Any questions about fees or any other commercial, non-analytical matters should be directed to
your Client Business Manager.
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From: Paul Mitchell
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 3:51:00 PM
Attachments: image001.png


Chris:
 
This is the email Joyce was referring to.
 
-Paul
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Heights should be shown based on the Design for Development method of determining heights, as
Paul quotes below.  To not follow that definition would be inconsistent with the Design for
Development and would require an amendment.  We would need to see if the datum method
resulted in buildings being over 160 feet when compared to the DforD method.  If so, then we
would need to talk to legal counsel about whether or not that created a conflict with the
Redevelopment Plan, which has a 160-foot maximum height.  We would also need to be able to
explain to the community the rationale for this project using a different method of measuring
(especially if it resulted in taller buildings) than every other building in Mission Bay.
 
So, a short answer is that the simplest thing is to use the DforD height calculation.  If an alternative
method is still desired, we need to have a meeting to look at the implications (ie, diagrams
comparing the actual height of buildings using the different methodologies).
 
Please let me know if there is anything else being done that is not consistent with the DforD (other
than the table that was included in the Major Phase) so we can have a discussion.  Also, please let
me know if the Major Phase heights were determined per the DforD or an alternative method.
 
Thank you
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:45 PM
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To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Clarke Miller; Kate Aufhauser; Joyce; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: FW: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
Please see the sponsor’s response in red, under No. 1, below, regarding their preferred method for
presentation of building heights in the SEIR.  I have flagged this as high importance since we will
need consensus from OCII that it is ok regarding their proposed method.   FYI, in the Initial Study, it
was made clear in the figures, text and tables that (unless otherwise noted) building heights in that
document were being presented in relation to the SF datum.   ESA does not have a strong opinion
one way or the other regarding the proposed method for presentation of building heights, as long as
we are clear and consistent in the SEIR. 
 
Would you please provide either follow up with the sponsor directly to discuss this specific issue
further, or provide your final direction.  Since many graphics, tables and text in the SEIR will need to
be prepared and be consistent, this should be decided as soon as possible. Thanks very much, and
please follow up with me should you have any questions.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Kate Aufhauser [mailto:KAufhauser@warriors.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 13, 2015 5:29 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: RE: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Paul –
Please find answers below in bold.
Thanks,
Kate
 
Kate Aufhauser
Project Analyst
510.986.5419 (office) | 202.230.2642 (cell)
kaufhauser@warriors.com


website | tickets | app | social | find us


SBJ's 2014 Sports Team of the Year
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From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 09, 2015 5:44 PM
To: Kate Aufhauser
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII; Clarke Miller; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Joyce; Clarke Miller
Subject: Information Request for SEIR Project Description
 
Kate:
 
Below are comments received from OCII/Planning staff on the administrative draft Project
Description that will require a response/information from the sponsor.  Since we are submitting the
revised Project Description as part of the administrative draft SEIR, responses you provide by
January 20, 2014 can be included in the revised Project Description we will submit to the City. 
 


·         Building Heights:  Catherine Reilly commented on the administrative draft SEIR Project
Description questioning how building heights should be presented in the SEIR, and indicated
that OCII usually measures heights of buildings from the sidewalk.  Currently, it is stated in
the Initial Study and administrative draft SEIR Project Description that building heights are
measured from the San Francisco datum. I think we can continue to use reference to the SF
datum when discussing the existing site elevation. However, Catherine’s recommendation of
measuring proposed building heights from the sidewalk may be appropriate as you wouldn’t
need to account for the incremental distance between curb and the SF datum when
measuring the building heights. Catherine’s recommendation raises a new issue however, of
needing to accurately calculate building heights from a sloped site (I believe Blocks 29-32
varies by about 2 feet between the east and west sides).  The Mission Bay South D for D
document defines building heights as being measured from finished grade, with stipulations
for accounting for slope, as follows:.


 
“Building Height:  Building height is the vertical distance between finished grade and the top of a
building. The allowable height of a building is specified by the Height Zone in which the building
is located. Building top is defined as the top of the finished roof in the case of a flat roof, and the
average height of the rise in the case of a pitched or stepped roof (See Figs. 7 & 8 on p.21). On a
sloping site, this measurement is taken at the median grade height for each building face. Total
building height is calculated by determining the average height of all individual building faces.
Exemptions to building height include:
• Mechanical equipment and appurtenances necessary to the operation or maintenance of the


building.
• Enclosed space related to the recreational and/or community use of the roof, not to exceed 20


feet in height above the roof level.
• Ornamental and symbolic features of buildings, including towers, spires, cupolas, domes,


where such features are not used for human occupancy”
 


ESA is requesting that the sponsor to please coordinate with OCII to reach consensus for
how all Warriors site/elevation plans that identify building heights will be presented in the
SEIR (including accounting for slope), after which you can provide all future graphics for
inclusion in the SEIR in accordance with that direction, and we can revise the administrative
draft SEIR Project Description accordingly (tables, figures, text).  Please let me know if this
approach is agreeable to you.
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We have been using SF City Datum for three primary reasons:
1)       It matches the proposed future elevation of TFB
2)       Its neat relationship to the Mission Bay datum has been helpful to our Civil and


Geotech engineers.
3)       Determining elevation values at the Piers, which was also a sloped site, proved


complex and confusing for the CEQA and design teams (I recall we required several
meetings, and a few weeks, to resolve). We’d prefer to avoid a switch now that could
produce the same issues.
 


If Catherine does not object, it is our preference to stick with measurements from the SF
Datum. If that suits, it would require no changes to tables/figures/text/graphics.  
 


·         Bird Safe Design Measures:  Chris Kern has requested the sponsor describe specific bird-
safe design elements proposed to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings,
signage and lighting on birds. 


FYI, in reviewing the prior Project Description for Piers 30-32, the discussion of bird safe
design measures was limited to an acknowledgement of the proposed use of fritted glass to
reduce the potential risk of bird strikes – we assume this is also applicable to the Mission
Bay site [yes, correct]. 


If available, are there any other specific measures your engineer/architects may be able to
identify to reduce the potential effects of the proposed buildings, signage and lighting on
birds? I conferred with our design team on this. GSW and OCII have not yet begun
discussions about building façade materials, signage, or lighting, so we have no further
detail to provide at this time.


·         Soil-Cement Cut off Wall.  In the administrative draft Project Description, under
Construction, we make reference to the a soil-cement cut off wall (based on information
from your engineer).  Can you please explain what this feature consists of (dimensions,
materials, etc.) and its proposed use. I have reached out to our engineers for detail and
will forward the reply when available.


 
Thanks, and please call with any questions.


 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28:00 AM


I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to
get internal review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of
the regulations would be great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an
agreement with OCII establishing the requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e),
and (f)”
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application
 
Hi Catherine,
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed
by Tiffany (with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to
me by this Friday? We need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900
certification before the DSEIR is published in May.
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions.
Thanks,
Clarke
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bohee, Tiffany (CII)
Cc: Oerth, Sally (CII); Guerra, Claudia (CII)
Subject: GSW Weekly Check In - No Updates
Date: Monday, January 26, 2015 4:55:00 PM


Tiffany – I wanted to see if you still wanted to meet this week.  There are no changes since the
update I sent last week.  If you do want to meet, I will work with Claudia to find an alternative time,
since you have a conflict at the standing time.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: Mary McCue
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Nicole Agbayani; Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:37:10 PM


Thank you
 
Thank you,


 


Mary McCue President/CEO MJM Management Group
275 Post St, Fifth FL
San Francisco, CA 94108
Mmccue@mjmmg.com
www.mjmmg.com
T 415.477.2600 F 415.477.2604    
 


 Turning Public Space into Community Value


 


 


MJM is devoted to the conservation of resources.  Please think before you print.


 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 2:30 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; Hussain, Lila (CII); Mary McCue
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Thank you both for all the work.  We’ll be reviewing things today/tomorrow and get back with any
questions!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:13 AM
To: Hussain, Lila (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Hi Catherine and Lila,
 
Below is the last deliverable you requested, the narrative for item #3.  Let me know if you have any
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questions or need any additional information, thanks so much! –Nicole
 
MJM will take a multi-faceted approach to reduce the maintenance costs for Mission Bay Parks and bring
them in line with the CFD budget.  In addition, MJM will expand income generation potential within the
parks and work to identify alternative sources of funding.
 
First and foremost, management personnel, the largest item on the current operating budget, will not
increase in proportion with other operating expenses for the duration of the park build out.  MJM’s existing
management team and attendant administrative apparatus are capable of managing the park system as it
grows and reaches completion.  Therefore, this area of the budget will not increase in relation to additional
acreage, reducing the overall cost of maintenance per acre through the course of park build out.
 
MJM’s years of experience managing the existing park parcels have provided valuable knowledge about park
operations and opportunities for increased efficiency.  Over the next several years, MJM will propose a
regimen of retrofit projects for consumptive older park parcels to increase their resource efficiency and
lower long term operating costs.  In 2015 alone, MJM has proposed $29,000 worth of retrofit projects that
will yield an estimated $423,000 in savings in water, electricity, and garbage utilities by 2043.  MJM will
continue to think creatively, study new technologies, and engage the advice of experts to identify efficiency
retrofits with attractive returns on investment.
 
In addition to retrofitting existing parks, MJM will continue to devote our on the ground experience to
inform the designs of new parks coming online.  The range of advice MJM provides is extensive, from
choosing the most efficient fixtures, to selecting drought-resistant low maintenance plants, to avoiding
problematic installations which require costly maintenance down the line, and much more.  MJM’s advice
on park design will help to save significant maintenance and capital costs which might otherwise be incurred
after the parks are operational. 
 
MJM will expand its event permitting to generate additional income for park operations.  MJM’s event
program is net positive – private events pay for themselves, any lasting impacts on the parks (through
restoration fees), and a free community event series that occurs annually throughout event season.  In
2015, MJM has begun to fund operating expenses out of event income as well.  MJM’s event income
increased considerably between 2013 and 2014.  Up to now, no significant efforts have been made to
market the parks to event clients beyond signage in the parks and word-of-mouth.  In 2015, MJM will
launch a new website aimed in part at attracting event clients and streamlining the event permitting
process.  MJM also began in 2014 to cultivate more strategic relationships with its park neighbors such as
UCSF and Dropbox who have proven to be regular event clients.  This type of development will increase in
2015 and beyond.
 
MJM will consider opportunities to integrate future developments into park maintenance relative to their
projected impacts.  When the Pavilion is rented to a food service operator, MJM would like to integrate
maintenance costs for the building, restrooms, and surrounding park area into the rental fee.  In addition,
MJM will assist in calculating the increased cost of maintenance incurred from the upcoming Warriors
arena, fronting the Bayfront Park, and come up with a proposal for the Warriors to offset this cost in some
fashion.
 
MJM will think more broadly about cultivating sponsorships for expenses correlated with direct public use,
such as pet waste bags, sports court equipment, and park security.  In 2015, MJM has removed pet waste
bags entirely from the operating budget and will seek to have this $9000 expense funded exclusively
through sponsors starting this year. 







 
Finally, MJM will work under the advice and direction of OCII staff to investigate the creation of a
community program that allows gifting of furniture, fixtures, and equipment.  Not only will this program
assist with cost reduction, but MJM believes it may inspire a higher level of community stewardship in the
parks.
 
MJM looks forward to thinking creatively and working hand in hand with OCII and local stakeholders to
ensure that the Mission Bay Parks System continues to be an attractive, safe, and enjoyable asset to the
community.
 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
 


 


 


 


 
 


From: Hussain, Lila (CII) [mailto:lila.hussain@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:39 AM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, updated Minimum Compensation Policy
 
Hi Nicole and Mary,
 
I need an updated Minimum Compensation Policy  Form filled out for the Contract Amendment. 
 
Thanks,
 
 
Lila Hussain
Assistant Project Manager
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure
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One South Van Ness, 5th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
Phone: 415-749-2431
Email: lila.hussain@sfgov.org
 
 
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 4:07 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Hi all,
 
Mary and I have put together responses to your requests for items #1 and #2 in this email.  Still working on
the narrative for #3, should have something by tomorrow or Thursday.  Let me know if you have any
questions or need anything else, thank you!  -Nicole
 


OCII budget work
February 3, 2015


 
A. REDUCED MANAGEMENT FEES FOR PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015
-           P11/11a: $184 / month (17% reduction)
-           P6:   $1,548 / month (15% reduction)
-          P19: $182 / month (18% reduction)
-          P26: $996 / month (15% reduction)
-      P27:  $201 / month (16% reduction
 
 
B. SCHEDULE OF PARKS TO OPEN IN 2015 (per MBDG)
-           P11/11a  (OPEN ~ Sept 2015)
-           P6  (OPEN ~ May 2015)
-          P19 (OPEN ~ October 2015)
-          P26-27 (OPEN ~ June 2015)  
 
 
C. REDLINED SOW AND MATRIXES FOR EXISTING PARKS; MATRIXES FOR NEW PARKS – see attached
 
 
D. BREAKDOWN OF 2014 SBE CONTRACT AMOUNTS
The MJM team meets the Agency’s equal opportunity program goals for Mission Bay.  MJM, the prime
Contractor, is a San Francisco-based woman-owned firm, no longer economically disadvantaged, and all of
three subcontractors are Small Business Enterprise (“SBE”) firms.  Based on the Year 2014 operating and
management fee budget of $1,461,768, less the $343,338 allocated for operating costs, such as utility
payments, SBE’s will receive 58.2% of the contract amount, as follows:


MJM Management Group LBE/WBE $467,470 41.8%


Aim to Please Janitorial Services SBE $170,582 15.3%
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A Topnotch Security Services, Inc. SBE $194,340 17.4%


Forster and Kroeger Landscape
Maintenance, Inc.


SBE $286,038 25.5%


 
 
E. BUDGET CUTS TO SHOW 10% REDUCTION – see attached
 
$1,541,373 operating budget; 9.97% reduction  
                               


Acct # General Account Amount % Reduction Notes
6299 Maintenance payroll $16,688 7.05% 8 hrs per pay period starting in


February
6499 Materials and supplies $17,080 30.5% Includes 100% sponsorship of pet waste
6511 Landscape contract $5,000 1.66% Less hours on new parcels
6521 Security contract $13,104 6.57% M/T/Th/F day shift in-house; W cut day


shift
6531 Janitorial contract $47,118 21% Additional work done as special


projects
6540 Special maint projects $10,008 50.02% Special maint projects out of capital


budget
6570 Pest control $3,000 50% Cut pest control 50%
6595 Steam cleaning $420 19.90% Cut steam cleaning schedule to as


needed
6596 Vehicle/equip M&R $240 10.32% Slower repairs on vehicles and


equipment
6699 Utilities $37,737 16.85% Savings from (4) efficiency capital


projects
6710 Management fees $4,000 2.96% 15 – 18% reductions to fees for new


parks
6877 Stationary $450 100% Remove from budget


 
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
T 415.684.9896 F 415.543.3448
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:09 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Attached is a revised spreadsheet that I still need to work on, but let us know if you want to add in any
additional income for future years.  I am fine leaving it out for now, but having a qualitative discussion ready
and can add numbers in.  I still need to figure out some things that are highlighted (my excel skills are not at
their peak right now).  So, this will change – may be best to talk before you start playing with the
spreadsheet so we can talk about the best way to incorporate things.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Nicole Agbayani [mailto:nagbayani@MissionBayParks.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 5:43 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: RE: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Thanks, Catherine.  I’m acknowledging receipt of this email.  I am working through your list as quickly as
possible.  Have a good evening!  -Nicole
 
 
Nicole Agbayani, LEED AP
Site Manager
Mission Bay Parks System
451 Berry Street
San Francisco, CA 94158
nagbayani@missionbayparks.org
www.mjmmg.com
www.missionbayparks.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:33 PM
To: Nicole Agbayani; 'Mary McCue'
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Contract Amendments, etc.
 
Nicole/Mary – thanks again for coming in last week to meet with us.  We are working on the contract
amendment to try and get it to the 2/17 Commission meeting.  To be able to achieve that, there are several
things that need to be done.  The following is the list of help we’ll need from you, in order of priority.  We
are back down to Lila and myself to finish this up, since we realized that while Ethan would be great, we
need to just get this done and bring him in when there is more time for the learning process (so we’ll still
get that tour planned).  Please take a look at the to-do list and let us know if it is feasible. What we are
running into is that the long-term “fix” for the budget is being tied to the immediate contract amendment
and 2015 budget, so we need to have it all in reasonable shape to keep things moving.  I think as long as we
can get a decent first stab at #3 below, then we’ll be able to finish up #1 and #2 while we flesh out #3, but
need enough meat on the bones to get folks comfortable with signing off on #1 and #2.
 
Thanks!
 
#1 – Info for actual contract amendment (need by tomorrow mid-day)


-        Confirmation of management fees for new parks
-        Confirmation of completion dates/when the new parks will be ready for management and if there


needs to be any adjustment to the proposed 2015 budget (this will allow us to calculate the
maximum management fee that would potentially be charged for 2015 for the new parks only)


-        Redlines to the scope of work and new matrixes for the new parks.  Also, if you need to amend the
contract for the existing parks to allow for the 10% reduction in 2015 budget, those redlines would
be needed


-        Breakdown of 2014 SBE contract amounts (see the attached memo we did for the last contract
amendment to see what we did for context)


 
#2 – Info for 2015 Budget (needed by Wednesday)


-        Revised budget to show the 10% reduction in budget
 
#3 – Outline for future approach to park budgeting (needed by Thursday – Wednesday if possible)
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-        This is going to be more of a written description of what will be done to reduce costs to be able to
bring things into line with the CFD budget, as well as identify alternative sources of funding.


-        I will send a revised spreadsheet that includes using the excess CFD funds for the next few years to
help fill up the reserve accounts.  I will also add a line for potential other funding sources for you to
add in those.


 
Since both Lila and I will be in meetings a bunch of today/tomorrow – please put “URGENT” in the title of
any emails you need us to respond to quickly for you to keep moving forward.
 
Thanks again for jumping in on this, and if you know that you won’t be able to meet the above schedule,
please let us know – we know it is really tight, but were thinking it would be great to keep pushing through
and see how far we could get.
 
Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
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From: lubaw@lcwconsulting.com
To: Jose Farran; Wise, Viktoriya (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Eric Womeldorff
Subject: Fwd: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:07:03 AM
Attachments: image001.png


ATT00001.htm
Calendar Schedule 2015 Baseball + concert.docx
ATT00002.htm


FYI 


Begin forwarded message:


From: "Miller, Erin" <Erin.Miller@sfmta.com>
Subject: FW: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
Date: February 2, 2015 at 11:03:22 AM PST
To: "'lubaw@lcwconsulting.com'" <lubaw@lcwconsulting.com>


This was from Jerry.  It’s this year’s Giant’s schedule, including a big concert on 9/5
 


Erin Miller Blankinship
 
Urban Planning Initiatives, Development & Transportation Integration
Sustainable Streets
 
Join the Waterfront Transportation Assessment Mailing List here!
 
 
(415) 701-5490 o
(415) 971-7429 m
 
www.sfmta.com  
 


From: Robbins, Jerry 
Sent: Friday, January 23, 2015 3:12 PM
To: Mattern, Lauren; Lim, Robert M
Cc: Malone, Rob; Liu, Cheryl; Sukhenko, Alexiy; Albert, Peter; Miller, Erin
Subject: AT&T 2015 Baseball and Conceert Schedule
 
Hi Lauren and Robert:
 
Attached is the 2015 Giants home schedule, including one concert.  Night events are 
shaded, day events are not shaded.  The game on June 14 starts at 4:15 p.m. and 
doesn’t fit either category.  There will be a Billy Joel concert on the evening of 
September 5.  Please use this calendar to program special event parking meters and 
post-event traffic signal plans.
 
Thanks,
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 SFMTA | Municipal Transportation Agency
One South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103-5417
T:  415.701.4490 
 












2015 GIANTS SCHEDULE at AT&T PARK
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Shaded dates are night games starting at either 6:05 p.m. or 7:15 p.m.


Non-shaded dates are day games starting at either 12:05 p.m., 12:45 p.m. 1:15 p.m. or 1:35 p.m.





Notes:  June 13 game starts at 4:05 p.m. – will require temporary TANS signs for this start time 





Billy Joel concert on September 5 in the evening





JR1/-23-15















 
Jerry
 
 
Jerry Robbins, PTP
Transportation Planning Manager 








From: Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
To: Rich, Ken (MYR)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Gavin, John (ECN); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
Date: Sunday, February 01, 2015 2:45:16 PM


I could do 11:30-1:00


Adam Van de Water
Project Manager
Office of Economic and Workforce Development 
City and County of San Francisco
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
415.554.6625


On Feb 1, 2015, at 2:24 PM, Rich, Ken (MYR) <ken.rich@sfgov.org> wrote:


I'm also free in the morning from 10:15 am to 1pm.


_________________________
Ken Rich
Director of Development
Office of Economic and Workforce Development
415/554-5194


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 12:03 PM
To: Rich, Ken (MYR); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Re: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
 


Sorry - I have a 3-4 that I cannot reschedule. I can talk before or after.


From: Rich, Ken (MYR)
Sent: Sunday, February 1, 2015 11:24 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Gavin, John (ECN)
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Cc: Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: GSW Week Ahead Check-in
When: Monday, February 2, 2015 3:15 PM-3:45 PM.
Where: Ken's Office; Call-in #: 877-336-1828, Access Code: 955112
 
Sorry - the regular time got pre-empted by the Mayor this week. Can people do this at
3:15 instead?








From: Clarke Miller
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
Date: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 8:51:45 AM


Hi Catherine,
I have an SBE interview at 9am, so let’s shoot for 4pm. I’ll send out a meeting invite and will include
Adam and Jesse in the event either wants to join.
Thanks,
Clarke
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 7:33 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: Jesse Blout; adam.vandewater@gmail.com
Subject: RE: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
 
Hi Clarke. Hope you are feeling better today. I am available to talk at 9am or 4pm today. Let
me know if either of those work for you. My short answer is that I would be open to the
schedule, but before calling a special meeting for the CAC I would want to actually have a
couple meetings under our belt on the internal design review to see if the design team can
meet the schedule. Ny concern is that so far all of the design meetings have been pushed off
by the GSWs and the CAC was told they would be reviewing the SDs as far back as last fall
and then early 2015, both of which have shifted. Also, we have talked about providing a least
one Saturday workshop as part of the SD review to capture folks that have trouble attending
week day nights so would need to see how that would fit in.
 
Thanks and let me know when you can talk. Thanks
 
 
Sent  from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


 


-------- Original message --------
From: Clarke Miller
Date:01/25/2015 9:25 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: Jesse Blout
Subject: draft GSW SD review schedule for comment
 
Hi Catherine,
 
I didn’t want to bother you while you were out of the office Friday, but it would be worthwhile to
connect on this Monday, if you have time. Jesse and I took a stab at what we think is an achievable,
albeit accelerated, SD review process. I’ve attached a draft schedule for your review. A few notes on
the attached.


1.        We think breaking the project into two components (west side and east side) will allow Staff
and the community a better opportunity to dive into the detailed material than trying to
address the whole project at once, so Staff and CAC meetings are divided as such. At the
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Commissions, though, we think those bodies will only be interested in reviewing the entire
project as a whole to understand its overall design cohesion.


2.        On the draft schedule, we’ve allowed for two CAC meetings for each component (west side
and east side) to hear and address the community’s design concerns. We’ve also allowed for
a minimum of 3 in-depth reviews with OCII/planning Staff before going to the public.
Obviously, if Staff isn’t satisfied with our progress, or we don’t provide sufficient detail in a
timely manner, then more meetings may be required. I’ve shown the desired Staff meetings
in the attached calendar in bold red dates.


3.        We agree with Corinne that we can leave the February CAC to non-GSW items, then dig in
in March. You’ll see in the attached that we recommend CAC design meetings March 12, 26,
and April 9. Rapid fire so the community stays engaged and sees us quickly address their
issues. Also allows us to get max attendance before the Giants season kicks into gear and


may scare off some CAC attendees. Calling a CAC meeting on March 26th is obviously an
additional request of their time, but with such significant advance warning, we hope they
would consider.


4.        Lastly, we allow for a month before Commission hearings in early May so we can
incorporate community feedback, get Staff (and Owners) approval, pull together revised
project renderings, and assemble the BC/SD books.


5.        We recognize the SDs have to be well received at each milestone in the schedule in order to
keep the pace shown here, but we need to push our design team to keep GSW’s dream
opening date alive. So we’d like to get your feedback on this and then we’ll share it with our
A&E team so they have their marching orders.


 
I’m available to talk from 8:45-9:30am and 12:30-1pm tomorrow, otherwise I’m in meetings the
entire rest of the day, so we can communicate over email about the proposed schedule if that’s
necessary.
 
Thanks, and I look forward to your feedback.
 
Clarke
 
 
Clarke Miller
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz"
Subject: RE: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:31:00 AM


Thanks for the info/doodle and I’ll pass onto the GSWs.  Will send out a date to meet once I finish
corralling folks.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
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Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
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San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "Clarke Miller"; Albert, Peter (MTA); Miller, Erin (MTA); Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: FW: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:31:00 AM


Big jump.
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:02 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Thank you, Catherine! I'm back in the office and (mostly) back to normal. Thankful for a
quick recovery. I just filled out the doodle, thanks again for taking the lead on scheduling. 
 
I've also owed you some bike parking numbers for the arena for a while, apologies. After
internal discussion we'd like to see capacity for up to 900-1000 bikes at the arena site. As
discussed, many of these could be flexible and event-based (not-permanent), but given the
City's goals for bicycle mode share, the location of the site relative to regional transit, bike
share expansion, and existing planning code requirements, we feel this is an appropriate
capacity for a San Francisco event venue of this size. Happy to work with you, the Warriors,
and design teams to figure out exactly how this all works out.
 
Let me know your thoughts.
 
Cheers,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Feb 2, 2015 at 10:01 AM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
Sorry to hear that.  Hope you feel better (there is some nasty stuff around this season). The only
time that worked for everyone was tomorrow, and based on the flu I’ve seen in others, let’s assume
you may need an extra day to rest up.  I just updated the doodle poll, so if folks could check it out
and update your responses, I would appreciate it.
 
Get better soon Paolo!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
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   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 
From: Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz [mailto:paolo@sfbike.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 9:47 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Miller, Erin (MTA); Patel, Neal; Van de Water, Adam (MYR)
Subject: Re: City/Bike Coalition Check In on GSW
 
Hi All,
 
I apologize for the short notice but I have come down with the flu and will have to
reschedule today's meeting. I know this meeting was many weeks in the making - thank you,
Catherine - and I'm hoping we can still get together in the next couple weeks to discuss
bicycle infrastructure and mode share in and around the GSW arena site. 
 
Catherine, were there other dates on the doodle poll that seemed to work for everyone?
 
Apologies again for the short notice - look forward to meeting soon.
 
Best,
Paolo
 
On Mon, Jan 26, 2015 at 2:20 PM, Reilly, Catherine (CII) <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org>
wrote:
 
 


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
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____________________________


 
--
Paolo Cosulich-Schwartz
Business and Community Program Manager
 
_________________________________________
 
Let's transform one of the city's most dangerous streets into one of the safest.
JOIN OUR POLK STREET CAMPAIGN
 
____________________________


San Francisco Bicycle Coalition
Promoting the Bicycle for Everyday Transportation


(415) 431-BIKE (2453) x312
833 Market Street, 10th Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
____________________________
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: "David Manica"
Subject: RE: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:35:00 AM


Thanks!
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: David Manica [mailto:dmanica@manicaarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 11:06 AM
To: Kate Aufhauser; William Hon; Arce, Pedro (CII); Van de Water, Adam (MYR); Clarke Miller; Leah
DiCarlo; Winslow, David (CPC); Keith Robinson; Reilly, Catherine (CII); Miller, Erin (MTA); Jesse Blout;
Switzky, Joshua (CPC); Molly Hayes; David Carlock; Mark Linenberger; Beau Beashore
Subject: GSW Arena Updates and Discussions
 
All,
Per direction today from Strada re: the upcoming schedule, I am cancelling the weekly meeting
invite on Thursday mornings and will be sending out one-offs for the scheduled review dates. 
Because they do not fall into a regularly recurring pattern, I will have to send individual invites for
each one.  Apologies for cluttering your inbox.
 
Best to all,
D
 
David L.  Manica
AIA, NCARB, LEED AP
 


M A N I C A
a r c h i t e c t u r e
1915 W 43rd Ave  Ste 100
Kansas City, KS    66103
 


T     +1 816 421 8890
M    +1 816 786 9610
Skype   david.manica
manicaarchitecture.com
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From: Kern, Chris (CPC)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
Date: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:52:51 AM


Thanks!
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
 


From: Bereket, Immanuel (CII) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 10:27 AM
To: Kern, Chris (CPC)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: RE: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Here you go.
 


From: Kern, Chris (CPC) 
Sent: Thursday, February 05, 2015 9:50 AM
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Cc: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Freeman, Craig (PUC); Frye, Karen (PUC)
Subject: Public Safety Building Addendum
 
Hi Manny,
SFPUC would like to cover the sewer improvements needed for the GSW project through an
addendum to the Mission Bay Redevelopment Plan EIR. I discussed this with Catherine yesterday and
she suggested we look at the addendum prepared for the Public Safety Building Project as an
example.
 
Can you help me track down that document?
Thanks
 
Chris Kern
Senior Environmental Planner
 
Planning Department, City and County of San Francisco
1650 Mission Street, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA 94103
Direct: 415-575-9037 Fax: 415-558-6409
Email:chris.kern@sfgov.org
Web:www.sfplanning.org
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Bereket, Immanuel (CII); Wise, Viktoriya (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: GSW letter for AB 900 application
Date: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 1:02:14 PM


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: John.Malamut@sfgov.org
Date:02/04/2015 12:53 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Clarke Miller ,"David Kelly
(dkelly@warriors.com)" ,jim.morales@sfgov.org,"Murphy, Mary G." ,"Sekhri, Neil"
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application


        I imagine we could handle this through a CEQA indemnification agreement. This is something that
many other cities and counties have, but SF has always turned up our noses at this as we feel such
agreements could undermine or at least create the perception of undermining our independence in the
CEQA review process.  Of course, Chris, Brett, Viktoriya, and the entire CEQA Team at Planning have
demonstrated time and again that they are objective and independent in their analysis, so there really
should not be a question in this regard.   Nevertheless, if it is something necessary to qualify for AB
900 status, then we should do it.  The Agreement should cover both OCII as the lead agency and the
City as a responsible agency. 


        Mary and Neil - Do you have any samples of these agreements from other cities/counties where
you have client projects. 


John D. Malamut
City Attorney's Office
City Hall, Room 234
1 Dr. Carlton B. Goodlett Place
San Francisco, CA 94102
Tel:  415-554-4622
Fax: 415-554-4757 


From:        "Reilly, Catherine (CII)" <catherine.reilly@sfgov.org> 
To:        "Murphy, Mary G." <MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com>, Clarke Miller <CMiller@stradasf.com>, 
Cc:        "David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com)" <dkelly@warriors.com>, "Sekhri, Neil" <NSekhri@gibsondunn.com>,
"jim.morales@sfgov.org" <jim.morales@sfgov.org>, "Kern, Chris (CPC)" <chris.kern@sfgov.org>, "Malamut, John (CAT)"


<john.malamut@sfgov.org>, "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" <brett.bollinger@sfgov.org> 
Date:        02/04/2015 12:36 PM 
Subject:        RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 


Thank you for the clarification.  Do we have something in the file that the GSW have agree to these terms?  If not,
I would guess we will need it to be able to make a statement to that effect.  I have cc-ed additional folks to
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weigh in on what we need for OCII to make the findings below, especially D. 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Murphy, Mary G. [mailto:MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 12:19 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Sekhri, Neil
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
HI Catherine, 
Sorry, we should have sent an explanation along with the request.  In order to obtain AB 900 certification, there
are certain obligations GSW must fulfill.  The ones referenced in Public Resources Code Section 21183(d)(e) and (f)
are as follows: (d) says that GSW must enter into a binding and enforceable agreement requiring the mitigation
measures to be a condition of approval (in other words, we have to sign a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting
Program (MMRP) Agreement and that is standard practice in SF).  (e) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of the
Court of Appeal is hearing and deciding any case.  (f) says GSW must agree to pay the costs of preparing the
administrative record.  Here is the entire section: 
  
21183.  The Governor may certify a leadership project for 
streamlining pursuant to this chapter if all the following
conditions 
are met: 
   (a) The project will result in a minimum investment of one
hundred 
million dollars ($100,000,000) in California upon completion
of 
construction. 
   (b) The project creates high-wage, highly skilled jobs that
pay 
prevailing wages and living wages and provide construction
jobs and 
permanent jobs for Californians, and helps reduce
unemployment. For 
purposes of this subdivision, "jobs that pay prevailing wages"
means 
that all construction workers employed in the execution of the


project will receive at least the general prevailing rate of
per diem 
wages for the type of work and geographic area, as determined
by the 
Director of Industrial Relations pursuant to Sections 1773 and 
1773.9 of the Labor Code. If the project is certified for 
streamlining, the project applicant shall include this
requirement in 
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all contracts for the performance of the work. 
   (c) The project does not result in any net additional
emission of 
greenhouse gases, including greenhouse gas emissions from
employee 
transportation, as determined by the State Air Resources Board


pursuant to Division 25.5 (commencing with Section 38500) of
the 
Health and Safety Code. 
   (d) The project applicant has entered into a binding and 
enforceable agreement that all mitigation measures required
pursuant 
to this division to certify the project under this chapter
shall be 
conditions of approval of the project, and those conditions
will be 
fully enforceable by the lead agency or another agency
designated by 
the lead agency. In the case of environmental mitigation
measures, 
the applicant agrees, as an ongoing obligation, that those
measures 
will be monitored and enforced by the lead agency for the life
of the 
obligation. 
   (e) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of the
Court of 
Appeal in hearing and deciding any case, including payment of
the 
costs for the appointment of a special master if deemed
appropriate 
by the court, in a form and manner specified by the Judicial
Council, 
as provided in the Rules of Court adopted by the Judicial
Council 
pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 21185. 
   (f) The project applicant agrees to pay the costs of
preparing the 
administrative record for the project concurrent with review
and 
consideration of the project pursuant to this division, in a
form and 
manner specified by the lead agency for the project 
  
  
Please let me know if you have further questions.  Best, Mary 
Mary G. Murphy


GIBSON DUNN
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
555 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
Tel +1 415.393.8257  • Fax +1 415.374.8480  


MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com • www.gibsondunn.com 
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 11:28 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Murphy, Mary G.
Subject: RE: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
I will try.  What happens if Friday is not met (ie, I am in meetings for the next 24 hours and need to get internal
review done).  Also, could you please summarize what this requirement is (an excerpt of the regulations would be
great to get up to speed quickly):  “GSW is obligated to enter into an agreement with OCII establishing the
requirements of Public Resources Code sections 21183(d), (e), and (f)” 
  
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
  Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/ 
  
From: Clarke Miller [mailto:CMiller@stradasf.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2015 10:34 AM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: David Kelly (dkelly@warriors.com); Mary Murphy (MGMurphy@gibsondunn.com)
Subject: GSW letter for AB 900 application 
  
Hi Catherine, 
As part of our AB 900 application, we need the attached letter printed on OCII letterhead and signed by Tiffany
(with the correct date shown). Could you coordinate with her for signature and return to me by this Friday? We
need to submit our application next week in order to achieve AB 900 certification before the DSEIR is published in
May. 
Feel free to let me or Mary know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Clarke 
  
Clarke Miller 
Strada Investment Group
101 Mission Street, Suite 420 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.572.7640
Email: cmiller@stradasf.com 
 


This message may contain confidential and privileged information. If it has been sent to you
in error, please reply to advise the sender of the error and then immediately delete this
message.
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From: Clarke Miller
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: "Kate Aufhauser"; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl  Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Reilly,


Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
Date: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:31:43 AM


Paul,
Thanks for the recap and clear direction. Regarding point #6 below, may we remove wind sensors on
top of the Office building podiums where there will not be public access (only limited access for
building employees which can be closed off in the event of a wind event)?
Clarke
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2015 10:11 AM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Karl Heisler; Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC);
Reilly, Catherine (CII); Brian Boxer
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Clarke:
 


1.        The following 3 scenarios will meet EP’s requirements for wind scenarios for the SEIR:
 


Scenario Notes


Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


Cumulative with
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site landscaping or other
mitigation


 
 


2.        In addition, to respond to Catherine’s request from last week, please also provide results for
the following additional wind scenarios below.  (Note:  It appears these three scenarios have
already been completed by RWDI in their January 25, 2015 preliminary wind study.)  These
additional results can be shared with OCII/EP/ESA along with those wind scenarios identified
under No. 1, above, and then OCII in consultation with EP can provide final guidance on if
and how these additional scenarios will be presented in the SEIR.


 
Scenario Notes


Existing Include existing off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping
Existing + Project Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future


planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
occur with project


Cumulative with
Project


Include sponsor-proposed on-site landscaping, and/or future
planned off-site Streetscape Plan landscaping that would
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occur with project
 
 


3.        You will notice we removed the “Cumulative w/o Project” scenario from consideration, as
that scenario will not be needed for the SEIR. 


4.        Aside from these scenarios, the sponsor can include additional wind scenarios identifying
feasible mitigation to mitigate and potential significant project wind impacts.


5.        As indicated previously, only the wind hazard criterion currently applies in MB South (and
not wind comfort criterion).  However, as RWDI have done previously, the wind study can
provide wind results for wind hazards and wind comfort.


6.        You should include all the wind sensor locations you previously addressed in your wind
analyses.  However, OCII in consultation with EP can provide final direction later if only off-
site wind hazards will be addressed in the SEIR, or if on-site wind effects will also be
discussed in the SEIR (e.g., for informational purposes).


7.        In order for the results of the wind study to be submitted as part of ADEIR 1B on March 3,
we would need the additional requested wind information from you by February 16, 2015. 
Please let us know if that is possible.


 
I am cc:ing OCII and EP on this email. Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 
Thanks much.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 


 
 


From: Clarke Miller 
Sent: Monday, February 02, 2015 2:41 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Subject: RE: Consideration of Wind Issues in SEIR
 
Paul,
Can you advise when you need the revised Wind analysis delivered by RWDI? We’re speaking with
them tomorrow (Tuesday) at 10:30am, and I’d like to give them clear direction. I know this section is
intended to go in the March 3 Ad Draft, but given you know the scenarios we’ll be delivering and
the necessary results the scenarios will show, is there headway that can be made in drafting the
section in advance of us delivering RWDI’s report?
Thanks,
Clarke
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From: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
To: Kern, Chris (CPC); Bollinger, Brett (CPC)
Subject: Fwd: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Date: Thursday, January 29, 2015 9:04:35 AM


Hi! Are either of you in the office right now (9am). Got to your offices early for a
meeting and was wondering if you want to try and call Paul right now? Thanks


Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone


-------- Original message --------
From: Paul Mitchell
Date:01/28/2015 3:14 PM (GMT-08:00)
To: "Reilly, Catherine (CII)"
Cc: "Bollinger, Brett (CPC)" ,"Kern, Chris (CPC)" ,Chuck Bennett ,Joyce ,"Bereket,
Immanuel (CII)"
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results


Thanks, Catherine; I have a call into you, as it may be best to talk through these issues. 
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 


From: Reilly, Catherine (CII) [mailto:catherine.reilly@sfgov.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:36 PM
To: Paul Mitchell
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce; Bereket, Immanuel (CII)
Subject: RE: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
I am fine being consistent with the City process, with the caveat that it doesn’t run afoul of any MB
requirements. I know there was a mitigation measure that outlined thresholds that are different
then the city, but probably not applicable in the new EIR.  There is also language in the DforD on
what needs to be done on projects, which may be a bit different since it looks at surrounding
development, but don’t know if we need to be consistent with that language for purposes of CEQA.
 
How do you treat landscaping that would be installed along the sidewalks as part of the Mission Bay
project per the adopted Streetscape Master Plan with or without the GSW project?  There would be
tweaks to it to reflect different breaks in the tree line due to location of entrances of a different
project.  If not a problem to explain why that is not considered part of the foreseeable conditions,
I’m good leaving it off, but if it is left off it probably isn’t mitigation in the sense of a mitigation
measure and is something the Master Developer is required to put in per the OPA vs. the GSW.
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Let me know if this is too rambly or makes no sense, give me a ring.  Thanks
 
Catherine Reilly
Project Manager 
Office of Community Investment and Infrastructure (OCII) 
   Successor Agency to the Redevelopment Agency of the City and County of San Francisco
1 South Van Ness Avenue, Fifth Floor
San Francisco, CA 94103
415-749-2516 (direct)
http://www.sfredevelopment.org/
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 28, 2015 2:23 PM
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII)
Cc: Bollinger, Brett (CPC); Kern, Chris (CPC); Chuck Bennett; Joyce
Subject: FW: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
Importance: High
 
Catherine:
 
ESA just wants to make sure OCII is on board with the guidance we gave Clarke Miller regarding the
wind scenarios that the Warriors’ wind consultant (RWDI) will be running for the Warriors project.
 Preliminary wind analyses that RWDI conducted included on-site and off-site landscaping in the
CEQA base case, project and cumulative scenarios.  However, as confirmed by Sarah Jones - ERO
today, the CEQA base case, EP requires that the base case, project and cumulative scenarios should
not include  any on-site and off-site landscaping (so as to capture the wind conditions and wind
changes solely related to base case/project/cumulative buildings).  The consideration of landscaping
or other measures  to mitigate wind impacts, however, is acceptable. Sarah’s direction is consistent
with our experience conducting wind analyses in San Francisco, including within Mission Bay. 
 
Since OCII is lead agency for the GSW project, we would like confirmation from OCII agrees with this
approach for the GSW project.  We appreciate your consideration of this issue, and happy to discuss
with you in more detail if you wish.
 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
 
 
 
 


From: Paul Mitchell [mailto:PMitchell@esassoc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 27, 2015 6:05 PM
To: Clarke Miller
Cc: 'Kate Aufhauser'; Chuck Bennett; Joyce; 'Kern, Chris (CPC)'; Bollinger, Brett (CPC); 'Reilly, Catherine
(CII)'
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Subject: Updated RWDI GSW Wind Results
 
Clarke:
 
Thanks for the updated advance preview of the preliminary updated wind results that RWDI
prepared.  Our recommendations below regarding the wind scenarios appropriate for the SEIR, and
assumptions regarding landscaping/mitigation for each scenario, are based on ESA’s experience with
conducting wind analysis in San Francisco.  The four highlighted yellow scenarios are the typical base
and project scenarios required for assessment of project and cumulative impacts that the City
considers to evaluate project and cumulative wind impacts.  As you can see in the “Notes,” none of
the four highlighted scenarios include any on- or off-site landscaping, so as to capture the wind
conditions and wind changes solely related to existing/project/cumulative buildings.  However, in
your mitigated scenario(s), you may include the proposed project’s on-site landscaping plan which
may provide benefits in reducing wind impacts, and any additional feasible mitigation (e.g., screens,
etc.) to mitigate wind impacts.   
 


Wind Comfort
Scenario


Wind Hazard Scenario Notes


Existing Existing Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Existing + Project Existing + Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/o Project Cumulative w/o
Project


Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


Cumulative w/ Project Cumulative w/ Project Do not include any on-site or off-site
landscaping or other mitigation


   
Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Existing + Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate project wind impacts


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Mitigated Scenario(s)
for Cumulative +
Project


Include proposed on-site landscaping plan,
and any additional feasible mitigation to
mitigate any significant project contribution
to cumulative wind impacts


 
Please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions. 


 
Paul Mitchell
ESA | Community Development
550 Kearny Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94108
415.896-5900 | 415.896-0332 fax
pmitchell@esassoc.com
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From: Albert, Peter
To: Reilly, Catherine (CII); Hussain, Lila (CII)
Subject: Meeting today with OCII?
Date: Monday, February 02, 2015 11:29:09 AM


Are we meeting at 1? I have a placeholder in my calendar titled "OCII" and figure it's either
Warriors/Mission Bay or Shipyard.


Peter Albert
Manager, SFMTA Urban Planning Initiatives
1 South Van Ness Avenue, 7th Floor
San Francisco, CA. 94103
415.701.4328


Sent from my iPhone
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